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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

SLIGHTLY more than twenty-five years ago, in the spring of 1947, I put
the final word to the final draft of Ge11esis of a Mwic. However, during the
intervening years I have produced the major portion of my works in both
music and theater. quintupling-probably-my output of 1930-1947. I n
that time I have also built o r adapted twenty-two medium to very large new
instruments, and many smaller ones; only six large instruments were de
picted and explain«l in the 1947 work.
This second edition contains limited new material. A new preface and
new Chapters 12 and 13 on instruments and notation are obviously neces
sary; an added Chapter 14 provides the background for six major works.

As addenda there are listings of music. performances, phonograph records,
films. notes on major theater works, a bibliography, and a chronology of
the building of my instruments.
In the earlier preface one paragraph calls for clarificalion. and in
Chapter I an idea needs explanation and omissions need to be recognited.
The paragraph, the first full one on page xviii, has given me considerable
torment. It 5ays. brie"y. that with modern technology-records-the corn·
poser might consider his work as a painter thinks o f his, and that his paints
and b'-ushes (instruments and nOlation) may be discarded. They are no
longer important.
I had no real passion for that notion then and

I have none for it now.

I have long believed in the Corporeal, especially in my large theater works,

where the musicians in a very real sense are also actors. Why,. then. did J
write such words? Very realistically, I did so because of the infinite difficulty
in mouming a large theater work, or any large work. FOTly-five to fifty years
ago. I had not heard one ensemble play the music that I had written for it,
and in a kind of desperation I determined to write nothing that I could not
project as actual sound. Even so, the long years of waiting until productions
were possible seemed endless-sevemeen in the case of Ot:dipUJ, beginning
when I visited W. B. Yeats in Dublin in 1934.10 show him my musical
outline for his venion of the anciem drama. and ending finally with
rehearsals at Mills College in 1951.
Because of my dedication to all that goes into theater-lights, costumes.
dance, movement. the physical excitement of seeing the instrument!
played-records have been a rather sad compromise. Still. I must stand by
v
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that earlier preface, because the likelihood of solving the total theater prob
lem seems today, if anything, even more distant.
The concepts of One Voice and the Corporeal (pages 7-8) have bewil
dered not a few persons who have witnessed my large works and have found
that they cannot progress logically from the One Voice (0 the theatrical
spectacle.
Personally, this is not a problem. Creek drama took its original form
{Tom religious festivals; the chorus, for example, was an ingredient, but
it took its spirit from the epic chant, or from any chant that told a slOry
one voice and one instrument. Homer was reputedly a wandering singer
of stories. Some years ago I heard a man from the Balkans, in person, in
epic chant, playing a one·stringed instrument and singing stories-a direct
descendant o[ Homer.

I myself sang and played one instrument, often entirely alone, for some
sixteen years (1930-1947): Li Po poems, Biblical passages, hitchhikcr in
scriptions, and the transcontinental freight-train trip, U.S. Highball. Yet
the step from those somewhat less than epic presentations to the profound
Sophocles drama, Otdipus, was to me most logical.
In discussing the idea of a Corporeal music in Chapters 1 and 2, the
verbal concepts of several contemporary composers were examined. I realize
now that this survey was not adequate to the facts. I had largely turned my
back on anything European or European.inHuenced, of a contemporary
nature, and since one man cannot know of every creative effort that is hap
pening everywhere, I prefer to leave the chapter untouched. An attempted
rectification could easily permit further omissions.
The Harmonic Canon bridge described and illustrated in Chapter 6 of
the first edition has been reluctantly abandoned in all Harmonic Canons
since the original. Its great virtue lay in the maintenance of all strings at a
constant height above the Mlundboard. Its fault lay in the dampening of
resonance, due to the groov� in the soundboard. I feel certain that a T�fjne
ment of this idea, in imagination and construction, could preserve the virtue
and eliminate the fault.
•

•

•

•

•

A chronology of the book itself: Before I was twenty, I had Icntativdy
rejected both the intonational system of modern Europe and its I.:oncert
system, although I did not realize either the ultimate scope or the conse-
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quenc�s of that rejection. In 1919, as I recall, 1 had virtually given up on
both music schools and private teachers, and had begun to ransack public
libraries, doing suggested exercises and writing music free from the infan·
tilisms and inanities of professors as I had �xperienced them.
Wh�n I was twenty·one I finally found, in a library, the key for whi(h
I had been searching, the Helmholtz-ElIis work,

On the Sematioll.s 0/ Tone.

Under this new impetus, doubts and ideas achieved some small resolution,
and 1 began to take wing. About 1925 1 wrote a string quartet in Just
Intonation and compiled a set of Just-Intonation resources soon afterward.
The first draft of my book, later called Genesis 0/

a

Music, was written

around 1927.
Further drafts piled up for the next twenty years. The second, in 1930,
resulted in the first review of my work, in the New Orleans Times-PicaYlllle
(where I was a proofreader), in December of that year. A third followed in
1934 as the result of research at the British j\·fusetlm, a fourth in 1940, at the
height of what for me was the Great Depression, a fifth under a Guggenheim
Fellowship in 1944, in preparation for submission to the University 0" Wis·
consin Press, a sixth the next year under guidance of the Press, and the
seventh-and finally accepted-version in 1947.
A well·known person of the nineteenth century, writing at the age of
forty, remarked (in effect) that he would like to be listened to, but hoped
that his readers would discount him if he were nill writing at ages when
the fire o f youth is diminished. Now, decades after publication of the first
edition,} can concur with him t o a degree. If, at the present juncture, I wcre
to see first publication of this book, I can surely say that m y exposition would
be different. 1 would indeed like t o make a few changes, but I subscribe
wholly to every dominant theme that 1 expressed in 1947. Therefore let me
reassure those who prefer no diminution of "fire" that the book is 311 exact
reprint except for the sections indicated .
•

•

•

•

•

The earlicr preface was in no way autobiographical. A few brief sum
maries of my life have appeared, mostly as the result of interviews, and I
recall-in both interviews and personal contacts-the question, repeated
literally hundreds of times, how did you ever get started?
A preface is very much like a summation (1 have never k.nown of a
preface being written bt/ore the writing of the book it finally prcfaced)-
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a summation by an attorney with a client (the book) under possible sen·
tence of death. In his summation, the attorney is allowed rather more lati·
tude than in the examination of witnesses, which constitutes the body of
his efforts. A preface is also conceived as a direct statement by author to
reader, and I hope that my present readers will abide me while I offer a brief

I

autobiography. because this is the only way
how 1

�ver got started.

can even begin to explain

I do not claim that it presents a tough life. an excit·

ing one (except within myself), or even a particularly unusual one. But
since my musical work has been virtually my whole life, it might not be inap
propriate to consider m y life as a prelude to

C�n�sis.

These recollections

are based on facts as I know them from experience, and from surmises, again
from experience.
Recently, a reviewer looked over the list of my "musical influences"
as I had slated them for a program-Christian hymns, Chinese lullabyes,
Yaqui Indian ritual, Congo puberty ritual. Cantonese music hall, and
Okies in California vineyards, among others, and remarked. as I recall,
that these seemed

improbable

or

whimsical.

least in part. My parents received the "call"

Yet 1 can document them, at

(as those

with missionary zeal

referred to the experience) some time in the 1 880's and were sent to China.
Before 1900 both began to have doubts, which very soon ended in resigna·
tions. The crisis came during the Boxer Rebellion, and 1 was born in Oak·
land in the middle of 1901 soon after they returned. Because of my mother's
health we moved, about twO years later, to southeaStern Arizona.
My father's apostasy took. the direction of agnosticism, secularism,
atheism-he had many of the writings of Robert Ingersoll about. But my
mother could not go that route, and she look up, at various times prior to
her death in 1920, Unity, MaT)' Baker Eddy, New Thought. For my part, 1
can say only that subjects of intense concern to my parents were not neces·
sarily of intense concern to me. The reading material-Robert lngerso\l,
Mary Baker Eddy,

�lal.-simply did not stack up, in

excitement, beside the

wild immoralities o( Greek mythology, or, in adventure, with the

Anabasis

of Xenophon. In our library there were more books in Chinese, accordion

y

raided, with ivory thongs. illustrated by gor

colored lithographs of the

beheading of missionaries, than there were books in English.
Hymns, with voices and an old reed organ, and ChiJ).ese tunes, sung
by my mother, were a part of that Arizona experience. Into my twenties 1
could still sing one or two Chinese songs (in Chinese, o( course), and
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Chinese was occasionally spoken in OUT home-always when we had
Mandarin-speaking visitors.
Yaqui Indians. very timid and aloof, were all about us in the declining
years of the Old West. (I recall watching through a telescope "bad men"
holed lip in some nearby rocks, and I fear tha.t my five-year-old sympathies
were all for the hunted.) Later, when I heard the Yaqui Spring Ritual on a
record, the sounds seemed amazingly familiar to me.
I began to hear music on Edison cylinder records when I was ten, but I
can't TeaU exactly what. Later, when I knew, I reacted to certain small
shafts of intense life-Hebrew chants, Chinese theater, and Congo ritual
with a kind o[ intimate panion. My painter friend Cordon Onslow-Foro
speaks of the "delight in recognizingsomething never seen [heard] before,"
and what might be called a wide-consciousness intuition could account for
.some of my early beliefs or imaginings as to what I actually heard.
The small child feels that he is the center of the world, in both his joys
and his disasters. It is redundant to say

the world he knows.

There is no

other. And ever)' lonely child builds worlds o f his own, both with objects
and in fantasy,

a

dozen a year, or even a dozen a day.

Can this world
From of old
Always have been so sad,
Or did it become so for the sake
Of me alone?·
And the quality would be unchanged if other words were substituted:

A lways have been so happy /Of' the sake 0/ me alone.
Living just outside the tiny railroad town of Ben.son, Arizona, about
three hundred population and with eleven saloons for transient railroaders
along its board walks, we were very dependent upon mail·order articles,
even inc\uding canned foods. Among items ordered were a variety of musi
cal instruments. I recall a cello, a violin, a mandolin, a guitar,

a

cornet, and

numerOllS harmonicas. These were not JUSt passing fancies. My older sister
learned to play the violin very well, and my older brother the mandolin.
But I do not think that any of my family devoured as avidly as I did the

idea of music.
·Arthur Waky. jtJ/X'neJe P�lry,
QUOlfid by pcrmiSlion.

Ih" 'UID:

Lund Humphriellc Co., Lld.. London,

1946.
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At that time my fathcrwas employed in the immigration service and was
transferred rather frequently in the Arizona-New Mexico area, always t o
some railroad junction near the Mexican border. H e undersuxxl Mandarin,
as the immigration officials knew, of course. They may not have known that
the Cantonese-speaking Chinese, who constituted the bulk of the illegal
immigrants, were as incomprehensible to Mandarin speakers as Manx
speaking Gaels would be to Melanesian Islanders.
When I was fourteen, in Albuquerque, I began seriOUSly to write music.
at the same time delivering drugs on my bicycle everywhere in town
(including the wide-open red-light district), hopping bells in the local
Harvey House, and playing piano-including

Hearu and.

FloweTJ-in a

movie hOuse. (One did not have to be very good in the small (Own that
Albuquerque then was.) Interspersed at this time are recollections of my
mother visiling jails, complaining loudly about their condition, and occa
sionally bringing a prostitute home to spend the night. (My father would
bring hobos home also, but he insisted that they work. I do not recall that
my mother ever demanded that the prostitutes work.)
The only other nOlable event wilhin this purview was

a

kind of adoles

cent auto·da-fe-the burning of fourteen years of my music in a big iron
stove-a confession, (0 myself, that in pursuing the respectable, the widely
accepted, I had not been faithful. I say adolescent, even though I was
twenty·eight at the time. because the act involved many adolescent dreams.
and because I had written a large part of the music as an adolescent. The
works burned were a symphonic poem, a quartet. an unfinished piano con
certo, and numerous short pieces and songs. The time·span between my
initial divergent gropings (mostly theoretical) to the resolution of the fire
was about ten years-ten years in which I began to evolve my own direction,
in reaching (or a supernal freedom. while at the same time enduring a kind
of anguish in abandoning all that I had struggled to learn of the old ways

(and nolso old!).
Adlai Stevenson remarked that much of life is a conspiracy against
freedom. J wanted to be free, and in the tiny vortex: of my being I found
freedom. I can still relive the great surge of exhilaration that uplifted me
on that occasion. But it is a curious fact that I destroyed nothing truly
valuable to me. As late as 1960 I was still pulling out bits of ideas from that
pot-bellied stove, ideas stored away in memory-that mysterious structure
of cells and spirit.
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Finally. to bring at least a semicolon to the personal story. when I saw,
in the late twc=nties, that it was necessary to devise instrlll;nents of my own,
I did not find it a fearful step. Until his death in 1919, my father had
always maintained a small woodshop; I was familiar with common tools .
•

•

•

•

•

I am not trying to institute a movement in any crypto-religious sense.

1£ I were, idea would soon turn into something called form, and the wurld
is already plagued with its ephemera. Nor is the much revered master·
disciple relationship very promising. either historically or by observed
example.
Originality cannot be a goal. It is simply inevitable. The truly path·
breaking step can never be predicted, and certainly not by the person who
makes it at the time he makes it. He clears as he goes, evolves his own tech·
niques, devises his own tools, ignores where he must. And his path cannot
be retraced, because each of us is an original being.
In the fragile moment of achievement the conditioned attitude evapo
rates, showing perhaps that there is, in total experience, a deep and abiding
tie with peoples and animals and things removed in time and space. The
adventurer will undoubtedly experience ridicule, but he is inured to danger;
he was not born in the woods to get scared by an owl. To the extent that he
is obliged to fiy in the face of honored usages he begins to acquire, after
decades of weathering, the strange patina of the recidivist, the unregenerate
criminal. And envy of the criminal, which borders on a secret American
nostalgia, lies-very logically-in the fact that crime is one area where indi·
viduality is taken for granted. Wrote WilIiam Bolitho: "All the poets are on
one side, and all the laws on the other."
Once 1 had found a direction that carried an inherently compelling
force, in almost total disregard for current "laws," and once I had articu·
lated that force, in words, the actual doing became dominant, and theory
was often tedious, even unimportant. 'Vhen the index of doing went up, the
index of theory went down, even though I look upon much of this book as
a naked searching for the truth-sworn to on the Bible, on the blood of a
cock, or on nothing.
Simple truth, offered through words and other symbols, is not to be con·
fused with analysis, which may progress through various stages and end in
apotheosis. The explanation

can

become the central fact, substituting for
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the fact and finally outliving the fact. WitneS5 Aristotle's exposition of
Greek music, still extant, while the art is long gone. Examples abound, even
in contemporary endea.vors. We forget the work, essentially, yet strain for
an academic

uplanation

of the work.

Creatively, the virtue of music schools, as presently constituted, can lie
only in the possible rebellion against them. A foundation official has stated:
"Under present conditions the best service you ·can perform for the poten
tial artist is to throw him OUt." I f the drive of the creative student is strong
he will nOl have to b e thrown out, because he will not be there.
Rules and standards become me aningless once the simple truth is faced.

Let us give to nuts and bolts the standardization of thread that we have
come to expect, but let us give to music-magic, to man-magic.
My �aks of wrath and nadirs of depression, through some four decades,
were akin to the fulminations and despair of the Hebrew prophets, and for
exactly the same reasons: the endowed priests of the temples s a nctifying
form without content, ritual without value. Hollow

m ag ic.

Indeed we have magic-pre-packaged. Not only do we find ourselves
with ever more imaginative devices servicing consistently trivial distrac
tions, but in art the searching man must humble himself before banks of
highly technical equipment, and cater to those technicians and administra

tors who have been chosen to preside. We have usurpation by an academ
ically incestuous elite, and the rebellion against this sort o f thing constitutes
a thoroughly moral stand. How can it be misunderstood?
Oliver Evans, the poet: "It is not that we are misunderstood, blltthat we
are understood too well,"
Having been understood too wt!ll, it i s veT)' natural that we want to go
away-run awayl Arthur Canon, who was about seventeen when I knew

him in 1952, carries the idea to its ultimate:
Go away run away
Over the cloud
And over the cliff.
And jump into the mouth of god
And be lasted
And the whole thing is over
When you flip through the air.·
·Unpubli.hed. Quoted by pcrrniuion of the author.
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Time, in the moment of that flip lhrough tile aif', is capricious to say the
least-taking care of all, both the meaningful and the meaningless. Many
works and ideas valuable to me, from decades to thousands of years old,
have largely been ignored in my lifetime. Nevertheless, considering only
what we know, the historical record that Time has spared, the material
available to inspire spiritual resuscitation is truly awesome.
There is also the area that we do not know. I care even more for the
divination of an ancient spirit of which Iltnow nothing. To encompass-at
least intuitively-thousands of years of man's sensitivity to his world is to
rise above the merely encyclopedic.
During the years that have brought me past the end of my seventh
dC(:ade I have witnessed at least three series of revolving Ixion·wheels, of
major fashions in music: the inRuence of Sibelius in my teens and twenties,
of Paris·trained composers in my twenties and thirties, of the twelve-tone
row in my thirties and forties. And I am witnessing at present the incuba
tion of an el('ctronic-music establishment.
One can be eminently creative in any medium, of course, but the mor('
I s('e of fashions the more I discern, with infinite clarity, another path-that
of Man, the bright adventurer, the magic-maker. When 1 feel oplimistic,
it holds brilliant promise, like an Arizona morning before dawn, wi t h its
cardboard stage set and dark eastern silhouette in honor of the sun's holy
r ising.
On the wall of the prOjection room of a company spe1:ializing in chil
dren's films are inscriptions of appreciation. One of these touched me in an
extraordinary way. Along with the thank you were the following words,
painted, illuminated, by the child-author:
Once upon a time
There WIl.J a little boy
And he went outside.
Encinitas, California

H.P.

june, J969-April, 1972
Acknowledgemel1ts: If I were to offer a list of the persons who have aided
me-financially, morally, musically-during the past twenty-five years, it
would be of an absurd length, and I regret the presumptuous sound that this
statement might seem to carry. These persons know who they are. They
also know that I offer, in return, as always belore, faith, respect, love.
-H.P.

Author's Preface

PERHAPS th(: most hallowed of traditions among artists of creative vigor

is this: traditions in the creative arts are per se suspect. For they exist on the
patrimony of standardization, which means degeneration. They dominate

because they are to the interest of some group that has the power to per
petuate them, and they cease to dominate when some equally powerful

group undertakes to bend them to a new pattern. It is not difficult for the

alert student to acquire the traditional techniques. Under the pressures of
study these are unconsciously and all too easily absorbed. The extent to
which an individual

can

measure of his vitality.

resist being blindly led by tradition is a good

Traditions remain undisturbed when we say: let us improve ourselves;

let us become better pianists, tcachen, conductors, better composers. They
remain undisturbed when we say: let us increase the knowledge and appre

ciation of "good" music. Traditions remain undisturbed, uninvestigated,

and therefore a culture of music based upon such palpably noble precepts

is already senile.

The quality of vitality that makes any culture significant involves some

thing else, the presence of which constantly undermines tradition; it is
found in the perceptive freshness of the Tang Dynasty poets, the bold

curiosity of the·Renaissance Florentines. In large measure it is compounded

of investigation, investigation, investigation. In poetry and in many other

forms of creative expression investigation may take an entirely intellectual
and metaphysical path, but in music, because of the very nature of the art,

it must also take a ph.ysical path. A phalanx of good pianists, good teachers,
good composers, and "good" music no more creates a spirit of investigation

and a vital age in music than good grades in school create a spirit of investi
gation and a body of thinking citizens. To promote a youthful vitality in

music we must have students who will question every idea and related
,y
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physical object that they encounter. They must question the corpus of
knowledge, traditions, and usages that give us a piano,for example-the very
fact of a piano; they must question the tones of its keys, question the music
on its rack, and, above all, they must question, constantly and eternally,
what might be called the philosophies behind device, the philosophies that
are really responsible for these things.
Good grades in school are the result of a less commendable ability, and
no aspect of the musical scene could be more depressing than the prospect
that those with the ability to get good grades in school, to copy others, to
absorb and apply traditions with facility, shall hold the fort of "good"
mUSLC.
Music, "good" or not "good," has only two ingredients that might be
called God-given: the capacity of a body to vibrate and produce sound
and the mechanism of the human ear that registers it. These two ingre
dients can be studied and analyzed, but they cannot be changed; they are
the comparative constants. All else in the art of music, which may also be
studied and analyzed, was created by man or is implicit in human acts
and is therefore subject to the fiercest scrutiny-and ultimately to ap
proval, indifference, Or contempt. In other words, all else is subject to
change.
Implicit in the man-made part of the musical art are (1) an attitude
toward one's fellow man and all his works; (2) a source scale and (3) a
theory for its use; (4) more than occasionally a vocal design; (5) a complex
ity of organized tones which we eaU a composition; (6) a musical instru
ment or instruments; (7) a powerful emotional reaction to the composition.
These disparate ingredients, which operate through various degrees of
the conscious and premeditated and the unconscious and spontaneous, are
listed above at random and for three reasons: (1) because twenty-four
years of work in this musical field gives me no answer to the question of
priority as regards chicken versus egg; (2) because, therefore. any rational
sequence would require defense; and (3) because at this point of discussion
sequence is unimportant and defense impertinent.
The creative individual, in developing the man-made ingredients and
in examining the God-given, finds the way to a special kind of truth. This
truth is the product of each new day, of each complex organism, its singu
lar environment, experience, and emotional needs. It is the realization o f
the daimon.
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Musical creators have been, and are, the expom:nts and the victims of
system, philosophy, and attitude, determined for them by textbooks and
classrooUlz, and by the aunosphere in which they grow; in short, by their
milieu. Consequently the later history of Western music is of
one

philosophy.

one att tude
i

,

one

system,

and it is characterized by successive bodies of

practitioners made up of multitudes of innocent believers and sprinklings
of individualists who are frequently unequal to the struggle-the struggle
of fundamental dissent with the musical practicalities.

The canons of music do not comprise a corpusjuris, common or codified,

and the prevailing attitude is a symptom, a danger signal,of possible de
cay that no person imbued with a spirit of investigation can perceive
without misgivings. Investigators and experimenters are at least as rev·
erent toward our European heritage as the average music lover-probably
more so, because they are acolytes of the creative spirit that has produced
such phenomena as the past three hundred years of Western music. But
it is a dynamic reverence.
In a healthy cuJture dife
f ring musical philosophies would be coexist
ent, not mutually exclusive; and they would build from Archean granite,
and not, as our one musical system of today builds, from the frame of an
inherited keyboard, and from the inherited forms and instruments of
Europe's eighteenth century. And yet anyone who even toys with the idea
of looking beyond these legacies for materials and insight is generally con
sidered foolhardy if not acrually a publicity-seeking mountebank. The
door to further musical investigation and insight has been slammed shut
by the inelastic and doctrinaire quality of our one system and its esthetic
forms.
Under the circumstances it is not incumbent upon a composer to justify
his investigation, his search. The bwden of explanation for dissatisfaction
rests elsewhere. It belongs to those who accept the forDl.!l of a past day
without scrutinizing them in the light of new and ever-changing techno
logical and sociological situations, in the light of the interests that stand to
profit by the status quo, and in the light of their own individualities, this
time and this place.
This time and this place offer today's composer an inestimable ad
vantage over the composer of even a hundred years ago; for the agent that
is able to free music from the incubus of an external body of interpreter"
is now actually with us. Having entered the age of musical recordings-and
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recordings constantly improving in fidelity-we have only to grasp the op
portunity for a truly individualistic and creative music. Never before in the
history of the art has the composer been able to hope for a situation at all
similar to that of the visual artist, who paints a picture only once. Until
recently the composer has had to gear his creative faculties to the tradi
tions, comprehension, and practice of the only body capable of giving his
work life-the body of interpretive musicians who alone had it in their
power to paint and repaint his picture.
That time is past. The creative musician can now play his music for a
record-once-and with a good performance and a good recording be
content to end the effort right there. The record requires no body of in
terpretive musicians to perpetuate it; hence it need not be of great concern
to the composer that his theories are not widely understood, that his nota
tion is a cryptogram to everyone but himself and his little group, that he has
built instruments which perhaps may never be touched again. These were
only his tools-his paints and brushes-and there the picture is, on the
record. It might please his ego if he thought others would use his tools, but
-fundamentally-what matter?
Twenty-four years ago, when I first began groping for answers to prob
lems of intonation, I was a composer. I am still a composer, and my cvcry
musical act ha! been geared to that premise. Not a ratio of vibrational
lengths has been put on paper nor one piece of wood glued to another
which did not have as its ultimate objective the creation of music.
The music which is the result of this groping has been in the process of
composition for seventeen years, and virtually every presentation of it has
prompted numerous questions about its acoustical basis, its sociological
postulates, its historic antecedents, and its compositional mechanics, the
sum total of which cannot be treated adequately in less than a volume such
as this.
The work is not offered as a basis for a substitute tyranny, the grooving
of music and musical theory into another set of conventions. What 1 do
hope for is to stimulate creative work by example, to encourage investiga
tion of basic factors, and to leave all others to individual if not idiosyncratic
choice. To influence, yes; to limit, no.
This is not to say that my attitude toward this work is objective. Objec
tivity would imply a lack of passion and a complete disinterest, which, if it
is not all anomaly in any human being, is Ilt least an anomaly in

a

composer
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faced with the subject of mwic. However I may have weighed the virtues
and the shortcomings of the formulas and theories I propound, I expect
and welcome-just as intense a scrutiny of them as I have endeavorcd to
project upon the work of some of my musical predecessors and contem·
perMies.
Since 1928, when a first draft of Monophonic principles was corn·
pleted. the work has undergone many evolutions. In its original form it
was compounded of a measure of experimentation on violins and violas
and an even larger measure of intuition. In time greater knowledge of
similar work by others led to several revisions in which history and the
comparative aspects were stressed, although the basic principles remained
unchanged. Now I have concluded, as with theses propped by the Bible,
that any musical attitude can be justified by historical precedent, and that
an individual experience in a given medium is by far the best substantiation
conceivable. Consequently, what the book contains of history and compara·
tive analyses is presented to clarify the bases of present--day practice and of
possible expansion in the future, and not as a basic factor in the evolution
of this theory and its application, except in the most general sense. The
basic factors are still: experience, intuition.
The word Monophony applies to both music and intonation, for rea
sons that will become evident in due course. For purposes of presentation
the subject matter falls naturally into two divisions: (1) music and the atti
tude it embodies, a vocal design, and to some extent possible emotional
reactions, discussed principally in Part I; (2) scale, theory, and instruments
built specifically for the scale and theory, comprising the subject of intona
tion, discussed in PartS II and Ill. Part IV is a brief presentation of historic
and proposed intonations.
At the same time that I acknowledge my great indebtedness to many
workers in music, especially workers in intonation, I should make it clear
that I do not intend this book for musicologists, nor even for musicians in
the ordinary sense. It is addressed to those who are searching for more than
intellectual openings into the mysteries of music and intonation. I have
written it for those with a musically creative attitude: (1) for composers;
(2) for those who expect to compose; (3) for anyone, even without a knowl
edge of ordinary musical theory, who has this creative attitude.
Although translations into conventional musical terms are frequent
throughout the work, such translations are in no way nece�qary to the Hate-
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ment of principles or to the development of the ideas and arguments pre·
sented, and they may therefore be ignored.
H,P,

Madison, Wi$consin
April, 1947
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Corporeal versus Abstract Music

CHAPTER ONE

From Emperor Chun to the Vacant Lot

Apologia
IT WOULD seem axiomatic that any music, whether it is that of a well.
known writer of symphonies or that of an anonymous folk singer, reveals
the philosophic attitude of its creator. I t also seems self�vident that if his
attitude is vigorous and individualistic, his practical requirements are not
necessarily satisfied by the traditions he was born to; they may even require
direct antitheses. Simple repetition does not, and cannot, fulfill the creative
urges of such a �rson. He is living his, a new, life, and though he s
i a gen·
erated bundle of physical and mental similarities to millions of other enti·
Lies, he is Still a new being. Neither physically nor mentally is he a simple
repeLiLion.'
As a student, he may be well aware of the historic turning points of his
art, but his creative processes do not evolve from a historical or intellectual
gambit and end with an intellectual checkmate, for the sake of scholastic
controversy. His variation or his direct ooIte1au is arrived at by way of
cumulative experience and groping, and the satisfaction is that of a creative
experience, not of comparative situations. Nevertheless, he begins to de·
velop a judicial attitude toward. the things he was born to-to praise and to
criticize. And judgment is immanent in his creative process, whether it is
written, spoken, or only thought out in his mind.
When this man cannot modify the ways that have been bequeathed to
him so that they will serve his philosophic concepts, he has only one sure
recourse; intuition, an awareness that gains its strength and direction from
the specific knowledge, whimsey, motives, predilections, and so forth, that
are his sum of ingredients. And when he resorts to words to plot his course'In o.wald Spensler', worda, "practica.J falUireIDCDU, to c;aUed, are aDen:ly the: muIr. or
proround n
i ward compubioD." '!be thiDlr.c:r, be writes, "bat DO choice; be thinb u be bu to
think. Trulh . . is to him tM picture ohbe wo.-Id wMeh wu born at his birth. It is himedlOYa'
again
beaux troth Ind hb life ne idcnlic&.l." n, Dali,.. 'f tN W,ll (traWted by Owles
Frlncis Atlr.inIolI), Kiii, 242 (quoted by penru.ioll of AIJToed A. KDopf, Inc.). It mi«bt be added
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the way of his intuition-he eventually finds that his exposition is com
pounded of his judgments-praise and criticism, a good measure of sup
porting argument, and at least a few ventures into the history of mankind
and of his art.

I speak from my own mental experiences in breaking with the

accepted ways. Mine is a procedure mOTC of antithesis than of simple modi
fication, and the statement of Ihis fact is essential as a groundwork for the
pages that follow. Further, it is chronologically COrrect. The break came
first, by intuition; the justification came second, by critical and historical
analysis.
Sometime between 1923 and 1928

I

finally became so dissatisfied with

the body of knowledge and usages as ordinarily imparted in the teaching of
music that [ refused to accept, o. develop my own wo.k on the basis of,
any pa.t of it. With .espect to current usage this .efusal was a .ebellionj
from the standpoint of my c.eative wo.k it was the beginning of a new phi.
losophy of music, intuitively arrived at. Just how old this "new" philosophy
actually

i
s

has since been a continual revelation to me.

The reasons for my dissatisfaction-mostly inchoate at the time-arc
revealed hereafter in connection with specific topics. At this point I may
merely mention how profoundly annoyed 1 became over the widespread
emphasis on skills a t an instrument, emphasis on the "technique" of play·
ing and composing music, both by authors of books and by teachers. All too
rarely did I find consideration of intrinsic content by either author or
teacher. Various degrees of intrinsic content were simply accepted, having
long ago been determined for us. If a product was "polished," either in

performance or in " technique" of composition,

ipso facto i t was "good. "

If

an instrumentalist could manipulate the black and white digitals or other
paraphernalia more dexterously than most instrumentalists he was

to

ipso foe.

an "artist." And if he could "interpret" something written several cen

turies ago in a way to please: the cognoscenti he was ipso facto a "great art
ist" and became the recipient, at every turn, of expressions of homage.
To any serious creative person this is a fundamentally unwholesome
situation. Not only has a re-examination of intrinsic value been rare, but
never in my entire musical experience-with the single exception of my
Ihat Ihe truth oC lhe "world which wu born at nil: birth" iI: a dynamic value, because he iI: a
dyo.mic n1ue, lhal the world as "himxlfov« again" dOQ not mean everything in it over again,
and lhat limpk n:ptlilion, e�n wilhin hu own worlr., may be convenienl and profitable_il may
mean Ihoes for the baby, but diyw�d from the baby it u hardly truth, nor u il even momenlarily
exhilarating.
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introduction to the writings of Spengler-have I encountered any discus
sion of the basic philosophic altitudes, or values, or approaches of the music
under consideration. Music is not causally related to historic movements,
except by means of isolated sentimental legends-how Chopin's Revo
lutionary Etude was composed, for instance. One is told, when he points
this out, that we are living in an "age of specialization." What can the his
tory of mankind or his religions and social mores and philosophics have to
do with music in an age of uncorrdatc=d vacuums?
An intellectually weary observer might say that a creative person al
ways reacts negatively-that is, rebelliously-when he discovers that he is
not constitutionally fitted (or "success" in the patterns of human endeavor
that he was born to. The professional "adjuster" of personalities would
of course discover in his "subject" those faculties that might fit into the
panerns, and try to develop these. The "subject" is good at numbers, there·
fore he might possibly find his niche as a bookkeeper, for example. Even
though the "adjuster" could personally do very little about it, the whole
situation would seem more healthy if, once in a while, he would question
whether the entire profession of bookkeeping might not represent malad·
justment. Since a given personality never lives in duplicate-one following
the eourse of "adjustment" and the other (the "twin") following his intui·
tion-we can only conjecture how great a loss the world may have suffered
because of these individual "adjustments." It may be providentiaJ that
there are persons who do not take readily to dragooning, or to filling this
bill of "success." Occasionally some individual has enough persistence or
strength of impact to force re-examination upon a culture.
Some seventeen years ago I abandoned the traditional scale, instru
ments, and forms in toto (I had begun to abandon them as early as 1923),
and struck out on my own. I came to the realization that the spoken word
was the distinctive expression my constitutional makeup was best fitted for,
and that I needed other scales and other instruments. This was the positive
result of self-examination-call it intuitive, for it was not the result of any
intellectual desire to pick up lost or obscure historical threads. For better or
for worse, it was an emotional decision. After all, like other American
musicians of my day, I was trained to regard Abstraction and all its appur
tenances as noble. Like others of similar training I had a vague knowledge
that previous cul tures had accepted something like this idea of spoken words
in music, but [ too was encompassed by the popular assumption that the
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present, in relation to the past, means progress. It involved no small inner
struggle to emerge from that spell, to discover that present "progress"
clothed a skeleton of bondage to a specific and limited past, and to emerge
from mental turmoil to a realization that what was called progress was not
necessarily progress to me, however sincerely it might be accepted as such
by many. perhaps even a great majority.
Having decided to follow my own intuitive path I began to write music
on the basis of harmonized spoken words, for new instruments and in new
scales, and to play it in various parts of the country. I set lyrics by the
eighth-century Chinese Li Po, intoning the words and accompanying my·
self on my Adapted Viola, scenes from Shakespeare, BiblicaJ psalms; laler,
drawing on my experiences as a wanderer, I wrote music exploiting the
speech of itinerants

(Bittn Music), hitchhiker inscriptions copied from a
highway railing (Barstow), a cross-country trip (V. S. Highball), and news
boy cries (San Francisco), generally using an ensemble of my own instru
ments.
This autobiographical introduction to the exposition of Abstract and
Corporeal music, as the terms are used here, will help to explain my inter
pretations, to give my readers a focus on

the points of si milarity and differ.

ence in the history of music, and to provide a grasp of the conscious and un
conscious fulfillments represented by movements and individuals.
The examination of even a small part of the world's music and what it
means to various peoples and to various creative persons is in some ways
rather like a plunge into dominant night. It is a plunge into a realm of the
comparatively measureless. Not until we reach the musical equinox do we
find the comparatively measurable. the dominant day of precise aural
quantities which can be noted. in fairly precise aural reactions-ratios, con
sonances, dissonance!. In the dominance of night is a more ineffable value,
in which the seen and the heard are out of perspective, distorted by untold
ages of prejudice, elusive and illusory, and consequently of less ultimate
concern than those qualities that can be discerned through the intuitive
faculties.
This ineffable value is related less to fact than to effect; but the mechan
ical means for producing known or conjectured effects can be examined,
notwithstanding the non-universality of the effects of music, which is too
patent to be labon:d.
It is a comparatively simple matter to limn the whole panorama of

7
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music, the waxing and waning of one type of music shadowed against an
other in the same process, of the academic versus the ecclesiastical versus
folk versus popular, which at onc moment in history and in a given spot are
virtually synonymous, at another quite irreconcilable. But beyond an anal
ysis of circumstances and mechanics are questions that

can

be little more

than skirted: what is it that makes Beethoven what he is to some, and the

RLd Rirxr Valley what

it is, apart from geography, to others? What was the

music of vanished civilizations like in terms of actual reactions?

I t is quite impossible {or us Westerners to imagine what ancient Greek
music was really like, even after

we

know the salient facts about it. The

Greeks could not use phrases that would convey absolute meaning to us.
And we do not know and can never know the exact nature of the spirit with
which they met a mordant human artifice or creation of their own milieu.
Even when we hear a highly developed exotic music and know (he facts
regarding it, such as the classic Chinese drama as interpreted by Mei Lan
fang, who toured the United States some yean ago, many of us cannot meet
it on a common level of spirit. True, Americans especially are capable of a
wide range of response:. Somewhere along the American line a composer,
whatever opposition and indi1fen=nce he meets, will find mountain people
to like him ifhe writes mountain music, valley people to like him if he writes
"valid" music, sinophiles to like him if he writes "Chinese" music, and
someone to "understand" him if he goes off the deep end to write some
thing that no one understands. But this is not the whole story.

One Voice
Throughout history the Monophonic concept has been consistently
manifested through one medium: the individual's spoken words, which are
more certainly the juice of a given identity than anything else in the tonal
world. Of all the tonal ingredients a creative man can put into his music,
his voice is at once the most dramatically potent and the most intimate.

His voice does not necessarily mean his own voice and it certainly does not
m(:an the specialized idiosyncrasy known as "serious" singing. It means his
conception as expressed by the human voice and it means

ON

voice. The

instant when other voices are added to that one voice is an instant of meta
morphosis. Thereafter

his identity is not that of the inner self alone

but the

identity of a group. The drama and the intimacy of the individual are
superseded by a different esthetic or sociological quality.
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The origin of music in speech intonation among the early peoples

10

whom we ascribe civilizations-the Creeks and the Chinese particularly
seems pretty well established. The theorics that have beto advanced far an
Abstract origin or an ecstatic, percussive, dance-inspired origin for music,
among primitive tribes of a later day, arc not especially pertinent

10

this

essay.! Here it seems wiser to center our attention on the: early enlightened
peoples.

From Epic Chant to Symphony
From Terpander, about 700 RC., 10 the nineteenth-century Bee
thoven, the morc approved and more serious types of European music may
be indexed according to the extent to which they preserved the vitality of
words or, conversely, the extent to which they were "independent" of
words.
For the essentially vocal and verbal music of the individual-a Mono
phonic concept-the word Corporeal may be used, since it is a music that
is vital to a time and place, a here and now. The epic chant is an example,
but the term could be applied with equal propriety to almost any of the
important ancient and near-ancient cultures-the Chinese, Greek, Arabian,
Indian, in all of which music was physically allied with poetry or the dance.
Corporeal music is emotionally "tactile." It does not grow from the root of
"pure form." It cannot be characterized as either mental or spiritual.
The word Abstract, on the other hand, may be used to denote a mass
expression, in its highest application, the spirits of all united into one and
transported into a realm of unreality, neither here nor now, but transcend
ing both. The symphony is an example. Abstract music grows from the root
of non-verbal "form," how "pure" being a matter of individual opinion.
It may be characterized as either mental or spiritual. I t is always "instru
mental," even when it involves the singing of words, because the emotion
of an individuaJ conveyed through vitally rendered words would instantly

•

end the characteristic domination of non-verbal "form."
Thus the mere presence of words in music is not in itself the criterion
of its classification. The chants of the Roman church, early in its history,
were actually in a language that none but the learned clergy understood,
'Julu Combarieu, onc.time profCSlOl' ot music history at the Con�gc dc Fran� and a lover
of Germanic music, is plc:ued 10 find a common origin for Abstraction and the more �nighled
cXPrQliolU: "11lc musical metaphysics of Ihc GermaN and primitive magic are onc and the
Ioamc thing." MIUi&-JIJ l.Gws ,,,Ill Et1OIuli", 95.
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though some of them were sung with the natural rhythm and inflections of
the Latin words. An important distinction, then, as regards the Corporeal
and the Abstract, is between a� individual's vocalized words, intended to
convey meaning, and musica1ized words that convey no meaning. whether
rendered by an individual or a group, because they

are

beyond the hearers'

understanding, because they have bttn ritualized, or because of other
evolvements of rendition.
The peoples of history have radicated their instinctive Corporeal atti 

tudes in many variations of musical utterance, in:
Stories sung or chanted, including much folk music.
Poems recited Or intoned, including some folk music and some,
but not all, popular music.
Dramas, such as the early seventeenth--century Florentine
music-dramas, for example.
Music intended specifically for dances which tell a story or de·
scribe a situation; both ancient and modern.
The tendency toward an Abstract character, on the other hand, is evi·
dent in such musical forms as:
Song! with words that are intended not to convey meaning
but simply to set the mood of the music.
Songs or dramas with words that do not convey meaning be·
cause of the style of composition or manner of rendition; most mod·
ern operas come under this head.
All purely instrumental music, whether programmed or not,
though programmed music often tends toward the Corporeal.

Plato the Reactionary
In ancient times the voice of authority was directed more often toward.
preserving the Corporeal standard in a given culture than toward investi·
gating deviations from it. A paternal dictum of Emperor Chun about 2300
B.C., for instance, emphasizes the importance that was attached to word
value in music:
Teach the ehildren of the great that through thy care they may beeome jWI,
mild and wiK:; firm without severity; upholding the dignity and pride of their

station without vanity or assumption. Express these doctrines in poems, that they
may be sung to appropriate melodies accompanied by the music of instruments.

/0
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ut tlu music follow the

mm of the words [itD/ict mint-H.P.]; let it be simple and
ingenuous, for vain, empty and effeminate music is to be condemned. Mwic is the
expression of the soul'. emotion; if the soul of the musician be vi rtuous. his music
will be full of nobility and will unite the SQuls afmen with the spirits of heaven.'

Some nineteen centuries later Plato insisted repeatedly, in various
phraseology, that rhythm and harmony are regulated by the words and

not the words by them, which sounds very much like the retore of a gentle
man of tradition to some young maverick who was already breaking the
rules.

For the Greeks the noblest purpose of music was to enhance drama.
Dramatists were frequently the composers of the music for their words. This
music took the form of recitative in some of the dialogue, accompanied note
for note by aulos or kithara or both. In this economy of accompaniment the
words were perfectly understood by the audience. There were also lyrical
passages and, at critical dramatic points, floods of music, by chorus, actors,
and instruments. Consequently the modem scholar reading ancient drama
gains only a fraction of the total result. As one modern writer puts it, "to the
Greeks the words are but part of a complex art form that weaves poetry,
music, acting, and the dance into a profound and moving unity."·

Aristotle, like Plato, was obviously annoyed with the direction that

musical practice was taking, which was, palpably, toward the word-inde
pendent Abstractions of the "concert stage" and away from the classic
word�ominated form. He insisted that "the right measure will be attained
if students stop short of the arts which are practiced in professional contests,

and do not seek to acquire those fantastic marvels of execution which are
now the fashion in such contests, and from these have passed into education.'"

In the hob/mu, attributed in part to Aristotle, is further evidence of the
place of music in classical Greece. In a remark on "recitation," which
probably applied to declamation on precise tones, the author asks: "Why
does recitation with a musical accompaniment have a tragic effect when
introduced into singing? Is it owing to the resulting contrast? For the con

trast gives an expression of feeling and implies extremity of calamity or

grief, whereas uniformity is less mournful. .. • In this context "uniformity"
obviously means unaccompanied recitation.
"Kn:hbieJ, "Otint:te MUlic:," in C"'11l1)' MtJlacirw, 41 (N.S., 19): .53.
·Durant, Li.f, of GrUff, 379-380.
"Polili.ro, tralUlated by Bel'lpomin Jowett (T/w Woru of A.,i
sloff�, ROIl cd.), Book VIII, 13.ta.
.nsIated by E. S. Forster (TA, W."b of A.,isltJlf�. Rc. ed.), Book XIX, 917b'ProMnnoltJ, tr•
918., quoted by pumiaion or O.ford Uni�rsicy Prcu.
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Plato further confirms the existence of a trend toward the Abstract,
however incipient, when he s�aks of the "complexity, and variation of
notes, when the strings give one sound and the poet or composer of the
melody gives another,-also when they make concords and harmonies in
which lesser and greater intervals, slow and quick, or high and low notes

[tones] are combined-or, again, when they make complex variations of

rhythms, which they adapt to the notes [tones} of the lyre.'"

All of this,

perhaps needless to remark, the chronic "aginner" Plato opposc=s, but it
shows a trend toward a harmonic music heard for the sheer joy of harmony
-an Abstract conception. I
Through his denunciations of the musical innovators Plato reveals the
approved classical manner. He calls to account the poets who
make still further havoc by separating the rhythm and the figure of the dance from
the melody, setting bare words to metre, and also separadng the rhythm from the
words, using the lyre or the 8ute alone. For when there are no words, it is very
difficult to recogni;r:e the meaning of the harmony and rhythm, or to see that any
worthy object is imitated by them. And .....e must acknowledge that all this sort of
thing, which aims only at swiftneu and smoothne!5 and a brutish noise, and
uses che flute and the lyre nOt
s
i

as

the mere accompaniments of the dance and song,

exceedingly coarse and tasteles.s.1

Implying that innovations were threatening, Plato undertakes to inter
pret Homer:
. . . when anyone says that mankind most regard : "The newest song which
the singers have," they will be afraid that he may be praising, not new songs, but
a new kind of song; and this ought not to be praised, or conceived to be the
meaning of the poet; for any musical innovation is full of danger to the whole
State, and ought to be prohibi ted.lo

Finally, in an enter taining bit of dialectic, Plato has Glaucon asking,
"Then we shall not maintain artificers of lyr-es with three corners and com
plex scales,

or

the makers of any other many-stri nged curiously harmonized

instruments?" To which Socrates promptly answers, "Certainly not." 11
These views of the Greek philosopher! may seem amusing in the light
of later historical developments. For it is the departures from the standard
they sought to entrench, and the innovators so unqualifiedly denounced by
lu.wS Uowctt cd.), 5:195.
'Someone hat m.de the pertinent rcm.uk that we arc not vcry bright r
i wC I$$UfTIC that the
Greek mU$ician immediately damped each string of the Iyn: bdou plucking another. Neither
aM: we very bright, it might be added, ir wc I$$ume that through IICvcra] ccnt\Uics he misted thc
temptation to pluck two or � atrings ,imultan.c:ollSly.
'TAt Diol�llU:s of Plalll (8. Jowctt, ed.), 5:49.
"R.pv61� Uowctt cd.), );\ 12.
Ll16id., 85.
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them, that are today (aside (rom the "artificers of lyres and complex scales")
the established and accepted standards, and the pillars of Abstract, rhyth
mic, and harmonic music, in professional, educational, and artistic life.
Today the classical standards of ancient Greek days have only an occasional
unheralded and unexpounded existence in folk and popular music.
We can engender some understanding of the disapproved deviations
from Greek standards because they approach our own standards, but it
is infinitely more difficult, if not impossible, to imagine the classical word
dominated form. And we are hardly helped by the composers who have
interpreted the nine or ten extant fragments of ancient Greek music as
modern song! with accompaniments by modern instruments.
Since Greek accent marks expressed rise and fall in pitch, i t is fairly safe
to assume that the ancient speech had a tonal character, though it differed
in essential qualities from that most famous of tonal languages, the Chinese.
Also, because of the Greek preoccupation with words in music, and the
concern many Greek writers show for sliding tones in their general dassi·
fitations, it may be assumed further that these tonal characteristics were
incorporat-ecl in their music.12

Orjmtai Excursus
Japanese drama Wa5 originally an offshoot of the Chinese, although it
subsequentJy developed a highly individual and independent existence.
Noh (" accomplishment," thedramaof accomplished grace), whichstemrned,
in the fourteenth century, from the Japanese social-religious culture, Wa5
an amalgam and refinement of epic recital (corresponding to the Greek
epic chant), the dance, and the popular sports, juggling and comedy.
Noh developed from and into many forms, the vocal and bodily mechanics
of which consisted of dancing, reciting, chanting, and outright singing.
Obviously, then, music occupied approximately the same place among
the Japanese of thi� period as it had in ancient Greece two thousand
years before. It was the expression of a fundamentally similar concept of
musical values. ,a
ItJohNOn, MwsU:QI Pitd, 2O-2S, Davy, Le/kTI, 2:316. Gcorgc Hcnog writCl that "thc dc.
ment which U .Irong n
i 'tonc.!&ngu.gn,' inln.loo upon thc mu,ic of lhe peoplee speaking .uch
Owing 10 our l"IO.ion of the essentially aburact quality of music, to our idcals of
guages
n
...
'",I:.olulc music' .nd I'mt � I'mt, � arc .ll [00 .pt to look upon music:: as a dcvdopmcnt of iu
own, ' �alm apan." "Specd>·Mclody and Primili�'C MUlic," in MKJu:td Q....,ttrg. 20:452-466.
'''Lombillrd, JIIPll1llH Dr"",_. 18, 33, 72, 74, 87, 90, 161, 184, 293, and P4Jlim.
.

.

.
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Noh eventually brought Kabuki, a revolt against Noh's growing eso
tericism and a re-(:stablishment of Noh's original ideals, a movement that
is somewhat comparable to the Tuscan or Florentine re-establishment of
the Greek ideals at about the same time, around

1600.

Kabuki, introduced

by a beautiful young dancer and an acolyte Buddhist who gave up pros
peCts of priesthood to write her music,14 is sufficiently modern, at least in its
develoJX=d forms, to remain a vital art in Japan today, and to make phono
graph records occasionally available.
The effects of such records on Westerners who have no knowledge of
the Japanese language and little knowledge of Japanese history and cul
ture arc=: quite divergent, but there are some who are deeply affected by the
drama, and many who agree that it creates an emotional tension quite
unlike anything ever produced by Western music. A working knowledge
of the language employed-Chinese, Japanese, or Greek-is almost a pre
requisite to a full appreciation of any such music, for without it precise cri
teria for its rhythm and overall sound are: lacking. But even without that
knowledge some Westerners find meaning for themselves in its emotional
and dramatic projection.
The Greeks and the Chinese, the first peoples known to have perceiVed
the science of intonation, conceived of music itself in parallel situations,
especially in the drama. This is no mere coincidence, any more: than are
other similarities in the cultural development of peoples widely separated
in time and space. All are "but evidence of the essential oneness of human
nature in its reaction to similar conditions, whether in India, Greece or
Japan."u
The Chinese, like the Greeks. felt no hesitation in setting spoken words
to music, or in writing on their pictures, or in putting vivid paint on their
sculpture. Their minds never posed questions about the propriety of such
associations. For them the idea of "purity" and "independence" in music
and art simply did not exist.
Present-day Cantonese music-theater, which one can hear in San Fran
cisco.and New York ifhe can succeed in filtering the continuous percussion
from his senses, is certainty a far cry from the classic Chinese type, yet even
here there is frequent and illuminating evidence that the audience under
stands the words, despite the percussion and the tiresome cracking of pea
nut shells. No vowel sounds are sustained over three or four ordinary
"Ibid.,

288.

!llbid.• 17.
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measures or even half that much, to say nothing of vowels brooding like a
nemesis over three or four measures ofslow music, as in the current Western
manner of rendition. To an Occidental the words seem to flow exactly as
they do in Chinese speech, the only element of variation being the stylized
faiS(':tta.
The intense mood created in Japanese and Chinese drama with a single
instrument and voice should deter us from feeling sorry for the Greeks
because they developed no symphony orchestra, but used only a lyre or
kithara or, occasionally, a reed pipe. It is also worth remembering as an ex·
perience in heard Corporeal music, not merely in conjectured Corporeal
music. It i5 indisperuable for contrast in evaJuating what happened after
Greece on the European scene. This development-Christian hymnology.

Not "Out of the Parchment"
Early in the second century the Church incorporated in its service the
practice of antiphony-the singing of alternate verses by men and boys.
This pattern, derived from Jewish and Syrian cultun:s, had been introduced
into the West from Antioch and was essentially anti�Greek.I' As such it
was apparently offensive to the Greek�indoctrinated Romans, for in that
same century a provincial' official complained to the emperor that the chief
"fault" of the Christians was that they wen: "accustomed to meet before
daylight on a certain day and sing among themsdves alternately-.recum

inuicem-a hymn to Christ as God.uu

What the Romans considered a fault the now-Christianized Greeks
still tried to correct. Though antiphony also found its way into Athens,
here it was forced into the traditional Greek manner-that is, speaking

on

tones rather than actual singing.lI It is not easy to depart from centuries of
practice.
Antiphonal singing brought an entirely different spirit into music. It
became a thing of dolorous chants in extreme .ro.rltnulo-without spontane
ity-and ceased to be Corpon:al in any sense. The hymn, a generic term
that can be applied to all theistic adoration in music, was the inevitable
'%e Chrittiao praClice of antiphony &hould DOt be confuted with the Gred: idea of IIlIli
,lttmo,
i which WAl limply a paraUcI vocal or irlltnuncntal part o
i tbe 2/1, or "O(:tavt:." Indeed
the Grceb had hymrll, aDd of CO\Ine the Irrict ...
digio.... deYCItCCII o(the gods_who undoubtedly
carokd hymrll 00 atteolUtcd YClwt:b (HenderlOn, F"'1rII1Vtn1 .j 1141im1 0ln., I)-were vt:ry
numc:row, which need not detract in the lea.t from the more pcra:ptivt: Greek cxpf'Uliorll.
uHawkirll, Hislflry �f tM Srimu rwI P,oltiu .j Mw, 1 :106; Hcpc, M,JuDGi MIU�, .2.
UHopc, M,J,iDGi MIUil, ....
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musical vehicle to express the introspection and "faith" of the first converts,
the zealots. And the hymn, like the philosophies that mother it. is a mass
expression lx:yond the boundaries of the individual and the Corporeal, be
yond this time and place (with ineludible exceptions), and it is not partic
ularly important that the words be understood ; they assert a pre-known
transccndcnr belief, and they have no story to tell. 1'0
Add to this the fact that Latin, the language of the developing ritual,
though it disappeared as a living tongue, continued to be the language of
that ritual, and the result is foregone. It seems probable that even before
Latin disappeared Creek was sometimes used in the Roman churches, the
powers of the Church apparently not being in the least concerned with the
communicative power of words.20 The laity was neither expected nor en
couraged to understand the words of the chant, even if the manner of
singing in sustained and ornamented tones had permitted them to do so.
By a canon of the decade

360-70 "the people" were forbidden

CO

"sing out of the parchment" because their uncultivated voices "destroyed
the harmony,"U and since the service from which they were barred as
participants was in Greek or Latin it became quite beyond their compre
hension as time went on. The listener perforce came to think of music itself
as conveying meaning. Plato's compl aint that "harmony" had no "mean
ing" without words implied understood words, and the evolution from sung
words that conveyed no meaning-except in a general mood-like way-to
an Abstract music entirely without words was easy and inevitable.
Whether one interprets history in such a way as to ascribe the "indepen
dence" of music to the beginning of the Christian era or to a later time,
there is no question but that, very close to the beginning, i t became a new
art. It became a language in itself. The insistence with which this simula
tion was carried on is manifest in the "motives," "subjects," "phrases,"
"questions," "responses," and "periods" of our musical forms, all entirely
apart from the circumstance that sung words might be involved. n
IIln thu regard, Bcrlioz quotes the comment of Lciueur, onc of his early tcaeher$: "h i,
onc of the gra�n ..rrors to Ice a remnant of Cr"cian music in the plain chant, which is a mon
Strous tradition of the barbaroUl hymns the druids u
....d to howl round the statue of Odin while
offering up their horrible ....crifices." Bcflioz, Lelu,s, 161.
IOHen<ierson, FlWfflllUVTS of /Io/i,," O/W", 5.
f M.uU:, 1 :106.
nHawkina, HisllWJ Df IIu Sri,,,,,, .nd Prllltiu D
"JU\(I Combatieu (IICC note 2, pagc 8 abovc), who calb the setting of words 10 music :a
" commonplace and low u.sk," ncverthelea devotes an ent;"e chapltt 10 showing how music is a
language, and declares that mUlic (Abltract, of course:) hal "coUcctcd, accentuated and ideali:ted
all the emotional accompaniment of articulated and logical speech." And he add. that the
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that the ancient spirit was gone. And it was gone because

the ancient, lovely. and fearless attitude toward the human body was gone:.
Mwical "morals" denied the human body-through the onc agent of the
body that they could control: words from the vocal organ- because the
"mother morals" denied it and have succeeded in nuning this denial, yea
these many centuries. D. H. Lawrence advises us never to forget that "mod
em morality has itJ roots in hatred, a deep, evil hale of the instinctivc,
intuitional, procreative body."u How could the "morality" of music con
ceive anything different, anything different at all, than occasionally a bas
tard exception?

This fundamental ingredient-the "morality" which denied the human
body-is entirely missed by both Speng1er and that group of music his
torians who trace the decline and disappearance of the "Appollonian"
music, or the "Oriental," modal, vocal, and monodic (in the ancient
sense:)

music in Europe sometime between the tenth and sixteenth centuries,

and the emergence of a "Faustian" or "European," harmonic, polyphonic,
instrumental and Abstract, and "independent" music at the same time. U
These reiterated teachings stop short of the actualities and are palpably mis·
leading, for the attributes they impute to the early music of the Church are
merely the superficial cloakings of a spirit that underwent a complete meta·
morphosis at the beginning of the Christian era, when the seeds were sown
whiCh soon choked out the Corporeal attitudes and, in music, the vitality
of words.
The ancient pagans told stories in their language, accompanied by
music. They gave dramas, accompanied by music. If the words were not
"dementi of musieal languaJe (A6" Tocl ",,,ill} Ire co«dinaled in I wlY analogout 10 the logic
of the ordinary v.:rbal thought." MIU�-JIs 14w, aM L.ollltioll, 94, 164-175, 239. A "common
placc" and "Iow" coordination would naturally be auumcd.

nplton!U, 558.
1"1'bc effect of Spcne:icT'. D«li... .j tN

Wut in forcing us inlO I more .obe.- contemplation
I hi. musica1 lllllliona Spcngler hq toudocd
nrtbc cultural ron:c. lbout III i.,urely ..
Iutary. But n
only a fracdoll of the total. 'pirit. He cornea from I time Ind I trldition that ICCCptl " JlrilKi
InUllk: U I "wordka 1ft" Incll "cathedrll of vaka" Ind the grcatnell of the dghleenth-ccntury
Gcnnanic CJlpralion oftlult eonccpl; hi. idea oC Flllltiln i. Germanic, Ind_whal i. more-Irl
COl'IICiolll Germanic. The Englilh foUt lOng, or the Tennell!ee mountain lOng, telling itt .tory
10 mUJ>C:, it quite .. much I par1 of WCllcrn ("FIUIIlian") cullurc .. the Art oC the Fugue or I
M� IOnatl, Ind I vt:nturc to 'unat that the 'ingu of il would hold little m)'ltery for the
body�iout, praent...:on.ciouJ Creek, or vice Ya'K. The JlC*
ible COCxlrtcDCC in the ..
me
culture of I "hcr-c..nd-!'IOW" aUitudc with I "becoming" Ittitude he CaU. 10 coDlidcr. Yet the
total of mankind', mUJie i. full of the evidence, Ind 10 1110 are .ingle lI1i.tt lod thinkcn embodi.
mentl of J\u:h COClliatencc, William BlIke for e:u.mple. The mUJical upcc1 o( Spcngler'. thai.,
largely bccIlDC of the wealth of poNible dall omitted, nlrrow. down to In cxprcaion of mUJicai
la.dcm.iam. 1bc body oHolIr. lOng hq I qUllity Ind I hinary leII! Iffecled by the upl lnd downa
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understood, the music had no power to excite. The later Christians, after
the establishment of the pagan-adapted philosophy, heard no stories but
praises to the only God, which they knew were praises to the only God, but
which they heard in a "timeless" language they did not under-nand, and so
requin=d no alert and intuitive attentiveness on their part-only simple
passivity.
Passivity implies mental relaxation, and devious have been the in
nuendos regarding what goes on in people's minds in this state. Thus Virgil
Thomson insists "that persons in a concert hall who are doing their own
private business, whether that business is looking impressively social or
thinking about love or laying plans for tomorrow, are not necessarily re
ceiving any musical communication, though sometimes they may be doing
that too."u After nearly two thousand years of enforced passive listening
in "serious" music, many modern composers are endeavoring to make au
diences "think." In view of history, Abstraction hardly seems the most
efficient fillip.
To point out that not only the Japanese drama but also the type of
early ecclesiastical chant which contains a residual pattern of pagan prac
tice sometimes exercises a powerful effect, even though neither language is
understood, is not to say that the two have anything fundamental in com

mon. For the Japanese was expected to be understood during a large part

of the performance; the Latin was not. The ecclesiastical, whatever its
Abstract musical value in today's terms, had and has almost no signifi
cance

as

a Corpon=al expression. It was a forced miscegenation of the Ab

stract with the Gn=ek musical creed.
Thus after the beginning of the Christian era the music that had been
inspired by a non-European philosophy (Christianity) in a non-European
place of origin (the Near East) developed via the Roman Church into a
form of declaration that ultimately, in eighteenth-century Germany, be
came a mass expression in "pure form," transcending language and space
of culture. than the COracioUI art forms, and projeCb a philosophic concept that, tQ lIy the lellt,

iI different frQm the

mUlic that the individual Spcngler admire•. The .writ. of the men here out.

lined, whQ in a very reill way tOught rdnvigoration from this more con.tant mc>ther·bcKly of

mu.ic, he pauc. over. Mueh ebe that Spcngler states i, actually beyond his knowledge or 100
close for pcnpcctive_thu mUlie wal the "art that failed" in Greece, and that "music after
Wagner .

. . il

impotence and fabehood," for example. Thil lalt, and aba the lS,crtion that

loday wc arc "playing a tedious game: with dead fornu 10 keep up the illusion of a living art,"

might luggelt Spengler as a rdugee from an Amttiean mUlic IChool. D.clil14 �f Ih. fII.sl, 201, 2] 0,
2]9, 223, 225, 221, 23O, 245, 250, 259, 29l.

uTIw S"" . of Musu

(copyright by Virg;] TI'loffi30n, 1939), 199-200: quoted by pcrm;"ion

of William Morrow and Company,

Inc.
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and the human body-the souls of all participants united in the Abstract,
neither here nor now but timelessly. U On the other hand, the musical idea
that had been cultivated into flower by the European Greeb was buried
in the ashes of Rome.

0", Church, One Music
Out of those ashes rose no phoenix, but an agent called the Bishop of
Rome. Through his effOTU even vestigial remnants of the Greek idea were
ruthJessly uprooted. At Milan the ancient Greek practice of a note to a
syllable prevailed through several centuries, whereas at Rome "a string of
notes was sung to a syllable," with the "unfortunate" singer "toying" with
such ornaments as long as his breath would hold out. Such lack oC"oneness"
in the ritual could not be tolerated, and the spiritual Bishop of Rome badly
needed a physical

arm

to effect the desired oneness. In the eighth century

there appeared in Rome for the bahop's blessing just such an ann-Charle
magne. The Greek musical predilections of M.ilan immediately presented
a challenge to the zealous Charlemagne, and soon thereafter the hot
flame of his new Christianity and a huge bonfire in the middle of the city
devoured the Greek-inspired chant and hymn books. After this the Roman,
or Gregorian,

use WaJI

undisputed in Italy. n

The following "ta1l" story, of Italian origin, is quite revealing as to the
character of th.i! music:
Gregory the Great, to stimulate his devotion, used to visit the graves of the de

parted. Whilit so engaged, he once saw one of the tombs uplifted, and the head of
a long-buried man appear. with his pale tongue thrust out. as if in agony. The saint,
nothing daunted, accosted the lpectre, and was informed that he WaJ the Emperor
IlC:orToboration, both or thill COlllUmmltion in modem Germany aod the ract that to the
modern Itbolarly mind -no: and AhW«,irm arc l)'oonyO'lO\U U rouod n
i
nupruinl plica. T
UN
M/Jl4li", lot January 7, 1946, quoted the novelist 1bomu Mlnn as dccbrinl: "1be rt:lItion of
the Getman 10 the world iII abltract and royJticaJ, that ill, ml,llicl!l."
Dd>ma .. who Iooob envioualy a, the een...
.. aptitude !'or Abrtract ."..
Combaricu, lhe F....
pnakm, .".pllw that ':a long heredity hu formed him (the compoter1 for the lame or abltrac.
tiol'1l. Unknown tohm-If, be prolia by thclpec;ial education which theologiaN and philmophcn
have confern:d on the humao mind rrom very remole agel. If, in addition, he bclortgl to a race
which tcetnl 10 have, as in_te ,itll, the tutc for abltruac .pecullliollS, the Iptitude for tcareh.
ing a
...I)'IU, I leaning to reverie-it, Snally, be have that spark of ulent which we cannot ex
plain-thwc (ormt or compotidoo which hu prtdcCUD. have rendered lupple and polilhed in
10 maoy _)'I become &miliaT 10 him
'!be fugue. or the afllllWc .int "'"/!hI and the lill
BrandcnbI.u'J Conc:ertcM orJ. S. Bach may be ciled as tbe fiottt .pecimeDl or the power or a�
....
ction arrived at by a eom�." M�-lts Uwl aJ L»/M....
as. Thil aod GIbei' �ga
t
&om. the book art quoted by perm_ion or D. Appltton-Ccntury Co:npany, Inc.
IT}fope, MH�wJ Mw, 93. 94; Combaritu, M�_lts /..tIuu ... bo/Mli"". 188.
. . • .
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Trajan, condemned to suffer forever for his idolatry. Pitying so illustrious a sufferer,
the saint resolved to importune the Divine Mercy for him, and succeeded so well
that the Almighty at length .sc:t the Emperor free and admitted him into Paradise.
But, as the course of Divine justice had been interrupted, He resolved to inflict some

b odily suffering upon the saint, and accordingly ordained that Cregory should be
afflicted with pain in the abdomen-d% re intutina/,-c:xcept at such times as he
should 1x: occupied in saying Mass. Gregory then bethought himselfof some way of
avoiding his malady by prolonging the service of the Mass 10 the utmost extent,
and so he instituted the chant called after him Gregorian, which was at first more
prolix and dreary than it has since become. Some thought this rather hard of the
saint, because this style of the chant, though it would relieve him of his pains, would
be very apt to give others the pain in the abdomen from its length and dreariness.

And Gregory himself seems not to have been too happy over his alleged
handiwork, since, in a synod of 595, he wrote of "the priests, each cultivat

ing h is organ to attain an edifying voice, (thus) irritating Cod."n

It would appear that Gregory's annoyance was entirely on the score of
vocal vanity, not of word integrity. This was natural, for the ascendancy
of words in music had already ended. Words, those constituent units of idea
which are by nature the antithesis of what is called absolute, were forced by
precept to assume the cloak of the absolute ! Doubtless some realistically
minded man asked : "What were the words of the music? What did they
say? What meaning did they carry that is of value to me?" But there was no
answer, because one realistic minded man among so many dark-age minds
was relegated to limbo.
That man might also have wondered at the inordinate sustaining of the
vowel of a syllable in certain words. A word has four properties:

(1)

a

rhythm (that is, its natural pattern of dynamics, and a reasonable length
of time for its speaking to cover) ;

(4)

(2)

phonics;

(3)

an intrinsic meaning; and

drama (the obligation along with its fellow words to hold the interest) .

Our realisti cally minded man might have drawn four conclusions: to the
extent that the vowel of a syllable is inordinately sustained
is damaged ; (2) its phonics is

(4)

distorted ; (3)

(1)

its rhythm

its meaning is dissipated: and

its drama is demoralized. In fact, i t would seem to him that after the

words had been accepted as an inspiration they were dismissed without a
thought.
The severity of the whole Christian

dtmarclu, cutting off the people and

the language of the people from a music appropriate to their daily emotions ,
"Hope, Mduf1d/ Mw,

9-10, 51-53.
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their place, and their time, had its inevitable reaction in the pleasant and
romantic art of the troubadours, trouveres, minnesingers, and meister
singers, of the eleventh to sixteenth centuries. The musical consummation
of this era: a wedding of instinctive desire to instinctive expression without
benefit of clergy.
Here was a rebirth of the spirit of Greek epic chant, though it never
gained the high repute it had in ancient Greece ; the approved music wi th
any continuity was still and only the ecclesiastical. Though verses and mu
sic have come down to us, we can recapture neither language nor manner,
and consequently there is little to be said outside the realm of conjecture
and but onc point to be made here on the minstrd art.
The point is that minstrel poet and minstrel composer and minstrel
performer were generally one and the same. It must occur to many persons
with poetic instincts that because this is no longer true today, we may have
lost an important value. We do not exclaim, upon seeing a �m printed
in a magazine, "But what's this doing

het? where's

the music? and the

voice?" Print is a poem's sarcophagus, voice its living. though fleeting, soul.

The Florentine Intuition
The capitulation of the city of Constantine the Great to the Turks in

1453 is credited by history with having many far-reaching effects-on
music no less than on the voyages of Columbus. In view of the static condi
tion of music in Constantinople in the centuries immediately preceding this
event it is hard to under!tand how the scholarly Byzantine refugees who
poured into Italy could have been such agents of ferment as to produce the
phenomenon of Florence, a few decades before

1600. It

The mere contact with Greek creed and dogma is alleged to have been
responsible in some way (or releasing the ancient latent paganism of the
democratic, restless, radical, and inquisitive people of Tuscany. Actually,
in this renascence of earlier Greek values, the Tuscans were only reclaiming
the purer Hellenic spirit of which they were a wayward segment long

bc=

fore the Roman impositions. As the historian Naumann says, expressing
the Christian viewpoin t: "The an of the Hellenes, which the Renaissance
....
"Hendenon la)'! ltal i t ,hould be "puticularly noted" ltat the: thn:e Creek oc
hat
primarily raponsiblc for Florence', feva ova all thing, Greek left Comtanlinople before: the
dty's rilll in 14SJ. F"'mlIWrI of J,Dii"" O�'" 69n. h might ilbo be noted thal Connanlinople had
been thn:atenc:d 01' had been aClually under siege by the TUTU since 1422, and ttat the thn:e
CreeD were probably more moved by prudence thiln by love of travel in Italy.
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sought to revive, was not the art of a people who had had the fear of God
before their eyes and the thought of a future state before their minds, but
of one steeped in heathen tradition and given up to the enjoyment of
worldly pleasures."lO
Reviewing the long history of liturgical drama and "Sacred Represen.
tations" in Italy before the year 1600, W.]. Henderson declares that mod·
ern opera is a child of the Roman Catholic Church. 31 We might also say
that resentment is a child of a good solid fist on 'the jaw. The first "operas"
in the Florence of about 1600, which in expressed theory have so little in
common with opera as currently practised, were a reaction, a rebellion,
an insurgence, written by composers who happened also to be scholars and
aristocrats . In general terms the movement was the scholars' counterpart
of the troubadours' reaction to the dry theology and restrictive bans of the
Church, but specifically it was a reaction against word distortion in the
florid secular polyphony and word distortion in the restrictive liturgical
polyphony.
This, being a negative explanation of an essentially creative idea, is
somewhat misleading, as anyone who has searched for the truth wiU agree.
It is both easier and generally more effective to explain creative reforms in
rel ation to known practices. Nut all the theories of the Florentine coterie
were products of rejection. They worked in the field of secular drama, and
haly's first secular drama with a secular subject had already been produced
at Mamua before 1483, nearly a century previous to the F10rentine insur·
gence. This was Poliziano's Foooio di Orfeo, the ancient myth so favored by
composers from Poliziano to Cluck that this period. in the history of music
might be called the "Era of Orfeo." Only the lyrics of Poliziano's work rc·
main; the music is lost.u It is thus impossible to say whether or not Polizi·
ano supplied the whole suggestion for the Floremine adventure, but it was
definitely Vicenzo Galilei (died c. 1600), lutenist, mathematician, and
most important to the modern world-father of the famous Galileo, who
first broke the trail.
Those who may have wondered how pregnant or sterile for the creation
of significant art the house of the dilettante actually is, whether dedicated to
a "future state" or to "worldly pleasures," must be reminded of the house
ItEmil Naumann, HisI«7 � MlUic, translate(!
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of Count Bardi in Florence, in the last decades of the sixteenth century.
Among the circle of accomplished men-composers, poets, actors-who
met in this house of dilettantism was Galilei. Blazing the way toward a re·
production of the tonal effect of ancient drama, Galilei wrote and sang
or intoned-a dramatic sCnuJ from Dante's

Purgatorio to the accompani

ment of a single instrument, playing the viola as he intoned. The manu
script of this

SCtTItJ

s
i a150 lost, but it is recorded that the presentation was

eminently successful and that Galilei was inspired to write a second mono
dy-the

.iAmttltatjons of Jtrtmiah-for the same combination of voice and

viola. n
Similar efforts followed Galilei', success in fairly quick succession.
Giulio Caccini

(c. 1558-1615) declared that the "wise and noble per

sonages" with whom he associated in Florence "determined me to place
no value upon that music which makes it impossible to understand the
words." U And a preface to one of the works that became the prototypes of
modem opera, the

Em·dict of Jacopo Peri (1561-1633), another of the

group, states that he "applied himself to an investigation of that species of
musical imitation which would the readiest lend itself to the theatric ex
hibitions," and "directed his researches to discover the methods of the
ancient Greeks on similar occasions. He carefully remarked what Italian
words were, and what were not capable of intonation; and was very exact
in minuting down the several modes of pronunciation, and the proper ac
cents to express grief, joy, and all the other affections of the human mind,
with a view to make the bass move in proper time, now with more energy,
now with less, according to the nature of each," u
Here, at long last, was a high1y conceived attempt to transfer the spirit
of the Corporeal music of ancient Greece to a time and place characteris
tic of Western Europe; here, finally, was a musical phoenix rising from the
ashes ofancient Rome ! Others of the little group of Florentines pursued the
same idea, the best known of whom is Qaudio Monteverdi (1567-1643).
Let no one be misled by the tenn "prototype" or by the words "dia
logue" and "recitative" as applied to these early Florentine operas. What-

UNaumann, HiMq I} Mw, 1:518, 52l.
'fJfeDdcnoll, F.�/"rIM;' o�.. 221. III view olCaociol'. ot.a..
..ttoll that he leuned
man: from the "eamaata," the cirde ofcultivated men abou.t Cw.nt Ban!.i, tbaD he had Icamcd

in Ihlrty years in the ICboob of counterpOint (ibiJ.), OM wondcn whctbct tht; quality of mUli<:
ICboob bq varied much in thJoec hundred ye&nI.
"'Hawtinl, Hil""J of t/tI Sd#ncl tIIId f'r.lin of M�, 2:524.
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ever the manner of performance in their day-whether or not it fulfilled
satisfactorily the composers' ideal of word vitality in music-we can be eec·
lain that the ideal will not be fulfilled in a modern revival. In this present
day Peri and Monteverdi are predefeated; the ideal of the prototype is not
that of modern rendition, and the modern manner of "declamation" is no
more than vocalistic

bralJU1a.

"What a fine instrument you have !" is a

common compliment to the opera singer, and a perpetual reminder that the
human voice is just another instrument, designed, in the modern mind, for
pure beauty of tonc and skillful

ltggiao

and

fiOTilrJu,

and quite divorced

from the civilized organic necessity of its evolution, namely: words. Equally
non-perspicacious is that other common remark of Anglo·Saxons, "But I
don't want to hear opera in English-if I understand the words it spoils the
music !" which is nothing if not a frank admission that opera-to be ac
ceptable-has got to be Abstract-without finitude or ubiety except in the
most unreal sense. The exact source of this treachery to words will soon
be reveaJed.
It is something of a final indictment that we are content to present, and
to sit for two and three hours listening to, drama in a language we do not
understand. Of course, we go to the drama to listen to its music, which to
us carries meaning, perhaps all we desire. It does not seem to occur to us,
at least not forcibly enough to alter our conduct, that the words are re
dundant, and that we are therefore two times twice hypocrites. From
the double standpoint of actors and auditors we present a spectacle of
coordinate and coexistent affectations. As actors we pretend to present

drama in words and music when in reality we are presenting it in music
only, and, by implication, that the words are understood when we know
they are nOl, regardless of our familiarity with the language. As auditors
we pretend to be listening to drama in words and music and by implication
that we hear understandable words.
When the music of the drama is so surpassingly Abstract that we are
gladly called hypocrites to listen to it, the situation that our operatic self
analysis has revealed is perhaps less reprehensible, but to say that this thing
was sired by the Florentine Corporealists is to insult them.
It did not need the malediction of Niet'ZSche to relegate Florentine Cor.
porealism to a bastardly existence : the Italian imitators had accomplished
this by negation, and Bach

et al.

by Abstractional affirmation, some two

hundred years before Niewche published

The Birth o} Tragedy.

GENESIS OF A MUSIC
Nietz.sche, a master of word impact, could only gaze in awe at the Ab-
stractional music impact of Beethoven. By nature searching, he openly
envied that which he could only imitate, felt scornful of that which he
tossed about with polemical abandon. Words were a matter of mastery and
contempt, pure music of envy and fascination; thus : "It was the demand
of thoroughly un musical hearers that before everything else the words
must be understood, so that according to them a rebirth of music is to be

expected only when SOmt mode oJ .ringing" has been discovered in which
text-word lords over counterpoint like master over servant." Again, re
ferring to the Florentine pathfinders: "The man incapable of art creates
for himself Q kind oJ art" precisely because he is the inartistic man as suCh." ' 7
The penetrating Nietzsche is not to be dismissed merely on grounds of
obsessive aspiration. The phrases " some mode of singing" in " a kind of art,"
are the giveaway, for they sound like a primal confession of inexperience.
Nietzsche calls his own attitude toward a coupling of music and dramatic
tragedy "prophetic," and, implying some kind of ultimate discernment,
the "strangest possible kind of 'objectivity' ."u
In word-idea the Nietzsche ability to engrave images was almost
boundless, but in music-and despite his preoccupation with himse:1f as
"prophet"-the critical faculties were obviously trained on what the ear
heard, and the ear heard Bach and Beethoven in unexampled repro
duction." What did the ear hear in the "path" of the Florentine Corpo
realists?-the Italian negation of "opera," undoubted calumnies on Cluck,
and the bane ofBayreuth. Indeed must Nietzsche wish to believe that " Music
is the essential idea of the world, drama . . . but the reflection of this idea,
a detached adumbration of it."'o Who ("inartistic" or otherwise) wouldn't?

Paris-the Egg Hatches
Florentine music-drama became a contagion in Italy. But, in Hender
son's words, "The rdorm of the Florentine coterie conquered Italy for less
Ultalia mlne._H.P.

u&� HMnO tmtl tlu Bi,th �J T'«l,d.1t tra�Jated by OiCton P. Fad.iman (Modern LibrllfY
edition), 291; quoted by pumiaion of Random Howc:, Inc..

"[/tUf., 11.

"An observation of Helmut Rehder'. is applicable hen:, though he .
i not .peaking apedC.
iCllly of mwic: "German ideali.lrn had taught the ooncept or the ablolute. By n
i clination and

education Nictuche WaI Itecpcd in the al:leolute, and it appeared natural to him to n:gulate hit
life aocording to it." }{u�1u tIN! His PI., i" Cv"I<'" LikratllTt, 5.
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than fifty years."u The combination of the scale-tossing Italian composer
with the liquid Italian larynx and the Galilei-Peri-Caccini-Monteverdi idea
constituted a richer and a freer field for the polyphonic virtuosi who were
rife in the Italy of about

1600

and who quickly reverted 10 a more spec

tacular form of the older degeneracy. The virtue of Florence became the
vice of Italy.
The Florentine purpose? Ah, but why mention Ihis, when the singer is
so beautiful, her voice so limpid, and (through her) the composer (any
one of several dozen) so famous?
Heinrich Schiitz

(1585-1672),

sometimes called the "father of Ger

man music," reacted to this Italian scene precisely as his countryman
Martin Luther had reacted to the lush ritual of the Roman Church a
century before-reform 1 Schiitz reapplied the Florentine idea to his
music, most or all of which was a blend of the religious, the dramatic, and
the polyphonic. For his Sewn Words from the Cross, according to G'bW'S

Dictionary, Schutz hit upon the idea of giving the words of a single character
to a single voice, "for the sake of dramatic consistency."n (What monu
ments of ineluctable logic the human mind is capable of arriving at 1) But

Schiitz was no Luther, for the idea took no root in Germany; indeed, two
more centuries were to pass before the Germanic culture produced an
exponent of any musical idea apart from "independence" and Abstraction.
If the Florentine intuition developed continuity anywhere in the West

ern world, that place was Paris. A vagrant ovum, fertilized in ancient
Greece, in embryo on the Bosporus, laid on the Arno, finally hatched on
the Seine. U The men who worked on some facet of the Florentine idea
over a period of several centuries and gave it this continuity in Pari! were
not all Frenchmen, but they were part, and to some degree the reJlUIt,
of the ferment of Paris, and offered their work.!! initially or entirely in the
Paris arena. This continuity begins \\;th the Italian-born Jean Baptiste
Lully

(1632-1687)

and continues through three centuries to the near

contemporary Satie, Debussy, and Ravel and the contemporary Honegger
and Milhaud.
llHenderson goes on to Py, "The return to .howy produetiolU • . . WU Iwift, and the ItU.
dent of opc:ratie art ean today diKern with faeility that the invention of the Fkln:nt;nea wal

lOOn rcduec:d to the "ate of a thread to bind together epilodca of pktOl"ial and vocal dilplay."

of 11001;tm Opno, 212.
"C,.....'s Di.:/i_rJ, <4:6-41.
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Other Italians there were, both before and after Lully, who worked
in the Florentine maid for the Paris Opera, but it was Lully who set the
tone. So great was his zeal for natural accents that the time signatures of
his recitatives change at almost every bar. U In fact, the mOfC natural
manner of recitatives became so normal to the Parisian audience that a
visit of an Italian opera company in the year

1752,

along with dazzling

vocalistic mountain·scaling and dulcet

bel canto, brought a storm of protest
(1712-1778)
dropped his pro-Italian Letter on Frmch Music and into i t also the ddenders
of the French style tossed Jean Philippe Rameau (1683-1764). A skirmish
and controversy. U Into this melee Jean Jacques Rousseau

became a war.
The French·speaking, Swiss-born Roussc:au championed the Italian
born Italian style, whereas the French-speaking, French·born Rameau
was persuaded to champion the Italian-born French style. Rousseau called
the French language impossible for recitative and French singing a "pro·
longed barking." For this heresy against the French integrity of words the
artists of the Opera touched a match to an effigy of Rousseau, and Ra·
meau philosophized thus: "If I were twenty years younger I would go
to Italy, and take Pergolesi

lone of Rousstau's idols)

for my model, abandon

something of my harmony and devote myself to attaining truth o( decla·
mation."u
For both participants and onlookers the quarrel was the excuse for
streams of wit and sarcasm, not all of it perceptive. For we have good rea
son to believe that nearly all concerned-possibly excepting Rousseau
mi�d entirely the most amusing angle, namely that the singer employed
by either "school" was, and into eternity would be, a "singer"; that what·
ever the source of the recitative-the Roussc:auists or the Rameauists-and
however the singer chewed it, it invariably came out "singing."
ing the cccc. nuicitia of ceruin

poc:u

of that period, bethoughl

IhefNC:lva

of wriling melodio
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Clearly indicating that the gap between French theory and French
practice in the recitative was pretty wide, Rousseau prophesied that one
day some French composer would realize a "recitative appropriate to the
simplicity and clarity of our language," that this recitative would "pro
ceed by very small intervals," that it would have "few sustained notes
[tones1." and that it would be "nothing that resembles song."H
Whether the next notable participant in this continuing Franco-Italian
controversy, the Bavarian Christoph von Cluck (1714-1787), provided the
fulfillment of Rousseau's prophecy is for Frenchmen to decide. Some are
of the opinion that this event was not realized until the Ptmas and Milisande
of Debussy, a century and a half later. Gluck, who wrote for the Paris
Opera, carried on his own private war with the ltalianists ; like Berlioz
after him, he "blasphemed" their "gods."u The very title of one of Cluck's
barrages in this war, Eslay on the Revolutions of Music, is indicative of its
temperature. Wrote Cluck:
I resolved to avoid all those abuses which had crept into halian opera through
mistaken vanity of singers and the unwise compliance of eompcscrs

had rendered it wearisome and ridiculous.

.

the

. . and which

. . . 1 endeavored to reduce music to its
proper function . . . without interrupting the action, or weakening it by superfluous ornament. .
. 1 have therdore been careful never to interrupt a .singer in the
.

heat of a dialogue . . . either for the purpose of displaying the flexibility of his voice
on some favorable vowel [!], or that

the orchestra might give him time to take
. there was no rule which I did not

breath before a long-sustained note [tone] . .

consider myself bound to sacrifice for the sake of effect. 41

Let us not be rash in concluding, when we hear modern revivals of
SchGtz and Gluck, that reform comes cheap to these composers" For one
thing, the works rampant on the stage of their day, which aroused their
righteous instincts, have long since passed from opera repertory, and, for
another, let this fact be contemplated: syllables from Monteverdi, Schiitz,
Gluck, Mozart, Weber, Wagner, Verdi, Puccini, Moussorgsky, Wolf,
Debussy, and Ravel, are expelled from the guUet in exactly the same
vocalistic manner by almost any "serious" singer, and the Italian, French,
German, or Russian of their origin makes less than an iota of difference.
"
H this seems a cruel concentration of onus it will be relieved; the middle
initial of all musicians-all of us-is C, for "Culpable."
Hl..oc:luf'C'iKr. D.Inm:J, 201.

uBeTlioz, uUers. 5.

"G,ow's Dictifnllly
l � M-sic dttd MlUidd,", 2:401; quoted by f'C'rmillion ofThe Maemillan

Company.
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Berlio, I'" Unbelieving
In the century following Cluck on the Paris scene, many other corn·
posers preserved the continuity of music-drama. Two of these are the
Belgian, Andr� Gr�try

(1803-1869).

(1741-1813),

and the Frenchman, Hector Berlioz

The fifty works which Gr�try wrote for the Paris Opera

Comique, according to Schoies, "charmed by their melody and by thdr
faithful expression of the accent and sense of the words."'o
jacques Barzun, who has brought a wealth of critical insight and
historical background to the Wagnerian ideas and their precursors, writes
that "Grttry. whose own works are not without charm or power, simply
and lucidly put forth the same arguments [as Cluck) for the

use

of musical

art as the underscoring of speech." Showing something of the eventual
result of this development, through the further agent of Berlioz, Barzun

goes on to say that "seventy-five years after rationalism, in the middle of
acenturywhich first gave him all its resources of invention and achievement,
another was to attempt the same project in the name of Germanism, ir
rationalism, and realism combined. Wagner sums up and re-embodies,
without truly resembling, the school of Romanticism."u
Berlioz, unlike Gluck and Gr�try, had no

idee fixe

in his musical bag.

His drama-hungry imagination encompassed all known and many hitherto
unknown devices, explored what were in his day bizarre theatric and
musical effects. His restless and impatient attitude toward hand-me-down
authority brought from Mendelssohn the comment that Berlioz "believed
in neither God nor Bach" (with notable sequence in these names !), and
from Berlioz himself its exclamation point: "The expressive accent of a
musical work is not enhanced in any way by its being embodied in a per
petual canon."u
With perhaps more than the usual complex of human inconsistencies,

predilections, and prejudice!, Bc:rlioz conceived of orchestras and choruses
measured in hundreds, with multiple brass bands in flank, U and thought
of Oriental music as "a grotesque noise, analogous to that which children

''Seholea, Oll/_' Q"';tJ.'Il.I1I,I 38".

•

'DorwiJl, Morx, W",,.,,, 280, 281-282; quoted by permission orUule, Brown & Company
and the Atlantic: Monthly Praa.
nBcrlioz, MtwWi". 10), 1506.
uS.id Printt Mettcrnich: "An: you not the Il'\IIn, moneieur, who com� mUlU: for five
hu�d pcrtormcn?" SIIid Bcrlioz: "Nol .Iw.ys, UlONCigncur; 1 IIOIMtima wTite for four
hundred and fifty." Story by &rlioz In ut/m, 13.
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make when at play,, at but these can be taken in stride in view of the many
pages of high zest for his subject and wealth of perceptions.
Remarking on the degeneration of opera, Berlioz gives as one cause
"the preponderance that has grown up of the execution over the compo
sition, of the larynx over the brain, of matter over mind, and, at last, too
often the cowardly submission of genius to nonsense." This nineteenth
century echo of Aristotle is matched by the Plato-like statement: "Dramatic
musical composition is a double an; it results from the association and
intimate union of poetry and music."u
Just what this meant to &rlioz is less clear than his attitude on the
practical result of the "intimate union." We should have singers for
operas, he sa)'! in effect; we

do

have-operas for singers. The pernicious

necessity of writing a role to the taste of a certain virtuosity gives the
composer little choice, for the six styles of singing he will encounter (given
in an invidious vein) are
silly;

(3)

the culpable ;

(1)

the innocently silly;

(4) the vicious ; (5)

(2)

the pretentiously

the criminal; and

(6)

the rascally;

he mentions no others. For salt in this tasty brew he adds : "the art of sing
ing has become the art of screaming."u
Berlioz' writing is tortured with accounts of his efforts, mostly frus
trated, to get certain qualities and effects out of his performers. When the
director of the Opera requested him to turn the spoken dialogues of
Weber's Du FreischiiL(; into recitatives, he tried diligently to preserve the
natural tempo of speech, but "could never make the actors abandon their
slow, heavy and emphatic way of singing recitative." Despite his dreams
or vast performing bodies he decries �he tendency to over-orchestrate
passages with voice, "exciting singers to wrestle violently with the or
chestra in the emission of tone."57
One of the obvious SOlutions to opera's troubles, he believed, is an inti
mate theater: "I am sure that the musical fluid

(I

beg leave to thus deSig

nate the unknown cause of musical emotion) is without force, warmth or
vitality at a certain distance from its point of departure. We
do not

uibra/t.

Now, we

must uibratt

htar,

but we

ourselves with the instruments and

voices, and be made to vibrate by them in order to have true musical
sensations." Again, pleading for an intimate music: "What pleasure could
we take in the conversation of the wittiest people in the world, if we were
obliged to carry it on at a distance of thirty paces? Sound beyond a certain
UBeTlioz, u/InI, 370.

la/hid.,

37a,

3a3.

"lhiJ.,

376, 'J77.

nUiJ., 'Jaa, 'J96.
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distance, although we may still hear it, is like a flame that we see, but the
warmth of which we do not feel."U
Berlioz was a free intellectual agent, an antagonist of any idea as a tyran
nical principle, both in theory and work, but by the criterion oC his own
recitatives he follows in the Florentine trail. Taken as a whole, his life is a
plexus of paradoxes; from the point of any one perfervid moment he is
thoroughly consistent. His plea is always for understanding of the creative
urge, and for the cooperation to feed and sustain it that can only come
from understanding. Iteration and reiteration of this theme, in high
spirited, bitter, melancholy. witty prose, brought a whimsical view of him
self as a HamJet, not mad all the time, for "he is but mad north-north
west; when the wind is southerly, he knows a hawk from a hand-saw wdl
enough." '"

" Sprechgesang" in Bayreuth
Richard Wagner

(1813-1883) continues the line of auspicious figures

who nominally or actually believed in preserving those characteristics of
a word in music which make it vital, its natural spoken inflections, accents,
and rhythm-in short, its inherent drama. "In the later works," says

Grove's Dictionary, " the vocal mdody often springs direct from the words . . .
in some cases indeed it is but an intensified version of the actual sounds
of the German language.""
In a measure of lip service to the word-ideal Wagner himself dis
courses through numerous excursions in periphrasis on the right method
for setting words to music. In one place he figurati\'dy bangs his fist on
the table, and shouts through the italics, blackface type, indentations,
capitalization, and various other artifices of typographical pantomime :
"I declare aloud that the error in the art-genre of Opera consists herein:

that a Means of expression (Music) has been made the end, while the End
of expression (the Drama) has been made a means."u This is extraordi
narily lucid for its author, and anyone who has innocently encountered
the Wagner prose must respond with an audible "Amen" to Barzun's suc
cinct characterization of Wagner's writings as "the incorruptible witness
IllbJ
i ., 179, 184.
"lbiJ., 402.

"G,_', D�li_� .
J Mw """ MIlSinMs, 5:605; quolcd by pcrmillion of The Macmill.n

Company.
ILWagner, h.u W."b, 21 :7.
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of his obliquity. " n In another sentence, remarkable only for its all-encom
passing scope, Wagner states flatly: "We have had to recognize Speech
itself as the indispensable basis of a perfect Artistic Expression.""
The distribution of power between words and music was by no means
constant with the protagonist of Bayreuth, at least theoretically. But it is
always an unequal struggle, despite the speech-music theory, despite the
fact that onc of a group of French admirers, whom Barzun singles out,
"could point to the realism of having

Meislersinger]

96

per cent of the music [in

Die

a mere notation of normal speech inflections. " 54

Why Wagner's players in their roles do not give the effect of the "German
language," as

Grove's Dictionary implies

they do, whatever the qualification

"intensified" may mean, and why his "means" does overwhelm his "aim,"
despite his prolix discourses, is a subject for further discussion in regard
to singers. It is sufficient hen: to note that Wagner defeated himself (in
the light of the Corporeal) by prescribing a full symphony orchestra-the
right bower of the Abstract concept-as an accompaniment to the subtle
drama of spoken-that is, musically declaimed-words, a situation which
goes the limit in human contradictions. U

St. PetersburgJs Non Credo
In his expressed ideals Modest Petrovich Moussorgsky

(1839-1881)

is

part of the taproot of the Corporeal spirit, whatever the current mode of
rendition makes of his music. The harrying opposition of those to whom
Abstract beauty is or shou1d be de rigueur provoked in Moussorgsky a rather
indefensible depr'ecation of the idea of sheer beauty, but one also in which
his Corporeal banner is clearly displayed : "The artistic presentment of
beauty alone, to use the word in its mater'ial sense, is sheer childishness,
only fit for the babes and sucklings of art. To trace the finer characteristics
of human nature and of the mass of mankind, resolutely to penetrate into
'f&rzun. Dcrwi". Marll, W"'1In. 307.
''W'agner, PrOl� Works, 2:357.
"Barzun, Dtuwi", lff"'Il, WC,"'T, 319.
"'On thil point Barzun writel that the voe.al paru "mUlt re.emble dedamation rather than
linging . . . For thil reuon alia they .ing alone, and .iIl(;e their lingle voices might find a fuIJ
orcheltral oommentary difficult to overcome, the oreheltTl iI divided, and. one half of it eon.
eealed in a pit beneath the ltage. Where thil arnngement iI carried out, .. at Bayreuth, the
proper balance is ...id to be achieved-at the expelllC of ;nltrumental toUnd. Elxwherc the un
equal eonttlt goa on bctween the IOlitary philOMlphk yoke and the br.....rcinforeed orehellta
-often at the ell.penae of the linger." 16i4., 284-285 ; quoted by permillion of Little, s.-own "
Company and the Atlantic Monthly �.
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these unexplored regions and to conquer them-that is the mission of the
genuine artist,"u
In the mid-nineteenth century Russians had, in "serious" music, only the
choice of Germanic classicism or Icalian opera. In the opinion of the
"Powerful Coterte" the nation was ripe for some music of its own and
opera on a better dramatic basis than the vocal tours dt force of Pani and
Masini. The "Powerful Coterie" (Balakirev, Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Moussorgsky) was a ninetcenth-century Se Petersburg version of six
tcenth-century Florence's Galilei, Caccini, Perit Monteverdi, tt al., com
posers drawn together by devotion to a common ideal-in this case the
musical potential of Russia and, with Moussorgsky particularly, the po
tential of Russians, from lowliest to Czar.
The first tentative antecedent in Russia of Moussorgsky's "mad idea"
was Alexander Dargomizhky (1813-1869), on the fringe of the "Coterie."
Dargomizhky wrote an opera, The Stone Guut, for which his generating
Corporeal declaration was simply: "I insist that the note shall be the direct
expression of the word." Moussorgsky also stressed this theme: "Whenever
I hear people speaking, no matter who it i, or what they say, my brain
immediately sets to work to translate what I have heard into musie';
and again, "In my 'opera dialogue> I endeavor, as far as possible, to show
up very clearly the slight changes in intonation that occur in the course of
conversation apparently for the most trivial reasons and in the least im·
portant words."" (The phrase "slight changes in intonation" causes one
to speculate on what Moussorgsky might have done in a more sensitive
sysu:m of music, that is, one which offered smaller intervals than are avail·
able in the twelve-tone "octave.")
While working on his second completed opera, Khovanslchina, Mous
sorgsky wrote: "I am now deep in the study of human speech; 1 have come
to recognize the melodic element in ordinary speech and have succeeded in
turning recitative into melody. I might call it 'melody justified by the
meaning'." I n a "confession of faith" he asserts that only the great re·
formers have given Jaws to music, that these laws are continually subject
to alteration, that it is his task "to reproduce not only the voice of emotion,
but, more t:specially. the varying modulations of human spct:ch." Virtually
single-handed, Moussorgsky was trying to fill a vacuum which he alone
''Oskar y. Rksc:mann, MlllUs.,skJ (Tudor), 104; all paaagQ from this book ate quoted by
permislion of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
"Ibid.,

162, 171, 172, 176.
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could discern. In admiring Russian "Corporealism" in the visual art of his
day, Moussorgsky asks: "why, in spite of their excellent qualities, is no such
tife to be found in the latest musical compositions? Why, when listening to
them, is one so uncertain of their meaning?" which inevitably recalls
Plato and his question about the "meaning" of music without words. The
biographer Riesc:mann says of Moussor�ky: "He is never quite at home
in the forms of instrumental music; his creative fancy can function with
pc=rfect freedom only when the sung word provides firm ground for the
imaginative faculty to work upon.""
Words can be sung and sung and sung. fortunately for individuality in
musical expression but unfortunately for Moussorgsky in an age of Ab·
straction, since "Moussorgsky's artistic career coincided with an age that
neither saw nor wished to see beauty in what actually exists-its endeavor
was to fashion beauty according to abstract laws."u
The seeming or elliptical assumption that the present age of "serious"
music has improved in liberality, and now appreciates beauty fashioned in
the Corporeal spirit, is wholly false. To find true Corporeality in manner of
presentation it is necessary to go to the folk and popular singen, for it is
present-day fact that few if any of the singers and masters of the concert
ever escape their bondage to pure tone and vocal amplitude in the rendition
of the word·loving, sensitive, subtle, and natural Moussorgsky.
Russia seems quite content to have only one really bad Corporeal boy
to remember, but the spirit was infectious elsewhere (as it has been ever
since Emperor Chun), and quickly touched another Slav, the &hemian
Leol Janafek (1854-1928). Janatek's chief work, called at various times
Her Supmother and Jenufa, and widely performed in Europe after World
War I, brought this comment from one reviewer: "It is perhaps the most
intensely national of all operas. Its vocal music gives living expression to
the intrinsic nature of peasant song and speech. As in Moussorgsky's operas,
the music that carries the dialogue is entirely in speech.rhythm and includes
no songs or other formal pieces."70
The Moussorgsky fever also touched Paris (which, had it not been Paris,
might have been immune after two centuries of fever in its own right), but
first, and en route from Bohemia : Vienna interlude.
"Ibid., 108, 142, 221, 266.
"Ibid., 100.
nw. McNaught. M..J"" Afll.li,

Company, Lld.

11""

'

M..mUms, 180; quoted by pcrmwion of Novdlo and
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Corporealism in Vienna (and Boston)
In the year 1860, in the old Austro·Hungarian Empire, two men were
born who instinctively groped beyond the Abstractive attitudes of their
time in their intuitive reach for the Corporeal. Onc of these, Hugo Wolf

(1860-1903),

dedieated his creative powers almost exclusively to bringing

words into a rational equipoise with their harmonization. The other,
Custav Mahlcr ( 1 860-1 9 1 1 ) , �alized a Corporeal perception in a single
composition, late in his life. The very word

CorpoTta/ appears in an ante·

dote written by a contemporary regarding Wolf's power in the reciting of
poetry, and with startling effect: "Never in my life have I heard such read
ing. . . . I can only say this: when he spoke the words, they assumed a pro
digious truth, they became corporeal things . . . Then, wandering about
Europe, I heard nothing of him for some time, until his Goethe songs ap
peared. These struck into the very depths of mei and then I suddenly re
membered. Yes, it was the same ! The same man as in those nights."
This faculty for putting himself-his Corporeal self-into his music,
Wolf acquired "from no teacher," says the biographer Ernest Newman.
"It was clearly congenital in him." Like Moussorgsky, Wolf embodied a
deep and broad sympathy for humanity, and also like Moussorgsky, "his
music needed . . . constant fertilisation of the actual word if it was to bear
its richest fruit."71
It is sometimes said of Wolfs songs that they are not merely correct
declamation, which is of course true, since anyone who sees clearly beyond
his formal vehicle puts a viable something into his work that cannot be
formulated. But it does not follow that because WoIr is not mmly correct
declamation that the declamatory element may be submerged or ignored.
Indeed, it is conceivable that that viable ingredient may only be released
through the mechanism its creator stipulated, namely-declamation.
Neither Wolf nor Mahler expounded the mechanics of his approach
to creative music, but unlike the story of Hugo Wolf the story of Gustav
Mahler holds a contradiction-in fact, a double contradiction. Mahler
spent most of his life with his fingers in the presentation of opera, in which
work he was a fervent disciple of Wagner. Nevertheless, all his creative
music was written in the traditional Abstract forms. The double contra
dicuon appears in the fact that in one of his works, The Song

oJ the Earth,

"Hu,. Wolf UohnlAnc Com�nyl.2S.26.223: qUOfed bypermilliooorMfrro A. Knopf, Inc.
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for two solo voices (not simultaneous), he achieves a notable Corporeal

effect, and this without resort to drama, story, or the true and tried em
phasis on the integrity of spoken words.
"One of his key ideas," writes Ems! Kh'nek, "was the complete inte
gration of drama and music, the dream of all truly theatrical composers
since Monteverdi." Showing at least a nodding acquaintance with logic,
Mahler,

as

director of the Royal Opera in Budapest, insisted that all the

words of "drama" be sung in the language understood by his audience
that is, Hungarian.7t

Despite this understanding and persistence, Mahler's love-hate attitude
toward the text for his

Song DJ the Earth invariably forced

the words (which

presumably inspired him) into traditional melodic and harmonic maids,

to be rendered by the academic singer. By the criteria of both the score and
the manner of rendition, he need not have stretched a long arm for the
lyrics of ancient China to complement his intense personal message. The
words might just as well have depicted an Eskimo cleaning fiSh by the light
of the aurora borealis, or-nothing. Deprived of their subtle but very real
integrity by Mahler's individuality and academic (to some degree Wag·

nerian) vehicles, the Chine� element is, from one standpoint, a tenuous,
extrinsic, even ridiculous, reach for universality; from another, and meas
ured by results achieved, it is a cause for gratitude.
Mahler does achieve a glimpse into universality, but not by such ex

ternals; he achieves it by an extraordinary revelation of himself a5 a living
human spirit, and this he must have felt in at least a subconscious way, for
the composition is prophetic.

The Song oJ the Earth

confines its vitally human element to solo voice,

and it is a Monophonic concept; that this concept is achieved despite the
limitations of conventional methods makes it perhaps an even greater
attainment. Bruno Waiter declares that every note Mahler writes "speaks
only of himself; every word he sets to music, though it may have been writ
ten thousands of years ago, expresses but himself.

Das Lied lIOn der Erde is

the

most personal utterance in Mahler's creative work and perhaps in music." 71
"Erntt Kienek in Wailer,

Gu.s/llD Mll/Jlr, 180. The mere lubttitution of Janguages in recita
U quite impoaible 10 put one

tive il rar from an adequate IOJution of thi, difficulty. That il

language into the .poken tonal frame of another language was undentood perfectly rar back in
the ICvcnteenth century, by Heinrich Sehiiu, who in 1627 virtually rewrOte Peri'. DGplt1W for
prt:tcntation in a German trandation. G"w'r Die/i_Tb �:634.
"'W.lter, GUlIII� M4ItJtr, 12�.
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The universal insistence among Mahler exegetes that The

Song of tlu

Earth is of the same stuff as his last symphonies is misleading. It is not. It is
not concert music; the symphonies are. It is actually antithetical. Like
Berlioz, Mahler indulged in huge conceptions for the Abstract, but also
like Berlioz he was capable of the intensely personal.
Though TIu

Song oJ tJu Earth requires a symphonic body for perform

ance-and here is a prime paradox-it belongs in the home. in an intimate
group, where the voices are not lost in vibrations-philharmonia, where in
hibited strangers do not sit Slimy in flank, before and behind. And the final
evidence of this antithesis is demonstrated in the periodic discomfiture of
the Boston critics, who in the execution of their duties perforce report on
their "feelings" at the occasional public exhibition of Mahler-the indi·
vidual, Corporeal Mahler-musically naked.
It must be said that Corporeality is present beneath the Abstract habili·
menu oC many other compositions. Douglas Moore's unaccompanied song

COTTU Aw.y Death., truly a Monophonic concept even though its words are
not treated as spoken words, is an example. The singing of Elsie Houston
is another, and the works of Frederic Chopin might be said to approach
the concept, through the sublimation of the piano as the One Voice

.

Superficially, these judgments are suspect, but actually they betoken a
healthy procedure-to admit, maintain, and proclaim that no precon·
ceived end result can be achieved through formula, any formula, that is
unvivified by the systole and diastole oC spontaneity, purpose, thought.
emotion, or whatever the symbol of the ingredient which has Significance
Cor some section of humanity. The formula for Corporealizing music
through preserving the \'itality oC spoken words is actually as much a cliche
as the sonata, and is lacking in imaginative, emotional anima unless the
composer himself releases it.

Back 10 Paris
in

On the subject oCuQpera" in general and CIaude Debussy (1862-1918)
particular an isolated sentence from the Oxford Companion 10 Music reads:

"The

P,lltas and Mtlisandl of Debussy (1902) stands alone in the whole

opera repertory as the most determined and consistent attempt ever made
to apply the foundation principles of the Florentine initiatOr! oC opera."H
In his

Apologia, where he discusses the principles upon which Ptlltas et

''Sehola, O;if�d C-;..o;-. 637.
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based, Debussy expresses a desire to dispense with "parasitic

musical phrases." He continues: "Melody is, if I may say so, almost anti
lyric, and powerless to express the constant change of emotion and life.7i
Melody is suitable only for the c/wruon, which confirms a fixed sentiment.
I have never been willing that my music should hinder, through technical
exigencies, the change of sentiment and passion felt by my characters. It is
effaced

as

soon as it is necessary that these should havc: perfect liberty in

their gestures or in their cries, in their joy and in their sorrow.""
Debussy was somewhat inAuenced by both Wagner and Moussorgsky
at various times, though he was critical of both. But it would be frivoloU!
not to assume the further inAuence of the centuries-Qld tradition in the
French recitative. Still, by his own "apology" he seems to be only indirectly
preoccupied with the vitality of words. I n his concern for each ephemeral
emotion he must have had a Moussorgskian ideal, or do the lines quoted
above indicate that he is content to allow each such emotion to be inter·
preted by the music and then to present the music, in lieu of vital words,

as

the fact of emotion? Without a more definitive explanation it is difficult to
say, but it hardly seems likely, nor does it seem likely that Debussy will get

any more "dlabel canto" subtracted from the performances of his opera
than the conductors and performers choose to subtract. Mary Garden. in
the role of Melisande, apparently chose to subtract a good deal, if the
Abstractionists' wails over her "mediocre voice" are an index. (Let us
kneel before the God of Art, and murmur, "Please, Sir, grant us more
mediocre voices !") What a commentary upon the parlous degeneracy of
music.drama that Debussy's expressed theory-which is essentially a state
ment on words and music as they should not be united-is generally con
sidered to constitute a radical departure in opera theory, even from
Wagner !

At least two other composers in the Paris of this period. left their Cor
poreal marks in the French tradition: Erik Satie
Ravel

(1875-1 937).

(1866-1925),

and Maurice

Of Socrale, Satie's setting of the dialogues of Plato, one

commentator writes that "the vocal line represents the rise and fall and the
inflections of the voice of a person reading aloud, lightly supported by a
deliberately exiguous accompaniment . . . by its very sobriety and restraint
TiDtbussy obviously UICI the word melody n
i the ltllK or di�ett IUSlaincd tooa; a aucea
lion or gliding lpoken tORQ caD alto be a melody.
''Lawn:ncc Gil.man, INInuI7'1 P.I/J(u If Mil;�(J""', SI: q1,JOted by pcrmiaion of G. Schinner,
loc.
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the music throws into admirable relief the beauty of the text, and is truly
Greek in its avoidance of exaggeration. The death of Socrates, for example,
is a mCKlel of the narrative style in music." "His music has line . . . and
the enormous merit of condensation. It is devoid of trappings and useless
decoration, and when it has no more to say it SlOps." Another critic de
clares that the works of Satie "are as simple, as straightforward, as devas
tating as the remarks of a child."77
Ravel's principal Corporeal contribution is the melodrama in farcical
vein,

L'Ht:lJre Espagnol.

A hearing of this onc-act play on records leads to

two conclusions: first, it needs no "apology"-except perhaps that the or
chestra is sometimes too heavy for the subtlety of implied inflections;
second, East and West cannot be as far apart as has been imagined, for
the addition of a few Cantonese "clangs" and a peanut-eating audience
would make

L'Heure Espagnol and

the Canton Music Hall sisters under the

skin.
Many of the lines in Ravel's farce are frankly sung, but the difference
between these and the spoken harmonizations is always distinct, a fact the
more notable be,cause the harmonic oneness of either sung words and music
or spoken words and music is never obscure. It is this oneness which is ab
sent in free or semi-free declamation to music, a device used by too many
composers from Beethoven and Weber to Honegger, Milhaud, Schonberg,
Berg, and Copland for elaboration in the precise limits of this review.

Voice in the Wilderness
It is an act of revolution when the educated musician wearies of Music's
pampered doctrines and shoves them into the dogmahouse, even tempo
rarily, but when the inquisitive man of literature ventures on the precincts
of music he is obliged to cope with none of its encumbrances and therefore
with none of [he censure occasioned by "revolt."
William Butler Yeats

(1865-1939)

was neither a musician nor a com

poser, but he was a poet who had great respect for the inherent musical
beauty of spoken words, unburdened by symphony orchestras and the
Abstract beauty of sustained "word" tones. Speaking of drama's needs
generally and of the Dublin Abbey Theater in particular he writes:
flRoUo H. Myen, Mol,," Mw"" !u Ai.... _..J T",Jlrtritl, 41, 80 (quotcd by permission
of Kcg_n faul, Trcoch, TrObncr and Company, Ltd.); 'IbomlOn. ,Mw"'" SW"" 119.
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We require a method of setting to music that will make it possible to sing or to
speak to notes a poem like Roselti's translation of "The Ballad of Dead Ladies" in
such a fashion that no word shall have an intonation or accentuation it could not
have in passionate speech. An English musical paper said the other day, in com
menting on something I had written, "Owing to musical necessities, vowels mwt
be lengthened in singing to an extent which in speech would be ludierow if not
absolutely impossible." I have but one art, that of speech, and my feeling for. music
dissociated from speech is very slight, and listening as 1 do to the words with the
better part of my attention, there is no modern song sung in the modern way Ihal

is not to my taste "ludicrous" and "impossiblt:. " I hear with older ean than the

musician, and the songs of country people and of sailon delight me. I wonder why
the musician is nOI content 10 set to music some arrangement of meaningless liquid
vowels, and thereby to make his song like that of the birds; but I do not judge his
art for any purpose but my own. It is worthless for my purpose certainly, and it is
one of the causes that are bringing about in modern countries a degradation of
language. I have to find men with more music than I have, who will develop 10 a
finer subtihy the singing of the cottage and Ihe forecastle, and develop it more on
the side of speech than that of music, until it has become intellectual and nervous
enough to be the vehicle of a Shelley or a Keats. For some purposes it will be neces
sary to divine the lineaments of a still older art, and re-create the regulated decla
mations that died out when music feU into its earliest eJaborations. n

Some of these phrases-lithe lineaments of a still older art," and

"

I

hear with older eal"S than the musician" -ring in the mind long after the
printed words have receded. It is not remarkable that a man of literature
with an eager and anxious temperament should one day explode over the
much-marvelled artifices in the modern degeneration of words in music, or,
the arl of song.
Edmund Dulac and others undertook to carry out some part of Yeats's
musical ideas in their settings of certain of the poetical plays which Yeats
based on Irish legend , using zither, harp, flute, drum, and gong. But al
though the scores show syllables allotted exact tones, in the actual rendition
the spoken toneS and the music were generally not integrated, except by
accident.7t
Provoked by the allegation in the English musical paper Yeats men
tions-"owi ng to musical necessities" - a rude voice might retort, " What
HPl"y. "lid Cw,optt.iu, 18J-185; passage!> from thia book ..re quoted by permission of
Macmman and Company, Ltd.
nyc.au and Dui&(: both inrOl':rru:d
: me (19H-JS) that theR upcrimenu were not ut;'f'a.c_
tory. I gathered that a complete undcrlltanding ... to pW'poK, ... bctW1:en poet and compote"
and cxccut..nu, wu �cking; allo, it wu evident that the si.... f'Ul MOl of any IUch effort_per_
liJtenc:e in the facc of apparent failure_wu Dot a party IQ the adventure.
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musical necessities?" and Yeal! replies in a footnote :

et

•

•

•

the local time·

table, or, so much suet and so many raisins, and so much spice and so much
sugar, and whether i t is to be put in a quick or a slow oven, would run
very nicely with a little management."ID
i t is significant that some compo�rs and _erne dramatists feel the need
of each other's art, but they are rare and far between, and do not fortui.
tously coincide. Had Moussorgsky's name been D«=:nnis or Yeals's name
been Igor, and had they encountered each other in the same decades of
vitality, Yeau's ideal might have been spared the complete frustration of

its Dublin fate.

The Schiinberg Adventure
Perhaps the one contemporary composer whose work-aside from one
or two notable exceptions-r�pn=sents be:tt�r than any oth�r the apotheosis
of Abstraction and John Sebastian Bach is Arnold Schonberg (b.
One of the notable exceptions is Pierrot

Lunajrt, composed

1 874).

in 1912, and this

is an exception indeed. The mechanics of its execution are explained by the
composer in his preface to the work :
The mehxl.y indicated for the speaking voice by notes (apart from a few specially
indicated exeeptions) is not meant to be sung. The reciter has the task of transform
ing this melody, always with a due regard to the prescribed intervals, into a speak
ing melody. That is accomplished in the following way:
1 . Th� rhythm must be k�pt absolutely Slrict, as if the r�citer were singing; that

is to lay, with no more freedom than he would allow himself if he were just slnging
the melody.
2. To emphasize fully the contrast between the sung note [tone] and the spoken
note (tone] whereas the sung nOIC [lone] prtserves the pitch, the spoken note (tone]
gives it at fint, but abandons it either by rising or by falling immediately after.
The reciter must take the greatest care not to fall into a singsong form of speaking

voice; such is absolutely not imended. On the COntrary, the difference between

ordinary speech and a manner of speech that may be embodied in musical form,
is to be clearly maintained. But, again, it must not be reminiscent of song.11

The execution of

Pitrrot Lunajrt,

under Schonberg's direction, shows

these glides to be: vastly but effectively exaggerated, and to do no harm to
the drama, or melodrama, of the piece, but rather to enhance it. Further,
the words are heard as spoken words. But the contrast of the innate drama
''Yeah, Pf4.J1 4n4

or

Q,lIIrowrsi.s,

" Egon Wdlo:u, A'M/d
E. P. Dulton &. Co., Inc.

184n.

&ItiiIlIH'I, 139; pa_gCl rrom th.. boolr. are quoled by permiAion
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this single composi tion-with the consistent Abs'rac·

lional distortion of word forms in other of Schonberg's compositions, and
with the sheer Abstractionism of most of his instrumental works, leads to
the conclusion that its composer must consider Pitrrol as a whimsical ad
venture.
The musical philosophy of this composition is not developed in latcr
works, although in his �lting of Byron's Ode to Napoleon Bonaparte, written
in

1942,

thirty years after Plarol, it is «:peated, after a fashion, in that the

Ode is scored for "Recitation, Piano, and String Orchestra." But recitation
to music, even when i t is rhythmically integrated as skillfully as in the Ode,
cannot be a high form of the=: Corporeal ideal because of the inharmonic
relation between instruments and voice. Consequently any consideration
of recitation to music-the arc of the distur or diseust-even in as exciting
a (orm as that produced by the Sitwell-Walton combination,82 has been
omitted here, although it is certainly Corporeal music. There are times when
an acute organ o( hearing in a diseur will bring an unconscious harmonic
integration, and this is certainly true in the frequent harmonic oneness o(
SitweU's voice with Walton's music, although the amount of "unconscious
ness" involved might be open to question.
Egon Wellesz, pupil and biographer o( Schonberg, obscures the real
saliency o( Aurat when he writes: " I am to some extent distrustful of people
who know only P£urot Lunaire, and admire Schonberg on the strength of
this one work, without troubling to know his other compositions. Such an
admiration seeks out (rom the treasures of a composer of genius the particu
lar work that may have a certain effect on even an unpracticed hearer,
without considering that Piurot Lunaire represents only a single link in a
chain o( which all the other links are o( equal value."" Wellesz (ails to
suggest how significant may be that "certain effect on even an unprac
ticed

hearer."

The

Vacant u,t

A casual examination of the contemporary American lot (or composers
with Corporeal attitudes involves an occupational hazard. To begin with,
the presence or lack of Corporeality as here defined is one man's opinion;
It"fwo

recorda (rour lides-r«ording by Deea) or Edilh Silwdl's poems, music by William

Walton: titk:

Ftuad,-M,lwJ,ama for Voice OM CMmb,. O"lrul,a,

Collllanl Lambert.

·"
.... cllcu.

A"""" �Md"l.

7.

recited by Edith Silwcli and
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secondly and admittedly. Corporeality is realizable without harmonized
spoken words; and, thirdly, most present-day composers don't like Cor
poreality and don't pretend to.
At the risk of inviting criticism for being discovered, or not discovered,
or misinterpreted, two of our contemporarie! are isolated. In discussing
opera Virgil Thomson aims a t i ts cr ux. :
You cannot write an opera, at you can a song, by making up a tune and then
fitting words to it. You have to Itart from a text and stick to it. You must scan it
correctly and set it to tunes convincingly. In the mon: vigorow operatic epoch!
singers even articulate it comprehensibly. Speech soscanned and set, if intoned with
clear articulation, is both easier to understand and mon: expressive than speech
that is not intoned; and it can be heard Carther.
All the rat of an opera is just the icing on the cake . . . You can add balleu,
earthquakes, trained seals, trapeze acu, and an orchestra of a hundred and fifty
mmicians with sirem and cowbellJ. . . It has no limiu about vocal or irutru
mental style. It itstylutically the freest of all the mwical forms and the most varied.
It can stand any amount of interpolated numbers, musical, scenic, or acrobatic.
[But]
Let w repeat it over and over. Basic opera is nothing more or len than
an intoned play. Start from there, as the opera did and as every reformer of the
opera has to, and you will arrive at complete musical theater. Start from anywhere
elsc, and you arrive at incomplete musical forms and at very uninteresting theater,!IA
.

.

_

.

Marc BHtutein is another who attacks the subject of words in music
squarely:
The setting of English words is a large field, full of traditions, all of them bad.
In so-called "seriow" music, there are the execrable formulas of wind pronounced
"wined," all a's broad, and all r'srolled (U_Ond the mon took the maiden's hond,
ond verrrry verrrry merrrry were they!"), and of the dutortion of words and
meaning to fit musical phrase In "popular mwic," where these things are man
aged much better indeed, there are other tedious and worn-out tricks . , , There
is a school which asks for singing while singing, and speaking while speaking. This
sounds very pure, and very sound: but when it is a question of theatre, it simply will
not do,
.

Blitutein is here not speaking of opera, an impending tackle which he
skirts with a single hip-swinging phrase-uan enormous mess and tangle
of a subject.u n
Living performances of experimental musical theater, by these and
many other Americans, a nd by Europeans of the past fifty years, are
"TAl Slak of MIUi& (copyright by Virgil 1bonuon, 1939), 193-195; quoted by permission
of Willi.am Morrow and Company, Ioc.
uMan; Blitzstein, "MUlic in the Thutn:," in John Guaner and Philip Barber, hot/win,

_
.
.
.
-
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denied to anyone who does not spend the greater part of his life in or near
New York, Paris, or Vienna, and even records and scores, which elide
every visual quality of the theater, are seldom available-a tyranny of
off-center centralization, The answer that these works would have been
presented to a three-thousand-mile radius of nonresidents if they had been
"successful" is hardly satisfactory.
Perhaps a national psychosis is too great a challenge to one generation
of mortal men. Yet it does no harm to point out a native ability which
prevails against all erotic instincts to make the daily erasure of even the
freshest of bodily odors a national rage, an attitude which also waves aside
the best efforts of the American music-theater mind because one circum
scribed audience does not exercise itself into a dithyramb of approval.
Indeed and alas ! a music-drama vacant lot.
cc

Independence" Bom of Aspiration
Why is it that lyrics and drama in association with music so continually

edge toward Abstraction, toward concert music, toward the "star" system
of virtuosi, that philosophic men of musical bent from Emperor Chun and
Plato to the Vacant Lot must continually endeavor to rein them? Does the
sum-total arbiter of values really prefer these qualities in lyrics and drama?
Or is there a universal tendency to adulterated Corporealism (or, simply,
adulteration) after an initial enunciation and demonstration of high prin
ciples? To attribute the situation to human vanity may be an oversimpli
fication, yet it is basic. The goods-on-the-counter ofthe musical philosopher

-if he has the strength to inject an agent of ferment-is philosophical in
tegrity of idea. The goods-on-the-counter of the prima donna-if she can
crash the Metropolitan-is generally altitudinous vocalisms on trapeze.
The referee in this battle of mutually exclusive purposes-if he can resolve
his chronic confusion long enough to know it-is the personification of
ultimate value to our society.
Both classicists and romanticists lived in a twilight zone of conscious
belief in the "immaculate conception" of music-in the "architectonics"
of musical form-and an unconscious fascination for its opposite. as A very
IM NfU; SUfU TuhniciIJn's HaMb<>ok, 470, 473, 475; quou:d by pcrmisaion of
The DTyden Prea, I!\C.
"SaY' the critic Ernclt Newman: "The general habit of composerl is to ignon: everylhing in
lhc worm thll will interfen: with their devdoping their melody on ill! own linel. Then: is not •
lOng_writer of geniUl, from Schuben to Brahms, in whose work exampla of this ucrifice of the

IM Plo}, tOl'lJu, u;ilh
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few from both schools consciously accepted the opposite, with by no means
a delivery of equal results. A few, such as Berlioz and Mahler, and perhaps
still others, did nOl accept, yet occasionally delivered a Corporeal product.
The Abstractive trend frequently sterns more from internal desire than
from external influence, man being a many-sided creature. The inherent
tendency to expand physically, to elaborate, to aspire, leads complex iden
tities, again Berlioz and Mahler as examples, into using bodies of per
formers so huge as to shorten their lives by exasperation. That this can lead
only to a super-concert music, and Abstraction, is obvious. Such means
preclude the drama that an intenS(: individual can embody. I have seen my
own work, in evolving (progressing is not necessarily the word) from one
performer to five performers, take on the character of Abstraction from
the sheer inertia of numbers !
Still another agent for a type of Abstraction is the vicarious glow to be
gained from having written works for a special talent, a special voice, a
special virtuoso. The mind says to the voice: "I'U give you the vehicle for
your 'instrument' if you'll give me glory." It's strictly quid pro quo. Not idea,
but physical individual "talent" dominates the chemistry. Sometimes the
composer is himself the performer; he has goods on two counters, very
often in competition with each other in his soul.
Spontaneity of execution is the essence of music vitally connected to
the human body, through the mouth, the ears, and the emotions. Spon
taneity does not necessarily imply any inconstancy of execution; it is almost
always present when a piece of music is performed, with almost no devia
tions, as it was conceived, and the same every time. That this ideal is pos
sible only with a very few performers is very evident, and that it is actually
on the threshold of a new age as a result of greater (electronic) tonal means
requiring only one or a very few performers is also very evident. Let some
seventh son of a seventh son say that it will one day cross the threshold !17
poet to the musician cannot

be plucked by the handful." HU1� W<JI.J (John

Lane Company),

157

(quoted by permission of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.). Yet the fact Ihal these composer. "of genius"
wen:': drawn to word. al all il evidence of the uncOrlKioul f;ucinalion true Corparealily held fo.

them.

"Until the electronics engineer has been educated into becoming a good hUlband, thc

carrying of hill bride Music over the Ihrahold augurs no good. The affianced ha. a body of wcll·
tested and exciting dynamics, but the luilor-cngineer, wilh an ol»cs:!ion for maintaining

'"

level"

n
i hit ncrvow fingert, twirb them inlo electromagnetic: oblivion in Ihe flick ofan eyelash. Perhaps

.,me

of the old lady't hab'lI do need changing, but nQl by a natCcnt, dial.twirling, prospcclivc.

young h ....band who givcs no notice

.
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The men who have formed the subject matter of this critique were
chosen because they have accomplished, or because they have stated or
implied theories (or accomplishing, a music vitally connected to the human
body. Emphasis has been on statements rather than music for very good
reasons. Although neither words nor musical notation is absolute, notation
is (ar less absolute than words, and singers are inclined to attack any notes
put befo� them in conformity with their "voice training," even when spe
cific instructions come from the rumble seat."

Notes on Not,s
Let us examine some of the scorcs of these men, however, in the light
of their own hypotheses. All were consciously trying to bring to music a
quality of musical speech, in greater or lesser measure-a quality which
contributes to a product arbitrarily described herein as Corporeality. They
might, and sometimes did, achieve Corporeality without too much actual
incorporation of dominant spet:ch qualities, but it is nevertheless profitable
to look in their work for such devices as did, or did not, promote these
qualities.
One of the salient characteristics of spoken words-perhaps the most
salient-is the tonal glide. Indicated glides in the scores of these men are
few. Throughout operatic performance, however (and all composers are
aware of this fact), singers-and the most famous especially-do glide, for
dramatic effect, particularly in attack and release. This is a practice which
very few composen-Schonberg

is

a notable exception-have chosen to

rationalize and to notate."
Monteverdi, at the fountainhead of the idea, is perhaps the most dis
appointing. The last two syllables of nearly all Monteverdi's recitative
phrase-<ndings are sustained beyond the speed of syllable movement in
the major part of the phrases, and the recitatives are thick with syllables
"An eumpk ill the

p�,I�,.Jo, JI"(� ../Wusio>w notation given by Miilhlcr for the voice in the
t� £t"t!r; thill irulruetioD iJ COtTObOriilted, a fcw ball! later, with

lut movemcnt of hi. $#111 Gf

s''''lm PI>,I�ndo.

In the whole hiJtOl'"Y of the pe.formarKe of this composition these instructions

by the compote. were probably never followed, and they certainly Ut nOI today. Still, it mUI!

be stated that neither Mahler'l notation nor hiJ orcheltration at the poim in question iscalculattd

to effeet iiI true Jlarl�,.JQ (the affirmation.intolliciillion.negiiltion ol Wagner in miniatureJ).
'%e difficulty ol notaling a vocal line Ihat prcacrVCI the integrity of ,poken words is 001 a
.mall one, but neither ill it insurmountable (tee chapter on Notation), and the eompcNlltions

are

large.

Few orthodox musicians would ea.1I IUch \lOCal lines "musical," and Coml».rieu de.
the lOngs or bircb arc not "musiea.I" either, because they are "very difficult to take
notation." Sce his MIU�/u L.wJ anJ EDoI�liQn, t55. Will IOme divine power pleatc

d-Jrea that
down in
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elongated to suit the Monteverdi melodic sense; in both cases a capitulation
of words to preconceptions of musical form. Gluck, on the other hand,
consistendy preserves more natural spokt:n rhythms in his recitatives. Like
Monteverdi, &hiitz, and even Berlioz and Moussorgsky, Gluck liberally
mixes the siblings Phonic-Mono, Poly, Homo. Further, the definite con·
trast between the singing of words-in the polyphonic and homophonic
forms-and the speaking of words on tones, a contrast implicit in the works
of all these

men,

can be extremely gratifying. In actual rendition it is

almost never achieved.
Chorus was generally stipulated. At its best, whatever its value as
Abstract esthesia (or anesthesia), the chorus has only the dramatic value
of contrast; by the criterion of inherent dramati c value, with its words hav
ing the double noose of musical form and unison voices tightened around
their necks, it becomes ridiculous. Even a mob is made up of individuals,
and mobs speak. in unison only for "art." The chorus will cease to be
ridiculous only when its sociological function is transformed or simplified :
when it sings in meaningless syllables or short reiterated phrases, or inter
jects comments in one· or two·syllabJe words, and abandons the effort to
convey one

message

by the words of many.

It has taken the ancient frustrations of the Negro people to bring innate
warmth and humanity to this institution dedicated to the gregarious
opening of the mouth to say words in time. And at least half of this result is
attributable to the lack of interest in written notation, which whites and
pseudo-whites, impregnated with rules as they are, cannot engender short

of revolution. to

Many of our music-drama reformers became intoxicated with the

power of their accompanying orchestras-Wagner, for example. who thus
lost control of his pet and painfully evolved thesis. From the standpoint of
tonal amplitude his right-hand orchestra knew not what his left-hand
music-drama was doing, nor cared. It is therefore fitting irony that Wagner
is becoming less and less known for his music-dramas, except in a mythical
way, and more for blocks of Abstract symphonic music bodily subtracted
from his music-dramasj for such he has become a standard part of academic
education.
_ "mUlial" bird to .ing the Air f
or G String in eue! Equal Tempenmcnt for M.
Combarieu?
''Other eJ<C:eptlonl or QUI'"-e..:c:ptioDl might be pointed out: the "h.arp.t.ingen" of the
Soutb, for eMmpk, but here -pin the eR'ecu .pring from innlte desire, rIOt mlQical edualion.

cnate
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The most characteristic musical feature of Debussy's onc opera is
reminiscent of neither Moussorgsky nor Wagner. his immediate prcde
cesso", nor of Cluck. This feature, sustained phrase-endings, is an echo of
Monteverdi, whether conscious or not. As an occasional device toward
greater musicality it is charming, even delicious, but its consistent use de
stroys word-meaning, and device tx=comes vice. His greatest climax (like
some of Wagner's greatest) is entirely on sustained tones, which is opera,
not drama.
Moussorgsky, using a rule that might be called "word integrity," seems
to come clo�st to a true CorporeaJity, from the lcSt of both score and
available rendition. The necessity of basing one's judgment on the under
standing of performers and the quality of the performance-which, when
a large company is involved, is unpredictable-of course makes this only
a tentative and possibly ephemeral opinion. The composer is seldom able
to write down exactly what he wants, or fails to do so because he is harassed
by the immensity of his job-or because he knows jolly well be'lI be glad
to take anything in the way of a performance that he can get. A final
obstacle to definitive judgment is the fact that the great majority of com
poKrs played-in performance and on records-find it mortally difficult

to articulate a complaint over the way their life works are treated-or
mistreated !
The constelJation of men here presented were examined mostly from
the touchstone of the requirements they placed upon themselves. How well
they entertained or do entertain their audiences is alien territory.

CHAPTER TWO

American Musical Tendencies

THE FUNDAMENTAL stimuli that
United States arc

intriguing

are

the reasons for the music of these

to ponder. First, does Abstraction continue

to guide us in the uniting of words and music? Have the Germanic tradi
tions in the Abstract, enhanced in coming to us by way of the wdl-known
English devotion to them, taken full possession of OUT educational and
creative endeavon in music? Is there: any evidence of a drift away from the
general assumption that music, to merit comparison with the "best,"

mwt

be Abstract? Does popular music, either in tendencies or intrinsic charac
teristics, offer any hope of relief from the iniquities in the usages oC" serious"
music? Can our American leanings in the "big business" of the concert
system come to any good end? Finally, will the American genius for per
verting a spark of individual imagination into a commodity for nationwide
distribution permit us-ever-to hope for a Significant evolution in Ameri
can music? These questions suggest a few oC the drives; there are others.

From Daum to Sonata
The reverberation of words in music has come down through the ages,
and the reverberation-truth compels us to add-is in inverse proportion
to word integrity. Composers, since the sun-up of history, have been fa5cinated by words. They have taken proprietary possession of them, and in
recent centuries· have spirited them to an ambivalent hideout called
"musical form." Other composers and philosophers have used every instru
ment of argument and demonstration at their command to succor the
" victim."
Both. kidnappers and rescuers did, can, and do commit humdrum
musical trivialities; tonal tedium waves the Rag oC no one idea. But only
the rescuers argue. Argument-aside from an occasional potshot-is ab
jured by the great majority, the practitioners of "independent" music, who
48
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might or might not have involved themselves with kidnapped words. Being

(he faction dejurt and having been the faction dejurt for at least a thousand

years, this is natural. There: is perhaps no thing that will irutill confidence
so thoroughly as being "right" for a thousand years.
At its farcical worst the attitude Oflhis great majority-wandering the
gamut of Abstraction from variations to sonata-has a dead-end, holier
than-thou nuance of "immaculate conception," but even at its best it
suggests an antithesis, a polarity of two ideations. These music-philosophy
concepts-the ages-old Greek sublimation of a thoroughly "maculate"
conception and the (probably equally ancient but conveniently designated)
Anno Domini negation of immediate values in transcendent "purity"-are
and will undoubtedly remain contradictory to a fare-re-well .
The "pure" counterpart of this situation in painting incites D. H.
Lawrence to a violent protest which, although one might wish that it
could be made with some mellowing reservation, still needs to be said.
"Oh, purify yourselves. ye who would know the esthetic ecstasy," he calls
in mockery. "Purify yourselves of all base hankerings for a tale that is told,
and of all low lust for likenesses. Purify yourselves, and know the one su
preme way, the way of Significant Form. I am the revelation and the way!

I am Significant Form, and my unutterable name is Reality. Lo, I am

Form and I am Pure, behold, I am Pure Form. I am the revelation of
Spiritual Life, moving behind the veil." The jeer in Biblical tone ends
with the straight statement: " I find myself equally mystified by the cant
phrase Significant Form and Pure Form. They are as mysterious to me
as the Cross and the Blood of the Lamb."1
Eighteenth-century classicism, compounded of the spirit of Abstract
esthesia in the early ecclesiastical music and the mechanics of Corporealism
in the popular forms-the innovations of discant, rounds,

faux bourdOrl,

dances2-produced an abundance of Abstractionist technicians in the
execution of "form": conductors, instrumentalists, singers. Consequently
those composers whose individualities fitted the bill of Abstract goods
like Bach, who cnhaloed all he touched, from jigs to masses, with the poly_
lPJm�ix: T� Pollltwltti>lI.l P��I DJ D. H. uwr/Jl&" 565-566, 567; all pa_ge. from this book
are quoted by permission of The. Vikins PrUl, Inc.
'Compare H. G. Farmer: "The minurds were not only the real diIKminaton but the inno
vaton. Indeed, how could music have made the progrea that we �e i n II'Ie early MiddkAIQ
had the. church and wriucn music been the only mean.? . . . The minatrd wal not bound by
eonvenl;onal WIUI like Ihe church linget." Hill",it�1 F�u i'" tJw Ara6i�" MlUictd I"j/.." ,
u , 160:
quolcd by permwion of William Reeve., Ltd.
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phonic nimbus of the Abstract-got assurance of authentic reproduction
and posterity for their music from the Abstractionist technicians, whereas
those composers who did not fit this particular bill, like Moussorgsky,
got-Abstractionist technicians !
This is not to suggest that anyone is proposing an ecumenical prohibi
tion of the Abstract. There is nothing wrong with Abstract music as such,
but it deserves a be:tter fate than to serve as the testament of the scribes and
the pharisees, the press-badge of gratuitous "emcees" at circumcision, the
squire of the musicians' union, and an article of merchandise for the min
ions of the subscription series and for those other more obscure "lovers of
music" whose "loving" ears are tuned in only on the cash register.
In view of this situation, which has been general for some little time, it
is not congenital pessimism which has prompted the repeated assertions of
defeat for the Corporeal spirit in music; it is simply knowledge of the
"technical" situation.

Composers on the l'Towl
Who are the traiton-willful or otherwise-to words in music-drama on
the contemporary scene? First, the conductors (with possible exceptions),
who

yield

to the temptation to look important and provocative; second,

the stars (exceptions improbable), who yield to the temptation to look and
sound important and provocative; third, the composers (statement as to
possible exceptions reserved), who yield to the desperate temptation to
allow the conducton and the stars to look and sound important and pro
vocative so that by hook or crook some pitiful vagrant ray from the glory
of the conductors and the stan will vicariously glow upon them and make
them seem a bit more important and provocative than they feel.
Certainly composers have a right to use words-or any other available
materials-in any way that the total result justifies, in good or bad prosody.
To some composers and singen, particularly in popular and folk fields,
each word

s
i

in itself a not-to-be..denied ingreditnt. To other composers

and singtrs songs are primarily mdoclies, musical forms, and tonal struc
tures, in which the words fix the general mood, but beyond that serve
mertly as types of embouchures, to give consonant impulse and vowel
quality to each chord progression.
Given the second hypothesis and-corollarily-given a song (or an
opera) that tends to fulfill that hypothesis, remarks on prosodiacal or non-
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prosodiacal results are fruitless and irrelevant because other, more Ab
stract, considerations become esthetically predominant. But that does not
alter the fact that an Abstract music-drama is Corporeal hypocrisy.
"When Dargomizhky says that he insists on the note directly expressing
the word, what does he mean?" asks jacques Barzun. "And when Mow
sorgsky speaks of turning recitative into melody, again what does he mean?
If there is an txpression, a IranJlation of words into music, we certainly leave
words behind and enter a new realm of discourse, the language of music;
and if that is so, what is to stop us from committing all the delightful
abominations that you stigmatize as Abstract?'"
The question might be put thus: exactly how

ex

should the expression

of words be in music? And the answer might be given : as ex as the �suh
justifies, which of course authorizes anything. Of the composers mentioned
in the firs t ehapter, Mahler, we might say. is on the extreme right, because
his music with words is completely ex; his words do not ar�st our attention
as words; they are left completely behind. The vowels of his words, in
sustained form, ar�st our attention, but this is something else-something
we are more likely to caU conventional melodic form. A duplication of
conceivable speech, on the other hand, harmonized in a musical setting,
may be said to represent the extreme left; words a� not left behind at all
but remain in the foreground of consciousness. Moussorgsky, then, is fairly
left of center (whatever his formula may have been for turning "recitative
into melody"), because the words of his recitatives are frequently ex only
to the extent that they control and consequently harmonize with the
musical structure ; they do arrest us as words, almost as much as they would
if spoken dramatically in a play without music.
Certainly nothing should stop us from going as stark ex as our tastes
and instincts dictate, especially to the end of "delightful abominations t"
The crucial question is whether this ex-<lirected process-however devious
or naive-should usurp all our schools of singing and composi tion, and
turn them into a horse with blinders on. On such issue a good guess could
be made regarding the position of Jacques Barzun.'
The desideratum for which I am pleading is a congenial milieu for
the music of creators who do not fit into the Abstractionist framework of
"serious" music, composers who want their words to sound not like melliflLc:tter to the author, 1945.

"See TtoChn ill Amnicl,

1 15-125, and Jl4uim.
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luous melody but like words, and their vowels to have only their natural
brief span of enunciation. For them the Abstractionist technicians are not
to be trusted.

A Bottle ofCosmic Vintage
From one standpoint the twentieth century is a fair historic duplicate
of the eleventh. At that time the standard and approved ecclesiastical
expression failed to satisfy an earthly this·time·and-this-place musical
hunger; result: the troubadours. Today, and especially in America, the
app� Abstraction is a full musical fare for only a small percentage of
our people, and the resulting hunger s
i satisfied by anything that breaks
the formal barriers in the direction of Corporeality-hillbilly, cowboy, and
popular music, which, whatever its deficiencies, owes nothing to sdolist
and academic Europeanisms.
The devitalized tricks of "serious" singing, f
i they belong anywhere,
certainly do not belong here, and they are nationally resented, consciously
or otherwise. Examples are (I) the ubiquitous rolled ,'s, an articulation
common in European tongues but alien to America; (2) precise attack and
precise release (like the tonts of an organ), as opposed to the gliding tones
so characteristic of American speech, the portarnrnlo of "faulty attack" and
"faulty release"; and (3) the affected stylization of "rdined" English.
Many of our folk and popular singers unconsciously tend to preserve word
form and drama. Frequently their manner is simple. Frequently they
"explode" consonants, and swtain such consonants as I,

rn, n,

and .t rather

than the vowels preceding them.' Frequently they break a word off short
of its notated time and let it fall or rise in a gliding inflection regardless of
the notation. Frequently they personify a directness of word appeal, char
acteristic of this age and this land, and characterized by suggestions of
actual times, actual localities, actual identities, and actual human situa
tions, all of which is the very antithesis of the Abstract concept.
By mere control of the lips, mouth, tongue, palate, glottis, and dia
phragm under emotional stimulus, the human voice is ready to express all
the feelings and aUitudes which the cumulative centuries have symbolized
in words and poured into the dictionary-from joyful spite to tragic
ecstasy, from ecstatic melancholy to hedonic fatuity, from furtive beatitude
'Ogdcn UICrtI that the vowelIOUOd. io .peech ate DO!"mally teo tUnc. the duntiOD of COD
IIOnaDU (H,"';lIl, 221). Mott compoecrl aod .ingert ICC'Dl to fed that 10,000 to t w allo a good

ratio!
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to boisterous grotesquerie, from portentous lechery to obdurate athanasia
prescience, felicity, urbanity, hauteur, surfeit, magniloquence, enravish
.
ment, execration, abnegation, anguish, riot, debauch, hope, joy, death,
grief, effluent life, and a lot more.
This bottle of cosmic vintage is the endowment of all of us. Do the
,

freedom-fearing music schools of Europe and America train singers to give
us even a little draught of these vocal potentialities? They concoct one spe
cial brand of their own, put it in an atomizer in the singers' throats, and
send i t in a sweet sickening stream over the proscenium and the kilocycles ;

i t anoints the hair, it titillates the brows, it minles on the temples, and
this wretchedest of intellectual infamies in the name of music-mark the
term l-is called "musical tone."

One Music-One Appetite
Couple these shortcomings of "serious" music with the austerity of the
concert hall-rampant formality, huge impersonal assemblies with closely
placed, hard, stiff-backed seats, black and white "tails," brisk robots on
stage. Time was-in another and Continental age-when means were pro
vided for drinking at concerts, and even in this country some of the small
opera houses of early days had drinking tables at the rear of the orchestra
or in the mezzanine-congenial to potable offerings in the love of music,
and in fairly intimate surroundings.
Can we take no pride in a human gathering of smaller proportions
than would fill a stadium? And will someone tell us the name of the pre

sumptuous god who ordained that the respective appetites of s pirit and
flesh must remain forever strangers? And if there is none such, will the
Arbiters of Pure Beauty please close their eyes on this sordid world and
then inform us what is wrong with having tables strewn with glasses of
beer and chocolate malteds along with music, at least in some situation
more intimate than the concert hall?G
Except for the brief release of a ten-minute intermIssIon, to allow
Abstractionism's communicants the "smoke" of self-fortification for the
remainder of something that frequently takes on the character of an
'Baek in the carly t.....cntiCJ, long beforc Hollywood Bowl became a cemented, be.lhelled,

be-uniform_ulhered lladium, a fe..... of UI would lake aandwiehea and

boule.

of

pop

high up on

the hillside there, and coruume them quite without regard to whether wc liked or did not like
the m""ie being played. Thai
orehenra teemed

IQ

iI

a lingular memory. Never .ince hi.. the idea of the .ymphony

�inlell in contemplation.
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"ordeal by Abstract beauty/' the Muten of the Concert arrest all the
simple, uncomplicated, uncontroversial appetites of the flesh, !l.lap them
into jail, and hold them incommunicado for the duration-of the concert. 7

Sec, in the obscure background, the ancient ghost in iu ecclesiastical
habit? For they shall not "sing out of the parchment," nor shall they con
tribute anything except their stiff and reverent presence !
Considering the widespread vegetation of such and similar tradition5,
perhaps it becomes apparent why our ban are ruled with rebelling young
sters, groping among bar entertainers for a better value. And the guess
might be hazarded that the
50

crux

of rebellion isn't the Abstract fare quite

much as the cold punctilio of its dishing. Again-a vacuum. which is

filled by the first thing that comes along, in this

case

the bar.

Contemporary visual art, and attitudes toward it, which arouse ex
plosive resentment in D. H. Lawrence, in many ways parallel this situation
in "serious" music. In viewing paintings, he maintains, we "are only
undergoing cerebral excitation. . . . The deeper responses, down in the
intuitive and instinctive body, are not touched. They cannot be, because
they are dead. A dead intuitive body stands there and gazes at the corpse
of beauty: and usually it is completely and honestly bored."
And intuition died, declares Lawrence, because "Man came to have
his own body in horror." We are afraid of the "procreative body" and its
"warm flow of intuitional awareness," and fear is "poison to the human
psyche. " "We don't live in the flesh. Our instincts and intuitions are dead,
we live wound round with the winding sheet of abstraction." Our young
sters who look forward to creative careers are "totally enclosed in pale-blue
glass bottles of insulated inexperience"; in speaking to one of them
Lawrence felt that he was "like my grandfather."
Finally: "The hinory of our era is the nauseating and repulsive history
of the crucifixion of the procreative body for the glorification of the spirit,
the mental consciousness. Plato was an arch-priest of this crucifixion. . . . in
the eighteenth century it became a corpse, a corpse with an abnormally
active mind: and today it stinketh."·
'Oootrut the deporunent ol In ludience or Gn:eb It their locient muaic-dtalDlll : "It ill I
lively audience, DOt lea« more IDItIDa'ly than iNCh a.emblaga in other laadt. It eab nuu and
fruit and drinb wine .. it liIttl'll ; Aridotle ptopoeet 10 � the failure or I play by the
amount of rood c&len durinr the praentltion," Ourlnl, 4/, .
j er"". 381. Praua:ulbly, mueb
rood eo� would indicate CaUune.
'P'-"U, 552, 554, 556, 569, 570, 584.
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Music's "winding sheet of abstraction" is the always predictable audi
ence in the concert hall, but the musical counterparlo( Lawrence's "corpse
with an abnormally active mind" is less distinct. Music seems to have
several corpses, and not all of them stink, at least not of death. The
corpse of one Corporeal music, for example, involves more than the appetite
for music and recognizes the fact. Generally speaking, it is the Corporeal
bastard in the bar.

Into the Skyliner Age
Both the musical idea of Abstraction and the temperament which gen
uinely prefers it find themselves in sterile company. Abstraction continues
to be the music of the "great interpreters," the papistical, while Cor
poreality continues to be the music of the "great unwashed," a poor speci
men of Corporeality for the most part, it must be said, because the scribes
are not prophets-they have lost touch with the people and have given
them nothing better, or, if they are prophets, they're automatically
convicted.
I am trying to hope that we are not entering an era where the only
men of significance in music will be those facile at quoting Bach and
Beethoven, Brahms and Tschaikowsky. It is something of an under
statement to call this a conceivable situation, and it is also an understate
ment to say that it would show some similarity to the quoting of Plato and
Aristotle, Ptolemy and Boethius, by the scholarly little men of some ten
centuries ago. If we are entering such an age it is already dead, and I can
think of no epitaph more fitting than this: "They did not like modern
music." It was the tendency ten centuries ago, also, to reject "modern,"
or individual, thinkers, but to the everlasting credit of the little "inter
preten" who lived in the dark ages let it be said that they did not engage
press agents to label them as "great artists."
What of the immediate future? The consistent development of our
present musical attitudes would seem to call for even larger masses of
performers, even greater volume, greater speed in tones tumbling over
themselves on instruments, and away from the individual and the indi
vidual's subtlety. One American musician has been heard to remark that
the only way music will achieve validity in comparison with a modern
super-fortress or skyliner is by parallelism in volume !-thousand-piece
orchestras and-if this isn't a worthy analogue-electronic amplification
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of thousand-piece orchestras!-"swiftness, smoothness, and a brutish
noise" !" (Perhaps those pathologic aural masochists who might survive
the apocalyptic concert by a thousand-piece, electronically amplified
symphony would require oxygen equipment for their revival, and psy
chiatric attention to prepare them for the next apocalypse, materials and
activities which would assist in rounding out the technical praxis of our
new age.)
Nor does the dawning day of skyliners throw any rosy glow on
music envisioned as a perpetuation of the status quo antt. Virgi! Thomson
gives a pithy pictul"(:: "The symphony orchestras are the king-pin of
the international music-industry. Their limited repertory is a part of
their standardization. The Appreciation-racket is a cog in their publicity
machine." 11l
We might, perhaps, congratulate ourselves that we are not likely to
develop music-minded Platos and Aristotles to condemn us as "dangerous
to the state" because of our musical acts and views, that we are not likely
to exile modern Timotheuses for introducing a few new scale tones (or
are we?), and that we do not use or misuse "semitones" by Chinese
fashioned edicts. But this is a superficial view. On second thought we must
wonder why men of the Plato-Aristotle-Ptolemy-Zarlino-Mersenne-Gen
eral Thompson b�adth of interest take no part in musical discussions
(aside from the "appreciation" and "I-love-music" attitudes), why there
is so much unanimity on the content of music at the same time that battles
rage over its commas and exclamation marks-that is to say, its "inter
pretation"; why there are so few "searchers" in music as compared with
the social and natural sciences, and even with literature; in fine, why
'Caries Chav.:z, Iymphony conductor and composer, in plolting a di�tion, writea: "Noth
ing prevenu 1.11 from making a whole new adjustment, in which-ifthe orche'lra hat new and

grater capacities-the volume of .liT lIibfiHCd shall be greater .lOO the music entirely new. . . .
With the electric appilranu of JOuOO production wc shall be able to perform music adequate to
the enormous theaters of our epoch

and to plaCCl in the open air . . . The collaboration of cngl.
a material appt"opri.ate and practical fCK
performancel." T_rll Q N,U! Mouic, 177-178 (quoted by permistion of

nee" aod musicians mould produce, in a few yea",

huge electric musical
W. W. Norton &. Company, loe.: copyright 1917 by the publilherJ). I have greal lympathy for
Chavez' general p<»ition, yetthit it an instance of a mature and ioAuenti
al ptClSure toward os
tenutious

negation ofthe individual. Here Chavel' otherwise perceptive

thinkUlg

is caught

in th"

grandioso:, sticky web of the symphony. The implication that only great vibrat
ions are appropri

ale to the "open air" it a I11III uqUi/Uf.
theat"r?

What of the intimate patio? and what of the ancient Greek

Ion. SI�1< QJ Music (copyright by Virgil
Willi.am Morrow and Company, Inc.

ThomJOn, 1939), 128�

quoted by permission of
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music is such a dead issue. At least a part of the failure of the men of music
is the failure of the inlern who is unable to recognize death. The pressing
need is (or a realignment of music with rationality-with something for
a realistic, philosophic, or scientific bent to operate upon, and therefore
with something other than a mandarin tradition in theory, and something
other than a body of musical criticism dedicated to the ccrements of the
musical corpus-Aristotle's "fantastic marvels of execution" and Plato's
"swiftness, smoothness, and a brutish noise."
It has long been evident-ever since Plato and Aristotle at least-that
the ability to manage the fingers expertly and swiftly on a musical instru
ment implies just that. " Interpretation," set up as a value, is a red herring.
The possession of swift and expert fingers does not imply profundity, nor
perception-even musical perception-and it is about as unrelated to
qualities that make human character valuable as any ability can be. A
case might even be made out to show that such qualities are insidiously
and progressively debased in most of those who happen to have this so
called musical gift by the fanaticism with which they protect the physical
investment. It is not necessary to go to Aristotle for corroboration, but the
question that Aristotle points up is still open in these big-business days
of concert darlings. The question : whether swift fingers induce inanity,
and therefore are not worth the risk, or whether swift fingers simply, and
almost invariably, give way to inanity in every rest of more than one fast
beat.
The situation in music is actually only one of the more obvious aspects
of a general paralysis of individuality. Lawrence shows it in visual art.
What is the situation from the more fundamental-the sociological
viewpoint? It begins in the cradle. The late Scudder Mekeel, who was in
the forefront of the battle to free the American personality from the
tyranny of race prejudice, asserts that "by the very way in which we train
our children, we make certain that they can never really carry individual
ism very far, or take full advantage of being themselves. This is the crux
of our particular system of social contro l. "ll
Where is the "Bill of Rights"-in the age of skyliners and electronically
amplified symphony orchestras-to forestall destruction of individuality in
the individual? Is our "particular system" of musical control any less
rigorous?
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Ennui over the Waves
It has been said that because today more people hear Beethoven in
twtnty.four hours (on the radio) than heard him in his whole lifetime the
people have music. Momentarily disregarding the question of the quality of
emanations from the radio we can say: yes, and a citizen doubtless sees more
policemen now in twenty.rour houn than Beethoven saw in bis whole life
time. The people hear more music, and ipso facto they are more musical?
The people have more law, and

ipsofacto they are more lawful?

The analogue ill not so absurd. If we are to make of this age one that is at
all comparable to that of ancient Grttce or the Italian Renaissance it will
be through a surge of real individuality, stimulating ideas, and a resolution
to execute them faithfully. Hearing more music-ninety-nine per cent of
which is not Beethoven but the equivalent of radio vibrations of frank
furters-accomplishes just one thing : ennui in the ear-drum,
Beethoven is a value that may be expected to persist because he has had
value for generations of human beings, The point is not the value of
Beethoven, but whether in our schools of serious music 'Ne shall confine our
selves to finer and still finer degrees of perfection in the "interpretation" of
past treasures, whether we shall go on devouring or unconsciously absorbing
vibrating frankfurters to that point of melomaniacal satiety at which our
appetite vanishes, or whether some few of us will chuck the music school,
tum off the radio, and go into the kitchen and cook ourselves a nourishing

meal. We want good music-ah, yes I-with two strikes in the music schools
and all but two or three of the

1600 kilocycles on the broadcast band

already against i t !
That ninety-nine per cent which-a thousand to one-will be heard at
a given moment on the radio, is not Beethoven but an industrialized de
velopment of something which small groups of musically leaderless people
spontaneously cooked up a few generations ago, and which-without the
familiar American knack for "giving the people what they want" l1-might
have evolved into a charming, colloquial, and provincial particle of
American cultu�.
Radio's use of Abstract music, conceived with all the "independent" in
tentions in the world, as background and "incidental" music in a thoroughIIA knlleIr. which TIMmwon eaU. "the outra(UNt deli(aI of finance<.apital on

lUte," S"'16 ./ MKIit;, 250.

CDlVUIJXn'
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Iy dependent application, and the purists' protests against this use, is but
further evidence of a widespread unconscious reaction against Abstraction.
It almost seems that the cUfve, which began with a Corporeal genesis in the

West, then saw the Corporeal mechanics used to establish an Abstract
musical philosophy, is now beginning to come full circle with an appl ication
of the Abstract mechanics to a Corporeal musical idea. But the circle will
not be complete until the Corporeal idea is accepted consciously, along
with conscious efforts to make it a significant declaration.
That intermittent extraneity which the radio and movies call "inci·
dental" is of course not a significant declaration. But even the worst of it,
even that which is obviously born of outside pressure and inward weariness,
suffers not so much because of bad intrinsic quality as because of the
subservient, scene-changing, punctuating role it is cast in. It is no integral
part of the moment's drama; with tiresome repetition of device it "pre
pares" the moment, or "comments" on it, or connects it to another, or it is
obliged to accompany a weak moment to save the situation from sheer
cliche.
The "singing commercial," however obnoxious its sentiment or the
product i t sells, is meticulously prepared ; it suffers from lack of imagination
less often, and in mechanics of presenta ti on it has much

more 10

offer. If,

from a musical standpoint, a better solution for "incidental" music were in
stituted, many times more work would be required on each program, and
therefore so much could not be programmed so often to "entertain" so
many, the oft-repeated alibi for democratic mediocrity. The time is rapidly
coming when we must either decide to do something about this " incidental"
situation which, along with thejuke box and other inRuences, is turning us
into a nation of amusiacs, or admit, frankly, that our kind of democracy
means selling music short.
Thus does the "universal language" at least fail to become any more
universal ; thus does present-day serious music remain in the hermitage of
false eclecticism. The average American who chances to hear a record or a
radio offering of Chinese music promptly walks down the street giving what
he considers a perfect imitation of Chinese speech-the music doesn't touch
him, except ludicrously; the Oriental-educated Chinese who listens to a
European symphony concert says with utmost politeness : "It's very nice,
but why do they keep repeating the same piece?"-it doesn't touch him;
the exponenr of jive who happens to hear one of the poignant,

me

lancholy
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songs from the Near Orient lays quickly: "Let's dig 'im a hole so he can die
quick !"-needless to say. the music doesn't touch him. Examples could be
continued for a cumplete turn of the clock. Where is the precious seed of
universality in all this?"
tt

CorporealH Genes in Our Seed}
To explain the psychological reactions to various types of music is not

my purp:ne here, but onc observation is perhaps pertinent. It

i
s

surely sig

nificant that education and conditioning so often fail to explain a music and
the reactions to it adequately, and that some other, generally ignored, agent
must also be operative. There is also immanent human desire, or there
would never have been the phenomenon of the Florentines, and Moussorg
sky. and those othen who have intuitively resisted the vogues of their day
and created music outside their own, or anyone's, education and condition
ing. And such an inborn desire in individuals and in whole peoples, when it
breaks through the fences of consciousnen despite the lack of c=nlightened
leadership and despite steam-pressure exploitation of mediocrity, can give
U5

at least a general faith in the future.
One little story and one small example of such intuitive entry into the

world outside of knowledge is suggested by part of the subtitle ofthe present
book : "The Relation of Its Music to Historic and Contemporary Trends."
The question immediately asserts itself: what conceivable connection is
there between the Monophonic concept in .. I 15 Music" and the Monophon
ic concept in intonation, outlined in the balance of this volume? The
answer is simple: the connection lies in the fact of their union, a union con
ceived without previous knowledge of the long and coexistent presence
one of the longest

associations

in the history of music-of ratio-idea and

music-enhanced word-vitality in the same culture, the Greek.
I developed the intonational system first, without any extensive knowl
edge of the history of acoustical-musical theory, and when I determined the
reason {or, and the form of, its music-that

i
s,

the essential truth and com

parative significance of musically spoken words-I was as ignorant of
Spengler and his "Fawtian-Appollonian" interpretation of music history, of
IIIn a world populated by xeoo-mdophobia ooe or an of four reac:tioDl £ollow lhe: impact
of a new muaic:, or ol an old or exotic: mUlic: brnuahl 10 lilhI, in !he: followiDg order of proba_
bility: (1) it'. monotonoua, (2) il', mc:lanc:holy, (3) whal doc:. ll mean? (4) why play it? Ba-1i0'l
olJen at leatt partial eorrobotation: any Dew work, "aCCOl'"ding 10 the c:ritia, is ;"";.M
.7 lirl
,_."

Ba-lio&' 'talia; uu." ,

382.
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the Tuscan dramatic flash of 1600, of Richard Wagner's dramatic thesis, as
any human being can be. Perhaps my readers will understand something of
the shock I got when-after several years of fashioning a special viola, and
of writing and intoning vital·word music and accompanying myself on tbe
new instrument, much of the time: without as5istance-1 read of Vicenzo
Galilei, who-three hundred and fifty years before-had written and in
toned a dramatic seena, reviving an idea in music that had been dormant for
at least a thousand years, and accompanying himself on a viola ! and to
have on this and other occasions the whole vast panorama of the association
of vital words and music spread before

ffiC.

It is comforting to find a modicum of history pillared beneath, although
the strength of intuition and of immam:nt desire which is the point of this
little account was capable of sustaining itself without history-and this in a
musical day characterized by practices and listening habits which in every
salient respect were antithetical to it.
Perhaps these facts in themselves explain why Monophony, or it.! cre
ative products, are not exactly parallel to any other theories or practices
Ptolemaic, Zarlinean, Florentine, Wagnerian, or Spenglerian.
A few random characteristics and thought processes of this intuition,
which became guides for an individual expression : it is frankly and ex
tremely Corporeal. It is intimate ; one voice and one instrument is the ideal ;
a few more are admissible, but nothing approaching a mass of participants,
either of voices or instruments, which inevitably produces the

mass

in

spirit, or Abstraction. It must be intimate to escape dependence on the
Abstractionist technicians, who would not understand it, like it, or play it;
it must be intimate to provide an affirmative and individual relief from the
pretentious values and fallacious standardizations of the concert hall, from
the impersonal ubiquity of the radio (which could be very personal) , and
from the mass and unthinking reactions to mass inculcations.
The ideal for this music I first expressed many years ago: "to disclose a
manner of impressing the intangible beauty of tone into the vital power of
the spoken word, without impairing either." This did not, and does not,
mean that I believe in a rigid contract between tone and word for all other
composers. If Monophony as an intonational system is to have any value or
any influence, temporary or more enduring, and if the Monophonic con
cept in music is to become any stimulus, neither system nor music can be
limited one to the other, and it is more salutary if both are admittedly open

.
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to variation, correction, or adaptation, if they find response. If they do
not, words are not important.

The Enchanted Land
At this point questions loom on every side. What is the connection, if
any, between a blind love of tradition in music and personality paralysis?
What is the connc::ction, if any, between the tendency toward exploitation
and a widespread taste for the banal-mediocre? bc=:lween social-political il
liberalism and a widespread taste for the banal-mediocre?
One experience is not much, but when it operates without advance
reputation it invites honesty-it combats no fear of
opinion. (There can be no (ear of

lXtTa calhtdra.)

ex

tx cathtdra opinion

cathtdra or t;r; ntighhor

when the subject is

When a subject is unknown to everyone, and everyone

realizes that it is, no one is under any pressure to say anything except what
he really thinks.
Honesty on one subject has a way of horning honesty on other subjects
into open air, and of stimulating opinions and attitudes of a general nature.
The suggestion is consequently made, on the foundation of experience, that
the interconnections aforementioned do exist-and significantly.
The courses corrective? They are at least two. Perhaps it is possible to
teach a man how to find both his superior self and his child-creative self
under be-medaled diploma wrappings, but the psychologist James H.
Leuha has different ideas: "To seek to mold character by proposing ideals,
imparting knowledge, providing rewards and punishment, is often an
appalling waste of effort." And he suggests that the time may not be far dis
tant "when years of labored and unreliable efforts by the direct method

\indicattd abovt)
indirect method

will be replaced by a vastly shorter and more reliable

[acting upon tht bodyJ."14

Whether it is achieved through biochemical action on the body or
through bio-spiritual action on the mind, there is-veritably-a universality
which is ultimately attainable without reducing the entire world to the
minus centigrade of the average swing band. In the world of perception be
yond knowledge-here is the enchanted land ! But perception cannot be
manifested without opponunity: the opportunity to hear, to create, and to
be heard . And opportunity simply does not appear where there is little sen
sitivity in powerful places, and where seemingly end.less frankfurters vibrate
''Cod rn A/tJn.' 92, 9�.
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through the brain accompanied only by the drone bass of a profit motive. It
is the people interested in music who confer on individuals the privilege of
becoming powers in music. Consequently it is up to us to see that more of
the powers in music arc leaders also.
Without aspiring to those ambitious ideas expressed by the fashionable
words "timeless" and "immortal," we can do much to extrl an influence
worthy of our obligation to help point a way, and we need not be too de
spondent. There is a German proverb which denies the proverbial im
pertinence of proverbs when it says, literally: "What is 'lot can yet be
come."
Music itself does not emerge from the dimensions of ambient night. The
shadows of music are bred in deceit-half enticing, half forbidding, with
myriad degrees of light-dark infusion -true interpretation with misinter
pretation. Perhaps the passage of this discussion to the smallest units of
aural reaction is not an emergence into brilliant sunlight, but it is at least an
emergence in which interpretation can be more finely delineated, and mis
interpretation within the determined confines countered with greater
certitude.

, ,

PART 1I

An Introduction to Intonation

CHAPTER THREE

Definitions Pertaining to Intonation

To Clear (he Atmosphere
THE DEFINITIONS in this chapter, which are given as an aid in studying the
Monophonic ideas on intonation and to establish a degree of tonicity for the
statement of those ideas, may be examined cursorily at first and without un
due concern if a given definition is not fully grasped at once. Each idea will
be carefully scrutinized in the course of the work; wherever the reader en
counters an unusual term he may refer back to these definitions if the
specific meaning is obscure.
A writer on theory must make a rough guess as to how much knowledge
of the subject is possessed by the majority of tho� he hopes to interest, and
he starts from this guess. If the guess is wrong, if an interested reader finds
that the starting point is beyond his understanding, he has only to skip the
definitions, referring to them later as questions arise which they mayelu
cidate, and perhaps again after finishing the balance of the work.
Whatever rewards the reader gains may entail great labor, and the
course taken to them may try his patience, but if he has seized the initiative
in wondering about the problems of intonation and has come this far he has
done his part; the rest is up to the book.
From here to the end of the volume ratios appear frequently. In the
original manuscript the two numbers of each ratio were shown one above
the other, and this form is significant to the exposition in certain cases, the
" over" number and the "under" number frequently having connotations of
a very specific nature, as will be seen. The exigencies of typesetting, how
ever, made it difficult to preserve this form where ratios occur in the text.
Both numbers of a ratio appear in the same line; therefore, the number pre
ceding the diagonal will be considered "over" and the number following
the diagonal will be considered "under." In the diagrams the two numbers
are always shown one above the other,
connotations, if applicable, are obvious.
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1 / 1 : Monophony; the unison; unity; the Prime Unity; the �nerating
concept from which the expanded system of music here presented takes its
name (see Monophony) , 1
2 / 1 : the "octave" ; this symbol is used throughout without translation
into conventional nomenclature (see Octave).
3/2: the=: just "perfect fifth."
4/3: the just "perfect fourth."
5/4: thejusl "major third."
6/5: the just "minor third."
7/6: the septimal "minor third."
5/3: the just "major sixth."
8/5: the JUSt "minor sixth."
12/7: the septimal "major sixth."
9/8: the large just "whole tone," or "major second."
10/9: the small just "whole tone," or "major second." This ratio and
the ratio above are confounded in tempered theory.
8/7: the �plimal "major second ."
16/9: the small just "minor seventh."
9/5: the large just Ilminor seventh." This ratio and the ratio above are
confounded in tempered theory.
7/4: the septimal "minor seventh."
16/1.5: the large just "semitone," or "minor second."
IAnyone who has fought his way through either p�scnl-day musical nomendature or the
M inoa.n labyrinth of Greek nomenclature must find it Tcfre,hing to havt: anything as simple and

rUional ,.. ralios to represent musical materiall. The irrationality of the current VlIriety is of
course widely acknowledged. but on the ....hole the Gr«k nomenclature iJ probably wane: their
musiul philooophcn a\oM ..ved the Grcclu from mUlic:.thcory obliquity. Onc name-Dorian.
fOf e)l.3mplc_could and It ill can mean many thing., according 10 the time B.C. or ....0. that iJ
implied. and aCCCN"ding 10 ....hich theorist-ancient, medie..-l, or modern_was or is spcaking.
Tt could mean a sc:quence of intervals (but not always the ta.mc Kquence), an at.olule pitch
(but just what pitch no one is p!'rfeetly ,ure). a range of pitch,

and a style

of composition.

Con.

Jequentiy the handiaop of Greek name" even in outlining the hiltory of music theory, ha. been
fairly coNistently avoided in this volume. Unequivocal, but lIilI quite dispcnta.ble, arc the
Greek· and Latin-derivcd name. for raliO:l that thearilll Uled throughout the Middle ....ge., the
mot! common of which were:·
DiapaIDn, OClavt:, duple interval-2/l.
Diapcnte, IClquialterate inlervaJ_3/2.

Diatessaron, .eaquitertian in!erval-4/3.
Scsquioctavan interval-9/8.

Two Olher obscu�iy derivative. ternu arc frequently found in ancient and medieVlll thcoriCl and
even in modern works; thetc: are " Iupcrparfieular"-a ratio in which the first number contain.

the second with one aliquot part over, luch ill 5/4, 6/5; and ".upcrpanicnt"-1I r�tio in which
thc fint contains the Kcond with more than one aliquot part ovcr, such ,.. 5/3, 7/4. A largc
number of lubelauific:ations involving terml derived from these two tcrml are

countered.

OCCilIionaUy

en·
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the small just "semitone," or "minor second." This ratio and
the ratio above are confoWlded in tempered theory.
1518: the small just "major seventh."
48/25: the large just "major seventh." This ratio and the ratio above
are confounded in tempered theory.
45/32 and 64/45: generally considered to be the just "tritones."
7/5 and 10/7: the septimal " tritones."
1/1-392: the "C" which is in the scale of "A" at about 440 cycles;
1/1-392 is simply a starting point for pitch measurement, above and below,
such as "middle c."
7-Wbite-5-Black: a term used to denote the key or digital pattern of
all present-day popular keyboard instruments.
Arithmetical Proportion: an ancient principle of scale structure by
which a sounding body is divided into a number of exactly equal parts,
and a scale constructed from the resulting relationships, or ratios; this
d�s not produce equal scale steps. The Arithmetical Proportion has been
seized upon by some theorists as the ancient substantiation of "minor tonal
ity," since, starting with the one part that gives the highest tone, it results
in a series of tones the exact reverse of a fundamental and its series of par
tials, down to an arbitrary low tone determined by the number of equal
parts used (see page 174). The Arithmetical Proportion may be considered
as a demonstration of Utonality ("minor tonality").
Beatl: a phenomenon of alternate strengthening and lessening of tone
produced by a very narrow interval in a simultaneous sounding, or by out
of-tuneness in the simultaneous sounding of an interval intended as a small
number proportion; as a very narrow interval approaches unison, or as an
out-of-tune interval approaches a small-number proportion the beats be
come slower (see page 138).
Cenu: a system devised by Alexander J. Ellis for quickly determining
the width of a mwical interval; a cent is the hundredth part of one of the
twelve equal intervals between degrees in a 2/1 of Equal Temperament;
therefore, 1200 cents to the 2/1 (see the next chapter).
Chromelodeon: one of the Monophonic instruments; the one more
frequently used to date (1947) is a six-2/1 harmonium from which the old
reeds were removed and into which reeds of the forty-three-degree Mono
phonic scale were placed, in sequence, so that the new 2/1 coven a much
WIder keyboard. extent-three and a half octaves (see page 207).
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CoDlD1a: either 531 441/524 288, the Pythagorean comma, or 8 1 /80,
the comma of Didymw (sometimes also called the "syntonic" comma).
Complement: that ratio which, added to another ratio (muiliplied),
makes 2/1; for example. 4/3 is the complement of 3/2: 4/3 X 3/2

_

2/1

(see the next chaptc:r) ; in conventional terms, the " inversion" of an interval
-a "perfect fourth" is the invenion of a "perfect fifth."
Cycle.: the number of vibrations per second which a tone makes; the
pitch of a tone; the word "cycle" to describe onc of the Pythagorean suc
cessions of 3/2'5 is always used in quotation marks (see Pythagorean),
Differcnce Tone: a phenomenon which results from the sounding of
two simultaneous tones-for example, tones of 300 and 200 cycles sounded
together give a difference tone of 100 cycles (see pages 386- 387).
Equal Temperament: twelve-tone Equal Temperament; any other
equal temperament is not capitalized and is qualified by its number of
degrees; for example, "nineteen-tone equal temperament." Any tempera
ment, equal or otherwise (the various meantone temperaments), involves
a varying degree of flauing or sharping of the acoustically correct ratios so
that any tone of the temperament can serve in several senses-for example,

"C" as the first step in the scale on

uC/' as the second step in

the scale on

"B" or "B�/' as the third step in the scale on "A" or "Ab," etc.-and still
convey the "impression" of correct intonation (see Chapter 17).
Fundamental; see Unity.
Geometric Proportion, Set Harmonical Proportion.
Harmonic: same as Partial, which see.
Harmonic Canon: not capitalized, harmonic canon refers to the mono
chord (see Chapter

6);

Harmonic Canon refers to an instrument built at

the University of Wisconsin for studying scales (see page 235).
Harmonic Content: practically synonymous with quality of tone ; the
term used to indicate that characteristic of a musical tone which is deter
mined by the distribution and comparative energy of its partials, or har
monics; the Hang.
Harmonical Proportion: that monochord procedure by which inter
val! are determined by the relation of the whole string to the half, the half

to the third, the third to the fourth, the fourth to the fifth, and the fifth to
the !ixth, or 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, 5 to 6, etc. It is possible to determine the
tones corresponding to the overtone series by this procedure, and in this
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sense the lower "overtones" delineate Otonality ("major tonality" j see page
89).

Identity:

one of the correlatives, "major" or "minor," in a tonality;

one of [he odd-number ingredients, one or several or all of which act as
a pole of tonality: 1-3-5-7-9-1 1 in this theory. This term is not la be
confused with the ingredients of Harmonic Content, or with Partial.

Interval : a pitch relation between two musical sounds, a "alio. Interval,

ratio, tone, are virtually synonymous in this exposition; a ratio is at one and
the same time the representative of a tone and of an interval, and a tone
always implies a ratio, or interval.

JUlt Intonation:

a system in which interval- and scale-building is based

on the criterion of the ear and consequently a system and procedure limited
to small-number ratios; the initial interval in Just Intonation is 2/1, and
stemming from this are the wealth of musical intervals inherent in smaJl
number tonal relationships. Just Intonation is the generic term describing

this procedure; Monophony (which see) is a specific system.

Key:

used only to denote the key or lever of a keyboard ; in the sense of

tonality, "key" is always used in quotation marks.

Monophony:

an organization of musical materials based upon the

faculty of the human ear to perceive all intervals and to deduce all princi
ples of musical relationship as an expansion from unity, as 1 is to I , or-as
it is expressed in this work-I/l. In this sense of growth from unity Mo
nophony is a development of the theories deduced by Pythagoras of Samos
on his monochord, in the sixth century B. C.; beginning with the whole
string of the monochord, or I , Pythagoras divided the string into two parts
and produced the interval 2/1, then into three parts and four parts, pro
ducing the intervals 3/2 and 4/3. In another sense Monophony may be
regarded as an organization deducible from the sounding of one tone, or
the sounding of I , or 1/1 ; in this sense it is an evolved expression of the phe
nomenon of the overtone series, first perceived by Marin Mersenne, French
monk of the seventeenth century; this interpretation, however, involves a
certain equivocation with the analyzed phenomenon of sound, that is,

!clang, with the compom:nts of a tone.
Note: a blob of ink on a sheet of paper which

with the

is the symbol of a tone;

the widely current practice of using the word note to indicate a musical
sound, or pitch, is not followed in this work.
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Numerary Nexu.: the number common to all identities in the ratios of
one tonality-the common anchor; the characteristic of a series of ratios
that determines them as a tonality. In the

8/5 Otonality the Numerary
Nexus is 5, as seen in the sequence of the six Odentities: 8/5-1/1(5/5)6/5-7/5-9/5-11/1O(5}; in the 5/4 Utonality the Numerary Nexus is also
5, as seen in the sequence of the �ix Udentities: 5/4-1/1 (5/5)-5/3-10(5)/710(5)/9-20(5)/11.
Octave: a keyboard distance, but not an interval, or pitch distance; the
physical distance of the twelfth key from any given key in the 7�White-5Black keyboard, about seven inches; the word is of course a misnomer in
this sense, but it is already a misnomer on the piano keyboard, and because
no other term is so easily understood it is used to designate this keyboard
distance on the Chromelodeon.

Odentity: one of the Otonality correlatives, limited to 1-3-5-7-9-11
in this work; for example, "the 9 Odentity of 8/5 unity is 9/5."
Otonality: a tonality expressed by the over numbers of ratios having a
Numerary Nexus; in conventional musicaJ theory, "major tonality."

Overtone: same as Partial, which see.
Partial: one of the series of tones present in almost any musical sound ;
the quality or timbre of a tone depends upon the comparative energy of the
various constituents of the series. An overtone, or partial, is an ingredient
implicit in the phenomenon of sound, and is never spoken of in this book in
a looser connotation; the identities of a tonality can of course be deliber
ately placed to simulate the series of partials, but in this sense they are not
partial!.

Polypythagorean: an adjective used here to describe the genesis of
multi-tone scales achieved by superimposing likenesses of Equal Tempera
ment fractional parts of a semitone above the originaJ, thereby obtaining
so-called quartertones, and sixth tones, and other irrational divisions of the

2/1 (see Pythagorean).
Prime Unity: 1/1, the first tone ofa Monophonic system of music; the
word unity implies a generative tone, either at top or bottom of its gen
erated sequence; it �oes not imply "root," and it does not necessarily imply
a bass locus.

Ptolemaic Sequence: the sequence of intervals rationalized by Ptolemy,
second-century Alexandrian, and called by him the Intense Diatonic;

as

used herein it denotes the modem diatonic or seven-tone "major" scale in
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Just intonation, whether or not the conventional "keynote" is used; the
simplicity of the de�e-relationships is of course unaffected by different
starting points. The Pto1emaic &quence is significant in that it expresses
this scale in the simplest possible terms-that is, in ratios of the smallest
numbers permissible to the esthetic purpose; the sequence of intervals be
tween degrees of the scale (using the modern starting point) is always:

Do
9/8

R�

Mi
10/9

16/15

La

Sol

Fa
9/8

10/9

9/8

Si

Do
16/15

Pythagorean: an adjective describing the construction of a scale or

musical system by successions of 3/2's (just "perfect fifths"); such systems
are generally based on "cycles" -the cnd of the "cycle" being the point at
which one of the 3/2'5 falls in the vicinity of a certain number of 2/1'5
above or bt:low th� starting tont':; the loosely termed "cil'c1� of fifths" of
current musical theory is a tempered expression of Pythagoreanism. Pythag
oras is credited with discovery of the twelve-tone "cycle" in the West (see
Chapter 16).
Ratiol: a relationship,o r interval,expressing the vibratiOn! per second,
o r cycles, of th� two tones concerned, generally in the lowest possible terms;
of the two ways of considering a ratio-up or down from a constant-the
current musical practice of conceiving intervals upward is followed in this
exposition, except where the reverse is specifically indicated (see the next
chapter); a ratio represents a tone and an interval at one and the same
time; in its capacity as the symbol of a tone it is the over number that is
nominally representative (in the upward manner), but since the over
number exists only in relation to the under number, the ratio acquits its
second function, as representative of an interval i conven tional musical
example: 3/2 represents "D" in the "key of G"-upward from "G"; it is
thus simultaneously a representative of a tone and an implicit relationship
to a "keynote"-or unity.
Ratios of 1: 1/1,2/1 (compare these and the following, through the
"Ratios of 9," with the ratios listed at the beginning of this chapter).
RatiM of 3: those ratios with identities no larger than 3, in which 3 is
present:3/2,4/3.
RatiM of 5: those ratios with identities no larger than 5, in which 5 is
p,esent:5/4, 8/5, 5/3,6/5.

'Euclid'. definition; "Ratio ia. mutual relation of two marnitudci of the Ame kind to one
in respect of quantity." Johruon. MIUiu] Pikll, 40.

another
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Ratios of 7: those ratios with identities no larger than

7,in

which

7

is

peo","" 7/4, 8/7, 7/6, 1 2/7, 7/5, 10/7.
Ratios of 9: those ratios with identities no larger than 9, in which 9 is
pmc""

9/8, 16/9, 9/5, 10/9,9/7,14/9.

Ratios of 11: those ratios with identities no larger than 11, in which t t

is p<ere""

18/1 t.

11/8, 16/1 1 , 1 1 /6, 1 2/1 1 , 1 1 /10,20/ 1 1 , 1 1 /7, 14/11, 11/9,

Ratios of 13: those ratios with identities no larger than

13,in which 13
is peoSC"" 13/8, 16/13, 13/12, 24/13, 13/10, 20/13, 13/7, 14/13, 13/9,
18/13, 13/1 1 , 22/13.
Semitone: onc of the twelve equal intervals which constitute the 2/1 in

Equal Temperament; in this theory the semitone has no significance be·
yond its convenience

(I.�

the equivalent of

100

cents (see Cents) and as a

reference measure for indicating the approximate width of very small
intervals by an easily understood concept-for example, "one·fiftieth of
a semitone."
Temperament, or Tempered Scale: the word temperament originally
meant simply a system of tuning, any system, but in modern usage it applies
specifically to a system which deliberately robs its intervals of their purity
in order to implement the idea of every·tone·in.several·�n�s (see Equal
Temperament).
Tonality: a psychological phenomenon having as its chief characteristic
a tonal polarity around a

1

Identity; the sounding of various of th� identi·

ties-either Odentities or Udentities-with a Numerary Nexus will create
this polarity, and the smaller the odd-number identities played the stronger
the polarity. Acoustically, the identities of a tonality reprcsent

thc maximill

consonance of any given number of stipulated identities because of the

8f7-10/7-12f7-with the Numer·
ary Nexus 7-are in the relation 8:10:12, or 4:5:6 (Identities 1-5-3), and
create a polarity around 8/7, the 1 Odentity, This is the maximal con

Numerary Nexus: the tones of the triad

sonance that three different tonal identities in music can attain. Were the

10/7-12/7-7/7(1/1) chosen, with the relation between tones of 5:6:7
(Identities 5-3-7), the polarity around 8/7 would still be created, though
it ",'ouId not be as strong (see page 160 and all of Chapter 11).

triad

Tonality Diamond:

an arbitrary arrangement of the Monophonic

ratios designed to constitute prima Jacit proof of the at least dual identity
of each ratio, and consequently of the capacity of a Monophonic system of
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Just"Intonation for providing tones which may be taken in more than one
sense each (see pages 1 1 0 and 159).
Tone: the regular vibration of a sounding body that registen itself in
the brain via the air and ear, and generally an implied ratio, of almost any
extent; the word

is

not used in this exposition in the

sense

of a "step." or a

"whole tone," except in quotation marks, and the word semitone (which
see) is used only in the explanation of cents (which see), and in translation
of ratios; that short·cut to new resources called the quartertone is discussed
only in the analys;s of its acoustic validity (see page
in the use of "tone" as an

ex

cathedra

428). The implications

measure for musical materials are

basically fallacious and offer a good example of the limitations mothered
by equivocal nomendature.
Twelve-tonc Equal Tempcrament,

see

Equal Temperament.

Udcntity: one of the Utonality correlatives, limited to 1-3-5-7-9-11

in this work; example: "the 5 Udentity of 7/4 unity is 7/5."
Undertone: not used in this exposition except in connection with other

theories; the ever-recurrent controversy over the merits of undertones as
the spring source of "minor" tonality is irrelevant to the Utonality postu
late (see page 89); the term "undertone series" implies a series the exact
reverse of the overtone series, but neither overtones nor undertones are
predicated as determinants of Monophony's tonalities; these

are

implicit

in small-number ratios.

Unity: the generating tone of any tonality, the 1 Identity; in the Tonal

ity Diamond (which see) the unity is always represented by a ratio having
I, 2, 4, 8, or 16 as one of its numbers (in the Primary Tonalities-see
Chapter 8). The word fundamental applies to the generating tone of

a

series of partials, or harmonics, and in this sense it is also represented by

1 j however, there is no confusion in the text as between the two ideas-the

fundamental of a series of partial! is always so qualified, whereas the word
unity is applied to the ratio of the generating tone of a musical tonality.

Utonality: one of those tonalities expressed by the under numbers oC

ratios having a Numerary Nexus-in current musical theory, "minor"
ton!llity.

CHAPTER FOUR

The Language of Ratios
Frequencies as Ratios
OF'

THE MANY

characteristics of a musical tone the most important for

musical science is the number of pulsations it creates, in a given length of
time, in the air in which it is heard. We call these pulsations vibrations, and
when we

use

the sixtieth part of a minute as our measure of time, it is now

customary to call them cycles. The number o f cycles-per second-de
termines the pitch of the tone. 1

A system of music is an organization of relationships of pitches, or tones,
to one another, and these relationships are inevitably the relationship of
numbers. Tone is number, and since a tone in music is always heard in re
lation to one or several other lones-actually heard or implied-we have

at least JUX} numbers to deal with: the number of the tone under considera

tion and the number of the tone heard or implied in rdation to the first
tone. Hence, the ratio.2
It is well to plunge at once into ratio nomenclature and to disregard the
more familiar "A-B-C" terminology by which the ratios in our con
ventional scales are expressed. The advantages of doing so, in opening new
tonal vistas, in getting to the analyzable root of music and the core of the
universe of tone, are inestimable. If time is taken out to translate each ratio
into what is assumed to be a synonymous word value, these vistas are
dimmed or lost altogether, and the values, which are not synonyms, are
nevertheless convicted of fraud by alleged synonyms. After hearing a.
ICmajor third" on 'the organ or piano or some other instrument with tem
pered intonation, this interval becomes fixed in the mind as a pretty poor
consonance, at least by some comparisons. A certain modem composer, onc

'The use of the word cycla pn:ventl an)' confusion .. between vibratiolll in whole and
halYQ of vibratiON, the Jailer being the Fn:nch manner of indicating fn:quenciCl.
Iln Euclid'. wonb, ".11 thing. which coNilt of paru numerical, when comp.red together,
are .ubjo:ct to the r.tlOI of number; 10 that mUlicaJ lOun.dJ or notCl [tonCl} compared together,
mUlt corucquo:nd)' be in IOmc numo:riClI "'tio to each Other." Davy, i.tUns, 2:265.
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of numerous possible examples, convicts his "thirds" of inexactitude-that
is, of not being exact widths-for no real reason except his confounding of
just intervals and tempered interva1s1 (sce page 153).
If ratios seem a new language, let it be said that it is in actual fact a
language so old that its beginnings as an expression of the essential nature
o f musical sound can only be conjectured. In learning any new language,
results are more immediate if a total plunge is made, so that the new medi
um surrounds and permeates the thinking; and it is no more time-consum
ing and tedious than translation, which frequently cannot b e exact in
any case.
Before proceeding tQ a study of the Monophonic intervals, experimental
instruments will be described on which each ratio can be computed and its
tones tested. For the present, what is required is a facility in thinking with

this precise article-this sine quo non of musical structure-and for such

facile thinking it is necessary to have a thorough understanding of its nature

and functions.
The handling and consideration of tones is, by virtue of their vibrations,
an exact mathematical process. If a tone makes 200 cycles, the 2/1 ("oc
tave") above it makes 400 cycles, a doubling of 200, or 200 more cycles.
This additional 200 cycles is not, however,

constant for the

2/1 measure,

since 200 cycles added to 400 do Dot give the 2/1 ("octave") above 400
cycles. To get the 2/1 above 400 we multiply by 2 and, conversely, to get
the 2/1 below 400 we divide by 2. The cycles, or frequencies, of two tones
constitute a ratio, and it has long been established that two pairs of tones

with the same ratio-200 cycles to 400 cycles and 400 cycles 10 800 cycles,

for example, both 2/l's-are accepted by the ear as identical musical

rela tianshi ps.
This 2 to

1

relationship is a constant one. Musicians frequently wonder

why they cannot add the ratio of one interval to another to get the correct
result, just as they add a "perfect fifth" and a "perfect fourth" to gel an
"octave" at the piano. But the fact is that Nature does not offer one tone
and its doubling (200 to 400) as a given quality of relationship. and the
same quality of relationship in two tones which are not a ratio of doubling
(200 to 600, for example).·
IHindemilh. C,Q,jl

oj Musico.l Com/lOsiliD". 1 :78.

·With eenu, explained at the end or this ehaptcr. it is p<I5Iibk to add and lubtraet quantities
which represent ratios.
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The 2 to 1 relationship, based on the factor of 2, applies only to pro·
gression in pitch by 2/t's. There is of course much more to the calculation

of musical intervals than successive 2/1'5. But if the factor of 2 applies to the

2/1,then certain decrements of the factor of 2 must apply to intervals
narrowing downward from a 2/1,or-increments of the factor of 2 starting

from 1. In a Just Intonation the computations are very simple, since each
small-number ratio is itself a particular measure of the factor of 2. The
interval 300/200, or 3/2 Oust "perfect fitf h"), for example, an interval

narrower than a 2/1, represents a certain measure of the factor ef 2,and the
ratio 250/200, or 5/4 (just "major

third"),

an even smaller

measure.

Obviously, then, if it is impossible to add frequencies by some constant200 cycles,for example,which was suggested above-to get a series of 2/1's,
it is also impossible to add frequencies by constants to get any series of in
tervals smaller than 2/1. Positively, if a sequence of 2/1's is determined by
the factor of 2, by multiplication, then any sequence of intervals narrower
than 2/1 is determined by their l'e!lpective proportions of the factor of 2-by
multiplication. Therefore, when any two ratios-two intervals-are to be
added,

multiply their ratios.

The handling of small-number ratios, representing the intervals to

which the car is most rcsporuivc, involves nothing morc than simple multi
plication and division of improper fractions. Only when the expedient of
temperament is introduced do the computations become at all complicated,
when logarithms

are

employed to produce deliberately chosen irrational

percentages of the factor of 2 (sec page

lOt).

Conceive of a sequence of five intervals, somewhat at random in pitch,
having a lower constant of 1200 cycles, the five ratios being: 2400/1200,
1800/1200, 1600/1200, 1500/1200,2000/1200. In their lowest terms these
ratios

are:

2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4, 5/3. This same series of relationships could

just as well be considered with

an

upper constant of, say, 2400 cycles; the

ratios would then be 2400/1200, 2400/1600, 2400/1800, 2400/1920,
2400/1440,which, reduced to the lowest pos.sible terms are, again: 2/1,3/2,
4/3, 5/4, 5/3. ThUs a musical ratio represents the relatiomhip between
cycles; reduced to its lowest terms it is an abstract quantity applicable to

any range of pitch in the total musical scale, and in this form its primacy

that is, its fint rank in the significant resources of music-is the more mani
fest, as will be shown in the next chapter.
Since, in the concept of the interval 2/1 (the "octave"), the lower
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number is exactly half the upper number, any ratio in which the lower
number is less than half the Upp=T, such as 5/2, represents an interval wider
than a 2/1; and onc in which the lower number exceeds half the upper,
such as 3/2, represents an interval smaller, or nar-rower, than a 2/1. Con
sequently, when an interval is wider than a 2/1, the upper number may be
halved or the lower number doubled to bring it within a 2/1. The ratio
16/5 is brought within a 2/1 by writing it 8/5, and the ratio 5/2 is brought
within a 2/1 by writing it 5/4. Nearly all ratios in I�is exposition are
expressed in the less than 2/1 form.
A system of music is determined for onc 2/1; the system is then dupli
cated in every other 2/1, above or below, that is employed. Consequently,
symbols-ratios in this exposition-are used to denote the degrees of one
2/1, and the symbols are repeated in every 2/1 of the musical gamut.
Musicians are accustomed to this idea; the "octave" above or below a
given "A" is still "A." The situation here is identical; a 2/1 above or below
any given 9/8 is still 9/8. Only the physicists who are not practising musi
cians will find this objectionable, since,acoustically, a 2/1 below a given 9/8
should be expressed 9/16, and a 2/1 above 9/8 should be expressed 9/4.
But such a procedure would mean that every one of the approximately
seven 2/1's of the common musical gamut would have a set of symbols of
its own, and when forty-three degrees-ratios-in a single 2/1 are involved
the number of total symbols would be unwieldy. The relative positions of
two or more 2/t's, when tables or diagrams or examples involve ratios both
up and down from a given 1/1, are indicated in this exposition by "Lower
2/1," "Higher 2/1," "Third 2/1," and "Fourth 2/1," etc.
h is common practice musically to consider ratios {intervals} all hf!ing
built upwards (with the larger numbers above) from a lower constant,
and this practice is followed throughout this book except when the reverse
is specifically indicated. Such ratio symbolism is just one of several possibil
ities, and is a matter of arbitrary choice; the reverse form in practical appli
cation is synonymous, and in order that this fact may not be obscured the
reverse will be indicated from time to time.

Monochord Procedures
Suppose we have a metal string stretched across two bridges, and make
a mark on the wood beneath that divides the string in half, then a mark
that indicates a third of the string, and finally a mark that divides the third
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in half, or into !ixths of the whole string, as shown in Diagram r. Suppose
the whole string makes 100 cycles when in vibration; if a third bridge is
placed at the halfway mark, either half of the string would then give tones
0(200 cycles, and if the bridge is placed at the one-third mark and only one
third of the string set in vibration the resulting tone would make 300 cycles.
Thus the relationship of the half to the whole is 200 to lOO, or 2/1; and the
___
- KlO C,d", _
__
_
200

3 Ports

D'AcRAloI I.-THE RELATIONS)UP 01' Cvcu;..s TO PARTS OF STR ING

rdationship of the third part to the half is

300 to 200, o r 3/2. Each of these

ratios represents both a given tone and an interval between two tones. The
ratio 3/2, via the agent 3, repl"(:sents the higher tone of that relation
ship; at the same time it represerits the interval from 3 to 2, or 3/2. For lack
of a better term this concept might be called "upward ratio thinking" from
a lower constant, the number 2, in 3/2 (200 cycles), representing the con
stant.
Now, without regard to cycles, let us think in terms of parts of a string
length, the ancient monochord procedure. If one-half the string represents
three equal parts (each a sixth of the whole string) one-third of the string
represenlS two equal parts. When sounded, one-third represents 2 parts and
one-half represent! 3 parts, or the ratio 2/3. The ratio 2/3, via the agent 3,
represents the lower tone, while at the same time it represents the interval
from 2 to 3, or 2/3, exactly the same interval as 3/2. We thus see that the
numbers of vibration are inversely proportional to the string lengths (see
page 99 for reservations regarding this generalization). And the mental
process of considering ratios as parts of a sounding body, rather than as vi
brations, or cycles, as here presented, is c:ssentia11y "downward ratio think-
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2 in 2/3-reproenting the upper

tone of the relationship-being the constant.
These very elementary examples are essential to a thorough under·
standing of the Monophonic procedure, where the under number of a ratio
is arbitrarily chosen to represent 1/1, unity, or the Prime Unity, and is
always the lower of the two ratio tone�,heard or implied. In the ratios 5/4,
4/3, 3/2, 8/5 the under numbers 4, 3, 2, and 5 represent the constant 1/1,
and 5/4 represents a single tone upward from 1/1 (and an implied interval
to 1/1), 4/3 represents a single tone upward from 1/1 (and an implied
interval to 1/1), 3/2 represents a single lone upward from 1/1 (and an im
plied interval to 1/1), and 8/5 represents a single tone upward from 1/1
(and an implied interval to 1/1).
Expressed in the "downward thinking" manner, as parts of string
lengths, these ratios would be 4/5, 3/4, 2/3, 5/8; and 4, 3, 2, and 5-this
time the over numbers and the higher tones, heard or implied, of each
ratio-would again represent 1/1. And each ratio would represent a single

tone, but downwo.rd instead of upward from 1/1, and an implied interval
to 1/t. Below is a schema of these examples:
5

4

4

3

5

4

3

8

(higher tones of intervals upward from 1/1)

2. S-1/1,thePrimeUnity
:3 8 (lower tones of intervals

downward from 1/1)

The scale of four tones is designed to be identical in the two processes;
the upper scale ascends from 5 to 8 (from left to right); the lower scale

ascends only if read in reverse, from 8 to 5 (right to left). To achieve exactly
the same

pitches

in both scales. without regard to synonymous interval

values, the lower scale would be written: 5/8, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5.

HThinlcingH in Ratios
Upon further investigation of the nature of ratios we find that each has
its complement within the 2/1, and if the ratio is composed of small
numbers its complementary ratio is also composed of small numbers.
In the ratio 3/2, 2 represents 1/1, the lower limit of the 2/1. The tone
at the upper limit of the 2/1 may be represented by 4 (a doubling of 2);
hence the interval from the 3 of 3/2 to this upper limit of the 2/1 is the
interval from 3 to 4, or 4/3, which is therefore the complement of 3/2
within the 2/1; the two intervals might be expressed thus: 2:3:4. In the
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ratio 5/4, 4 represents 1/1; the 2/1 above: 4 is 8; the complement of 5/4,
therefore, is the interval from 5 to 8, or 8/5, and the two intervals might be
expressed, 4:5:8. In the ratio 6/5, 5 represents 1/1; the 2/1 above 5 is 10,
and the complement of 6/5 is therefore the interval from 6 to 10, or 10/6,
or, in its Iowat terms, 5/3; the two intervals might be shown in this form.
s,6,1O.
To find the sum of two intervals multiply the two ratios. The sum of
5/4 and 6/5, for example, 5/4X6/S-30/20, which, reduced to its lowest
terms, is 3/2 (a "major third" and a "minor third" make a "perfect fifth").
To find the interval between two tones invert the smaller or narrower
ratio and multiply. For example, to find the interval between 3/2 and 4/3
invert the smaller, 4/3, and use it as a multiplier: 3/2X3/4 =9/8, which
is therefore the interval representing the tonal distance between the 4 of 4/3
and the 3 of 3/2. (The difference between a "perfect fourth" and a "perfect
.fifth" is a "major �cond.")
To find a given interval above a given tone is of course simply a matter
of multiplying the two ratios involved; to find the same interval distance
downward from the same tone, the procedure is inversion and multiplica
tion. For example, a 6/5 above 3/2 is arrived at thus: 3/2 X6/5 =9/5; and
a 6/5 below 3/2 thu" 3/2X5/6-5/4.

W7Jere Do Ratios Fall on the Piano?
It is inadvisable to think of these ratios in terms of piano keys except
with the most· precise reservations. To do so without reservations is a triple
abuse-of the ratios, of the piano, and of oneself. One can go crazy trying to
reconcile irreconcilables, but given an appreciation of the essentiality of
ratios in understanding musieal resources some knowledge of the piano's
discrepancies may prove enlightening.
If in the teaching of simple arithmetic the number 1 was called Sun, 2
called Moon, 3 called Jupiter, and 4 called Venus, and if this procedure
were carried to the point where the teachers themselves no longer knew that
Sun=I, Moon-2, Jupiter-3. and Venus-4, and forced upon students
the euphemistic proposition that Moon+ Moon"" Venus, because they had
learned it that way, we would have in simple arithmetic a fairly exact
parallel to the "Tonic-Supertonic-Mediant" or the "C-D-E" nomencla
ture in the teaching of the science of musical vibrations. And the idea that
Moon+Moon -Venus could accurately represent 2+2-4 is no more awk-
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ward, to put it charitably, tban the idea that the ascending musical inter·
vals "C-F +F-C =C-C" can accurately represtnt 4/3 X 3/2 2/1.
In resorting to the piano two procedures are possible. First, onc can
adopt me negative procedure of regarding ratios as altered piano tones. One
would say that 16/9, for example. is "F" onc twenty-fifth of an equal semi
tonc flat in the "key of C." On the other hand, it is quite as possible to
think of the piano tones as altered ratios. This is the constructive approach,
and the morc fruitful one, since it predicates an understanding of the func
tion and indispensability of ratios. In accordance with this procedure onc
would say that "F" in the "key of G" is 16/9 plus onc twenty-fifth of an
equal semitone. If translation into conventional values seems desirable in
the pursuit of the Monophonic theory, the second is certainly the procedure
recommended. Following the explanation of cents a table of piano dis·
crepancies with the nearest small·number ratios will be given.
_

Ellis' Measure of Cents
One more step in the simple mechanics of dealing with ratios must be
presented in preparat..ion for the exposition of the Monophonic concepts and
principles, namely, the measure of musical intervals established by Alex·
ander J. Ellis in an appendix to his translation of Helmholtz's On the SlTIJa·
tions oJ Tone. � This measure is the cent, the hundredth part of an equal
semitone-1200 to the 2/1. Cents provide a logarithmic device which en·
abies the theorist to add and subtract numbers representing the respective
magnitudes of the various ratios, which he cannot do with the ratios them·
selves. They give the adventurer his longitude and latitude and thus estab·
lish his whereabouts in that vast, barely explored sea which lies from the
number 1 to the faraway shores of the number 2. The ratios on previous and
subsequent pages, then, are the familiar or exotic islands thallie within the
boundaries of this Iittle·known sea.
lf "G" is the starting point, the intervals of the piano keyboard contain
cents as shown in Diagram 2. The tempered "major third," "G to B," con
tains 400 cents. The true "major third," 5/4, contains only a trifle over 386
cents. The difference, nearly 14 cents, is approximately one-seventh of 100.
Therefore "B" in the "key of G," which is 14 cents sharper than 5/4, may
b e expressed as 5/4 plus 14 cents, or approximately one-seventh of a .semi
tone.
�Pa8C1446-4St.
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The tempered "minor third," coG to B�." contains

300

cents, where;u

the true "minor third," 6/5, has nearly 316. The difference, a trifle less
than 16 cenU, is approximately one·sixth of tOO. Therefore "B�" in the "key

A

G
o

.00

B

c

400

...

o

E

700

lOO

F

G

1200

1000

DLAOR"W 2.-CI!.NTS ON THE PIANO KEYBOARD
of G," which is 16 cents flatter than 6/5, may be stated as 6/5 minus 16
cents, or approximately one-sixth of a s emi tone.
Below are translations of all so<alled diatonic intervals to the nearest
small-number ratios, the discrepancies being expressed in approximate plus
or minus number of cents:

lNnltVAL
"G"

"C

to Abo"
"G to A"
"G to B,,"
"G

fiG

to

B"

to C"

RATIO

INTERVAL

tit (the unison)
16/15 minw 12 cents

"G to

9/8 minus 4 cents, Of
10/9 plus 1 8 cent.
6/5 miow 16 cents. or
7/6 plw 33 centl

"G

5/4 plus 14 cent!
4/3 plus 2 cent!

C#"

"G to 0"
"G

to
to

"G

to F"

"G

to F�"

E","
E"

RATIO
7/5 plus 17.5 cents, or
1 0/7 minw 17.5 ecnu
3/2 minus 2 cents
8/5 minus 14 cents
5/3 plw 16 cents, or
12/7 minus 33 cent!
16/9 plus 4 cents, ",
9/5 minus 18 cent!
1 5/8 plu s 12 cent!

This table represents, of course, the faJsities that are found not only in
the "key of G" but in any "key" of EquaJ Temperament. If the

is chosen, "e to D� ..-the

"

key of

C"

smallest intervaJ-is 16/15 minus 12 cents, etc.

For finding the number of cent! in a given ratio Ellis provides a simple
arithmeticaJ method-not adequate for investigation of a many-toned
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scale-and also methods by logarithms that give results up to three decimal
places. For present purposes computations to a tenth of a cent are generally
sufficient. All the Monophonic ratios i n this exposition, and many others
besides, are given in cents to one decimal point, either in the text or in the
table of Appendix I. Knowledge as to computation of cents is important
only to that adventurous soul who wishes to organize a scale or system be
yond the ratios expounded in this volume. For this purpose a table of five
place logarithms, obtainable at almost any bookstore, and the library loan

of Helmholtz's On IJu Sensations

of Tone are the essentials. On pages 448-449

Ellis explains his procedure (or obtaining results to
ample, and on pages

450-451

a

tenth of a cent, by ex

he supplies tablc::s to be used in conjunction

with the table of fivc:: -place logarithms. Ratios and cents arc:: the two in
strumc::nts by which the investigator examines and organizes his thc::oretical
musical resources.
For purposes of an immc::diate paper comparison of ratios in Just In
tonation the logarithm is no better than the ratio, and is therefore u� in
this work only in computing cents and in examination of the numerous
temperaments. For exactitude we have the ratio itself: for the purpose of
establishing

whereabouts by priIMjacit comparison

we have cents.

CHAPTER FIVE

Basic Monophonic Concepts

The Inner Ear: Music's Middleman
A

TONE, IN MUSIC,

is not a hermit, divorced from the society of its fellows.

It is always a relation to another tone, heard o r implied. In other words,
it is a musical interval, the relation between two tones. This relation is
continually mutable, to be sure, but it never ceases to exist.
Why is it a relation? Because the tiny bony snail inside the human head,
with its tiny longitudinal partition, with some twenty-three thousand
fibt:rs stretching across it, and with at least twelve times twenty-three
thousand tiny hair cilia to pick up the smallest displacement of the air and
send that sensation via nerve conduits to the brain, makes it a relation.I The
acuity of this organ of hearing is relatively much greater than that of the
human organ of vision,: for with those musical intervals which the ear
hears with maximal perception it performs lightning-like computations; it
can determine almost immediately, exactly or approximately, the relation
ship in vibrations per second, or cycles, of two tones sounded simultane
ously; it can say instantly whether the two tones are in the correct ratio (in
tune) or not in the correct ratio (out of tune).
The ear informs us that tones which are in small-number proportion,
say ;n the relation of

2 to I,

are strong, clear, powerful, consonant, Perhaps

these are not the adjectives another person would choose, I but whatever ad
jectives are used to describe the sensation, we know that it is different from
the sensation created by a large-number proportion of, say,

23 to 20,

which

to the ear may be strident, confused, discordant; and the ear does not in
form us what the relationship of these tones is, in vibrations per second, or
cycles, except in comparison with what it can bring judgment to-that is,
IFletchcr, S�"h IIIId Hlarin" 115, t25.
ILloyd, M� and SavtUl, xii.
'And perllapa the word CONOnanee iI ambiguous in modern thought, .. M u F. Meyer
contcncil (MICIttutXI IIf IN lflNr Ettr , 99n), YCI it indicatQ a differencebetween Ihe auraltensation
of2/1 and 21/10, forcxample, a difference that few can could not appreciate if given a chance.
A Funk and WaSJU-Us ddinition-"agrccmcnt, as or lOunds; accord; eoneord"-cCTtainly doe,
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small·number proportions. Consequendy, th� statemen� can be con
clusively made: the ear consciously or unconsciously classifies intervals ac
cording to their comparative consonance or comparative dissonance; this
faculty in turn stems directly from the comparative smallness or compara
tive largeness of the numbers of the vibrational ratio; and the faculty of the
ear to bring definitive judgment to comparative consonance decreases as
the numbers of the vibrational ratio increase.
However elementary and uncontroversial these generalizations, they
are highly important as a basis for the four fundamental concepts of the in
lonational aSJ)C;ct of Monophony. These: follow in logical order, though not
necessarily in the order of their potential significance.

The Four Concepts
1. The scale of musical inter/Jals begins with absolute consonance (T to 1), and
gradually progresses into an infinitude of dissonance, the consonance of the intervals
decreasing as the odd numbers of tJuir ratios increase.
lkginning with 1/1, the scale continUe! with 2/1, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4, 5/3,
6/5,7/6,7/5,7/4,8/7 (all expressed within the 2/1), etc., etc., into pTO
gressively larger numbers. This is not a scale in the conventional sense, but
a scale of musical values, or grades. Beginning with absolute consonance, it
very quickly becomes dissonant-so dissonant that the ear can make few
distinctions as between comparative dissonances.
That the inception of this scale was a significant insight is abundantly
supported by the fact that the first three of its ratios are the most important
scale degrees in nearly every musical system worlhy of the name that the
world has ever known. Both cumulative experience and historical musical
systems confirm its extension.
Long experience in tuning reeds on the Chromelodeon convinces me
that it is preferable to ignore partials as a source of musical materials. The
ear

is

not impressed by partials as such. The faculty-the prime faculty-of

the ear is the perception of small-number intervals,

2/1,3/2, 4/3,etc., etc.,

and the ear cares not a whit whether these intervals are in or out of the over
tone series.
nothing to relieve the ambiJuity. ItI the interat of ecoDOmy, bowcYef", it iI better to retain lhe
old word, lince il i I DOt prejudiced, than 10 eomplioea.te JDatten with a Dew onc:. To malte a tlela_
live obKrViltion, the adjective .. pleuan.t" ... applied to eo...,nance Is miI.IU,dinl. Po.itively, the
word co...,nana: will have a mcaniol fo.' the reader befOl'e he completa thil book.
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The next concept involves the major postulate of the present exposi
tion: that every ratio oJ a Monophonic system is III least a dual identity_ Every ratio
implies two relationships; one is expressed by an over number which in iu
odd-number form represents a vibrational identity in a tonality; the other
relationship is expressed by an u.miu number, which in its odd-number form
represents a vibrational identity in another tonality.
Whatever their expression in the ratio, these identities are all considered
as odd numbers.4 It is onc of the amazing phenomena of acoustics tha t the
2/1 of a tone, the doubling of its cycles, gives a tone which we know instant
ly to be different from the fint, but one so like the first that we deny it a
separate identity. It i s another tone, and yet i t is not. The conclusion is
that doubling of cycles, while it produces another tone, does not change its
identity.' The practical effect on ratios of this psychological fact is to make
each even number the identity of the odd number achieved by the divisor 2.
In the ratio 3/2, 3 indicates that the ratio is a potential 3 Identity (or
Odentity, since it is the over number) in some tonality, and the 2 indicates
that the ratio is at the same time a potential 1 [dentity (or Udentity, since
it is an under number) in another tonality (2 is simply the doubling of I,
and 1, of course, indicates a unity). In every case these odd·number identi·
ties are of a vibrational genesis. The 3 Identity in 3/2, for example, rep·
resents the tone achieved by 3 vibrations in relation to 2 vibrations. It will
be shown below that the over odd numhen of ratios with a Numerary
Nexus represent what is commonly called "major" tonality, and that the
under odd numbers of ratios with a Numerary Nexus represent what is
commonly called "minor" tonality.
These correlated hypotheses will be amply demonstrated in due course.
Here Concept Two may be stated: Ovtr·number tonality, or Otonality ("major"),
2.

is an immutable jaculty oj ratios, which in turn represent an immutable Jatulty oJ the
human ear.

In a sense, tone is the pattern of Otonality. The harmonic content of a
given tone-thatmixt!Jreof partialswhichgives it its quality-is simply some
sequence of small whole-number vibrations in relation to 1 , the funda-

"'!be term "prime numbe..... has been avoided beeaulC Ihe mulliple 9 allo auitlS i n Ihe
delineation of tonality (KC O\apler 8).
ICombarku wriles: "The nOlion of lne octave may practically have been drawn from lhe
ract which is at the �is or all lO(iclY: the psyehologic:lJ diffcn:nce between man and woman."
MouK_lll T..IwJI tltW EoafMtilnl, 112. "Illil ;. .imply an obfuvation thal men', lIOica ling a 2/1
I�r than women', voiCCII. Would M. Combaricu likc 10 luggest IOmc exlra ilCXCI 10 .ing apul
by Olher inlervab than Ihe "octa.ve"?
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9,
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10, 1 1 , may be the partiais

which give a tone its quality as well as the sequence of upper numbers of
the ratios that give a tonality iu quality. But despite the similarity of pat
tern, a fundamental and its partials is a different concept from the identi
ties of a tonality. The first is a scientific phenomenon implicit in musical

sound j the second is a psychological phenomenon implicit in musical
ratios. Here it may be said in passing that the possibility of altering the
quality of tonality,

as

the electronics expert alters the quality of a tone, by

introducing, removing, amplifying, or weakening onc partial or another,
introduces a new musical prospect

(sce

page 1 23).

The historic Harmonical Proportion is associated with Otonality, since
its principle of successive fractional proportions can be employed for the
attainment of Otonality: the string is divided into successive parts of 1/2,
1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1 /6, 1/7, 1/8, etc., and the resulting proportions create the
"major chord" (and a good deal more) and correspond to a series of par
tials. The first advocate of the Harmonical Proportion was Pythagoras of
Samos, who, if we may believe what was written about him, carried the
banner of the Proportion like a cross to the infidels (see page "363).

Unda-numba Tonality, or Utonality ("minor"), is the immutable Jacu{ty DJ
ratios, which in turn represent an immutableJaculty DJ the human tar.
3.

We may say that tone is, in a sense, the pattern of Utonality as well as
of Otonality. The Utonality pattern might be arrayed as the exact reverse
of the pattern of a tone and its series of partials. But this would have no
particular significance; whether the so-called undertone series is a possi
bility outside ingeniously contrived paraphernalia, what the "root" (unity)

of the "minor" triad is. and whether lhe difference lones produced by the

triad equivocate its consonance are all considerations that have no bearing

on the concept stated above. The important fact is the immanence of Uto
nality in ratios, that Utonality can create an aural sensation quite as definite
as the visual sensation of a new moon. The casual hearer of the one and the
casual observer of the other are moved only by effect, and that effect is in
no way changed by the name given to it. The one significant aspect of
Utonality is that willy-nilly it is coexistent with Otonality in a Monophonic
system of Just Intonation.
It has been obvious for many hundred years-to all who have taken the
trouble to listen and analyze-that Utonality coexists with Otonality in
truly tuned "diatonic" scales; yet even now it is common to accord
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"major" high honor, but to trifle with "minor," to doubt, frown upon, and
reject it, and finally to relegate it to a dubious and bastard origin. Paul
Hindemith, for example, calls it a "clouding" of "major," and Hauptmann
calls it a "falsehood of the major,US The coexistence of elements so obvious
ly equal in importance as the over and under numbel'"$ of a series of ratios is
no trifling characteristic of musical resource; it is a concept that has all the
substance of a cornerstone, difference tones notwithstanding (see page
1 62).
The historic Arithmetical Proportion, the division of a string into a
given number of exactly equal parts (not equal intervals), is the ancient
source of Utonality, thus corresponding to Utonality as the ancient Har
monical Proportion does to Otonality. The Arithmetical Proportion gives
intervals the exact reverse of the series produced by the Harmonical Pro
portion (or of a series of partials), from the highest,

1/1,

to whatever low

tone is chosen (dependent on the number of equal parts; see page 174).

4. The fourth concept presupposes a rather extensive knowledge of the

history of musical intervals. With this .knowledge the concept is fairly ob
viow, but without it there is a wide gap between statement and evidence.

This gap will be filled, however, in the course of the exposition.

Theorized scale intervals, implying successive tones, have run the gamut
from 1 to three-digit and even four-digit numbers in the history of music,
but the story of consonance-that is, the story of man's acceptance of simul
taneous sounds as consonances-has been much less adventurous. Even
now, in our Western "golden age of music," we imply and comprehend, as
a people, no odd number higher than

5

as a consonance, or-even if we

acccpt certain claims regarding the so-called dominant �eventh chord and
the diminished triad (see page 124)-at least no higher than 7.

Surveying in retrospect the conjectured. millenniums that have carried

5,and actually living a part of the hundreds of years of move
5 to 7 (it was three hundred years ago that Marin Mersenne

us from 3 to
ment from

called 7 consonant 1 and less than a decade ago that Paul Hindemith called
Mersenne's consonance "chaos"'), standing here uncertainly
contemplating the serried "infinity" of

9,

1 1 , and

uis-a-vis7 and

1 3 in the dC{;ades or cen

turies or millenniums ahead, we may well pause to ponder the inscruta
bility of man and his apparently lethargic cochlea.

'Hindcmith, eraJ' 0/ Mrui;:41Composilifffl, 1 :78; Combaficu, MlUu-lu /..4wIOMbohlifffl. 128.
'Shirlaw. TIwat7 ".I H."'''''�, 32.
'Hindcmith, (;raJ" / MwsU41 Com/MIi,ilnl, 1 :38.
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In the:: face:: of such Ie::thargy it re::quires both temerity and good luck to
announce:: with impunity that Monophony e::xtends its boundarie::s of conso
nance through the number 11. Yet the fact is that it does so; and, lest the
charge be made:: that Monophony is too futuric to be of contemporary value,
it can be demonstrated that man has already responded to prodding, and
this in the infinitesimal span of a single lifetime. That is to say, human ears
have reacted to consonances of 1 1 in a manner to make us wonder why
they have had to wait so long. Furthermore, in the tuning of the Chro
melodeon it was possible to put most of the ratios of 1 1 in perfect tune simply
by eliminating beats or by establishing the correct wave period by ear
(sce:: page 139). This is ample evidence that the capacity of the ear is far
greater than history reveals 'or the current art of music acknowledges.
It is probable that as early as the beginning of recorded history the na
tures of 2/1, 3/2, and 4/3-the odd-number identities of t and 3-had al
ready been divined,sincewe know that mathematics was a highly developed
science in the ancient cultures of Egypt and China. Whether in such an
cient cultures these intervals were ever related to what we know as con
sonance can only be conjectured. The first historical statement interpreted.
as defining intervals in terms of their consonance was made by the father of
geometry, Euclid, who ascribed this quality to 2/1, 3/2, and 4/3. Thus all
ratios of 3 or under were calle::d consonant at least as early as the fourth
century B.C.·
The four ratios of 5, namely 5/4, 8/5, 6/5, and 5/3, were recognized as
scale degrees by Archytas in the fourth century B.C, and by subsequent
Alexandrians,lo but some sixtu:n hundred years passed before they were
recognized as "imperfect consonances" by Odington,lI and three hundred
more years before Zarlino, in the sixteenth century, accorded them com
plete recognition along with a perce::ptive analysis. Just a century after
Zarlino, Mersenne introduced a ratio of 7 as a consonance for the:: first time
in historyl1; though all the intervals of 7 (7/4, 8/7, 7/6, 12/7, 7/5, 10/7)
had been given by Pto!e::my in his reorganization of the Greek modes in the
second century, they were never called consonant}'
'Hc-imholt:r., &"1alilHlS oJ TOM, 226.
l'Hawir.ilU, HislMy oJ l/w &i."C, aNi Pradi" oJ MIUU:, t :12. Archytu used S/4 in hi. explana·
tion of the Greek enharmonie genus-the other Ihne ratiOl of S wele implied, &I • ".quare" of
thb IC&te .hoWl (lee page I1t).
IIHughes,"'!bcoreticalWrilcnon Music," in O:cjMt/ Hisfllryoj M1UU:, Introductory Volume,t29.
I1Shirtaw, Tlwry oJ HII11f1lN1y, 12, 19.
uHawkilU, llillllr} oj lht ScUlICt anti Prat:lu:t oj MIUU, 1:12.
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BASIC MONOPHONIC CONCEPTS

7'5

Tarti ni, another century later (eighteenth), accepted and reinforced
claim 10 consonance, both in his theories and in actual playing of the

violin. I. In the three centuries since Mer�nne at least seven important
theorists have oppo�d its inclusion i n the arcanum of consonance and at

least as many more have approved it.l� The number 7 is not represented in

our current theory and seldom in our current practice, and the issue is still
sky-high.

The numJx:r 9, though not a prime, is nevertheless an identity in music,
simply because it is an odd numJx:r-not a multiple of

2;

it is the only

identity in this category that comes within the limit arbitrarily imposed for

15

this theory. The number
delineating tonality it

is

is in the same category, but for the purpose of

outside our arbitrary limit.

The ratios of 9 include two with numbers that are multiples of 3 or less :

9/8 and 1 6/9. These are a special case,
ratios of 1 and 3 they were theorized

as will be seen later; along with the
in ancient China, allegedly in the

twenty-seventh century RC., as scale degrees of the pentatonic, though

never called consonant. lt
The other ratios of

9,

9/5. 10/9, 9/7, and 14/9, are given as
all ratios of 9 are considered comparative

namely

scale degrees in Monophony, and

consonances, depending on range of pitch, on the extended or close: form
of the interval

(9/4,

for example, as against

9/8),

and on the quality of the

153). The same observations hold for the ratios of 1 1 ,
1 1 /8, 1 6 / 1 1 , 1 1 /6, 12/11,
11/10, 20/1 1 , 1 1 /7 , 14/1 1 , 1 1 /9, 18/ 1 1 .
The ratios of 13 are given in Kathleen Schlesi nger's explanation of the
ancient Greek harmoniai (�e Chapter 18), and isolated ratios with even

instrument (see page

all of which are found in the Monophonic fabric:

larger prime numbers are found in the scales compiled by Ptolemy. Miss
Schlesinger makes no claim for the consonance of 13, which is of course a
comparative matter anyway. The Monophonic fabric, being predicated on
a limit of
the ratios

1 1 , for
of 13.

the reasons discussed in Chapter

8,

does nOt encompass

In referring these data to the diagram or dramatization of the history
of consonance (Diagram

3),

the reader will doubtless find many points

HI'errctl, Q."ufiOJll DJ MWii&ol Tlurwy, 91.

L·ho: Menenne, Tarlini, Euier, F�liJ, $crre, Hallplmann, Ellia, Pern:tt, Meyer; CM/.a:
Zarlino, IXto;:arleJ, Rameau, Hclmho\ll', btting�n, Riemann, Brown.
"Richard, "Olinese Mwie," in UsI Dj Asi.:! M"KaC.tW, 1 :307 (December, 1902).
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obscure--- exposition in relation to diagram or vice versa-until he has fin·
ished Chapter 15, on the history of intonation, and Chapter 18. on con·
temporary Ju.n Intonations. Concept Four may be summarized as follows:
In ttrmJ' DJ consonance man's we DJ musical mattrials has jollOWtd Iht scale of
musiull inttrlJols expressed as Concept Om; from till tarlitst times il has progressed
from the unison in tilt direction DJ tht grtat infinitude DJ dissonance.

CHAPTE.R SIX

Instruments for Demonstration

The Empirical Method
IT

MAY BE

said once again that this volume was written for those who

are searching for more than intellectual openings to musical investigation;
indeed. only the conviction that there are such has made its preparation
seem worth while. And the first act in proving that one's purpose is to ex
cite mlujeal brain action, as well as the usual kind, is the preparation of an
experimental instrument.

The impulse to the growth and evolution of music

s
i

generated by the

human ear. not by the piano keyboa.d, without which the harmony classes
of this day and age would be inoperative. And the missing element which
the human ear wants and needs most is a musical instrument capable of
expressing an infinite range of ideas and of infinite mutability, so that ideas
can first be tested, then proved or corrected.
In suggesting directions· for experimental instruments the more im
portant historic intervals are specified first. Over these there can be no
controversy, and it should be refreshing to the student actually to hear
scales which theorists have been discussing and frequently quarreling over
for at least two thousand years, many of which they probably never really
heard. In the following chapters application of the forty-three Monophonic
intervals is specified and, finally, various modern or new-old schemes,
which are analyzed in the light of the Monophonic concepts, a procedure
which cannot be omitted with any conscience.
After initial demonstrations of intervals on immediately adaptable
instruments the next step should be instruments of greater musicality. The
avenues for intonational intrigue and the opportunities for exploration are
exciting in prospect, appalling in number, and unpredictable in direction.

The Academic Impasse
The late Day ton

C.

Miller, path-finding acoustician with poetic in

stincts, has these apposite words to add on the role science might play:

95
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The science

of sound

should be of inestimable benefit in the design and con·

struction of mwical instruments, and yet with the exception of the important but

small work of Boehm in connection with the Rute, science has not been exteruively
employed in the design of any instrument. This can hardly be due to the impossi
bility ohuch application, but rather to the (act that mwical instruments have been
mechanically developed (rom the vague ideas of the artist as to the conditions to be
fulfilled. When the artist, the artisan, and the scientist shall all work together in
unity of purposes and resources, then uruwpectcd developments and perfec tions
will be realized. . . . The artulic world has rather disdainfully hdd aloof from
systematic knowledge and quantitative and formulated information; this is true
even of mUJicians whose art is largc:ly intellectual in its appeal. The student of
music is rarely given instl1.lction in those scientific principles of music which are
established. Yean are spent in slavish practice in the effort 10 imitate a teacher,
and the mentaJ faculties are driven to exhaustion in learning dogmatic rules and
factJ . Experience indicates that a month devoted to a study of the science of
scaJes and chords and of melody and harmony, will advance the pupil more than
a year spent in the study of harmony as ordinarily presented.

.

.

.

Unfortunately i t is not only the artistic world that is guilty of disdain.
Science also has been reluctant to undertake the thankless groundwork
essential to the improvement of musical instruments except where com
mercial exploitation looms in the background. In general, science has also
refused to focus its illumination on the deficiencies of current musical
theory, treading with feet of absorbent cotton when it skirts the sacred
dogma of the art of music, if not actually discouraging reformatory or
tangential endeavors. Almost any beok by an acoustician that one hap
pens to pick up contains the implication, if not the positive assertion,
that it is futile and irreverent to look for anything better than the present

Equal Temper ament In his general attitude Miller is one of the refresh.
.

i ng exceptions.
Some seventy-five years ago Colin Brown, in a lecture at Anderson's
College, Glasgow, anticipated Miller's remarks in discussing the study of
music theory: "From the earliest times, crude, imperfect, and erroneous
hypotheses, misnamed theories, have been often assumed, and facts of all
kinds have been taken for granted or sought out, and made to fit them.
The result has been disastrous to Musical Science. It has long been neg
lected, and all but unknown as a popular study. In no school or college in

our

country has it been distinctively taught as a branch of education.

ITIu SckMt 0/ MlUutd So""I/J, 261-26$; quoted by pe:rmislion of The MacmiUaD
pany.
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Theory and Art engross universal attention; while Science. which takes
precedence of them both, is overlooked and forgotte n."t
In attempting to correct an illogical situation a man tends to become
an extremist, and very often he deliberately exaggerates illogicality in the
belief that arguing past the mark will improve the chances that those he
wants to influence will come closer to the mark. But actually the question
of which "takes precedencc"-theory, art, or science-is beside the point,
and until the educational formula is corrected the pioneeri ng com�r
must determine to develop in himself whatever faculty is required, to make
himself into a scientist, an artisan, a historian, a creator of music.
Since Brown and Miller cried in the academic wilderness the picture
hall changed little if any, else we would find fewer complainers in our own
day. Not all these get into print; one that does iSJacques Barzun, who finds
that "of all the unmusical people in the world, so many have become in
structor! in counterpoint and heads of conservatories that they must permit
the physicist to play with his tuning forks and the historian with his special
kind of notes . . . . Their attention is focused on rules and number!, and has
not been drawn to the meaning of what they work with.'"

Ratios, the Unchanging Value, on a Harmonic Canon
In any art the creator must have more than mere desire : he must have
tools. And it seems to be the curse of music that it requires more tools and
more years for acquiring knowledge and instruments and facility than any
other. Just what technical and intellectual qualifications the creator must
have before beginning work is moot. One thing is certain, however: chord
structure, chord sequence, form, and the other subject matter of instruc
tion in composition changes from generation to generation and differs from
type to type and from individual to individual. There is just one element
in all the study of music which does not change : the ratio. And the reason
the ratio does not change is simply and wholly because physiologically the
ear does not change except over a period of thousands or millions of years.
Several types of experimental instruments may be built or adapted,
without excessive work or expense, for the purpose of establishing the var
tMIt1i& ill (Ammoll Thillll, J, 5.
ie
, j"
IT
",
d

Amt,ic", 118 (qoo!ed by permiAion or Linle, Brown

tic: Momhly Press). It Ioeeml pertinent to obter� that &nun

generic:, DOt the Iptt
ific: Monophonic:,

1oe1Ue.

&.

UICI

Company and the Atlan_

the WOI"d "numb<:n" in a
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ious quantities of this unchanging value. One of the easiest, but hardly the
most efficient even when carefully constructed, is the monochord. the
Greek kanon, the root of our word canon, the law, or the giver of Jaws. 4 The
monochord -harmonic canon-is simply a sound-box which is wholly en
closed except for apertures on the sides to permit escape of the amplified
sounds. One or mou: strings' (guitar strings or piano wire) are stretched
over the box from nut to bridge. A movable bridge, which cuts off any de
sired string proportion, is then supplied (see the photographs fol lowing
page 236).
Piano or zither tuning pins-both of which may be obtained at piano
supply houses-or even guitar or mandolin tuning gears may be used in one
end, and dowels or screws around which to fasten the strings in the other;
the end piece in which the tuning pins are placed should be of some kind

of hardwood,

and

the top (or belly), back, and sides of a thin, soft wood;

spruce and redwood both have good resonance. For turning the zither pins

a tap wrench, obtainable for a few cents at a hardware store or at any large
five-and-ten, serves very well. The pitch of the open strings should be ap
proximately that for which the strings were originally intended; for exam
ple, the third string of a guitar should be tuned t o a

2/1 below 1/1-392 ("C"

below "middle C"), and the distance on the harmonic canon-or "poly
chord" -from bridge to nut should be approximately the same as it is on the
ordinary guitar, about 25 inches.
The most critical feature of a harmonic canon is the movable bridge. For
accurate results it should be no higher, above the belly of the instrument, than
nut and permanent bridge, since a high bridge increases both the tension and

the length of the string. 1 have experimented with bridges just high enollgh

to give a good tone, using guitar first strings, and the results varied greatly from
theory. However, a first experimental harmonic canon need not be nearly as
elaborate

as

those pictured herein ( Chapter 1 2 ) , since four strings and their

appurtenances, and six pieces of wood (aside from the: movable bridges) for
the: soundbox arc the only essentials. A harmonic canon is a simple and direct

way of beginning an investigation into tonal resources, and Ellis has sho wn that
the variation from intervals which would be implied by the axiom of frequencies
irl\'e�l)' proportional to string lengths, under fairly good conditions, " are

'Uh Ihe monochord i.:I very liable to elTOl'," wrila E1liJ, the Creek deductiON regarding
harmonic �w "were happy ,eneraliurions from necessarily imperfect experimc:nu." E1Jis in
Hdmhollz, St"-Sgliollr of To"", I Sn.

IHarmonic canon iI a preferable: term for the hutrumcnt, lincc a lingle Itring ("mono"
chord) is iruuffidenl for proper expcrimentatioD.

,
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the maximum deviations (ram just intervals implicit

in twelve-tone Equal Temperament. But it must

be

kept in mind that results

on a harmonic canon arc almost always approximations.

On the Cello
The cello has se\'eral features to recommend it as an experimental in
strument aside from its well-known musicality. \'\'ith the bow, sustained

tones in double stops are possible ; the eyes are normallyc1ose 10 the finger

board in playing; there is plcllly of room for small·inten·al marks on the
long fingerboard; and pinheads or brads or other indicators are easily ham
mered into holes in the fingerboard which have been prepared' with an
awl.' Instead of inserting pinheads or brads immediately, however', it is
perhaps a good plan to wrap a thickness of heavy paper around the finger
board and paste it securely; marks on this will be substituted for pinhC'ads,
and in this way the investigator can experiment until he is sure what he
wants. Also, a bridge lower than that ordinarily used, to decrease the extra
tension on the strings whcn high SlOps are made, is advisable.
The main disadvantages of the cello are in part the same as those of
the harmonic canon. Non-uniformity in strings and in bowing technique,
increase of tension i n stopping, inexact stopping, and the almost uncon
scious

uS(:

of vibrato, etc., are factors not conducive to a realJy adequate

intonational investigation. But with all its faults, the experimental cello
nevertheless represents an immediately feasible beginning, the end result
of which might be unpredictably fruitful.

On the Harmonium
A third possi bility is the harmonium, or reed organ, which in another
American age rt:po�d in the parlor or nearly every home. Evt:n now an
'That rrequenciet are in�ncly proponional to .tring lengths is nrictly true only unda per
fttt conditiON. Emlla)'l that if a "heavy IITing of uniform deNity, perfect elasticity, of no thick
nell, but capable of bearing a coNiderable Itrain, could have iU vibl'ating length determined
with perfect accuracy_nonc of which conditions can be more than roughly fulfilled"-then
would the pitch numben of iu patu be "invcnc:iy proportiOl\al l0 their lengthl." Aleuntler J.
Ellis in Hclmhohz, 011 IM S,>ualio.u ./ TIIN, 441; quoted by perm;'ion of LongmaN, Green
and Company, Ltd.
'Such an aCt '�p.eKntJ the fil\al tlegr�c of unspeakable �ffrontery to the: average cellist. It
"disfigures" hi1 in1\1ument, and, what is worK, il KelTll to iruult his mUlM:ianship. The creative
artisans ",ho wandered off lhc beaten paths to nolve the viol family wen: obvioully not activated
by luch In c�ggcntcd .elpeel for the thingl they were born 10.

'
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occasional harmonium i s seen in the second-hand stores if not in a neigh
bor's basement or attic. The harmonium lack! the mutability of the har
monic canon and the musicality of the cello, but it does have the capacity
to present consonances with at least temporary accuracy, and it is a comfort
to anyone who has studied. the piano even casually to have the familiar
keyboard under his fingers. Several seu of reeds-four or five-are really
necessary for any extensive investigation; these can be obtained either from
a reed organ company or a reed organ repair man.
Reeds are tuned. by ilCratching the base of the vibrating flange to Ratten,
and by scratching the tip of the flange to sharpen, This may be done with
a small file or other sharp instrument. Some sort of simple harmonic canon

(or the experimental cello) is a great aid in tuning; an approximation of the

tone desired can be found on the harmonic canon, and then be refined to
exactitude by sounding it with the reed of a small-number relationship and
continuing the scratching process until beats are eliminated and the correct
proportion of the fundamental sounds attained (see page 139 for the
Chromelodeon tuning guide).

Doubtless other irutroments or contrivances for experimenting with

ratios will suggest themselves to the experimenter. Pipes are possible but
not easy, and an: never advisable without monitoring by a more dependable
tonal medium. I The "laws" governing the behavior of a column of air in

a flute or reed-blown pipe are intricate and capricious in the extreme.

Dayton C. Miller observes that uone cannot even approximately calculate
the length of a flute tube which will sound a given note [tone] ; one cannot
by theoretical calculation locate an)' finger hole on a flute tube which wilf
produce a given tone ... •

Four-Part Designfor Measuring Ratios
A stretched string is a thing of beauty, and the laws governing its
performance are comparatively simple . .For the benefit of those wishing to

peer into the musical forgotten or unknown via the harmonic canon or the
cello, parts of string lengthS to be measured off' from the nut for one
(the interval

2/t

2/1

will of course be found by measuring off half the string

'Richard Stein, SallOn theOl'ist, C(lnstructcd 11 dadnc:t in "quartcrtona" about 1906.
Ovcrmycr, "Quartcr·Tonct-and l...cts ," in If,.,ni"," Mtrnl", 12:207.
'If,,<<iDttJI HiS/My Df /N &ilflu Df &Und, <43; quoted by pcrmiaion of The MacmiUan Com
ny.
�

Ratio. . . . . .

Part

to

STIUNG ONE: JUST INTONATION OF THIRTEEN OEGREES
(more will be given in Chapters 7 and 8)

16/15 10/9 9/8 6/5 5/4 4/3 3/2 8/5 5/3 16/9 9/5 15/8 2/1

1/1

be

meallured off 0

1/16

1/10 1/9 1/6 1/5 1/' I/l l/8 2/5 7/16 ./, 7/15 1/2

STRING TWO: TWELVE-TONE EQUAL TEMPER"WENT

Ratio. . . . . . .

1/1

196/185

meallured off

o

11/1%

Part

to

be

Ratio. . . . . . .

55/49 44/37
6/55

7/44

63/50

578/433

99170

433/289

100/63

13/63

145/578

29/99

144/433

37/100

37/22 98/55 185/98 2/1

Part to be
meallured off 15/37 43/98 87/185 1/2
Ratio. . . . . . .

STRING THREE: PYTHAGOREAN HEPTATONIC ( LYD'''N)
1/1

9/8

81/64

4/3

3/2

27/16

243/128

2/1

o

1/9

17/81

1/'

I/l

11/27

1 1 5/243

1/2

Part 10 be

meallured off.

STRING FOUR: WIXOLYOIAN HARMONIA

Schlesinger ratiot . . . . .

Monophonic ratio . . . . .

Part to

be

·The

measured off

(DIATONIC)

ACCORDINC TO SCHUSINGER t

14/14

13/14

12/14

11/14

10/1 4

9/14

8/14

7/14

1/1

14/13

7/'
1 /7

14/11

7/5

14/9

7/'

2/1

3/14

2/7

5/14

l/7

1/2

0

1/14

double equiVOC.lltion involved in .tipulat;
n g temperamellt on a vibrating lU"ing

the inherent falsitiea of the Itring and the constitutional fauitiea of Equal Temperament_mwt
be remembered. If the condition. .urrounding the Itopping of a IIring were perfect, these ratios
would not be adequate for perfect Equal Temperament; they would have to be determined by
logarithmt. The ratios above are taken in part from EIliI' tablco (Elli. in Helmholu:, Sm.Ullinl
of TOM, 453......56); n
i eertain cue. I .ubttituted Other ra,ios fOl" tt.c.e Ellia Itipulau:. bec.aUIIe
they have smallcr numben and achieve equally dose reaulu, or because they achieve dOllel re•

•ulu

witho!.u a great increa!oe in the li� of the numben. See Appendix

clotClt to hund.rcdJ of cent.l-IOO,

200, 300, etc. The .bove ratios

1 for the ratiol that come

arc all within about a tenth of

a cenl of perfect twelve_tone Equal Temperament.
I n determining the ratiO\'! of this Kale by scven_place logarithms, the fint d"gree is the
"

twelfth root of 2, v2, Ot" 2 to the one_twelfth power, 21/11. The whole Kalc might then be ex.
-

pressed; I _21/'l..2'/ Il..2,1 Il..2./1 l..21J.L2'"L2J/l1_21J "_2'/'l..211/'l..2"/ 'L2'"'' (2) . The log.
of 2 (.30IOXlQ) iJ divided by 12, and thia quotient sI UC«sIivdy multiplied by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10, and 1 1 . n.e <=OI'T"'poDding .ntilogatilh.... of theae resulu, multiplied by 100,000, Over
100,000, which rcpresent.l 1, give the ratiot. The ICvcnth degree, 2":', is of counc determined
by the squarc root of 2, and give. thc to-called tritonc, the exact half of thc 2 /1. The ratios of

i

(he "equal semitone" ate, with progrc.ive accuracy: 18/17, 89/84, 196/185 (sce Appendix

I.)

Petcy C. Buck p:iVCI .n admirably eoncisc explanation of the mathematical praceSll in, .nd

the gcometrical nature of, Equal Temperament: "When the number I mu been twelve timea
multipHed by \he twclfth root of 2, the r",ult ia 2; when the number 2 has been 10 multiplied
twelve timea it becomes 4; the number 4 to multiplied becomea 8: and thc numben reached
.rter each proc::ua of twelve multiplieatiolll fOt"m the Geometrical ProsrCSlion I , 2, 4, 8, 16, CIC.,
etc." AtOW"licr fin" Musuia<u, 8B; quoted by pctmisJion of Oxford Uni'�nity Prc•.

tTILIGruk AII/OI, 12.

tThc Sehl"'inger ratiot arc

bated on part.l of Itring lengths, explained in Chaplcr
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length)

are

given on the opposite page, for various scales, and the method

ology established.lo
To stimuJate the comparative faculties, it is advisable to give the har
monic canon four strings and to mark each string of either this instrument
or the cello with a different system of intonation, �rhaps

as

follows: the

fint string in Just Intonation; the second in Equal Temperament; the
third in a Pythagorean heptatonic scale, and the fourth in the Arithmetical
Proportion for one of the ancient Greek harmoniai in the diatonic geow,

all

given by Kathleen Schlesinger. For a true comparison all four open

strings should be of the same pitch, perhaps four first strings (guitar or
cello). A more thorough investigation would require that all four strings
(those for the cello in the usual tuning, 4/3-1/1-3/2-9/8 : "G-G-D-A" l1)

follow a single plan, with a separate paper covering for the cello finger
board for each of the four systems.
To the extent that this chapter fails

a!

a stimulus to action it becomes

an amphigory. The little four-part design on the opposite page, a specific
plan of initial action, is intended as an implement to assist the lovers of
music theory in making the modern

C(JfPUS

of their art a little less dtijcti.

The significance of all these ratios will become clear in the development
of the Monophonic argument and with further knowledge of the history of
intPnation. For the present, isolated situations will be pointed out.
Note the 5/4 Uwt "major third") as compared with the Pythagorean
81/64, and �e fourth mark from the nut under Equal Temperament
(which would give the "major third")-also other comparative degrees'!!
UIn the Harlltl1ri Di&/j_y of Mwi&, page 361, it a Knte!\« which reads: "Logarithmic fre.
quencie. are particularly important_in faet, inditpenaable-in all calcuLaliolU toneerning tem·
i lervall (e:llotie teale.)." The ratiCJJ of f�uencie., computed
pered intCl'VllII or mlcrotonie n
logarithmically, � a great Q)nvenienee in ealeulating �ual aDd mc&nIOnc temperamenu, aDd
the Ioguithmie .;Ieviee of centt hold. many ihorteutl n
i analyzin, any teale, but logarithmic
eomputations to determine the ratiOl oHrequencie. ofthe degr<:e. ohoy jut! teale-"microtonic"
or "dilllonic," exotic 01' Camiliar-are. to uy the leut, unealled fOl'. The ratio of each degr<:e u
the ratio of ia frequencicl.
Ill( the open "0" l!finS it called 1/1-98, then the rll.t;OI of thit tuning would be eotTeC1ly
ellprellCd: 2/l-1 /1-3/2-9/4. The ratlOl in the tellt abow; follow the plan of pracrving the ..me
Iymboll in every 2/1 of a mUlieal gamut, Cllplaincd on page 79.
"In analyzing thcJe few jUlt ralia. the w;ry ingenioUl device of a "mulieal Ilide rulc,"
luggated by LkweUyn S. Llnyd (A Moui&G1 Slid, Rwl,) might profitably be eumined. On two
Itip' of cardboard, found n
i the eover pocket of hit book, Uoyd marb the points of jUlt and
tempered 1lCa1e. on an equal graph_that it, any 3/2 (O!' "perfect fifth") interval, CO!' eumple,
il .hown u a eoNtaot paper dittance; both llipl are limilarly marked, on the whole. When
another tonality thaD dat thOIen u 1/1 (or "keynote") it de.ired, the If:OI)nd ofthe cardboard
.Iipa it moved up to any dciired point against the edae of the fint, lhowing immediately whether
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Note also various pentatonic scales: 1/1-9/8-5/4-3/2-5/3-2/1 and
1/1-9/8-4/3-3/2-16/9-2/1 in the justly intoned scale, and 1/1-9/8-4/33/2-27/16-2/1 in the Pythagorean (also present in the just scale, with the
same sequence of intervals between degrees, but starting on another
degree). The ratio 7/4 in the Mixolydian, according to Schlesinger, is
MUl, the tonal center of the scale in the most ancient Greek theory, which,
in conjunction with the number of equal divisions of the whole string,
determined the scalc's ethos (see Chapter 18).

Arithmetic and Geometric Divjsions
The terms aritllmtlic and geometric are frequently used by music theorists
in discussing proportions of a string, but they are seldom explained as they
pertain to the actual proportioning of a sounding body. It might be a good
idea to begin an explanation with a small interval on the harmonic canon,
or cello, say the ratio 9/8. This interval is found at one·ninth of the string
length from lhe nut. If this distance from the nut is divided in half, that
half nearer the nut will give the interval 17/16 and the other half the
interval 18/17. Multiplying both numbers of 9/8 by 2, and inserting the
sequential odd number between them, all three intervals-9/8, 17/16,
18/17-can be shown: 16:17:18. This is an Qrilhmttj, division of lhe interval
9/8. In the ordinary demands of SIring proportioning it always gives corn·
parativc1y small·number ratios.
All other successive·number ratios can of course be divided arithmeti·
cally in the same way: 2/1 is divided 2:3:4 (a "fourth" and a "fifth" make
an "octave") ; 3/2 is divided 4:5:6 (a "minor third" and a "major third"
make a "perfect fifth"); and 4/3 s
i divided 6:7:8 (no translation possible),
and so on.
We find that this procedure gives us a lIiJuai division of the difference in
string lengths between the sounding bodies 9 and S, into two equal parts,
but it Obviously does not give us an aural division into two equal parts
(17/16 is wide'r than 18/17). To effect an "equal temperament" of two
intervals within 9/8 we have, for the practical purpose of measuring off
a string length, recourse to the ninth proposition in the sixth book of
the triad tones of the new tonality, or "keynote," or any of the tone, of the new "diatonic" 1C�1c,
arc available in the originalteri" ofjUlt degreel. Lloyd's observiltions apply only partially when
the just ratios lpecified ilbovc arc e)l.panded into the full [ortY_lhrcc.d�gree Monophonic K.k,
but the "musical slide rule" is not difficult to make, and onc might alJo mark it for the full
Monophonic xale.
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Euclid's Elements, the "ninth of the sixth," well known to those sixteenth
century theorists concerned with the problem of temperamenL
It is easy enough with a small celluloid right angle on which millimeters
are marked to adapt the "ninth of the sixth" to this particular problem on
the harmonic canon. If the string is 700 mm. long, one-ninth of it (the stop
for the ratio 9/8) will be 77.8 mm. Draw a line of this length on a sheet of
paper. Now subtract 77.8 mm. from the original string length, 700, and
mark off another 9/8 ratio-that is, mark off onl":-ninth of 622.2 mm., or
N,I

I•

77.8

mm.

/./
69.1 mm.

DIAGRAM 4.-AOAPTATIQ:-; OF EUCl.IO'S " NINTH

69.1 mm.-and

01'

,I

THE SI)I.TII"

extend the line to this point. We now have, marked on

a

piece of paper, a hypothetical string with two successive 9/8 intervals. The
second of these two intervals is visually shorter than the first, but we know
that aurally they are equal, because they are both 9/8's.
Now draw a second line, from the point where the hypothetical string
crosses the nut, in any acute angle, and also mark off on the second line
77.S mm., the first 9/8 distance, from the nut point. Connect the ends of
the twO lines of the angle, making a triangle. Finally, draw a line parallel
to this third line through the point of 77.8 mm. on the first line (broken
line in Diagram 5). The point where this parallel line crosses the second
line will be a division of the ratio 9/8 of the hypothetical string portion
77.8 mm. into twO equal parts aurally, that is, a division of the subjective
$ound into two equal parts. This is a gtometric division.
The mathematician has logarithmic ways of finding such geometric
proportions and ascertaining the nearest ratio for them that are intellec-
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tually more exciting for him, but for the practical purpose of giving the

reader a glimpse into some of the intonational lucubrations of the pure
theorist the solution adapted from Euclid is quite adequate. And since any
tempered interval possesses immanent inaccuracy, there is no particular
gain in accurately working out its inaccuracy to the point of anguish. In
this volume such divisions into equal aural parts as the above are presented
only for the value of contrast.
I strongly susJl(:ct that men of scientific and mathematical bent show
a partiality to temperaments because these offer them teasers for their
arithmetical intellects. Just Intonation is too laughably simple. It takes
them back to the seventh grade. The particular problem ofJust Intonation
is not calcula tion but application. Application is a problem of physical
device, and physical device has an emotional connotation; more often i t is
not intellectually and mathematically intriguing. Colin Brown's ingenious
ap plication of Just Intonation is extremely intriguing, however (see Chap.
ter 18).

applied to incipient systems of music arithmetic and geometric (the
geometric is more frequently called the Harmonical Proportion) concern
a whole s tring length, or other sounding body. and have already been
discussed (see page 175 for a diagram of the Arithmetical Proportion).
As

PAR T 1I/

The Resources of Monophony

CHAPTER SEVEN

Analysis of the 5 Limit

T'" Athletic Ear

By

NO MEANS consistently in the passage of time, but nevertheless with
certainty of direction, the world has advanced its harmonic thinking
through a limit of vibrational relationships expressible by the number 5.
Practice and theory are in happy agreement through this point, but beyond
this point they part, at least occasionally. Practice, in a cappella singing, for
example, reveals proved advances beyond the 5 limit, whereas theory, in
dealing with musical resources and in the building of instruments of fixed
intonation, studiously excludes any higher prime number.
The following discussion treats of the intervals implied, though not
always heard, in modern harmonic usage. By "implied" we mean that the
ear jumps the distance between what it actually hears and what it wants to
hear. Whether the ear enjoys its jumps and through frequent exercise and
a naturally happy disposition becomes athletic and actually prefers jump
ing is a hotly debated point. My own conviction is that the capacity of the
ear would be better realized if it were allowed a few respites-if "con
sonances" were actually consonances, and not quasi-consonances.
The seven 5-limit ratios which are implied in Equal Temperament are
shown below, first in their natural sequence of pitch, later as identities in
tonalities. Intervals between degrees are shown in smaller type, and this
plan for presenting scales and chords will be followed throughout the book.

Cents . . .
Degrees

.. 0
. . . 1/1

315 . 6
6/5

Cenu . . .

Cents . . . . 884.4
Degrees . . . . . 5/3
. . .

Cenu . . . . . . . .

25/24
70.7

6/5
315.6

.

498 . 0

386 . 3
5/4

16/15
1 1 1 .7

1200
2/1

'"
315.6
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4/3

702 . 0
3/2

9/8
203.9

16/15
1 1 1 .7

813.7
8/5
25/24
70.7
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Assuming that we are building a true or just scale on "G," the
above scale may be translated: <CC
Bb-B--C-D
- -Eb-E
G." This is
obviously not an evenly spaced scale; the comparatively wide intervals
from 1/1 to 6/5. 4/3 to 3/2, and 5/3 to 2/1 will be filled after presentation
of the tonality potentialities of ratios within the 5 limit.
--

Coexistence of HMajor" and er Minor"
this purpose: the Incipient Tonality Diamond, depicted in Diagram
6, is the most graphic method. Each succession of ratios between solid lines
is a triad-the 1 , 5, and 3 Odentities of an Otonality, given within a 2/t.
Each succession of ratios between dotted lines is also a triad-the I , 5, and
3 Udentities of a Utonality, given within a 2/1. It is thus evident that in
tuning all intervals of the 5 limit correctly on 1/1 ("G"), we have not only
a true triad on 1/1 but, willy·nilly, five other true triads-that is, a total
of three true Otonality triads
11
and three true Uronality triads.
Moreover, the character of
each ratio begins to reveal itself
,
fully. We see that I , or any
,
number found in the geomet·
,
rical
succession of doublings
,
,
4
5
based on 1 (2, 4, 8), is part of
,
'j
'{
1
5
a ratio which is per se a unity,
,
>
that 3 or a doubling of 3 is part
,
8 11'
,
of a ratio which is per se that
,
II ! '
identity of tonality, that 5 is
"
I
part of a ratio which is per se
i�
that identi tyof tonality. If these
LOWER ?'f J' L
'
HIGHER
21
numbers are the over num
DIACRAM 5.- THE INCIPIENT TONALITY
bers, the ratios of which they
DIAMOND
are a part are Odentities of an
Otonality, with an under Numerary Nexus. If they are the under num
bers, the ratios of which they are a part are Udentities of a Utonality,
with an over Numerary Nexus.
The Otonality on 1 / 1 shows the Odentities I, 5, 3, above, and has the
Numerary Nexus 1 (2 and 4 are doublings based on 1 and have no identity
apart from 1 ; see page 88); the Otonality on 8/5 shows the Odentities
FOT

"

,

"

,

,

.

01 '

- - - - - - -

.
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1 , 5, 3, above (8 is in the sequence of doublings based on 1 , and 6 is the
doubling of 3), and has the Numerary Nexus 5 ; the Otonality on 4/3
shows the Odentities 1, 5, 3, above (4 is in the sequence of doublings based
on I), and has the=: Numerary Nexus 3. The Utonality under t /1 shows the
Udentities I, 5, 3, below, and has the Numerary Nexus 1 (4 and 8 are
doublings based on 1 ) ; the Utonality under 5/4 shows the Udcntities 1, 5,
3, below (4 is in the sequence of doublings on 1), and has the Numerary
Nexus 5 ; the Utonality under 3/2 shows the Udentities I, 5. 3, below
(2 is the doubling of I), and has the Numerary Nexus 3 (6 is the doubling
of 3).
The Numerary Nexus of Otonalities is thus the under series of numbers,
and the Numerary Nexus of Utonalities is the over series of numlxrs. The
single calor used to designate the Numerary Nexus of a given tonality, in
the calor analogy explained in Chapter t 2, assists in the identification of
tonality on the Chromelodeon.
The phenomenon of tonality is primarily established by the triad
Otonality or Utonality-with the identities as shown in the Diamond :

1-5-3. Because each line of ratios has

a

Numerary Nexus the identities are

in the relation 4:5:6 (ascending) for Otonalities and in the relation 1/4: 1 / 5 :

1 / 6 for Utonalities. If we stipulate three different identities for a chord
these three give the maximal consonance, and this fact is indubitably
related to the psychological phenomenon of tonality, with the impression
of tonal polarity it establishes around the 1 Identity, or unity.

As relationships to the sound vibration expressed by the number 1, the
Incipient Tonality Diamond is more readily comprehended if the ratios
in the "lower 2/1" (Diagram 5) are expressed in the correct acoustic
manner: as 4/5, instead of 8/5; 2/3, instead of 4/3, etc. Thus, downward

1/1 (in 1 / 1 Utonality), the 5 Udentity has four-fifths (4/5) of the
vibrations of 1 , and the 3 Udentity has two-thirds (2/3) of the vibrations
of 1 ; whereas upward from 1 / 1 (in 1 / 1 Otonality), the 5 Odentity has
five-fourths (5/4) of the vibrations of 1 , and the 3 Odentity has three
halves (3/2) of the vibrations of 1 .
from

tr

Minor" Tonality and Its Qgest£oned er Root"
In the matter of Otonality ("major") this Incipient Tonal1ty Oiamond

holds nOlhing unfamiliar to the music student, since

3

always represents

the so-called dominant degree of the scale, and 5 always represents the
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SO<alled. mediant degree of the scale. In Utonality ("minor") the concep
tion is somewhat different, since the series of identities descends in pitch

from its unity, though the practical results are exactly the same; the unity

is here the "fifth of the chord." The long controversy

(see

Chapter 15)

as

to the correct location of the "root" of the "minor" triad is rhetoric, so far
as creative music goes, since the composer needs no grr:ater authority than
his fancy to put the "root" wherever he wants to put it. In the final chord
of a cadence i t is quite natural to put the 3 Udentity ("root") at the bottom,
since the natural position of the unity in the Tonality Diamond is at the
top.
The revene view of Utonality might be compared to a map that is
drawn

so

that the compass direction south points to the top of the page,

north to the bottom. This view of a map, "upside down" according to
present practice, would show all the land configurations reversed but it
would not change the features of geography in the least. Nor does looking
at Utonality in a descending manner change the character of Utonality
in the least. In maps it is merely a matter of custom to make the top north ;
in musical theory it is essential that the custom of building the correlative
identities of Utonality upward be reversed-for the numbers of the ratios
and

their naturally descending

inclination cannot

be denied.

Blonlc Walls <ifNommclature
Regardless of whether the nomenclature of current musical theory is
adequate for current practice, it has two prejudicial aspects: first, it di·
vorces the facts of the science of sound from the practice of the art of

music-a bit of supreme irony; and, second, it is incapable of the elasticity

which would permit iu continued
sion such

as

use

in any theoretical demarcht or expan·

Monophony. The superficiality of iu terms is manifest:

"minor," for example, does not in itself convey anything of fundamental
significance. Hence the necessity, in this exposition, of a complete reor
ganization of nomenclature.
Further, there is an es pe cial pitfall in the ordinary terms "third of the
chord" and

"

fifth of the chord," since in Otonality, as here analyzed, the

"third of the chord" is the 5 Odentity, and the "fifth of the chord" is the
3 Odentity; "third" is 5 and "fifth" is 3. The term "of the chord" will
consequently

be avoided as much

as possible.
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Dual Identities
To return to the Incipient Tonality Diamond, it is evident that each
ratio is primajacie revelation of its potentiality. We see, immediately, that

5/3

is capable of being the

5

Odentity ("mediant") in an Otonality, and

that, at the same time, i t is capable of being the
Utonality. We see immediately that

3

Udemity ("root") in a

3/2 is capable of being the 3 Odentity

("dominant") in an Otonality, and that, at the same time, it is capable of
being the unity ("dominant"), or

1 (2 is the doubling of 1), in a

Utonality.

Thus every ratio may be taken in at least two senses, and one ratio, the
Prime Unity, may be taken in six senses, since it is represented three limes
in the Incipient Tonality Diamond, and each ratio has two numbers.
This faculty of a tone-of serving in more than one sense-is considered
essential to modulation by most composers. After seventeen years of com
posing in this particular system
making an

Q

I

disagree at least partially. However,

priori grant of the essentiality of the faculty, we see that in a

Monophonic JUSt scale of merely seven degrees w e already have a total of

eighteen senses (six ratios of two senses each, and one ratio of six senses).
In Equal Temperament there

are

twelve tones, any one of which may

be taken in twelve senses-given a lenient disposition IOward the twelve
tone scale (sce page 163; also Chapter

17),

which makes a grand total of

144 semes. The fact that these senses are frequently not as sensible to the
ear as they arc intended to be will be discussed in another connection.
Suffice i t to stress the fact that the eighteen senses of our incipient scale of
seven degrees within the

5

limit are the senses intended.

This extended analysis of the Incipient Tonality Diamond is basic to
a

thorough understanding of the intricate and subtle tonality relationships

of the Monophonic system, with its hexad basis of tonality-that is, through
the number

1 1 , which

will be presented in the next chapter. Intricacy and

subtlety are inherent in a musical system of numbers, even within a

5

limit,

and because of the nature of the human animal they become a delight to
both his mind and his ear.

Multiple-Number Ratios

As is seen in the seven-degree ,-limit scale above, there are three com

paratively wide gaps, two of

315.6

centS each and one of 203.9 cents. By

1/ 4
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subdividing these lacunae it is possible not only to increase the degrees

of the scale but to inc.rease the number of tonalities, and since it is not
possible to do

50

with the ratios having numbers limited to 5 or under,

multiple-number ratios of

5 or under are appropriated.

The question as to whether the ear prefers a ratio composed of multiples

of small prime numbers to a ratio of approximately the same width which
involves smaller numbers but a larger prime number is one that cannot be
answered categorically; each instance s
i
a different problem. The fairly
close intervals 9/8 (203.9 cents) and 8/1 (231.2 cents) are an example.
Considered only

as

melodic relationships to 1/1, the ear might generally

prefer 9/8. in which both numbers are multiples of 3 or less, to 8/7, a ratio

3. There
are, however, many instances in which a composer will prefer 8/7 for

with smaller numbers but involving a prime number higher than

melodic or tonality considerations; the ear by no means always prefers the
multiple-number ratio

(see

below).

However, to complete closely related triads we will keep the scale

5 limit for the present. Six new ratios, composed of numbers
which are multiples of 5 or under, are added in two of the wide gaps,

within the

those at the beginning and end of the scale given above, thUll increasing the
number of degrees to thirteen:
11t.7
(new)

Cents . . . . . . . 0

16/15
Dc!=' . . . . . 1/1
25/24
16/15
70.7
111.7
Cenu . . . . . . . . .
Cenu . . . . . .498.0

Dc!=' . . . . . 4/3
Cenu. . . . . . . . .

. ,.

315.6

386.3

10/9

9/8

6/5

5/4

81/80
21 . 5

16/15
1 1 1 .7

813.7

884.4

3/2

8/5

5/3

16/1.5
1 1 1 .7

25/24
70.7

25/24
70.5

16/15
1 1 1 .7

996 . 1
1017.6
(new)
(new)
16/9
9/5
25/24
16/15
81/80
70.7
21 . 5
1 1 1 .7

1200

(new)
Dc!=' . . . . . 15/8
Cenu . . . . . . . . .

203 . 9
(new)

702.0

203.9

Cents . . . . . . . 1088. 3

182.4
(new)

16/15
1 1 1 .7

2/1

To put it in another way, each of these multiple-number ratios is the

5 limit: 8/5 X 4/3 -32/1 S, which, reduced
within a 2/1, is 16/15; 5/3 X 4/3 -20/9, which, reduced. is 10/9; 3/2 X 3/2
result of two ratios within the
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-9/4, eeduced, 9/8; 4/3 X 4/3 - 1 6/9; 3/2 X 6/5 - 1 8/10, on reduced
teems, 9/5; and 3/2 X 5/4 - 1 5 /8.
Symmetry is inherent in a Monophonic scale. It is not planned; it is
inevitable. Starting from 1 / 1 upward and from 2/1 downward there is the
same sequence of intervals between degrees to 4/3 and 3/2 respectively,
which are separated by the exactly central 9/8. It follows that each ratio
has its complement ("inversion") at the corresponding point from the
oppo,ite end of the 'cale, 16/1 5 X I5/8-2/1; 10/9 X 9/5 - 2/ 1 ; 9/8X
16/9 -2/1 ; 6/5 X 5/3 -2/1 ; 5/4 X 8/5 -2/1; and 4/3 X 3/2-2/l.
The wide gap between 4/3 and 3/2 will not be subdivided now. The
ratio generally used in translating Equal Temperament into terms of Just
Intonation is 45/32, thus:

4 /3

45/32
IlS/128

3/2 ,

16/15

which gives the so-called tritone (the sum of three "tones"-200 cents +
200 cents + 200 cents-a compounding of fallacious nomenclature) . Al
though this ratio is composed of numbers which are multiples of 5 or under,
they are excessively large for a 5-limit scale, and are sufficient justification,
either in this form or as the tempered "tritone," for the epithet "diabolic,"
which has been used to characterize the interval. This is a case where, be
cause of the largeness of the numbers, none but a temperament-perverted
car could possibly prefer 45/32 to a small-number interval of about the
same width.
In the Pythagorean ratio 8 1 /64 both numbers are multiples of 3 or
under, yet because of their excessive largeness the ear certainly prefers 5/4
for this approximate degree, even though it involves a prime number higher
than 3. In the case of the 45/32 "tritone" our theorists have gone around
their elbows to reach their thumbs, which could have been reached simply
and directly and non-"diabolically" via the number 7. However, since 7
is outside the province of this phase of the discussion, the lacuna 4/3-3/2
will be abeyed, temporarily.
The nature of multiple-rlUmber ratios is to be considered later from two
aspects-from the standpoint of their incidence in the hypothetical Per
petual Tonal Descent and Ascent (next chapter), and also from the aspect
of graphs of their harmonic curves (see Chapter 9). For the present it will
be sufficient to ascertain what these ratios (and a thirteen-degree scale)
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have accomplished in increasing the number of tonalities beyond the six of
the Incipient Tonality Diamond.

Secondary Tonalities in a 5 Limit
Because they involve muhiple·number ratios the eight new tonalities
(four Otonalities and four Utonalities) within the 5 limit will temporarily
be called secondary-they will not necessarily be secondary in an I t -limit
system.
OrONALlTIES (upward)
1 Odentity
(Unity)
3/2

S

6/5
16/'
16/15

'I'

Odentity 3 0dentity

15/8
3/2
10/9
./ 3

6"

9/8
9/5
4/3
8/5

UTONAlITIES (downward)

t Udentity 5 Udentity 3 Udentity
( UniIY)

16/15
4/3
9/5
3/2

4/3
5/3
9/8
15/8
'I'

16/9
10/9
3/2
5/.
6"

The previous assertion that a ratio is primaJacit revelation of its poten
tiality still holds in these secondary tonalities, once the unity is ascertained,
although a bit more mental effort is involved. In the secondary Otonality
on 3/2 we know tha[ 3 1'(:proems the 1 Odentity or unity of an Otonality
(since the over numlxr represt:nts an Odentity in an Otonality); the 5
Odentity must therdore Ix 3 X 5, or 15, and the 3 Odentity must be
3 X 3, or 9. The Numerary Nexus of this Otonality is 1 (2 and 8 are in the
sequence of doublings).
In the Otonality on 6/5 the triad 1'(:veals itself Ixner if it is wrinen
6/5-30/20-1 8/10, multiplying the middle ratio by 10/10 and the third
ratio by 2/2. We know that the 6 in 6/5 represc=nts the 1 Odentity or
unity, that 6 X 5, or 30, is the 5 Odentity, and that 6 X 3, or 18, is the 3
Odentity. The Numerary Nexus of this tonality is 5 (20 and 10 are in the
sequence of doublings on 5).
In the Utonality under 15/8 the triad is bcner revealed if written
15 /8-60/40-30/24, multiplying the middle ratio by 20/20 and the third
ratio by 6/6. We know that 8 represents the 1 Udenuty or unity of a Uton·
ality (since the under numlxrs rep1'(:sent Udentities in Utonality); that
8 X 5, or 40, is the 5 Udentity, and 8 X 3, or 24, is the 3 Udentity. The
Numerary Nexus is 1 5 (30 and 60 31'(: doublings basc=d on 15). All the other
secondary tonalities can of course be clarified similarly. The intervals be·

ll7
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tween identities is always

5/4-6/5, upward

(or Otonalities, downward for

Utonalities, and this sequence can be tested; for example, the

16/15
6/5 up

5/4 upward from 16/15-16/15 X 5/4 =4/3; and a
ward from 4/3-4/3 X 6/5 =8/5. In the 15/8 Utonality: a 5/4 downward
fmm 15/8-15/8 X 4/5 -3/2, and a 6/5 downwa,d fmm 3/2-3/2 X 5/6
5/4.
Two further secondary triads would become available if 25/24 were
inserted between 1/1 and 16/15, and its complement, 48/25, inserted
between 15/8 and 1/1, both ratios having numbers which are multiples of
5 or under. However, these two ratios were not included in the larger
Otonality: a

�

Monophonic fabric and con�quently will not be considered here.

Summation ofthe j-Limit Resources
In recapitulation: a scale of thirteen degrees tuned correctly on

1/1

("G" in this theory-it could be any pitch) gives fourteen tonalities, seven
O[Onalities and seven Utonalities, each with identities complete through
the predetermined limit, that is,

5.

As for the senses in which the thirteen degrees may be taken,

and

4/3

may each be taken in six;

6/5, 5/3, 5/4,

and

8/5

1/1, 3/2,

may each be

taken in three ; and the other six ratios may each be taken in two, making
a total of forty-two senses.
To be sure, this does not begin to compare in mobility, granting the
hypothesis regarding the desirability of many senses, with the

144

senses

(assuming the "chromatic" maximum) of Equal Temperament; yet it
shows far greater capacity than most theorists accord to so meager a Mono
phonic system, and, more important, the procedure as a whole points the
way to continued investigation and experiment.
Furthermore, within the circumscribed resources of a

5 limit,

tonality

is restricted to the triad, the basis of present-day tonality. Variety in the
quality of tonality calls for extension of the triad basis with its single

1-5-3

quality (or-with "inversions"-three variants of the same quality) . Al
though it has been stressed that partials in certain arrangements and ener
gies, which impart quality to a single musical sound, are a d.ifferent con
cept from the series of identities of a tonality, we can learn how to impart
quality from this phenomenon, and with the introduction of all identities
through

1 1,

in the next chapters, variety of quality is offered in almost

bewildering abundance.
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The expansion of man's consciousness of musical materials is evident in
two facts: first, the 3 l imit for intervals of the most perfect consonance;
second, the 5 limit for intervals of the simplest "diatonic" scales, in the
process of evolution since Pythagoras (discussed at some length in Chapter

1 0).
A formula is thus manifest which, along with harmonic, psycho

physiological, and historical considerations, becomes the justification for
the extension of the limit to t 1 .

CHAPTER EIGHT

Application of the [ [ Limit

The Problem of7
THE MUSICAL realization of Europe's eighteenth and nineteenth cen
turies was preceded, and in some measure at least indirectly prepared, by
a succession of learned men, some of whom were perceptive and daring :
Odington, Vicentino, Zarlino, Salinas, Galilei, Mersenne, Descartes, Ra
meau, Tartini, and others. These were mostly theorists, to be sure, but
nevertheless aggressive participants in the musical thinking of their day.
Among them there was no agreement that a 5 limit should prevail, but
because it was expedient in the building and tuning of fretted and keyboard
instruments and because its demands on notation were less complex, and
fer no other primary reasons, it did prevail in practical music. By the time
the value of the harmonies that 7 involves had been theoretically recog
nized the patterns of both instruments and notation, with their 5 limit,
had fixed themselves too definitely in the education and theoretical think
ing of the army of musicians to be dislodged.
In another way the men whose work is widely recognized as the heart
of the "Western Golden Age of music" -Bach, Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven,
and many more-were also daring men, who simply appropriated as a
medium of expression whatever was at hand, which happened to be instru
ments and notation based on the 5 limit.
In the wake of the golden-age masters came a second series of men
whom ....e. cannot call daring. These were the devoted admirers of the
masters, who implemented their admiration with textbooks in which works
of the masters were analyzed in the most scholarly fashion and rules laid
down stemming from such analyses, who noted, in countless pages, each
and every exception to these rules as found in the works of the masters,
and who fe�ntly devoted themselves to tying music to the age of the
masters-and incidentally to the nUUllJcr 5-fur ever and ever and ever
and ever.
1/9
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This is the setting and a part of the

dramatis persoMt

of the struggle

between entrenched theory and the golden-age music on the one hand,

and investigative theory and unconscious desire on the other, over the 5

limitation. From the standpoint of academic theory, the gate to 7 was

slammed shut two hundred to three hundred years ago by a corpus of
significant music which apparently confined its harmonic structure to less.
But if the paint on the "forbidden" sign and the catches on the gate were
ever very effective, they are now seemingly in need of attention, because
Hindemith goes to some pains, in recent writings, to refurbish the sign
and to hammer a few more nails into the rickety proscription. I
And even though rickety, because of inertia, the theoretical proscrip

tion still holds, despite the fact that

7, 9, and 1 1

were propounded as com

ponents of current scales in ancient Greek music, 2 despite the fact that 7
was called consonant and demonstrated to be consonant by Mersenne in
the middle of the seventeenth century,' and thereafter by Tartini. Euler,
Seore, Perrett,4 and despite the fact that the comparative consonance of
the ratios

7/4, 7/5,

and

7/6

and of the triad 7:9:1 t is at least tentatively

acknowledged in hearing after hearing.
The reasons are two and easy: lethargy and the piano, the latter being
incapable of the 7 and 1 1 ratios, though

7

is sometimes vaguely implied.

In the face of something that amounts to a collective exasperation over
the problem of 7 it may seem little short of absurd to appropriate all the
ratios through the number

t1.

But the reasons for so doing are basic and

ample, and-of supreme significance-experience with the sounds them
selves is a final and decisive testimonial to the reasons.
Instruments designed to solve the problem of expansion are suggested
in other parts of this work (see Chapters 6 and

12). At this point the reasons

for the Monophonic stand at the number 1 1 will be discussed, with the
tacit admission throughout that an

11

limit

i
s

wholly arbitrary, and without

any implication of finality. These reasons fall into three categories-psy
chological, harmonic, historic.

Wiry liu Break 10 I1i-Ihe Psychological Reason
In the break to

11

a more expanded scale is inevitable, and in the

theory here presented the number of degrees is tentative1y tied to the num
ber of fixed tones on the Chromelodeon-forty-three to the

2/1.

'Shir�w, TNory 0/ HmmMl,}, )2.
'C"ift _/ MIUi&iJl C"",positiatl, 1 :)8.
'Hawkit1ll, Histor,} oftlw &U,." .nd Pr«ti&, of MIlSi&, 1 :)2. 'PerTC,n, Q�ti(ffU of MU$i&al Tlum." 40.
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The common reaction to this disclosure is: can the human ear perceive
so many degrees in the 2/1 ? The unequivocal answer is: it can, and fre
quently a good many more, depending largely on the range of pitch in
which a test is made. It is not necessary to cite the experiments of scientists
to corroborate this assertion, since seventeen years of playing music in a
forty-three-tone scale and of slow playing of the scale for the most exacting
scrutiny, in the full glare of a line-up, have repeatedly corroborated its
ptrceptibility. �
The smallest interval in the Monophonic fabric measures 14.4 cents.
Were this interval to be duplicated throughout the 2/1 in equal st<�ps the
result would be a scale of eighty-three tones to the 2/1 with 4.8 cents as a
rerp.ainder. Consequently, if every degree of the forty-three-tone Mono
phonic scale is heard clearly, the implication is that eighty-three degrees
would also cc heard clearly, and this potential in the average devotee of
music has been amply demonstrated ; the persons I have encountered who
are unable to hear this particular interval of 14.4 cents can be numbered
on one hand.
The test has always been made in a median register, an� inasmuch as
the ability to perceive gradations of pitch diminishes at the acute and
grave ends of the auditory sensation area, there might be legitimate skep
ticism of the Monophonic fabric in these outer ranges; but since by far the
greater proportion of sounds heard in any music are in the median register,
the doubt is a somewhat academic one. Furthermore, music is not a fantasy
of chromaticism. A scale is a source of materials, from which chords and
melcdies are drawn, and in which the scale as a scale appears only occa
sionally if at all.
Several psychologists have made a point of differentiating between two
allied abilities, which for musical practice seem to boil down to ( I ) the
ability to perceive differences in pitch and (2) the ability to perceive dif
ferences in width of interval. Gilben J. Rich concludes from his experi
ments that the first is about six times as acute as the second. At the range of
pitch of about 275 cycles, for example, he finds that the ear perceives
differences in pitch of about one cycle, but that it requires an addition of
'Both Seashore and Fletcher givc graphll showing average pitch ditcrimination. For the

range of pitch from approximately the ICcond to the third "C'I" above "middle C" Seashore
giva an averagc maximum of .bout three hundrt"d "jUllt-noticeable dilfe�OCCI," with a given

dcereua markedly n
i the lower
_h6wto .imilar conc!usio.. S�.." .""

intensity and timbre. Tbi. a,bility variel with individuals and
�IwI�V
ran,... of pitch. P

HtlUjlll, 152.

.., MllJk,

60. Fletehn-'� gral"h

.
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six cycles to hear a difference in width of interval. I The experiment was
conducted with pairs of successive tones, nOt simultaneous soundings, and
apart from data of a melodic nature that may have been obtained it is
hard to perceive any significance in the experiment, or to perceive, for
musical as opposed to putative psychological purposes, any difference be
tween the abilities in regard to pitch and width of interval unless the sub

ject of consonance-dissonance is also introduced (see page 4 1 5 for a more
definitive discussion).
"The employment of small intervals

is

therefore limited [because of

Rich's experiment]," writes the psychologist Ogden

"for although the
,
smallest interval used in our music is considerably larger than a bare differ
ence of volume {interval width], it would be impossible to use intervals
much smaller {than the semitone} without approaching the region of
liminal uncertainty.,,7 In view of my experience in presenting the music of
Monophony I am compelled to say that this statement and the many others
which resemble it are made on the basis of an error and a lack; the error:
wrong or insufficient experimental direction ; the lack: absence of, or an
absence of an interest in, actual music which proves the contrary.
Ogden himsel£ tends to agree. "Let us not be dogmatic," he writes,
for "if the threshold for volume difference (interval perception) were low
ered, there would be an increase in the range of permissible intervals, and

we are in no position to deny this accomplishment to the musicians of
certain Oriental peoples." B

The intonational thesis of Monophony is fourfold: first, the expres

sion of true or just intervals in an expansion from unity; second, augmen
tation of the chromatic potential; third, expansion of tonality; fourth,
attainment of variety in the quality of tonality. Regarded in this light,
the forty-three degrees as a tonal succession need no justification beyond
the statement that each separate degree is easily perceived in the com
mon registers of music.
pl!oJ0V, )0:145-150. Pronounce.
..,,,1 JQU.J'tt(I/ of Pr
'''SlUdy of Tonal Anribulcl," in Amm"
authority
menu of Ihil _t which have becn lossed inlo the mUlical pond by high academic
without an
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who do nol
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the "un.
that
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11 LIMIT

13?-The stimulation which the break to 1 1

causes will undoubtedly provoke the question : why not include 13, and
what would be the effect of this inclusion?
The ratios within the 1 1 limit total twenty-nine, and wide gaps are
divided by fourteen multiple-number ratios according to the pallern of
successive intervals established by those within the

11

limit. The additional

ratios of 1 3 would number twelve, and additional multiple-number ratios
geared to the new pallern might number six, making sixty-one tones to the
2/1. From a scale standpoint this is not objectionable, and from a har
monic standpoint it is far from objectionable. Also, from a historic stand

point it would render practicable all the diatonic harmoniai of the ancient

Greek aulos, as expounded by Kathleen Schlesinger (see Chapter 18).
The reasons why Monophony proceeds to the limit of

tt

are basic and

quite specific, as will be: seen, but the reason for resting at the limit of t 1

is a purely personal and arbitrary one. When a hungry man has a large
table of aromatic and unusual viands spread before him he i s unlikely to

go tramping along the seashore and in the woods for still other exotic fare.
And however skeptical he is of the many warnings regarding the unwhole
someness of his fare-like the "poison" of the "Iove:-apple" tomato of a

comparativel y few generations ago-he has nO desire to provoke further

alarums.

The Harmonic Reason
From a harmonic standpoint the expansion of Identities 1-3-5 through
7-9-11 provide:s a new and highly intriguing triad, and immcdiate:ly makes

possible a wide variety in quality. The six identities of a single Otonality
or a single Utonality may be combined into twenty diffe:rent triads, into
fifteen different quadrads, and into six different quintads, and

if various

"inversions" and extended forms.of the possible chords are considered, the

total is multiplied Kveral fold. They arc given below, expressed in identity
terms:

The twenty triads
1-3-5
1-3-7

1-5-9

1-3-9
1-3-11

1-7-9
1-7-11

1-5-7

1-9-11

1-5-11

3-5-7
3-5-9
3-5-1 1

3-9- 1 1
5-7-9
5-7-1 1

3-7-9
3-7-11

5-9- 1 1
7-9-1 1
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The fifteen quadrads
1-3-5-7
t-3-S-9
1-3-5-1 1

1-3-7-11
1-3-9-1 1
1-5-7-9

1-5-9-1 1
1-7-9-1 1
3-5-7-9

1-3-7-9

1-S-7-11

3-5-7-11

3-5-9-11
3-7-9-11
5-7-9-11

The six quintads
1-3-5-7-9
1-3-5-7-11
1-3-5-9-11

1-3-7-9-11
1-5-7-9-11
3-5-7-9-1 1

On the basis of numerous tests there can be little doubt that the number
7 is implied-though very badly impli�d-throughout today's musical
thinking. The ratios 6/5 and 5/4 are impli�d in all our triads, and the ear
though it prefers fact to implication-quickly realizes the implication,
despite the fact that these intervals are one-sixth and on�-sev�nth of a
semitone out of tune, respectively, in Equal TemPerament. Likewise, but
to a lesser degree, the ear tends to realize the implication of 4:5:6:7 (in
Monophonic ratios 1/1-5/4-3/2-7/4) in the "dominant seventh" chord,
even though the 7 ingredi�nt is a third of a semitone too sharp in Equal
Temperament. This explanation of the chord-positing the consonant 7
Odentity and avoiding the dissonant 9/5 {l/1-5/4-3/2-9/5-the best
such chord possible in a 5-limit theory)-has been advanced by a long line
of important men in science and theory, beginning at least as early as Euler
(eighteenth century). Also. the car tends to recognize the "diminished
triad" as 5,6,7 (in Monophonic ratios 1/1 {5/5]-6/5-7 /5, or 5/4-3/2{6/4]7/4) even though the 7 ingredient is again too sharp in Equal Tempera
ment, this time a sixth of a semitone. I!
Inconsistencies in the 5-limit thinJcing.-In the "pure scale era" of sixteenth
century Italy the "diminished triad" was frankly called consonant by
theorislS.1O To anyone who has taken the trouble to make the t�sts it is in�Uill haw; tt;ed hArd t o find the "diminished lCw;nth" quadTilld in the Jer;a ofpartials.
Thit chord it a "diminitt-icd triad" with a "minor third" added. What kind of a "minor third"
to add, however, i t a problem. The ratio. mUllt havc a Numerary NcXUl ifthe quadrad i. to have
maximum CONOnatnoe, but f
i the next interval in the seria of partiatla, 8fT, ;. added, .0 that the
chord ill .5:6:7:8 (1/1 [.5/.5�/S-7/.5-8/.5), it ioKa ill characteristic mlUical qualit y. To preserve
a Numcrary Ncxus, Ellis pottUl.J.tCII his "septendccimal harmony," 10:12:14:17 (1/1�/.5-7/5-

17/10, Of .5/4-1/2-7/4-17/16). &/lil in Hclmholu, S,lIIl1tiolll

#f T_,

146n, 464, 469. The two

highat tonel n
i the quadnd arc in the ratio 17/14 (faUing between 6/5 and 11/9 in the MoDO
phonic rabJic; ICe below). tu.
i writes, "The chord 10:12:14:17 • . . it a a)mparativdy .mooth
dixord IUpnior 10 the te
....pcn:d form." For the mOln p.IOrt thit.upo:riority is of eoutH due to the
initial 5:6:7.

l'LIoyd,

M.uic l1li4 SouNl, 6.5.
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conceivable that a human ear could react to the Pythagorean 1 / 1-32/271024/729 (the third ratio a Pythagorean "minor third" added to a Py.
thagorean "minor third"-32/27 X 32/27), or to 1/1-6/5-36/25 (the
third ratio a 6/5 X 6/5), or to 1 / 1 -6/5-45/32 as consonant. The ear could
jump the distance between what it heard and what it wanted to hear, or
al least a part of the time-voices and viols intoned unconsciowly the con·
sonance 5:6:7 and the ear found it infinitely pleasing. Hence the label.
The tendency of the ear to try very hard to hear what it knows it does
not hear will be discussed at length later. It is palpably not a constructive
argument for Equal Temperament; it is quite negative-an eagerly ap·
propriated balm for the sins of comm..ission (or of omission, depending on
the viewpoint).
Inconsistencies in the �limil thinking.-Going backward chronologically, an
exactly parallel situation to this implication-plus·prohibition of 7 prevailed
in the Middle Ages with respect to 5. The Pythagorean scale of 1/1-9/881/64-4/3-3/2-27/1 6-243/128-2/1, giving the highly equivocal 81 /64
(21.5 cents high) instead of 5/4, and 27/16 (also 21.5 cents high) instead of
5/3, was generally theorized as the basis of music.1I These ratios were pos·
tulaled because theorists were afraid of the number 5, preferring the 81 /64
and 27/16 derivatives of the number 3 thought process. Yet there is not a
musician, having been conditioned to the idea of more acoustic "thirds"
and "sixths," who would not admit that what the ear tried to assume in the
above medieval scale-if the ear ever actually heard it-was 5/4 and 5/3
instead of 81/64 and 27/16.
The same lethargy now prevails respecting the number 7, which offers
no dissonant ingredient in either the "dominant seventh" chord or the
"diminished triad," but only further consonance, and all because 7 lies out·
side the 5 limit of our mental cage. We grow to love our chains, which is
always human but only occasionally sufferable, since the results are only
occasionally rational.
To chain oneself, as a creator-to impose limitations within which to
work-is a legitimate exercise of personal freedom; to be forced to endure
such limitations because of a conspiracy of factors quite beyond the ordi
nary creator's control is a musical horse of another color.
Only oneJurtlur step to 11.-In the so--called chord of the ninth the Identity

IIHawlr.ins, His,.;! of Uu .xi'I!#:' and P,«I�. of Mw", I :400n. Iu .:arly .. 1482 Ralni. de
Pare;' poinlcd OUI Ihc diJcrc�ncy belween Pythagorean Ih<::ory and aClual praClicc. SchJa...
ingcr, "Greclr. Foundaliolll of Thc«y," iD MItSi.:tU. SI..rrJ�d. 27:177.
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9 is implied very well in current music, since this particular 9 (9/8 and
16/9), as represented on the piano and in tempered scale theory, is only 3.9
cents too sharp or flat. But the other ratios of 9 are badly represented ; those
involving the number 7. for example, are 35.1 cents false, an out-of·tuneness
quite sufficient to destroy their subtlety.
If we agree that 7 and

9 are

already implied to an incipient degree in

present-day music, and that in practice-as oppos«! to theory-7 and

9 arc

already at least partially accepted, there is just one further step in Monoph
any-to the number 1 1 -and not three further steps. The musician will un
doubtedly ask: if we concede that the "seventh of the chord" sometimes
implies the Identity 7. and the "ninth of the chord" sometimes implies the
Identity 9, whycannotthe"deventhof the chord" imply the Identity 1 1 ? The
answer is that in Equal Temperament the ear does not realize the implica
tion, and if the ear does not realize an implication, it does not exist.
Repeated tests have confirmed this assertion. The

7

implied by Equal

Temperament in the chord

5:6:7 is 17.5 cents false, and the 9 implied in
the chord 4:5:6:7:9 is only 3.9 cents false, whereas the 1 1 implied in
the chord 4:5:6:7:9:1 1, or in any part of the ch6rd, is 48.7 cents false.
Moreover, the 7 and 9 Identities are much stronger than 1 1 . Since the im
portance of an identity in tonality decreases as its number increases (see
Chapter

1 1), 1 1 is the weakest of the six identities of Monophony; hence the

necessity for exact intonation. The bruited argument that the larger the

prime number involved in the ratio of an interval the greater our license in
playing the interval out of tune can lead only to music-theory idiocy. If i t
is not the final straw-to break the camel's tympanum-it is at least
turning him into an amusiacal ninny.
Although Arnold Schonbc:rg has called <IF;;" the

11

Identity in the "key

of C," quite without reservation, 12 the fact is that the 1 1 Identity is virtually

a Hquartertone"-48.7 cents- below HF�1l in the "key of C."

It seems ob

vious, even when the effort is not as conscious as Schonbc:rg's, that in this
modern day

lAM

are trying to expres$ harmonies of 7, 9, and

instruments anti no/alion-designed for those oJ 3 and

11

in a $ystem

5 only.

The Historical Reason
Perhaps it is significant, perhaps not, in discussing the historical aspect
of the stand a t

11,

that in the theoretical exposition of Ptolemy, A1exan-

""Problcma or Harmony," in Mod" " Moui" 11 :170.
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drian scientist of the second century, the ratios within the

11

limi t are either

given or implied, as a body. "Implied," in the sense intended here, does
not signify any sort of temperament; it signifies a realization of all intervals
between degrees (see page

t 72). These scales were either Ptolemy's own,

or

versions by Archytas, Eratosthenes, or Didymus, explaining the diatonic,
chromatic, and enharmonic genera in terms of monochord ratios. Although

11

prime numbers larger than
as a body; that

is,

are

appear, they do not appear nor

implied

11

not all possible ratios within a limit higher than

are

given or implied.
I n Ptolemy's scales there is enough evidence to warrant the conclusion
that his procedure was generally governed by the principle of appropriat
ing the smallest-number ratios permissible to the purpose of the scale in
question. In this light it is quite natural that he should have used all the
ratios of the

11

limit as a body.

On'entation of Ratios in the 11 Limit
The ratios of the

11

limit, totaling twenty-nine, are given below, with

the intervals between degrees and the number of cents in each degree and
each interval between degrees :

Cents . . . . . . . 0
Degrees .

. . . . l/1

12/11
150.6

Ccnu . .

150.6
12/11

121/120
14.4

315.6
6/5

Cents . . . . . . . 266.9
Otgrees . . . . 7/6
.

Ccnta. . . . . . . . .

CCnta . . . . . . . . .

99/98
17.6

CCnta. . . . . . . .

Cents . . .
Degrees .

. . . 968 . 8
. . 7/4
.

.

.

Centa . . . . . . . . .

64/63
27.3

782 . 5
1 1 /7

813.7
8/5

996 . 1
16/9

1017.6
9/5

81/80
21 . 5

648.7
16/11

50/49
3S.0

56/.55
31.2

56/55
31.2

617 . 5
10/7

S6/S5
31.2

45/44
38.9

56/55
31.2

852.6
18/11

SS/54
31.8

100/99

17.'

49/48
35.7

435.1
9/7
28/27
63.0

99/98
17.6

702 . 0
3/2
28/27
63.0

33/32
.53.2

884.4
5/3

1035.0
20/ 1 1

231 . 2
8/7

64/63
27.3

81/80
21 .5

417.5
14/11

4S/44
38.9

582.5
7/5

203 . 9
9/8

182.4
10/9

386 . 3
5/4

347 . 4
11/9

551 . 3
t t/8

33/32
53.2

Cents . . . . . . . 764.9
Degrees . . . . . 14/9

100/99
17.4

SS/S4
31.8

36/3S
48.7

Cenu . . . . . . . 498.0
Degrees . . .
4/3

165.0
l1/to

933 . 1
12/7
49/48
35.7

36/35
48.7

1049 . 4
11/6

121/120

14.4

12/11
150.6

1200
2/1

2
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The exact center of the above sequence s
i the 50/49 ratio between 7/5
and 10/7. the only place where this ratio appears, and the complement
of each interval is in the corresponding position in the other half oC the
scale.
In the previous chapter the wide imervals on either side of 1 / 1 in (he
S-generated scale-Ill to 6/5 and 5/3 to 2/t -were divided by ratios each
of which is the result of two ratios within the 5 limit. In exactly the same
way as in the S-generated scale the wide t/l to 12/11 and 1 1 /6 to 2/1 in
tervals in the new Monophonic scale are divided, that is, by multiple-num
ber ratios based on the 1 t limit; or, to put it in another way, by the result
of two ratios within the 1 1 limit.
There are two facts to remember in subdividing these ratios: first, suc
cessive-number ratios are appropriated simply because they are the ratios of
the smallest numbers available for the purpose; and, second, the successive�
number ratios to be chosen must also be multiple-number ratios based
upon the prescribed limit of 1 1 . These, coupled with the primary ratios
within I I, contribute to the further increase of new tonalities (see Chapter
10).
In a scale fabric where a given identity number is chosen a5 a limit, and
every ratio smaller than a 2/1 within it included, which is the method of
Monophony, the successive tones necessarily bear to each other successive
number ratios: note the ratios between degrees of the scale given above.

Perpetual Tonal Descent and Ascent
For the purJX>SC of considering which successive-number ratios to use a5
degrees a hypothetical Perpemal Tonal Descent and a hypothetical Per
petual Tonal Ascent are graphed. The ratios within the 1 1 limit and ratios
both numbers of which are multiples of l i ar under are distinguished by
their large size in the accompanying diagram. In theory, the Perpetual
Tonal Descent involves every successive-number ratio to the narrowest in
terval the imposed limit allows-121/120 in the scale above. which is
found in two places. Diagram 7 shows only the beginning of the descent
(and ascent). The descent begins with 2/1, and is followed by a scale on
downwaro in pitch, 3/2, 4/3, 5/4, 6/5, 7/6, 8/7, 9/8, 10/9, 1 1 / 10, 12/11,
and so on, in theory ad infinitum. Very soon-somewhere between 9/8 and
16/1 5-the ear fails to appreciate these successive-number intervals as
such (see the next chapter).
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Consider each line of the diagram as part of a hypotbetical string; con
sider the bottom of the diagram as the nut over which each string passes ;
consider the lines marked 2/1 and 1 / 2 as exactly half the string lengths,
the second halves extending beyond the diagram, at the top. The poi nt
where each string in the descent ends, within the diagram, is the point at
which it would be stopped to ob tain t he inscribed ratio, which s
i expressed
in the usual manner-a vibrational relationship to a lower constant.
The Perpetual Tonal Ascent to the 2/1 is the perfect reflection of the
descent to the unity. Its revene character is s�n better if its ratios are con
sidered as partS of string lengths to an upper constant. In this sense the over
and smaller number of each ratio represents the constant-the half of the
string not shown, above the diagram, expressed in theoretical parts of its
length-t, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, etc., progressively, whereas the under and larger
number is the representative of the tone-always one more part (and this
one part only is shown in the diagram) than is contained in the constant.
The poin t where each line of the ascent begins, wi thin the diagram, is the
point where it would be stopped to obtain the inscribed ratio. The ratios
of the ascent in paren theses are in the usual vibrational-ratio symbolism,
and are synonymous with the string-part ratios under which they occur.
The ratios of the ascent could also be considered as vibrations related to an
upper con.st'ant 1 (the half of the string not shown representing 1) without
losing their successive-number form-as onc-half of the vibrations made
by 1 , two-thirds of the vibrations of 1, three-fourths of the vibrations of I,
four-fifth s of the vibrations of 1 , etc., etc.
Given the form generally used in this volume, however, the ascent loses
its successive-number ratio character but becomes Monophonically more
recognizable, and each ratio is instantly seen as the complement of i ts
correspond ing ratio in the descent: 1/2 becomes 1/1 (total interval eclipse,
the complement of 2/1); 2/3 becomes 4/3, the complement of 3/2, the
second integral of the descent; 3/4 becomes 3/2, the complement of 4/3,
third integral of the descent, and so on. The complements are generally as
consonant or dissonant as their descending counterparts. Zarlino attributed
a superior degree of consonance to a ratio of successive numbers, consider
ing 8/5 and 5/3 as "composite" intervals (4/3 X 6/5 ., 8/5 and 4/3 X
5/4 "" 5/3) and less consonant than the intervals found consecutively in
the succession 1-2-3-4-5-6,n
.
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Like the descent, the ascent is the simplest means of access or egress and,
with the descent, subdiv ides the inordinately wide gaps 1/1 to 12/1 1 and
1 1/6 to 2/1 in the twenty·nine-degree scale given above. No other ratios
in the same range have comparable po tentialities.

Placing ofl'" Multiple-Number Ratios
The ratios available to us-successive-number and multiple-number
ratios based on an 1 1 limit-to subdivide the gap 1/1 to 12/1 1 are, from
widest to nmowes t: 15/14, 16/15, 2 1/20, 22/21, 25/24, 28/27, 33/32,
36/35, 45/44, 49/48, 50/49, SS/54, 56/55, 64/63, 81 /80, etc. Any one of
these is the result of two intervals within the 1 1 li mi t ; for example, 3/2 X
11/8 - 33/16, 0, 33/32.
The complements of these intervals, which are available to divide the
interval 1 1 /6 to 2/1, are, from narrowest to wides t: 28/15, 1 5/8, 40/21,
2 1 / 1 1 , 48/25, 27/14, 64/33, 35/18, 88/45, 96/49, 49/25, 108/55, 55/28,
63/32, 160/81 , etc . Given in parts-of-string or fractional-parts-of-l ratio
symbolism t hey would be: 14/15, 1 5/16, 20/21, 21 /22, 24/25, 27/28,
32/33, 35/36, 44/45, 48/49, 49/50, 54/55, 55/56, 63/64, 80/81, etc. Each
of these ratios is also the result of two ratios of the 1 1 limit; for example,
4/3 X 16/11
64/33, 0, 32/33.
The two gaps should contain degrees spaced approxima tely as they are
spaced in the sequence of the twenty-nine ratios shown previously, in
which the smallest interval between degrees is 14.4 cents and the largest
exactly 63 cents. Eight, four in each 12/11 gap, would seem to accomplish
this. The eight below were chosen from the possible thirty because they
are important identities of the secondary tonalities (see Chapler 10):
=

- 12/ 11 -,
r
-

I

Cent• . . . . . . . . .

I

1 50 . 6 cents
divided by

1/1
8t/80
21 .5

8 1/80

55/54
31.8

33/32

56/55
31 .2

21/20

16/15

64/63
27.3

12/11
45/44
38.9

----,
r
- 1 2/ 1 1 -

I

11/6
Cenu . . . . . . . . .

1 50.6 cents
divided by

15/8

45/44
38.9

40/21

64/63
27 . 3

64/33

56/55
31.2

,

1 60/81

SS/54
31 . 8

I

2/ 1

81/80
21 . 5

1.12
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Six other intervals in the sequence of twenty·nine ratios of the
although narrower than the two

12/11's,

limit,

require subdivision to produce a

somewhat even scale; these are:

I . 7/6

36/35
48.7

Cent$ . . . . . . . . .

4 . 16/11
Cent$ . . . . .

The widest,

28/27,

2 . 9/7

6/5

4/3

3 . 4/3

14/9

6 . 5/3

33/32
53.2

28/27
63.0

5 . 3/2

3/2

33/32
53.2

28/27
63.0

11/8

12/7

36/35
48.7

is four and one-half times as wide as the narrowest in

terval between degrees,

121/120,

in the I t -limit scale. Each of the six is

therefore d ivided , as before, by a ratio which is the sum of two inu:rvals of
the 1 1 limit, and the six new ratios are also identities in the secondary
tonalities:

I.

7/6

64/63
27.3

Cenu . . . .

3 . 4/3

32/37

64/63
27 . 3

Centl . . .

49/48
35 .7

SS/54
31.8

32/21

5 . 3/2

2. 9/7

11/8

27/20

8t/80
21 . 5

CCnu . . . . . . . . .

6/5

81 /80
21 . 5

49/48
35.7

14/9

4 . 16/ll
6 . 5/3

4/3

21/16

64/63
27.3

40/27
81/80
21 . 5

SS/54
31.8

12/7

27/16

8 1 /80
21 . 5

3/2

604/63
27.3

Six Different rritones"
rr

In the thirteen-degree 5-limit scale expounded in the previous chapter,
only one wide interval was left after the division of the two gaps at either
end: the

9/8

between

4/3

and

3/2.

In the process of explaining the twelve·

tone scale in terms ofJ05l Intonation theorists introduced the large·number
ratio

45/32

tween

as the division of this interval, "C#" in the "key of G," be
"C" and "0"; examine this same 4/3 to 3/2 interval and its division

in the complete scale of forty-three degrees:

9/8 203.9 cenu

,--

I
4/3

-

27/20

21.5

55/54
31.8

1 1 /8

56/55
31 . 2

7/5

50/49
35.0

10/7

56/55
31.2

I

----,

-

3/2

divided by

81/80
Cenu . . . .

-

-

16/11

40/27

SS/54
31.8

81/80
21 . 5
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The Forry- Three-Tone Scale
Diagram 7 graphs the sequence of steps of the Monophonic fabric
against a scale tempered to exactly twelve equal steps; the ratios that cor
respond most closely to the common chromatic scale (excepting "ell")
are shown in a larger size. Below is given the sequence of fabric degrees,
showing the number of cents in each degree and in each interval between
...
degrees, as usual:
Cents . . . . . . . 0
Deg"". . . . . . 1/1
Centl. . . . .

21 . 5
81/80

81/80
2 1 .5

SS/54
31 . 8

Cents . . . . . 165.0
Degrees . . . . ltjtO
.

CcntJ . . . . .

100/99
17.4

Cents . . . . . . . 315.6
Degrees . . . . . 6/5
�ntl . . . . . . . . .

81/80
21 . 5

.

.

CCnu. . . . . . . . .

SS/54
31 . 8

64/63

21.5

100/99
17.4

Cents . . . . . 1l46.8
Degrees . . . . . 64/11

905 . 9
27/16

1035.0
20/11

121/120
14.4

1178 . 5
160/81

81/80
21 . 5

933 . 1
12/7

968 . 8
7/4

99/98
17.6

49/48

56/55
31 . 2

813.7
8/5

45/44
38.9

996.1
16/9

81 /80

27.3

to88.3
15/8

45/44
38.9

SS/54
31 . 8

64/6 3

35.7

1049 . 4
11/6

1200
2/1

56/55
31.2

782 . 5
11/7

27 . 3

64/6l
27.3

648.7
16/11

617.5
10/7

764 . 9
14/9

81/80
21.5

470 . 8
21/16

49/48
35.7

50/4')
35 . 0

49/48
35.7

81/80

435 . 1
9/7

582.5
7/5

729 . 2
32/21

294 . 1
32/27

64/63
27.3

99/98
17.6

56/55
31.2

64/63
27 . 3

SS/54
31 . 8

Cents . . . . . . . l0I7.6
Degrees . . .
9/5
Ccntt . . . . . . . . .

SS/54
31.8

884.4
5/3

.

56/55
31 . 2

121/120
14.4

266 . 9
7/6

49/48
35.7

417 . 5
14/11

551 . 3
11/8

150.6
12/11

45/44
38.9

231 . 2
8/7

64/63
27.3

386 . 3
5/4

519 . 5
27/20

111.7
16/15

6<4/63
27.3

203 . 9
9/8

45/44
38.9

81/80
21 . 5

Cents . . . . . 852.6
Degrees . . . . . 18/11
CCntl. . . . . . . . .

8 1 /80
21 . 5

702 . 0
3/2

Cents . . . . . . . 680 . 5
Degrees . . . . . 40/27
�ntl. . . . . . . . .

182.4
10/9

SS/54
31 .8

84.5
21/20

56/55
31 . 2

347 . 4
1 1 /9

Cents . . . . . . .498.0
Degrees . . . . . 4/3
�ntt. . . . . . . . .

53.2
33/32

64/63
27.3

21.5

1115.5
40/21

56/55
31.2

-'
.,

-

LL

w

o

m
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The inevitable symmetry of the structure is apparent, just as it was ap
parent in the degrees of the 5-1imit scale (previous chapter). Each ratio has
its complement in the other half of the scaJe, and there is the same sequence
of intervals between degrees, starting from 1/1 and 2/1, and proceeding to
7/5 and 10/7, respectively. A1so, each interval between degrees is a suc
cessive-number ratio.
As will be seen eitller from the sequence of unequal quantities of cents
or from the unequal steps more graphically presented in the diagram, suc
cessive degrees cannot be equal in a Monophonic Just Intonation. No in
terval between degrees is equal to the following interval; and no multiple
of an interval will go into another interval in such a way as to form 3.
"cycle" Of "circle"; and there is no extensive "column," to use the ElIis
terminology, in a Monophonic system ofJust Intonation.

The Facts about Intervals on the Piano
The following examples are for the benefit of students of "harmony" as
it is ordinarily taught: we say that the "octave" contains six "whole tones,"
four "minor thirds," and three "major thirds," and that twelve "perfect
fifths" equal seven "octaves." The facts are that no acoustically true inter
val will go a certain number of times into a 2/1 without a varying remain
der, and that no acoustically true interval to an nth power will go into 2/1
to an nth power without a varying remainder. To be more specific: the
theoretic "major whole tone" to the sixth power -(9/8)'-does not equal
2/1, but an interval 23.5 cents wider than 2/1; the just "minor third" to
the fourth power -{6/S)6_does not equal 2/1, but an interval 62.6 cents
widf'r than 2/1 ; the just "major third" to the third power-(5j4)'-does
not equal 2/1, but falls 41.0 cents short of 2/1, and, finally, the really per
fect "perfect fifth" to the twelfth power-(3/2)I1_the "cycle" or "circle of
fifths" -does not equal seven "octaves," or 2/1 to the seventh power
(2/1)1_but is 23.S cents wider than (2/1),. In Equal Temperament,
then, to achieve its twelve equal degrees, each 3/2 is roblxd of one-twelfth
of 23.S cents, or nearly 2 cents, and the result is the ratio 149831/100000
for the tempered "perfect fifth." Now, 14�831/100000 to the twelfth
power-(149831/100000)U-does equal (2/1)7, at least for the practical
purposes of the piano. It In other words, twelve quasi-"perfect fifths" do
I� approximacian 1498)1/100000 is 2 10 the
IeVCO_placc losarithms (le" page tOl).

7/12 POWeT, aDd iI found by

nttant

of
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fit perfectly, for practical purposes, into seven "octaves," and this is the
only perfect thing about the "solution." And the ramification of evil corn·
plications in this onc little act of perverting nature is actually endless.

More Ratiosfor tiu Experimental Instrument
The cello fingerboard or the harmonic canon with computed stops
may now be marked for thirty more intervals, and the ratios learned in

relation to the thinttn that are well known. The proportions to lx measured

from the nut are always found by subtracting the under number from the
over number, using this difference as the numerator, and the over number
as the denominator, of the proportion to be measured off. Example: the
scale degree

14/11

is found by measuring

3/14

of the string length from

the nUl.

Remindtr: These proportions are for a string tuned

1/1.

For a string

tuned to another ratio, each ratio desired as a stop must first be computed
in relation to the open string; the result of this computation is then the basis
of the proportion to be measured off for the desired stop. For example, if a

3/2 and the desired stop is 1 4/9, the relation between these
two is 28/27, which indicates that the stop 14/9 is available at 1/28 of the
open 3/2 string.

string is tuned

Transposition and/or Good Acoustic Means
Composers have long been accustomed to a system that permits exactly
parallel motion by a distance of any one of the tempered intervals re
moved. This is not a capacity of Monophony except, under some circum

stances, by the most consonant intervals, 4/3 Imd 3/2. It is not possible to
transpose a highly intricate composition in Monophony from one tonality
to another and at the same time preserve the fidelity of each of the original
chord relationships-unless, of course, the composer brings a piano attitude
to his work and accepts with complacence the sixth-of-a-semitone maxi
mum falsity of tempered intervals. With this attitude any one of Mo

nophony's forty-three degrees might be used as a "keynote," and the en
suing triads would generally not be as false as they are on the piano. Given
this much laxity Monophony is capable of anything.
It is quite conceivable that an instrument could be built that would be
capable of an automatic change of pitch throughout its entire range, up or
down by any reasonable interval, and ifJust Intonation can surmount the
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many hazards and problems of initial tonal application, notation, and com
prehension, the problem of transposition may be considered minor, one for
which a solution will inevitably be found. Transposition and parallelism

are devices which have brought a false simplicity to the mental processes of
music, for which both mind and ear are paying dearly. We can be cer
tain that if good and significant music is born in Just Intonation, for justly
intoned instruments, and if this music is heard and approved, both the in
struments and their acoustic conception will

be eagerly sought and

studied, and their values recognized. And the instruments will be snatched,
at least temporarily, from the fate which is the ever-present dread of the
musical pioneer - the jaws of the room marked " Rare Instrument Collec
tion."u Good artistic results will

be conveyed through good acoustic means,

as they are not now. Few persons will know or care what the means is,
what its nature is, or how it came into being, but the rewards to some in
dividual John Doe's ear will be great.
11, can only part;'l1y symplllhiu wilh the C\lrAlor'l altitude toward nlrc and unique in.

ItrUmcnu. Paintingl and ..:ulpl1$e and many other mUICum objectl arc fulfilling their purpolC
i l"lU"
in being Iook"d at. Whethd or nol the dead can "",pcrie� Cruttralion, I for one fec:I an n
l
rum"nu to nvM, when I Ke the rc�lu oC lheir
fruatralion for thoJR arlUart. who crut"d i....
labor plac.ardcd with the injul\Clion "00 Not Touch" or displayed in locked gLass UXI.

CHAPTER NINE

The One-Footed Bride

The Fact of Consonance
ACCORDING to Galileo, "agreeable consonances are pain of tones which
strike the ear with a certain regularity; this regularity consists in the fact that
the puises delivered by the two tones, in the same interval of time, shall be:
commensurable in numbe:r, so as not to keep the eardrum in perpetual tor
ment, bending in two different directions in order to yield to the ever-dis

cordant impulses."l The fairly "perpetual" torment which is our heritage

in Equal Temperament has long obscured this aural axiom.

Here we shall examine something of the nature of the more important

musical intervals, and the procedure by which each of the Monophonic
scale degrees is tuned on the Chromelodeon wi th no other aid than the
ability of the ear to distinguish pulsations "commensurable in number" and
those which bend its tympanum "in two different directions." The con
clusions reached lead, at the close of the chapter, to a rough graph of
comparative consonance which I term the One-Footed Bride.

The Chromtloikon's Proof
After the initial pitch (1/1-392)

has been established on the Chro

melodeon by means of a tuning fork, a procedure is charted by which every
interval can be: tested in its relation to certain key ratios, and also, as a
check, to various others. To illustrate the actual mechanics of tuning, as
sume that the interval intended as

3/2 is slightly out of tune, so that beats

are heard,.perhaps two or three per second between the second partial of

"3"

and the third partial of "2," both of which should be 6 (to find the

first common partial multiply the two numbers of a ratio). If the interval is

only very slightly out of tune it is almost impossible for the ear to determine

whether it is too wide or too narrow. Consequently a test is made ; the
higher reed is scratched at its base to flat its tone. If, after replacing and

10.1'00 C. MitlaI ARKdIlIal Hislllr� 0/ I1u ScUIIe' Gj Sl!vNl, 1 1 ; quoted by pe:rmiaion of The
MlanUlan Company.
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testing the reed, the heats are faster, we know that it was a mistake to flat
it, that it was flat to begin with. Hence we scratch the reed at its tip, testing
continually, until the beats disapp;:ar entirely-that is, until the two pulsa
tions are "commensurable in number." On the harmonium type of in
strument, in which the feet control the amount of air pressure in the bellows,
the reeds may be in tune at one pressure and at a lesser Of greater pressure
be very slightly out of tune (slow beats in higher partials, which are likely
to reappear even though the generator tones may scem to be in perfect

tune) ; the reeds should be tuned at an average bellows pressure. Despite

this failing. efficient, pedal-operated bellows are generally superior, in a
musical senS(:, to an electric motor hook-up, since the (eet control the vol
ume somewhat as a violinist controls volume with his bow.
Experience in tuning the Chromelodeon has proved conclusively that
not only the ratios of

3

and

5,

but also the intervals of

7, 9,

and

1t

are

tunable by eliminating beats. 2 The proof of this experience lies in the subtle
series of relationships in the Monophonic fabric, for a ratio has not merely a
single small-number easy-te-tune relationship. but several, which pro
vide checks for every result. The initial procedure is as follows:

CHR014£LOOEON TUNING GUIDE
Interval
Relationship
(Upward)
From
From
From
From

From
From
From
From

From
From
From
From
From

From

From

1/1 8"
3/2 8"
4/3 8"
9/8 8"
1 6/9 get
27/16 get
32/27 get
8/7 8"
7/4 get
12/7 get
7/6 get
11/8 get
1 6 / 1 1 get
11/6 get
12/t 1 get

3/2

4/3

5/4

6/5

8/5

5/3

8/7

7/4

1 1/8 16/11

3/2
9/8

./3

5/'
15/8

6/5
9/5

8/5

5/3

8/7

7/'

1 1/8 16/11

27/16

16/9
32/27

27/20
81/80

16/15 10/9
40/27

160/81
12/7 32/21 10/7
40/21
21/16 7/6
21/20 7/5
9/7
14/9
33/32 1 1 /6
11/10
1 1 /7
12/11 64/33 20/1 1
14/11
11/9
18/11

'Ogdcn dcel.are$ that there it no "!Wlion" (no conaorumee, Ihal ill) in ralio. with number.
over 7. BUI he immediately amends thill by aaying that ratio. with larger numbcn "manifest
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The given tone is

1 /1-392.

Every ratio ap�aring in the column at the

left is seen first in one of the horizontal lines of ratios above. Thus, in con·
sidering "From

3/2

3/2

get"

appears first as a

3/2

immediately above ; in considering "From t 2/7 get,"

1ft

in the line

1 2/7 appears first as a

8/7 get," etc.
The first step is to tune 3/2 to 1/1-392; then 9/8. 1 5/8, and 9/5 arc
tuned to 3/2, and the relationships of these ratios above 3/2 are shown in
their respective columns in the top line of ratios. Next 4/3 is tuned to 1/1,
and, i n turn, 16/9, 16/15, and 10/9 are tuned to 4/3, the relationships of
the� ratios to 4/3 lx:ing shown in their respective columns i n the top line of
ratios. Continuing, 9/8 (which was tuned to 3/2) becomes the tone to which
two more ratios are tuned, and so on. The ratios 1 1 /8 and 16/11 arc left
3/2

above

8/7

above

in the line "From

until last. They are the least easy to tune, but by this time the ear's sensi
tivity is whetted to a hyper-sharpness, and although the ear's mind is surely
a bit weary after tuning the

122 reeds generally found

in a harmonium, it

is moved to an elementary observation: How easy it is 10 tune in Iund

7/4, for example, which is originally tuned in
relation 10 1/1, can be checked against 3/2 (in the easy-to-hear 7/6 interval),
and against 5/4 (in the easy-to-hear 7/5 interval). There are several for
each newly tuned ratio, and these are conclusive checks. I A further, less
In the matter of checks,

conclusive, but good overall check consists in sounding each two consecutive
degrees to determine in a comparative way the frequency of the wah-wah, or
beats, each pair creates. Because the forty-three degrees are fairly close it
is sometimes po�ible actually to count the wahs, especially in the lower
register. The test is of course only comparative : the wah-wah in the interval

56/55

(between

5/4

and

14/11)

will obviously be much faster than the

wah-wah in the successive interval 99/98 (between 14/11 and 9/7). How
ever, the wah-wah a 2/1 higher should be exactly twice as frequent, and
the wah-wah a 2/1 lower exactly half as frequen t.

The Sine Curve

of One

Tone

In view of the startling fact that a (orty-three-tonejust scale through the

11

limit can be tuned by ear, the nature of the aural effect which makes

varying d"gn:a of failun:" 10

"CI.lJC." Httnjtrl, lZS-1Z6. A "varyi",

dcgn:c: oC faiJur,," IlOI only

indial... an open mind on Ogden'. pari bUI a verging oflome oflhelC inler�b on ".ueeca."
aconsull lhc TonalilY Diamond, pag" 159, and Ihe lab!" oflCcondary lonaliliu, plOlI" !6],
(or Ih" comptele ehccu.

HARMONIC CURVES RECORDED ON MILLER'S PHONODEIK

Reproduced from Dayton C. Miller's Sownd W,l!,lO!S: Tfuir Shape and Spud
(1937) facing page
permission of The Macmillan Company
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possible this process-the nature of Galileo's pulsations "commensurable
in number" -demands examination, and (or this purpose the best possible
method is the graph which mathematicians call the sine curve, or simple
harmonic curve.

This graph, which becomes an oscillogram in a series of curves and
which is described in numerous books on acoustics, is a line profile of a
transverse wave which represents the displacement of air caused by a musi
cal sound. The displacclJl(:nt is by condensation and rarefaction,4 and the
sine curve in the oscillogram is a graphic representation of this action ; it is
the symbol of a function. In a pure tone, without harmonic content, typical
of a tuning fork or electronic oscillation, the oscillogram is a simple series of
pc:ndular loops, of crests and troughs, shown in the sketch below.' In a

really musical tone, however, with

a rich

harmonic content, it is a high1y

jagged line, but one in which the mean of the various joggles is still some
what similar to the simple harmonic curve. For our purposes here, and de
spite the fact that the Chromelodeon tone has a very rich harmonic con
tent, a simple curve is quite satisfactory, since i t demonstrates the principles
involved without preliminary complications. Further, the important "phase"
principle is the same in either the simple or the jagged profile.

The SiTlt Curve of Two Tones
When two different tones are sounded together their vibrations exist
�multaneously in the same air, and they produce a single harmonic curve
which is quite different from the harmonic curve of either when sounded
separately. This composite curve is the algebraic sum of the two curves of
the individual tones, ' or, in language less mathematical and precise, the
mean of the two curves. However, for the purpose of briefly illustrating the
phase principle, the following curves are shown as though the two tones
were given separately: when two tones of the same pitch are in like phase

'Miller. &vw, .j Mw.J .s..JI, 16.
IS« Ibe photographl or,eveul oCMiller', Phoooddlr. record. of,ine C\II"vq lad,.. paRe 140.
'Miller, sn,,,,, .f Mw. s-eJI, 60.
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their curves-one solid, one doned-may be described in a rough sketch
such as this:

and they strengthen each other; when the two are in opposite phase, their
curves may be described thus:

and they tend to dampen or cancel out each other. When the [WO tones
are not the same pitch, but arc in the relation 3/2, for example, like and
opposite phase still operate; the two tones are in like phase every three
waves of the upper tone to every two waves of the lower (one.
More fn:quently than not the like and opposite phases of two tones do
not exactly coincide, but are slightly "askew," with one delayed in time
relation to the other. Fortunately for music, however, this fact has no bear·
iog on comparative consonance.7 Two tones which arC consonant when
they have like phases that exactly coincide are just as consonant in a "dif
fe�ent" phase, since their vibrational ratio is unchanged, and the wave
period which the simultaneous sounding of the two tones creates in the air
s
i of exactly the same frequency regardless of phase difference.

Significance of Wave Period 10 Im Consonance Idea
Wave period may be defined as the wave pattern between like phase
and like phase, or from maximum to maximum, in acoustic parlance; it is
the exact repetition of this wave period which makes the wave train-and
musical sounds-a periodic phenomenon. In the records from Miller's
Phonodeik, depicted opposite page 140, the distances from Q to b in Curves
B and D are wave periods. It will be seen that comparative frequency of
period in any given range of pitch has a prime bearing on the comparative
consonance of intervals. When the high frequency of period is destroyed by
a deviation from a small- to a large-number ratio not only the generator
'Meyc-, MteluvoUs of flu IMn Em, 47.
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tones are thrown out of distinguishable proportion but the two serie.s of
tones which they generate are also thrown out of proportion; where partials
of one had coincided with partials of the other in the small·number pro
portion, in the deviation or large-number proportion these "unisons" are
out of tune, and consequently create beats.

The Euler and Helmholt, Theories

Hermann Helmholtz (182 t-1894) seized upon this characteristic of large

number proportions as the explanation of dissonance, and tended to ascribe
comparative consonance to those intervals which generated the fewest
beating partials. This was a conscious effort by Helmholtz to put con
sonance and dissonance on a ph)'!iological basis rather than the psycho
logical basis on which Euler had left it the century before.' The Euler
explanation, founded on the idea of a conscious feding for o�derly as op
posed to disorderly relations of tone, had its source, like Calileo's explana
tion, in the commensurability of numbers, which is of course synonymous
with the ancient Creek deductions embodied in small-number proportions.

"A man that has never
made physical experiments has never in the whole course of his life had the
In criticizing Euler's theories Hdmholtz writes:

slightest opportunity of knowing anything about pitch numbers or their
ratios. And almost every one who delights in music remains in this state of
ignorance from birth to death ... • This is very much like saying that people
do not know that two heard tones are in the relation 3/2 and implying that
consequently there must be some reason besides the

3/2 relation why they

recognize it as a consonance.
Both musical theorists and acousticians are cognizant of the light that
Helmholtz projected on the subject of acoustics, and no practical musician
and tuner will belittle the significance of beating partials; yet the fact is that

after Helmholtz's day consonance and
exactly the same terms

as

dissonance were expressible in

they were before-namely, small-number pro

portions = comparative consonance.

The Post-Helmholtz Theories
Karl Stumpf

(1848-1936),

psychologist and theorist, was the first to

show the inadequacy of the Helmholtzian theories, and by the very simple
IHelrnhohll:, &�Dlioru of T_, 194, 2ll.
'Ibid., 2lt; quoted by permission ol Long-naru, Green .nd Comp8.ny. Ltd.
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process ofdemonstrating that. whereas Helmholtz had ascribed consonance
to the relative absence of beating partials, it is quite possible to

pairs

of dissonant sinusoidal tones

by

produce:

the baker's dozen that have nary a

partial-beating, bleating, or even fleeting. In trying to resolve the con
troversy that ensued Stumpf suggesto:!. that comparative "fusion"-found
when two tones approach the sensation of a single tone-is the criterion of

consonance. "Fusion," he said. is an "immanent relation," giving rise to a
uniformity that in itself cannot be further analyzed. By way of elaboration
he suggests that lithe mechanism

oC synergy,

connate with the individual,

may have been acquired in the course of generations, and perhaps the in
fluences under which it took shape may have been in part mental influences.
Impressions that affect the sense organ, together with relative frequency,
might gradually set up a disposition to consciow fusion."lo
This rather involved language leads to the observation that the disposi
tion toward "conscious fusion" in the association of tones is very debatable.
It is perhaps "conscious" with tuners but is certainly "unconscious" to an
appalling degree with most musicians. At any rate, "fusion," conscious or
unconscious, means: small-number proportions -comparative consonance.

The psychologist Theodor Lipps (1851-1914) ad vanced the theory that

the human ear unconsciously experiences either a "micro-rhythmic sensa
tion" of a simple sort-which is consonance-or a "micro-rhythmic sensa
tion" of a complex sort and lacking a high degree of "fusion" -which is
dissonance. 1I But whatever the type of "micro-rhythmic sensation" postu
lated by Lipps. in simpler language it bei::omes the usual equation: small
number proportions =comparative consonance.

The

music psychologist Felix

E.

Krueger

(b. 1874),

Helmhohz,

like

undertook to relate the question of consonance and dissonance to physiol

ogy and to the effects of difference tones in the various intervals. I! Granted

that combinational tones-difference and possibly s ummation

are an

-

in

gredient that enhance or diminish consonance in a given situation, for gen-

I fMoore, "Genetic Aspeet of Corwonance aDd DiIIonance," in PsphoIDli,.] MOIIDVDjlhI, vol.

17, no. 2, pp. 6-7, 12, 14; Ogdell, H,mi"" US.

IIMoore, 111. ,if., 7. Ogdell remarkJ that Lippa'l "hypothcau amo\lnu to little more th.n the
tautology that limple r.tiot of yibrltion rw.c bccaw.c they are limple, while complu' ratiot C.il
to rw.c bcca....e they are complex." H,m;lIl, 1)4. And. Meyer laYS that Lippl dr;ri�d "by purely
ling\lutic operations IIv f/lUlI 0/ 10011 ,.,,,/;o1l1hi,.from � flJUll 0/ ,A-,IAm." "UNC;cnlifie Melhod, ill
Mwieal Eilhetia," ill ]_",.t ./ Pllifoso,It.!, Psy<MlDll' ,,"" &itlllifo Mlfittldl, 1 :710.
ilMoore, "Genetic Atpc:<:t of Corwonancc and DiIIIonancc," in Psy<lwIlo,ulli MDfIIJ,,',Iu,
yol. 17, 110. 2, p. 9. Ogden, HllZTilll, l3G-llJ.
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eral as opposed to specific determinations on this question we are left, when
Krueger has finished, with the familiar proposition: small-number propor
tions ... comparative consonance.
Henry

T.

Moore, to conclude the list of fairly modern conso-disso

disputants, published a work in 1 9 1 4 in which he outlines a genetic, or
evolutionary, theory regarding the acceptance of consonance. The Moore

theory might be called the "Progress of Consonance," since it starts with
the idea of a "dissonant octave" on a nascent ear, and ends with tentative
and partial acceptance of a consonant "minor seventh" on a compara
tively sophisticated

ear. U

At first glance this thesis tends to support the

history of consonance given here under Concept5 (Chapter 5), but whereas
Moore postulates a development in the sensory capacity of the individual
ear, perhaps even in the course of a single experiment,

I

wish to suggest

that for millenniums the ear has been capable of much more than has
been required of it; the history of intonation is a witness for this stand
(see Chapters 1 5 and

IS).

Writes Moore : " A certain initial disposition to synthesis i s predeter
mined for a given interval by the simplicity of its numerical ratio,"14
which is to say, of course, that small-number proportions - comparative
consonance.

Th, Older Theories Stand Up
We are grateful-we must be-ror a spirit of investigation, and the
efforts of men of learning and curiosity to answer some of the unplumbed
phenomena of experience, but our gratitude need not cancel our right to
wonder at their results when their ridicule of the "number mysticism" of
our less "scientific" predecessors, and their experiments and their foot
notes, leave us with exactly the same sum and substance as was given us
many ages ago, the "number mysticism" of

Pythagoras,

Ptolemy, Zarlino,

Galileo, KeppJer, Euier, tt multitudinous al.

To the musical c�ator whose life is primarily geared to hearing, and
only incidentally to lilerary and laboratory postulates, the number-inciI IMoore, Dp. 01.,

2t, )'), 57-58. Ogd<'n cQn'OOOral<:1 Moon�� "A ready ability to pereeiv<:
and let aside the Itructural uniformi!;", of the � common intervals would Icavc the mind
fn:e, .u it wcn:, lo.dUco�r any uncommon components, whether tonal, vocal, or noisy, which
might chance 10 be pr<'lent in th<' lOund comple"." HI''''·�I. 142; quol<,d by IKrmiaion of HaT.
court, Brilcc and Company, Inc.
lOMoor<', QP. (>1., 19.
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dence or "commensurability" in the vibrations of two generator tones is of
fundamental significance . In a smal l ·number ratio such as

cents)

the frequency is high, since the two

tones 8 and

every eighth loop of the higher tone; in such a ratio

8/5 (813.7

5 are in like phase at

as

77/48 (818.2 cents,
present in the Monophonic fabric from 9/7 upward to 33/32) the frequency
is low, since the two tones are in like phase only at every seventy-seventh
loop of the higher tone. On the Chromelodeon the move from the long
wave pe riod of

77/48

to the short wave period of

8/5

is actually a resolu

tion into consonance.li

Dayton C. Miller's Demonstrations
Several acoustical laboratory instruments have been devised to graph
and record the harmonic curves of tones, one of which is Dayton C. MilJer's

Phonodeik, described in his Sound Wows: TMir Shape and Speed. The same
volume contains a pl a te showing four h ighly interesting Phonodeik records,
which are reproduced above, facing page

140.

Miller's own explanation

of these particular records is as follows:
Curve

A, is a record from a Koenig tuning fork with a resonance box, giving

the tone middle C of frequency 256 vibrations per second. tt represents the simplest
pure tone, produced by a simple harmonic vibration. Curve. 8 represents the sound
from four forks giving the tones oC the common chord, do, mi, sol, do, tuned in pure
intonatio�, having 256, 320, 384, and 5 1 2 vibrations per second, rcspectively.u
The ratios of these frequencies
fundamental

an: as

of frequency 64. The

4:5:6:8; that is, the tones are harmonics of a

wave form is exactly periodic, repeating itself

every 64th of a second. This period is indicated by arrows marked on the record.
Curve C is the record from four forks tuned to the equally-tempered tones of the
common chord, having 256, 322.6, 383.6, and 512 vibrations per second, respec
tively. The ratios or thesc: frequencies are as 400:504:599:800. The combination of
these incommensurable frequencies resuhs in a non-periodic curve, with a pro
gressive change in the wave fonn. The exactness of tuning in Curve B is shown by

the constancy of a particular phase relation of higher partial! as at a, b, c, and d.
The "out-of-tuneneu" of the tones producing Curve C s
i evident by the progressive
change in the relative phases of the partiais as indicated at e,!" , and h.

I 'ScuhQt-e ..Y' limply; "CoIllOl'1llnce: depends fundamentally upon the degrce of coincidence:

of lOund wavel." Yet he iI inclined 10 lett COrl3Onance only on the buil of the conventional in_

5 limit. He igl\01"CI the r'tiOl of 7.
10(1, which he doeI not use, is obviously far
greater than n
i the ratio 36/25 (6/5 X 6/5), which he doeI use. PsyrM/ol1 pI M\l.J'�, 126-130. The
ratio 36/25 l
i
13.8 eenu higher, or wider, than 10(1.
IIln Monophonic terma; 1 /1-5/4-3/2-2/1..
tervab expreued In the

usual JUSt

tama, that iI, within the

The "degree or coinddencc; oflOund waves" in

/48
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When two simple tones are sounding simuhaneousiy, in general, beats are
produced, equal in number to the difference of the frequencies. Curve D. Plate I,
is the wave {ann TUulting from the combination of the tones from two tuning fork!
having frequencies of C - 2048 and D =2304, respectively, the ratio of the frequen
cies being 8:9. If the two waveJ are in like phase at a certain inuant, their resultant
effect is a wave of large amplitude as at a, signifying a loud sound. This condilion
is repeated at regular intervals along the wave train, as at b, which is exactly eight
waves of onc tonc and nine waves of the other from a. A point " midway between
a and b, is four waves of one tone and four and one-half waves of the other from 0,
and the two waves neutralize each other, raulting in a minimum of sound. The

waxing and waning of sound in this manner, as the result of the combination of two
simple tones, constitutcs thc phenomenon of beals. Thc number of beats per second
is cqua1 to the difference of the frequencies of thc gcnerating tones.1J

Their Significancefor the Perception of Intervals
From a Monophonic standpoint the records show much more than
Miller has indicated. We are not here considering the complex waves that
result from the sounding of more than two tones, but Curves B and C illus
trate how consonance is related to freq uenc y of wave period. Curve B, a
profile of the "common chord" in Just Intonation, shows a trifle more than

four wave pe riods in the portion ofiu train depicted. Curve C, a profile of
the same chord at the same approximate pitches, but in Equal Tempera
ment, show! not a single wave period; that is, the wave form does not re
turn, in this given line, to a point where it starts to repeat itself, a situation
which acousticians, perhaps too charitably, call a "non-periodic curve."

The high frequency of wave period in Curve B, as compared with the very

low frequency of wave period in Curve C (exactly how low may be deter

mined from the frequencies of pitch which Miller gives), clearly indicates

the superior consonance of Curve B.

Even more illumina ting is Curve

D,

which shows the high frequ ency

9/8, which Mi ller ciles as a
demonstration of beau. From this actual profile of a sounded 9/8 one may

of wave period in the small-number ratio

imagine or deliberately construct curves for pure tones in other small

number racios, which will become natural steps to an understanding of the
" tuna bility " of Monophony's forty-three degrees to the 2/1 . When these
degrees are slightly out of tune they are rendered in tune by ear, and the

question naturally arises : what is the ap�arance or the harmonic curve in

1l&.mJ W"ws: TMi, SM� ,,1111 Spud, chaplet" 2 and pp. 51-52; quoted by pcrmiJIion of The
MacmillaD Company.
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a deviation from a small-number ratio; for example, what would be the
appearance of the ratio 91/80 (one of the numerous large-number approxi
mations of the interval 9/8) if the lower tone were exactly the pitch of the
8 of 9/8 but the upper tone very slightly higher than the 9 of 9/8? The
obvious answer is that such a harmonic curve would require 91 waves and
80 waves to complete a single wave period, instead of the 9 waves and 8
waves in Miller's Curve D. This example is cited only as a n illustration. not
with the idea of suggesting that the ear can always appreciate this differ
ence between an outright dissonance and an interval that borders on dis
sonance (sce below) .
However, all the smaJl-number Monophonic degrees might be slightly
out of tune by an infinitude of large-number ratios; in the place of2/1 we
might have 199/100, 200/99, 200/97, etc.; instead of 3/2 we might have
31 /20, 220/147, 2560/1701, 121/81, etc.; instead of 5/4 wc might have
49/40, 96/77, 56/45, 99/80, 1 1 20/891, etc.; instead of7/5 we might have
141/100, 139/100, 88/63, 108/77, etc., all of which destroy the simple re
lationship, in the order given above, of two waves to one wave from like
phase to like phase, three waves to two waves, five waves to four waves, and
seven waves to five waves, relationships which make for high frequency of
wave period in pure tones, feower beating partials in rich tones, and cor
responding consonance. Nearly all the above deviations are obtainable on
the Chromelodeon, ready for comparison.

Where Does the Enr Give

Up?

Max F. Meyer is the author of a pertinent study dealing with the nerv
ous stimulations received by the brain as the result of musicaJly excited
rhythmic movements within the inner ear. Among the intervals he uses as
examples is the ratio 25/24 (between 5/4 and 6/5, among other places),
for which he has constructed a compound curve. This is similar to the
actual curvc for 9/ 8 photographed by Miller except that it shows, uf course,
25 waves of the higher tone against 24 waves of the lower from maximum
to maximum. In this simultaneous sounding of 25 and 24 Meyer declines
"to express a definite opinion as to what we actually hear." He adds, "Let
the reader who wants to know this find it out by an experiment of his
own."1I
Such experiments are easy to make on the Chromelodeon, and onc
conclusion stands out against all others : the ear (or this ear) cannot pas
IIM«IIlJluu 'f t"-ltWr M,

SO, 54.

ISO
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sibly hear 24 to 25 as such, even though the two tones definitely preserve
their Individual integrity (the question Meyer raises), for if one is slightly
out of tune, so that the ratio is, let us say, 24.1 to 25, the beats will simply
be a trifle slower. Yet in a median register on the Chromelodeon both 9/8
and 10/9 are clearly heard, by tuning them to eliminate beats and by the
establishment of high frequency of wave period in 8 to 9 and 9 to to. Al
most anyone can distinguish and tune 6/5, which is the only 5-limit ratio
in this particular range of ratios. Consequently, at some point, to be de
termined by the individual, in the narrowing of intervals between the wide
6/5 and the narrow 16/15 or 25/24, and at the corresponding point in the
approach to 2/1 (and, incidentally, at some prime number larger than t 1
in the wider intervals), the ear refuses to distinguish between rational and
irrational numbers.
Perrett claims that the ear can hear the exact ratio 8/7 in higher regis
ters (see below), and the Chromelodeon offers corroboration. However,
for the purpose of tuning the Chromelodeon the question is academic:
Monophony does not require the hearing of an 8/7 for its tuning. U But the
matter is important for its bearing on the psychologic perceptions of, and
capacity for, relative consonance.

Enigma of the Multiple-Number Ratio
One perplexing problem remains to be touched upon, namely the
strength of a multiple-number ratio as compared with a ratio of approxi
mately the same width involving prime numbers or a prime number, the
foremost example of which is 9/8 as compared with 8/1. Just why the ear
hears 9/8 with speedier conviction than it hears 8/7, either consecutively or
simultaneously sounded, can only be conjectured at present. To be sure,
9/8 is the difference between two of the strongest consonances, 3/2 and
4/3, but further, the wave period, from maximum to maximum, has an
added regularity in 9/8 - three 3's of the 9 and four 2'5 of the 8-a fre
quency of period in air-particle displacement much greater in each of the
tones of 9/8. The explanation that suggests itself is that some of this
strength is carried over into the simultaneous sounding. With 8/7, i t is a
clear case of eight waves against seven waves; because of the involvement
of the prime number 7, there is no added regularity.
IIAlthough an 8/1 luning iJ Itipulated in the: Chromelodeon Tuning Guide {or two raliOll,
thiJ iI only to prcxrw: a con.iltent upward rcpraentalion of rclatulnlhiJ». In actual tuning, the
i lavaJ
2/1 abo.� the tone to which a reed ,
i to be tuned may be cmp� instud, and the n
becomes 7/4.
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Conclusions Regarding Consonance
These observations and excursions tend to bring into focus some of the
phenomena encountered in tuning the small-number ratios of the Mono
phonic fabric, and suggest at least two tentative conclusions:

1. In any given range of pitch the comparative consonance of an inter
val is determined by the relative frequency of the wave period in the sound
ing ,of the interval. The more frequent the period the more consonant i5 the
interval; the more infrequent the period
Note

the more dissonant is the interval.
the high frequency of period in the interval 2/1 (every two waves of

the upper tone), and the diminishing frequency of period in the intervals

3/2, 5/4, 7/5, and 9/8: the smaller the numbers of a ratio the more conso
nant the interval, a principle stated in Chapter 5, and as ancient as almost
any precept of man.
2. Each consonance or comparative consonance is a little sun in its

universe, around which dissonant satellites cluster. This concept is often
expressed for 2/1, but in tuning the Chromelodeon it becomes evident that
i t applies also, though in a rapidly diminishing area, and with decreasing
force, to the less consonant intervals. I t also becomes evident, in examining
the Monophonic fabric, and with experience in tuning, that the satellite
areas diminish in approximately inverse proportion to the increase in the
odd numbers of the ratios, a premise which will be cited again in the dis
cussion of the elements of resolution (Chapter

11).

Obfuscation in the Modems
Now let us listen to several men of science and one modern composer
who have interpreted certain experiments in a manner which obscures some
of the manifestations mentionro above. Uewellyn S. Uoyd's experiment,
designed to enhance an understanding of beats, begiru with the word
"Suppose" and two pure-tone generators, one a lower constant, the other
rising from unison. Proceeding, Lloyd declares that, starting with the de
parture from unison, the beats become continually faster until they are no
longer perceptible as beats, after which the simultaneity of the tones be
comes less unpleasant until, at the "minor third," it is actually "pleasant.',2o
If the rising tone is a sliding, siren-like agent, any observation of resulu
is practically valueless for a science of music which is based on precise
ratiO!. If the rising tone is tuned to whole-number cycles, observations are
"M� ..w &.md, ..t�2.
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again valueless, since more often than not the all-important small-number
ratios fall in the decimal points of cycles. Whatever the method, the experi
ments of this sort that were examined ignore virtually all the points of
diminished dissonance a t the small-number ratios-12/tl, 1 1 /10, 1 0/9,
9/8, 8/7, and 7/6, and, instead, describe a streamlined whisk from the
eclipse 1 /1 to the consonance 6/5 (the familiar 5 limit), and with all the
blinds drawn en route. Lloyd remarks elsewhere : "The niceties of ' intona
tion' have an arithmetical fascination which must be resisted."'! It is re
grettable that he himself resists such niceties in the experiment mentioned
above.
In Sir Jamt!s Jeans's similar experiment tuning forks are used, one wi th
a lower constant of 261 cycles, and others set exactly at higher cyc1es-262,
264, 266, etc. Jeans declares: " r t is found to be a quite general law that two
IOnes sound well together when the ratio of their frequencies can be ex:
pressed by the use of small numbers, and the smaller the numbers the bet
ter is the consonance."u Yet with this fundamental truth in mind the tun
ing forks in question were used only at exact cycles, which in his experi
ment did not, in any case, coincide with the small-number ratios the prin
ciple of which Jeans cites-in this particular case t 2/11, 1 1 /10, 10/9. 9/8,
8/7, and 7/6, nor even with 6/5 and 1 1 /9, which were elided . The only ex:
periment of Ihis kind which could have value for a systemic music is one
that would provide tones giving each small-number interval exactly, and
also a small deviation from such interval, for example, 1 1 /10 and 1 1 1 / 100.
The Chromelodeon comes close to this ideal, but i t is never possible to know
the exact ratio of deviation when an interval is out of tune.
Jeans's observation that the ratio 320/26 1 , one of the relationships of his
fork vibrations, is still "unpieasant,"U in the progress from 1 / 1 10 5/4, is
the more remarkable in view of his stated axiom of consonance. Whether
or not "unpleasant" is the proper word, it is certain that an irreducible
ratio involving numbers in the hundreds calls for some distinctive label !
Of similar experiments made by other psychologists or acousticians,
that by Helmholtz seems to be the most perceptive, since his chart shows
dips toward diminished dissonance for both the ratios 7/6 and 7/5, though
i t is not easy to imagine less desirable instruments for this particular pur�
pose than those Helmholtz used-violins, which tend to obscure the pro
portions of any consonance.24
11 /6;
4., ISO.

11Sci."n oM MU4�, 49-SO, \54.

"lbi4., SO.
"S'"'OI,''''' of TOM. 192-\93.
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Paul Hindemith, in his explanation of the "minor" triad as a "cloud
ing .. of the "major" triad, states the following "results" froman experiment
on a violin played in double stops. Starting at the narrowest point at which
two tones could be considered a "third," then gradually widening the in
terval, Hindemith declares that it is impossible to say at what exact point
"minor" is reached. and at what exact point "major" is reached.u Ques
tions of tonality are beside the point here, and Hindemith's observation is
mentioned only because it is similar to some of those cited above in quali
tative misconception. In the first place, the continual change of phase of
the two tones in double stopping on the violin 21 causes a beating or undu
lating effect that tends to defeat positive observation. In the second place,
to view the world continually through equally tempered clouds is very
likely to convince us that some of its wonders look "cloudy." (Incidentally,
Helmholtz's observations and chart, mentioned above, with exact dips
toward consonance at 6/5 and 5/4, flatly contradict Hindemith.)

The Variability of Consonance
Up to this point all observations on relative consonance have implied
intervals in a median register and within a 2/1. I strongly contend that for
general determination! of musical theory it is the ratio itself in any given
register which is of prime significance, and that sundry other matters
some of which are touched on below-depend upon esthetic considerations
of the moment. That relative consonance depends to a certain extent on
register, on the harmonic content of the tones in question, and on close or
extended form of the interval, is well known among composers. For ex
ample, a 5/4 ratio represented by 50 cycles against 40 cycles (in the first 2/1
of the piano) is much less consonant than one represented by 500 cycles
against 400 cycles (in the 2/1 above 1 /1-392). Also, a 5/4 interval sounded
by two bassoons (which have a rich harmonic content) is less consonant
than the same tones by French horns (which have a purer, more mellow,
quality). And, finally, a 5/4 which is comparatively dissonant in a low
register will become more consonant ....hen
.
the upper tone is raised a 2/1, to
10/4 (0< 5/2).
Perrett's observations that if 8/7 s
i taken above "middle C" it is con
sonant, and that the triad 6 : 7 :8, or 1/1-7/6-4/3, is " sensitive to the
"C,GjI 'f MwiuJ c-;e,;/i,N, 1:78.

UHdmholtz, .;. N., 208.
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,
slightest mi stuning, , n

have a very gracious ring. In the case of either a low
8/7 or a low 5/4 the comparative dissonance is of course fostered by the low
frequency of wave period in the simultaneous soundings. And if this luw
frequency of period of the generating tones is attended by two series of par
tials inevitably dissonant if they rise high enough, the result is even more
dissonant. So far as can be ascertained, the enhancement of consonance
that results when an interval is changed from the close to the extended form
(for example, from 16/15 to 32/15, by simply raising the upper tonc a 2/1)
results (rom a doubling of frequency of the wave period. Whatever the
reason, it is generally true, throughout the musical register, that consonance
can be enhanced in this manner if consonance is the desideratum of the
moment.
With modern composers consonance is more frequently than otherwise
not the desideratum, and with some it is religiously avoided. In fact, after
listening to the works of many modem composers one can imagine a/In
ego �mlins loitering about them whenever they sit down to the piano and
whis�ring impishly, "Cardul! Don't let them catch you with your con
sonances down 1""
But whether they are consophiles or consophobes, they are justified
in objecting to the common acoustical terl'TU "plcasant" for consonance
and "unpleasant" for dissonance, terms which are indefinite if not actually
misleading. 21 Both can be: powerful, both can be: provocative, and both can
become obnoxious if overdone.

31fJ Interval Values within the 2/1
If the impression has been given that the Monophonic fabric is an un
ending succession of sunny consonances, revelation of the 340 different in
tervals between degrees within a 2/1 will dis�1 this. Monophony is a musi
cal system which, like music itself, is a play of comparative consonance

llQ-utiMt of MwGi TMw:1, 92, 94.

"Pcnon. who think of the twelve.tone

1C&1e AI a Iynooym for "ato�lity" and have merely

luatJ of IOmconc who writCl m....iein a forty.three-tonc IC&le, knowing nothing of hil preoccupa

tion with U"ue eoftlO�nee AI oppoKd to true diuonance, immediately formulate a liltle cquation

; ,. 1I.1II:".....bI,.
iDtheir minda. to wit: ,_I"" is '"jor'Y.t!rru a, a:.....1i'Y .
tlNor an: the tCTml of the piychologillt VU)' c:brifying. TIle criteria,

and allOC�ted terav,

for COftlOlUIDCC encountered in their writing. include: mechanilrQ of .yncr""

micro-rhythmic

So many terml.
The word coftlOlUlnce evolvcd a. it did 10 cllprCJI the idea that it doel ellprctl,
.OO_o:""n lhough ;1 iI one ora homonym_.pt>lIed in Ihil way it ellprcua nolhing cbe.

.eDSation, coDICiou. lUlion. (....ion•
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against comparative dissonance. Dissonant intervals outnumber consonant
intervals in any musical system, but because they are outside tbe ear's
ability to measure quickly with mathematical exactitude they are the lesser
subject of examination.
If every possible interval within the forty-three degrees were a distinc
tive one, there would be 42X43, or 1,806 different intervals within a 2/1.
However, many of the interval distances are duplicated, so that the total is
reducc:d to 340-all listed in Appendix I. Though the degrees of the fabric
involve only ratios based on the 1 1 limit. or smaJl-number multiple-number
ratios based on the t 1 limit, the intervals between degrees involve many
large-number multiples of 1 1 or under, all of which are highly dissonant.
Tables have been prepared to show the numerous situations in which the
340 different interval values within a 2/1 may be found. These have not
been included, since they would be very space-consuming, and since any
given interval can always be easily ascertained, once ratios are understood,
and its exact value in cents obtained from the table ofAppendix I. This val
ue may then be compared with the known and heard values of the Mono
phonic ratios, which are of course included. in the 340. Appendix I actually
contains 399 intervals, since the twelve ratios of 13, which must be added to
play the ancient Greek harmoniai according to Kathleen Schlesinger, and
various historic ratios, are also listed.

Explication of tm One-Footed Bride
The arbitrarily named categories into which intervals will now be
grouped. according to psychological (or whimsical) reactions, could of
course include all the 340 interyals contained in the Monophonic fabric,
but the Tt:su1ting diagram would be awkwardly large, and the idea of classi
fication can be established as well with the forty-three intervals.
In present musical theory there is to be found the beginning of a classi
fication which is fair so far as it goes. The strongest consonances are "per
fect"; all other intervals are "major" or "minor" except the "tritone,"
which is "augmented" or "diminished."
i exposition 2/1, 3/2, and 4/3 (ratios of the 3 limit) are the InterfJ(J/s
In ths
oJ Pawn. Those ratios that lie between 4/3 and 3/2 ("tntone" intervals)27/20, 1 1 /8, 7/5, 10/7, 16/11, 40/27-are the Intervals oJ SuSptnst. The
ratios between 21/16 and 7/6, at the threshold of the descent to 1/1, and
those between 32/21 and 12/7, at the: threshold ofthe ascent to 2/1, are the
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Emotional Intervals. The ratios starting with 8/7 and descending to 1/1, and
those starting with 7/4 and ascending to 2/1, are the Inlerva/s oJ Approoch.
For music students the Intervals of Power are the "perfect" intervals;
the Intervals of Suspense are an expansion and acoustic rationalization of
the "tritone"; the Emotional Intervals are an expansion and acoustic
rationalization of "thirds" and " sixths" ; and the Intervals of Approach are
acoustic intervals which are varying amounts of "seconds" ("whole tone"
and "semitone") and "sevenths" ("major" and "minor") .

If, starting with 7/5 at the top left and 10/7 at the top right, the
Monophonic ratios are placed in columns, descending in pitch on the left,
and ascending in pitch on the right, each ratio will

be exactly opposite its

complement. And if, in addition, a heavy line is drawn, towald the outer
edges of the page for the more consonant intervals and toward the ratios
themselves for the more dissonant imervals (in other words, a graph of con
sonance for each column of ratios), the result wit! be as depicted in Diagram

8, those ratios on the right ascending to the supreme consonance 2/1, and
those on the left descending to the absolute eclipse of interval distance 1/1
(which is partly why the One-Footed Bride is so called).
It is fairly foolish to undertake to pin consonance to a graph less general
than this unless it is predicated on specific range, specific quality of tone,
specific relevance of combinational tones, and specific assurance that these
qualitative and quantitative factors are invariable. Short of a lifetime of
laboratory work which the composer cannot undertake, the general is the
only practicable approach.
The One-Footed Bride depicts the more important classifications and
analyses thus far presented (exclusive of tonality ) : the fabric on an equal
graph, its relation to twelve-tone Equal Temperament, the twenty-nine
primary intervals, the fourteen secondary intervals, the graph of compara
tive consonance, and the psychological classification.

CHAPTER TEN

The Twenty-eight Tonalities

Demonstrations of the Tonality Diamond
THE

MAJOR contribution of Monophony

as

an intonational system

IS

ItS

realization of a subtle and acoustically precise interrelation of tonalities,
all stemming or expanding from unity,

1 / 1 . This interrelation is not capable

of manifold modulations to "dominants" or to any of the other common
scale degrees; i t is not capable of parallel transpositions of intricate musical
structures; it d� not pr�nt any tone

as

any specific tonality identity.

Conversely, it is capable of both ordinary and hitherto unheard mod ula
tions to the natural limits imposed by Just Intonation and the arbitrary
limit of 1 1 ; it is capable of an expanded sense of tonality, from Identities

1-3-5

1-3-5-7-9-1 1 ; it is capable of great variety in that ex
(sce page 123); it does offer twenty-eight possible tonalities,

to Identities

panded sense

more than are inherent in Equal Temperament, and therefore a greater
total of tonality identities, or assumable senses, than does Equal Tem
perament.
Few composers will regard the total virtues of Equal Temperament and
those of Monophony as equal in value. Whichever of the two setS is ac
cepted as superior, it can be stated unequivocally that they cannot coexist
in the same musical system, given the present ideas behind musical in
struments or the present conception of musical values, and that-short of a
mechanical revolution in the construction of instruments and a psychic
evolution in musical conceptions-they will not coexist in the same musical
system in the future. Such xenogamy is conceivable but not yet practical.
The Incipient Tonality Diamond within the

5

limit (page 110) is now

expanded to include all the primary ratios based on the
being expressed withln a

2/1,

11

limit, each series

upward in pitch for Otonalities, downward

in pitch for Utonalities. See Diagram 9 , the Expanded Tonality Diamond.

/\!; in the smaller diamond, Otonalities appear between solid lines from

left to right, and Utonalities between dotted lines from right la left.
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To cite two examples of increased resources: the ratios of the 8/5
Otonality a'" 8/5 (unity), 9/5, 5/5(1 /1), 1 1 /10, 6/5, 7/5. The tonality's
Numerary Nexus is 5, and the Odentities are 1(8), 9, 5, 1 1 , 3(6), 7. The
ratios of the 5/4 Utonality are 5/4 (unity), 10/9, 5/5(1/1), 20/ 1 1 , 5/3,
10/7. The Numerary Nexus S Ues above Udentities 1(4), 9, 5, 1 1 , 3, 7.
As in all other Monophonic tonalities, the unities oC the new Otonali.
ties-S/7, 1 6/9, 16/11 -are revealed by a 2, 4, 8, or 1 6 as the over number,
and the unities of the new Utonalities-7!4. 9/8, I t /a-by a 2, 4, 8, or 1 6
as the under number. The 16/11 Otonality, for example, is composed of
16/11, 18/11, 20/11, 1 1 / 1 1 (1/1}, 12/11, 14/11, showing the Odentities
1 (16), 9(18), 5(20), 1 1 , 3(12), 7(14), over the Numerary Nexus t 1 . The
9/8 Utonality has 9/8, 9/9(1/1), 9/5, 18/11, 9/6(3/2), 9/7, showing the
Udentities 1 (8), 9, 5, 1 1 , 3(6), 7, under the Numerary Nexus 9.
Each line of six ratios is a condensed representation of tonality ingredi
ents; these ingredients hold the potentiality of the maximal consonance that
can be achieved by the Identities 1-3-5-7-9-1 1 . If the orthodox manner of
building a chord in "thirds" is followed, the identities are in this order:
1-5-3-7-9-1 1 . The fact of tonality is the fact of maximal consonance for
a stipulated number of different identities. As explained in Chapter 7, the
constituents-the various identities-of a tona1ity have a Numerary Nexus,
and therefore the identities in the 1 1 limit, following the orthodox structure
in "thirds," are in the relation 4:5:6:7 : 9 : 1 1 (ascending) for Otonalities
and in the relation 1/4:1/5:1/6:1/7 :1/9:1 / 1 1 (d«:::scending) for Utonalities.
The least consonant relationships are those showing the largest numbers:
9 : 1 1 , 7:11, and 7:9; and the most consonant those showing the smallest
numbers: 4:5, 4:6(2:3), and 5:6. If we stipulate six tones in a chord, of
diff«:::ring identities, these six are the most consonant possible, and they do
create the psychologica1 phenomenon of finality in a single tone or chord
around the 1 Identity, or unity.

Tona/ities outsilk the Diamond
The sixteen Set:ondary Tonalities are so called because some of their
identities are represented by multiple-number ratios of the 1 1 limit, and
they have the common characteristic that none involves 1/1 as an identity.
Two of the Secondary Tonalities, 3/2-0 and 4/3-U (those given in the
diamond are 3/2-U and 4/3-0), are complete through their 1 1 Identities.
Four, 6/5-0 and 5/3-U,and 32/21-G and 21/1 6-U,are complete through

/6/

THE T WENTT·EIGHT TONAL/TIES

9; ,ix, 16/1 5-0, 1 5/8-U, 32/27-0, 27/16-U, 9/5-O, and 10/9-U, have

9 Iden tities, but 7 is missing in all. The remaining four of the secondary
tonal ities 7/5-0, 10/7-U, 27/20-0, and 40j27-U, arc represented only
the

,

by triads ; that is, they arc complete only through the 5 Identities.
THE SIXTEEN SECONDARY TONALITIES
Unity

S Odentity

32/21
32/27
7/5
27/20

Unity

4/l
5/3
10/9
15/8

40/27

7/4

27/16
5 Udentity

21/16
27/16

10/7
40/27

16/15
4/3

16/9
3/2

21/20
27/20
8/7
l2/27

Odentity

9/5
27/20
8/5
8/7
16/9
2t/20
81/80

9/8
4/l
40/21

16/15

3

9/8

15/8
3/2

l/2

6/5
9/5

Olrmalitiu (Upward)

9 Odcntity

7 Odentity
21/16

21/20

16/9
10/9
40/27
5/4
7/4
9/8
40/21
160/81

6/5

12/7
4/3

4/l

7 Udentity

9 Udentity

l2/21

l2/27

40/21

ll/l2

81/80

U/onatitilS (Downward)

3 Udentity

1 1 Odentity

27/16
27/20

,

3/2

40/27
160/8t

11

Udentity

64/33

5/3
7/6

l/2

The Question ofExtraneous Phenomena
To catalog the effects of minor tonal phenomena upon Monophony's
listed resources would expand this volume to encyclopedic size. An outline
of the project-and I use the word advisedly-would mean an examination
of the effects

u pon

each of the

340

Monophonic intervals, and upon every

triad, every quadrad, every hexad, and upon every "inversion" of every
triad, quadrad, and hexad, of the following factors:

(I)

the harmonic con

tent, or quality, of each musical tone in an interval or chord, and its po
tential for dissonance, in every musical register; (2) combinational tones,
difference and summation,l of the first order and of the second order, for

'PttrenulJ. this Hdmhokr.'. "hypotheti.eahummation tone." Q..,I/;OflS of Mwu.u ThOl';1J 8S.
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every type of musical tonc in an interval or chord and in every musical
register, and their potential for dissonance.
Partials and difference tones have existed either objectively or in the
ear of man ever since man developed an ear, long before he first analyzed
them. For thousands of yean he has heard them, or heard their effect, and
has acted or reacted according to each situation. He can still do

so.

These

phenomena are acoustical manifestations to be: considered by the composer
in each individual situation.

A considerable period spent in composing Monophonic music, for as
many as five instruments and voices in onc composition, has failed to un
cover a single situation in which the Monophonic principles regarding con
sonance were seriously jeopardized by dissonance-inducing difference tones
and beating partials. Monophony is not merely a product of the physics
laboratory. In a historical sense it is a renascence and expansion of the
monochord values of Pythagoras, Euclid, and PtoJemy.
Whenever an old acoustical manifestation has been newly discerned
partials by Mersenne, difference tones by Sorge and Tartini, summation
tones by Helmholtz-one or more musical theorists have promptly appro
priated the newly analyzed manifestation for current mwical cwtom. How
ever oblique the new analysis, our theoriStll invariably apply it to the every
day twelve-tone scale of the piano, and in recent decades, with the develop
ment of electrical instrumenu, they have been busily wiring the equally
tempered halo for fluorescent lighting. The result of these attempted ration
alizations is uniformly barren-all the subtleties of the manifestations and
much, if not all, of their significance are lost. Both partials and difference
tones are exhibiu in point.

These are cases, first, of failing to see the forest for the trees, and second,

of proceeding to cut down the trees and set them up again as equi-distant
telephone poles.

Th Q)'estion ofMultiple Senses
However controversial the significance of partials and difference tones
to music theory in general, the fact of the twenty-eight tonalitie.s in
Monophony, as shown in the Expanded Tonality Diamond and the table
of Secondary Tonalities, plus the fact of the mu1titude of senses of tonality
identities they reveal, is incontrovertible, once the forty-three Monophonic
ratios

are

set up.
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The curN!nl belief that tonality relationships ("key" relationships) are
strongest where there are common tones, and its corollary, that modulation
is only possible-or at least more convincing-through common tones,
were mentioned in Chapler

Debatable as these beliefs are (see the next

7.

chapter), the multiplicity of senses (that is, the intcrrdated common lones)
of the Monophonic fabric is nevertheless examined, since it is significant as
an index of tonality potentialities.
PeTrett harmonizes on the assumption that the postulate of common
tones for modulation does not hold for chords related by the number
since

7.
7 is implicit in chords. Musical composition on the basis of this princi

ple would mean the end of the common-tone requirement; if the harmonic
content of a tone is the criterion, much more than

7 is implici t in chords. In
diminishing degree 9 and 1 1 are also implicit, but with a total of 140 senses
for the forty-three Monophonic degrees it is hardly necessary to invoke this
procedure. Anyway, the composer will modulate as he chooses, common
tones or no.
Appendix

includes a table showing the capacity of each ratio of

11

the Monophonic fabric to serve as identities ; it may be summarized as
follows:

1/1 may be taken in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3/2 and 4/3 may each be taken in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16/9 and 9/8 may each be taken in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5/3, 6/5, 9/5, 10/9, 8/7, 7/4, 27/20, and 40/27 may each be
taken in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ten of the remaining thirty ratios may each be taken in . .

.

.

.

.

Eighteen of the remaining twenty ratios may each be taken in . .

64/33

and

33/32

are each limited to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

1 2 senses
9 senses
5 senses
4 senses
3 senses
2 senses
1 sense

From the standpoint of minimum mental effort it would be ideal if any
conceivable tone could be taken i n any conceivable sense, but this is
possible neither in temperament nor in any other practical system yet in
vented. With any leavening of acoustic conscience it is impossible on the
piano, for example, to take "F�" as the eleventh partial in the "key of C,"
despite Amold Schonberg's oblique derivation of the twelve-tone chromatic
scale (see page

418).

In earlier stages of European music any one of the twelve scale tones

Could be taken in no more than four senses, as "root, " "third, " "fifth, " 0'
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"seventh of the chord"-making a total of forty-eight senses. With the
introduction of "ninth," "eleventh," and "thirteenth of the chord" the
total reaches eighty-four senses, and with Schonberg's chromatic and
Hindernith's chromatic and Cowell's "clusters" the number of possibly con
ceivable senses can best be expressed, and most concisely, by 1 2 X 1 2 - 144.
And this is the maximum, since the relation of any onc degree to every
other possible degree is taken into account.2
In comparing this total of 144 senses with the 140 senses of Monophony
it must be remembered that a large proportion of the former are, to the
car, incredible ; that is, expressed in temperament they are so far removed
from what they purport to be that the ear refuses to make the suppositions
necessary to an acceptance of them as comparative consonances. Were the
fathers of the 144 senses simply to accept the available relationships as dis·
sonant ingredients which they happened to like and therefore appropriated,
there would be no question regarding the suppositional capacity of the ear.

The Ptolemaic Sequence
Comparative intonations and comparative implied intonations, such as
the tweive·lOne chromatic, are discussed in Part IV. At this point, to clear
the twenty--eight tonalities from the boards, four types of historic scales, all
of which date directly or indirectly from several centuries RC., will be
examined. These four types are (I) the Ptolemaic Sequence ; (2) the Py.
thagorean; (3) sundry other historic scales, mostly Ptolemaic; and (4) the
tempered. By a curious acoustic accident or impish fate these four types
are all represented in the forty·three Monophonic ratios. Hundreds of
other scales, historic and simply novel, are of course possible in the Mon·
ophonic fabric. They will not be pursued in the present volume, but will
be left to the individual investigator and composer who is intrigued by
Monophony's resources.
The succession of scale tones here called the Ptolemaic Sequence is only
'The act of using a tone in a ICcond ICftIC-"A�" in the "key of AI> major," for cxample,
and then al "C#" in the "kcy of E major"_i
l called "enharmony," and is widely dillCUlSed by
modern theorisu III one of the greatett if not the greatC:lt boon of Equal Temp<"rament. Thc idca
that JUlt Intonation prewenu luch a psychologk mutalion in tonality is a fallacy which is corn·
pletely CJlpoKd by the uble of leNet givt:n above. In the matter of tonality potemial JUII In.
tOllation, f
i intelligently applied to inllrumenu, neither releaK:1 nor inhibiu a compoKr any
moon: than Equal Temperament releua or inhibill him. The qUC:ltion of"r...,edom" il thereforc
CJltraneous to the lubject of intolla tion. In any cue, if the compolCl' using the forty·th.-ee-degree
scale were .. acoustic:aity lenient u the camPI*" Uling Equal Temperament he would have
"cllhannony" to choke a hone-43 X 0, or 1,849 tenaea at hil command I

P'TOLEMAIC SEQ.UENCE IN PRIMARY ChONALlTIES (ascending)

Scall Dlgrm

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

1/1
4/3
8/5
8/7
16/9
16/11

9/8
3/2
9/5
9/7
1/1
18/11

5/4
5/3
1/1
10/7
10/9
20/11

4/3
16/9
16/15
32/21
32/27
64/33

3/2
1/1
6/5
12/7
4/3
12/11

5/3
10/9
4/3
40/21
40/27
11/9

15/8
5/4
3/2
12/11
5/3
11/8

8
2/1
4/3
8/5
8/7'
16/9
16/114

P'TOLEMAIC SE�UENCE IN SECONDARY DTONALlTIES (ascending)

3/2
6/5
9/5
16/15
32/21
32/27
7/5
27/20

27/16
27/20
81/80
6/5
12/7
4/3
14/9
3/2

15/8
3/2
9/8
4/3
40/21
40/27
7/4
27/16

1/1
8/5
6/5
7/5
81/80
11/7
15/8
9/5

9/8
9/5
27/20
8/5
8/7
1 6/9
21/20
81/80

5/4
1/1
3/2
16/9
14/11
160/81
7/6
9/8

10/7
9/8
27/16
1/1
10/7
10/9
21/16
9/7

3/21
6/5
9/5
16/15'
32/217
32/27'
7/5'
27/2010

2'Jhe corr«:t PlOlemaic ralio f� the .eventh degn:e would be I S/I", which it nOI one of Ihe
forty·three Chromdodeon radOl; 16/H might be wed, but Ihe "hall step" 10 8/1 would then
eonlain 119.4 cents, which is very large. The we of 12/11 ft.uht in a "hall step" of SO.S Cents
(22/21), and a pn:eeding "whole "ep" of23S.1 cents (63/SS).
"'The correct Ptolemaic ralio for the .il<lh degree would be 40/33 and for the seventh degree
1 SIll, neither of which ote""" in the Chromdodeon �le. The \lie of 11 /9 and 11/8 for the .ilcth
and tevenih degreCl makes the tequence:

12/11
1 1 /9
11/8
16/11,
196.8 cents
203.9 cents
97.3 Cents
which it virtuaUy an equdly tempered tetraehord. For perf«:1 tempering the n
i tavals would
of eoune be 200-200-100 eenu.
l'fhe high seventh degree, 10/1, raults in a final "hlllfttep" ofS4.S cents (21/20) and a
preceding "whole .tep" of 231.2 cents (8/1); the COfT«:t Ptolemaic seventh degree would be
45/32.
�e low fourth degree, 7/5, makes a 21/16 ratio with its unilY, 16/15, instead of the correct
4/3, the "perfect fourth"; it alto make. a lmall "ha]fnep" of 84.S centl (21/20) and a following
"whole lIep" of 231.2 cents (8/1). The correct fourth degree would be 64/45.
7The fourth degn:e, 81/80, it 5.7 eentl too low, and the ,iJcth degree, 14/11, el<aclly 4
centl too high, the Jatter variation being virtually identiCll1 to the ditcrepancy between the true
"major whole step" (203.9 cents) and the tempcrt':d "whole lIep" (200 cenu). The: col'rt':et lOurth
and .i"th degrees would be 64/63 and 80/63.
'1ne fourlh deg",e, 11/1, i. 9.7 cenll 100 low, making what amounll 10 an equally tem.
pered " halfstep" of uaelly 102 cenll. The correct fourth degree would be 128/81.
"Tbe fust twO intervals between degttet of the Ptolemaic Sequence, 9/8 and 10�, are ben:
revened, and the fourth degree, which should be 28/IS, is wide.
l'The fint IWO n
i ter.... ", 9/8 and 10/9, are again n:vertcd, and the ICvenlh degree, which
lhould be 81/64, it wide, giving a high "ICllding tone" 84.5 cents (21/20) from the unity, 27/20.
'55

P'TOLEMAIC SEQ,1JENCE IN PRIMARY UTONALITIES (descending)
Scale Degrees

I
2/1
3/2
5/.
7/.
9/8
it/8

2

3

16/9
'/3
10/9
14/9
1/1
11/9

8/5
6/5
1/1
7/5
9/5
11/10

•

3/2
9/8
1 5/8
21/16
27/16
33/32

5

6

7

8

'/3
1/1
5/3
7/6
3/2
11/6

6/5

16/15
8/5
•/3
1 1/6
6/5
16/11

1/1
3/2
5/•
7/411
9/8
It/81t

9/5
3/2
21 /20
27/20
18/11

P'ToLEMAIC SEQ.UENCE IN SECONDARY UTONALlT1ES (descending)
'/3

5/3
10/9
1S/8
21/16
27/16
10/7
40/27

32/27
.0/27
160/81
5/3
7/6
3/2
9/7
'/3

16/15
'/3
1 6/9
3/2
2 1 /20
27/20
8/7
32/27

1/1
5/.
5/3
to/7
160/81
14/11
16/15
10/9

16/9
10/9
.0/27
5/.
7/.
9/8
40/21
160/81

8/5
1/1
'/3
9/8
11/7
81/80
12/7
16/9

7/5
16/9
32/27
1/1
7/5
9/5
32/21
14/9

4/311

5/3
10/9
15/8H
21/1611
27/1611
IO/71l
40/2711

11"" in the aj7 Otonality teale the .,�nth degree is DOt eon-t:e:t for the prucribed lequence:
it ahould be 28/IS. With 1 1 /6 the IiruIl "halC.tep" if 8O.S cenu (22/21) and the preoedinl
"whole uep" 23S.1 eenu (63/SS).
11"" with the 16/11 Otonality teale the .btth and KV'enth degreea are not the prellCfibed
ODeS, thete being 33/20 and 22/1S, With 18/11 and 16/11 the .econd tetrachofd if vinuaUy
lempered.
1'The teventh de:grtt, 1/5, is 27.3 cenu 100 low; the correct ratio would be 64/4S. Coropan:
with the 3/2 Otonality _le.
I t'fbe fourth degret:, 10(1, it 27.3 cenu too hlgh; the correct ratio would be 45/32. Corn.
pan: with the 16/1 S Olonality toca.le.
1 t'Jbe £ourth degree, 16IJ/8I, is S.7 eenu tOO hiSh, and the 'iIth "'ep, 11(1, euctly 4 eenu
too low; the correct rlllU:. would be 63/32 and 63/40. Compan: with the 32/21 Olonality teale.
I� fourth degrtt, 14/11, is 9.1 eenu tOO hiSh; the correct ratio would be 81/64. Compan:
with the 32/27 OtonalilY teale.
1 'The 6nt two intervab bet_ell degrees, 9/8 and 1019, ate here revefICd, and the rourth
degree, which ahovld be 15/14, it wide.
I� fint tWO n
i terval& are again revenc:d, and the: ..,....,nth degree, whkh .hould be 128/81,
i. wide:, giving a low approllchins tone jUlt 84.S cen" above the unity, 40/27,
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one of the many ancient Greek scales to which Ptolemy gave ratios. Because
its degrees are rep�sented by the smallest-number ratios compatible with
the tonal intent that created the scale (all within the 5 limit), and ix:cause
the successive intervals between degrees are small multiple-number ratios
(within the 5 limit), this scale, named by Ptolemy the lnteme Diatonic, is
ont of the world's fundamentally beautiful tonal sequences. It is the scale of
widest distribution and widest popularity in the West, a pre-eminence it has
held for several hundred years at least. In one of its present-day prostituted
forms it is any "major" scale on the piano.
The Ulonality Ptolemaic Sequence is represented here as the exact re
verse of the Otonality sequence; in this way the same succession of intervals
between degrees can be shown in the two scales: Otonalities read upward in
pitch and the triad represented by Odentities 1-5-3 is of course also upward
(first, third, and fifth degrees); Utonalities read downward, and the triad
represented by Udentities 1-5-3 is also downward, with 1 as the highest
tone (first, third, and fifth degrees from the left). In this form the Utonality
scale agrees with the ancient Dorian mode, although in the early days 01
Greek theory Pythagorean intonation, or an Arithmetical Proportion
genesis (according to Schlesinger-see page 447), was imputed to it. The
exact Ptolemaic Sequence is possible in eight of the Primary Tonalities and
four of the Secondary Tonalities of Monophony, and is available with a
one- or a two-degree deviation in all the other sixteen tonalities. In the
tabulations on the two preceding pages the usual procedure of giving in
tervals between degrees is omitted. Deviations from the correct sequence,
given below, are indicated in footnotes.
Ccnll . .

.......

9/S

20l.9

10/9
182.4

16/15
1 1 1 .7

9/8

20).9

10/9
182.4

9/8

20) . 9

16/15
111.7

Pythagorean Scales
The intonation that has come to be known as Pythagorean-the second
type of historic scale to be considered here-had its origin in sounding-body
proportions based on a 3 limit on the part of Pythagoras. From all accounts
the number 3 was the embodiment of perfection and the limit of perfection,
and became an occult symbol for universal analogies. Since 3/2 and its
complement 4/3 do not comprise with 1/1 and 2/1 a very resourceful scale,
recourse was had to the multiplication of 3/2 intervals (or 4/3 intervals) to
explain the other scale degrees of the ancient Greek heptatonic.
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Reading downward in pitch the eight-string lyre tuned in the Dorian
mode could be expressed thuslt:
I

2/1

128/81

16/9

I

3/2

32/27

4/3

256/243

1/1

1L--tI===='��1

and could easily be tuned by 3/2's or 4/3'5, since it is a succession of six
3/2'5 (downward-each ratio expressed within its 2/1) : 3/2, 1/1, 4/3,
16/9. 32/27. 128/81. 256/243."
So far as we know this was the first scale in the West which was c:xpre5S(:d
in numbers at all, and it is thus significant as a recorded divination of the
science of music, even though it is expressed badly. What actual application
it had in ancient Greek musical practice is moot, but after the time of
Ptolemy and Boethius and throughout the Middle Ages it was presumed to
be the basic tuning. That this virtually unsingable scale should have been
expounded in an essentially vocal age is an anomaly to be touched upon
later.
Two Pythagorean (sometimes called "ditonal") heptatonic scales are
found in the Monophonic fabric; also three rather extensive sequences of
3/2's-one of six 3/2'5 and two of five 3/2's each, although no "cycles" are
present (see Chapter 15). The sequence of six 3/2'5 are (upward): 32/2716/9-4/3-1/1-3/2-9/8-27/16; and the two sequences of five 3/2'5 are
(upwacd), 160/81-40/27-10/9-5/3-5/4-15/8 and 16/1 5-8/5-<>/5-9/527/2()-81 /80.
From the first series two heptatonic scales are available (and many
others, starting on higher or lower scale degrees), one of which is given as
it would correspond to the Ptolemaic Sequence upward (Lydian) and one
as it would thus correspond downward (Dorian). The successive intervals
between degrees are of only two widths, 9/8 (203.9 cenu) and 256/243
(90.2 cents).
Lydian (ascending):.
16/9
9/8

1/1
9/8

9/8
256/243

32/27
9/8

4/3
9/8

3/2
9/8

27/16

16/9

256/243

l'Hawltina, lIulDry of tIw Sn#1IU uti Practiu of Mw, 1:14.
'rt1lil KqucPCe, and lhote following, adbcrell to the proeedure oC UliD, one .ymbol (or a
pat1icut..t ret..tion&hip n:,udlell oC iu pt..cc in thc r.n,e oC pitch (KC Ouoptcr 4). The aCOUlti.
CIIl1y cocrect form would be: 3/2-1/1-2/3-4/9-8/27-16/81-32/243.
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Dorian (descending):

9/8

1/1

9/B

16/9
9/8

27/16

256/243

3/2

9/8

4/3

9/8

32/27

9/8

9/8

256/243

The Ancient Greek GeTilra
The Ptolemaic scales, which form the greater part of the third type of
historic scale, are found in the Harmonics of Ptolemy, second-century
Alexandrian. Ptolemy is by no means a comprehensive repository of ancient
musical learning, but he gives us clues to ancient practice and he offers
many scales in precise ratios.
These an: of three types (the genera): enharmonic, chromatic, diatonic.
Each has characteristically a width of one interval in the tetrachord (a scale

Enharmonic
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DIAGRAM 10.-THE ANCIENT GR£EK GENERA
of four tones-two disjunct tetrachords making the heptatonic scale):

(1)

a

5/4 or

approximately that in the enharmonic ;

mately. in the chromatic, and

(3)

a

10/9,

(2)

a

6/5,

approxi

approximately, in the diatonic,

with the second degree of the tetrachord fluctuating, t1 as shown in Diagram
IlHawkilu, H;,,,,? ., tIw $cunr. (UII/ Pr«tiu 0/ Mw, 1 :34.
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1 0 (assuming a Dorian tetrachord and the stops as each would be made on

a string, the open string representing 1/1).
The version of the enharmonic according to Archytas (fourth century
B. C.), as given by Ptolemy, is found in the Monophonic fabric starting on
3/2 (downward) :
3/2

5/4

9/8

7/6

6/5

J�/35

28/27

and if we attach the same tetrachord disjunctly, a 9/8 interval below the
9/8 shown above:
(9/8)

1/1

8/5
5/4

9/8

14/9

36/35

3/2

28/27

we have a complete Of octachord scale in the enharmonic genus. Tonalities
represented in the scale are 3/2 Utonality, by Udentities 1-5-3, and 8/5
Otonality, by Odentities 1-5-3.
The above is an enharmonic of the Dorian type; a Lydian type in this
genus can be found !tarting on 4/3 (upward), and with implications of 4/3
Otonality and 5/4 Utonality:
4/3

5/4

5/3

)6/35

12/7

28/27

16/9

9/8

1/1

5/4

5/4

)6/)5

9/7

28/27

4/3

By giving the Dorian type downward and the Lydian type upward,
i possible to show the same sequence
the procedure followed previously, it s
of intervals �tween scale degrees; note the two above. The version by
Archytas is the only enharmonic given by Ptolemy which is exactly dupli
cable in the Monophonic fabric, but so long as the characteristic 5/4 is
retained (which gives the scale tonalities), many can � found-for instance,
on 5/3 (Dorian, descending). This is one of the enharmonics expounded
by Perrelt and ascri�d by him to Tartini, n other ratios being used here,
but with the same sequence of intervab between degrees:
5/3
5/4

4/3
64/6)

5/4

21/16
21/20

9/8

10/9
5/4

16/9
64/6)

7/'

5/3

21 /20

Harmoni<.ation ofthe Enharmonic
Perrett harmonizes this scale by going far outside the scale degrees but
using the simple progressions "tonic-dominant-subdominant-dominant-
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lonic,"H employing the starting tone 5/3 as a 5 Odentity in 4/3 Otonality
("tonic"), 5/4 as a 5 Odentity and 7/4 as a 7 Odentity in 1 / 1 Otonality
("dominant"), and 16/9 as the

1

Odentity, 4/3 as the 3 Odentity, and 10/9

as the 5 Odentity in 16/9 Otonality ("subdominant"), and introducing
enough new tones to give 1-3-5-7 Odentities in both "dominant" and
" subdominant," as follows :
Tonalities

1/1-0

16/9--0

3
'/3
1/1

7/'
3/2
5/'

16/9
1./9
./3

./3

1/1

4j3-{)

Highest 2/1

r

Fourth 2/1
Third 2/1
Second 2/1
Lowest 2/1

16/9

10/9
16/9
'/3

16/9

16/9

14/9
'/3

16/9

l/I--{)

4/3-0

7/.
3/2
5/.

5/3
./3

1/1

./3

1/1

It would �em equally interesting to use 5/3 as a 1 Udentity, sir-ce it is
the starting point of the scale in question, in the Utonality triad 5/3-4/310/9, all of which tones apJX:ar as scale degrees, or even to use it as a 3
Udentity in the triad 5/4-1/t-S/3-introducing a new tone, t / t . It would
be a challenging test in harmonization to limit materials entirely to scale
degrees, however.

The Enharmonic Wars
Two other versions of the enharmonic as given by Ptolemy are scales
of the famous Arithmetical Proportion: that of Eratosthenes, stipulating a
division of the monochord into forty equal divisions (theoretically), and
that of Didymus, stipulating a division into thirty-two equal partsH
(neither of these divisions has any bearing on Equal Temperament). The
Eratosthenes and Didymus chromatics are not possible in the Monophonic
fabric, but are discussed in connection with Schlesinger's interpretation or
the ancient harmoniai (Chapter

IS).

Throughout the Middle Ages, and even in ancient Greece itselr, a
controversy over the merits or the enharmonic waxed continually. Plato,
o,ne of the first combatants in what might be called the Enharmonic Wars,
speaks contemptuously of the theorists who "put their ears alongside of the
strings" and strain themselves to distinguish the "least interval."" And
1I/6iJ., 26.

UH
..wlr.inl, 01'. cif., 1 :32.
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although this paper conflagration continued through more than two mil
lenniums, and into the recent nineteenth century in Riemann, it is im
probable that more than a few of the vehement participants had ever heard
the enharmonic, at least outside tbe unmusical monochord. Vicentino (c.

1550) was an exception (see page 377).

Had any number of the enharmaniacs undertaken the task of really
hearing this maligned scale the war would doubtless have ended forthwith .
Hawkins, who published his unique and valuable history (also much
maligned) in the year of the Declaration of Independence and who may or
may not have heard the scaJe, writes that the intervals of the enharmonic
"are to a modem ear so abhorrent as not to be borne without pain and
aversion,"u and many historians imply strongly that the scale was never
anything more than a theory. In answer to those who have relegated this
beautiful succession of tones to apocryphy Perrett declares that the Greek
notation was actually invented for it, which is hardly indicative of a mere
existence in theory. n On the Chromelodeon the scale is a good voucher of
its one·time existence, hardly constituting a cause for pain and belliger·
ence, and leaving far more persons charmed than indifferent.

Monophonic Ratios in Ancient Theory
It is historically significant to observe that a square of two disjunct
enharmonic tetrachords of Archytas, showing the relation of every degree
of the scale to every other degree (the relations that would occur in prac·
tica! music), and a square of Archytas' Diatonic (see below) reveal that
all the ratios of

5, four of the ratios of 7, and two ratios of 9 aside from the

multiple·number ratios 9/8 and 16/9, had been impliedly recognized by
the fourth century B.C. (read upward in pitch from the ratios in the
column at the left to the ratios in the horizontal line at the top-example:
from

tIt

.28/27
16/15
./3
3/2
1./9
8/5

16/15

4/3 is

upward to

28/27
35/18
14/9
112/81
'/3
l5/27

ItHawlr.inll, 01.

5/4):

16/15

'/3

3/2

1./9

8/5

36/35

9/7
5/.

81/56
45/32
9/8

3/2
35/2.
7/6
28/27

54/35
3/2
6/5
16/15
l6/35

8/5
64/.5
'8/l5
./l

,;,.

the interv al

, 1 :411.

16/9
12/7
5/l

27/1'
15/8

IIQ.W$lioru if Mwita/ TAt",)" 39.

35/18
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The 6/5 interval that generally characterizes the chromatic genus is
evident in two of the following three scales according to P10lemyu (in the
Ptolemy Intense it is 7/6). Note the tonalities revealed by their 1-5-3, or
triad, Identities:
Didymus Chromatic (downward) :
2/1

6/5

5/3

25/24

8/5

16/15

3/2

9/8

4/3

6/5

10/9

25/24

16/15

16/15

1/1

Pto!emy Soft Chromatic (downward):
27/20

9/8

6/5

15/14

21/20

81/80

28/27

9/5

9/8

3/2

6/5

7/5

IS/t4

27/20

28/27

Ptolemy Intense Chromatic (downward):
7/4

3/2

7/6

12/11

11/8

22/21

21/16

go/8

7/6

7/6

'1/1

12(11

11/6

22/21

7/4

These, available in the Monophonic fabric, are Dorian type scales;
Lydian types may be found by substituting the complement of each ratio
for the same scale degree, and the scale will ascend. Example, Ptolemy
Intense Chromatic:
8/7

4/3

7/6

16/11

12/11

22/21

32/21

9/8

12/7

1/6

1/1

12/11

1 2/11

22/21

8/7

Squares of the Ptolemy Soft and Ptolemy Intense Chromatics, along
with the square of Archytas' Enharmonic, reveal theoretical acceptance
as early as the second century of all the relationships here expounded as
ratios within the 1 1 limit, with two exceptions-20/11 and 1 1/l 0-which
will be=: found in the square of the Ptolemy Equable Diatonic, one of the
scales given below. The chromatic genus of Eratosthenes, in an arithmetical
division of the monochord, now into twenty equal parts, involves the prime
number 19. But it also introduces to music theory the ratio 10/9, the small
"whole tone," and impliedly the complement, 9/5. This scalr: is not pos
sible in the Monophonic fabric be=:cause of the prime numbers higher than
1 t which it inv01ves.
Versions of the diatonic genus given by PtolemyU (excluding the In
tense, which is called the Ptolemaic Sequence in the present work and has
already been examined), include the following, given in Monophonic ratios:
tlHawkinl, 01'. tit., 1 :32.
"[bit!.
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Archytas and/or Ptolemy Middle Soft Diatonic (downward);
3/2 4/3 7/6
9/8 1/1 16/9 14/9
3/2
9/8

8/1

28/27

9/8

9/8

Ptolemy Soft Diatonic (downward) :
21/20
1/1
16/9
4/3 7/6
8{7

10/9

21/20

9/8

28/27

8/1

8/1

14/9

10/9

Ptolemy Equable Diatonic (downward):
2/1
9/5
18/11
3/2 4/3
6/5
10/9

11/10

12/11

9/8

10/9

tt/ID

7/5

21/20

4/3

12/11

1/ 1
12/11

That these Ptolemaic scales, with a.1l their intonational subtlety intact,
are quite capable of harmonic music is evident in the many tonalities and
fragments of tonalities which inhere in each heptatonic sequence. The pos
sibilities for compositionai materials in these few scales alone are vast, in
interplay of both tonalities and melodic subtleties, and in flux, from one
type and genus to another.
The square of Ptokmy's Equable Diatonic reveal! the implication of
the remaining two Monophonic ratios based on the 1 1 limit- It/tO and
20/11. The corroboration of history is not necessary to MonophonYi it
can stand on the principles stated. But if history is a comfort, here is a little
history for our souls-not so much as to prevent us from remembering,
with humility, that history is ready to comfort all corners, but enough to
delight us in seeing eye-to-eye with one small part of the past.

The Arithmetical Proportion
Ptolemy's Equable Diatonic tetrachord is also a child of the Arith
metical Proportion, and all of the division which the tetrachord implies is
possible in Monophonic ratios. To demonstrate this genesis the duplication
of the tetrachord-added by disjunction to complete the hepta tonic scale
will be omitted, and our string will be divided into twelve equal parts,
following Ptolemy's procedure.3o The "twelve" is determined by the first
interval of the tetrachord from the lowest tone, 12/11 (as twelve parts are
to eleven parts-ergo, there cannot be less than twelve) . When stopped,
the first of the twelve parts, starting from the bridge of the monochord, wiU
make a tone of one vibration (or 1 / 1 ). Stopping the string at two parts will
"P(rr(lt, QIIIJli�ftJ �j /I1usinu Theory, 7S.
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create a tone of 1/2 vibration (still 1/1). at three paru a tone of 1/3
vibration (expressed 4/3 in ord�r to preserve the same symbols in each 2/1
-4 is the same identity as 1), and-going continually downward in pitch
at four parts a tone of 1/4 vibration (t/1), at five parts a tone of 1/5
vibration (8/5), and so on. In Diagram 1 1

are

shown the successive stops

of a single string, each successive length separately, with the Monophonic
,
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ratios at the left end of each. Ptolemy's ratios (a Monophonic interpreta.
tion) are shown in the next to the bottom line, and Ptolemy's ratios in
unreduced parts of string lengths arc expressed in parentheses in the
bottom line. The difference between the Monophonic and Ptolemaic
symbols lies in the different concepts of t/t: the first part, next to the bridge,
is 1/1 in Monophonic symbols, whereas Ptolemy calls the whole string of
twelve parts 1 / 1 ; the aCQustical results are identical. The range of pitch,
(rom the tone of the whole string to the tone of one part of it, is exactly
three 2/1's and a 3/2.
This is just one example of the Arithmetical Proportion, and tonally
a very delightful one. The equal divisions can be of any number which
gives desired results, starting always from 1, the segment nearest the bridge.
Schlesinger ties the entire system of ancient harmoniai to this principle
(see Chapter 1 8 ) .
Ptolemy on Trial

Ptolemy is not always crystal clear to the modern researcher, and it
may be questioned whether he was always crystal clear to himself. Yet an
examination of many of his ratio scales discloses a certain principle: that
every musical resource be expressed in the simplest terms permissible to
the purpose behind it. There is no preoccupation in Ptolemy with neck·
laces of 3/2's for the throat of music, a lack which is highly gratifying.
There is preoccupation, quite frequently, with the smallest-number ratio
that is compatible, in a given situation, with the corresponding esthetic
desire.
The education of the historian Burney evidently engendered no sym·
pathy for the Greek predilection for aural subtleties, harmonic proportion,
mathematical formula. Prefacing his remarks on Ptolemy with the label of
a "bold and original thinker," he lashes out against Ptolemy's Pythagorean
yen for analogies:
He

passes suddenly from accurate reasoning and demonstration,

to

dreams,

analogies, and all the fanciful resemblances to the Pythagorean and Platonic
schools: discovers Music in the human soul, and the celestial mOlions: compares
the rational, irascible, and concupiscent parIS of the soul, to the eighth, fifth, and
fourth; makes the sciences and the virtues, some Diatonic, some Chromatic, and

some Enharmonic: turns the Zodiac into a Lyre, making the e qui noctial the key
note ofthe Dorian mode: sends the Mixolydian to Greenland, and the Hypodorian

to the HottentoLS !
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He seems to have been possessed with an unbounded rage for constructing new
and correcting those ocronner times. He gives us no less than eight different
fonns of the diatonic scale . . . Most oCthese scales seem but to differ in deformity,
according to our p�nt ideas ofharmony and temperament. Indeed there is only
one of them which modern carl could suffer . . .

scales,

As Burney continues, his wrath increases : "Scarce any rule

seems

to

have been observed, but that of keeping the . . . boundaries of the Tetra
chords unmoved from their just ratio of 4/3. It The ancient theorists re
venged themselves, however, for this confinement by every kind of license

in the disposition of the two remainingsounds." The historian then reminds
us of the "(our kinds of tones, and eleven semitones" which the ancients
used, alleges that, "of these fifteen different ratios, eleven are impracticable
in Harmony, and rejected by theory, and by the ear," and, finally, fortifies
himself with a shot from something labeled "Rousseau" which says, in
effect: "It is a waste of one's own time and an abuse of the reader's to drag

him through all these divisions."

at

We can only conjecture whether historians of a future age-when
violins and pianos arc: faded from the ken of man-will still follow the
benighted practice of condemning whatever they do not understand, or
whether, having got as barren as Burney, things may begin to get better.

Other Historic Scales
The pentatonic scale used by Olympos, Phrygian flutist and lyre player
of the sixth century B.C. whom Plutarch called the father of Greek music,
is not at all the usual one. Below is one version of his scaleu (descending):

9/8
9/8

1/1

8/5
5/4

16/15

3/2
5/4

6/5

9/6

16/15

This scale is also found on the other side of the world, in one of the
tunings of the koto given by the Institute of Music at Tokio, U but starting
JlAnd Sc:h1elinger drongly implies here and there throughout varioue of her worka (ICe be
low, page 146) th.at Ptolcmy erred in doing just this, or that he tailed at lean partly becauac of
this 10 perceive the true aoeient harmonic thCOTY.
J-a-,arlel Burney, A WMTIlI HiJlIlry #f MWK, 1 :l55-156, 157; quoted by permillion oCHar_
court, Brace and Company. Inc.
UPeITCIt, Q"uliollT of MWKIlI TIwW7, 45. Pcnett give. this .:.ale 00 a diffuent .tarting tone,
but the teqUCI'lCC of intcrVllll is exactly the ..me.
HflIiI, "MIUic:a1 ScaICl ot Variow, NalioDl," in Jf1f1rf141 #f Uu SarrU� of .04'11, 11:521, 522.
Raultl of .ctlUll tClll .how wide variatioDt £tom this _le, howeva. 'I'hcte, and Other tall of
actual inttn.uncoll from many natiON by ElliI and his coUeague Hipkinl took ElIis ova the deep
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1/1

instead of

9/8.

It is also available in other places in the Mono
phonic fabric, for example, on 3/2 (descending) :

3/2

4/3

9/8

16/15

5/4

1/1

16/15

8/5
5/4

3/2

16/15

Schlesinger gives a version of the famous hexatonic scale of Terpander,
Creek poet and lyrist of the sixth century B.C., which is usually explained
as the Dorian mode with the omission of the sixth degree, ascending.
Schlesinger's version, however, appropriates the Arithmetical Proportion
explained above in connection v.rith Pto!emy's Equable Diatonic. U This

scale (descending) :

2/1

1 1 /6
12/11

11/7

7/6

11/8

8/7

1 1 /9

9/8

is simply the Monophonic Utonality

11/10

10/9

1 1 /8

1/1

11/10

1 1 Udentity (see

through its

Tonality Diamond, in the first part of this chapter).
One final historic scale, a beautiful Chinese sequence fro m a sculptured
bronze kin (the "scholar's lute") which dates rrom before the third cen�
tury B.C. sa (ascending):

1/1

8/7

8/1

6/5

21 /20

2S/24

5/4

16/1S

4/3

3/2

9/8

10/9

5/3

6/5

2/1

Incitknce of Tempered Scales-an Inexorable Accitknt
The fourth type of historic scale to be considered, the tempered, is
represented in the Monophonic fabric by three sets of eight ratios each
that approximate "whole" and "half steps" of twelve�tone temperament.
This convenient and immediate measure for acoustical contrast may be

credited to the inexorable accident that produced an incidence of quasi.
tempered scales in a Monophonic Just system conceived with all the good
intentions in the world.
Exact temperament would of course imply
between degrees and

200

tOO

cents for a "half step"

cents for a "whole step." The fint two sets of

ratios are the best tempered, since the greatest variation from the correct
cnd oC lcouslical disillUllioD. ScaICII, pid bc, Irc "very divel"lC, very Irtificial, Ind very CI
pricious." Ibid., 526.
nTfr� Grtd: A"Ju, 24.
uHornbostcl, "Musi.klliechc: TOIU)'ftcmt," in H.-I6wle d" PAp,!. 8:06. Thia scalc ;1 ape_
cilUy interesting U In ndication
i
thlt thc Qinac were ICIII bound 10 Pythlgorclnism than thc
Q\inctc thcoriru known to Watcrncn It fint led us to belicve (ICC OtaptC" 14 Ind IS). The
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Equal Temperament is 3.9 cents. S7 In the first set two "major" scales are

40/21

available starting on

(omitting the "tritone,"

14/11).

(omitting the "minor seventh,"

27/20)

and on 10/7

A "natural minor" starts on 8/5

(omitting 27/20). The first four tones of the third set are exactly as given
in the 11/8 Utonality scale of the Ptolemaic Sequence in lieu of the correct
ratios.

Ratios . . . . . .40/21
Cenu in "SICPS"

1 96. 2

9/5

Ratios . . . . . .

Cen!1 in "SICPS" 20l.9

10/9

. . . . . 15/8

Cenu in "Sleps"

14/11
101 .9

27/20

10/7
97.9

102.0

8/5
196.2

40/21

97.9

Cenuin"Sleps"

6/5
203 . 9

97.9

Rail"' . . . . . . 21/20
Ratios .

16/15

5/4
203.9

7/5
196.2

40/27
97 . 9

11/7
102.0

5/)
101 .9

203 .9

21/20
196.2.

Ratios . . . . . . l1/8
16/11
18/11
11/6
64/33
33/32
12/11
Ce nuin "Stcps"
97.3
203.9
196.8
97.3
106.6
97 :3
Ratios . .

11/9

....

Cenllin "Scept" 196.8

1 1/8

203.9

The third set is particularly interesting because it affords triads com
posed of the 1-5-3 Identities, in which the 5 Identity is either just or is the
"5 Identity" as given by the piano, starting from the same unities, or
"roots." Since the 5 Identity is the greatest sufferer in temperament-if
we ignore 7-being invariably at least 13.7 cents false, and since the
representative of the 5 Identity is only 0.7 of a cent from exact tempera
ment in the list above, the opportunities for comparison are very nearly
perfect. The 3 Identity, which in temperament is Hatted 1.955 cents, U is

here just in either triad. It

aa:cptancc: oC the four ratios of S and ofat leasc onc oC the

racio» of 7

(othen ca n be implied)

is

indicaced at about the IiIme cime u they were being .imilarly ralionali:u:d in ancient Greece.
I1lncidcntaUy, EIJis di.covered a deviation at large I.lI 1 1 cenll from eKo&ct temperamenc in
pi.not tuned by Broadwoods' (Loodon) best piano-cunen. MO»l of dw: d"viationl, however,
wen: only 1 to 3 eenll. EUlI in Helrnholu, &....alio.... of TQ'U, 485.
'me ratio 3/2

U....t

"perfect filch") concaiN

accordance with the: procedure of giving valua in
a ccount of an c><perimc.nt in hearing an interval

1. 955 ccnll lee

p.IIge 43�.

"OiJen:p"ncics of a tenth of. cent

701.955 cenll,

CentN

that isvirtuaUy

will appear

which il here c><preucd in

of cenll only, al

702.0

cenll.

For the

identical with the interval of

in additiON and lubtractionl of the cc:nCI

Such diJcrepanc.ics, in diminishing alDO\lnu, would appear no maller 10
what length the: decimal placa wt:re carried, since cenu are a Iorarithmic meuun:, and are ap
proximatioN for all inter....1s except the 2/1, which is the buic n
i terval of measurement.
quantitia on

page
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THE OrONALITY TRIAD ON

Witl! Tnnptrtd 5 Odtntity

jlUt Intonation
1 Odcntity

5 Odentity

3 Odentity

702.0 cents
I
I
12/11
20/11
16/1 t
648.7 cents 1035.0 cents 150.6 cents
315.6
386.3
cents

1 Odentity

Just [ntonDtion
5 Udentity

3 Udentity

702.0 cents
r
11/10
11/6
551.3 cents 16S.0 cenu 1049.4 cents
386.3
315.6
cents
cents

1

11/8

5 Odentity

3 Odentity

702.0 cents
I
11/6
16/11
12/11
648.7 ccnLS 1049.4 cents 150.6 cents
301.2
400.7
cents
cents

THE UTONALITY TRiAD UNDER
1 Udentity

16/11 (upward)

11/8 (downward)

With Tnnpmd 5 UJmtity

1 Udentity

5 Udentity

J Udcntity

702.0 cents
I
11/8
12/11
11/6
551.3 centJ 150.6 ccnu 1049.4cenu
301.2
400.7
cents
cents

After hearing an absolutely true triad onc feels that the tempered triad

throws its weight around in a strangely uneasy fashion, which is not at all
re markable, for what it wants to do more than anything else is to go off
and sit down somewhere -it actually requires resolution! Thus has the
composition of music for the tempered scale become one long harried and
constipated epic, a veritable and futile pilgrimage in search of that never
never spot-a place to sit!

CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Question of Resolution
The Basis of Resolution

MODULATION, which has become the sine quo

non

of music in the West, is

the term used to denote a move from the psychological effect of magnetism
in one series of pitches related to each other by the smallest numbers to
another or parallel effect of magnetism and series of pitches. Such a series
of pitches has already been characterized as a series of identities with a
Numerary Nexus, and as one which represents the maximal consonance of
stipulated identities. Not all the identities within a prescribed limit, such
as the

1

or

11

3

of Monophony. need be heard; two, or even one-if that one is

a

Identity. are sometimes sufficient to create the tonal magnetism.

Modulation is the move Crom the "feeling" of one tonality to the "Ceel
ing" oC another.l In such a move the moment of resolution into the second

its small way, intriguing and exciting. and an examination
orit results in a series ofobservations which help to disclose the comparative
tonality is, in

power of one resolution against another. Such reflections are not scientific,
and certainly not metaphysical, yet they possess elements of both: they
are, essentially, the result of experience with true intervals plus deduction.

1 do not apologize Cor being the primary source of the reactions which
have led to these deductions. However limited and unrep�ntative

a

man's experience in his chosen field, it is nevertheless his first duty, I am
convinced, to analyze his own reactions, notwithstanding the fact that this
is not the accepted procedure for psychological investigation. The effect of
the musical material! here expounded upon others hardly seems as per
tinent as their effect upon the man who thinks they are worth expounding,
especially since the field-though occasionally charted-is virtually de
serted.

IMqcr calls lDOdularion "rhe multiplicatior. of all the number lymOO1l of rhe diarollic _le:
by ally onc of these fYDlOOls or by any product of them." Mouko'4ft', Nillanwlu-, .83. Thil may be
an admirable definition from the .tandpoinr of CUfTCnr musical methodology, but it iI to precile
.. to be abort of the truth n
i Monopbony.

/8/
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Succinctly. a tonal attraction involves three factors: first, perfection;
second, departure, or an im�rfection which is strong in relation to a
desired perfection ; third, the perfection implied by the second factor,
whether the original perfection or another one.
The identities of a tonality, which draw the tonal vibrations down or
up to thc:mselvcs, represent the temporary perfection; they are magnets,
or-as it were-primary planets. Those ratios clustering around each
magnet for the brief moment of the prevailing tonality aTC temporarily
magnetized tones, or secondary planets in the: orbits of the temporary
primary planets, and tend merely to enhance the perfection of the magnets.2
The urge for r�lution inherent in an arrangement of u=mporarily mag
netized tones is an artificial one, since it is arbitrarily set up to produce a
specific psychological result. The following observations are therefore not
necessarily self-evident, but might be called deductions (which are to be
taken in their cumulative import) regarding an artifice which is significant
in our musical culture.
ObJnvation Oru.-The extent and intensity of the influence that a mag
net ex..erts is in invene proportion to its ratio to 1 . As a basis of computation
all satellites, or temporarily magnetized tones, are primarily under the
influence of attraction to the unity, which is the sun in its cosmos, its field
being the tonal distance between it and its next higher and lower likenesses,
or 1 to 2 and 1 to 1 /2. I This means simply that the extent and intensity of
the influence of 7, for example, are just a seventh of those of 1 . However,
this observation is to be taken in conjunction with the following:
ObJnlltltion 1wo.- The intensity of the urge for resolution is in direct
proportion to the proximity of the temporarily magnetized tone to the
magnet. This simply says that it is harder to deny the urge of those mag
netized tones closest to a magnet, and it implies that a magnetic field is of
equal imensity on either side of a magnet. There is undoubtedly a point,
in the case of a magnetized tone extremely close to a magnet, where the

'Binlham u.ys that "c�ry melodic interval tn:ncb toward ODe of the tona of the tonic
chord of the tonality which it aroutb. The taw (ofrnc:lodic progrc:aionj iI �Kd upon the: ten·
dency of every interval, yQ, of even a lingle musical lOund, to eltablilh • tonality attilude."
"StudiQ in Melody," in P�hol0l�.z Rtww M_trtlplu, vat 12, no. 1, p. 18.
"I1>c:oretic:.aUy, jusl halt the diltanec from 1 to 2, aDd from 1 10 1/2_that iI, haJ( tne utent
of the 2/1 above 1 and half thc elltcnt of Ihe 2/1 below I_would reprac:nt Ihc Ilcld of allrae·
tion of I. But because: the various e�pretliolll of thc ldcnlily 1 _ 1 /2, I , 2, 4, 8, ele._arc ao alike
in their pl)'Cholbsieal effect, a ruoiution 10 1/1 from a ratio beyond the half, rather than to 2/1
or 1/2-10 which il iI cJc:.er-, iI not ftCCCDJrily rac:ntcd. HOW1:ver, the aluaetion 10 111 de·
cteUCl markedly in the: dole: approach to 2/1 (or to 1/2): le:< Ot.c:rvation Two.
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two would be so compounded that the urge would be dampened or lost,
but such intervals do not exist in Monophony.
Obstruat;on ThTu.-The intensity of the urge for resolution in a satellite,
or magnetized tone, is in direct proportion to the smallness of the numbers
of its ratio to the unity of the desired perfection. For example, if 1/1 is
considered the Otonality unity of the desired perfection, the urge for resolu·
tion in a satellite rdated to it by the ratio 4/3 is stronger than one related
to it by the ratio 5/3, if the two situations where these ralios might be
involved could ever be exactly parallel. Neither these situations nor any
two situations in the psychological phenomenon of resolution are ever
exactly parallel, since 4/3 is affected by its proximity (in the ratio 16/15)
to a strong magnet (the identity in 5/4 relation to the unity), whereas
5/3 is affected by a greater proximity (in the ratio 21/20) to a weaker
magnet (the identity in 7/4 relation to its unity) or by a much lesser prox
imity (in the ratio 10/9) to a stronger magnet (the identity in 3/2 relation
to its unity).

Methods ofEstablishment and Departure
The establishment of tonality is achieved primarily through the 1-3-5
Identities and in diminishing degree through the 7-9-11 Identities. But
it is also achieved in other ways; according to Meyer, through a "variety
of conditions" -reiteration, emphasis, a drone bass, etc.' The departure
from this tonality is also accomplished in a variety of ways, but primarily
by introduction of some of the identities of another tona1ity, which in
relation to the previously established tonality represents imperfection, and
the smaller the numbers of the ratio of the imperfection to the projected
or final tonality (the desired perfection) the stronger and more conspicuous
is the imperfection, and the stronger and more conspicuous the demand for
resolution to the projected tonality.'

Applyingthe Factors ofResolution
The understanding of tonal urges demands a cumulative judgment;
that is to say, in any given instance judgment must be tempered by the
'M�'13"'1 A,iliuntlil:, 51.

_ita Bingham, to. to....
lity ia . Kt ofexpectatioN" ("Shldia In Mekxly,"
&rUUI M_p13p!t1, vol. 12, DO. 3, p. :H)-which it ia IOmetnne. pleaturable 10

·"Subjcctlvely,"
in PVCMl.,il:tJ

find UDfulfilled, he might have added.
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factors of all three observations. According to Observation One the 3
Identity is a third as strong as the unity, the 5 Identity a fifth as strong, and
so on, but the matter of the tonal distance over which magnetism is
exerted-in regard to Observation Two-can be disposed of less easily.
The precise method of determining this extent would involve finding
the cube root of 2 (since 2/1 is the field of attraction of the unity) for the
field of attraction of the 3 Identity, the fifth root of 2 for the field of attrae·
lion of the 5 ldentity, and so forth. A simpler procedure, however, produces
(he same results. A third of 1200 ct:nts (the 2/1 field of attraction), or 400
cents, is the field of 3; a fifth of 1 200, or 240 cents, is the field of 5; a
seventh of 1200, or 171 + cents, is the field of 7; a ninth of 1200, or 133 +
cents, is the field of 9, and an eleventh of 1 200, or 109+ cents, is the field
of 1 1 .
For the 3 Iden�ity, then, the total of 400 cents is divided to put 200 on
eac:h side, or about a 9/8 ratio (203.9 cents) above and a 9/8 ratio below
3. By this process we find that the interval 15/14 (119.4 cents) above and
below the 5 Identity comprises its field, and so forth. Below is given the
number of Monophonic fabric degrees, above and below, which are in the
particular field of attraction of each identity:
For the 3 Identity-about six Monophonic degrees above and below.
For the 5 Identity-about four Monophonic degrees above and below.
For the 7 Identity-about three Monophonic degrees above and below.
For the 9 Identity-about two Monophonic degrees a,?<>ve and below.
For the 1 1 Identity-about one Monophonic degree above and below.
The greatest of the seeming equivocations in these fields is the submergence of the 1 1 Identity in the field of the 3 Identity. However, the
3 Identity, as well as all others, is in the field of attraction of 1, but this
fact does not destroy its magnetic influence. The inclusion of 11 in the
Monophonic hexad (1-3-5-7-9-1 1) introduces a new character with a
minimum of dissonance, and, skillfully handled, adds richness to a resolu
tion in either the resolving chord or the final chord (see below), if richness
is the momentary desideratum.
It is never necessary to compute the arcs of magnetic fields for each
identity of a tonality, nor is it even advisable to try to remember the
comparative latitudes except in a general way, since experience soon teaches
i effective and what is not, and interpretations precisely stated too
what s
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oflen act as blocks to further investigation. It is only necessary to remember
the decreasing power and increasing subtlety of resolutions to the less
familiar identities-7, 9, and I l -if there is any intention of preserving
their quality as identities.
It is frequently stated that the higher the numbers of a ratio the less
obligatory is it that the ratio be given correctly, the more susceptible is
the ratio to temperament, and the more willing the ear to compensate for
the inaccuracy, and this is of course the justification for the egregious
corruption of 5/4 and 6/5 and their complements in Equal Temperament.
This is a half-truth, one that is incapable of any verbal characterization
that does not employ the word negative or tbe conception of negativism;
it illustrates a type of thinking that is perhaps the most basic of all our
imonational limitations. The higher the numbers of a ratio the more subtle
its effect, and the more scruplllously should we try to forestall its dissipation
in the stronger ratios surrounding it. So far as Monophony is concerned
the question is academic, since all its identities are implicit in the ratios
themselves and are therefore theoretically correct. The problem of making
them practically correct introduces the subject of instruments, which is the
burden of the next chapter.
These observations on modulation in general and resolution in par
ticular are made in a spirit of invc;stigation; they are tentative gropings in
a virtually unexamined realm. Above all, they are not rules, to be con
sulted prior to action. $ But as tentative gropings let us pursue them to
their source; let us, that is, examine a few of the musical situations that
led to their enunciation.

Examples in Monophonic Ratios
The application of these observations to the common resolution of
"dominant seventh" to "tonic" indicates that the powerful effect of this
tonal flux is more than a conditioned reflex. The "dominant seventh,"
first used by the Frenchman Jean Mouton (1475-1522)1 and first used
'Compare with the obKrvatloN of Meyer, who diacwaca propinquity (Oblervation Two) III
the chief element in the "affmity" of one tone to another, but alto mentions ",mallne1ll or ratio
term." MlUitilln's Ariflrmdit, 128. AlIo compare Lip!»', "law of the number 2" (more frequently
caUed the "Jaw olthc tonk") and the principle that the .impler the ratios the clo$cr the melodic
"nelationship." Bingham, "Studio in Mdody," in Pipl!DlQZital R.vUw J,[01WI"QPIu, vul. 12, no.

3, p. 11.

'Hope, M.duflGl MMN,

138.
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effectively by Monteverdi about a century later, has become the most-used
resolving chord in harmonic music. lf the

t /1

Otonality is assumed to be
the desired perfection, the smallest-number ratio in relation to the unity is

3/2

("dominant"). An Otonality is then built on

1/1 Otonality
the common "VrI.1 t

7-1), which resolves to
n=sult is

Ruofvi"l Chord:

3/2 (Identities 1-5-3(Identities 1-1-1-5-3), and the

Ruo/vi"I

Fifllll

Clwrd:

1/1 OtonalilJ
Higher
. . . . . .0 . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . 3/2
3/2. . .
2/1
21/16. . . . . .
. . . . 21/20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5/'
Higher
8
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
'/8
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1/1
/
_
_
_
'
_
2/1
_
..:.
'Low<,
' --:
' ' /.:.
-;,15/8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16/1 S . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' .:..
_
-::.
2/1
Lower 2/1
3/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 /1
3/2 Otonoii"

Distancl

::,

3/2, the unity of the resolving chord, goes to I l l ,
chord (3/2 is in the field of attraction of 1/1), and

The lowest tone,
unity of the final

the
the

resolution is of course quite powerful, even without harmonic support and
notwithstanding that the tone

3/2

travels the entire interval distance

3/2

for resolution. This power is attributable to the small number 3 in relation
to the final 1 (Observations One and Three). The 15/8 (5 Odentity of the
resolving chord) also resolves to the unity of the final chord, but is less
powerful, as is manifest when it is sung or played without harmonic support
(Observations One and Three). The 9/8

(3 Odentity of the resolving chord)
1 5/8 (the 5 Odentity), but it travels a greater
interval distance to reach l/t of the final chord, so that the degree of power
is about the same as 15/8 to 2/1 (Observations One, Two, and Three).
The 7 Odentity of the resolving chord (21/16), moving to the 5 Odentity
is a stronger identity than

of the final chord, is undoubtedly the least powerful of the four resolutions

considered thus far, as will be appreciated if heard without harmonic
support. The comparative weakness of this resolution is attributable to the
involvement of the prime number 7, even though it has the smallest inter·
val distance to travel for resolution,
Three). The higher

3/2-1

21/20

(Observations One, Two, and

Odentity or unity-of the resolving chord is

the same tone as, and is tied to, the

3

Odentity of the final chord.

The above example hardly seems to corroborate Observation Two,
regarding the greater intensity of

an

urge when the magnetized identity
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is very close. but it is corroborated, very definitely, by the resolution shown
below in Diagram 12, which is a very powerful one on the Chromelodeon:
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I
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The resolving chord is little more than a suggestion of tonality, but if
33/32 is considered the 3 Odentity of an 1 1 /8 Otonality, moving to the
3 Udentity of 1 1 /8 Utonality, Observation Three applies to that extent.
However, most of the power of the resolution seems to spring from the
closeness of the two lowest ratios to the 3-5-1 Udentities of the final chord
( 1 1 /8 Utonality). The narrow 55/54 (31.8 cenu) resolution from 27/20 to
1 1 /8 is particularly striking (Observation Two).
Another resolution that travels narrow resolving distances, as shown
below, is that from 3/2-0 to 1 /1 -0. The profusion of identities brings a
richness to the resolution that is quite effective on the Chrome1odeon; the
resolving chord contains an entire hexad (1-5-3-7-9-11, from the bottom
up), and the final chord a quintad (3-1-9-5-7-1, from the bottom up,
with the unity doubled):
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Both Observations Two and Three apply here. and with approximately
equal force. From resolving chord to final chord, and from the bottom up.
t moves to 3 (same lone), 5 to I , 3 to 9 (same tone), 7 to 5, 9 to 7, and 1 1
to 1 .
The so�alled plagal cadence, from 4/3 Otonality to 1ft Otonality, for
example, is also interesting in the light of these observations on resolution,
as are the Utonality counterparts, or reverse forms, of these resolutions.
The Utonality equivalent of 3/2-0 to 1/1-0 (the resolution diagrammed
above) is 4j3-U to 1 It-V, and the reverse of 4/3-0 to 1/1-0 (the" plagal"
cadence) is 3/2-U to 1/1-V.
It is quite true that in sustained tones dissonant or equivocal difference
tones may tend to muddy these corresponding Utonality chords, yet on
the Chramdodean the effect of the reverse, the resolution 4/3 Utonality
to 1/] Utonality, for example, is peculiarly gratifying and quite as powerful
as the com=sponding Otonality resolution. It may be had by substituting
the complement of each ratio for each chordal ingredient, and reversing
the order of each column from bottom to top, so that there is an entire
hexad (l1-9-7-3-5-1, from bottom up) for the resolving chord, and a
quintad (1-7-5-9-1-3, from bottom up) for the final chord:
Resolving Chord:
RtSOiving
Final Chord:
4/3 Utorwlity
Dista1l4t
1/1 Ulonality
4/3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 4/l
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.
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.

.
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.
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Middle
2/1

--:-'--:
-;-::
-':-:';:
2/1
Lowest
64/33: . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33/32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111
----.

.

From resolving chord to final chord, and from bottom up, 1 1 moves
to I , 9 to 7, 7 to 5, 3 to 9 (same tone), 5 to I , and 1 to 3 (same tone). All
moves are by narrow, or very narrow, intervals.

'toTUlli!J Flux
The potentialities of tonality interplay in the Monophonic fabric are
too vast for more than isolated instancing. Most of the above examples
were advisedly chosen for their aspects of coincidence with present-day
musical theory; the combination of two unfamiliar ideas: unusual symbols
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-ratios-and unusual chord relationships is a difficult problem in com
prehension, but let the reader take comfort, for it is no easy problem in
presentation! On the assumption that graphic delineation may aid com
prehension, the interlocking of two pairs of chords is shown in Diagrams

1 4 and

14.

The 1-5-3 triads of

8/7

Otonality and 7/4 Utonality are
•

•
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measured ofl'on an equal graph in Diagram
Utonality and the

1-5-3 triad of 16/11

13, and the 5-3-1

triad of 1 1/8

Otonality in Diagram

14.

Subtleties of tonality relationships are thus revealed, even in the corn·
monpiace triads, which are quite impossible of execution on Equal Temper
ament instruments and, worse, are quite impossible of conception in Equal
Temperament theory. It is only necessary to mention that such subtleties
may be multiplied many times, with consideration of the

7-9-11

Identities

and the mani(oldly related twenty-eight tonalities.

An Experiment with a Negative Purpose
In the Science Building of the South Kensington Museum, London, is
a small pipe organ which was designed, according to the builder, to prove
that Just Intonation prevents even "the simplest modulation." This belief
is obscurely tied to another equally benighted persuasion in general musical
thinking, that melodic subtleties are impractical and ineffective in any
harmonic music, just or otherwise.
The organ mentioned was in a glass case when I saw it, and the builder
was not present to demonstrate it, but his thesis was effectively disproved,
at least in part, by Colin Brown's harmonium (see pages

440-443),

and

is being disproved by Perrett and by the music of Monophony. As for the

second contention, that in a chordal music subtle melodies are futile, there
is only one effectual disproof: significant music .

Fox-Strangways on the Subject
A few

years ago a letter from

editor of the English quarterly

A. H.

Music

Fox-Strangways, founder and first

and

Letters, came to me through an

intermediary. Fox-Strangways has been an active critic and a forceful
intellectual participant in every recent movement or significant discussion
looking toward the expansion of musical resources, and the letter I hold
is very excellent from several standpoints. It embraces, succinctly and
clearly, a good many of the beliefs and prejudices of the average well
educated musician in regard to modulation, melodic subtleties in harmonic
music, and any tampering with Equal Temperament theory. Not every
creative theorist has his opposition directed into a nutshell, and since the
points made by Fox-Strangways must be answered, it is obviously desirable
to reproduce his letter virtually in full.' The letter was in answer to an
'Permiaion kindly granted by Fox·5uangwa)'l in a

mclSllge cbled June 6, 1945.
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article on Monopbony sent to Fox-Strangways through the aforesaid inter
mediary. This highly chivalrous message, and gracious, considering that
it betokened a rejected manuscript, follows:

June 8, 1934.
Dear Sir:
I'm afraid I can make no use of this, for the following reason.
There are many ways of securing jWl intonation-it depends on (1) what
accuracy (2) what practicability you want. This seems to be a good way as far as
I understand it.
But the unfortunate thing is that we arm', w.lltjust intonuion: it would stop off
the simplest modulation-e.g.

r r
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3
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3
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I
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I
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I
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4

3

10
----9

,

8

2

�
I

•
4
I

I "otio, added by H. f! )

In the chords " .. , A is taken aJ 80/048 [10j9} and Idt as 81(48 [9/8] of C. H you
have two A's to represent this then there is no modulation-i.e., the /IQWO' of tding
a noli in two senses.

To go back from Equ al Temper ament on keyed instruments is to scrap the
mUllic of two centuries. We may have enlered on an evil course-it has ruined
singing, for instance-but we shall have to So on with it-probably in Yas6Cr's
direction [see page 304], though I can't at present !Ce how the difficuhies are to be
got over. What your man says about Indian and Arab scales is true, but irrelevant:
they were for melody, and we want harmony. The Indian! are "up against it," too:
they have imported the harmonium, the issue of which is inevitably European
harmony, though they don't know it. A 25-note harmonium [it is actually 23 tones
to the 2/t-see page 2681 has been invented ror them, 10 that they can play their
rags, but they won't U!C it-too difficult, too experuive- they are settling down
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complacently on the 12-nole scale, and contenting themselves with the dozen or so
rags it will play, and scrapping the many scores of them they used to sing. A few
of them hope for a great Preservation Trust? but the old rags an: rapidly duappear
ing as Sanskrit is-too difficult, and we're too busy. It's all very sad.
Again, music is not made by acoustic specialists but by musical geniuses, who

Elgar, for instance-"don't know what the

supertonic s
i"

and persist in "taking

their music from the air," i.e., from what they manage to think out of any rotten old
fiddle or trombone they may happen to possess: and they accept any kind of tem
perament that gives scope for modulCllicm, which is vital to thinking. Your man will
probably say he

(an.

modulate. So he can; but at an experue oC"grey matter" that

the ordinary practitioner is not going to contemplate. . . .
There-I've no time, though there's Iou more "to i t" -sorry.

Yours very truly,
(Signed) A.

H.

FOX-STRANGWAYS.

Getting Down to Cases
The accuracy of Just Intonation has not proved "practicable" for a
single reason: the lack of significant music for instruments conceived for
Just Intonation and incapable of anything else. I n Equal Temperament we
have achieved a fine balance �tween a scale as painless as possible and one
which can produce the

Well- Tempmd Clau':chord.

Equal Temperament has

proved "practicable" simply because the music wriuen for its instruments
is significant.
The modulation in question has been played on the Chromelodeon
for many musicians, including a graduate class at the Eastman School of
i 
Music in Rochester, New York, and at a lecture at the University of Ws
consin, i n three ways: sustaining the 10/9 through the third and fourth

beats, sustaining the

10/9

9/8

through the third and fourth �ats, playing the

on the third beat and

9/8

on the fourth (which is necessary if both

chords are in just tuning). My own reaction is that the difference in qua1ity

i has little or no bearing on
of the resolving chords is obvious, and that ths

the achievement of the modulation, which is successful in all three in
stances. The three types were not announced to my hearers, and no one
suggested that there was no modulation in any case.' The great capacity
of Monophony for taking a tone in two or more senses has been amply
discussed (see Chapter

8).

'Alu
,
.. the playing d Ihi. modulation at the Univenity of Wi.-r:orIJ;n one man correctly
..ted-from the audience_the nature of the chDl'd.t in the three n:ooitiolU. Thd man wu .n
"
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To assume that

our
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present musical heritage will be scrapped because

a few persons choose to express themselves in their own way and on their
own instruments is somewhat over-flattering. It is also evidence of the un
conscious but acute

sense

of interdependence-of what amounts to help

lessness-of all elements of the musical structure. When the musician meets
a maverick in the field of theory he says (consciously or unconsciously) to
himself: "That man menaces my position in society, my job, my art."
Not so the artist in paint. He sees no dark cloud of revolution in every

dissent; two artists can work with exactly opposite attitudes and utterly
different materials without feeling personally menaced by each other.

Those: who would observe that the artist in a visual medium requires no

"interpreter" for the preservation of his work will be answered : with the

approach of perfection in reproduction techniques the composer who, with
a small ensemble, plays his own work, will require no "interpreter" either.
The contention that hatmonic music with melodic subtleties is im
practical and ineffective is answered in the two progressiON diagrammed
above, which have lxen used in the music of Monophony. Meyer suggests

an attempJ at
thereby the presence of some 'tonal

that some Westerner "might get up courage enough to make
harmony and, if successful, perlwpsprove
ity' in some exotic music." tO

Finally, Fox-Strangways has got his roles mixed. It is he who is the

"acoustic speciaJist," one who is convinced of the "evil course" of the
accepted musical order and who imprisons himself in pessimism over its
"very sad" world-wide effects, and nevertheless defends it. It is the author
of the article who is the "ordinary practitioner" for whom Fox-Strangways
offers to speak. Incidentally, it is far too generally a!Sumed that "geniuses"
do not or will not bother to attain precision in materials and thinking
habits. Further, I am a bit nonplussed at the accusation of a relative ab
sence of "grey matter" in my scale, but quite optimistic over the prospect
of new exoticisnu-in Louisiana, WlSCon:sin, and California, to pick a few
random spots from the map-regardless of what India and Arabia do.
lImateur
ward

"Wao

violinin who hlId hem neither me

nor

my mUlic belcwe, Severlll othert told me

after

they had abo cOI'l"«tiy guated the modulatioN. I at.o asked the lp«i6c quettion:
the modulation aocompJilhed? It�, in which playing _ it not aocomplithed?" No

that

i all thn:e iNtaDCel. I
one was at all lure that thl: modulation had not been ac:compllahcd n
altcrward. explained, ol counc, that an)' hetitation whlltever invaliwlta the theory that Juat
Intonation "atOp' off" modlllation.
It}'fusw'fI'1 A,itlttrwt�, 118.
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Equal Temperament is a current habit, as is also the scope for modula

tion which it allows. Composers can "think" only in Equal Temperament
for just onc reason: because it is all they have got to think in. Music systems
are made valid-and workable-by significant music, as these pages have
so frequently sought to remind us. But to produce significant music in Just
Intonation we must have instruments, and instruments are no small prob
lem. The chapter which follows is an account of one drart which is perhaps
the beginning-perhaps a continuation of the beginning made by General
Perronet Thompson, Colin Brown, Wilfrid Perrett, Kathletn Schlesingerll
-of an answer.
liS« Oaplt.rl lS and 18 (or an t.l<&min.alion orolh!:.. instruments inJUlI Intonation.

ASSORTED INSTRUM.ENTS
C",tu: HARMONIC CANON III

Cloc/cwise

frOl11 left: HARMONIC CANON I, NEW KITHARA I,

QUADRANGULAR IS REVERSUM, MBIRA BASS DVAD

CHROMELODEON I

D"nlu Mi/eh.

ZYMO-XYL

SCENE FROM DELUSION OF THE FURT

CHAPTER "TWELVE

String and Voice Instruments and Their
Notations

IN

THE. FIRST

edition the subjects of i nstruments and notation were treated

separately. However, for the large majority of the many new instruments

presented here, the notations very logically take their forms from the struc
tures of the instruments, from the particular placement of strings or blocks.
Therefore, it is far more efficient to discuss the forms, the intonations, and the
notations more or less simultaneously.
I n the summer of 1957 I prepared a small booklet with photographs of the
instruments I was using at that time. This was designed to accompany the
two-record set of The Bewitched which I had just brought out under my own
label, GATE

5.

The first two paragraphs of that booklet introduce this

chapter:
It is inherent in the being of the creative art worker

(0

know and understand the:

materials he needs, and to create them where they do not exist, to the best of his
ability. In music, this characteristic must go far beyond the mere competl:na: to

compose and analyu a scorl:. It is mo� difficult for thl: composer to c�atl: thl: colors
of nttded. sound than il is for Ihe painll:r 10 create the colors of needed light, but it is no

less important that he find it possible to do so. The usual musical traditions a�
against him in the efTort; in our lime they arl: recognizable as traditions only when
they have reached the comfortable plateau of academic SoeCurity. But the rebelliously
creative act is also a tradition, and if our art of music is to be anything more than a
shadow of its past, the traditions in question must pl:riodical ly shake ofT dormanl
habits and excite themsdves into palpabl e kfowth.

If one must have the solid feeling of historical rl:sp«tabililY beneath him in order
to function, our world provides it in myriad variety, beyond the immediate locale,
before the immediate paSI. He does not need to bttome an archeologist to realize that
the� is hardly an Cl(olic line he could write, a varianl article he could create, or a sin
gular idea hI: could brl:W, that would nOI be fdicitous in some tradition, al some point
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lime in the cuJ lurro past. My instruments �lon8 10
many traditions, esp«iatly including the present ones: affirmation of parentage
provides the primary substance of rcbel lion .

on the: globl=, at some ronjecture1i

During the:: devcn-year �riod ending in

1 962,

I trained six large en

semble:s, with some six months of rehearsals preceding ('acn performan« or
snies of performances. The experience led to many gratifying, and a few trou
bling, conclusions.
Musicians, who are generally awkward with common lools, nevertheless
expect raultless perfection in their instruments. The:se are mt:chanical con

trivances, however, and it wo ul d be salutary i f musicians de:veloped the ele

mentary skills needed to maintain them. I n panicular, the elementary skill of
tuning is of supreme importance to musicianship, and a deeper understanding
would certainly ensue were it developed.
The attitude of the musician on stage-what I refer to as auitudinal tech
nique-is also relevant. At

no time

are the players of my inslrumenlS

10

be

unaware that they are on stage, in the act. There can be no humdrum playing
of notes in the belief that because the musicians are "good," their performance
is

ipso Jacto "

masterly." When a player fails to take full advantage or his role

in a visual or acting sense, he is muffing his part-in my terms-as
thoroughly as if he bungled every note in the score.
But before the instruments can sound competently in playing, and thus

allow the players 10

act their

parts competently, they must be in tip-top con

dition, and this involves a day-ta-day and year-to-year obligation. The inmu
ments do not maintain themselves, especially under the wear and tear and
sometimes violent treatment (which I myself stipulate) of daily playing. And
not a small part of the element of good condition is the visual; the instrumenlS
must be kept

set.

loolting well, since they are almost always on stage as part of the

My work takes lIS character from the instruments I have built, played
competently, and from my ideas and altitudes. The clarinets, cellos, and
basses for which I occasionally ask can never take over this responsibility,
however brilliantly they are played. The plucked strings in general represent

the soul of my work and percussion the bodily SlrUClUre, although percussion
with a great variety of timbres and in fine tunings approaches what might be
called lyrical percussion, and is certainly not without

soul. Techniques for the

plucked strings are often unusual, but not percussion techniques, or very
rarely.
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Notation-On the Horns of Dilemma
In grappling with notation, the: composer-pioneer is constantly on the:
horns of dilemma, a situation that becomes so thoroughly normal to him that
when an integrated and rational solution seems

10

prestnt itself, he is more

than likely to remain incredulously �rched-and with good reason. I n a
sense, a notation is the least of a music's ingredients, one that might be sup
plied on little more than a moment's no�ice. To provide a notation is a matter
of paper and pencil and a good night's sleep; but to evolve a theory, to develop
instruments based upon it, and

10

write and present music conceived thc:rt:

from is easily the matter of a lifetime.
An integrated notation involves much more than merely inventing it; that
would be easy, but to make it immediately comprehensible and translatable
into physical acts is another thing. The status of my notation after four
decades of composing for my particular instruments remains unresolved-it is
not integrated notation. However anomalous this may sound, i t is not un
natural. The first inclination is to sweep the boards clean and to start anew,
and this procedure is practicable so long as the composer depends solely upon

himself for rendition of his music. That momentous time of deparlure from
self-surficiency into the complexities of ensemble work brings a totally dif
ferent situation; from that time on the composer is quite effectively skewe�
by the education and conditioning of those whose assistance he setks.
It is seldom possible both to find a group of persons

l!n

rapport

and to

reeducate them, which i n any case requires a great deal of time. A start must
be made by offering music that will stimulate the evolution of both intonation
and ideas in general. Without such music, problems in theory could be solved
on paper, and e=:ven in instruments, into time eternal without producing any
noticeable evolution; the proof lie=:s i n the=: unique and "original" instruments
in the museums of Europe. Stimulation will result only from a corpus of sig
nificant music, an emotionally dynamic music. which will win response from
persons who don't give a tinker's damn that 3/2 is 1/50 of an equal semitone
wider than the vibrational ratio they hear.
The composer who is moved to contribute to this stimulation bends every
effort to get his music heard; and to get it heard (if he employs more than his
own talents in rendition), he must write his music i n such a way that it will
not require years to connect fingers or lips or larynx to its executio n. Here,
however, the horns begin to hurt, because the hodgepodge of li nes, numbers,
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and notes which results from this necessity is no sesame to an understanding of
the fabric of theory which the composer has laboriously built up.
Nevertheless, music is composed on the basis of instruments, and instru
ments are individual. What is ralional and well-integrated for one is quite the
opposite for another. Symbols should represent, for the player, physical acts
upon the strings, leven, wood blocks, or whatever vibratory bodies he has
before him, but they do not represent such acts very well unless the pteu
liariti� of SIring patterns, or of lever or block patterns, arc taken into account
as the basis for the figuration of the symbols. Results an� more immediate and
more rational when there is a se:parate notation for each ty� of instrument.
based enlirely upon its individuality, and, in addition, a common-denominator
notation based upon ratios or dearly implying ratios. And students of the
instruments would know both notations-the one for playing the music of
a particular instrurnenl, the ether for studying and analyzing the total
result.
This idea operates in my notation at least partially at presenl. A few of the
parts are written in ratios, and those that are not SO wrillen are immediately
translatable into ratios by the assiduous student. More will be sai d on the
general subject of notation toward the end of this chapter.

The Adapted Viola
The cello has already been cited as one of the most easily adapted instru
ments (page 99). The Adapted Viola is somewhat similar; its quality is more
like that of the viola, but its range is deeper-betwee n the cello and the viola.
It has an average-size viola soundbox but a fingerboard about six inches
longer than that of the average viola (see photograph). It has cello tuning pegs
and cello strings-except the first string, which is a double-length violin first
or second, or a monofilament nylon guitar string. The total leng th is 32
inches, and the string lengt h from bridge to nut is 20 inches. I
I

, I lNIck lhe linl!!ertloatd from a dilClrded «110 Iin�riJoItd• •nd ;1 WU.IUlChcd 10 I Inll!!'heMd Mdc by
New Orleans vloIin-makeT. Edwin iknlin, n
i 1930.

ADAJYfED VIOLA
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The lowest string of the Adapted Viola is 1/1-98 cycles (two 2/1 's below
I j l -392),j approximately a 3/2 above the lowest �lIo siring, and a 4/3
below the lowest viola string. The four slrings 3rc tuned in successive 3/2's as
u5ual-I/I -3/2-9/8-27/1 6-a 2/1 below the violin tuning. (If the lowest
string is considered as the generator the ratios are 1/1-3/2-9/4-27/8.) As
show(\ in the illustration, the instrument is held between the knees in playing,
10 permit more accurate stopping.
There are twenty·nine stops in each 2/ I , as seen in Diagram 15, and these
are computed and marked, with lines and brad heads, for two and a half 2/1 's
on each string. The brads, which are hammered in at the sides of the strings
rather than under them, do not inu=rfer� with playing in any way.
Ratios oth�r than th� tw�nty-nin� mark�d ar� stopped comparatively; for
example 9/8, which is not mark�d, is a trin� I�ss than half the distanc�
�tween 1 0/9 and 8/7, which are marked. The bridge is flattened on the side
of the higher range, lowering the 9/8 string so that triads may be played
(bowing thre� strings at once), but a wooden tooth can � inserted to raise th�
9/8 string to normal position.
Considerable experience in marking cello fingerboards for the ratios
desired convinces me that making marks while carefully listening to the ratios
on one of the Chromelodeons is more practical than the mathematical approach. Different strings vary
considerably in accretion of tone,
and the difference between wound
strings and monofilament strings is
sometimes distressing. It is
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nevertheless desirable

10

check the mark made by a

heard tone with that made by computation. J r the
desired ratio on the 1/1 string is 1 6/1 1 , the point at

\f

i

1 11/

which it is obtained is 5/ 1 6 of the Siring length from
the nut. Stops for Ihe other slrings involve a
preliminary computation. Ir the desired ratio is 3/2
on the 9/8 string, the interval between 3/2 and 9/8
must first be known. 3/2

x

8/9

=

4/3, and Ihe pan of

the string length to be measured off is therefore 1/4
from the nut.
Fingerboards may be marked in many ways. Far
the most effective method

I

have discovered is the use

of a color analogy employing small blocks of colored
lacquer under each string for each of the desired
ratios. When such fingerboards have been used, in
tonation has generally been excellent; when they have
been discarded, intonation has deteriorated im·
mediately. It is rather sad, but

I

fear that most cellists

would rather commit an indecent aCI than allow
another cellist to catch them with a colored finger·
board.
In a sense, there has been a Oat denial in the West
for many centuries of the intrinsic spiritual character
of both bowed strings and the human voice. Both have
been forced, through intense discipline, to try to
perform like pipe organs-in precise, discrete steps.
Press a key-there is a tone; lift the finger-the
tone ends. Yet these tonal means are entitled to their
individualities, and it defeats the inner strength of
both when the individuals concerned are forced into
the molds of crypto·organists.
My own playing of the Adapted Viola depends
very much on what

I

call a one-finger technique; it is

much closer to the spirit of Indian vina playing than it
is to the pipe organ . Inherent in this technique is the

........----,---..-./

DIACRAM IS-PORTION
OF FINC�RBOARD

-
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polential of a fine art, and even when glider are not specifically indicated i n a
score, they �come nettssary and inevitablt once the conctpt is understood.
The finger may start slowly on its move, increase speed, and hit the next
ratio exactly. It may move very fast from the first ratio, and then move slowly
and insinuatingly inlO Ihl!' next-so slowly. sometimes, that on(' is nOI sure as
to the poinl where rest has been achieved. Or, all this may Ix reversed. What

the bow is doing meanwhile, in its capacity of providing an infinitude of
nuance, is supremely important.
The only nolation Ihal has proven satisfactory for Ihe Adapted Viola has
10

been the straight ratio, which, after decades of use, I find easy

project upon

the fingerboard. The following .::xampl.::, using a lill(: from a Li Po poc=m,s
provides some indication of the range of pitch. A large 1 indicates the first 2/ I

or the instrument; a large 2 the second 2/ 1 , a large 3 the third 2/ I .

COIOT Analogy fOT Current Instruments
In three larg.:: th.::at.::r works I have used a number of current instrumenu.4

In Oedipus, cello, string bass, and clarinet; in The Bewitc.hed, cello, piccolo,
• Shig<'yoshi 0ba1Ol, TIt� Worh 0
/Li Po, Ih� Chl1lu, Potl (copyri!hl 1 922), 1 17; used by pcrmi,';on of
£.1'. [)ullon and Company
• �ruin ...oriEJ of mine ... ill lx rr(rtr� 10 Ottasionally in I� (ollo...i.! !No!"' Those with Ion!,r lill"
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clarinct, ba.s.s clarinct; in R�u�lalian., cello, string bass, and a small brass
band. h is out of the que.stion 10 ask a large ensemble playing these instru·
ments to become proficient in ratios, but a means of communication must be
found, and a color analogy has been used. Thai outlined in the introductory
pages to R�u�/alian is the most rational because it i.s based entirely upon the
number of cents in a ratio. Here it is, in essence:
No color . . . . . . . . . . . . . one of the twelve semitones, approximately
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . slightly nat
Blue
..... . .. . . . . .. . . . .
Violet
more nat
Orange . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . slightly sharp
Red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . more sharp
.

.

.
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In both full scores and parts, note heads are ringed with the appropriate
colors. This is of course very imprecisc, but playcrs with good cars can and do
make adjustments when hearing the full ensemble, and especially when
hearing the precisely tuned Chromelodeons.

The Adapted GuitaTs
Considerable confusion has resulted from the use of Roman numerals to
differentiate my guitars. I purchased my original guitar in t 934 and spent
several years ( 1 934-1942) in the effort 10 evolve effective frets in Just In
tonation. The usual low, wire-type frets were not very satisfactory, and I
eventu.llly fitted high, stainless-steel frets into slots in a brass plate, which was
then screwed onto the neck. Both Barstaw and U.S. Highball were originally
written for this guitar, and I played it in performing these pieas for some two
years.
In 1945 I developed another guitar which had a smooth and narrowed fin·
gerboard with small and large pinheads, and small brass rivets, embedded in it
and polished down to the fingerboard level. Electronic amplification com
pensated for the reduced tone caused by stopping with fingers.
Both of these guitars were tuned in three pairs of 2/1 's, the lower tone of
the middle pair being 1 / 1 -98, the pitch of the lowest string on the Adapted
Viola. The pairs:

(lowest tone)

/
I "'j I ' '-'1
8 ( 5 8/5 1/1 1/1 5 (4 5/.
�,/.� �s/.-----l

(highest tone)

ADAPTED CUlTARS I AND 11
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Th� thr�� low�st slrings and th� thr�� high�st strings (a 2/ 1 abov�) ar�
separat�d by suc�ssiv� 5/4'5. Partly becaus� of this pairing of strings, th�
instrum�nt is played more like a mandolin than a guitar, but ilS low rang� of
pitch and 2/1 pairs contribut� to a result that is unlike either.
Having transf�rred my all�gianc� and th� identical tuning to this second
guitar, I called it Cuitar 1. However, in 1952, I removed th� high fr�ts from
the original guitar and play�d it with a plastic rod (like a steel in a st��1 guitar)
weighted with I�ad so that less pressure was required. The six strings of the
1952 r�conception have always been tuned to unisons or 2/1'5, in pairs:
1/1-98 and 1 / 1 - 1 96. At present-the tuning for Delusion-only the string
near�st the player is 1/1-98; the other five are 1/1-196.
This r�conceived guitar (the inslrument on th� I�ft in th� photograph) has
bttn used in the Dances, Oedipus, Revelation, and, most rec�ntly, in De
lusion. It is generally played with a pick. In order 10 distinguish it from the
second Cuilar I (1945), it was at first labeled Guitar Ill. Now, however, it is
again Cui tar I , since 1 abandoned the second Cuitar I in 1956, believing that
the Harmonic Canons (see below) were both more musical and more versatile.
This is·true, but still they do not take the place of thal Cui tar.
Adapted Guitar 11 (the instrument to the right in the photograph), built at
the Univ�rsity of Wisconsin in 1945, has always been Cuitar 11. I t has been
promin�nt in the Intrusions, the Dances, the choruses of Oedipus, and in
Revelation and Delusion.
It is a Hawaiian-type guitar-that is, one with a high nut which allows a
lead-weight�d plastic rod to be pr�ssed down upon the strings 10 mak� stops.
(Incidentally, the obnoxity of this tonal manipulation to some musicianly ears
is due, 1 am convinced , more to the sugary and pseudo-South &as music given
to th� instrument than to any uglin�ss or sentimentalism in the gliding sound
as such.) Four strings are added, making ten in all, and are tuned beginning
with a low 4/3-a 3/2 below 1/1 -98-th� same tone as the lowest cello
string. In the rest of the tuning there is a choice between Otonality or
Utonality, and th� change can be made in about five seconds. Tuning or the
two highest st rings is varied; one of the Utonality tunings is as fulluws:

16/15

IL

4/3

32/21

-h
.�ba,

-

16/9

15/8

64/33

2/1-------'1
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I t is evident that this is 4/3 Utonality (see table of Secondary Tonalities,
page 1 6 1 ) except for the ratio 15/8, which has the value of a passing tonc
In

the

arptggio.

The

identities

are,

from

lowest

to

highest:

1-3-1 -3-5-1-7-3-0- 1 1 , with 0 rep�senting the non-identity 1 5/8. The two
open strings 16/ 1 5 and 32/21 pass under wing nuts in the tuning head and
are screwed down to increase the tension a determined amount-16/15 be
comes 10/9 and 32/21 becomes 14/9; if, in this case, the 64/33 string is tuned
up 10 2/1, the result is 1 6/9 Otonality, as rollows:

10/9

I

4/3

14/9

16/9

15/8

hla;bcat 2/t

2/1

I

The identities are )-1-3-1-5-3-7-1-0-9, with 0 again �presenting 15/8.
Twenty-two stops to produce higher Utonalities and twenty-two stops to
produce Otonalities are marked on the fingerboard by triangles, the base of
each triangle representing the stopping point. The triangles are colored to cor
respond with the Chromelodcon calor analogy (see below, page 214).
Tonalities other than those indicated are of course determined comparatively.
(A few of the secondary tonalities are indicated by black triangles.) A narrow
piece of thin wood is attached to the side of the fingerboard and shows ratios
in a melodic sense-for the highest 16/9 string (third highest in pitch).
The strings are mostly guitar and tenor-guitar, the exttption being a
mando-cello string for the lowest 4/3. The instrument rests on the player's lap
and is generally played with fingers rather than with a pick.
Notation: Guitar I (current) has blocks of color straight across the finger
board, with the colors following the color analogy for current instruments. In
this graphic notation, either bass or t�ble clef may be used. Another notation
used for Guitar I-preferable when single-string playing is more important
than full strokes-involves only the spaces-four within the staff plus those
above and below, to represent the six strings. In both notations, co!or and/or
ratios (beneath the note or notes) may or must be used.
For Guitar U, where single strings or precise duads or triads are very im
pol1ant, the six spaces of the staff plus pairs of ledger lines above and
beneath the staff represent the ten strings:
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o

o

c,

()

CJ

Cl

o

o

o

Ratios, indicating either the stop for a single tone, or, in the case of a tonality,
a whole chord, are shown atop or below the notes.

Chrome/odeon I
There is again some slight confusion to contend with in the use of roman
numerals to difTerentiate between Chromelodeons, but in this case it concerns
only Chromelodeon II. Chromelodeon I has always been Chromelodeon l . It
was originally a harmonium with a keyboard range of six 2/1 '5 and with IwO
sets of reeds.
My first adaptation of this sort was of an old melodeon loaned 10 me for
the purpose of experiment-hence the name, a melodeon that approaches
closer to the chromatic maximum of all "coloTS," or gradations, of tone
("Panchromelodeon"). Soon afterward, in 1942, I adapted one of the more
usual five-2/ t harmoniums, and used it for three years. Chromelodeon I , with
a six-octave extent-the word octave signifying a keyboard distance-was
adapted at the University of Wisconsin in 1945. Only one feature was added
later.
The process of adaptation for Chromelodeon I was as follows: first, the six
2/1's of reeds, seventy-three in each ttll-board, or a total of 146 rttds, were
removed. In the first ttll-board, 73 new reeds tuned to successive ratios of the
original 43-degree Monophonic system were inserted, from the 7/4 below
1/1-196 to the 1 1 /8 ab6vl": 1/1-392, inclusive. This provides a range of a 2/1
and an 1 1/7,ora 22/7.
Most reed organs have a system of stops which divides the keyboard
between the "E" and <IF" below "middle C." Treble stops operate from "F"

CHROMELODEON I
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up and bass stops from "E" down. Nt=w r«ds IUnro to Monophonic ratios
wt=rt= also inst=rtt=d in tht= second ct=lI-board, with thost= in tht= uppt=r section
(from tile lever "F" up) a 2/1 above the reros in the first cell-board and thos<:
in Iht= lower section (from tht= levt=r "E" down) a 2/1 btlow the ret=ds in tht=
first cell-board. Wht=n tht= stops govt=rning the St=COnd ct=ll-board art= pulled,
tht= tones oftht= first ct=lI-board are thus rt=inforcro t=itht=r a 2/1 above or a 2/1
btlow, which givt=s a total rangt=, though not continuous, of about thrt=t= and a
half 2/1 's.
The kt=yboard is not changt=d in any way, but the Monophonic 2/1 oc
cupies the distanct= from the lowest "D" to the second highest "A," somt= thrt=t=
and a half kt=yboard octavt=s. The octavt= of tht= piano is thus generally a 6/5 on
Chromelodeon I, an intt=rval about a fourth as largt= as the 2/1. The kt=yboard
distances of all other intervals are proportionately wider. The playing of a
1-5-3 triad is possible only with two hands. The "octave' couplt=r (making it
possible by depressing one lever to sound tht= "octave" above it at the same
time), which is found ori all harmoniums, opt=rates on Chromelodt=on I also,
but with very difft=rt=nt rt=suhs: the "octave" is now merely an octavt=, and
sounds a 6/5 (or tht=rt=abouts), not an "octave"; in other words, Chromelo
dwn I couples in "minor thirds."
Although the dislocation o( tone and the magnification of what is rt=ally a
comparatively small tonal gamut at first product=s a psychological shock in
musicians traint=d on the piano keyboard, tht= adjustment is quickly made; the
twO dissimilar tonal systems take th6r appropriate niches in the brain cells
and are not confused.
The feature addt=d since 1945 is the separate sub-bass keyboard, above Iht=
regular keyboard and far to the left (st=e photograph). This was originally a
separate keyboard on tht= old Chromclodeon II, and when, for practical
reasons, I had to abandon that instrument, I saved this portion (all the reeds,
in (act) and in 1949 attacht=d it 10 Chromclodeon I. The large silt= of these
reros and the increased vacuum power they need for strong vibration led me to
rebuild the bellows in 1963, using heavier bellows springs and increasing the
size by about (ifty per cent.
Each of tht= sub-bass rt=t=ds is tuned to ont= of the 1 Odentitits or 1 or 3
Udentitits in the Monophonic system of tonalities. The lowest 4/3 is about 33
cycles (lowest "C" on tht= piano) and tht= highest 4/3 about 66 cyclts.
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Lower 2/1
2

4/> 16/11
H) 1-0
l-O

I-V

3

>/2

4

8/5

•

5/>

1-0 1-0 3-V
I-V
3-V

•

16/9

I

7

11/6

I

8

1/1

Higher 2/1
•

16/15

1-0 3-V 1-0 1-0
3-V
l-O
I-V
3-U

70

8/1

1-0

"

7/.

>-U

72

5/4

3-V

I

73

4/>

The symbols under each ratio indicate its partial potentiality; for example,
3/2 may be a 1 Odentity (of 3/2-0), a 1 Udentity (of 3j2-U), and a 3
Udentity (of 9/8-U). (For the complete table of senses in which each ratio
may be taken, see Ap�ndix 11.) Sintt in the descending order of the
Utonalities, the 3 Udentity is more naturally below the unity, and since it is
the only very strong identity below the unity, this representative of each
Utonality was chosen for the sub-bass rems where it was feasible to do so.
A very valuable adjunct of nearly all harmoniums are the kne:e: swells. In
U.S. Highball, the pulsing, rhythmic use of the right swell helps materially in
pushing that freight train to Chicago. The musicality, versatility, and
potentialities of theK old-fashioned harmoniums are constantly amazing. [
would not trade my two Chromelodeons for any electric organs that I have
ever heard.
New Chrome/odeon 1I
This instrument was obtained through friends in far northern California
in J 950. It is unique in my ex�rientt in that it has a full piano keyboard-SS
keys or levt=rs-although il was always a reed organ, never a piano. It has two
banks of reed ctlls in front, exctpt in the very low bass, and a single row of
cells in back-a lotal of 244 reeds compared to Chromdodeon I's 1 S9 (with
the sub-bass).
There is of courK an optimum-size hole under each reed, o�ning into the
vacuum chamber, for air to be sucked through most efficiently for the
particular reed-large for large reeds, much smaller for very small reeds.
However, the latitude within which reeds will sound, even when put into cells
two 2/t '5 higher or lower, is rather considerable. [n this respect the reed
organ is much more adaptable for experimental purposes than the piano, with
its rigid steel harp; if this were not true, the reed organ would � hopeless for
my purposes.

CHROMELODEON 11
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In working with Chromelodeon I while composing Oedipus, I ex�ri
mented with two sets of reeds, one �ing tuned to smaIl-number relationships
with the s«ond. Thus, when both stops were oJ>(ntd thert was a series of
duads. This was so 5uCttssfu\ that when I built New Chromelodeon Il, which
has three sets in the higher register, reeds wen:: switched around so that a triad
was heard undcr each key (actually a duad. with one voice reinforced a 2/1
above) with the thrtt stops open. Now, all the unusual Chromelodeon
lunings-for Otdipus. Revelation, Delusion are concentrated in New
Chromdodeon II.
Adaptation of the instrument was completed in 1959. le has five usable
SlOpS: Z-A-ltJt-12-X-A-nght. Unlike Chromdod eon I, the playing of suc
cessively high�r k�ys dots not n�c�ssarily sound sua::�ssively high�r ton�s.
With all th� stops, th�r� is som� jumping about, and in th� X stop, v�ry much
jumping-all for conc�ptual r�asons.
Th� higher of th� two banks of r�eds in front remains a twdv�.ton� scal�
(the 12 stop), but tuned in one or several possible Just Intonations. It extends
rrom the second "F" below " middle C" to the third "F" above. The approxi·
mate pitches of the twenty highest reeds of this stop ar� shown on a staIT,
below, with the ratios and the names of levers underneath (the 1 1/6-eighth
reed from the top-is the high�st pitch on the instrum�nt, approaching
-
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The A·lefl reeds are consistently a 2/1 above th� Z reeds, up to the bass·
treble break ("E"·"F" below "middle e"). Notable dislocation: the third
lowest key, 40/21, is below i/I -49, the lowest key. Another: the second "C"
up from the bass end is 5/3, a full 6/5 below the next white key up, 1 / 1 .
The X reeds are consistently a 2/1 above the A.nght reeds, starting with
the second F above "middle C" and continuing to the highest tone. Notable
dislocation: the highest "E" in the treble is 5/3 (X and A.R), and is ap
proximatdy a semitone below the highrst key, "C", or 9/5. The twenty·four
"

"

21.'1
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r��ds of the X s�t, beginning with the "F" below "middl� C", are tunro to
th�s� approximat� pitch�s, with ratios and I�\lers indicated bt:low:
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TUNI:<JG OF NEW CHROMELODEON II

The complete tuning ia from low to high;
th., n"met of ""Y", O'r [.,v.,n.

Z
A-L

12
Z
A-L

Z

A-L

9/8
9/8

'0/21
40/21

5/4
5/'

'/3
'/3

16/11
16/11

3/2
3/2

8/5
8/5

7/'
7/4

16/9
16/9

9/5
9/5

20/11
20/11

A

AI

,

C

CI

D

DI

E

F

Fl

C

CI

!S/8
15/8

'0/21
40/21

1/1-98
1/1-196

81/80
81/80

D

Df

Al

Cf

B

C

CI

O

DI

A

16/9
21/20
21/20

40/21
16/15
16/15

1/1-98
12/11
12/11

16/15
tt/10
11/10

F

Ff

C

Cf

16/9 -40/21 1/1-196 16/15
H/II 9/7 21/16
4/3
12/11 8/7
9/8
1 4/9

E

F

Ff

C

Cf

Al

B

C

CI

O

D/

E

F

Ff

C

Cf

10/9 6/5
5/4 4/3 10/7 3/2 8/5
5/3 16/9 <W/21 1/1-78' 16/15 10/9
5/3 27/16 12(7 7/4 16/9 9/5 20/11 11/6 15/8 <W/21 64113
160/81 1/1-392
10/7 27/20 3/2 7/5 16/15 6/5 18/11 1 1 /7 15/8 40/21 64/'J3
160/81 1/1-78'
A

12
A-R
X

C

11/32
33/32

11/6
11/6

10/9
6/5 5/' 4/3 10/7
3/2 8/5 5/3 16/9 '0/21 1/1-)92 16/15
27/20 11/8 7/5 10/7 16/11 '0/27 3/2 32/21 1'/9 11/7 8/5
18/11
9/5 11/10 7/6 5/' 4/3 32/27 5/' <W/21 10/9 11/8 1/1-784 1'/11
A

12
A-R
X

5/'J, 160/81
5/'J 160/81

10/9 6/5 5/' '/3 10(7 3/2 8/5 5/1 12
10/9 9/8 8/7 7/6 32/27 6/5 1 1/9 5/' A-R
10/9 9/8 8/7 7/6 32/27 6/5 11/9 5/4 X
A

12
A-R
X

the: alphabetical .ymboll ue limply

before,

1/1-'9
1/1-98

n
12

»

Al

B

C

CI

D

Ol

t

F

C

FI

A

Cf

6/5
5/'
'/3 10/7
3/2
8/5
5/l 9/5 12/7 14/9 40/27 l/2 1 1 /6
81/80 13/32 21/20 16/15 12/11 11/10 10/9 9/8 8/7 7/6 32/27 6/5 11/9
81/80 ll/l2 21/20 16/15 12/11 11/10 10/9 9/8 8/7 7/6 32/27 6/5 11/9
AI_

B

C

Cl

D

01

E

F

FI

C

Cl

A

AI
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15/8 20/11 9/8 21/20 8/5 5/3 11/6 6/5 12/7 20/11 40/27 1/1-1568 4/3 3/2
8/5 9/5
5/4 14/11 9/7 21/16 4/3 5/3 11/8 1/5 10/7 16/11 40/27 3/2
8/5 9/5
5/4 14/11 9/7 21/16 4/3 5/3 11/8 7/5 10(7 16/11 40/27 3/2

A·R
X

C

B

Cl

0

01

E

F

FI

C

Cl

A

AI

B

C

The Chromelodeon Calor Analogy
To �nabl� Ih� player to know the ratio which each key represents, and to
broaden understanding, a purely arbitrary calor scheme is used. As seen in the
photographs, it is applied in bands of colors (the scheme was previously used
on the Ptolemy-see below, page 219). It has no relation to the recurrent ef·
forts of sundry theorists to draw parallels between the perception of light
waves (calor) and sound vibrations (tone). Each identity is accorded a calor
corresponding to the spectrum, but wilh indigo omitted (it could be included
in Schlesinger's schema for the seven identities, involving 1 3 ; see Chapter
18), as follows:
1
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The colors are lacquer. The appropriate ratios are painted on the colors
with dark blue lacquer, and the whole is covered with a clear plastic varnish
for protection. Each key representing onc of the twenty·nine primary ratios
shows at least two colors in two-color blocks, one beneath the other; the key
for the ratio 1/1 shows all six colors on the over half and all six on the under
half, since the ratio is present in the twelve Primary Tonalities, and the keys
for 3/2 and 4/3 show four each-two colors in each half, since each of these
ratios is presenl in four Primary Tonalities (sl'"e the Tonality Diamond on
page 1 10).
Red always indicates a unity; on the over half it indicates the unity of an
Otonality and on the under half the unity of Utonality. Orange reveals the 3
Odentity when it is on the over half and the 3 Udentity when on the under
half; and so on. A complete tonality can be traced by the calor of the Nume·
rary Nexus; for example, all keys with violet in the under halves are
Odentities of one Olonality ( 1 6/ 1 1), and the red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, and violel in the over halves show the Odenlity of each; similarly, all
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keys with a green Numerary Nexus in the over halves arc Udenlities of one
Ulonality (7/4), and the red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet in the
under halves show the Udentity of each; and so on. The secondary ratios arc
distinguished only by a solid color-light blue.
In the pursuit of AbstraClion in music every accessory to it has become
severe: the black and white keys of the piano, the black and white notation
(quite unlike the'notation of the Middle Ages), the black and white "tails" of
the concert platform. It is as though the men of music were afraid that any
loosening of the full-dress G-String might shake their art from its presumption
of "independence." The gowns of the ladies-of-the-concert are indeed and of
course an exception (a ludicrous but sex-blessed and therefore usual inconsis
tency), but the general attitude is calculated to produce nothing if not an in
continent r('action.
The painted naked chests of the musicians on stage during the second half
of Delusion, performed recenlly, were far less an "incontinent" reaction than
a carrying out of what was nght for this work. To attain significance, a dy
namic music theory must be concerned with the broad latitudes of the
philosophy of music, and the matter of musicians' garb is not unrelated. Black
and white habilimenls, Abstraction, the prevalence of Abstractionist
technicians, the concen system, the "grand" pretense or musicians, irra
tionality in music theory, non-precision in musical thinking generally, and vir
. tually universal adulation of the musically factitious, are intra-rorroborative
symptoms; they are all parts of a picture of practice which offers precisely one
conclusion-ritual sans redemptive value.

Chromelodeon Notation
The solution could hardly be more simple. The keyboard player has the
usual keyboard-7-white-S-Black-under his hands; therefore, he plays
what is wrilten. When the player sees an "F/," in the lower part of the treble
clef, for example, he plays it automatically. However, he will not hear "F/,"
but rather a low "Eb" ( 1 1/7). At first the sounds are strange, but, as sug
gested above, the player's eyes and fingers are too well correlated to let that
strangeness disturb him once the new psychological process has begun. In this
we find proof that the automatic acceptance of a certain note distance as an
exact intonational quantity is not very deep-seated in the trained musician-a
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stimulating discov�ry to anyon� intf!r�sted in advancing the cause of new
instruments.
The familiar notation is a track over which to run a newly conceived train.
The designers of new trains-engines and coaches-might wish they had rails
closer together or farther apart, or a track of an entirely different nature, but
the wish is futile because the new trains, if they are to run in the service of
public transportation, must uS( the system of tracks available. Chromelodeons
I and II an� new trains offering different values on the same old track-a track
which they cannot escape using, 3tleaSI for the present.

Old Chromoledeon II
This instrument lasted only about three years (1 946-1949). It worked,
but it did not have the facilt=: rt=:bound of kt=:ys or It=:vt=:rs that is n«t=:ssary in a
kt=:yboard instrumt=:nt intt=:ndt=:d for an intt=:nst=: compositional purpost=:. At tht=:
timt=: I t=:ndt=:avort=:d to transform it (tht=: Univt=:rsity of Wisconsin, t 946), I
could only gut=:ss at tht=: skills nt=:t=dt=:d-I had no special equipmt=:nt and lachd
tht=: mont=:y to hirt=: ht=:lp even wt=:rt=: it availablt=:. (In tht=: heyday of rt=:t=:d organs
there was a body of t«hnicians with tht=: skills, the knowledge of woods, and
the sp«ial t=:quipmt=:nt callt=:d for in manufacturing and reconstructing good
r�d organs. Such technicians, I ft=:ar, have all but vanished.) In the circum
stances, tht=: instrument was abandont=:d-but not b«ause it was a poor idea;
I thought it a good idt=:a then and I still think so. Tht=:rd'ort=:, the instrument
is outlined ht=:re and the original diagram reproduced.
The many impossible stretches on Chromelodeon I in tht=: common har
monic intervals-2/ 1, 3/2, 4/3-innuentt the composer toward linear or
voitt-Ieading typt=s of music. This is far from a bad influence, but the kt=:y
board distantts are limitations which wt=:rt=: partially eliminated here becaust=:
tht=: keyboard had more keys to tht=: "octave" within the same octavt=: distance.
Old Chromelodt=:on 11 was originally a chapc:1 organ with approximately
two and a half sets of reeds in a keyboard range of fivt=: 2/1 's, and with a set of
thirteen sub-bass reeds (thost=: now attached to Chromelodeon I). As shown in
Diagram 16, there wert=: four planes of hys: tht=: usual whites, tht=: usual
blacks, a hight=:r plane of red keys, seven to the octavt=:, and, finally, a sub-plane
of yellow keys partially cut into the whites in series of twos and thr�s, with
thrt=:t=: pairs and twO triplelS occurring in the five-octave extent.
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Th� stops could � pulled to give: a continuous sealr: from the IO/9 1x1ow
1/1-\ 96 to thl! 1 1/7 above 1/1 -392, a compass of approximately two and a
half 2/1 '5. The stop systt:m, dividing the kt:yboard between treble and bass,
provided tones two 2/t 's above the upptr part of this scale and one 2/ l lxlow
the lowt:r pari. This gave a compass from the 10/9 bt:low 1/1-98 to the t 1/7
above 1/1-1 568, or approximately fillt and a half 2/1'5, with ont: gap
bctwt:t:n the hight:st rt:t:d of Ihl! up�r treble cell-boards and lowest reed of the
lowt:r treblt: cell-boards-an interval somt:what larger than a "�rfect fifth,"
or from about the second "Eb" above "middle e" to tht: second " Bb" abovt:.
There were 22 keys in the octave distance, or 44 kt:ys (two octaves) to
the 2/1. A chromatic scale-in the right hand-lit the hand very well. the
thumb falling on all yellows and some whites, the second linger on blacks and
whites, the third on blacks and reds, anrl lhe fourth on rMs only; for example,
a scale from 1/1 to 10/7. "on to "0" in the right hand:
Fingering .

Ke,.. .

..

.

.

. , . . . . . .2
3
4
t
2
"
1
2
3 "
. . . . . . 1/1 81/80 33/32 21/20 16/15 12/11 11/10 10/9 9/8 8/7
.

.

.

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
7/6 32/27 6/5 11/9 5/4 14/11 9/7 21/16 4/3 27/20 11/8 7/5 10/7
A 4/3 stretch (about an octave) was always possible for one hand, and a
3/2 stretch (generally about one white key wider than an octave) was possible
for a broad hand. Another advantage that musicians might appreciate-sug
gesting that I am after all not so recklessly fast and loose with our sacred
cows-was that the lever corresponding to "middle C" on the piano here
played very close to the same pitch, the 4/3 below 1 / 1 -392, and every al
ternate "C" played a tone of that series of likenesses, one or more 2/1 's above
or below the middle 4/3. In other words, two octaves represented a 2/1
throughout the keyboard; and within successive 2/1 's, each ratio was on the
corresponding lever regardless of its position in pitch, a n advantage which
Chromelodeon I does not possess, its 2/1 not coming out evenly with the
octaves. Thus, on Old Chromelodeon 11, 32/21 and 16/15 were always on
"E"; 1/1 and 10/7 always on "0"; 5/4 and 16/9 always on "AI"; 1 2/ 1 1
and 14/9 always on "Fb."
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The greatest advantage of Old Chromdodeon If for a practical music,
aside from il5 easy fingering and possibly inlrinsic musicality, was in the mat
ur of notation. The: seventecnth-ctntury Clavicymbalum Universale, as
'
described by Praetorius, was ptrhaps very similar except for the: yellow sub
keys. It had nineteen keys to the: 2/1 designed 10 distinguish between "sharps"
and Unats" in Meantone Temperament. Although the difference bttween the
"sharp of one lOne and the nat of the next" grew up with Meantone and Joses
all meaning in Monophony, the distinction may neverthdess lx: used to great
advantage in notating Monophony's music.
The Clavicymbalum Universale had the convenlional seven while keys,
but the five blacks werc� doubled and, in addition, there were single black keys
between "E" and " F" and between " B" and " C," examples of the "subsemi
IOnia" somewhat contemptuously referred to by medieval theorists. ' In the
Monophonic adaptation to notation, then, all black keys on Old Chromelo
deon 11 were "sharps," all red keys were "Oats," and all yellow sub-keys
were "naturaIs."

A Previous Experimen t-the Ptolemy
More than ten years before I adapted Old Chromelodeon 11, I had helped
to build a new reed organ with a kind of typewriter keyboard-five rows of
keys fitting the five fingers and a partial sub-row at the bottom-and with a
chordal adjunct similar to the Tonality Diamond (page 1 1 0). It was named in
honor of the second-century Alexandrian scientist, Ptolemy, because he used
or implied the ratios of the t t limit in the scales he expounded (see Chapter
Ten). As with Old Chromelodeon 11, the Ptolemy failed as a musical
instrument b«ause of the lack of skills, equipment, and money. I n retrospect,
moreover, I cannot consider that it was practical as an instrument from the
standpoint of either fingering or notation. Although diagrams and a

•
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photograph were included in the earlier edition, it d<x:s not seem fruitful to
repeat them here.1

KithaTa I
This Kithara, built originally in 1938, went through major redesigns and
rrhuildings for more than twenty years. I t will be explained here in its pre�nt
design, established in 1 959. 1 n range, it is an alto Kilhara, while Kithara 1 1 is
a bass Kithara.
In overall shape, this instrument is very much like the ancient kithara
(freq uently depicted on vases), but there are some notable deviations. The tops
of the two arms and the bottom are open, as in the ancient instrument, but the
tOp part of the hollow ba�, between the two arms, is also open, allowing the
strings to fasten below bridges attached to soundboards inside of Ihis base,
rather than passing over a bridge outside the instrument.&
I n all threc= Kitharas, �venty-two strings are grouped in twelve series of
sixes, with each series running across the instrument from front to back.
Some of the hexads represent the 1-3-5-7-9- 1 1 Identities of one of the
Primary Tonalities, although never in that order-and, indeed, 1 1 is entirely
missing from Kithara I. The strings on Kithara 1 are either guitar or tenor
guitar.
The hexads are numbered 1 to 1 2 on the sloping ledge at the top of the
hollow base on the playing side. (These numbers play an important role in
notation-sec below, page 230.) Four of the hexads-I-6-7-l2-have Pyrex
glass tu�s or rods between strings and soundboards-tubes 5/8 inch in out
side diameter on 1 and 1 2 , 1/2 inch on 6 and 7. The� act as movable bridges,
and produce either sliding sounds or the intonation of any higher tone or
tonality desired. Ascending ratios, computed on the basis of thi 1 - Identity

, An anide I wrOle d�Kribin& !he Plolemy, and induding a phmosraph. appnrft! in M....c.1 ap""
(London),J"ne, 191S.
•

DilMn,iono: Kilhara

I,

induding the addft!

Imals aoout 71 inches in heigh..

1be

�K and

lhe

rm

on

(with casters) which suWOn il,

innTUlMnt proper is 46 1/. ;ftchet high and .) inch" wide al itS

broad"1 poinl: il is 8 3/4 inches drep al Ihe 00110m and. inChet drep al lhe lips of Ihe hollow arm,. The
a-ddft! monatOr hcnealh ttw inSITUlMnl propn- is21 1/2 inclu:1 high. 43 inctw. Widf at ltw botlOm, and
9 3'. inelu:1 deep.

KITHARA I

KITIMRA I (PLAYING AREA)
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string in tach of thc=sc= four hexads, are painu=d in while or colered lacquers
along each vertical «Ige on both sides of the instrument, since it is sometimes
played from the opposite side. The eight other hcxads are always used open
(in a guitar sense); the four with rods are open when the rods are at the top (as
in the photograph).
Much of the time, and especially in ascending chordal strokes away from
himself, the player uses a plectrum (generally on the
index finger) which is inserted into a section of pressed� �
paper or plastic IUbing at right angles 10 the length of
the finger; he uses the ball of the middle finger in
-.
descending chordal strohs toward himself. When the
left hand is concerned with rod control, the right hand
plays strings, and vice versa. When gliding or sliding sounds are indicated, it
is of utmOSt importance that the rod begin ils move immediately. Otherwise
the beautiful strength of the gliding resonanCe is losl. The B M I Seen in my
scores means: begin move immediately. It is also important for the Kitharist
to develop callouses, especially on the middle fingers of both hands. The tone
created by a calloused finger is strong and resonant; that produced by soft ,
pink skin is timid, trivial.
The instrument is in two major parIS firmly bolted together: the
instrument proper, with 1/4 -inch redwood ply skins, and the additional reso
nator, of 3/4-inch fir plywood stained to resemble redwood. Thin, vertical
grain redwood soundboards extend inside the ply skins from the top of the
hollow base of the instrument proper to the floor of the added base, or reso
nator, and are firmly glued to the sides and floor.
The tuning given in the first edition has not been used sinCe 1952. The
close bass intervals of that tuning often produced a muddy effect, and in all
later tunings the bass tones have been spread considerably. In the reconstruc
tion of 1959, the string lengths were shortened, thus helping to produce the
alto register.
The lowest tone, in I-Iexads 7 and 8, is 1 / 1 -98; the highest, i n I-Iexad 1 2 ,
is the 6/5 above 1 / 1 -392.
As indicated in the tuning chart, the third and fourth strings of I-Iexad 3
are the same pitch, 16/9, and the fourth and fifth strings of both Hexads 5 and
6 are the same, 20/ 1 1 and 7/4. It will also be noted, through comparison with
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the Tonality Diamond (page 1 1 0), that Identities 7 9, and 1 1 arc missing in
Hcxads 3, 5, 6, and 9; that Identities 5, 7. and 1 1 arc missing in Hexad 1 1 ;
that Idcntilies 9 and 1 1 arc missing in Hcxads 2, 8, and 12; that Identities I
and 1 1 arc missing in Hcxads 4 and 10; and that Identity 1 1 is missing in
Hcxad 1. Moreover, Hexads 3, 5, 9, and 1 1 reveal their highest tones as in·
harmonic (somewhat like the high tones of Adapt� Guitar H)-as doSt inter·
vals txyond harmonic lones. The only explanation for these chords is that they
fill a particular musical requirement.
I

New Kithara I
There are at least five good reasons for duplicating an instrument, or for
seeming to "duplicate" it:
1 . These instruments are very mortal. They are fragile. Unlike the piano,
not one has two hundred years of manufacturing know-how behind it. A truck
carrying the instruments could overturn in a storm or go up in flames; and it
would be comforting to have a few replacements left behind. I have been ex-
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traordinarily lucky in fullilling my commitments so far. Nothing of the SOft
has hap�ned, even transporting instruments several hundred 10 a thousand
miles, with only onc: or two days leeway, bdore going on stage with a dramatic.
work or some kind of show.
2. I t is always my purpose, in building a duplication, to make a bener
instrument, one more playable, more resonant-to corrtcl obvious mistakes of
past years. This is particularly so with New Kithara I. The instrument uses
exactly the: same tuning as the original Kithara I .
3 . A different idea or attitude about the: musical purpose of an instrument:
thus, while: Harmonic Canon 11 (see below) was built for a sitting player,
Harmonic Canon t J I i s for a standing player, thereby making p�rcussion t�ch
niqu�s on th� strings mor� �rr�ctiv�. (N�v�rth�l�ss, Harmonic Canons 1 1 and
I I I ar� always int�rchang�abl�.)
4. A dirr�r�nt conttpt i n r�gard to tuning: although Harmonic Canon I
and N�w Harmonic Canon I (se� �Iow) are int�rchang�able, they ar� not im
mediately so. It would take at I�ast a coupl� of hours to remove and r�plac�
bridg�s, remov� and r�plac� strings, and lh�n lune all �ighty-�ight strings cor
rectly. (Still, both Harmonic Canon I's follow the same conc�pt; therdor�, lh�
roman numeral is not changed.)
S. A different acoustical motivation: Boo I (see Chapter 1 3 ) has s�ctionsof
bamboo that ar� all closed at on� end, whil� Boo 11 has sections o�n at both
ends, resulting in a diff�rent impact on th� �ar, just as on� pi� organ stop
sounds different from anoth�r. However, for all practical purposes in my
music. Boos I and 1 1 art int�rchang�able.
In th� case of N�w Kithara I , complet�d at Encinitas in 1972,' the first
two reasons apply. It is not a new concept and the roman n um,"ra l is not
changed. But it is an infinitely improv�d instrum�nI, with much greater reso
nance, es�cially in H�xads 2 through 1 1 . It corrects fundamental mistakes
mad� as �arly as 1938 (s�� Ap�ndix VI).
Unlik� old Kithara I, th� r�sonators for H�xads 2 through 1 1 go straight
to th� bottom board at th� noor (see photograph), and th� soundboards ar� not
cluttered with fixtures 10 hold th� ends of the strings. I n this case bronze wires
(they are not sympathetic strings), attached at the bottoms of the soundboards,
•

Durinl ,he INSL Lw/I yurs I hu� bttn nsilled by Jame W. Ai,k�nMad in buildinl New Ki,harl

(1 972). N�w Ibrmonk Canlln

t

t (1971), and Lt.� prrcussi/ln inJ'rumc:ms (ChapLer Il) 8110 1 1 (1972) and

Mbi� Bass Dy� (I9n), IS w�ll as in rq>lacing the bllllL:ks /In ,he 81ss �rimba Ind ,he Quadrangular;1
Rf:Y�"um (boLh (971).
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are looped with the lower ends of the strings just below the playing area, thus
0
allowing the soundboards to vibrate freely. 1

Kithara II
When Kithara I was restrung and retuned in

1952

in order to spread the

hexads over a wider range of pitch, I realized that I was not getting the kind of
bass resonance that I needed. To COffl�ct this fault I built Kilhara 1 1 in Sau
salito in 1954 and transferred to it the new
The

instrument

consists

1952 tuning of Kithara I.

essentially

of six

large

resonators

(see

photograph)-the two outside arms and the four between-all held in place
by 1/4-inch redwood ply skins. The bridges attach to two soundboards of 1/4inch Sitka spruce on each resonator; all soundboards are at least five feet in
length and are firmly stationed on the noor of the instrument. The front and
back sides of the resonators are 3/4-inch redwood. Because of this Kithara's
height, the player must Sland on a riser, and this functions as an added reso
nator, open at both ends, and with an opening into the instrument proper (not

seen in the photograph}.1 I

Pyrex rods are u� on four hexads-I ,

2, 1 1 ,

and

1 2 . Eight strips of

wood, four on each side of these hexads, show the ratios available for higher
chords and tones, with each ratio computed on the basis of the I Identity of

,t

Dirrl(nlion.: New Kithl" I il 76 iochn hiSh rrom the floor to tit( topoltit( music rack, iocludins the

(3S1(". 11Ie width, or brndth, ICroII the r!'(tnt oltit( inllrument il 48 iochts It the bottom, 48 inch" I1 tit(
«ntu (just below lit( playinllru), and 4J 1/2 inches al lit( lop (mtUu,", to the lips ollhcoulSidc arml).

11Ie stabiliun I1 both Cndl oltM baR In:: 22 iochcs d«p. or the fiY!: rnoulon benelth the playi", area,
lhe rour ouler onn arc 9 1/4 inc:Ms det:p I1 the bottom and 7 1/4 india det:p al IM lOP; tM «nt..1 rno
nlto. measures lhe u,mt a. the other rour a' I� pointl and il 4 )/4 inchc:s det:p at ils top. "Tltcn; il not I
slnSI( riglll ansl( in the (nt.re instrument proper UC1:pt in the aluminum L's which ti( the oUI.ide arml
logclher near the top.
"Dimensions:

11Ie 100al

hei,hl ol Kilhara 11 i.

SI

ioche., nOl counlins Ih( music rack or Ihe addi.

tional walnut triangle. which hold thc.tuninS gun. The widlh al the OOIlOm i, S5 inch(l. and Ihi. lapen

tl) )S inch(I at lhe lip. of the two oUllid( resonaton. 11Ie lengch of the wood(n piecel (acro" the brndth
olthe instrument at thl: top) which hold the walnut triangles within thl: �luminum L', i. 40 )/� inche•.

"['h(

depth ol the instrument, including thl: 1/4-inch Ikins, i. 7 )/4 lnch�I throuShout. The add", baR,

bohro, i. ]6 )/4 ioches hiSh, S ] 1/2 inch" across, and 24 inches drcp.
;. aVlilab!( ror the opposit( sid( of Kithara 11, since il i. IoDmttime.
PJonicularly in � BM,dui and DtJpltn•. Th( lops of boch riR" are covnro

to which the ;nSlrunw:nt il r.rmlr

A dellchcd rixr, similar to the lint,
play", from that si<k,
with a ffddish li""lcum.

KITIIARA 11
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TUNING OF KITHARA 11
20/11

11/7
Highest

2/1

]0/7
9/7

7/_

'/3

./,
16/11

7/'

'/7

7/'

11/8
11/9

'/7

14/11

7/'

11/10 10/9
1/1
12/7

Middle
2/1

'/7

1 1 /6

16/9

11/8

_/3

2

3

2/1

HexatU

Tonalitia

1/1

1/1
1 1/6

'I'

1 1/7 14/9

Low�,

11/10

1/1

10/7

1 ��� 1 18/11
3/2
'I' 12/11

\ 4/9

16/9

3/2

8/7- 1 1/8- 16/90

U

0

-

1/1

1/1

16/11

7/'

_/3

_/3

3/2

,/-

6/'

9/'
1/1
20/11

'/3

1/1
12/7
3/2

,

,

7

7/4U

4/l0

•

1/1U

3/2

'I'
1/1

./,

0

11/8

,/1/1

9/8- 16/11U

./,
7/'

3/2

1

10/7

'I'

,

8/50

'13

3/2

10

11

12

5/3-

1/1-

3/2-

U

0

U

each hexad. Except in Revelation, when three 10 five of the strings of each of
IhtS(: four hexads were made unisons, the tuning has remained unchanged for
all its music.
The lowest tones are the three 4/3'5, a 4/3 above 1/1-49 (about 65 cycles,
Ihe lowest cdlo lone). The six lowest strings arc mando-cello fourths; the
others are either guitar or tenor-guitar strings.
Comparing the hexads with the Tonality Diamond (page 1 10), we find
Ihat the 7 Identity is missing in Hexad 1 1 , the 9 Idenlity in 4 and 10, the 1 I
Identity i n 1 and 6, and Identities 9 and 1 1 i n 2 and 12. However, five
hexads-3, 5, 7, 8, and 9-show all six identities, 1 -3-5-7-9-1 1 .
All the large instruments are invariably on stage during a performamr,
and the players standing on risers are likely to � very conspicuous, These,
more than others, must be actors, and footwork-especially on this large Ki
thara and on the Bass Marimba-must be graceful and agile, since hands
must move with lightning speed. For a downward glide of the Pyrex rod, the:
Kitharist may want to move downward himself in order to see exactly what
he is doing. H so, it is very importanl that he does not bend at the waist,
like an amateur California prune picker, but that he keep the trunk vertical
while doing a knee bend. This movemenl is athletic, gracdul, a kind of func
tional dance.
,
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Kithara Notation
The notation for the Kitharas might be called a numbcr.corrc1ation system
at least partially divorced from ratios. If the instruments were cut through ho
rizontally, the strings would give the appearance of s«:venty-two dots in twelve:
series of six each, thus:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

1

2

3

•

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

If wc then set this pattern of dots on an ordinary five:-Jine stafT without cid
or "key signatu�," it would appear as below-an example of a distinctive
notation demanded by the individuality of the instrument.

�;

When a full quick chord is desired, it is written as above; if it is to
pl,y'" in running S1yle ,w,y [com the pl,y" it is wcitten

i[ desi,'" in ,unning S1yle tow"d 'he play",

;
~

be

�

!!I

and if a single tone is wanled, say the third string in the third hexad. it is writ
ten

�

13f
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Wh�n th� four Pyr�x rods or tubes ar� in Ih� highest position on any Ki·
thara, the strings ar� open, and th� r�spectiv� h�xad numbers ar� us�d.
How�v�r, wh�n movement of th� rods is r-=quired, colors substitute for the
hexad number in order to avoid number-ratio confusion. Thus, on Kithara I ,
Hexad 1 (with sliding rod) is called green, Hexad 6 is middle green, or MC;
Hexad 7 is middle orange, or MO; Hexad 12 is orange. On Kithara 11 Hexad
1 isgreen, 2 is uio/el, 1 1 is red, and 12 is orange. The notation, for example:

The respective colors arc shown on the instruments, generally above the
lists of ratios, in small colored moons. The ratios for ascending ton�s or chords
cover approx.imately a 2/ I on Kithara I, and considerably more on Kithara 11.

Surrogale Kilhara
The first Kithara parts, beginning in the early 1 940's, were �enerally nOI
easy, but they were not impossible either. In 1952 J wrote a dance work,
Castor and Pol/ux, incorporating a Kithara part which, if played well,
would have to rank as virtuosic. I very soon realized that the part would
need help, and I built the Surrogate, or substitute, or assistant, Kithara at
Sausalito in 1953, and divided the virtuoso part between the two.
The Surrogate Kithara consislS of two resonators, or canons, fitted over
tight dowels atop a lower and strengthening resonator, the whole mounted on
a triangular base with a low seat at the apex for the player. '� Pyrex rods1/2-inch-are used on both canons, and-in order to conform to Kithara
notation, and corresponding to Kithara hexads 1 and 1 2�the upper (8/7 0)
is called grun and the lower (3j2-U) orange.
Pairs of mandolin tuning gears are u�d here, and each canon therefore
has eight strings, rather than the Kithara's six. Boards showing the ascending
ratios are attached to the from edge of each canon, and in the notation for a
-

" Di�n.iont: uch ruoruuor is)6 il'l(hn Ion!• • 1/2 inchf:. hi!h. S 1/2 inchn dttp. The Silu-sprutt

_nd�nh ar� 26 1/2 j� lonll. The Itffnlllhenin! manalOr bo.Mlth lilt. C31oon. i. )6 inchn Ion!.

15
nches
i
dttp. ) ino:hn hi!h bo.Mllh the firlt unon (oraD!�). S )/8 il'l(hn hi!h bo.l'I(ath tilt. KC.'Ond Cl!!1'ftn).
TM Rat on thr: lriangul,. N.K iJ 14 inches hiSh and 24 1/2 inthn wid� at tt.., front; th� .idn of th� N.K
lff 38 inchfJ tonl.

SURROGATE KITHARA
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particular work the desired ratio appears beneath the note or notes-5/3
(orange), 4/3 (green), and so on. The notalion, showing placement of notes
for the eight strings, is as rollows:

.0.

.0.

The original tuning, showing approximate pitches on five-line staves with
clef signs, and the ratios below:

GREEN

9:

e
12
7

,)

8

7

ii')
10
7

$

0

9
7

ffe #0 '\:to

0

10
-

11

-

11

12

0

0

0

0

3

12

12

5

7

7

7

7

ORANGE

9:
0
3
2

0

(1

4

-

3

@ Po
6

-

5

-

2

7

7

3

This tuning was u�d in the Dances, The Bewitched, and Daphne. In later
works the tuning was almost totally different, and in order to avoid r('stringing
and rCluning, I built two more resonators for these works, and in particular
for Pelals and Delusion. These fit over the same dowels in the:: base. The later
tuning:
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GREEN

'):
IT

32
21

C,

Cl

8
7

8
7

e
32
21

ORANGE

G):

-

IT
3
2

-

Cj

()

9

9
8

8

e

8
7

8
7

e

e

e

3
2

e

9
8

9
8

@P
,

e
8
5

{;O

-&
27

20

40
21

e
27
16

It should tx: nott:d that i n the first tuning of the 3/2-U resonator (orange),
only the 1 1 Udentity is missing, while there is an inharmonic 5/3 as the
highest lone. In the tuning of the 8/7-0 resonator (green), only the 7

Odentity is missing. I n the second tuning, the orange resonator might lx:
considered the 3/2 Otonality with an inharmonic 27/20, or as a combination
of 3/2-0 and 27/20-0 (both secondary). The green resonator is es�ntially
32/21-0 with an inharmonic 8/5. The orange ratio board is valid for both
tunings, but the green ratio board must be replaced for the second tuning.
The instrument has turned out to be both more versatile and more musical
than could have been anticipated. This is at least partly because human hands
seem to be able to do more with a horizontal playing surface than with a
vertical one (this was also discovered in the case of the Marimba Eroica-see
page 276). The koto t«hnique of controlling intonation with pressure by the
left hand is very easy, while percussion techniques are well-suited 10 hori
zontal strings and are extensively used i n The Bewitched, Petals, and De

lusion . My comments i n connection with Kithara I about comp/=tent use of the
Pyrex rods also apply here.
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The: Surrogate Kithara has a brighte:r quality than any of the Kilharas,
and e:speciatty Kithara I, which te:nds to be: lyrical and mdancholy. The: sound
is e:ve:n brash, and the player must hold this quality in check.
In the U.S. Highball part, whe:n= in se:veral passages the left finge:rs
depress strings to the: Idt of Ihe: rod while the right hand picks, Ihe playing
must bc= prttise:ly rhythmic and vigorous, whe:ther loud or soft. Cattousc=s must
be de:vdoped so that the: lingers may truly dig in.

Harmonic Canon I
This was originally the Harmonic Canon de:picted and e:xplained in the
first e:dition (built at the Unive:rsity of Wisconsin in 1945), but that ve:rsion
was not used betwe:e:n 1953 and Ihe summer of 1959, whe:n it we:nt through a
major re:conception and re:construction al the: University of Illinois. It is this
reronttived instrument which will be explained here.
The soundbox has bc=e:n shorlene:d, a clear plastic base substituted for the:
former rrowood base: (now holding Harmonic Canon 11), a 1/4-inch redwood
belly substituted for the former grooved belly, and, mOSI importam, fony-four
strings have be:en added to the origi nal forty-four. L3
The original se:t orrorty-four strings-now called the: A Set-is paralld to
the: bdly, from right nUl lO tuning ge:ars. The: lowest e:ight strings of this set in
the: tilted instrument (see photograph) are guitar fiflhs, the: ne:xt eight guitar
fourths, and the remaining twemy-dght guitar se:conds. The additional forty
four strings-caJle:d the: X $(:I-are locate:d e:xactly hc:lween the: strings of the:
A Se:t, and are at a slight angle: to the: belly. The right nut for Ihis se:t is ap
proximaldy 3/8-inch higher than that of the A Se:t, and the: X strings desce:nd
to bridges 3/1 6-inch high near the left nut, the:n through holes i n the: oak e:nd
to tuning gr.:ars of their own on a piece of birch 1 3/4 inches below the: birch
pitte of the A Set. The: eight X strings neare:st the playe:r are: guitar firsts, and
the re:maining thirty-six are: tenor-guitar firsts.
The all-important bridges are: ne:cessarily of two kinds. Those for the X
Set are castellated so as to allow the A-Se:t strings (passing above) free vi.. Dinomsioru: TI\( tocal width of Harmonic:�I>OII I, inc:ludinl luning IU", is 3S inches, whilr Lhat of
the aoundbo.ord s
i 25 inc:ha. TI\( __noli..,. il27 1/2 inc:hd dttp and ) t/2 inc:ha high. The illSlnllnCm
propoer l
i �movablr F
rom the hue, which il 19 inches dttp al the bottom and 28 inchn dttp acn>$I its
Ilallting lop. The boox is almost 28 inches wick
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TUNING OF HARMONI C CANON I FOR PET
A
U AND

String
numbers
A SET

DELUSION

String
numbers
X SET (with

the rod at its highest point)

44-10/9 (above 1/1-196)

44-16/9 (below

4}
42
41
40
39
38
37

43- 5/3
42- 4/3
41-10/9
40- 1/1-784
39-16/9
38- 8/5
37- 4fJ

36- 7/6
35
34
33
32
31
30
29

36-14/9
35-32/21
34- 3/2
33-40/27
32-1 6/11
31-10/7
30- 7/5
29-11/8

28- 9/8
27
26
25
24
23

28-27/20
27
26
25
24
23

22-21/20
21
20
19
18
17

22-21/16
21
20
19
18
17

1/1-1568,

or-third "F"
above "middle C")

..

HARMON
IC CANO
NJ

HARMONIC CANON I (PLAYING AREA)

STRING AND VOICE INSTRUMENTS

(Beginning of the Pyrex
16- 4/3 (above 1/1-98)
15
14
13
12
!I
10
9
8-16/9 (below 1/1-98)
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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rod area)

16- 4/3 (above 1/1-392)
15
14
13
12
!I
10
9
8-16/15 Uwt above 1/1-392-"Ab")
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

bration, while those for the A Set resemble miniature Roman aqueducts, thus
allowing free vibration for the X-Set strings (passing beneath).
Two slanting vertical-grain redwood boards, or ramps, are glued 10 the
belly under the lowest sixteen strings, and a 14-inch length of 1/2-inch Pyrex

rod is inserted betwetn the X strings and the slanting boards. A row of ratios
is on the left front of the belly, indicating descending tones, with the use orthe
rod, from the top position, as shown in the photograph.13

Because the two sets of strings are on different planes, one may play the X
Set only, near the right nut; the A Set only, toward the ldt part of the
instrument; or both sets simultaneously at the point of intersection. This point
is constant except for the l owest sixt�n strings of each set. When the rod is
high on the ramps, to the right, the point of intersection is dose by the rod, but
when the rod is far to the left the point of intersection moves to the right.
Tuning, because of t he musical potentialities of the intersecting strings, be
comes an intriguing problem.
The transformed instrument was first used in Revelation, where the
tuning was radically different from the second tuning used until recently in
both Petals and Delusion. Since the second tuning is shown in the photograph,
that one will be explained .
,

1
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The lowest sixteen strings of the A Set function as a drone on a 3/2 in·

terval. Although the 16/9 (just below 1/1-98) and 4/3 is the basic tuning, the

drone bridge may � moved toward the right to achieve a 40/21-10/7 drone,
for example, or a 1/1-3/2 drone.
This plan does not involve significantly harmonious intersecting strings for
the eight highest strings of the two sets. But, moving downward, from strings

36 through 29, there is a microlonally descending series of lones in the X Set
against a lower 7/6 in the A Set; nt:xt (strings 28 through 23), a 27 i20-X
Set-which is a 12/5 interval higher than 9J8-A Set (an "octave" and a
"minor third"); then (strings 22 through 17), a 2 1 j 1 6-X Set-which is a
5/2 intuval above 21j20-A Set (an "octave:" and a "major third"). Finally,
this resolves by the small interval 64/63 (about a fourth of a semitone:) upward
to the 4/3 Utonality if all sixteen strings of the: drone: are sounded.
A totally diITerent musical eITe:ct was obtained in the !irst sixteen strings of
the two se:ts in the tuning for RelJelation. The drone strings wcre tuned
slightly higher-the 3/2 interval from 40/21 upward to 10/7, and the first

eight of the X strings were also tuned 10 10/7 (two 2/1's higher), while: the:
next eight strings were tuned to 16/1 1 , higher than 10/7 by the small in·

terval 56/55 (less than a third of a semitone). No matter whe:re: thc bar was
moved , this parallel small-interval dissonance appeared and bes!owe:d a
strange and eXCiting quality to melodic phrase:s.
Bdo� leaving Harmonic Canon I, thre:e: subje:clS need to be touche:d upon
brieny-notation, playing techniques, and the care: of strings. Notation: string
numbers are indicate:d on strips of paper paste:d to strips of thin plywood
mounted above the belly so that the:y do not inle:rfere with the: vibrations of the
strings (se:e photograph), the A Sc=t of numbers to the Ie:ft, the: X Set to the:
right. Notation is entirely a matle:r of string numbers, with the appropriate
stems indicating rhythm. The notation is only ve:ry slightly graphic, and staves
arc used only b«auSt: the:y are conveniem in a full score. When the playing of
both se:ts becomes sufficiently complex, twO stave:s, united by a brackc=t, are

used, with the X Set on the upper stafT and the A Set on the lower one:. The
following example, from Verse: 9 of Petals, shows the X set played by the right
hand and the A Set played by the left hand. (The: other part of the duet, not
shown, is Kithara

I.)
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Th� playing techniques are different from any of the common techniques
on current instruments. Picks are used nearly always, fingers only occa
sionally. It S«ffiS almost automatic Cor a musician new to the instrument to
whip a pick daintily in the air. This is totally wrong; the pick must generally
be used in a strong, digging manner (indeed this injunction could be applied 10
the playing of all of my instruments, excepting only the Chromelodeons). The
manner can sometimes be in the nature of a caress, but morc often it should
be: an assault.
The IOn«:= is much beuer when the pick is held as Oat against the string as
possible, whether prOttcding down or up. The flip from down to up or up to
down must be accomplished with lightning speed, and the pick should never
be held in the air. Afttr a string or series of strings, is plucktd, the pick rests
firmly on the succttding string, down or up, ready to plunge onward or to
reverst. This results in maximum control.
A diagram showing both the vibration of a string plucked in a downward
manner with a nat pick and that of a string plucked with the sideward motion
of a straight vertical pick, would demonstrate clearly that the nat pick is
critical for good tone. The initial attack downward causes a vibration pattern
away from the grooves of the bridges and nuts, not in them.
As to the area 10 be played, strings picked close 10 the nut, either right or
left, give a sharp, nasal tone, while those plucked halfway between nut and
movable bridgts give a full tone; in nearly all fast-running passages, playing
should be cenler, betwun bridges and nut. Accompanying chords, generally
by the ldt hand, should always be center, and should be soft. When vibrato by
the left hand in the Idt pOri ions of the strings is called for, the left lingers dig
down near the bridge, and the forearm vibrates down and up, not forward and
back.
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The care of strings: until rust·resistant steel strings tK-come commonplatt,
removal of rust with a small piece of emory cloth is an ever-recurrent chore.
This is esptcially imponant where the Pyru rods are used under strings. The
moving of the rod under rusty strings causes a diabolically irritating sound.
(This is trut for the Kilharas, for Surrogate Kithara, and for Harmonic
Canons

I and

11 and New Harmonic Canon

I, whenever rods are used.) A lit

tle paraffin on the rod (very little ! ) often helps. The wound strings are less of a
problem, but even they are improved when refurbished and jiggled in curves to
remove dirt.

New Harmonic Canon J
In the discussion of New Kithara I (see above), five reasons were given for
making duplicates, or seeming "duplicates." In the case of New Harmonic
Canon

I,

complett:d at Encinitas in 1972, the first, second, and fourth reasons

apply-the fourth in particular. The large amount of time--consuming work
involvt:d in shifting from one tuning to another almost necessitates a different
instrument for a new tuning. New Harmonic Canon

I

is tuned to the require

ments of Petals and Delusion, while the first Harmonic Canon t now reverts
to its 1959 tuning for Revelation.

The immt:diate visual differences in the new instrument are the alternating
redwood and Sitlca-spruce soundboards, the partially circular music rack, and
the blue-tinted (but transparent) structure that holds the canon, in contrast to
the clear Plexiglas of the 1959 instrument.

The measurements of New Harmonic Canon I are almost identical with

those of the first instrument. Exceptions: the two oak pieces to which the
strings are attached are thicker, increasing the width across the front about
one inch (excluding tuning gears); and the lower tuning gear board (to the left

i n the photograph) extends about one inch further 10 permit easier access.

Harmonic Canon IJ
This instrument was built in Sausalito in 1953 to replace the original Har
monic Canon

I.

It consists of two identical boxes, or canons

(� photograph),

which are distinguisht:d in all scores by the names of the classical astral twins,

Castor and Pollux. Castor is on the left and Pollux is on the right. The
stringing is not identical. All forty-four slrings of Pollux are guitar seconds,

HARMONIC CANON I I (CASTOR AND POLLUX)
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while only the: lOp twenty-two of Castor are guitar seconds; the twenty-two at
the bottom are guitar firths. The twO boxes rest in a large tray and are re
movable. The: twO endpieces of the structure are the thick redwood sections
from the original Canon 1.14
The harmonic canon idea (harmonic law) is that of a glorified multiple
monochord, and once the design and placement of bridges and the tuning of
strings is decided, at least half of the creative concept is established. And this
half may bt: just as imaginative as the writing of actual notes. Furthermore,
slight readjustment of the same bridges also can result in a totally dif
ferent musical effect. The bridges on Pollux, as shown in the photograph,
are for the dance work Caslor and Pollux, and the part is somewhat brash,
even strident; but the same bridges, placed differently, were also used in The
Bewitched, and the effect, much of the time, was moody and melancholy.
The settings shown on Castor are those for Two Studies on Ancient Creek
Scales: 1 . Study on Olympos' Pentatonic; and 2 . Study on Archytas' Enhar
monic. These settings will be outlined.
Caslor: Tuning of the higher twenty-two strings for the pentatonic scale.
Those ratios representing tones within the second 2/1 of this part of the
instrument are shown with lines above and below.
String
number Chord
44

ill

String
number Scale

String
number Chord

37

t/t

28

2/t

43

8/5

36

9/8

27

3/2

42

6/5

35

6/5

26

t/t

41

m

34

3/2

25

2/t

40

8/5

33

8/5

24

3/2

39

6/5

32

2/t

23

t/t

38

ill

3t

ill

30
29

ill

ill

Note thal the five-tone scale is partially repeated in the next higher 2/1, and that the
[WO chords are essentially duads taken from tones of the scale .
Each n.non i$ JO 1/2 inc:hn ilrw.d, with an ntfll S 3/8 ir>COO for tht tumng Stars; uch
inchn deep and S 1/2 inchn high to the top oltht Sith-lpN« 1x1ly, Or soundboard. Th� anSIr.:!
Ufoe il 7J 3/4 ir>Coo Ions across the broad front, 26 inchn hiSh at thf: front, 33 ir>Chn hiSh " the back, 2S
inchn dttp across the top. and 19 1/2 inchn dttp at the bouom.
.. Dimcnlions:

is 22 3/4
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Castor: Tuning of the lower twenty-two strings for the enharmonic scale.

The� strings are all within one 2/ I .
String
number Chord

String
number Scale

7

2/1

5

8/5
4/3

3/2

4

2/1

3

S/5
4/3
1/1

22
21
20

16/15

IS

2/1

8/5
4/3

14
13

8/5
14/9

19
18
17
I.

16/15

12

String
number Chord
•

8/5

11

4/3
16/15

10

•

4/3
16/15
28/27

8

1/1

2
I

Note that the accompanying chords are triads taken rrom the tones of the scale.

String
nurnLeft be, Right

String
numLeft be, Right

14/9

44

ill

ill

16/.

43

4/3

14/9

42

16/9

String
numbe, Right

String
numLeft

be,

Right

mn

12

10/9

11

7/6

33

9/8

22

1t/6

7/4

n

21

16/9

ill

ill

�

31

9/S

20

8/5

10

4/3

41

413

7/4

30

\9

16/1t

9

21/20

14/9

40

S

1/1

16/.

39

ill

�

14/9

!ill!

2'

m

IS

10/7

4/3

28

1 1/10

17

7/5

40/21

7

2/1

38

27

lill

16

7/4

7/6

37

./8

26

15

15/8

fQil!

6

ill

ill

40(21

5

2/1

7/4

36

25

14

2/1

ill

�

4

7/6

35

./8

24

�

13

14/9

40/21

3

2/1

7/4

34

�

23

�

2

7/6

40/21

1

2/1

!Il[
'ill

ill
m

u.
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Pollux: 8ridg� settings for Castor and Pollux. In this setting the tones to

the left of the bridges art: also important in more than half of the strings; the
bridges must � placed to obtain the correct tones both to the right and 10 the

left. As before, ratios intended to sound in lhe second 2/1 of the instrument are
shown with lines above and below.
With no bridges whatever on the canons, the open guitar second strings
should be tuned to approximately the 16/9 below 1/1-196 and the guitar
firths (lower half of Castor) to about the 16/9 below 1 / 1-98. (This is true for
Harmonic Canons II and III i n general, whatever Ihe particular work to be
performed.) The strings are lax, with or without bridges, and I find them
preferable. One can do so much more wilh a lax string provided th� t�nsion is

gr�at enough 10 giv� a tru� ton�.

Th� very dirr�r�nt conc�plion and tuning of Harmonic Canon 11 for
Revelation did not, in fact, us� bridg�s. Insl�ad, redwood ramps (som�what
lik� those of Harmonic Canon I), �xt�nding on�-halr to three-quarters or more
across �ach canon, w�r� auach�d 10 th� sound board of �ach with impermanent

rubber ce:ment, and Pyrex rods, 3/4 inch in diameter, were inserted between
the ramps and strings. With these larg� rods moving under twemy-two
strings, powerful gliding ton�s were possibl�. Both picks and sticks (for per
cussive striking) were uKd. The sticks w�re J/S-inch dowels, felted or
unfelted, with handles designed so that a section of the dowel equal to the
�xt�nt of twenty-two strings could strike nat.
Notation: the fol lowing example of Harmonic Canon notation is from Oe
dipus. Cas m�ans the Left Canon of Harmonic Canon 11 (Castor and Pollux).
The exampl� shows the melody played by the right hand, right of bridges, and
sweeps by the left hand, left of bridges, on bracketed staves. (On� starr is all
that is nettssary much of the time.)

Harmonic Canon III
The joy of the Harmonic Canon lies in its challenge to the imagination.
Although it is susceptible to an infinite variety of concepts i n bridge placement

HARMONIC CANON III (BLUE RAINBOW)
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and design, its limitation rests in the difficulty of making change's onct a sc=t
ling has been determined. With a return 10 earlier sc=ttings or tunings, it was
almost inevitable that other canons would become necessary. Harmonic
Canon 111, built in Venice, California, in 1965, was the rtsuh. It actually has
thr« canons, although only two are shown i n the photograph. The height
from bdly, or soundboard, to Siring level without bridges is the same in all five
canons of Harmonic Canons 1 1 and 111; therefore, the bridges designed for a
particular work will fit on any of the five.
Becausc= of the blue-painted arch that supports the tray for the canons (as
bdore, they are removable), the instrument is generally nelated as Ihe Blue
Rainbow. The arch is madt: from two St:Ctions of 1/4.inch plywood scort:d and
glued together; and although the top of tht: arch is firmly glued and scrt:wt:d to
the center of the tray, that point aClS nevt:rtheless as a fulcrum, so that in
vigorous playing with sticks, as in Delusion, the canons sway lightly up and
down in rhythm wilh the action of tht: sticks, thus adding a visually dynamic
dt:mt:nt to the music. The sticks art: 3/8-inch dowels anglt:d so that t:ither t:nd
will strikt: nat against dt:vt:n strings; ont: t:nd is feht:d for softt:r playing, Iht:
otht:r is unfelted. IS
Sinct: the photograph shows the: setting for Petals and Delusion, this
tuning will � explained. Both picks, in running passagt:s, and sticks, in per·
cussive passages, are used. Tht:rt: art: four bridgt:s on each canon, ont: �nt:ath
t:ach set of dt:vt:n strings (that is, unde:r a founh of tht: forty·four-string total).
Since tont:$ on both sides of the bridges are employed, tht: rt:suit is t:ight tont:s
on each canon, or sixt«n in all. In the notation, two staves are generally used,
the upper for the right hand, the lower for the left.
As in Harmonic Canon 11, tht: lowt:r twt:nly-two strings of the lefT canon
art: guitar fifths; all others are guitar seconds, and the guitar fifths are tuned
(without bridges) a 2/1 below all tht: other!. As befort:, ratios which occur in
the second 2/ I of a particular set of strings art: indicatt:d by lines abovt: and
�low. Here, there are two ratios in the left canon which an� in the third 2/1
of a particular stttion of strings: 9/7, left, in the guitar St:Conds section, which
is two 2/1's above the 9/7 to the right; and 8(7, left, in the guitar firths
.. Dill'l(nlionl:

n", bell in hue (1\I, 'u1I'l( bna�(h .nd depth 1I 1t.c.: u!led in Harmonk Cinon

11, bt..

Il\I,y a� now I/of_inch vmkal"!'1'in ro:dwood, and (he hei&hl of (he boxn 10 the topa of the JOUIIdbo»nb s
i

Ins-of inchn rathrr than S 1/2. The tunin&_&nr I«tions follow the panrrn of Harmonk (4non I_birc:h
pictta 6 )/4 inc:hts by 1/2 inc:h tJoo,fon: pron!, were cut. TIll: tray, or cradle, is 66 inchel by 22 )/4 inc:hn.

Two trparatrd Itn!11u of pondt� pint, tKh 59 inc:hcs by 1 1 1/2 inc:hn, Ilold the base of the �reh
10000her.
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section, which is two 2/ 1 '5 above the 8/7 to the right. These two ralios are
distinguished by double lines, above and below. All the strings between the
string numbers are included in the tuning-that is, 1-1 1 (reading up) includes
all slrings from 1 through 1 1 . Tuning of Harmonic Canon III for Petals and

Delusion:

LEFT CANON

RICHT CANON

String

number
44
34

Ratio

2ll

Ratio

I

9/7

44
34

12/7

33
23

I

33
23

ill

I

22
12

m

I
I

12/7

11

�

I

8/7

1

String
number

Bridge

I

I

Ratio

Bridge

Ratio

!!Z!Q

I

I

2/1

I

9/5

ill

22
12

U1

11
1

1 1/8

I
I

12/7

I

11/7

I

Bloboy, Kolo, Crychord
The technique employed on the Bloboy consists in placing one foot at
about the center of the rnoUlh of the mask (�e photograph) and throwing the
body's weight upon it, but even this comparatively simple exercise calls for
musical control. The Bloboy is a bellows, with powerful organ·bellows
springs inside, attached to the four (Ones of an ancient exhaust auto horn and
thl'« small organ pipes. Stamped upon the tops of the four horn pipes are the
words: "PAT'D JAN. 23, 1912." An African mask is painted on the top of
the �Ilows fairly faithfully except that the nostrils are multiple so as to
provide for a quick intake of air (expulsion of air is through the horn and
IS
organ pipes).
.
, Di....nsion"
..

'T1.c Bloboy il29

inchel deep, 19 inchn wide Ind 17 1/2 inchel hiSh It the from (nat)

cnd, \\ 1/4 inchn wide al the bad, (lWal) �. The
inche, hiy..

largal OfSin pipc il22

inchn hip, .he smallcSl 16

llL0130Y
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Thl!' contraption (hl!'sitation in calling it an instrum('nt is automatic) was
built for the:: projc=cted recording of US Highball in Evanston in 1958. Thl!'
sound, in conjunction with a smearing technique on Chromdocleon I with the
6/5 SlOp out (the "octave" couplc=r), renders a fairly realistic impression, even
to the tcho in the distant foothills, of a Southern Pacific freight train crawling
through the st«p pass sixty miles away, then racing down the nt:af side.
(Unlt'!ss bin of masking tape are used to cover, or partially covc:r, the lower
organ pipes, the sound is more like that ofa steamboat.)
The Bloyboy has twice been used as sound unrelated to freight trains. The
first time was in Revelation, in a pSl!uclo "pop" number, Dup Inside,

'

Way

'Way Down I Am! and tht: second was in Delusion, at Iht: hdght of Iht: dt:·
lusivt: bault: bt=twt:en the pilgrim and tht: ghost of the man he kil\t=d.
The highest horn tom: is the 14/9 abovt: 1 / 1 -392, the lowt:st the 14/9
bt=low 1 / 1 -392, whik the lowt:st organ pipt: is tunt:d (by a plungt:r, St=en in the
photograph) to tht: 14/9 below 1 / 1 - 1 96, which givt:s an idt:a of comparativt:
rt:gistt:r. Tht: thrt:t: organ pipes art: a 2/ I below the corresponding tones of the
horn.

Tuning
Auto hom-highest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14/9
second highest . . . . . . . . . . 8/1
third highest . . . . . . . . . . . 40/21
lowest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14/9
Organ pipes-highest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8/7
second highest. . . . . . . . . . 40/21
lowest.
, 14/9
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

• ,

The Koto, or Psaltery (see photograph), was given to me by Lou Harrison
Ln the spring of 1966 for use in tht: projected performance of Petals.
though Harrison calls il

a

17

(Al.

psaltery, I continue to call it a koto bt=cause 1 had

wriut:n for this instrumt:nt previously and I use Ihe same numbt=r of slrings as
la
bt=fore-thirlet:n.) My only conlribulions are the base, a concession to Otti·
" h w�,

made by HarrilOn's cabinCl_makcr rriend, Morris Rqnold" in Sanla

eruz, Calirornia.

mension,: The KOlo i, 72 inehn 10ng_77 inehn induding the tuning gcau. The depth
tom i, 1 3 inche" around the arched top 14 1/4 inches. For added
inch plywood

"floor." S7

rcsonarocc,

Irross tile o�n

Di
bol.

tile in,trument rests on a 1/4-

1/4 inches Long. TI.c player lin at IIIe rnd of a triangular leCtion placed loward

lhe right, his I�s l\rlddling Iwo 2 • •'s, I� onc 10 the Idl measuring 36 1/4 ll\(hes. IluIt to tM right 29

inches. n.c, height of the ba.. 10 the sea! is 1 4 incha_

" I was given I kOlo by Cordon and Jacqudinc Onslow_Ford bd'on: I left Sau",lito for Illinois in 1956,
and 1 uted i, in 77t� B�wilchitd and much Later in P�IoII. I !urned 10 the new inl,rument beau,.., of ill supe_
rior reSOnanCC.
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dental leg muscles, which find it difficult to endure ,the hours called for in
playing the Koto in theJapancse position, and the music rack.
My acquaintance with Japanese stringing, tuning. notation, and tech
nique is very casual, and I make no prctcnse that the instrument is used in a
Japanese manner, although this implies no lack of respect. The strings arc
monofilament nylon of various guagcs. In the tuning for Petals and Delusion,
the: ratios and the approximate pitches are as follows:

&
STRING

e

u

5
3

•
3

I

2

'9:

0

(] ePII

16
9

•
3

9
7

11
7

3

4

5

6

e
I

IJ

-

-

7

8

I

I

<$

e

I

9

Cl e

o,*e
9 10 16
7 7 9
10 1 1

12

I

-

I

13

Koto notation, like that of the Harmonic Canons, is based on string num
bers. I n the following example, from Verse 4 of Petals, the slc=ms in
parentheses indicate that the pressure by the Idl hand, left of bridges, is
�leastd. The check marks over ctrtain numbers indicate a left-hand pressure
on the string, left of bridges, thus increasing tension. In the third bar, a 9-8-7
stroke, the check shows that the 9 is depresstd, and the ralio �Iow, 16/15, in
dicates that the pressu� should raise the 9 string from t / l , its tuning, to
16/1S.The capital R indicates re/east-that the pressure is to � released on
exactly the beat specified.

The Crychord is the name I �stowed on the instrument, although 1 had
little to do with its construction. The resonating box was built by a student in
the Industrial Design Department of the University of Illinois in the fall of
1959, as part of a project in imaginative musical instruments. The same
student also conceived and built the tractile tension mechanism. At my sug
gestion, and in order to make the instrument more practical, the department
created the standard at the back to hold the resonating box in a tilted position.

KOTO

CRYCHORD
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My only contributions are the plastic strip and the index al the front (so that
(he player may make marks with a grease pencil for the lones he wants), and
the music rack.
The instrument uses a monochord idea, but an extraordinarily nexible
one. In playing, the musician moves the handle (which rests on the standard in
the photograph) forward or backward, thus increasing or detreas.ing tension.
The range of the single string depends on the gauge used. The present one is
music wire diameter .020, which gives about a 2/1 and a 4/3. Because the
string is subjected to so many varying tensions, breakage is rather frequent.
The bridge above the resonator hole is bamboo, and its placement can be
very significant, since the string may � play�d both b�low and abov� (h�
bridg�, �v�n simul(an�ously. In th� photograph it is s�t abov� the bridge for
a ton� two 2/1 's high�r than for th� section below. And this relationship is
fairly stabl� throughout th� total rang�. How�lI�r, th� bridg� could b� s�t to
gill� paralld rdationships 12/5 or 5/2 or 8/3, or sell�ral oth�rs.
Techniqu� g.cn�rally involv�s a stick, such as a pi�c� of dow�l, i n th�
hand, but both picks and fing�rs ar� effectille. Wh�re 1 halle asked for precise
intonation, I have used a bass cid with approximate nOtes and exact ratios
underneath. To date, the best use of the instrument has been in a kind of im
provisation, one in which the improvis�r is familiar with the accompanying
part or parts and adjusts his intonation accordingly. I'
Voice Notations

In conllentional practice, the voice part of a song is g�nerally supported in
2/1'5, or in unisons, or in various of the impli�d 5-limit ratios, by th� chords of
the accompanying instrum�ntS. Similarly, in my music the voic� is supported
in easy-to-h�ar intervals by the accompanim�nt; ther� is no d�mand for
unaided vocal rendition of very small or very unusual intervals.
Voic� parts halle been written in sell�ral ways. AI first I used ratios only,
as in the Adapted Viola parts, teaching sing�rs by rote while playing th� voice
part on the Viola, ami my lI�ry first �xperience, in Oakland in 1932 with Ru
dol phine Radii, was a rellelation: I learned that th� lIoice is extraordinarily
I. ....n cxcdlcnt tumplc is Em;1 R;cl\arch' playinll of Vcrw � of P�lals (5« ....ppend;� V). Dimen_
Jions: 1nc ruonalor ;1 47 1/2 inchn h;lIh, not irw:lUC!inll lhc J1_inc:h _ruo;turc bc-nc:alh il. h is 12 inc:no
wick and 2 1/2 incno dctp. The Rlncbrd it 61 inches rullh 101 itl back, 17 ]/4 iochu dtep and 1 1/2 indlet.
wide 11 IhI: lop, 21 1/2 irw:hes deep and 10 1/2 ;nc:hcs wide 1I thl: boItom. The bottom 2 .. 0( (not all visible

in pholOll
....ph) i.0(2 inc:hts. The dur pia_le index Irm il l/o( It 1 1/2 It 12 1/2 inches.
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susc�ptiblt: 10 alteration provided that the ear hears. Next,

I

wrote voice:

parIS i n Chromdodeon notation so that i n rehearsal the chromelodeonist
could aid in obtaining precise tones. Here the voice scores are in the usual
nOlation, with the usual pitch values (as dose as these can be figured to the
actual ratios); and these' scores are then used simply as guides to movement,
or direction, very much as ncumes were used in the days of plainsong.
The voice, having an unfixed gamut, is trained, when it sees the interval

31

:J

J 10 sing the 2/1

"D"-"O" and, unlike the chromdodeonisl, in

whom the mental image unconsciously evokes the corresponding physical
reaction, must consciously work for the intonation intended. Hence, in the
separate score, if the sequence 5/4-7/6-6/5 is required of the voice, it might
be written

91
J
�

J.
no

which notes do not represent the ratios above, but do

indicate in a general way the movement of the voice part and the approximate
pitches of the ratios above.
A third voice notation, used very briefly, employed the color analogy
explained above on page: 2 1 4. But this proved unnecessary. In more than
thirty.five years of work with singers-singers far above average, to be sure,
but highly diverse personalities nevertheless-I have obtained satisfactory if
not phenomenal results even when the vocal requirements' were most exacting.
And these results were based entirely on the fact that the singers heard.

I have frequently limited Ihe voice parts 10 "steps" and "half.steps" which

correspond to Monophonic intervals in the Ptolemaic Sequence. Since the
voice is very easily inclined to sing true intervals anyway, rectification from
the notes of the separate score to the actual ratios is comparatively easy. When

the voice is requi red for other than PlOiemaic·Sequence degrees, the process of
rectification demands a longer period of rehearsal, but it is by no means im·
possi ble.

OUT Lack oj CandoT- Why Blame Singers?
Much of the oft·heard railing against the intonation of singers is scan·
dalously lacking in candor. As composers and educators, we give them an ac·
companying instrument-the piano-which is continually at odd s with their
instincts.

After they have mastered this incongruity, we pose them in an a cap.
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pella choir or �rore an orchestra. where they an� at the mercy of each inlOna

lional whim of cona=rtmasters and conductors (who arc= by no means agreed
on intonational rectitude). And we then proceed to criticize them for their
"bad" intonation. As musicians we have no intonational norm, and we vent
our annoyance over this situation upon innocent singers, who have no norm
simply because we have none.
Many musicians regard as inconsequential the �venth of a semitone
falsity of the "thirds" and "sixths" (ratios of 5) on the piano to which singers
an: trained; but we will see how so "inconsequential" a falsity as 1/50 of a
semitone-2 cenls---creates out·of-tuneness (page 434). The great need for a
brutr instrument than tht piano for tht training of singtrs and tht= accom·
panimt=nt of songs is too sdf-t=vident to be labored.

Rhythmic Notation
I n Chapter Five, on Basic Monophonic Concepts, it was observed that the
human race has advanced through the number 5 in its harmonic music, and is
now hovering somewhere belween that eminence and the number 7 . With
res�ct to the element of rhythm, however, Wt modtrn Westerntrs are primi.
tives; as compared with the subtle speech rhythms of the Middle Ages, ancient
Crtece, and classical China and Japan, and with the dance rhythms of the
American Indians, our rhythms are aboriginal.
In the thirteenth and fourteenth centurit=s, shortly after the introduction of
mensural music, the number 3 became endowed with the same magic as in the
Pythagortan intonational system. Hawkins quotes an unnamed author of tht
thirtetnth century to the dTect that in rhythm, 3 (tht Trinity) is "ptrftct,"
and thtrdore 243 is " fivt times perfect" btcause 3 is involved fjvt= timts in ar·
riving at 243 by the factor of 3.20 Fortunately our forebears abandoned 3·ism
in rhythm more readily than 3·ism in intonation.
From the standpoint of the intriguing metric forms which art attained
within tht rhythms of 2 , 3, and 4-tht basis of virtually all Western music
much can be said in extenuation of our present "aboriginal" condition, espe·
cially as regards the danCt rhythms of the Latin Americans Or Negroid Latin
Americans.
.. lIu/or;; ol'h� Sd�"tf �nd i'r(Jtliu ofMUll<:, 1 :248.
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Although Wr:stt=rnt=rs have uKd basic rhythms of 5 and 7 to good dfecl,
the field for exploration in the more complex forms of 5 and 7, the simple
impulses of 1 1 and 1 3 , and the rhythm of speech, is fabulously extensive. An
example of a simple 1 3 rhythm-a strong impulse followed by twdve weaker
pulsations, or an alternate 6-7 or 7-6 rhythm-is found in an old Edison
cylinder record of the "Stick Game Song" from Ihe Hoopa (or Hupa) lndians
of tht:: far north coast of CaHrornia. This, and other such records which I
examinc=d at the Southwest Museum in Los Angdes in 1933, showed a wealth
of rhythms more complex than anything Westerners have thus far attempted.
I have used the pn=sent orthodox rhythm notation almost without modifi
cation exttpt as follows: 0, enclosed in a diamond, indicates the'! natural, easy
rhythm or speech, and the notes rollowing it are generally written without
stems, at least in the voice parts; a hollow note without stem is used to
represent a tone that covers two or more syllables, a solid one'! when a single
syllable is sung to it. Duple rhythms are indicated by a 2 or 4 enclosed in a
diamond, an eighth or a quarternote being the unit; the usual signs 4/4, 2/4,
and 3/4 are not used because they might lead to conrusion in a score in which
ratios are common. The other rhythms-triple, quintuple, septuple,
undedmal-are indicate'!d on the same unit basis, the number being enclosed
in a diamond.
With the introduction or percussion instruments of rather large'! variety,
the'! evolution or complex rhythms becomes almost automatic. In Asia and,
mort notably, in Arrica, with similar large varieties of percussion insl ruments,
this tendency is manifest. And I can testify myselr that with the advent of per
cussion in my lire the development of more complex rhythms was most normal
and natural. These instruments are now to be introduced.

,

CHAPTER THI RTEEN

Percussion Instruments and Their Notations

Tht:st: particular instrumt:nts may bt: grouped into four rough cat�gori�s,
Th� first four art: of tht: marimba type, with tht: traditional r�ctangular
blocks:
Diamond Marimba
Quadrangularis Rt:v�rsum
Bass Marimba
Marimba £.roica
Thr�� of th� four instrum�nts in th� s�cond cat�gory involv� bamboo;
thr�� (not exactly th� samt: on�s) are bast:d on th� tongut:-with-r�sonator
acoustical id�a:
Boo 1
Boo I1
Mbira Bass Oyad
Eucal Blossom
Th� first of th� fiv� instrum�nts in tht: third group �mploys m�tal bowls or
bf:lls, Tht: sounds of th� r�maining four com� from glass (two) and from glass
and metal and wood (two),
Gourd Tr�� and Cone Gongs
Cloud-Chamber Bowls
Spoils of War
Zymo-Xyl
Mazda Marimba
The final group consists of a number of small hand instrumt:nts us�d only
in Delusion,

The Diamond Marimba
This instrument is th� theoretical Tonality Diamond (page 159) brought
to practical tonal life, I although tht: arrang�mt:nt of identities is very different,
259
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Otonalities (ascending) are found in the six lines of blocks from lowu Idt to
upper right, Ulonalities (descending) in the six lines of blocks from upper left
to lower right (see photograph and Diagram 17). It may � seen and heard
immo:iiateiy that each tone represents at least a dual identity; 5/3, for
example, may be considero:i either the 5 Odentity of the 4/3 Otonality or the 3
Udentity of the 5/4 Utonality.
The total range is nearly thr� 2/1 's, the identities of one tonality being
spread over about a 2/1 and a half. The relationship of identities is always
4:5:6:7:9:1 t in Otonalities, and 1/4:1/5:1/6: 1/7;1/9: 1 / 1 1 in Utonalitiesj
consequently, the sequence of Odentities or Udentities is 1-5-3-7-9- 1 1 ,
rather than the 1-9-5- 1 1 -3-7 of the Tonality Diamond. I n specific range, the
low 1 6/ 1 1 makes about 285 cycles Gust above "middle e"), the middle 1/1
makes 784 cycles, and the high 1 1/8 makes 2 t 56 cycles.
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, I built tM Diamond Marilflba in 19�6 in War..,n E. Gi15"n', thop in �bdiJOn, WiKllnt;n, with
Gil"'n'l advic(.nd assiltlllott , TM heoiSht from tl\( noar It IM 1ow�1I block i.)� ;Mhn, I1 tM hilllnt 4\
1/2 iMoo. TM unt(r row oi l/I'. it 48 1/2 inchn lonl, ,h( I(rrlm! top ;.27 incMldccp From the front
rd!( 01 tl\( 16/11 block to the bull ro&( oltl\( 1 1/8 block. Each 01 th( t(n It(PS nit' )/4 inch. TIlt, whit(
pi� (rosspirc:n of the ba..: �rt 33 • 20 1/4 inchn; w;dlh_� incha. Four )/4·inch bronze poII'IUpport
the inltruln(nt on lhe ba..:.
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Mor� than hair of the blocks are Pernambuco, or Brazilwood (which has

the strongly resilient character required for line violin bows), and the balance
�
are Brazilian rosewood. The tont:s of the blocks are amplified by large Brazi·
lian bamboo, whose natural partitions, or knots, make the closed ends at the
bottom.
The:: process of deu:rmining the h=ngth of block for a given tone is largely
empirical, but onc fact known from experiment can � of great hdp; when twO
blocks from one strip of wood of uniform width and thickness are in the ratio
of two parts long to three parts long, they will give tones approximating the
ratio two vibrations to one vibration, or the inlcrva1 2/1 . From this rough for·
mu la it is fairly casy to determine approximately each length i n a desired
scale. Thus, by experiment, a block 8 inches long, 2 inches wide, and 3/4
inch thick beyond the nodes (see below) was chosen for 1 / 1 -784. Key ratios
lowest, highest, and various others between within the range of the Diamond
Marimba-were then inserted in Diagram 1 8 , and a curve inscribed between
the live 1 / 1 'so The hol"izontal lines of the diagram indicate the cycles of tones
as they would be determined on a given length of string making an open tone
of 196 cycles, and the vertical lines indicate block lengths i n inches. Thus,
starting with a block 8 inches long giving a tone of784 cycles, the ratio 1 6 / 1 1
at 285 cycles will be obtained from a block 1 4 3/8 inches long, the ratio 1 1 /8
at 2156 cycles from a block 4 3/8 inches long, and all the others as their hori
zontal lines in the range of cycles (most of which are not shown) are cut by the
curve along the scale of inches.
This is a formula and a theory: in practice a better tone is produced by
making the blocks for low tones shorter and those for high lones longer than
the formula indicates. On the Diamond Marimba. for instance, the lowest
tone, 1 6/ 1 1 , is actually 1 3 1/2 inches long, and the highest tone, 1 1 /8, is 6
1/4 inches long. Furthermore, the length of block also varies from the formula
because of the wood that is milled away rrom the underside to conserve on
3
length and to produce a more sustained sound.

• Al l"" lime 01 my 1946 ","1 10 theJ. C. Dcagan Company of Ch,aso, buildr:n of pereuuion ;nst.....
mentl, t"" fi.m was ulinS horm;so, 0' qui.a, from {;em.al Amer;ca for ill ma.imbas. I am indd,tec! to

Clai. O. MUlier, ma.imbill, and Paul J. F�lkowski, t«hnician, both oIt"" Dcasan Company at thl! t;lM.

for some ofmy obscrvations on malimba rruking or their co••oborltion .
•

Although tM ternu marimba and �ylophone meln lubstantially the same thing w""n IraCfli to IMir

sources, in prelCnt-clay
Ions

rnoruna

UII�

malimba has

c:ome

to signify a comparal;�ly low tom w;lh a compar.tively

period (or ling.time), Ind aylophone

I

hig"'" lone and a shoncr

I"C5OfU'ntt

period. The

blocks for an "F" Oft t"" two ;ntlromenu could tM: cuedy ,'''' same in length and width; howc-vcr, thc .ylo
phorw: block will be thicker bctw('Cn lhe nodn and will be , 2/1 hiKMr.
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A block of wood vibrat�s when it is struck, and unless it is tightly held, it

generally makes a tone of determinate pitch. In vibrating, it creates nodes
points of least or no vibration, two balancing points of seesaws, as it were-on
either side of which the wood moves up and down contrarily. Striking a hexa·
hedral piece of wood of the type used for marimbas produces two well-defined
nodes 31 right angles to the length i f the grain is straight and runs paralld to
the length of the block. To determine the location of these nodes exactly, rest
the block on a piece of polyfoam or other resilient material, shake salt on the
top, and tap the wood in the center. The salt will colh:ct in two distinct lines
which indicate the nodes. In a milled piece of wood, hexahedral and of
consistenl width and thickness, the� will � at about a fourth of the length
from each end; if an arch is cut underneath to about half the thickness of the
wood, the nodes will almost invariably be a fifth of the length from each end.
This arch is milled out or sawed out on a bandsaw, belween nodes, to
about half the thickness in the longer pieces and considerably less in the
shorter ones. It lowers the pitch markedly-a 2/1 or more in the longer blocks
and from approximattly a 3/2 to a 6/5 in the shoner blocks. Thus it follows
that blocks are finely tuned either by rasping wood away from the underside,
betw�n nodes, to Oat them, or by rasping or sawing wood from the twO ends
to sharp them-that is, by making the center of the block thinner or by
making the entire block shorter.
The blocks of the Diamond Marimba are supported at the nodes by nar
row strips of polyfoam, 1/4 to 3/8 inch thick, and are attached with rubber
cement, which is non-hardening. Thus they are loosely held, allowing
maximal vibration.
In determining the lengths of the bamboo resonators under the blocks, we
have recourse to the formula for a stopped organ pipe. The air in a pipe closed
at one end, when set in vibration, performs in such a way that approximately
four lengths of the pipe are required for a complete cycle, or wave length. To
determine the length of pipe that will produce a given tune, tile speed of sound
at an average room temperature-about 1 1 30 feet ptr second' -is first divided
by the number of cycles of the tone, thus establishing the wave length of that
lone. This quotient is then divided by 4 , since four lengths of pipt are needed
•

Aboul

..,.
•
1I«rt

1 . 11-.20.

11211

by 1.1

f� pu
r� p:r

�nd
I«Dnd

in dry air al 70 dCSrttl F."�nt.cit; I,", spmt of sound ;ncrn"". or
wilh each degrtt of lempualu� chansc. Jean•. Sc,..,.u and MUJlc,
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for one wave length. Finally, what is known as "open end correction" is ap
plied-about 0.29 �f the pipe's inside diameter is subtracted from the second
quotient. The complete sound wave exceeds the open end of the pipe: by about
this amount, and the resuhing [One will therefore bt: lower than that desired
�
unless "open end correction" is made. For example, the length of resonator
for the degree 1 6/ 1 1 al 285 cycles: 1 1 30 is divided by 285, and the quotient,
3.965, is divided by 4. Converted, this second quotient is about 1 1 7/8 inches,
and from this about 5/8 inch (0.29 of 2 1/8 inches-the inside diameter) is
subtracted for open end correction. The resonator for 1 6/ 1 1 at 285 cycles is
thus determined 10 be: 1 1 1/4 inches.
Again, this is theory, and in practical application it is well to cut the reso
nators a little long, especially when using the irregular shapes of bamboo, as
in the Diamond Marimba. By blowing on the edge of the resonator, it is easy
to dc:Jermine its natural vibration, and if the tone is too low, a little should be
cut off.
The effects of weather, and especially of temperature changes, on a
musical instrument of coupled resonances such as the marimba are most un
happy. To be: at their best, a block and its resonator should be fairly i n unison
(actually, the resonator can be: a shade flat and make a perfect coupling G ) , but
with marked changes in temperature and humidity. the two elements go out of
7
tune in dirrerent degrees.

Ibid., 1 3 9.
When encollnterinA the much lower tones of Ih<: Ban Marim� and the Marimba Eroic., it will Ix
obKrved th.l.t the in terval of the monator tone below tM block tone J«ms to widen prOflressively in tM d·
fon 10 athieve a sood rouplinS'
'
To toI'TtCt this probkm, 011 kast �nially, the o"apn Com�ny builds its mlTimbas 10 I�' ,he
diSUlna bn...�n the opt'n ends oflhe relOnators and tht bouams of,,,,,, bloclu 1lUJ' be: adjll"ed.
•

•
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Notation: the placement and arrangement of blocks on the Diamond
Marimba determines its notation, just as the arrangement of strings on the
Kitharas determines their notation. No spaces are usm, only the five lines of
the slaff and thr� I�ger lints above and below.
Each block has its exact placement in relation to the staff, and the only
other identification needed is the number of the hcxad in which it occurs. As
stated before, Otonalities run from lower Idt to upper right and Utonalities
from upper left to lower right. If the 14/11 tonc is desired, it is the fourth note
up in Ihe Otonality hexad that is numbered 6, on the first line of the staff, and
this number is shown below the note. (It could also be shown on the first line
of the stafT with Ih� number 4, for that Utonality h�xad, abo� it). If th� 7/6
ton� is d�sir�d, it is th� third not� down in Utonality hexad 4 , on the fourth
line of the staff, and this number is shown aboue the note. (It could also be
shown in exactly the same position with the number 3, for that Otonality
hexad, below it). Full arpcggio.lik� chords ar� wrilt�n, �ither Otonality or
UlOnality, with th� appropriate number below or abov�.
Since the instrum�nt was conc�ived, basically, as a chordal marimba, con·
trol of this capability must be mastered immediately. The full strokes of th�
mallet over the he)(ads are slightly unnatural, in that they must curve inward,
while the arm, in a sweep, naturally curves outward (quite unlike the Re
versum-�� below). However, a small amount of practic� and concentration
will make this inward curve �cond nature in either partial or compl�t� swups
of the h�xads.1 [t is importanl to concentrate on the unters of the blocks. If the
mallets strike blocks at the nodes or beyond th� nodes, the instrument is not
being played competently.
I n running passages, the t�chnique of playing varies little from that of the
usual marimba �xc�pt for the somewhat wider movements frequently
necessary between strokes. Again, concentrate on the centers. Where the con
venience of a particular tonality is not involved, as it very often is not, either
the numbers below or the numbers above arc used, whichever seems easier to
the musician. There is a difference in notation between duarls or triads to be
played simultaneously with two hands and those to be played by a single
stroke of one hand. The latter are written with successive notes and are indi
cated by slurs.
• Thi.

chordal [Mmond·Marim� Ce<:hniqut i. lxaUlifully dcmonllnlN in che dUfl with Cloud·

Chamber Bowls in Vc..., 6 of Pt/db (5« Appendix V).
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Mallets should never � waved in the air, daintily or otherwise. There is
a tremendous loss of efficiency in the unnecessary waving of mallets.

The Quadrangularis Reversum
The inevitable and automatic downward arpeggios, or sweeps, of the Dia
mond Marimba caused me to wish for a twin instrument, one in which the ar
peggios would inevitably and automatically sound upward.

I

also longed for

the same qualities of timbre in tones of the alto register. (Although the highest
tone of the Bass Marimba [see below] is only about a "minor third" below the
lowest [One of the Diamond Marimba, the resources of the Bass Marimba in
its upper register are slight, and its timbre is vastly different.) These wishes
wcre realized in the Quadrangularis Reversum, with the Reversum fulfilling
the first wish and the alto nanks the second. The upward (Reversum) and
downward

(Diamond

Marimba)

sweeps,

sometimes

are

alternating,

prominent in the Exordium (the "overture") to Delusion. In fact, the duel of
these two instruments, with accompanying instruments, determines

a

large

part of the structure of the Exordium.
The «nter section of the instrument (see photograph) is actually a mirror
reverse of the Diamond Marimba-this may be observed easily if Diagram 1 7 ,
showing the Diamond Marimba, is held upside down in front of a mirror and
'
compared with Diagram 19, showing the Quadrangularis Reversum. The
reversal resulted from my desire to k�p both the

1/1

Otonality and the

1/1

Utonality to the left of the block arrangement, as they are in the Diamond
Marimba. The

instrument should truly Ix called Quadrangularis Mirror Rt

versum.
Since the tones of the Reversum are an upside-down mirror of

the

Dia

mond Marimba, there is nothing more to be said about the tuning of this
section of the instrument. The only problem is notation, since the lowest tone
of the Reversurn is now on the third ledger line above the staff and Ihe highest
on the third ledger line below the staff. This means that notes which appear 10
go upward in pitch are actually going downward, while those appearing to go
downward are actually going upward. I had only two choices here, either this
notation or one in which the blocks of the instrument Ihat are low-those close
•

Thit mir�or effect wat cal1�d to my att�ntiO<l by Enrin Wibon. who i. "".pantible For the new ilh.,t�I'

tiont and di1lramt in thit edition.
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to the player in a spati al sense-would be shown high on the staff, while spa
t ially high blocks, fanher away from the player would be low on the staff;
and I decided that the latter solution would be less tolerable. Hence, the
notation i l lustration for the Diamond Marimba (page 265) applies here al
most exactly, the onl y difference being that the 1-2-3-4-5-6 above the
diagona l lines of notes now represent Otonalities (rather than Utonalities) ,
and the 1-2-3-4-5-6 below the diagonal lines of notes now represent
Utonalities (rather than Otonalities). This becomes important in the choice of
tones for the nan king alto sections, and in order not to confuse the player
thoroughly, the same tyIX of reverse notation has been usM for these sections.
The word Quadrangulan's calls for an explanation. t had seen a piece of
beautiful bamboo, not the usual round variety but square, or nearly so. AI first
I was told that the clever Japanese used forms to force the bamboo to grow
square against its instincts. Later I learned that there is a variety of bamboo,
among perha ps hu nd reds of varieties, that gr()ws sq uare, bamboo (or
bambura) quadrangularis-taking nothing away from the cleverness of the
Japanese, of course.IO I had intended to use this almost incredible bamboo for
the alto section resonators, but when I discovered that its price was roughl y
,

,

"

For anyone who doubu,

I

Chinese testaurant on SunKI Boulevard in Hollywood offer. " Mlrlling

uample Gf the UK 01 g;"nt bamboo quadrangularis. h i s uKt! both Il
inluior railing and jnnC!inS.

lhe

main doon
....y .oo in much olthc
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four timc:s that of the usual round bamboo, I decided to retain the name while
staying with materials that I could afford.
The choice of ratios, as between the Idt and right nanks, was determined
by the fact that right-hand hexadal sweeps on the Rc:vc:rsum are Utonalitic:s
and left-hand sweeps Otonalities. Therdorc, ratios for the: Idt hand on the: left
alto nank arc: important in Utonalities, with the right hand playing on the Re
vt:rsum, while ratios for the right hand on the right alto nank arc: important in
Otonalilie!, with the left hand playing on the Rc:versum. The illustration
shows, from top to bottom, first, the notation; �nd, the ratios; third. the ap
proximate pitches, using the bass clef. The range is from the 4/3 exactly a 2/1
abo\'e the lowest Bass Marimba tone (see hf=low) to the 5/4 above-less than a
2/1 .

"'PPRO�IN""lE PHCI'IES

Since this is a marimba and tht=rdore has limited ring-time, the us� of
open not�s to indicat� time values is of no importance. The left-flank notes ar�
triangular, the right-flank not�s round. Th� 1/1 block ( 1 / 1 - 1 96), ....hich lies
just below th� highest tone of the Reversum (1 1/8), is of course available i n
twelve senses-six Otonality and six Utonality. The potentialities of the other
blocks of th� two flanks are shown below in symbols only as high as the 7
Identity. This is similar to the explanation above of th� thirteen sub-bass tones
of Chromelodeon I (5« page 209). The order of ratios conforms to the illus
tration above, not to any sequence of pitch. Their availability is shown in
Primary Tonalities at the top of each column, and then in Secondary
Tonalities at the bottom.
Examples: ldt nank-S/4 may be a I Ud�ntity (of S/4-U), a S Odentity
(of 1/1-0), or a 3 Ud�ntity (of I S/8-U); right fla nk-8/S may be a 1
Odentity (of 8/5-0), a 5 Udentity (of l / I -U), or a 3 Odentity (of 1 6/1 5-0).
The length of blocks for the two flanks could be: determined if the curve of
Diagram 1 8 (page 263) were extended downward. (The block for 1/1-196
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Left Flank

5/.

9/8

21/20

7/.

3/2

7/6

16/15

I-U
5-0
3-U

I-U
3-0

5-U
3-0
7-0

I-U
7-0
3-U
5-0

I-U

3-U
7-0

5-U
1-0

3-Q

3-U
1-0
5-0
7-U

11/6
3-U

5/3

7/5

3-U
5-0
I-U

5-U
7-0
1-0

Right Flank

./3

8/5

9/5

1-0
3-U
3-0
I-U
5-U
7-0

1-0

5-0

3-0

3-0

5-U

tiUS1 below

1-0

.0/21
5-0
3-U
7-U

8/7
1-0
7-U
3-0
5-U

10/7
5-0
7-U
I-U

16/9
1-0
3-U

10/9

15/8
5-0
I-U

5-0

I-U
3-U

6/5
3-0
5-U
1-0

1 1 / 8 in the photograph] is shown on this diagram as 1 8
actually 1 7 1 / 8 inches.) The lengths of the bamboo resona

the high

inches; it is

tors follow the formula for an organ piiX' closed at onc end as explained
above (page

264).

The blocks of the Quadrangularis are African padouk, a very resonant
wood that is hard and very dark red. As I originally concc:ived the instrument,
it was intended to float, or seem to float, as much as possible.

I

found twO ac

ceptable branches of eucalyptus (there are few trees that grow in so man)' fan
tastic shapes as some varieties of eucalyptus), united them at the top with a
Japanese-style ton" bar, and thus produced the effect of susptnding thl:: t:ntirl::
instruml::n t. Thl:: rt:sult was about as dosl:: to a vision of notation as , could
dt:VISI:: .

"

.

" I built lhil inllrumcm in Van Nuya, CalifOf"nia. in the spring of 1965. The heighl from t� noor of Ihe
highest bl(ld, (lpati.lly)_t� 16/11 blod.-is 41 1/2 inchel, lhal of the 1/1-1<)6 block (below 11/8)
33 l/4 inches. The height of the sp.a.lially highe.1 row. of IIle aho nanh, al tlleir back O\Ilside edges, il37 1/2
inchCl, and Ihal of Ihe lowest roWI, toward t� middle of the inllTumenl, i. 3 1 inchel. The ,lock for all m,y.

seven blockl il 3/4 inch thick. In lkc RevcTlum, widths vary progressi...cly from I 3/4 inc�s in tile u.mally

higher blockl lo 2 inches in ,1Ie lower onn; in the alto flanks, I�y vary from 2 10 2 1/2 inches. The tori har
il 103 inchel lOllg and 79 inches from tkc n()(H" al both cnd•. The double �wood 2 ,, 4 ha.. i, 100 inche.
long, tht halt troupi«es 29 incOO deep. The 5/8· " 2 1/4·inch aluminum utrusion (001 vi,ible in
photograph) allached
mtllures 82 inches.

10

the two branches of eucalyptul and supporting the Rev.:rsum and the alto nanh
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A minor acoustical phenomenon that appeared with this instrument must
be touched on brieny. A marimba block is not a string and does not function
like a string-witness the fact that one-half of a block does not give the tone a
2/1 above the whole block; the ratio is more like 3/2, and, unlike the string,
there afC no geometric overtones. However, for many years, I had heard about
or read about onc strong inharmonic overtone created by this type of vibrating
body. Artcr building the Diamond Marimba, Bass Marimba, and Marimba
Eroica, l still could not say that I had ever heard this overtone. Finally, with
the Quadrangularis, I do hear it, in the alto nanks. By lapping lightly on the
tip ends of the� blocks, not the anters, I hear an inharmonic overtone that
sounds very near an 1 1/7 ratio above, a small "minor sixth." Theory finally
becomes fact.
The

Bass Marimba

Starting with the highest tones of the Diamond Marimba (duplicated in
the Reversum), the discussion of this particular marimba family proceeds
downward. With the Quadrangularis the lowest tone is the 4/3 below
1/1-196 (first "en below "middle en), and with the Bass Marimba we
continue downward to the 4/3 below 1/1-98 (the cello "e"). With the
Marimba Eroica, discussed below, the range is extended to a tone of 22 cycles
(the "F" below the piano's lowest tone). Beyond this I do not care to ex
periment because the threshold of feeling has already been passed and is mixed
with the sense of hearing.
The Bass Marimba (see photograph) consists of eleven vertical-grain,
Sitka-spruce blocks,12 ranging in pitch from the 4/3 below 1/1-98 to the 7/6
above 1/1-196. The longest block is 53 inches, the shortest 27 inches. The
stock is called 2 x 6, but it is actually more like 1 3/4 x 5 1/2, finished. As
with the other marimbas, the ttnters, underneath, are milled out between the
nodes (about a fifth of the length from each end) to a thickness about half the
original-7/8 inch. The procedure in tuning is not difficult. In testing, the
block is held by one hand at onc of the nodes while the other hand strikes i n
" 1kt:a"'K ol its dasticity, Situ � is a ....perb wood for musical purpotn. I haV( ",lied i t too.h for
Marimba and Marimba tMi<:a. bloc.... A 5pecial advanll� i, that v(nial",rain
pi«a'1l: I10OI diRk",lt to obtain-the: trtt i, olt(n V(I)' 1a'1( and vu)' straig.t. I daubc that Situ sprut1' i.
wry dirr�nt from the: Norway sprut1' and Alpine: 'pI"Ul'( u3I!d for IOUndbo.o.nb and violin bdlin in Eul'Of't'.
Vtrlical.�ain redwood s
i alJo nccdl(nt for iImIndbo.ards. but not 311 sood for ....rimba
.
block••
IOUndboanb and for Ban
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the center, with a fist or a mallet, and the tone produ�d is then compared
with the lones of the Chromelodeon.
All things fatigue, and the blocks of the Bas5 Marimba are no uception.
Sitka spruce, although one of the:: harder soft woods, is still nOt a hard wood.
Mltf some twelve years (1 950-1962) of the t>tatings upon it that I myself
stipulated, the two ends of each block, where small mallets are sometimes
ustd, resembled shredded wheat more than pieces of wood. In 1963, I planed
off the top of each about 1/8 inch. Since this operation made the blocks thin·
ner, it also made them flatter and the long pr�ss of sharping had to Ixgin.
Some four hundred saw cuts and five weeks of constant testing later, the
original pitches were finally restored. In 1 97 1 , art�r many additional beatings,
th� blocks w�re all replaced (vertical.grain Sitka spruce again being usrd),
and the instrument has regained its earlier pristin� r�sonance. l3
When I first buih th� instrument at Gualala, California, in 1950,14 the
resonators were made of 3/4-inch redwood stock with dosed ends. Ten years
lat�r, I substituted lower ends of organ pipes,l� with plungers at the closed
ends to allow adjustments in the volume of air. For maximum coupling, th�
natural resonances of thesr pipes should be slightly below those of the blocks.
With smaller pipes, one can test resonance by getting an edge tone-blowing
on the edge of the open end. But human lungs do not have th� pow�r to excite
an edge tone in larger pipes. For thesr, a very good test is to tap the c10srd end
on a solid noor, preferably concr�t�; the natural resonance creates a boom
sound, which may be determined immediately on one of the Chromelodeons.
In the middle and upper registers (the six high�st tones), the original red
wood resonators provided good couplings. However, the five lowest couplings
w�re less eff�ctive, and I discover�d subsequently that if th� diameter of the
0IXn end (converted from a square or a rectangle) is I�ss than a tenth the
I

'"1lM: blocks arr mounled on a 2 � 4 �wood rnnw (or block rACk) which l
i l...ppon<:d by Ihm: " x "
r<:dwood $landards-Iwo al the bUI rnd. TIM: standards I� monixd at Ihr bouom inlO ""IOIhrr rtdwood
rn_ 012 x 4's and " It ,,'I. Blocks a� mounl<:d on polyfNm with nJbbrr «_nl. AI inlurance, lisht r...b
bu �ndl (I"a"1 l>ands d�SIJ'"Ol ruanan,,!) are looped Ihro",sh IIola al thr nodu and a\1adlftl lo hooks on
tl>e block rack. The height rr"m the 000< to the top <:dgcl oIlhr blocks i. 60 inr'la. The 2 � " block rKk il
76 1/2 inchel long. 3S 1/2 inchel wide It the �n cnd, and 17 inchel wide at tM hillh cnd. The rnme at tM
oollom il 79 )/" inches 10nll . with 4 x " cnwpieas )6 incMllong. The �wood ri..:r_fIOVerni with a red·
dish liroole...m-i. 72 inch" long, 1 S 1/2 ir>ehcs wide, and 2S ir>eha high.The music rack is "8 inches IonS·

.. I rca';v<:d very substantial hf:lp from L. C. Ma""aU, then di!"Ktor 01 the Microwave L.a.bor,lIory al
thr Univcnily oICalifomia, Bcrkcley.
" The..: wCf"C obuincd when .tw Twin Citi" Ch...nh oIlhr Bible. Urb;ona, lIlin..,h, wlS dcmoli.1IftI in
1960.""'y arr hook...! int"a horizootal ....pponinll �r.
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Ie:ngth of the: re:sonator, the: re:sonana= is infe:rior. Whe:n re:place:d the: rc=d·
wood re:sonators with the organ pipes, all resonances were very good, but I
was faced with a tOlally unexpecte:d problem: with the blocks tuned correctly
and the resonators slightly lower, the ·heard tones were always nat in the
lowest couplings. It was three: ye:ars before: I had the time: to concentrate: on
this difficulty. Ddiberatdy, the:n, I tunw the five lowest blocks sharp. Afte:r
days of diligent sharping and testing, [ finally heard the: tone:s I wanted to
hear. I could conclude only that both blocks and resonators are so powerful
that the:y must compromise. Here: are: the data for the five lowest tones, from
low lO high, as of March, 1963:
Tone 10 be heard Block tuned to Boom tone of resonator
4/3 . . . .
3/2 . . . .
5/3 . . .
1/1. . .
8/7 . . . . .
.

.

. .

. .

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. Above 27/20. . . . About 21/16
. . About 32/21 . . . . . About 40/27
. About 27/16 . . About 18/11
. About 81/80 . . . About 64/33
Above 8/7 . . . About 9/8
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The: notation for the Bass Marimba is probably the easie:st for any of my
instruments. Large red circles are painte:d in the exact centers of the blocks
whose notes fall on the five: lines of the slafT: 3/2- 1 / 1 - 1 6 / 1 1 - 1 6/9-9/8. With
this aid, the player may come close to reading al sight.

0

1
3

0

[)

0

(I

1
2

�
3

1
1

7

a

0

16

11

[J

a

"5

0

jj

16

11

.-

"6

0

9

8

0

7

..

Playing techniques: four kinds of mallets art used, as well as the: lips of
fingers. for music that is nOI too fast, large sheepskin·covered mallets are
playe:d in the centers, dire:clly ove:r the resonators, for maximum resonance.
Lighter large: mallets are use:d for fast passages, again in the cente:rs. Felted
sticks (3/8·inch dowels) are struck al lhe ends, diagonally so that a maximum
lone: is achieve:d. Small, semihard marimba mallets are used near the ends of
the blocks. Finally, finger nips, with a loose but controlle:d wrist, are e:m·
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played in tht: centers. The tips of the hands are literally thrown on (ht:
blocks, in bullet-like: strikes, and bounced ofT; the resuh is a bongo-sounding
lone,ls All five of the� techniques are used in Th� Bewitched. (See Appt.:ndix
V.)
Sound has never liked corners. If one listens to the sound of wind in the
trets and then goes around a corner of a house away from the (rt.es, the sound
is greatly diminished. Every Bass Marimba that I have seen has its long reso
nators doubled back on themselves for the very low tones (all of these instru
ments descend 10 the cello "C") w that the player may !ltand nn the noor. I de
clined 10 make this compromise. Like the playtr of Kithara 1 1 , the Bass
Marimba player must stand on a high riser, and sintt he is always on stage,
he is visually very conspicuous. His footwork over the length of the six-foot
riser is therefore of considerable consequence. In fast music, the combination
of hands, feet, and attitude results in a functional dance. To rale as a
competent Bass Marimbist, the player must be a good musician and, in ad
dition, both agile and graceful.

The Marimba Eroica
My experiments with tones lower than those of the Bass Marimba covered
a period of almost twelve years-1951-1963. Except for the hollowed logs
used in Africa at one time (perhaps even al present), which produced a
somewhat similar effect of feeling-hearing, these very low sounds were and
still are, acoustically, a kind of terra incognita. The years of experimenting
swallowed up many disappointments and were also rewarded with many
happy excitements. Because of the large timbers and resonators I was obliged
to use, they also involved a great deal of hard physical work .
The first Marimba Eroica (1951) had three redwood timbers, fashioned in
the usual marimba style, suspended vertically in front of large and long hori
zontal resonators-the equivalent of organ pipes (see photograph). The nar
rowest of the blocks had the same tone as the highest of the four present Eroica
blocks. The other two were lower, but neither went as low as the two lowest
tones of the present instrument. Furthermore, redwood proved inferior to
Sitka spruce in the matter of ring-time. or prolonged resonance.
•

" AlthOUSh _ � my Bau M.rimw, ,.:orn In: marked "slap," ,he inl(ntion i, not a wllol(-iund
.Iap, whifh doo:. not SC""nolly produet: the Mlund desired, but rlther a ball •.o(.the·ringers slap.

MARIMBA EROICA ( FIRST VERSION)

·MARlf\.1BA EROICA (CURRENT VERSION)
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The playing of this instrument, with its suspended vertical blocks, turned
out to be very awkward, but the obvious remedy, placing the closed ends of the
pipes on the floor, was thoroughly impractical. A pipe for the lowest tone of
the present instrument, 22 cycles, would need to be some twelve feet high, for
instance, and the player would have to stand on a riser nine feet high and use a
ladder to get there. Nor could the instrument, which had to be movable, be
positioned permanently, with holes dug into the ground under the centers of
the blocks and lined with reinrorced concrete (probably the most efficient kind
of resonator).
I have often dreamed of a private home with a stairway which is in reality
a Marimba Eroica, with the longesl block at the bottom and the shortest at the
top, and with the type of resonator described above. The owner could stipulate
his favorite scale, then could bounce up to bed at night hearing it and paddle
down in the morning for breakfast hearing it. He would need to be athletic,
since simple walking would dampen resonance. If he were very athletic, he
could take two or three steps at a time and produce an arpeggio.
The present Marimba Eroica (see photograph) comes in four separate
parts (five, counting the player's riser)-four vertical-grain, Sitka-spruce
blocks mounted al the nodes on thick polyfoam, and over holes in what I call
cave-type resonators. Spatially these resonators are very inefficient; I have
estimated that in the case of the lowest tone, the cave type requires more than
thirty cubic feet in order to attain a good coupling, while an organ pipe would
require only about twelve. But they do the job.
To faci litate discussion, the largest block and resonator pairing is here
called No. I , the second largest is No. 2 , the third largest No. 3, and the
smallest No. 4.
No. 1 is about the F below the lowest "A" on the piano; No. 2 is ap
proximately the lowest "C" on the piano, No. 3 is the lowest "E," and No. 4
is the "A" above the piano's lowest tone. It must be remembered , however,
that unlike the piano or any string tone, these blocks produce no geometric
overtones. Therefore, what one hears (or feels) is the freq uency of the funda
mental; he does not hear overtones that build up the fundamental, as with
strings, and each Eroica tone sounds lower than any pi:mo tone. Here are the
four ratios, their individual cycles, and the very arbitrary and very simple
notation for each:
"

"
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As shown, the two lower tones are separated by a 3/2 and the two higher
tones by a 4/3; and the two pairs are �parau=d by a dissonant ratio which is
approximately a "major third."
The tuning of the blocks is not a dHficult problem except for the hard
work. In this case I followed the occasional Mexican custom of milling out the
wood from both top and bottom between nodes, which, as usual, are about a
fifth of the length from each end. Each block is deposited on sections of
polyfoam on the floor or on a table and is tapped with a large, heavy, soft
mallet. (High marimba tones require comparatively light and hard mallets; as
the tones descend the mallets must become heavier and sortn if the resonator is
to be excited.) The appropriate tone-or a tone a 2/1 or two 2/1 's higher-;,
found on the Chromelodeon, a piece of lead is placed on the ke)" the
instrumem is pumped (the tone cominues to sound), and the tones of the two
sounding bodies are compared.
The cave·type resonators involve difficult problems. Unless the sides are
rigidly reinforced (which suggests why concrete might be best), the tones lose
power and ring·time �cause the sides vibrate so wildly. The sides of the two
smaller resonators are tied together by steel rods, and those of the twO larger
ones both by steel rods and by two diagonal lengths of 2 x 4 redwood bolted to
the sides. In order to make the playing area approximately level, the smaller
resonators have structures that hold them high, and all four are tilted at the
back, the idea being that the sounds would be more easily projected into the
room. (Whether this is true or not, the slaming blocks are visually more
pleasing.) The ends of large organ pipes, with plungers, arc inserted in the
from of each resonator. This allows some slight control over the size of the
air body in each and helps in finding a good coupling. i1
If one has an assistam for even a brief period, it is fairly easy to ascertain
the boom tones of the �sonatorS, especially the two smaller ones. The end of a
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r�sonalOr is picked up a few inches and dropped sharply on a concrete Ooor
the tone will boom forth. A �cond �rson will lislt:n at the resonator hole,
then sing that tone two or three 2/1 's higher, then go to the Chromelodeon
and find it.
AI Ihe time I originally built the instrument, I intended to achieve exact
pitches in the Eroica tones, �cause for decades I had been exploring conso
nantt in genaal and new consonances in particular. About 1954, with the
reconceplion and rebuilding of tht:: instrument, I realized that m y concern was
pointless. Only with the two higher tones does one begin 10 hear, with any
sense of pitch in mind, and even in these the pitch is not of great consequence.
With the two lower lanes, even though-listening closely-precise tones are
heard, in actual music there is literally no time for the ear to engender any
feeling of consonance with whatever else may be going on, particularly with
what is happening five or six 2/1 's above in the treble range. The longest ring
time (in the two lower tones) is only about six seconds at most.
It can, however, bt important for these low tones to achieve some conso
nance or near-consonance with each other (�n powerful beats, for example).
Nos. I and 2 are very effective together, and Nos. 3 and 4 are very effective
together. In conjunction with some of the low tones of the Bass Marimba, all
are effective.
The necessity of having a resonator with a natural frequency below its
block, mentioned in the preceding marimba discussion, also applies here-and
even more strikingly;
Block tone Boom tone or resonator
No. I . . . . . . . . 9/5 . . . . . . . . About 5/3
No. 2 . . . . . . . . 27/20 . . . . . . . . About 14/11
No. 3 . . . . . . . . 12/7 . . . . . . . . About 8/5
No. 4 . . . . . . . . 8/7 . . . . . . . . About 11/10

" Th� di"",,,nsiom wUt cakulaled and Ihe Il:sonatort designed by William Loughborough in Sauulito
in 1954. and boxh ht and Gen:! Slern IssiJled in building the rCiIOnatOr,. All gavt somewhat towu IOnes
than

I

had asked for, bUI, as noled above, this iS ltrT<1 ;"coln"". Di"",,,nsionl of IM blocks; No. t-9O 1/2

,nchts long, 9 7/8 inchts widt. I 7/8 inchn Ihick; No. 2-77 inchn Ions. 10 incOO wide. I 3/4 inchtl
thklt; No. 3-65 incOO long. 8 7/8 incOO widt. 2 1/8 inches thick: No. 4-55 1/4 ir>ehn IonS, 8 3/4

inch« widc. 2 inches thiclt. Dimension. oltht four rnonatort! No. 1-96 inches Ions. 13 3/4 inchc. wide.

48 inch« hiSh: No. 2-77 inch« long. 12 1/2 inches wide, 44 incht. high: No. }-48 inc:hnlong, 12 1/2
inchn wide. 40 inc:....s high; No. 4-44 inches long, 12 1/2 inchn wide,

lO inche high. The small

tnan

",Iar ri""r (not wisible in the phoIosnph) is 31 1/2 inches long on the ,idn �ralLelinS lhe monalon,
1 8 1/2 inthn wide .llhe ba.� ollhe IrianSle, and 18 inehn high.
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In th� case of the Bass-Marimba low tones, the sounds one hears in the air
of the room are a compromise between the natural frequencies of the blocks
and of the pipes. One does not hear, in any sustained way, the natural fre
quencies of the blocks, which are ddiberatcly tuned high in order 10 activate
the resonators to the desired heard tone. However, the Eroiea resonators do
throw the natural frequencies of the blocks into the air of the room, not thdr
own frequencies.
The wave length (one compkte cycle) of No. I is more than fifty fect, that
of No. 2 about thirty-four feet. Vuy seldom have both of thtu: tones soundtd
resonantly i n the same room. In my studio in Petaluma, No. 2's resonance
sometimes seemed almost overwhelming; the length of the studio turned out to
be almost exactly its wave length. In the present studio No. 2 is the weakest.
One is forced to conclude that the room in which these tones are heard is, in a
sen�, an important part of the instrument. Nos. 3 and 4 sound well in almost
any room.
Playing tcchniques: heavy mallets are used, centers. The largest of the�,
made especially for No. I, weighs four pounds; the next smallest weighs about
two pounds. Lighter mallets are used as well, for fast playing, and also hands,
or gloved hands (used in both the Exit �ipus section of Oedipus and in the
Exordium or Delusion).
The instrument requires a player with robust shoulders, back, and arms.
If he possesses this equipment, and is also something of a �rcussionist, the
playing of the instrument is not difficult, but there is more to this role than
mere playing. It is his visual aspect that the Eroica player must cultivate. He
must be a hero of the Trojan War. In exciting and furious passages he must
convey the vision of Ben Hur in his chariot, charging around the last curve of
the final lap.

The Boos (Bamboo Marimbas)
Boo I: Sixty-rour sections of bamboo with tuned tongues i n the open ends

are mounted in six rows, with one small piece of a seventh row at the top (sce
photograph). The sections are firmly held at the backs-the closed ends-by
heavy rubber bands running over each section and through hooks attached to
the supporting racks, or by lengths of nylon cord tied and hooked; the front
ends are cushioned on polyfoam. Unlike the wood-block marimbas, which

BOO I

BOO II
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retain their tuning! fairly well, this instrument dOt:s not; it is very suSttptible
to alterations due to playing, temperature, humidity.
Most of the sequence of [Ones duplicates the forty-three degrees of the
Chromdodeon as it was originally tuned. Beginning with Ihe third pi«e of
bamboo from the left in the fifth row, Ihw: are many omissions. as can IK seen
in the illustration on page 288.
The instrument would be more beautiful from the rear (the view that an
audience generally has) if the natural knots of the bamboo could, in every case,
make Ihe closed ends. This is nOI always possible because of the scarcity of
large bamboo in this country. Where the knot is missing. a piece of 1/4-inch
plywood is glued to the end. Had the natural knots been availabl� throughout,
I would probably hav� I�rt th� natural ofT-whit� �nds of th� bamboo un
touch�d. In th� circumstances, the ends had to � painted, and I used a deep
coral-pink lacquer.
The end s�ctions of th� lower two rows, being rather long, are tilted up
ward, somewhat lik� the roonine of a Chinese temple. Thes� tilts make th�
end blocks �asier to aim at and to strike, and-to me-more esthetically
satisfying.
The fundamental requirement in tuning the bamboo is cutting a tongue to
the exact desired frequency which will then coupl� with a blow ton�-de
termined by blowing into on� of th� two saw cracks (an edge tone)-that is
slightly lower. (If it is slightly lower, the maximum coupling will be achieved .)
Once an approximate length of bamboo is determined, by experiment, for a
given tone, a tongu� is t�ntativdy cut. At the critical point wh�re a coupling
begins to manifest itself, eyen 1/ I 6 or 1/8 inch of further sawing of the tongue
is enough-and in th� higher tones more than �nough. I f the blow tone is good
but the tongue is too flat, the �nd of the tongu� is rasped away y�ry slightly
underneath, sharping the tone; if the tongue is too sharp, the bamboo is
rasped on top at th� back of the tongue, nauing the tone. (This tuning prin
ciple is exactly Ih� sam� as that for the reed tongu�s of the Chromdodeons.)
Howeyer, if Ih� coupling is good but th� ton� is much 100 low, the whole
bamboo section must be shorten�d, tongue and all.\8
" As the job turrw:d out, the tonsuoe CUll for the low�,.. tone.

WU� about a th
ird. or ..ti&lllly mon:,olthe
inJick knsth•• thaw for lhe middlf tona slishlly Ins wn hllf IhoK for the hisOOt Iona about OfIt.hllf.
The proponioru 01cuts 10 knsths in Boo 11 wu� consid�l'lIbly Ins (I« below).
,
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It is mosl importam tnal each piece of bamboo be tuned in relation to the
sequence in which it appears, not as though it were isolated in a vacuum. The
harmonic content of the individual pieces varies tremendously, and one piece,
which may seem to be in good tune in a vacuum, as it were, will stand out in
congruously if its harmonic content differs radically from the others.
None of the bamboo would stay in tune, even temporarily, without the gal.
vanized metal maps (sometimes called plumbers' tape) that hold each section
firm by means of a bolt. Flailing can be achieved by a gentle reh:ase of the bolt,
sharping by ti ghtening it strongly_ If Ihill does not accomplish correct tuning,
the band can be:" moved s lightl y 10 the rear for nailing, sligh tl y forward,
toward the ends of the saw cuts of the tongues, for sharping. But the band
must always be firm, never loose.
When I built the instrument, in Sausalito in 1955,1' most of the bamboo
was from the Philippines, and none of it was more than 3 3/4 inches inside
diameter. But good natural bass in any instrument means a particular kind of
resonant power, and power in simple acoustics means large size. J obtai ned
truly giantJapanc�se bamboo, finally, and J used it in 1963 10 replace all of the
lowest row and the left half of the second row. The balance of the second row
and most of the third, fourth, and fifth rows are from the Philippines; the sixth
row is mostly from California.lO
By most dementary acoustical principles, a piIX' or string tone that is a
2/1 lower than another tone calls for a doubli ng of dimensions, if either
similar power or similar harmonic content is desirable. For example, if 7/6
(in the fourth row) turns out to be a good tone with a 3-inch open ('nd (inside
diameter) and a 7.inch length, the 2/1 below (the first tone of the first row)
would can for a 6·inch diameter and a 1 4·inch length. But 6-inch diameter
'° 1 rccei"ed mu<:h sood advja from Willi",m Loulhboroulh, who had built In instrument or .imilar
. ...... 1 7.WhiIC_S.BlJ,ck InjUoCncc
Irp<, ahhough in a Iwelve·lone eq....lIy·lcmpored
..
onle-rqlrHCming 't.. u

MOll of Ihe oriSilQ1 bamboo was given 10 me by Dilvid W�al. who worked wilh the orchnlrl on one 0( Ihe
P.
r .i�enl tincTt ",n.d brouSht the bamboo lurk under hi. bunk.
" 1lw lallest xttion of bamboo is 1 6 inche long and ha. an outside diameler or S )/4 inchn. The
.mallest i. � 1/2 inches Ionl, wi�h an ou.,idr diameter 0(2 lIS inchn. 11w: Irngllls 0( t� "",,1 al �� oprn
�odo:towu., 70 l{l incllrl; ....:onc!. S9 V2 ;tH;he,: Ihird, SI I/�: founh, �2 1fJ.; firlll, )7 l{l; linh, l2 1,12.
'''"CI''", holding the bamboo wlI compltlcly redesigned and rebuilt in the summn of t957. AI
ucll tnd, .;. J«!ions 0( S/8.inch bran lubing. pn:slure fiut<! into .i. Irngths or pir>e at IM bonom, .upport

The

si. rack. in.... which pin. are ;n""ned 10 hold .ht b.;.mboo pirtts al lhe rear. T�x rack. t'OfTIf! apart for pur·

posn 0( r�jr. The htiSllu from Ihr nOOf of lhe racks:
)) 1/2: founh, 38; fiflh,�2 1/2: .i"lh, �7.

lown!, 22 1/4 inchcs: X'COncI, 29 inc�,; Ihird,
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bamboo on th� low�st row would mak� th� instrum�nt virtually unpJayable

the stretches would become far too gr�at for th� kinds'of playing r�quired.
Bamboo is infinitely capricious and unpredictabl�.

Ir on�

part of a pol�

produc�s a good ton�, all parts will usually produce good tones. How�ver, a

pol� exactly similar to the eye may not produce any good ton�s. B«ause of

some exasperation in working with bamboo, 1 experimented a f�w years ago
with plastic tubing, which comes in many sizes. The tubing is always

predictabl�, and it produc�s a similar ton�, but it lacks th� beautiful and warm

quality ci bamboo.

Starting with th� right half of th� s�cond row, wh�r� th� Philippine

bamboo begins, th� blocks produc� a v�ry distinctiv� inharmonic overton�,
roughly

a 6/5

abov� th� fundam�ntal.

I cannot gu�ss wh�th�r this r�sults from

th� r�lation of the op�n end to th� l�ngth or from inherent qualiti�s of
particular kinds of bamboo. As will be seen below, in the discussion of Boo 1 1 ,

where each piece of bamboo has two open ends, a rationale for the

6/5

ove'rtone becomes immediately apparent. Since there is no bamboo lumbering
industry in the American hinterland, experiments with bamboo ar� both dif

ficult and costly.

Boo JJ:

This instrument was complet�d at Encinitas in March,

\971.

It is

nOt an exact copy of the first Boo because the bamboo sections follow a dif

ferent acoustical principle. Now, each section i s open at both ends and

therefore roughly double th� length of each section of the first 800 (the law of

organ pi�s-the cycle of a pipe open at both ends is complete after traveiing

two lengths rath�r than four). The second important difference is the strong
inharmonic overtone,

6/5

above the fundamental, in all tones. This is

achieved by cutting the tongue to ahout a sixth of the total length of each pipe.

Thus, the lowest tone,
the tongue is

The

7/6, is produced by a pipe that is 28 inches long, and
one-sixth of 28, or 4 2/3 inches, creating a 7/5 in the balance.

6/5 is a personal preference;

oth�r inharmonic overtones could have betn

chosen.

Th� new 800 has two positive advantages: th� sounds are projected

toward both audience and player, rather than only toward the player; and the

bamboo is all of ooe kind-giant, motlled Japanese Meze-thus lending more

predictability to the sounds. Still, because of variations in the inside contours
and i n the thickness of walls, formulas must remain nexible.

(I

had wanted
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THE RATIOS AND THE NOTATION OF THE BOOS
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bamboo of larger diameters, particularly in the lower tones, but I was obltged
to use what was available.)
At least 10 the ear, Boo 1 1 is a different instrument, even though a Boo part
i n any of my music may be played on either Boo-same notation, same se
quence of tones. I assume that Ihe different impact on the ear is caused by
having the bamboo sections of Boo 11 open at both ends rather than closed at
one end as i n Boo I.
Both Boos give "dry" sounds, sharp i n character and short in duration. It
is impossible for me to say that one or the other has hcller ring-lime or beller
resonance. In the perpetually crowded conditions of my quarters, I have not
been able 10 have both of them in the same room at the same time. I can say
only that they are different,2 1
Notation: there are thirteen pieces of bamboo i n the lowest row, twelve in
the second, eleven in the third, ten in the fourth, nine in the fihh, and eight in
the sixth. The center piece of those rows with odd numbers of pieces is
represented by D, and the numbers 1-2-3-4-5-6 (in the lowesl row) extend
outward from the O. Rows with an even number of pieces have two l's in the
center, and continue outward, 2-3-4-5-6 (in the second row); and so forth.
The numbers are painted on the tops toward the ends of the tongues. On the
stafT, those pieces to the left of the O's (or I 's) are on spaces, and those to the
right are on lines. The range is from the 7/6 above 1 / 1 - 1 9 6 to the 21/20
above 1/1-784 (the "Bb" below "middle C" to the second "Ab" above).
Playing techniques: the blocks are always struck on the ends of the
tongues. Mallets are very occasionally used , but only in very soft passage!>.
Generally, fehed dowels are employed, usually 3/8-inch dowels, but some
times 1/2- or 1 / 4-inch ones (the laller only in passages limited 10 high tones) .
.. Dimension.: 1M larsest bamboo $l!Cl.ion is 28 iMks Ions and has an outlide diamctu of 4 inches.
1M smallest il 7 1/4 inches klnS, with In outside diuT.c1er of 2 1/2 incks. Lcngthsof the rowl: lowest, 56
iMhn; stCOnd, �8 inches; third, 42 3/4; rounh, 37: fifth, 31 1/2: sixth, 27 1/2. '·{eight. of the rows (to the

tips of the longues): lowesl, 31 inchcs: J«Ond, :n 1/2 inches; third. )8; founh, 4 1 ; fifth, 46; sixth, 5 1 . The
o,":,rll1 height of the inmument (including the caSt�,,) to the top of th� mu.it rick ;s 65 1/2 inches; it.
widlh �Cr1nS Ih� from, from onc redwood endpiftt 10 the oth�r, ia 68 1/2 inchel; Ind ita d(pth, from the lip.
of the lowest bamboo Je"Ctionl to the back edses of the mdpifttl, i. }() inchCl. Th� support ItructU"" I )/4
ioch thick, is redwood with I rote of 1/4-inch fir ply. The codpieces Ire 49 iochcs high (including calten),
25 inche! deep at the bottom, 5 3/4 inches d«p al thc top. The heiSht from the Ooor 10 the lowest bj",h rack
i.24 1/4 inchcs.
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The dowels must always � held diagonally 10 the ends of the tongue:s, so Ihat
a clear, sharp sound is obtained. H the tongues of any one row are at a
consistc=nt levd, glissandi are very easy and very dfective. Again, the best
glissandi are achieved with dowels employed diagonally (good examples on
Boo 1 may be found in both Verst 5 and Verst 22 of Petals-s« Apptndix V).
The play«:=r has virtually a six-foot range to cover in the lowest row, and
must move rapidly and easily. When he is playing on Ihis row in particular,
even if he is a man of average hdght, he must bend in order 10 achieve the
nettssary diagonal of the ftlted dowels, but he must bend at the Jt.nus, not at
the waist as though making a final bow to the world.

Mbira Bass Dyad
This instrument, built at Encinitas in 1972, is an �xt�nsion, in the di
rection of much lower ton�s, of th� tongu�-with·r�sonator id�a implicit in the
Boos, although in this case, unlik� th� Boos, the tongue extends over the tops
of the resonators (set: photograph). I have experiment�d with a tongue cut into
an organ pipe (as with sections of bamboo) to the point that a coupling is
achieved. The result is not bad, but the present solution is better.
Mbira (I am told) is an African word implying tongues-of metal, such as
those of th� thumb piano (se� below), or of wood-extending over individual
resonators or over a common resonator for all tones. The tongues are plucked
or struck.
The two tones of this dyad are approximately the second "G" below
"middle C" (1/1) and the "Ab" above that " G " (21/20). These tones, like
those of the Boos, are "dry" sounds; but here a coupling with the r�sonators is
all·important, especially because the sounds are "dry."
The tongues arc struck on the ends with heavy bamboo mall�ts, about 2
inches in diameter and 1 2 inches long, held diagonally to the blocks. Both
tongues are clamped firmly at the back ends and pass over tiny metal bridges
about 2 1/2 inches from those ends, so that they vibrate freely only from the
bridges to the front ends. The bridges arc movable within a small rang�, per
miuing slightly low�r or higher tones. H they ar� moved back, the vibrating
lengths are increased and the tones lowered. If they are moved forward, the vi·
brating lengths decrease and the tones become higher.

MBIRA BASS DYAD
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Th� blocks are osage orange, a highly resilient American wood much fa
vored by boy scouts for bows and arrows. The front ends are weighted by addi
tional blocks of osage orange, glued to the longer blocks, to force them to vi
brate more slowly, thus producing bass tom's with comparatively short pieces
of wood. The wood should be vertical grain, which is difficult to lind in osage
orange, and it might be preferable to cut the blocks in their present form,
from single pieces of wood.
The additional resonators lying on the floor are identical in dimension to
those directly under the tongues and are bolted to their res�ctive vertical reso
nators. These auxiliary resonators amplify the tones surprisingly. They are
closed at the front but o�n at the back, pointing toward a hypothetical
audience.22

The Eucal Blossom
This instrumenl also uses bamboo, but it is based on a much simpler prin
ciple. The Stttions are treated much like wood blocks of the marimbas, and
are mounted at about the nodes (although here the nodes seem less important),
The sound is even shorter and sharper than that of the Boos, and it records
very well. Sincl" there are so many lush sounds i n Ihis family of inslruml"nts, I
am happy to hayl" Ihl"se bright, dry sounds of very short duration.
The bamboo is all from San Diego. It has very thick walls, which is an im·
portant consideration for this kind of instrument. (I don't know whether this
is a variety of bamboo that always has thick walls, or whether it grows more
slowly because it gelS no rainfall in the growing season-dIe SUlIImer-;n
California, as opposed to the large amount of summer rainfall in the OrienL)
The blocks are in three rows of eleven each (see photograph) and are
mounted on polyfoam, with elastic bands attached 10 hooks toward the left
n Dimensions: The heisht to t� ph,yinS kwl i. )7 1/2 inc:�.; t� width uross t� boitom i. 29 1/4
inches: tlw depth (lenl(lh of thoe \onResl .u�ili�r) rcson.,or) i. )) )/4 inc�•. Jns,d� mnlUrc"",nll olt�
rClOnato..: 1/1-12 )/4 in(hc. Ions. 5 1/4 inches wide, 8 inchrs dtep; 21/20-ll inche. Ions, 4 1/.

1/4 inchrs drcp. The bloc": 1/1-13 1/2 inc:�s long overall, 1 1 1/4 ine�. Ions from
bridSt to cnd of tonsUf, 5 I� inches wide, 2 Ifl inehn thick allhe front cnd; 21flO-I) ine�' long cwu·
all, 10 3/4 inehes Ions from t� bridSC to I� cnd ollhc: lonsuc, 4 3/4 inehes widc, 2 1/2 inches thick It the
fronl end. The vertial structure al the back (only partially Sttn in the photosraph), mostly 012 � 12 •...:1_
wood stock, is 1 1 inches deep Il lhc bottom .nd tapers la a 6.ineh depth at the top. H�ighl from noor: l)
indlrs widt, 7

inthcs.

EUCAL BLOSSOM
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ends to hold each in place. This is the third instrument in which I used the
contorted boughs of eucalyptus as part of the: bast structurc:.u A branch
with an appropriau: crotch extends from a redwood bast; one arm above: the
crotch is CUI al the lOp at the: angle desired for the: disk holding the: bamboo,
and is there: bolted 10 the disk; the: other extends upward through a slot
in the disk and holds the: music rack.
The range: of pitch is from the 4/3 above 1/1-392 10 1 / 1 -1568 (the "e"
above "middle: C" to the: third "G"above). It follows the: Chromelodeon scale
4/3 to 4/3, but with twelve ratios excluded and with a 3/2 leap upward at the
top of the scale-4/3 to t i t . The h=ngths of the blocks, which vary from 8 1/2
to 1 6 inches, are determined ex�rimc:ntally. If a block is too flat, it is
shortened; if it is too sharp, a piece of 1/4-inch plywood is glued to one end,
which lengthens and therefore flats it.
NOIation: originally, I thought that the instrument would be more easily
playable ir it followed the plan or the Quadrangularis Reversum, with the
notation reversed-that is, with notes that seem to ascend in pitch actually
desttnding, and vice versa. This turned out not to be the case, but since I had
already written the Eucal Blossom part for Delusion (the only work to date i n
which it has been used), it seemed unprofitable to rebuild the instrument and
rewrite the part for the usual concept of ascents and descents. As with the Bass
Marimba, all spaces and lines or the staff and the spaces above and below are
utilized. In order to distinguish between the three rows, hollow triangular
note-heads are used for the highest, hollow square note-heads for the middlr,
and hollow round note-heads for the lowes!.
The five sections of bamboo in the highest row that are nOlated on lines are
painted, on top in the centers, with red lacquer triangles; the five of the middle
row notated on lines are painted, centers, with blue lacquer squares; and the
U £UQlyptus was fin( used in thil man�r rOt' lftr Gourd T� (196-4) and tMn for tM Quadransulnil
Revcnum (t\l6S). Conltruction of tM E\lQI Blossom was bcSun. Yery lematiYtly, in Dd Mar, Catifornia.
in 1\164. bul I did not n:ally finish il until I 961, in San Dicto. TIw; disk. made of 1/2·jnc:h fir plywood. s
i )8
indlet in diamtttr; a rich rm broI':adt (nol visible in tM photO!!raph) i, SIUfl! 10 IM underside. I.....ard the
avditnct. A half-cirtk of) 1/2.inch·...idt Iluminum Jlrippins!:dges IM lown part of tht tih!:d disk, and
,nGlhtr haJf-<in:le hrlps 10 Itabilize tM but, a rrdwoocl � • •, 28 ioches Ion!. mortiKd to , 1 6 inch
cl'OSIpiece II tlw; riShl. Both Iluminum Itrips an: �inl!:d blllt"8recn. 'I1>t di.k (withoul IM Iluminum
Itrippins) il 26 i...mes aboYe lilt n_ It tM fronl td�, .1 inchn I1 th� b30ck !:dSt. Tht arm cl Cualypl\ll
holdins IIw; musk nick tnds 56 1/2 inchn Jlnlightlbo« tilt /lotw, 'I1>t IlructUn: holdinS lhe b30mboo on IM
di.k il 30 1/. inchn d«p. 22 inc:hn widc It the fronl cl tlw; inltrunwnt. 2S inches wide al lhe b30ck. The
mw. cl b30mboo In: Slepprd up (or down) b y ) Ifl incM,.
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fj\'1:: or thl:: lowl::st row notatl::d on linl::S arl:: paintl::d, Cl:: ntl::rs, with violl::l lacq ul::r
circks. (This again rollows thl:: Bass Marimba procl::durl:: , whl::rl:: fjYI:: or thl::
blocks haYI:: red moons to distinguish notl::S on linl::s.)
Playing tl::chniques: malll::ts with oak hl::ads at Il::ast 1 1/2 inchl::s in
diaml::ll::r arl:: gl::nl::rally uSl::d . Lightl::r wood-hl::ad malll::u and I::Yl:: n malll::lS with
yarn-wound hl::a ds arl:: occasionally us(d ror softer playing. As with thl:: Boos,
glissandi arl:: vl::ry dfectivl:: . To a player with a good pc:rcussion Il::chnique, t he
instrument is not at all difficult.
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The Gourd TTee and Cone Gongs
Twdvl:: Chinl::SC templl:: bdls of various sizes are bohl::d to twdve gourds
cut and tuned to the pitches or the bl::lls and attach� with lengths of 1/4- and
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3/16.inch threaded rods to the eucalyptus bough (see photograph). This
bough-the first eucalyptus I u� as an essential part of one of my instru·
ments-is held firmly upright by a redwood base of 2 x 4'5 and 4 x 4's. The
rods are rather nexible and can be bent in order to position the bells for easy
playing, as well as to give the impression of ripe fruit growing at various an·
gles on stems, somewhat like a papaya tree, with the smallest fruit at the top.1t
The metal of the bells is soft, a!"d a slight amount of tuning can be accom·
plished easily. Metal is filed away inside the edge to flat, and the edge is filed,
with the m� at a right angle. to sharp. Each gourd is tested by blowing on the
edge of the open hole. If it is too flat a smaller gourd is u�; if too sharp a
larger one is used. Flauing can also be accomplished through a partial closing
of the hole. The bells are struck diagonally on the edges with light bamboo
sticks padded somewhat with masking tape. Mallets are sometimes used on
the lower tones.
The notation follows the Bass Marimba idea-lines and spatts or the
staff, with red circles painted on the gourds of the bells that fall on lines. The
twelfth bell, 5/4, which was added later, is notated by a square note on the
same line as the 6/5's round note.
The two aluminum Cone Gongs form a separate unit but are generally
played by the musician on the Gourd Tree. These cones were originally the
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nose: cones of airplane gas tanks?� They are painted a greenish ydlow, and the
"stems" that support them are green-a mounting that suggests a strange va
riety of giant mushroom. Some 5 1/2 inches was sawed off the edge of one
cone 10 achieve a higher fundamental. It seems inevitable that any sounding
body of this type will produce a variety of inharmonic ovtrtones, and these:
conc=s are no exception. AI least two types of tones are available: edge lones
with a long ring-time, and short, sharp, center tones (about halfway up).
Despite the plethora of strange overtones, the edge lones give a strong funda
mental sound, the larger cone giving the 16/9 below 1 / 1 -98, and the smaller
one the 6/5 above. The short center tones are not so cJ�ar, but they s�em to
�mit, in the larger, th� 12/ 1 1 that is more than a 2/1 above 1 6/9; in the
small�r, th� 4/3 that is more than a 2/1 above 6/5. The notation:
LARGE:
EDGE

�

CENTEA

�

SMALL:
EDGE
.
�
.
l\
I)

CENTER

A
U

The Cloud-Chamber Bowls
Fourteen sections of twelve-gallon Pyrex carboys-five tops and nine bot
toms-are suspended from a 4 x 4 redwood frame in seven v�rtical lin�s (twO
carboys to a line) by means of 1/4-inch Manila rope and S hooks (s�e
photugraph). Th� carboys arc 1 6 inch�s in diamet�r. Holes ar� bor�d in the
ttnt�r or th� bouom sections and th� Manila rope is knolt�d below �ach to
hold it in place. Funnels hanging from th� rope are used to suspend the
tops of the carboys. The rope supporting each separate section is looped over
an S hook in order to facilitate assembly and disassembly.u
(at forty «nLI a
t. ll>cs.e were ob�ino:d from the ...Ivalle department of the Doulllu AircrafL Company

pound), and wm: mounto:d in VenifIC, �Iifornia, in 1965. The larser cone it 30 i!\COO high aM has a bot·
l1>e red·
tom diamelrr ri 17 inchn. 'The smaller ;124 1/2 ioches hi,h, with a bottom diamcluof 1 6 ill(hes.
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The name Cloud-Chamber Bowls arose from the fact that I found lOpS and
bottoms-not necessarily the present ones-at the Radiation Laboratory glass
shop at the University of California, Berkdc:y (in 1 950). There, the center �c
lions were cut out for so-called cloud chambers, designed to determine the
paths of nuclear particles. I discovued that a very beautiful but complex
sound could bc produa:d if the ttnter of a section was suspended by one
hand, so that the edge was fret, while the other hand struck with linger
tips on tbe edge. As long as my experiments went on, I undoubtedly de
prived various faculty wives of many punch and fish bowls.
Because of breakage, which has been a recurrent problem, few of the
original s remain. Actually, short of an earthquake or other Acts of God,
breakage should be no problem at all. If players are properly trained before
they look at a sheet ofmusic, so that their response is automatic when they see
Q sheel of music, there will be no breakage. In the case either of unusual tech·
niques, as with the Harmonic Canons and Kitharas, or of unusual materials
for JX:rcussion, as in this instrument and the three to be explained next,
learning the techni que before the notation will lead to less anguish all around.
A bowls player staring at a piece of music and swinging wi ldly without
looking, will produce bad sounds at the very least, but at the worst he will
bring on spli ntered disaster. However, if he first develops an intuitive sense as
to exactly how loud the bowls can be played he will stop short, and everyone
will be happier.
As with all sounding bodies of this variety, the best resonant sound is
achieved by striking the side of the bowl very dose to the edge with a fairly soft
mallet; a soft tom: at the edge is stronger and more musical than a crashing
stroke five or six inches above the edge. The section with short vertical sides
(the top two rows) have very clear fundamentals; those with long vertical sides
(most ohhe bottom two rows) are far more complex.
A very different sound is achieved by striking the circular flat surface of the
bottoms of the carboys (turned upside down and called cops in the illustration
below). Unlike the long ring·time of the edge tones, these are very short and
sharp, and are nOlated differently. Even though at least one of the bowls has
since been broken, the illustration shows the ratios, notation, and approxi.
mate pitches given in the full score of Delusion.
Most of the bowls have been broken in rehearsals, very few in trans
portation, but only one in a way so unusual that it is worth recounting. In my
,
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studio in Sausalito the bowls just happened to be positioned close to the 22cycle tone of the Marimba Eroica. At that moment of revelation, the bowls
were not being played, but the 22-cyde tone was, and one of the top bowls
simply disintegrated-trying, presumably, to vibrate sympathetically with
that low frequency.
In cutting new bowls, a point on the side of the carboy is selected, largely
by chantt, and a line around the entire circumference is scored with a sharp
three-cornered file. An appropriate electrical wire-the kind that becomes
red-hot in a hot plate-is then wrapped tightly around the carboy at that
point. This is connected to a resister and is plugged into an electrical circuit.
After the wire has glowed red-hot for a few minutes, it is removed, a bucket of
cold water is poured over the carboy, and-to date-the glass cracks at the
desired point.
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It has been impossible for me to tunt the bowls-I must accept what I get,
short of c=stablishing a grinding laboratory with the technicians to run it.
Therefore, in repeat performances of a particular work, and after some
breakage, it is necessary to rewrite the bowls part. I did this for the work
Castor and Pollux for a performance in 1965 (twelve years after it was first
performed), and I managed to write a part that at least retained the spirit of
the original. However, in 1 967 while rewriting the full score of Oedipus (first
performed in 1 952), I felt that the: only wise course was 10 h�ave the line for the
bowls blank, 10 be filled i n later if and when another performance is
scheduled.
Techniques have been discussro , but something must be said regarding the
player's physical and mental attitude. He has some seven feet of noor space to
cover with athletic grace, and his footwork is very important. He must play
the edges of the bowls toward the bottom of the rack, as well as those above,
and he must never bow to the bowls, but rather bend at the knees in order to
strike these correctly. He must extract and reveal-in both body and spirit
only that which is handsome.
I

The Spoils of War
This instrument (see photograph), an aggregation of six percussive
sounds or effects, was built at Gualala in 1950, and various sounds were
added at various places in the years 1951-1965.27 No. 1 provides a low wood
block tone, the 9/8 above 1/1-49, which is slightly below the pitch of the
highest tone or the Marimba Eroica (8/7). Both tones are "A's," but the
Pernambuco block on the Spoils of War is not as powerrul as the compara
ble Eroica block, at least partly because it is narrower, and possibly because
the arch underneath is cut too deepl)". It is notated:

No. 2 consists of seven brass shell casings, with definite pitches and long
ring-times, suspended just below the Pernambuco block. (The small cymbal,
seen in the photograph, was used only once, in Petals.) These shell casings are
.,

of most of I"" JOUnds of t� Spoilt of W�r s
; 10 br I"k:ard ;n ;11 ducl with
12 of PeU/l (1ft Appendix V).

An cxttlknl shon cumpk

It..- K(I(o, Vcnc

SPOILS OF W.'\R
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tuned in the same manner as the temple bells of the Gourd Tree; the metal is
fairly SOfl , and the shells are thinned at the lower edge to nal and filed on the
edge to sharp. The ratios, the nOlation, and the range:
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No. 3 has four Cloud-Chamber Bowls (all tops)-two with 1 6-inch
diameters (like the bowls discussed above) at the rear, and two with I 1 1/2inch diameters at the front. Large numbers (-2-3-4-5-) are used in the
notation, 2 and 5 being the smaller bowls at the front. The approximate
pitches:

No. 4 consists of two tongued pieces of bamboo open at both ends, and of a
Chinese wood block. The bamboo sections are to the left in the photograph,
and the wood block is attached 10 the resonator of the Pernambuco block,
center. The ratios, the notation, and the approximate pitches:

�

9: 0

8

.,

8-,

��
7

No. 5 consists of three Whang Guns-strips of spring steel of different
lengths, with fairly sharp bends in opposite direi:lions at the two ends. Con
trolled by �dals (to the right of the ba� in the photograph), these steel strips
function something like musical saws. The name arises rrom the sound-
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striking a steel strip with a wooden mallet while using a �dal produces a
whang sound, generally with an upward innection, but with a downward in
neclion also possible. The ratios, with the ranges upward, the notation, and
the approximate pitches, from largesl lo smallest:

e�
®� @�
15

5

'2

'5

8

'5

6

'5

No. 6 is a gourd guiro (to the right in the photograph, above the Whang
Guns) with the usual grooved side. It gives a rasping sound when scraped with
a stick and is notated:

Because of the many and very different percussive bodies, many and very
different mallelS must be used. The player must learn to keep more than one
mallei in each hand, if nece��ary-::md it generally is. Th� Pernambuco block
is effective only with a large soft malleI. The casings are brilliant under a
wood-head mallet, soft and tinkly under softer mallets. They must always be
struck at the edges. The bowls are played always with soft mallets, at the
edges, and everything said about Ihe Cloud-Chamber Bowls above applies
here, including the nettssity of learning technique bc=fore notation. The
Whang Guns are usually most effective with a wood-head mallet, es�cially
the two Ihal are shorter. Like the Kithara glides, the glides of the Whang
Guns are meaningful only if the pedal grabs the tone at the lime the steel is
slruck.28
Much of the music for this instrument is difficult, and it cannot be played
well if the musician's gaze is fixed on a piece of music paper. Rather often he
" Tlw: Pernambuco block i, l7 1/2 in.chu long. 1 inckcl wide. ItI rHOnllM (0( l/4-inch rrdwood) 'il
59 3,14 inches high (not including the: u.ttnj, 8 1/2 inchn wide, 6 1/2 inchtl d«p. 1l>t aluminum unu,ion,
holding tilt bowls and Q..ing1 arc cath 45 intbts 10",. Tlw: Irngth 0( I M dOl.lblrd guiro gOl.lrd is 4S ind>n.
The largtr �mboo lCClion is 29 l/4 inthes long and � 1/4 inches outside diameter; tlw 1ITUI1I(r bltmboo is
19 1/8 incbts long. with,. dia_ler 0 1" 2 1/8 inches. Wha,,! GUllS: lon8C$1-2� • ) inthn; nt.t longnt_
I l. 2 1/2 inch6; Jhon(�-8 l/4 . 2 1/2 inthes.
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must mt:moriu, so that he may watch his hands and mallets. The situation is
no different from that faced by all musicians when greal skill is called for. The
player memorizc:s, and the -notation does no more than remind him of the
problem ahead.

The Zymo-Xyl
Zymo-Xyl (zi-mock-sil, with the accent on the. first syllable), built at
Petaluma in 1963, is a word composed of two Greek syllables, the first de
noting fermentation, the �cond wood. If there were a Greek syllable denoting
hubcaps, it probably would have bc::en added. Two rows of empty liquor and
wine bottles are stacked upside down above a row of wood blocks (see
photograph). Like the bowls, these bottles sometimes break under the ex
citement of playing, but, unlike the bowls, no anguish is involv�d. 11 is a cu
rious fact that the tones of th� boules used for any particular brand generally
have a range of very small latitude. Hence, one simply buys anoth�r bottle.
And if the Bristol Cream Sherry bollle is not exactly a t/l , for �xample, he
buys anoth�r bollle and hopes for better luck. H�re ar� the ratios and Ih�
brand names used at present, from low to high:
I . 6/5 . . Old Heaven Hill Bourbon 10. 5/3 . . . . . . . . Barclay's Whisky
2. 1 1/9 . . Old Heaven Hill Bourbon 1 1 . 27/ 1 6 . . . . . . Barclay's Whi�ky
3. 5/4 . . . . . . Heav�n Hill (not old) 12. 12/7 . . . . . . . . Canada Dry Gin
4. 4/3 . . . . . . . . . . . .Gallo's Sherry 1 3 . 1 6/9 . . . . . Cabin Still Bourbon
5. 7/5 . . . . . . . . . . . . Gordon'sGin 14. 20/ 1 1 . . . . . . . Canada DryGin
6. 10/7 . . . . . . . . . . . Gordon's Gin 1 5 . 1 1/6 . . . . . . . . . Taylor's Sh�rry
7. 3/2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brugal Rum 1 6 . 40/21 . . . . . . . . . Vat 69 Scotch
8. 1 1/7 . . . . . . . . . . . . Bacardi Rum 17. 1/1 . . . . . Brislol Cr�am Sherry
9. 8/5 . . . . Jameson's Irish Whisky
The notation for both bottles and wood blocks generally follows the Bass
Marimba idea. R�d circ1�s are painted on those boul�s and blocks that fall on
lines of the slafT, and straight vertical red strokes on thos� that fall on I�dg�r
lines above or below. The range is a 5/3, as shown in the illustration:

RANGE

ZYMQ-XYL
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The fourteen blocks are vertical-grain white oak cut from the old top of

Chromc:lodeon I. The oak became available when I reeased the: twO

Chromelodeons.1t It turned out to be a very durable and resonant wood. The
blocks are held in platt by cords passing through holes at the nodes and pulled
3
tightly into slots on the edges of the single: triangular resonator. D The scale
tones are very arbitrary, even haphazard. The ratios, the notation, and the ap
proximate pitches:
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APPROXIMATE PITCHES

The parts for the Zymo-Xyl are generally written on twO bracketed staves,

the upper marked Zymo and the lower marked Xyl.

""fho. � Clrpll.l 0( ".'1 ,lid � ynn lA" Ittmed very hlnnonious with the OIhu furnishinS1 or
American porion at tJut lime, but in their original lJupa IIId �tionl, they Ittmed VU} inn>ngruoul
with my OIher inSlrulMnll. In I %J I rc_de the a�, using Philippine mah<JKany plywood, wrapping_
in a xnJe-lj4·inch plywood ,round tht four eOO,.
.. The tingle lri,,,,,,"r rnorUUDr box was _<le by , student in iOOustrial design al the Univenity or
lIIinoil ilnd pl'O¥C'd to be dl'C'CIiw.. "The kn&,h or the rntInalor box is 40 ioclw:s. At the ball cnd, the top of
the trungle is 23 inches.nd the sides 24 inches each. AI the tnble cnd, the top i, 6 inches and each tide
S 314 inches. Tht: Ionscst oak block il18 inches, the IMnCSt S Jj4 inchel. The height rrom the nOM or lhe
front edge of the ",lOnllot varies from 32 1/2 to 34 1/2 inche•. The height 0( the instrument ilt lke back, to
the top 0( tile bottle !'lick, i. )7 incha. The bollle rack ;. 47 inchrl long, 8 1/2 inches wide, and 1 2 1 / 4
inches hip.
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Thr�t= additional percussion bodies are mounted at the ends of large

dowels above rubbt:rized material. The� are, from bottom

to top, a 1953 Ford

hubcap, called Chi; a 1952 Ford hubcap, called Zeta; and an aluminurn kettle
top, called Omega. They are notatul by the appropriate Greek letters, and
centc=rs-rathc:r than edges-are
tone

of

to �

Chi is the 1 1 /7 �Iow 1 / 1 -784, and the

Cf,:nu=r tone

is the 32/21

below; the edge tone of Zeta is the 9/5 below 1 / 1 -784, and the cCnlcr tone

the

10/7

if

struck, the letters are circled . The edge

below; the edge tone of Omega

is

is the 33/32 above 1/1-784, and the

center tone is the: 6/5 above.
Because the: tones of the inSlrument are generally high in pitch (the Xyl
section has
rl!cord

the character of a xylophone), with clear, sharp sounds, Ihl!Y
very wdl . A good example is to bl! found in thl! trio, Zymo-Xyl, Blue

Rainbow, Gourd Trl!e-Verse 23 of Petals (see Appendix
malll!ts of va rious weights givl! the best sound

V).

Wood-head

.

The Mazda Marimba
Twenty-four

ascending rows,

light globes with their viscera

removed are arranged in

somewhat like the bamboo of

The word Mazda was a brand naml!

the

four

Boo (sl!e photograph).3

1

for «rtain light bulbs when 1 was young,
and although it may sttm i ronic 10 invoke the name of the Persian god of light
after the means of making light are removed, the word still sl!ems appropriate.
The light mechanism is taken out by delicatdy incising a circle around the
bulb's metal lhreads, about halfway down, with a hacksaw, and then, while
holding the bulb with a piece of towel in case of brl!akage (I have nevl!r
I!xpl!riencl!d any), snapping orr thl! thrl!adl!d portion and p ull ing out thl! con
nectl!d viscl!ra .
Thl! rangl! of pitch is from the 4/3 bel ow 1 / 1 - 1 9 6 to the 5/4 above
1 / 1 -784, almost three 2/1 'so As with the Boo notation, rows with an odd
number of bulbs have a central 0, with 1-2 or 1-2-3 extending from it in both
directions, while rows with an I!vl!n number of pieces have two 1 's in the

center and continul! outward 1-2 in both d irections Center tones (the O's) and
.

" From larsc 10 SlNII. IlK ,i.. ,ius of Slobn IIS1:d measll'e lhe followins (in inchn): 6:" ]/"; ] 1/2; ]:
2 1/2 ; 2 1/"; I ]/4. n.., lowest rack is 28 1/2 inchn above tIK noor, IlK hilhtst ]6 inc:ht.. ,..,., k;nsths of
�IK fOllr racks, f.om I�est 10 hiShtst. in inches: ]J; 27; 21; 21. 1l>t IwO slIpportin! sides .� �c ofJ/"_
Inch fir plywood. p.,ntC1d II royal bl"" on IlK outside and vcnttrcd willt mahopny on tlot; inside. n..,
lItillhl al lilt fronl rose (10 Ihe lowal flick) il 22 1/4 inchn; ]0 inchc. at lilt ...,ar. Both I..., moniKd
inlO curvro block. of clot;rrywood 20 incht1 Io�S' 5 1/8 inchcl hilh, and I 1/2 inches Ihick.

------
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Iho� 10 Ih� left of ct:nter are on spaces; tones to the right of ctnlcr are on lines

of the staff. The ratios and the nalalion:
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Tuning i s very easy. If a sound is too Oat for a desired tone, break small

pieces off tht shaft end with a pair of pliers, in order to sharp. H a sound is too

sharp, plastic tape may be wound around the shaft end, increasing the length,
ergo flatting the sound.

------
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This marimba must be played with v�ry light mallets. These are 1/4-inch
dowels with small rubber heads, the kind that are fitted Qvt:r the legs of small
objects in order to avoid marring a polished surfact. (They are generally
available in a variety store.) With these, there is seldom any brukage.
The delightful sounds of the instrument resemble, more than anything
else, the bubbling of a collee percolator. The instrument must be amplified,
miked. and heard through a speaker because of its delicate resonance. An ex
edlen! example of both good amplification and good playing is found in Verse
5 of Petals (stt Appendix V)� 2

The Small Hand Instruments

These small instruments (see photographs) were made specifically for De
and have so far been used only in that work. There are
twenty-one, and all but two or three are percussive. They are used here and
there throughout Acts 1 and 1 1 of Delusion, but most significantly in Scene 3 of
Act 11, Time of Fun Together. Most of them can be played high in the air, al
head level or above, and this vision, added to the painted chests and arms of
the players, gives-l am sure-more dramatic and theatrical dynamism to the
sctne. With four exceptions,U all were made by me between 1965 and 1967.
The top instrument, ldt, of the first photograph is my version of a Zulu
instrument called an Ugumbo. It consists of a string, struck with a stick, ex
tending over a curved branch of eucalyptus attached to a gourd resonator. I
have heard the Zulu instrument on records, but I have seen only two rather
poor depictions of it. I find that my version is serviceable, but I have failed to
recreate the strangely beautiful sounds of the Zulu one.
The instrument adjoining the Ugumbo at the top is what I call a Waving
Drum. It is struck stonglyat the edge by possibly two fingers of one hand while
the forearm of the hand holding the eucalyptus handle rotates as fast as
lurion oJ the Fury

.. I

wu

introduced to the idea olthil typc r:J irutruIMnt in 19S9 by I 51u,km in ind ultrill dai&n li the

Uni�ity ollllinoil. 'The: irutruIMnt took itl p'e$e:nt form in Pctlluma in 1961.

.. 'The:

Boliviln

Ooubk nut�

wu

si� 10 IM by

thumb pilno. Tbc: lint 011"" WuinS
siwn _by Kun vonMatr.

E"in Wilton. Loo Hlnlson SI"e IM tt..: Mbirl, or
Rid..,rd•. Tbc: Fiji Rhythm B�t wlI

Dru"" WII prtKnlrd by Emil

Sr.1ALL HAND INSTRUM ENTS ( I )

SMALL HAND INSTRUMENTS (2)
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possible; because of phase differences created by this procedure, the ear
perceives alternating changes in pitch, a kind of vibrato. This is similar to the
effects of a Japanese percussion instrument called a "pancake drum"; there
is also an EaSl lndian equivalent.
Below the Ugumbo are a Bolivian double nute and an Mbira, or thumb
piano. The shorter bore of the nute gives tones that are roughly a 6/5-5/4
above the lones of the longer bore. The range is from the 5/4 above 1/1-196
up to 1/1-784, including four overblown tones.14 The Mbira has been used
only once, in Delusion, to simulate fast female sp«ch; its tuning is fairly
irrational.
Proettding toward the right, the next instrument is an Ektara, consisting
of a gourd with a skin head over an opening at the bottom. A string is attached
to the head and ends with the tuning gear inserted into the knot of bamboo at
the top. The two flanks of bamboo bolted to the gourd are very flexible. One
hand plucks or strikes the SIring while the other changes the intonation by
either compressing the bamboo flanks (flauing the tone) or widening the
flanks (sharping the tone).!)
Next, to the right, is a Rotating Drum with knockers-small piecei of eu
calyptus on the ends of cord. Something of a tonal racket is created if two
hands are used rotating the handle. (Incidentally, crooked handles are much
easier to wave and to rotate.) This instrument has heads covering both ends of
a small section of 6 1/2-inch bamboo-it must have two heads to be effective.
Below the Rotating Drum is another Waving Drum, larger and with a
lower pitch than the one described previously. Like the Rotating Drum, this
instrument has heads on both ends of a 6 1/2-inch bamboo section.
The two drums at the upper right are what I call Belly Drums. Heads
cover only one end of larger sections of the same 6 1/2-inch-diameter bamboo
and are struck with mallets. The other ends are open. One hand strikes while
.. Many �. who n..,ye been .au1lt innoten. of <Yen _ upcrime:... in I
...ir cnlirc liyn .....Ye nknl

me: why

I

nc'IEr built Iny wind intlrumentllo conform to my Iyllem

01 music. Huven deliycr �I!

I have

tldoled quite moush ror this OM life 01 miM witho.!! ",um;ns the excrvocillins job of �n �n. wind
inJtrumen" W�nnl Ka.hlecn Schlelinser'l work cMthiny yurs or morc with the Grtek aulOl .nd Boehm',
yurs or work ...i.h .he nute. PerhlPl ' have been extraordinarily lucky, but I have found both clarinet lnd

r.;1 playen who could sive rt'!C almost .ny into�tion ' warued on .hose flInicular in,trumcnll .

tNm

• The

tkura .hown in the photosraph 11 47 inc�el hiSh, ...ilh I SOUrd It the bottom

It inches in

diame.er at ill widCII. A. la�r [ktara, I'lOl illUllf.ted, il71 inehes hiSh with I bottom SOUrd 12 inches in
diamctu. It hi two Plirs of bamboo nankl. OM for uch cM illlwO llrinp; thex cnd in tuninS pep near

the knotl ofb.amboo It thl: top.
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the other moves the drum from a position close to the bare belly (nol on it) to a
position a few inches away. The belly is bare because clothes dampen reso
nance, and it should also be fairly hairless-a mat of hair is as dam�ning as a
shirt. It is a simple acoustical fact that when the opening of a resonant body is
partly closW (moving toward the belly), the lone goes downward in pitch;
when it is opened even slightly (moving away from the belly), the tone goes
upward in pitch. (This idea applies as wdl to the Ugumbo, discussed above;
the open end of the gourd should be positioned near a naked and hairless belly
or che�t.)
The last instrument in this photograph, lower right, is a Gourd Drum; the
neck of the gourd rests in the crook of the forearm, while the OIhu hand u�s
mall�ts on various parts of th� h�ad, for various sounds. Th� Gourd Drum
and all instrum�nlS with skin h�ads will sound crisper, stronger, if they are
held above an electric heater, or �ven a low gas nam�, for a few seconds
before playing.
Th� second photograph shows two types of c1aves and on� oth�r small
percussion instrument. At the top are six s�ts of Bamboo Claves. Thes� are all
heard as duads, even though the sixth, at the right, has thre� sections of
bamboo; th� player simply has two choices in his duads. The idea here is very
similar to that of the Boos, but, unlike the Boos, the tuned tongues are not
struck. The two pieces are struck tog�ther on the top ends of the backs, op
posite to the tongues, and at something of a right angle [0 each other. Th�
bamboo s�ctions must be thick-walled in ord�r to survive the rather violent
strikings they receive, but wh�n tuned and play�d correctly th�y produce a
very powerful effect. Like the Boos, th�se sections must hay� bands of
plumbers' tape tightly bolted just below the tongue cuts.
The range of pitch is from the 5/3 below 1 / 1 -392 [0 the 8/7 above
1/1-784. Starting with the lowest duad the ratios are (the lower tone is given
fint), 5/3-1 / 1 ; 21/20-4/3; 4/3-5/3; 3/2-1/ 1 ; 5/3- 1 / 1 ; 10/7-10/9-8/1.
tn the last instance eith�r the 1 0/9 or the 8/7 is played against the 10/7. (In
the photograph, the pitches of the claves, left to right, gen�rally progr�ss from
low to high.)
Below the Bamboo Clav�s are four sets of Eucalyptus Claves. A central
section of one of the pieas is cut out, the hand is cupped ov�r this opening,
thus rorming a resonator, and the top of the piece is struck with th� oth�r piece
of eucalyptus. If the sound is too sharp, some of the central cut is rasped away
to make the center thinner, therefore natter; if the sound is too nat, a thin
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pil::cl:: of wood is glu� 10 Ihl:: nal surfacl:: of Ihl:: cut to makl:: thl:: Cl::ntl::r thicker,
Iherefore sharper. In two of Ihl:: pairs, those to the far right in the photograph,
two choices are available: either one of each pair may be cupped and become
the resonating body, being struck by the other of the pair. Six tones arl:: thus
available from the four sets. The tones are high, clear and preci� if properly
tunl::d . The range of pitch is from the 5/3 below 1/1-784 to the 8/7 above.
From low to high, the tones are: 5/3, 7/4-16/9, 1 / 1 , 10/9-8/7.
The remaining instrument, al the lower Idt in the second photograph, is a
Fiji Rhythm Boat (this must be my name for it-it does not sound Fijian), a
hollowed-out chunk of a very dark hardwood. I t is struck with sticks on thl::
edgl::s of Ihe two sides, either in single strohs or in trl::molo (in which ca� it
creatl::s still anothl::r tonal racket).

Primitive Means in a Scientific Theocracy
As is I::vidl::nt by now, thl:: instruml::nts hl::rl:: depicted arl:: an anomaly
primitive ml::ans to an expanding musical idea-and this in an agl:: of universal
admiration for mechanical miracll::s and univl::rsal acceptance of scientific au
thority. Not only arl:: thl:: small instruml::nts just dl::scribed primitivl::, nearly all
Ihl:: othl::rs arl:: also primitive in concept, though considl::rably more I::laborate.
The only sophisticated instruments I have are the old-fashioned reed organs
(Chromelodeons); I say sophisticated becau� I do not have the competence or
thl:: sophisticated I::quipment needed to reproduce one, which is not true of any
of thl:: othl::rs.
1 am quitl:: aware that the �I::mingly endll::ss lists of ratios and thl:: acous
tical speculations prl::scnt an enormous obstacle to almost anyone wishing to
understand this book. But to those who have reached this point, it should now
be: evident that in my large theater works t am offering-if thl::Y are seen,
hl::ard, experienced----a visual and corporeal music and theater in other
words, a truly integratl::d thl::ater.
Perhaps I havl:: bel::n moved in the dirl::ction of the primitivl:: unconsciously
and intuitivl::l y, throughout almost my I::ntirl:: life, in order to preservl:: my in
ner health-as a kind of spiritual restorative in the face of musical establish
ments clinging to habitual ways and philosophil::s . Onl:: must also find strength
to facl:: banks of computl:: rs-thl:: irruption of dl::ctronic artifiCI:: which, among
-
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the intellectually and musically young, is a)so bttoming both an establish.
ment and a habit. The appuncnances of music cannot be regarded, like
vegetable·peelers and electric irons, as labor·saving devi�s that will im.
mediately sell themselves if given a chance to operate. Yes, it is indeed easy
to "write" music by clipping and joining sections of recorded tape, even
under the harassments of technical and administrative overSttrs; the tape
idea is ind«d a labor-saving device. But does it fulfil\ the deep human need
for creative meaning in onc's existence?
As for the commercial electronic instruments, their facture has been dedi
cated to virtually a single purpose: substitution-substitution for the instru
ments we now have, new vehicles for exactly the same music W� now hav�,
h(:ntt d(:signed for exactly th(: sam(: limited scal� w(: now have, Their aim
might at least be higher than th(: production of eleetrical threnodies for the
funeral parlors and (:Iectrical nursemaids for the televisro "soaps,"

Music's Detenninants-lhe Ear, the Hand
Although many recent musical notations have become largely diagram
matic, they have in no way reduced the inelasticity of our pr(:sent musical
theory, which is at least partially responsible for the misdirection of many in
tonational id(:as that have been proposed-it is so "(:asy" for the notation of
"quanenones," for (:xampi(:, But historically, in th(: establishment of curr�nt
musical habits, there was little if any causal relation, Significant developments
in notation, naturally enough, followed th(: devdopment of musical anifitts,
The Middle Ag(:s mad(: two notabl(: advances over the awkward alphabetical
notation of the Gr«ks-both in line with harmonic innovations, Graphic
notation was probably the direct result of organum; it was a translation onto
paper of th(: pitch separation of two voice pans, Again, th(: rhythmic division
of music was probably the direct result of pan-singing; it filled the need for an
indication of a steady aCttnt, so that th(: several voices would keep togeth(:r,
Viewed from 'an acoustic standpoint these developments have little or no
r(:iation to the long. som(:times agonizing, (:volution of musical theory and the
science of intonation, They were-and notation is-a clumsy prescript and a
clumsy record; just how clumsy we can appreciate if we analyze our own
translation of notes into actions, and perceive how many of those actions are
not indicated in any absolute way. and often not at all, Hence th(: latitude of
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"interpretation." The present·day diagrammatic notations are an even more
clumsy prescript and no record at all, nor do they address themselves to the
heart of such a problem as the decadent concert idea and industry.
A musical system does not evolve as it d�s because it lends itself to being
translated into notation. It evolves, basically, from the capacity of the ear, and
is formulated and articulated by scientific and intuitive insight and creative
speculation. In the modern procedu� the criterion of the ear-its basic ca
pacity, uninnuenced by conditioning factors or education-is partially disre
garded in the interest of recently acquired desires, such as facility in modula
tion. And, finally, it is disregarded in application to instruments; the nature
of the human anatomy, particularly the hand, has been allowed to pass as an
argument for adulteration, especially in keyboards.1S Hence, three factors
mold our current theory: the primal criterion of the ear; the conditioned de
sires of the ear; the tyranny of the hand.
D�s man maintain that in practice he cannot reconcile the last two of
these factors with the first, the criterion of the ear? The history of the men who
have undertaken to do this, extending back through hundreds of years S.C.,
offers a good deal of encouragement. (Su Chapters 1 5 to IS.)
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

The

IT

Back.grounds of

Six

Major Wo rk.s

SEEMS APPROPRIATE, after de.scribing the construction and tuning of

many new instruments in the preceding two chapters, to introduce wor�

of a more compelling creative character in which these instruments were
used. This is what they 3re all about-why they were built; and it may
be of some comfort and relief to the rcader, having been so audacious as
to struggle through eleven c hapters that are rcpletc with ratios, to learn
that in this chapter he will encounter not one ratio.

Because these works have consumed such a large part of my creative
energies (or

more

than thirty years, information is here given regarding

their background and motivation-information for which record jackeu
do not have the space. The six works are: U.S. Highball, Plutra and

Percussion Dances, Ot!dipus, Tht! Bt!wilcht!d, Rt!vdation in tht! Court
houst! Park, and Pt!lais and Ddus ion
preparation for

0/

tht! Fury (Pt!tais was written

Ddusion).

U.S. Highball-A Musical Accountofa
Transcontinental Hobo Trip
Scored for:

Diamond Marimba

Subjective Voice

Boo

(tenor-baritone)
Several Objective Voices (mostly

Spoils or War
Cloud-Chamber Bowls

baritone)

Bass Marimba

Kithara 1 1

Surrogate Kithara
Harmonic Canon 1 1
Chromelodeon I
Performance time: about twenty-five minutes.
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The word highball, in this context, is an old railroad term. I have no
idea whether it is still used by railroaders, but I am sure that it is still
used by hobos. If a ball, on an arm, came down in front of an advancing
train, it was a signal to stop, to slow down, to beware. This was a low
ball. But if the train could safely proceed, the signal was a high ball. In
time, the latter term became a verb, and any hobo knows that "Let'er
highbarJ, engineerl" means "Let's get going."
V.S. Highball is a hobo's account of a trip from San Francisco to
Chicago and falls naturally into three parts, which might be called
whimsically-a hobo allegro form. The first part is a long and jerky pas
sage by drags (slow freights) to Little America, Wyoming. The second is
an adagio dish washing movement at Little America. The third is a rhyth
mic allegro. mostly by highway (hitchhiking), to Chicago. The one word.
Chicago, is the end of the texl. lnstrumentally. what follows implies a
tremendous letdown from the obstinately compulsive exhilaration of
getting to Chicago. It implies bewilderment and that ever-dominant ques·
tion i n the life of the wanderer-what next?
The Subjective Voice is the protagonist in the true sense of the dramatic
term. Implicitly, he is always present. He does not speak, he thinks. and
because this is music. he:: thinks in tone. His is virtually the only voice
that truly sings. As he:: thinks, without speaking, the names of stations
go through his head. And as thoughts, "Winncmucca, Nevaducca." and
"North Platte, Nebras·ass-katte" arc not so ludicrous. The child-fantasy
amuses him, and helps to pass the long hours.
Not all of the protagonist's subjective words come from his own throat.
A few of them, such as "Back to the freights for you, boy" (following upon
"Going east, mister?") , are spoken in tones by one of the hobo-instrumen
talists, as though the phrases were coming from some unseen supernatural
commentator-as though the protagonist were projecting himself as that
commentator.
The protagonist celebrates leaving a place, not arriving, and almost any
hobo would know why. A new town is an unknown: when the train StopS,
much call happen, including his arrest. But there is immediate exhilara
tion upon leaving a town-one more hurdle has been passed safely.
The several Objective Voices, in my original conception, arc the instru
mentalists-that is, the other hobos on the trip. Their words consist of
fragments of conversations, writings on the sides of boxcars, signs in
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havc=ns for derelicts, hitt;hhikers' inscriptions. As a hobo I always carried
a small notebook for many purposes-to write letters. to. remind myself
of something, 10 record addresses. The texts described above were put
into such a notebook, which J still have.

I

really did not do any editing of

them. as such. 1 simply gOl weary of the constantly repetitive obscenities
and left them out.
Since 1 was fourteen, 1 had aimed at doing dramatic work. in music, but
I had had no wish to write

I

opera, and

until the moment of

had never felt ready. Even this was only a first tentative

V.S. Highball,
step. I had in

tended the various hobos to speak up in turn and to be spotlighted theat
rically as they spoke. This has never been done, at least in part because
voice microphones are necessary for all of them if they are to be heard
above the accompanying music. (Although they intone rather than sing,
they must maintain the range and speed of the natural speaking voice.
Their intonations are always integrated, both harmonically and rhyth·
mically. The instruments always support their speech-the music is not
simply background.)

V.S. Highball

is not epic in either an ancient or a modern sense. Its

protagonist is the exact opposite of a hero as the word is used in literature
or in folklore. He does nOt at any time yank himself by his own bootstraps
from the jaws of death, or resist some predatory siren, or suffer for the
sake of family and country. And yet, in the

alOntntlS

of his experience,

and in his psychological striving for success, for achievement in the face
of small difficul ties-more or less constant hunger, loss of sleep, filth, and
a good deal of petty apprehension and danger-he is the focus of a work
that suggests epic feelings. And the concept of the work does have some
slight affinity with epic chant. (It is not the value of an object gained that
creates significance. I t is the intensity of the effort generated, and if the
intensity is meaningful, the value of the goal judged by popular standards

is 01 no consequence.)
Nor is

V.S. Highball

essentially a piece of Americana, a documentary,

although i f it were only this,

I

would not minimize it. But it rises beyond

the documentary to other levels of consciousness.

It

is art, in an an form,

but it is an art that surges up and OUt of the strictly literal, the experienced
narrative, even out of the abysmal. And because it is art, the strictly literal
time and place of its concept form merely the Right deck for what follows.
Certain extremes of feeling were peculiarly characteristic of those times

---

,,'

..

." "
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of Cl.:onomk deprcs5ion, due in pan to the continuing endeavors of many
of us to cling to hope, to be something virtually impossible. My endeavor
was to continue my work while thinking always of my experiences and
my philosophies in musiNheater terms. Such inner thoughts were cer·
tainly not typical of my fellow hobos, yet my non·heroic, non.epic experi.
ences were very typical of those times and endow the concept of the work

with a tie to other men.
I have called

V.S. Highball

the most creative piece of work

I

have ever

done. and in the sense that it is less influenced by the forms and attitudes
that 1 had grown up with as a child and experienced in adult life, there

can be no doubt of it. The intensity of the experiences preceding it and
the intensity of my feelings at the time forced me into a different welter of
thought-one that

I had

to maid in a new way, and for this one work alone.

The opening of World War 1 1 in September, 1939, may mark the end of
the Great Dt:pression for historians, but my own persona l Great Depres
sion rolled merrily along, oblivious to world events, for three and a half
years more. I found it easy, during those particular years, to gel just one
kind of job-dishwasher and flunky. And if my personal history between

1935 and 1943 were to be frozen in space. it would appear a.� a finely
detailed mosaic made up of an incredible number of dirty dishes, name·
less faces in WPA jobs, and almost nameless faces in hobo jungles and
fruit harvests.

The experience was all the more traumatic in 1935 because 1 had just

returned from the British Museum, Dublin, Italy, and Malta under a
grant.in.aid from the Carnegie Corpora tion of New York. My return
was to a jobless America, and

I

took my blankets out under the stars beside

the American River (the river of gold!), carried my notebook, kept a
journal, and made sketches.

I

called the journal

Bitter Music

(it is not

included in the list of my work in Appendix Ill), and I even had a con
tract for its publication. During the Depression, it might have had a
chance, but with war in Europe. the contract was cancelled and I destroyed
the effort.

I

did so without regret, because it had given me a large and

already faintly delineated canvas for the collection of ideas that I later
called

The Wayward, of

which

U.S. Highball

is a part.

In the summer of 1941, quite casually, I met a man, a divinity student,
who became interested in my work and described i t to a friend in Chicago.
The friend wrote to me almost immediately, invited me to Chicago if I
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could get there on my own, and ended his letter: "May God's richest
blessings be upon you." Having been through mOTC than six years of
California depression, I jumped at the chance to see some midwcst depre�
sion (somewhat like a prisoner in the county jail eagerly looking forward
to a transfer to the county farm, or vice versa).
V.S. Highball begins with a very brief overture, introducing, one at a
time, the sounds of the nine instruments of the ensemble in snatches of
music taken from the score. Almost immediately after the protagonist's
sung words, "Leaving San Francisco. Cal-i·[or-ni-o--," Ihe hymn.like set·
ting of "May God's richest blessings be upon you" follows. This is re
�ated (it must not be forgotten!) more than halfway through, after the
dishwashing adagio. And in the approach to success-that is, Chicago-it
rises to a sonorous chorus. The inevitable instrumental anticlimax-in
the dingy, pre-dawn smogginess of industrial Chicago, and with JUSt onc
pocketed dime-has already been mentioned.
All of this ended, finally, in Ithaca, New York. in April, 1943. when I
received notice or my first Guggenheim Fellowship. The first order of
business was to PUt my little notebook before me and write V.S. Highball;
and a few months later, in gr:niturle, I inscribed on the front cover: "To
the 10hn Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation and Henry Alien
Moe."
The work was performed with three instruments. Guitar I. Kithara.
and Chromelodeon. in the Carnegie Chamber Music Hall in 1944 (see
Appendix Ill). I played thc guitar and sang all the voice parts. Latcr. in
Madison, Wisconsin, it was recorded with the same three instruments and,
in addition, with the Harmonic Canon, which had been built in the mean
time, and with another voice, the singing protagonist's. Upon studying
this recording, I realized a most urgent need-percussion built for this
system of music. for these theories. By 1955 I had plenty of percussion
inStTuments and I rewrote the work, putting it in ilS present form.

Plectra and Percussion Dances
This work, written for dance, is in three sections: Castor and Pollux,
Ring ArOlmd the Moon, Even Wild HOHes. Performance time, with slight
intermissions: about sixty minutes.
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Castor and PoUux-A Dance tOT the Twin RhythmJ of Gemini
Scored for:
Kithara II

Low Bass Marimba

Surrogate Kithara1

Diamond Marimba

Cloud-Chamber Bowls

High Bass Marimbaz

Harmonic Canon I I (right canon)
In their drama festivals the ancient Creeks, at onc time at least, per
formed a raucous, farcical, and often obSCene (by our standards) satyr play
following a tragedy. After having spent many years thinking about Oedi
pus-who was inevitably destined for greatness and then humiliation and
exile. after writing the music for Oedipus, spending six months in rehears
als, and finally doing public performances and a recording, I saw with

great clarity the need for some kind of release from this truly awful and
awesome story of entrapment. from, literally, too much catharsis. The story
of Castor and Pollux, replete with good luck, seemed a perfect follow-up.
It begins with one o£ the most delightful seductions in mythology, that

of the beautiful Leda by Zeus in the form of a swan (frequently depicted
in Greek art), and ends with the birth of twins, presumably hatched from

eggs. And the good luck continues-the twins ascend to the heavens to
become the auguries of favorable voyages by ancient mariners.
Here, the idea

is concerned only with

the processes of procreation. The

twin eggs are treated separately. first Castor, then POllllX, but there is no
pause in the music. Three pairs of instruments (in duets) and three pairs
of dancers represent, in sequence, the Seduction, the Conception, the in
cubation. Finally, all six instrumental parts and dancing movements are
repeated simul taneously as a "Chorus of Delivery from the Egg."
Castor:

1. Kithara (and Surrogate Kithara) and Cloud·Chamber
Bowls
2. Harmonic Canon and High Bass Marimba
'The Kithara and Sunogate Kithara are considered u one inllrumenr. Soon after writing
thc part for the Kithar.l, I reali�ed that it was ccrtainly

pouible

for one per$(lIl to perform it.

but only with e:xtreme: difllculty, and in 195' I built the Sunogate: Kithara in orde:r to lC1Kn
the: strain. Thus. in effect. there:

Ire:

re:ally only six inltrUmental part •.

'In several works I ha'·e used two player1 Itanding on the long riser behind the

nus

Ma.

rimba. Thus, two partl are wriuen for the imttument, one: of which is {()r1fllled to lower tones,
the: other to higher tonel.
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.3. Diamond Marimba and Low Bass Marimba
4. All of the fo�egoing simultaneously (the Chorus of

Ddivery)

Pollux:
5. Kithara (and Surrogate Kithara) and Low Bass Marimba
6. Harmonic Canon and Cloud·Chamber Bowls

7. Diamond Marimba and High Bass Marimba

8. All of the foregoing simultaneously (the Chorus of

Delivery)

The piet:e is dithyrambic in character. The quarternolc has the same
value throughout, and each process requires exactly 234 beats; there is
,lubato nowhere. The performance should take no more than fifteen
minutes.
t felt that 468 �ats without retard or acceleration was bearable only
if sufficiently varied and interesting subsidiary rhythms and beats (it is
in alternate measures of 4 and 5 beats and .3 and 4 beats) were present.
In order to effect the kind of unity of the parts that [ envisioned. it was
necessary to repeat phrases frequently. Yet this helps in gaining familiarity
with the themes. and on second hearing. with me1<Xlic and harmonic
elaboration and contrapuntal accumulation (in the Choruses of Delivery).
the juxtapositions cause each individual repetition to be heard under
entirely different musical conditions. In a sense, the work is a series of
calculated "coincidences." of musical "double exposures," of climaxes
to series of "single exposures."
Ring A,..ound the Moon-A Dance Fantasm fo,.. Here and Now

Scored for:
Baritone (speaking on (ones)
Adapted Guitar I
Adapted Guitar II
Harmonic Canon n
Chromelodeon I

Cloud-Chamber Bowls
Pernambuco Block (Spoils of
War)
Diamond Marimba
Bass Marimba

I have called this a satire on singers and singing, on concerts and
concert audiences. on music in forty-three tones to the octave. on grand
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Aourishes that lead to nothing. I WTOte it at Gualala, (ar up on the
northern California coast, in 1949-1950. before the first and third sections
of the work. and called it Sonata Dementia. The nonsense phrases by the
singer-speaker-"Well. bless my sDull"; "Shake hands now boys, and at the
sound of the bell come out fighting"; "Look oul[ He's got a gunr"-all
suggest the satire and the title.
Even Wild HOTSt:s-Donu Music fOT an Absent Drama

Scored for:
Chromelodeon I
Diamond Marimba
Bass Marimba
Cloud-Chamber Bowls
Spoils of War
Japanese Temple Bell

Baritone
Adapted Viola
Adapted Guitar I
Kithara IJ
Harmonic Canon 1 1
(fOUT bridge settings)

The concept entails three acts, each introduced by the same Cloud
Chamber Bowls passage. and eight scenes separated by a gong sound.
Actu3.lIy, there is almost no cessation of round from beginning tu cm!.
Act I
Scene 1 . A Decent and Honorable Mistake-Samba
Scene 2. Rhythm of the Womb, Melody of the Grave-Heart
beat rhythm
Scene 3. Happy Birthday to You!-Afro-Chinese Minuet
Act 11
Scene I . "Ni ceue bouche sur tt's yeux"-Rumba
Scen e 2. "Fairn, soif, cris, dansc, danser·-Nafiiga
Scene 3. "Patrie de l'ombre et des tourbillons·'-Slow, Fast,
Wild!
Act III
Scene I . "Neus 'jc pas une fois une jeunesse aimable"-Conga
Scene 2. "Apprccions sans vertige I'ctendue de mon inno
cence"-Tahitian Dance
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An individual's life begins as a "decem and honorable mistake" (per
haps); he goes through the double heartbeat of mother and enwombed
child, he is born, he suffers, and long before his day is done, he begins
to "contemplate undazed the endless reaches of his innocence" (Act I l l ,
Scene 2).
The source of the tide of the fint scene evades me-I read i t somewhere
in a preface. The titles of the scenes in Acts 11 and I l l , and also the text,
3Tt: from Rimbaud's A Seasoll in Hell.' The text is in French, which I
:'Im inclint"d to regret, since I feel far more at home in setting English
words; but at the time (1952). I had jUst been through the frustration of
an agent denying me the use of a version of Oedipus and wanted no repe
tition of the experience.
In reading and rereading A Season in Hell, certain almost frenzied
phrases jumped out of the book and hit me with tremendous force. The
savage honesty, the primitive innocence, the acceptance of a naked human
ness, the child, primordial man-values lost? Not wholly. ([his succession
of words perhaps suggests a motivation for a musical wedding of Rimbaud
with an extension of Afro·Latin and other rhythms.)
Only two of the five sequences from A S4!'a5on in Hdl are sentence-by
sentence copies as Rimbaud wrote them. The others are structured from
various sentences throughout the book in an association that seemed right
for this musical idea. Perhaps the Rimbaud exegete cannot forgive me,
but I daresay that Rimbaud the imaginative, the irreverent, would have.
My elaborations on the percussive patterns are mostly too complex for
bearable verbalizations. I t is enough to say that these are rhythms of here
and now, and that they are not maintained throughout (the rumba ex·
cepted). The samba, the fiafiiga, the conga, are metamorphosed, developed
into something different from their starting moods. The Afro-Chinese
minuet and the iiaiiiga in particular become different, and all become
infused with an altered character as they move toward the child-like and
explosive words of Rimbaud.
The three sections of the Plectra and Pacllssion Dances have no obvious
integrating tie. although I feel that in the maller of inherent quality they
belong together. They do not have the coherence. or the compelling dra
matic direction, of U.S. Highball. Actually, in 195�. they were put to'Arthur Riml».ud,,f S�aso" ill lIell, LouiSC' VareSC'.

tranl. (N�w Directions. NcwYork. 194S) .

A SCENE FROM DELUSION OF THE FURr
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gether to constitute a new record, the fiTSt of the Gate 5 issues (sec Appen
dix V) The total time duration of the three sections is about sixty minutes,
which. at that time, was tOO much, and Ring ATound the Moon, already
the shoneSt of the three, h'as badly excerpted to gel the music on two
sides of one record.
_

Oedipus-A Music-Dance Drama
Scored for:

Voices:
Ba"
Tenor-Baritone
Bass
Low Soprano
Six Sopranos (including one
High Soprano in section
1 7 only)

. Oedipus
,Chorus Spokesman
. . Tircsias and the Herdsman
. . Jocasta

Chorus Complement

InslTumtmts:
Clarinet
Bass Clarinet
Adapted Viola
Adapted Cello
Adapted Guitar I
Adapted Guitar 1 1
String Bass
l<:i(hara I I
Harmonic Canon I I
(tWO players)

Chromelodeon 1
Chromelodeon I Sub·Bass
ChrOlllelodeon 1I
Cloud-Chamber Bowls
Gourd Tree and Cone Gongs
Diamond Marimba
Bass Marimba
Marimba Eroica

Performance time: seventy-five to eighty minutes-no intermission.
This work fa11s naturally into eighteen musical sections. and although
segments of free dialogue occur. there is ;' 11 no time a real cessation of
sound. The sections:
l . Introduction

2. Opening Scene
3. First Chorus

4. Tiresias Scene
5. Second Chorus
6. Creon Scene
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7. locasla Scene
IS.
8. Incidental Music 14.
15.
9. Third Chorus
10. Messenger Scene 16.
1 1 . Fourth Chorus
17.
12. Herdsman Scene 18.
The last part of my statement
performance in 1952 follows:

Oedipus Scene
Fifth Chorus
Instrumental Commentary
Antiphony
Exit Oedipus: Dance-Pantomime
Final Chorus and Coda
of intt:nlio1l in the program for the first

I have not consciously linked the ancient Greece of Sophocles and this conception of
his drama-twenty.four hundred yean later. The wOTk is presented as a human value,
neceuarily pinned 10

ill

time and place. neccuarily involving Ihe oracular gods and

G�k proper and place names, but, m::venheJess, not necessarily Greek. So viewed, Ihe
questioll al 10 whether Ihe prestnt work is consonant wilh whilt is generally taken to be
the "Creek spirit" is somewhat irrelevant. Yet, from the standpoint of dramatic tech·

nique. it is a hi5l0rical facI Ihal the Grub used some kind of "tone declamation"

in

their dnmatic works, and that it was common practice among them to present language,
music, and dance as a dramatic unity. In Ihis conception

I am striving for such a Iyn·
thesis, not because it might lead me to the "Greek spirit," but because I believe i n it.
The music is cOl1ceh"ed as [the] emotional $aturalion. or Inn5(:endence, that it is the

particular province of dramatic music to achieve. My idea has been to present the drama
exprel$(d hy language, not to obscure it either by operatic aria or symphonic instru·
mentation. Hence, in critical dialogue, music enters almost insidiously, as tensions enter.
The words of the players continue as before. spoken, not sung, but are a harmonic

part of the music. In these st!uings the inflected word. are little or no dif(erent from
ordinary speech. except as emotional lensions make them different. Assertive won:ls
and assertive music do nOI collide. Tone of spoken word and tone of instrument are
intended to combine in a compact emotional or dramatic expression. each providing
its singular ingredient. My intention is to bring human drama, made of words, move·
ment, 3nd music, to a level that a mind with a�'erage capacity for st!nsithity and logic
can understand and therefore evaluate.

When I met with w.n. YcalS in Dublin in the fall of 19H, I had with
me a musical outline of my proposed setting of his version of the ancient
drama." Then: was not yet a single musical note WTitten down. but the
outline presented a rather clear idea of what I proposed to do. The most
drastic suggestion was the deletion of all of the self·analyzing and oracular
expatiations in the dialogue after Oedipus' realization that. in the irre�
fragable pursuit of his destiny. he has fulfilled the oracle's prophecy. All
that was left after his "01 01 All come to passl" was the Fifth Chorw.
'W. n. Yeau. SophodeJ' KinS OrdipuJ,

York,

1928).

A JlrrJion for Ihe Modun StOle (Macmillan,

New
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his recntrance, blind (much reduced). and the Final Chorus. This re
moved perhaps an eighth of the drama 's total dialogue.
In the final sections, music becomes dominant. After the Fifth Chorus,
there is the Instrumental Commentary. I t begins with the announcement
that jocasl3 has hanged herself, and the instruments and the chorus begin
to comment (in meaningless syllables) . The section ends with what I call
a recreation of the palace madness entirely by instruments, except for the
chorus shouting "01-01-01-0 1 " at the very end. The Antiphony begins
with the reappearallce of Oedipus, and here the female chorus offers a
responsive cham to each line of his misery.
The Oedipus Scene is the Recognition Scene, and constitutes the climax
of all the dialogue that preceded it.

But in Exit Oedipus: Dance·

Pantomime, the music comes to its own climax as a philosophical and
spiritual compendium of the drama (also with solo and chorus voices in
meaningless syllables) . The Final Chorus and Coda bring the work. to
a close.
I had been drawn to Yeats because of that marvelous experience of
seeing eye to eye with him through his writings Ol'er a period of years
writings in which he expounded, and hoped for, a union of words and
music in which "no word shall have a n intonation or an accentuation i t

could 1i0t have i n passionate speech." I d o not recall that h e objected. in
any way to my proposed treatment.

In 1951. seventeen years after these consultations and twelve years after
the poet's death, I began to work out the music. But following perform·
ances and a recording, I was refused permission by the agent in charge to
use the Veau version on records. I then prepared a text of my own from
public domain sources, mostly from the translation by Richard C. Jebb

(on which, J discovered at that time, Yeats had also relied heavily) and

rewrote the music where it joined the dialogue. This version was per
formed and recorded in 1954.
The new text was prepared for a modern American audience, not for
those steeped in the Greek. language and Greek. mythology. I therefore
omitted Greek names that would not be meaningful dramatically. My
friend Jordan Churchill, at that time a professor of philosophy at San
FranciS(o State College. and a Greek scholar, objected to parts of my text
and made a translation of his own. Where music was not involved, I used
some of his suggestions.
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Bass Clarinet and Adapted Viola were added to the second version, and
in the rewriting of 1967, I changed the Chromelodeon 1 I part to conform
to its present luning and added the Gourd Tree and Cone Gongs. These.
which are not particularly breakable, were included because of my some
what desperate feeling that some of the Cloud-Chamber Bowls might be
broken before another performance was possible.

(The Cloud-Chamber

Bowls part was left blank. Sec Chapter 13.)
A rinal point or explanation: I wanted Tiresias, the blind prophet, and
the Herdsman. who finally reveals Oedipus' identity. to be the same voice.
Tiresias is accusatory, even arroga nt, and he is all.knowing; the Herdsman
is reluctant, humble. and all-knowing-in this case a t least. It is the all

knowing element that they have in common. Together, they personify
Oedipus' fate.

The Bewitched-A Dance Satire
Scored for:
Solo Sopra no-the Witch

Surrogate Kithara

Piccolo

Chromelodeon 1

Clarinet

Cloud-Chamber Bowls

Bass Clarinet

Spoils of War

Cello

Diamond Marimba

Kithara I l (players on bOlh sides)

Boo

Harmonic Canon 1 1 (two players)

Bass Marimba

Koto

Marimba Eroica

Performance time: seventy-five to eighty minutes-no intermission.
In the summer of 1952, a man visited my studio and suggested that i f
I would write a series of "backgrounds" for television-for a irp!an c crashes,
drownings, and murders in the park, I suppose-I might make a lot of
money_ But all I could really become interested in were such items as

Backgrol!1ld Music to)" FilibllSteys in the United States Senalt, for which

I saw liule prospect of perfonnance. However, this idea, plus the fact that

in the ensuing years literally dozens of what I could only call

ciam

lost musi

visited me at my studio in Sausalito, plus an old interest in the

ancient idea of the benevolellt, all-knowing witch, led to the present work.
In this and the work following (Revelation). I had definite ideas about
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a set. Some of the large instruments, on risers, dominate the stage. They
are connected with the other instruments by a stairway, or rather a nexus
of stairways which finally matures into one stairway making its ascent to
one of (he far corners at (he rear (and perhaps continued with paint on
canvas (0 give (he impression of hazy endlessness).
The Witch must have virtually a three "octave" range, from the "n"
below "middle C" to the third "E" above. She must also be an actress. She
moves about the stage freely and at critical moments takes command as
ostensible conductor. The male instrumentalists constitute the Singing
Chorus; there must be no confusion between the sounds of the female
Witch and her male Chorus. Both the Witch and Chorus express them
selves only in meaningless syllables.
My notes (here much abbreviated) for' the two-record set of The
Bewitched plll out under the Gate 5 label in 1957 tell the story:
Argument

We are all bewitched, and mostly by accident: the accident of form,
calor, and sex; of prejudices conditioned from the cradle on up. Those in
a long-tenanted rut enjoy larger comforts of mind and body, and as com
pensation it is more frequently given to others who are not so easily
domesticated to become mediums for the transmission of perception.
Among these are the lost musicians, and their perceptions may germinate,
evolve, and mature in concert, through a developing "at-one-ness,"
through their beat.
Prologue. The Lost Musicians Mix Magic

The forms of strange instruments are seen dimly on stage. How did they
get here? They came on in a dark celestial silence, doing tumbles and
handsprings, and for no other purpose than to be discovered by these
musicians in this (heater before this audience.
One of the musicians turns on his music light and gives a low beat, and
others enter and swing in, OI�e at a time. They are neolithic primitives in
their unspoken acceptanct" of magic as re... l, unconsciously reclaiming an
all-but-lost value-lost only about a minute ago in relation to that ancient
time when the first single cell moved itselr in such autoerotic agitation
that it split in two.
In the enveloping ensemble the lost musicians have momentarily found
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a direction. Their direction becomes a power. and their power a vision:
an ancient Witch, a prehistoric seer untouched by either gossip or popular
malevolence. She corresponds to the Greek oracle, while the Chorus (the
orchestra) -like the chorus of ancient. tragedy-is a moral instrument
under the power of �rceplive suggestion.
The Witch surveys the world, immediately becomes sad and moody.
then takes command: "Everybody wants background music," the Witch
like sounds �em 10 murmur, and the conspiratorial tonc is clear c:v('n in
gibberish.
Scene J . Three UndeTgrads Bt:come Transfigured in a Hong Kong Music
Hall

The bewitched enter, and the analogy with lyric tragedy is complete:
the Chorus, the Perceptive Voice. the Actors. These actors dance their
parts, and although they seem always to ignore the person of the Witch
and her Chorus, they are nevertheless terribly aware.
The job taken on by the Chorus is, brieAy, to divest the undergrads of
the confirmed xenophobia that once blanketed them so lovingly in their
cradles. The comeuppance is a broad one, far beyond their young years
and experience. The exotic-East or West-docs not hold more mystery
than it ought.
Scene 2. Exercises in Harmony and Counterpoint Are Tried in a Court of
Ancient Ritual

Like the Mindanao Deep of the Pacific, {he bewitchment in musical
conditioning is profound and mysterious. It is indeed so deep that a term
such as the scale is accorded a silent and mysterious Mindanaon accep
tance as obvious as the robin in spring.
The bewitched exercises in harmony and counterpoint are cast into a
sea of ancient rules and ritual. Now the immediate COIOTS are strong and
violent, while the distant pastels of the eighteenth century are barely
perceptible in the dim, dim future. The unwitched exercises suddenly
gaze upon an inspired and apocalyptic new day.
Scene J. The Romancing of a Pathological Liar Comes to an Inspired E�

The scene focuses on the sad life story of a boy and man, a pathological
liar for one reason: he is pUTSued by the magic of his fancies JUSt as relent·
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lessly and in the same way that he pursues the object of his fancies. These
fancies are his weapon, and he proliferates them before him, only to die
many little deaths as they breathe down his neck from behind.
In the jet-stream magic of this night. the Chorus and their Witch find
a poetic way OUl. In a flash the boy's bcwitchment abandons him to light
momentarily in the temple of his lady-love. Too late. the boy sees him
self; out of the corner of his vision he sees a woman with lust in the shah
of her eye. Pursued, he races up the stairway and leaps. A dull thud.

Scent: 4. A Soul Tormented /.Iy Contemporary Music Firids a Humanizing
A lchemy
Of all the sad tales sung by the poets of old, some are sadder than this.
some mOTC poignant, many mOTC tragic, bm none more pathetic, for this
is a scene of conAict that arises Oll[ of an absorbing regret over the passage
of time-that is, the injustice of having been born a t such a miserable time
in history as the present. This soul has become so immersed in the bewitch
ment of some preceding century that he can function only in that century.
Evcn the growing child falls somewhat behind the surge of tile modern
world because of the shelter of his home, and he must catch up-on his own.
The Chorus whistles dolefully, while the slow beats toll off the neuroses
-one by one. The amplitude of the shocks increases. Now utter silence.
Breathing loudly in a crescendo of emotion the Chorus brings the climax.
The other-century soul has returned to the world of the living through a
whole-souled abandonment to slapstick comedy.

Scene 5. Visions Fill the Eyes of a Defeated Ba.sketball Team in the ShoweT
Room
I t seems perversely characterinic of the human male

(0

think of his

moments of weakness and failure in a female context. He may say: "Today
I'm a sick woman," but he does not mean that he has changed his sex. For
the sake of a momelll of magic perception, however, let us impose this
idea on the defeated side after a game of basketball.
With the incorrigible optimism of healthy young women dominalll, the
conclusion comes easily that one defeat in a basketball game is of exceed
ingly �rivial consequence. Immediately thereafter, with the help of a capri
..
cious Witch and a conniving Chorus, the women fling themselves into
something really important-a wild dance in adulation of a vision of the
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nude god Hermes, most knavish of the Olympian knaves.
The basketball team, now unwitched, has fallen' completely under the
charming belief that reality contains a compound of both experience and
imagination.

Scene 6. Euphoria Descends a Sausalilo Stairway

The scene is onc of the landings of a stairway on the steep hills that rise

fTOm San Francisco Bar at Sausalito. Adolescent love can make do with
whatever it's got, of course, but there is something of poetic

justice

in

placing it among suburban homes where baToque leaps, swoons, and
pirouettes, where trunks revolving around necks and other devices of
adolescent love in ballet form might attract hardly even second notice.
Anyone can dream of bringing control to a Sausalito love affair, but
the Witch actua.lly accomplishes it. Fa.cing each other, the boy and girl
now move backward and forward on the stairway-with quiet dignity and
tenderness-in a way that suggests eternity.

Scene 7. Two Deteclives on the Tail of a Tricky Culprit Turn in Their
Badges
Obsession makes this both a melancholy scene and a slapstick love
affair. Let cities decay. but never allow even one minor culprit to believe
that he does not need those conspicuous gentlemen whose lives are dedi
cated to the single purpose of complementing his ego!
This culprit is a recidivist. His automatic "Who. me?" response to inter
rogation leads to a third. a fourth. and even a fifth degree. each progres
sively more delightful. With a whistle and a stamp he takes off on a spon
taneous angle of his own, and is stopped only when the detectives plead
with him to honor the memory of his dead mother.
This is tOO much for the Witch and Chorus, who waste no time pre
cipitating a crisis. At the scene's end, the unwitched trio tenderly pledge
eternal cooperation, to the end that each may achieve the ultimate of
fulfillment.

Scene 8. A Court in Its Own Contempt Rises to a Motherly Apotheosis
The scene's gist: the heroes of a matriarchy are the sons who gain public
attention in futile rebellion against it. thus making their mothers proud.
It begins as a double exposure. Underneath is the quality of the very
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ancient matriarchy, on top the personalities of a modern trial-judge.
attorneys, witness (the accused-the human male-is ambient) .
The lady witness lells a sad story, but as things proceed she becomes
Aippanr. even indignant. She is obviously in contempt, and suddenly the
Witch wonders about the court itself: hasn't even one COUrl ever become
so disgusted with itself as to be in its own contempt?
From the single stroke of a double-blade<! axc tWO events transpire.
First. the couTI-unwilched-exclaims: "Why. this is a matriarchyl" and
is in contempt. Second, the lady witness-unwitched-exclaims: "Why.
this is a matriarchyt" and administers the citation. His-£ormer-hOllor
moves alone now, with shining eyes, to his lonely apotheosis. Her honor
gazes down proudly.
Seerle 9. A LOJl Political Soul Finds Himself Among the Voteless Women
of Paradise

The mood in paradise is static. suspended somewhert between exquisite
joy and melancholy. Gyrating fitfully between the layers of his conscious
and unconscious. tht lost political soul dreams. (He sees the dreadful
vision of a confession forced under torture before the League of \Vomen
Voters.) I n vast relief he clutches at this paradise-final refuge of patri
archal entrenchment! And yet. at the same timt, how melancholy that
there is no electorate to sway.
This conflict gives him the countenance of death. The beautiful houris
of paradise are only an inanimate stage set. but even now Transfiguration
is moving beside him. The houris, who have very slowly emerged from
paradisian refrigeration, have fallen into the homiest of all houri dances.
Purged. the lost political sou) finds himself functioning contentedly among
constituents who played no part in his election.
Scene 10. The (;ngnm[enli Au Plunged Into a Demonic Descent While
at Cocktails

I t is soon evident that cognoscenti as subjects for unwitching are by all
odds the most difficult. not a heel of Achilles in a drawing·room load. Now,
the power of magic seems an unfair advantage. but we must remember
that the lost musicians have had encounters with the cognoscenti before.
and with humiliating results. Not so tonight. The power they have gen
erated is a bit frightening, even to the cognoscenti.

_.
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"Bahl" says the Chorus, and that one word makes up in violent delivery

what i t lacks in intellectual sparkle. "How extraordinary!" say the cogno
scenti, propelled by a chorus of dragons in backward somersaults into the
middle of limbo.
Not a bad night's work. "Rrrrrr
r -«-ehl" sings the Witch, and as
everyone knows this may be rendered: "I really don't give a raspberry
about all this nonsense. Furthermore, it's time you children were in bed."

Epilogue
"Later!" says the Witch, and vanishes. But the lost musicians cannot
unwind so fast, and a few of them linger with their beat, as a kind of final
reruge. Then, one by one, they wander away, and finally the last turns of(
his music light and hurries after them.
Like their Witch, the musicians vanish, again to become almost, if not

wholly, as bewitched as everyone else. The moment is gone, because per·
ception is a sand flea. It can light only for a moment. Another moment
must provide its own sand flea.

Revelation in the Courthouse Park
After The Bacchae of Euripides
In endeavoring to attain the heights of Olympus, according to the old
Greek myth, i t is futile to pile Pelion on Ossa, as the Giants had sought
to do. Long before Shakespeare, the drama of Western Europe (and there·

fore America) took its present form as a specialized theater of dialogue.
I t is futile, in my view, to pile device upon device in this specialized
(heater and still expect

10

attain anything remotely resembling the heights

of Greek drama. Yet both the professional companies and college groups
that I have heard are guilty of doing so. The present practice of choruses
reciting in unison (choral

s

peech) in

every variety of range and intona·

tion-rrom low bass to high soprano-is non-Greek in spiri t and also
absurd beyond belief. Greek drama was far more than a theater of dia·
logue, although how much more we cannot know. Music. which was so

essential, is a fTagile art, and perhaps we will never know the rull impact
of its use in their drama.
1 had tried a much different approach in using the Sophocles OedipUJ,
and however well the audiences responded who had actually stt:n one of

DETA IL OF STAGING FOR DE/.USION OF TilE FURT

P I';II'OI
U
. .. NCI'; ..T Till'; U "'!Vl';kSITV 0"' C.... 110IlNI.., Los A",or...r.s, 1 � 9

DETAIL OF STAGING FOR DEI.US10N OF THE FURr
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the productions, as opposed to those who know only the record, t1u�
results somehow troubled mc. I t seemed that the drama of Oedipus, how
ever compelling, was deposited by the mind i n an ancient category called
classical-that i t was not brought home to the audience as a here-and-now
work. Because of this insight, I first decided that I would bodily transfer
Euripides' The Bacchae to an American setting. But in the end, the betler
solution seemed to be to alternate scenes between an American court
house park and the area before the palace of ancient Thebes; and the
physical courthouse itself (see below) reinforced this decision. I was deter
mined to make this an American here-and-now drama, which. tragically.
i t tfuly is. Consequently, there are four alternations between the Court
house Park and the area before the Theban p.'llace_ The Coda, which, in
effect, is the nimh scene, brings the work to a close.
Many years ago I was struck by a strong and strange similarity between
the basic situation in the Euripides play and at least two phenomena of
present-day America. Religions rituals with a strong sexual element are
not unknovm to ollr culture, nor are sex rituals with a strong religious
element.

(I

assume that the mobbing of young male singers by semi

hysterical women is recognizable as a sex ritual for a godhead_) And these
separate phenomena, after years of observing them, have become synthe
sized as a single kind of ritual. with religion and sex in equal parts, and
with deep roots in an earlier period of human evolution-all of which
sounds delightfully innocent.
However, a menace may easily be hidden within them. The frenzied
women in the Euripides play threaten both degradation and annihilation
for anyone unwilling to praise or at least respect their particular pattern
of mediocrity and conformity, and it is apparem that similar pressures
toward (he same end are implicit in this country. With this in mind,
I have treated the Greek Choruses (much shortened and otherwise altered)
as American revival meetings, even though the words I have chosen were
suggested by Euripides and of course rei nforced by my own experiem:es.
The Euripidean scenes are my version of Tht: Bacchat:, so abbrevi·
ated as to leave only the skeleton of the story. The rituals of lhe American
Choruses, in theatrical detail and music, are entirely my own conception.
In The Bacchae, revels are described but are not seen or heard. In the
First and Third American Choruses, they are seen and �eard, with the
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use of nonsense phrases, cliches, gibbt'rish-the cult of lshbu Kubu, "Deep

inside. 'way 'way down, I am!" for example.· In The Bacchae� physical

doom is implkd, but it is n�vl1r foretold, a! it was foretold by
in

a

the prophetTinsias

powerful scene with Oedipus. In the Second and Fourth American

Choruses, a particular variety of psychological doom is foretold, in night·
time, sleep-walking, dream·nightmare sequences-the first with Sonny. the
second with Mom. Both play their Toles before a mocking off-stage chorus.
and both sequences end with a high male voice off stage: "Mother!

Mother! No! Nol"

There is thus a Greek influence operating in the American Choruses,
and an American inAuence operating in the Greek Scenes (the revival
meetings). The American Choruses are symbolic and psychological. the
Euripidean Scenes mythological and realistic. Dion, the Hollywood idol,
is a symbol of dominant mediocrity, Mom is a symbol of blind matriarchal
power. and Sonny is a symbol of nothing so much as a lost soul. one who
does not or cannot conform to the world he was born to. The fact that

molh�r is a belonger and doer. and son is a non-belonger and voyeur,
involves a bitter irony---one that is not only appropriate, but also neces·
sary drama tically, in either the ancicm or the modern sense.
As in the case or Ot!dipw, the anguished analyses and explanations at
the end of the work are omitted. beginning with the mother's realization
or what she has done, because they seem unnecessary. even tedious. This
involves about an eighth of the total dialogue.

I

sometimes feel that

Sophocles in Ot!diPILJ the King, Euripides in Th� Baccha�, and Aeschylus
in The Furies all were fearful of a grand aposeopesis. But this may be a
superficial judgment. I t may be that the Greek audience. the Greek mind,
demanded that every last drop of meaning be wrung from every action

and reaction of both men and gods.

(These Greek theater epilogues

remind me of a time many years ago when 1 was reading the dialogues of
Plato and came across the line. "I do not quite understand you, Socrates."
'The dima" of the !"e.'els in Chorus Thrre,

Tumble

0>1, was �!lai"ed with m�' ,umbleu

and with one Iymnut on a trampoline. Thit; had been mlled onst�8e unknowlI to tM audience,
at the rear, and with a certain beat of the Marimba Eroig, the trampolinist tote high above

those on "age, his fret Itrikillg the net with each beat of the Eroica. Knowing of this scene, the
gymnastS' coach at the Univenity of Illinois asked me to perform this, with added music, al the
N.C.A.A. mret, which happened to occur that yeu (1961)
titled it

Rotl/Ie tire Body in AIlItJ PII/ne!. A

al Illinois.

I

wrote the Kripl and

film was made of the exhibition (sce Appendix V ) .
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I laughed and threw the book down. "That ought to be the title," J
mused. Very frequently, J do not quite understand you either, Socrates!)
At any rate, the end of the Recognition Scene in this work is very quiet.
Cadmus, the father, is gently persuading his daughter, Agave. to look at
what she is carrying-her son's heroic mask., which represents his head.
The music is exiguous and soft-a slow, steady Eroica beat and a muted
(CUD. With complete realization she emits a low, whispered "No!" and
drops the mask to the ground. A tremendous crash of percussion comes
simultaneously, and as it diminishes, the mother removes her own mask
and drops it on top of the first, with another crash or percussion. She then
moves slowly backward (back to audience) , downstage, and remains
motionless until the Coda has run its inevitably structured course.
I feel impelled to say that whatever perception may emerge in a creative
art form based on this idea must be a highly individual one. It is reveal
able more effectively through the abstractions of music and staging, in this
case, than through verbal explanations.
The Set: Many, if not most, small American courthouses are pseudo
Creek or quasi·Creco-Roman in architectural concept. It is therefore
very easy for the courthouse to proxy (or the l><"llace at Thebe�, ur vice
versa. 1 conceived of three or four Greek.style pillars, and a few steps
leading up to them; of realistic trees with overhanging boughs-if they are
not realistic, they cannot possibly convey the feeling of a courthouse park
(the instruments are distributed in the shade below); and of a small,
totally realislic fountain on casters showing a small boy holding an um
brella over a small girl, both brightly colored, with the water going up
the umbrella handle and dripping over the edges. (I saw such a fountain
in the small town of Ludington, Michigan, in 1 945. Victorian it certainly
was, and it charmed me immensely. I n the context of The Bacchae, it
injects an inescap.<lble visual irony.)
Costumes: The men are in tunics falling just to the hipline with belts
around the waist. In the American sequences they wear pants, but not in the
Greek ones. The women's costumes are the same in both sequence�. Heroic
masks are worn by all principals in the Greek scenes. Thus, the American
sequences are characterized by the fountain and pants, the Greek ones by
i rolled off stage) .
heroic mash and male legs (t he fountain s
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The Ca.st:

Baritone: Dion, Hollywood kingo£ lshbu Kubu
Dionysos. ancient god of the Bacchae-the same person
Tenor-Baritone: Sonny, young man in the Courthou� Park
Pentheus, young king of ancient Thebes-the same
person
Soprano: Mom, devotee of Ishbu Kuhu and mother of Sonny
Agave, leader of the Thehan Bacchae and mother of Pen
theus-the same person
Contralto: Korypheus. leader of the Chorus of the Bacchae
Chorus of Eight Women (induding Korypheus), who follow Dion
and Dionysos
Chorus of Four Men
Cadmus, Tiresias. the Herdsman, the Guard, who must speak rhyth
mically but not on set tones
The Entertainers (in the Courthouse Park):

Band: two piccolos. three trumpeu, two trombones. tuba, and snare
and bass drum
Two guitarists, four twirlers and majoreues, eight clog dancers (four
women, four men), four tumblers
Other Instrumental Parts:

Kilhara I
Kilhara JI
Harmonic Canon I
Harmonic Canon I1 (Castor &
Pollux)
String Bass
Crychord
Adapted Guitar I
Adapted Guitar 1I
Adapted Viola (or Cello)
Chromelodeon I

Chromelodeon 11
Bloboy
Spoils of War
Diamond Marimba
Boo (two players)
Marimba Eroica (two players)
Cloud-Chamber Bowls and
Cone Gongs (two players)
Bass Marimba (two players)
Drone Devils (jaw harps)

Prc-Reconkd Tape
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The Program:

CHORUS ONE. Late afternoon in the Courthouse: Park. Rimal of welcome
for Dion, Hollywood king of Ishbu Kubu.
Park Prologue.
Fanfare and Match.
Forever Ummorra. To the happy way. rightor wrong. dead or alive,
£orevermore. First ritual.
Save My Soul and Bless My Heart. Ritual for strings and clogs.
Wunnantu A nda. Primitive percussion ritual.
Heavenly Daze and a Million Years. Climax of welcome.
SCENE ONE. Late a£ternoon at the entrance to the Palace of Thehes. King
Pemheus denounces the Bacchae.
Hymn to Dionysos: Holy Joy alld Gel Religion.
CHORUS Two. Early evening of the same day in the Courthouse Park.
Sonny, ghost-walking, sees himself in a dream vision, offered up as a sacri.
ficial victim.
SCENE Two. Early evening of the same ancient day, at the entrance to
the Palace of Thelxs. Dionysos goes to jail, tben escapes.
Hymns to Dionysos: What the Majority Believes; Glory to the Male
Womb
CHORUS THREE. Later tbat night in tbe Courthouse Park. In celebration
of Dion, Hollywood king of Isbbu Kubu.
These Good Old-Fashioned Thrills. Fireworks rituaL
Not So Young. Ritual for Adolescent girls and brass.
IJhbu Kubu, Revelation Of the Mystic Yower. Theme ritual.
Tumble On. Climax of celebration.
SCENE THREE. Later in the ancient night, at tbe entrance to the palace
of Thebes. Pentheus is tricked into transvestism.
Hymn to Dionysos: 0 To Be Free Where No Man Is.
CHORUS FOUR. Midnight of the same evening in the Courthouse Park.
Mom, ghost·walking, witnesses an attack upon her son, in a nightmare
vision.
SCENE FOUR. Early dawn of the next ancient day, at the entrance to the
palace of Thebes. Agave comes out of the night with a trophy of her
power.
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Hymns to Dionysos:

Ht:lI-HoU71ds

of Madness.- Dance la the Death

CoOA. Rays of the early morning sun strike horizontally across the Court
hou� Park.
Performance time: �vcnty-five to eighty minutes-no intermission.

And on the Seventh Day Petals FeU in Petaluma
The: instrumental scoring may be seen in the list of Verses below; no
common current instrument, such as cello or clarinet, is involved. Although
the work constitutes studies in preparation fOT Ddll.sion of lhe Fury, it must
be treated �parately for reasons that will become apparent.
Regarding the title: for many years I have looked upon C'llifornia as
my home, and, more specifically. the:: San Francisco Bay area for the forty
years from the mid-1920's 10 the mid-1 960's. On two occasions during those
years, I was away for six-ye:ar pc=riods (1941-1947 and 1956-1962) Find
ing a studio large: e:nough for all my instruments that I could afford was
always a proble:m, but in 1962, I did find part of a vacated chick hatchery
in Petaluma, about thirty-five miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge, that
was suitable in both respects. On the day I looked the place over, I walked
down the lane that led 10 the hatchery, and the way was strcwn with
pc=tals-roses, camdlias, and many others. Since I had had the:se studies in
mind for some time, and conside:ring my strange: absence, twice, for exactly
six years, the title came to me almost immedialdy.
Aside from the prep..1Tatory idea, I had two important reasons for
choosing the format below. First, during my entire professional lifc through
1958, I had learnc=d eve:ry instrumental part that I had written (exccpting
winds, which I do not p lay ) and had sung all the: voice parts (excepting
those with ranges beyond me). In Revelation, partly because of the short
time between the completed composition and the researsals, I could not
do this, and I cannot feel that I am truly on top of a work unless I do know
all the P.1Tts; therefore:, I was determined to return to that pattern. Sec·
ond, for several years some musicians had complaincd abOul the difficulties
of the instrumental parts.
This lime, I would not abide such nonsense. I would exploit the instru
mental resources to the rull, exploring new techniques and also exploring,
with a minimum of players, untried rhythms and polyrhythms. Although
I began the work in 1963, it tool three years, using exactly six players,
beforc I was satisfied with both perfor ma nces anrl rf'c_ordings.
_
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Each of the first twenty-three verses is exactly one minute long, not
counting the final beaL These are duets and trios_ Then, by electronic
sYlHhesizing,' pairs of verses are combined in numbers twenty-four through
thirty-three; and finally a trio of verses is combined, bringing the studies
to an end with the thirty·fourth verse. The electronic syntheses result in

quartets and quintets slarting with number twenty-four, and with a septet
at the end; all are indicated.
Quartcu

and ·
Quin tets

Verse 24

Verse 25

Duets and
Trios

{V'�

Qu
'
aru:u
,,

Zymo-Xyl

Crychord

Verse

2-Surrogate Kitharll
Bus Marimba

Verse

�Harmonic Canon I

Verse 30

4-Chromelodeon

11

Verse � 1

Ven.e 26

Ven.e

Verse

Verse 53

11

Marimba [roiea

Verse 12-Koto

Spoib o( War

Matda Marimba

Ver5l:': 18-Harmonic Canon I

Harmonic Canon Jl

Verse 20-Kolo

Crychord
Bass Marimba

Kithara I

{Verse I I-Kithara

11

Verse 2 1 -Spoib of War

9-Hannonic Canon J

Boo

Verse 16-Koto

Gubagubi

SpoibofWar

Verse IO-Diamond Marimba

KithaTa I

Marimba Eroica

11

Bloboy

Verse 14-Surrogate Kithara

Verse 19_Drone Devils

S-Zymo-Xyl
{V"�

Verse 29

Verse 32

Diamond Marimba

7-Chromelodeon

Bowls

{Verse I7-Adapted Guitar 11

Bowls

Kilhara. Il

Verse 21

Verse 28

&-Cloud·Chamber

Harmonic CaJlon I

Cloud·Chamber

Harmonic Canon

5-Maula Marimba

Boo

Verse I '

DiamoJld Marimba

KOlo
Verse

Duets aJld

Trios

{Verse I 5--Chromelodeon I

Harmonic

Canon III

Verse

'

Quintets

Verse 22-Chromelodeon I
Verse H

e tet
(S p
)

Boo

Verse 23-Zymo-Xyl

Harmonic

Canon III

Gourd Tree and
Cone Gongs

'Ex«uted in Santa Monia by Cccil Charles Spillcr, who 'PI'nt many houu, including wee
small houu, with thr« Magnccordl and :IOtne other equipment that he designed specially for

this job. A detailed ana lysis of Pt/G/J, including an analysis and discussion of iu rhythms, is
given in Paul Earll, " Harry Partch: VeTltl in Prepaution for 'Delusion of tht' Fury: - Annuario
-Yearbook J (Inter·American Institute for Musial Re search, T ubne University (967). I_52.
'

,
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As the composition of

Delusion of the Fury

progressed,

I

found that

1

had used all but one of the duelS and trios, with elaboration and added
instrumentation, and-in addition-two or three of the polyrhYlhmic ideas.
Inasmuch as the two-act story line of

Delusion

had been on my mind for

several years, the placement of these musical ideas in the larger dramatic
work. (see below) was constan tly anticipated. although not indicated at the
time. They became the structural sinews of the new work.

Delusion of the Fury-A Ritual of Dream and Delusion
Scored [or all of the instruments described. in Chapters

12 and 13

(with

the single exception of the Adapted Viola) , and including all of the small
hand instruments described in Chapter

13. The Quadrangularis

Reversum

and the Eucal Blossom were first used in this work. No common current
instrument is involved. Performance time: seventy·five to eighty minutes
no intermission.
Although the program shows two acts, there is no cessation of sound
from beginning to end. Act 1, based upon a Japanese story dating from the
eleventh century, and both historical and legendary, is intensely serious.'
Act

11,

based upon an African tale that must be considered a folk story,'

since no author is indicated, is highly farcical. Thus, the Creek concept of
a serious play followed by a farce is encompassed in one evening of theater.
Act I, a music-theater portrayal of release from the wheel of life and
death, is almost entirely depicted through the arts of mime and dance. In
simplest terms, it is a final enlightenment, a reconciliation, with a total
departure from the arena of mortal cravings and passions. A princely
warrior has fallen in battle at the hands of a young rival, and the act begins

with the slayer's remorseful pilgrimage to the scene and to the shrine. The
murdered man appears as a spirit, and his son,' born after his death, then

'Arthur Waley, Tlte Noh Pill.YJ or }1I.""n (;rO\'e Prcsto, New York, n.d.) . The basis il largely
AIJumori by St:lI.mi (PP. &I_i'). but one ehar.lele:r, Ihe SQn, il from 11111111. by :t.cmbo MOIOYuu
(pp. 74-80) .

oPcggy Rutherford, comp. and cd., AlriclI.n "oiceJ (Grouel I< Dunlap, New York. 19!18) .
The slOry il called
"An Ethiopian Talc. Told 10 Wolf �Jlau by a J{IIdem at the

J'�lice,

Teachers' Training School in Addi. Aboiba" (pp. 6i-68). Thi. volume indicates that jmtice
wu fiut published in Harold Gourlander and Wolf wlau, Tlte Fire On Ihe MOllntDin ,,,Id
Olher Ethiopill.n <�lor;rJ (Henry Hall &; Co., New York, 1950) .

" t would be prdcrable for Ihe pUt of thc IOn to be played by a boy sopra no, ten 10
twelve ycars old (his voi� parI i. \'ery slighl ) . But if this i. nOI possible, the pari .hould be
given to a female IOpr.no with a boyi.h figure.

, '"
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JSI

enters, seeking the same shrine in the belief that he may sce his father's
face, as though in a dream, Spurred to resentment by the presence of his
son, the ghost-father lives 3g<!.in through the ordeal of battle, but finally
realizing his error, he seeks total reconciliation,
Act I l is, in a sense, a reconciliation with life rather than death, I t is a
story of people caught by chance turns of fate, often ironic. always farcical
and hilarious, This act is also depicted very largely by mime and dance,

A

young vagabond is preparing to cook a meal over twigs when an old

woman who tends a goat herd approaches, searching Cor a 10Sl kid, She
eventually finds the kid, but due to a misunderstanding caused by the
hobo's deafness, a dispute arises. Villagers gather, and aher a violent dance
around the quarrelling couple, they are forced to appear before the justice
of the peace,

The Cast (the three principals):
Tenor·Baritone: The Slayer, in Act I
The Young Vagabond, in Act II-the same person
Soprano: The Son, in Act I
The Old Goat Woman, in Act II-the same person
Bass: The Slain as a Chost, in Act I
The Justice of the Peace, in Act II-the same person
Ideally, the singers would be skilled also in the arts of dancing, acting,
miming, as they are in Noh and Kabuki. But in our specialist culture,
singers are generaJly only singers, actors only actors, and dancers only
dancers, Just one solution seems possible: put the singers in the pit, while
the actor-dancers on stage mouth the words, the gibberish, or whatever,
The instrumentalists

are

the Chorus, As in The Bewitched, the choral

voice sounds do not come £Tom a separate body of persons appearing JUSt
occasionally, but from among the instruments, from musicians who are
deeply involved throughout. In the present work, I wanted to progress
even beyond this concept. There are many musicians on stage, but almost
never do alt of them play simultaneously, In fairly long periods onI)' a
small ensemble is employed, and the tacit musicians may thus become
actors and dancers. moving from instruments to acting areas as the impetus
of lh� drama requires, This must certainly be a move toward a sealing of
the bond between the theater arts,
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The scenes of the two acts fall naturally into segments, e3ch with its

inherent dramatic integrity.
Act I

Scene I . Chorus of Shildows

Scene 2. The Pilgrimage

Scene 3. Emergence of the Spirit
Scene 4. A Son in Search of His
Father's Face

Scene 5. Cry from Another Darkness

Scene 6. Pray for Me

Act I t
Scene I . The Quiet Hobo Meal

Scene 2. The Lost Kid

Scene 3. Time of Fun Together
Scene 4. The Misunderstanding
Scene 5. Arrest, Trial, and
Judgment

Scene 6. Pray for Me Again

Singing by the Chorus is rather general. But this singing might belter
be described as sounds from the throat, meaningless in English verbal

communication but not meaningless here. This is especially true in Act I ,

Scene I (Chorus of Shadows) . and in Act 1 1 , Scene 3 (Time of Fun To

gether) .

Preceding Act I is the Exordium, about eleven minutes in duration,

which in more ramiliar terms might be called an overture. But the word

exordium carries far more significance for this idea. In a philosophical

sense i t is ;1Il invocation-it implies the beginning of a ritualistic web, the

spinning of a web, which inevitably entangles the participants in almost

predictable complexities. The Exordium is totally instrumental.

Following Act I is an entr'acte, the Sanctus, about seven minutes in

duration. The word may seem strange here lxcause of iu Christian

(Roman C..uholic) usage. However, in this case, it is polytheistic, and in

its beginnings it is replete with pagan gong and bell-like tones (Cone

Gongs, Gourd Tree, Hubcaps, Spoils of War, Cloud·Chamber Bowls). It
is characteristic of the Roman Church to appropriate from other cultures
whatever it feels it may use effectively, and I claim the same privilege.

Act

I,

following the reconciliation (and the

pray for me

sequence), ends

very softly, and it was my idea so to fill the theater with sound as to glue
the audience to its sealS.

Both acts might be descri�d as occurring in an earlier time, but both

certainly have present-day over· or undertones. And despite the descriptive
words Japanese and A/Tican, they represent neither a precise time nor a

precise place. I n Act I , I am certainly not trying to write a Noh play. Noh

A PAQI. ".0,," TH� FVl.l.Scou OP DELUSION OF THE FURT

A PACI ,ROM THI

fULl. Scou c, DELUSION OF THE PURT

3SS
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has been for centurjes a fine art, onc of the most sophisticated that the
world has known, and it would have been senseless for me to follow a path
of superficial duplication. The instrumental sounds (excepting the KOlO)
are not Japanese. the scales arc not Japanese. the voice usage is totally dif
ferent, costumes are different Act I is actually a developmclll of my own
style in dramatic music, as previously revealed in both

lation.

If for no other reason than its music. its

daimon

Oedipus and Reve
is American.

Again, in Act I l there is no attempt to depict African ritual, although

this ritual. as I have heard it on records and seen i t on film, has obviously
influenced my writing and my concepts in this and several other works.

I have made changes in the basic folk Slory (cited above), and I have added
to it. There is nowhere dialogue as 5lIch. The mysterious, perverse quali.
ties of these story ideas are better conveyed through music, miming, lights
and with more certain impacl than through spoken or sung lines, or spoken
or sung lines in response.
The words or sentences that I have used in Act

11

are entirely my own,

and they are all American colloquial. In Act I the total of recognizable
English words is ten, and in Act

11

[orty.four (not counting repetitions in

either case). Despite (or because of) the use of much percussion, the quality
i s American. The furious irony is deeply and certainly American.

Synopsis 0/ Act I.- The Chorus of Shadows

(Sc:ene

I)

might be considered

as a group of pilgrims or of ghosts, or perhaps both. Il is dream·like. The
Pilgrim (the slayer) enters (Scene

2),

dancing and singing of his remorse.

He ends the scene rar downstage, kneeling, with his head to the ground,
and during the next tWO scenes, he becomes a huddled, motionless, dark
silhouette. The Ghost then enlers (Scene

S)

and sings and moves in a

dream·like manner, with occasional responses from the Chorus. He exits.
The Son enters (Scene 4), searching for a vision of his father. The Ghost
reappears, and the two do a tender dance-duet. They finally become aware
of the figure of the kneeling Pilgrim, who, during forty beats of the music,
very slowly rises. In Cry 1T0m Another Darkness (Scene

5) ,

the slayer and

the slain recreate their battle of many years before. At the end of the scene,
the ghost·father drops his stick (surrogate [or a sword) and exclaims: "You
are not my enemyl" He falls to his knees (Scene 6) and sings: "Pray for mel

o pray for me againl" The Chorus softly repeats these lines.

Synopsjs 0/ Act 11:

The Young Vagabond enters (Scene I), with a pack

and with a few stick.s to build a fire. He has hardly gotten settled when
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the Old Goat Woman enters (Scene 2) and tries to question him about her
lost kid. Being deaf, the Hobo wants nothing 50 much as to gel rid of her,
and his plaintive, "Why doesn't she just go away?" spoken to the audience,
is echoed by the Chorus. He points frantically, and the Old Goal Woman
disappears in that direction.
Time of Fun Together (Scene 3) serves a double theater purpose: it
allows time for the woman la find her kid. and it introduces the villagers,
in the midst of one of their revels, to the audience. The scene features a
singing and dancing female soloist. an antiphonal and polyphonic male
chorus, and the most intensive use of the small hand instruments in the
entire work.
The Old Goat Woman returns (Scene 4). cradling the lost kid in her
arms as though it were a human baby, and almost immediately a mis
understanding arises, again because of the Hobo 's deafness. The villagers
return due to the commotion, arrest the quarrelling couple, and march
them off to face the Justice of the Peace. When they reenter (Scene 5). the
Justice. deaf and near-Sighted. follows them and is seated on a kind of
throne. At the end of the hearing. he demands silence and utters his pro
nouncement: "Young man, take your beautiful young wife and your
charming child and go homel And never let me see you in this court
again!" The Chorus. laughing and jubilant. launch into their song.
o How Did W� EV�T Ct:t By Without justiu1

I

now quote from the full score (Scene 6): "The pantheistiC deities of
pre-colonial Africa, Asia. America, and Australia come to life-smile
divinely, and decide that human delusion must be countered by heavenly
riot. They invoke thunder and lightning. and instill-A STRANGE
FEAR." The_ terrified revelers crouch in corners, and finally a voice is
heard off-stage: "Pray for me!. 0 pray for me again!" The Chorus repeats
the line. very softly. Then with a crash of percussion. the last section of
the SanclUs is repeated. the play is over. and during the remaining music
the various groups take their bows.
Tht: Stagt:: The instruments, placed on the Stage floor and on ascending
risers. before a sound-refiecting cyclorama, aT� the set. Together with an
effective play of lights. nothing more is called for.
Costumt:s: The musicians are in costume and are made up. as actors.
In Act J they wear dark trousers and a poncho-like garment, allowing bare
arms, painted in various designs. At the end of the Sanctus they remove
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these ponchos to expose both chem and arms pained in designs, in bright

COIOTS. As for the principals and the dancing chorus, the range of costume

is wide, but they should not suggest a specific time or a specific place.

In retrospect:

I pondered this idea for some five years before t ever put

down a note of i t on paper (nol counting the work on

Petal.s).

I t is an

adventurous work, but I cannot call it experimental. I recall some famous
painter (his name eludes me), exasperated because his work was called

"experimen tal," saying, in effect. "You never �e my experiments." (Hear!
Head) Looking back on all the antecedents of

Delusion

of a theater

nature, most of them outlined in this chapler, it is a very logical develop
ment.

I

am sure-in this unreal world-that I knew what J was doing tO
.

A synopsis cannot in any way proxy for an actual production. Only

theater will bring (he concept to life. And I must emphasize the fact that

these verbal descriptions are intended merely as a small intimation of the
art that I envision.

"Performance of DduJion was in charge 01 Danl� Milchell lhroughoul-in conducting the
rcheullals over a period of m()flth. and in conducting both the pcrformancn on Ilage and the
recording (ICe Appendices III and V) . UeTt and nOW ;1 Je'Cml appropriate to Itate thal without
hi. belief in my work and hit unfailing friend$h.ip. �'1' linle crulive work. including Ihit
terond cdili()fl of CtntJiJ. would have emanated from me during the yun 1966- 1972.

PART IV

Intonations: Histonc, Implied, Proposed

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

A Thumbnail Sketch of the History of Intonation

IN ESSENCE the very earliest divinations of the nature of musical sounds
were Monophonic concepts. A length of bamboo pipe and the mono chord
of the ancient kanon, or monochord, were in each case a Monophonic starl
ing point-that is, a column of air which in its vibration, or length, rep
resented

1,

and a section of chord which in its vipration, or length, also

represented 1 .

The development of the

science of music

from these concepts is a story

about men, and the various ways in which men reacted to it. For the most
part i t is a story of the advancement of basic theories and of their reception
-their acceptance and/or their rejection; but occasionally a theory ap
pears that might be called, not in the least invidiously, "comedy relief,"
such as that of Sarangdev of Kashmir, who starts from the "lowest possible
tone." There have undoubtedly been contributors, possibly significant ones,
other than those here considered, but the basic ancient theories-which
have been pretty thoroughly explored and have long been common knowl
edge among musical scholars-are all represented.

The Chinese Priority
Because it is the records of the Greek arts which have been preserved
for us, via the Romans and the Arabs, we are very likely to ascribe to the
ancient Greeks discoveries, arts, and divinations which probably had a
more remote origin. At least three great civilizations antedate the age of
Greece, the

Assyrian-Babyloninn, the Egyptian, and the Chinc�c,

and it i5

highly improbable that none of the mathematicians and scientists (or harp

and bamboo-pi pt' players) which they produced contemplated music as a
science. Records of such knowledge in Egypt and Babylon disappeared
millenniums ago, but China is another story.
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Sze Ma<hi'en, historian for ancient China and contemporary of Ptol
emy in a culture isolated from the Greek world, ascribes the mathematical
formula for the pentatonic scale to Lint Lun, minister or court musician
under Emperor Huang-TI, of the twenty-seventh century B.C.I This, the
first recorded date in the history of musical theory, is onc of those legendary
Chinese ages whose antiquity some scholars believe to be exaggerated,l
The formula starts with a length of bamboo pipe arbitrarily called. 81
parts. A third of these parts is then subtracted and a third of the remaining
parts added, alternately, through four computations. The result is five
pipes of 81 , 54, 72, 48, and 64 parts.' The pipe of 8 t parts is of course 1/1,
to use the Monophonic symbol, and the others are 3/2, 9/8, 27/16, and
8 1 /64, respectively. Arranged. in order of pitch, they are:

1/1

9/8
9/8

81/64

9/8

3/2

32/'EI

27/16

9/8

2/1

32/27

This is a scale of so-called Pythagorean intonation which was probably
never used. by voices except when accompanied by instruments so tuned,

which Ling Lun produced ; it is possible in the Monophonic fabric starting
on 16/9, thus:
16/9 1/1 9/8
4/3 3/2
16/9
9/8

9/8

32/27

9/8

32/27

But Ling Lun was not satisfied; he proceeded to continue the formula
until he had two sets of six "Iil," or bamboo pipes, one a Pythagorean
semitone above the second, thus giving one venion of a Pythagorean
twelve-tone scale4 (see the next chapter). Hence in recorded theory (though
not in musical application), the twelve-tone scale is exactly as old as the
five-tone scale.

Pythagoras-Two Milknniums lAter
Gliding down the long historic haul from the twenty-seventh to the
sixth century B.C., and halfway round the world, we come to PytluJgMas DJ
Iy-.er. 7lur� tj EwI_'III T-Z'9!. Un.

'lbW., 2Sn; Bubour, "Equal Temperament," 135. K.C. Ha.lio declant that OIineHlnU.ie
rdatiycly well (ievdoped .. early u 2852 B.C. Sce "OIiDcX Sc.ak D>corieo." in Mcrcr,
MtuiMtt', Ari"'-tir, 10S. Somehow, the fact that the month ol the }'CaT 28S2 8.0. wu omittal
frorD mil obKrvalion iI the IOW'« of a tingular kind ol ..tWactioD.
'Richard, "OIinac M..ic," in &u t .f A,u. M.,.oIU, I :lO7.
ty-.er, T10Hry tj EwI.uv T....Jily. 27; K. C. Haaio. "Q,.iDae Seale 'Theorla." I.a Mqoer.
MruinM'J ArilMunc. 107, 108.
wu
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Somos (ft. 540-510 B.C.), that musical Saint Paul of the early Greek world.

Pythagoras, because his name is attached to them, is famous for many in
stitutions, all of them legendary or very nearly legendary: (1) the brother
hood which dedicated itself to a pure life and pure "perfect fifths" (3/2's)
and which spread to many Greek cities; (2) the demonstration of the ratios
of 3 (3/2 and 4/3) on hi! monochord, thus allegedly proposing the gen
erating and limiting number 3 as the symbol of universal (including musi
cal) order; (3) hi! particular "co mma"-531 441/524288 (23.5 cenu)', or
approximately the ratio 74/73, derived from (4) the "circle of fifths" (see
the next chapter) -thereby making "Pythagorean" any scale of tones
transposed from a succession of 3/2's into one 2/1; (5) the division of the
monochord into twelve equal part!, thus tending to establish the first his
toric record of the Arithmetical Proportion;' (6) the increase of the number
of lyre suings from seven to eight, evolved from the Pythagorean trade
mark, 3/2 (see Chapter 10), thus giving the Western world the heptatonic
scale. a
k for Pythagoras the peripatetic, though the legends do not include a
wholesale conversion of an island's popuJation to the Harmonical Propor
tion after a shipwreck, they ignore few places in the known world of his
day;.he went to Egypt soon after the land was opened to Greek "explora
tion" and "immigration" (in the seventh century B.C.), and he also saw
Chaldea and Babylon, the latter place as a captive.1 1 even recall seeing a
Hindu book on musical theory which stated that Pylhagoras visited India,
bringing the Harmonical Proportion to it! presumably benighted musi
cians. An account of the Pythagorean legendary journeys has point only as
a symptom oC the spreading Greek influence, of the Cascination that this
beginning oC the divination of sound held Cor specuJative men, and of the ex
tent oC the symbolism and limitations of 3, to be encountered again and
again-both in time and in geography.
ru the first revelation of Ihe nature of tone among a restless and curious
people, Pythagoras' 3/2 was a brilliant omen. However) the advocate of
I$c::hle,ingcr attributct thit information to Gaudcnthll, pn:_Ptolcmaic theer;'t. TIv G"d
A.1Il�I, 23. TIle div;'ion into twelve paru it implied in Ptolcmy'. Equablc Diatonic, pre.entcd in
O\aptcr 10.
'Hawkm., H�tvr.1 �f /At .xurw, tIN P,lXt�' of MIU�, 1:14.
'Hope, MttJ;,114i Mw, 23, 25; Farmer, A'"bi.... MIU�.J l>t}1u"u, 125, 126. Farmer a1lo
quotCl IamblidlOf;, a neo-Platonic phiJolophcr of the' fourth ccntul1' A.D. and a loV'Cr of Eaitcrn
culture: "They ..y that it (the Humonica.l Proportion) wu a dilcovcry of thc 8.lbylonialU, and
that it ....u by Pythagoru fine introduced among the Gn:cu." Ibid., 123.
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Ihis ratio seemed to reason that if one 3/2 was good, twelve were twelve
times good, and after 2500 years we are still trying to correct the excesses of
his judgment.

Sparta-the Humiliatioll of Timotheus
The person who oore the name Timothtus (446-357 E.C.) is even more
obscure to us than Pythagoras, but to his compatriots he was an infinitely
greater trial because of his musical excesses and depredations. For he dared
to expand the sca le on the kilhara by adding four tones to the eight estab
lished by Pythagoras. In a scene from the comic poet Pherecrates the per
sonification of music be:moans her outrage at the hands of Timotheus'
twelve strings: "But now comes Timotheus, who has most shamelessly
ruined and massacred me. Who is this Timotheus? asks Justice, one of the
other persons of the play. A red-haired Milesian, is the answer. He has ex·
ceeded aH the others in wickedness. He has introduced weird music like the
crawlings of an ant·heap, unharmonic with most unholy high notes and
pipings. He has filled me full of maggots like a cabbage. And once, when by
chance he met me walking alone, he disrobed me and tied me up in pieces
with twelve strings."
And for the crime of twelve strings (one account reduces the offense to
eleven strings) the Spartans drove the immoral Timotheus from their city.!
Timotheusseemingly had failed to realize(haI to dream of desirable changes
is one thing, to act upon those dreams quite another, that his fellow man's
basic credo was (and is): down with action ! BUl like all the "immorally"
inclined, Timotheus wasn't satisfied with dreams (nor has history revealed
the possible culpability in the naked fact of a "rl::d-haired Milesian"), and
as a perfectly nalUral result he found himself catapulted OnlO a Spartan
hillside by a Spartan bouncer.'

Refonn by Archylas-alld Chilla
Returning to the kss spectacular but much more far-reaching and more
basic Pythagorean excesses, we find in Archytas (c. 400 RC.), a native of
Tarentum, Italy-philosopher, mathematician, general, statesman, and
IKinkcldey, "The Harmonic Sense," in PO/MTI �J IM MIIJU: T�QCIuTl' NtflliotUlf AJsQCj�li��,
18:10, 1 1 .
P'fhe 1I.ter history or limotheUI Ihowl that he wu encouraged by the tragic dramalill
Euripida and that the Athenians "ate up" all hi' IWcJ� I(ri:lgl could offer_d
u
•
• making .n.
other Pdoponnaian War fairly inevitable.
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friend of Plato-one of if not the first to decide that reform was in order.
Archytas substituted the pure 5/4 for the unsingable Pythagorean 81/64 in
the tetrachord of the enharmonic genus, and by implication substituted all
the ratios of 5 in between-degree relationships of the hcptatonic scale. He
also replaced the 9/8 with an 8/7 in the diatonic tetrachord, and impliedly
recognized all ratiO! of 7 (in the complete enharmonic and diatonic scales)
as scale degrees (see Chapter 10).
And what had China done in the twenty-three centuries !ince Ling Lun
to break from the tyranny of its own brand of Pythagoreanism? In theory
apparendy nothing, in practice at least something. E. M. van Hornbostd
gives the ratios for a sculptured bronze kin, the "scholar's lute," dating from
before the third century RC. This involves ratios of both 5 and 7 (see page
178), which von Hornbostel. with his predilection for Pythagoreanism, rele
gates to what he calls "cosmological considerations"u-or acoustic
accuracy.
The Harmonists versus the Aristoxeneans
Sometime between Pythagoras and Archytas a school of philosophen
and mathematical theorists known as the Harmonists developed, of which
Archytas was obviously a prominent member.11 The inevitable reaction
against what seemed to be ratio-happy rampancy among the Harmonists
found its first voice in Aristoxtnus (c. 330 RC.), a native of Tarentum and a
pupil of Aristotle, and resulted in the establishment of an opposing school,
known as the Aristoxeneans. The war was on. But Aristoxenus, too, was
guilty of excesses. His thesis, that the ear, not mathematical calculation, is
the judge of musical materials (the results by caT and by small-number
ratios are of course identical) would have proved more substantial and more
consistent had he not (1) substituted a system of approximation, and then
(2) proceeded to use, like all temperers, a simple mathematical ratio, 2/1,
as his first measure.
Aristoxenus' Eit�nlJ of Harmony, which is said to be the earliest treatise
on Greek music extant, includes the following passage: "A tone is the dif
ference in compass between the first two concords, and may be divided by
three lowest denominators, as melody admits of half-tones, thirds of tones
d.r PIty,,"" 8:4l6.
,d
1·'M""iblilch� Tonay.t�m�." in H,,,irld.
IlBolh Arislolle and AristoxenUl thought eno",h or ArclI)'t&' to write biographies of hm
i ,
mc:nlioned by ancient writers bUI rlCYU found. Smith, Di&/i_J fj Grtd IfIIII Rom41I BitJptlpl!J.
1 :214.
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and quartertones, while undeniably rejecting any interval less than these.
Let us designate the smallest of these intervals as the Enharmonic diesis, the
next smallest Chromatic diesis, and the greatest a semitone."u The proto·
types of all scales engendered by a partitioning of the "tone" into "semi·
tones," "third tones," and "quartertones" had therefore been formulated as
early as the fourth century B.C. It is thus evident that from the beginning of
controversy over the relationShip of sounds the conflict was between that
which was natural, reasonable, and inherently pleasing, and that which was
easy, convenient, and without logical aural causation-a conflict that has
had no end.

Euclid the Defoter
The prolix Aristoxenean writings on intonational approximation (num·
bering 453 separate works, according to one authoritytl) have been combed
and lauded by modem history-conscious theorists defending Equal Tern·
perament. They were also combed, and meticulously deflated, by the father
i who flourished at Alexandria under Ptolemy I (ruled
of geometry, Eucld,
323-283

B.G), and who made the first "essay towards a determination of

the ratios by the supposed division of the chordu14 (division of the mono
chord in the two-2/1 "Immutable System"; see frontispiece). In a series of
point·by-point theorems in his Section of the Canon, which he figuratively
flung in the face of the Aristoxeneans, he showed, among other things, in
Theort:m 9 that six 9/8's are greater than a 2/1 by the Pythagorean "com
ma," and-just in case anyone still had any doubts-in Theorem 14 that
2/1 is less than six 9/8's by the same interval ; in Theorem 1 5 that 4/3 is less
than two and

D

half 9/8's, and that 3/2 is les.s. than three and a half 9/S's.

He then caps this particular sequence with Theort:m 16, which proves that
it is fallacious to speak of "half a tone" or "half 9/8," since 9/8 cannot be
divided in half (in allusion to the Aristoxenean halving, thirding, and
quartering of "tones"). 16 Ptolemy acidly adds, in effect, "If the AristoxenIlISchJaingu, "Further Notes on ArillOxenu. and Mu.iel.l 1ntervals:' in CllUm41 Qwartn!1,

7:7:88. Funk and Wagnalil' NW} SllnIdt.d Dicljtmar.1 calb a diesis one of tc:vc:ral intervab varying

from a tc:mitone to a quarterton<: in width. Sehle.ingeT IpeakJ of the diesis as an "introduction"
to another genus. TJu G,,�I: AJIII, 205.
l'Smith, Di&tillMlY IIj G,nk 41111. Rom... Billlrll''''', 1 :144.
HHawkins, Hislllr.1 �J t1w smllU 11114 Pr«tin GJ Musit, 1 :20.
\tDavy. ultnl, 2:276-277, 282-284; Johnton, Musical Pi/d, SO-51. But in hi. EJ",,,nls,
n
i the ninth of the .iXlh," Eueiid prov;da a rormu� Ihat can be .d'pted to the division of 9/8
or any Olher interval intO MI__g<:omctrically (.ce Chapter 6). The proor or ll>eorem 16
"
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eans cannot find something better let them use what mathematics pro
vide."a Euclid also called the intervals of

1

and

3 (2/1, 3/2, 4/3)

con

sonant, the first clear statement of this idea.17

Eralosthtnes, and Further Reforms
Whereas Euclid's contributions to musical science were mostly defen
sive, although aggressively S0, those of Eralosthtnt! (276-196 B.C.), a native
of Cyrene (Africa), were definitely creative. Eratosthenes, who was director
of the famous library at Alexandria,

was

not only a musical philosopher, but

an astronomer, geographer, cartographer, and inventor of astronomical in
struments.lt In music he is generally credited with substituting the good-to
the--ear 6/5 for the more difficult Pythagorean

32/27

in his chromatic genus

tetrachord, although this interval was implied by Archytas in his enhar
monic scale. Also, Eratosthenes emerges as the first notable proponent of
the Arithmetical Proportion, determining both his enharmonic and chro
matic tetrachords on the basis of aliquot divisions of a string (see Chapter
IQ). All of Eratosthenes' writings are lost; it isonly from the pages of Ptolemy
that we derive what we know of his musical work.

King Fang Anticipates Mercator-Di4Jmus
To preserve chronology a geographic break must be made, back to that
isolated but fructiferous civilization China, and a contemporary of Eraamounu 10 lhe proposition that 9/8, being a superparlicular ralio, cannoc be divided by a "mean
propol'lional," Ihal iI, cannol be divided inlo equal aural paru by rMiDl of rational numbe....
The geornettie divilion dcmon&trated in the "ninth of the lixth" iI a lurd. The only ratiDl thal
an be divided into equal aural paru by ralios of rational numbers arc of courlC chose n
i which
ooch numberl arc multiplel-for elUlmple, 9/4 {3/2 X 3/2), 16/9 (4/3 X 4/3), 81/64 (9/8 X
9/8).
'''fOIT, "Creek Music," in Ox/"" Hilf",.) of Mwir, InlrociuetOl"y Volume, S.
IJA.J. EUiI in HcJmholtz, StlUofiolU oJ T_, 226n; Johnson, MusiroJ Pi/d, SO-SI. Pythagor..
may have upreacd the idea or consonance: (ICe HawkiN, Sci�IIt, .1IIi P,«li£, oJ Musu, 1 ;10), but
none of hit wrhingll h
.. come down to UI, our informacion ",garding hiJ thcorin being derived
from the writingl of the group lootcly termed Pythagorunl, of whom Euclid was one. Euclid
defined consonance IU "the blending of a higher with a IowCf tone," and dis:lonancc .. "incapaeily
to mix, when two tones cannot blend, buc appear rough to the car." JohnlOn calli Euclid', "the
earliut ltatement in which the ratio. arc e1<plidty given for the mUlical COlllOnaneu." Whether
E.uclid and the C....eka in Seneral went beyond the ral;OI ot J iu reCUilu;z;u8 s
.)mpMllilli, or con
sonance., it much debated. Schlcsinger (11 Ewop'OIl Mwulfl TMor.) intJ,blltl to W Ar"�I! 10)
statcs Ratly t�C ecruin rat;OII of S ("chirda") were called I.)mpltlmj"i, but wilh a eOnJ«utive, not
a limultaocous connotation, which s
i not at all the: modern XI>IC: and therefore ....Iid only inan
evolutionary pct1pcctive-u 11 Itep along the way.
"Smith, Du/i_7 of Cre.1: .ntJ R_,," Bi"p""".). 2:44-<41.
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tosthenes,

King Fang

(royalty not implied), who anticipated by some eight�

een centuries the discovery of the fifty-three "cycle" of 3/2'5 in the West. U

King Fang calculated exactly the proportional numbers for Hi that would

give a scale based on a succession of sixty 3/2's and observed that the fifty

fourth Hi was practically identical with the first

(3.6 cents above).20 This

very early discovery by King Fang is particularly noteworthy when we con
sider that the fifty-three "cycle" has been the subject of much conjecture in
recent decades and has been the theoretic basis for at least three new har

moniums. Leaving this brief excursion into China we return to the now
Roman-engulIed Greeks and Didymus, academic philosopher of Nero's time
(ruled 54-68 AD.), who gave his name to another "comma," 8 1/80

(21.5 cents), the difference between two between-degree relationships9/8 and lO/9-in his diatonic tetrachord. Besides introducing the logical
9/8-10/9 combination in the diatonic scale, Didymus substituted the
easier·to·hear 16/15 for 28/27 in the diatonic genus,21 and in so doing
anticipated Claudius Ptolnnaew, or Pto/em) (139 A.D.-?).

Ptolerny the Investigatur
Ptolemy (not to be confused with the Ptolemy Dynasty, terminating
with Cleopatra), a native of Alexandria, was a mathematician, astronomer,
geographer, and-most important for us-a repository of musical theory
and a ratio thinker of no mean pretensions. n In his

Harmonicsu h e

con·

demned both Pythagorean and Aristoxenean intonations, the first as im·
proper reasoning and the second as something even worse. U
I�uter, TAnry vf EIKIlt1iN, T�"tJlity, 31.
l'Ba:rbour, "Equal Temper'me!'>t," 137-08.
" H.wkins, Histm-y vf tlu Scitlll:t IIJId PrQ(tit. vf MlUit, 1 :32.
"In Iddition 10 reforming Ihe Gm:k moc:I� Ptokmy '00 give the poIitions or I ,022 Itill'll
in the CORIleilaliom, dcvitcd I Jet or paraUeb and meridians, and (u though th;' were I10t
eftOUlh for onc lifdimc), mlde map' orlhe world which were IIle final authodty for IOmC twelve
i volved a wide: undcrat�tion of the earth'. cireum.
hundred yca.n .fieT hiJ death. TI>cIc n
ng
rennee, thus pcnuading Columbus lhat • ...cateTn puugc to India. w
.... re....ible and leadi
n
i evitably to lhe diJcovery or Amcru. Smith, Did'__y 'f Gm! "114 R.m",. Bi.""p!ty, 3:S77, S79.
"The HtJrmrmicJ iJ rcpretCnled by a 1652 edition edited by the German philologill Md.
bomiUJ, a 1682 edition by the Engliahman Dt-. John Wallis, prepared rrom a manuscripl in the
original Greek in the Bodleia n Library (H.wkinl, ScitTlt, ,,114 PrQ(I;U of Mw;" 1:86), .nd • later
edition by W.UiJ which intludel Porphyry'. commentary (Smith, Di{tioM'.'I of Gmt ,,"" R_.lJ�
Bi" '''/lily, 3;S73). AU three cditiorlll are in Latin. Throughout the H"""""'�1 Ptolcmy giVCI rllll
credit 10 hb predt:u:MHi, .bo\!t whole mUlic:a.1 tbewia. and particularly thole of Arc:hyl.l.J,
EratOlthcnea, .00 Didymus:, we would othawiJc:: know little or nothing.
HH.wkiN, Hislory vf tIu Sco',If&, fIIIJ Pr.tia vf MIU�, 1 :83-85.
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Specifically, Ptolemy tended to translate Greek musical scales into ratios
of the smallest numbers compatible with the nature and esthetic purpose of
each; he defined the scale that was to become the basis of harmonic mwic
in later Europe (the Ptolemaic Sequence), and he stipulated or implied the
whole body of ratios based on the

11

limit in his interpretations of scales

10). Thus he anticipated,
1 1 limit of Monophony.

(see Chapter
specific, the

though in- a manner much less

The number of outstanding men famous for other work who undertook
to influence musical thinking is a notable feature of this age in the West;
astronomers, geometers, geographers, philosophers, statesmen, expressed
themselves in no quibbling terms on current musical philosophies. It is diffi
cult to escape a feeling of depression in contrasting the present-day attitude.
Even when modern writers in fields other than music are impelled to discuss
it, or are obliged to skirt it because it impinges upon their subject, one reads
between their lines : " . . . but of course I am not a musician, and current
usage in the art of music is not for me to debate." Plato, Aristotle, Euclid,
and Ptolemy stood in no such awe.

Stmilones and Asses-Back 10 China
From the century following Ptolemy one more Greek name may be
cited, the last in practically a thousand years of contributions to the science
of music.

Porphyry (c. 233-304), a native of Syria and

philosopher of the neo

Platonic school, was a prolific writer on many subjects. U A single quotation
from his work on music will serve. In his commentary on Ptolemy, where he
is discussing the Aristoxcnean constituents of

4/3,

he says (here para

phrased): "What is left after taking two whole tones from

4/3 is no

more a

semitone than a mule is a semi_ass."2'
Porphyry was the last of the Gr«:k contributors to the controversy over
the science of intonation, but he is far from representing the end of the
Greek influence, for the repercussions of the chords struck by Pythagoras,
Aristoxenus, Ptolemy, and many others of their culture have nevcr ceased.
Leaving Pto!emy and the Greek world for the time being, we turn to the

Chinese Ho

Tcheng- Tien (c. 370-447),

who anticipated twelve-tone Equal

"He WI"Ole a fifleen_book Irealise againsl the Chrislian religion which led 10 Emperor
ON:Ier, in 388, for Ihe burning of his booka. Smilh, Du/ittNn,7 of G,ul; Gn4 Romu
BiitftG/IA,7. 3:500 ; HawkiN ,�. ,i/., 1:89.
"Pan:tI. QlWtiOltS ttj MlUicGi n.n.,7, 55.

�itQ'
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Temperament in Europe by about thirteen centuries. Ho gave string
lengths for such a scale, in which the maximum deviation from equally
tempered degrees was 9 cents. n Ho's scale, however, seems to have been
achieved more by Ho's ear than by formula. In arriving at the mathe·
matical formula China and Europe were virtually simultaneous, but, as onc
might expect, China arrived with greater exactitude (see below).

China and Greece-Loci ofImpetus
It is interesting to see how the geographic seuing of these men of musical
science swings about the earth, resting lransiently only where a civilization
is vital, imbued with the spirit of investigation and controversy. On the basis
oC available records priority goes to the Chinese; imagination and insight to
the Greeks . The Greek influence was borne eastward directly and via the
Byzantine Empire into Arabia, Persia, and India, and westward via the
Arabs and the Roman Church into modern Euro�. The Chinese influence
is both more limited and more conjectural, but probably extended east
ward to Korea and Japan, and southward to the peninsulas and islands of
the Far East. The two early cultures of Greece and China to a large extent
delineated the musical acoustical thought of the entire civilized world.u
Th, Arab

Link

The thousand years' blackout during which Europe lapsed into auto
matic cant derived from (and automatic can't because of) Aristotle and
Ptolemy was not an entirely sterile millennium as regards the science of
music. Shortly before the Arabic conquest of the Mediterranean region
<al�al the LutiJI (d. 720), a performer and composer, and only incidentally a
theorist. reformed the largely Pythagorean intonation of the ancient and
Persian "fretting" of the instrument. tt He relied some of the lute ligatures,
moving them closer to the natural intervals most gracious to the ear. Among
these were $('!veral ratios of 1 1 , namely 12/11, 16/11, 18/11. 10
In changing the ancient tuning, Zalzal played the role that Archytas
had filled in relation to Pythagoras, but he was followed by no Euclid, EraITBarbour, "Equ.1 Temper.ment," 138.

1'The Clttcnl or G�ek inHucncc is clearly ,hown inSchJesinger" "The Greek Found'lioN

ofthe Theory 01 Music," in MIUi&Gi StaNitlltl, voluma 27 .nd 28 (1926).
u£lliI, "Musical Sc.ln or Various Naltonl;' in J_N11 oJ tJu s.ri�g oJ A,u.
in Helmhol!:r., &nsoti4N .J T_. 281n.
"Ibid., 516.
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tosthenes, or Ptolemy, and despite the fact that the science of music was a
course of study in Arabic institutions (Western schools of music note well !)
Arabic theory fell into a groove of Pythagoreanism from which it has seem
ingly never extricated itself.
Still one more theorist of the early Mohammedan world must be heard,
Aljarabi (870-950) . In his Kilab ai Musiqi he writes : "The aim of a writer in
every theoretical art should be determined by three axioms: the first, a com
plete statement of fundamental principles. The second, the ability to eluci
date what follows from these principles. Third, the ability to combat errors
which meet him in that science, and strength to restrict the opinions of
others, to discriminate between the right and the wrong, and to rectify the
imperfections of those whose opinions are obscure."u
Unfortunately the record as yet reveals no significant musical contribu·
tion springing from these words of wisdom, and the work of AJfarabi and
subsequent Arabic theorists seems to be of value simply as a repository of
Greek learning and a source of information. The fretting of the Southern
Tambour of Bagdad, one bit of such information provided by Alfarabi
which greatly excited the nineteenth-cemury Riemann, was theoretically
divided into forty equal parts, with five frets at the nut. n Whether or not
there is a historical connection, this is an expansion of the first three degrees
of Eratosthenes' enharmonic tetrachord (see Chapter 10), derived from the
same Arithmetical Proportion.
Thus up to this point the Harmonical Proportion, the Arithmetical Pro
portion, Pythagoreanism, and the approximations of Aristoxenus are the
chief ideas that figure in the story of the science of music. From here on the
names of the ideas will begin to change and there will be greater precision
in details. Nevertheless the same four ideas are to be the bones of contention
for a thousand years more, for they are very much gnawed over by theorists
even today.

The Medieval World Cate/us On
In the frocked men of the Roman Church medieval Europe found the
first agents of a vitality that was to rouse it from its intellectual lethargy.
Franco of Cologru (a person of obscure identity, placed uncertainly from the

:IlH. G. Farmu, Hisl",�1Il F,dsJ'" du AT<lhiml MwrJ 11Ijburtt;" 67�8 (quotcd by pcrmilllion
of William Reeves, Ltd.). SchlQingu shoWl that thill iI in part at least a ",ewr;tc" of Ariltox
enua. "Greek Founc.1ationl of the Theory o( MUlic," in Mwlll SIMJ.J, 27:63.
i Hclmholtt, S,rtlllliaru IIj T_, 517, 521; F.nner, ATdiml Mwlll lrt}ltu1lu, 232-234.
"EUiI n
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eleventh to the thirteenth century) and the English monk Waiter Odington
(c. 1240-1280) examined the common practice of singing in closer har
mony than 2/1's and 3/2's, and decided that the intervals of this new pop
ular art (faux h(nJ.rdon). or some of them, were "imperfect consonances."u
That it is not entirely clear just what Odington stood for is at least partly
the fault of Odington. In classifying his "concords of discoros/' some of
which, he observes. "are smoother than others," he remarlu insouciantly,
"but.which comes first is no care of mine.""
Odington stated that consonant "thirds" had the ratios 5/4 and 6/5 and
that singers used them intuitively rather than the Pythagorean ratios 81/64
and 32/27, as measured on the monochord." The popular harmonies of
faux court/on, then already at least a century old, at forced an academic re
examination of the Euclidean dictum that consonance was limited to the
number 3. Sensing the phenomenon of tonality, Odington also mentions the
"major" chord, possibly for the first time in the history of music theory. But
he gives it as 64:81 (for 80):96:128, in Pythagorean form, which-consid
ering that the Pythagorean ratios are a travesty of the small-number ratios
they are intended to represent-may be aptly termed "imperfect."n
In a catalogue of English learned men of the order of Saint Benedict
appears the following paragraph : "Waiter, monk of Evesham, a man of fa
cetious wit, who applying himself to literature . . . used at spare hours to
divert himself with the decent and commendable diversion of rnusick, to
render himself the more chearful for other duties; whether at length this
drew him offfrom other studies I know not, but there appears no other work
of his than a piece intitled Of the Speculation of Musick."n

Indian Voice Off-Stage
For another delightful quotation and a bit of relief from the men of ra
tios we cross to far-away India. A contemporary ofOdington, the renowned
'lJidmhohz, Stnr.�NN .j T_. 190. 196; Hughc., n
i the OX/lWd Hum" f>/Mw.sit. Introductory
VOh.lI1lC, 129. Kinkddc.y n:v.:u that the tc.rm "imperfc.ct coNOnanca'· as applic.d to "thircit"
i. dcrlv.:d from a mu.ic. treatitc of about l1SO. "The. Harmonic. Scrue," in P�/"tl f>/ IM AllUit

T'(JI;/wrJ' J(lIliOMI ASIOci.lio", 18:13.
u/6U1., 14.
uHarbour, "Equal Temper.ment," 12.

"'Van den BorTC:n, "Myateryof Faux_BounlonSolvcd," in AfuitGJTi_I, 70:317; Schlainsc:T ,
"Gred: Foundatio....." in MIUit:tU SIIINiIlTli, 27:209.
ITKinkc.Jdey, "The Humonic Sentc:," in Pnf"rs QJ IIu Alruit: T'tMMtS' N�tiD�.1 AsrDti.,illn,
18:14-1 S; CombMicu, MllIit-11I /.Gws .Ni �lIlio", 116.
" .Ni Pr«IUI ./ AlIUU, 1 :184.
"HawkiN. HUI/Iry ./ tJw ScU..
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theorist Sarangdev oJ K'llhmir (thirteenth century), in his work on music,
Sangit RalnaA:ar. gives the following directions for tuning the vina: " Ve� 1 2 :
Take two vinas with 22 wires each and tune as follows : Let the first wire
give the lowest possible tone, the next a little higher, and so on, so that be·
tween the tones given by any two adjacent wires a third tone is
impossible."u

Zal"al Survives, in Name On!l
On the way back to Europe. stopping to inquire what transpired in the
Arabic world after Zalzal and Alfarabi, we find two theorists. Mahmoud
(d. 1315) and Ahdulqadir (fourteenth century), who were obviously deeply
troubled. In fact, they were appalled-in contemplating the six hundred
years of practical use of Zalzal's fretting of the lute-by so many centuries
of unrelieved Pythagoreanless ZaJzalia (Zalzal had substituted smaller
number ratios for the Pythagorean ratios of the ancient tuning).
Thought Mahmoud and Abdulqadir, "My, my-this will never do!"
as they added three consecutive 3/2's below the nine consecutive 3/2's
below 1/1 which they already had in the ancient tuning of the lute. 40 Thus
they could preserve at least a suggestion of Zalzal's tones at the same time
that they gave them a Pythagorean motif, which Zalzal had partially
abandoned, with a nice string of sixteen 3/2'5. Just what they intended
to do with them, having got them, history has not told, but as a fitting cap
to their dark deed Mahmoud and Abdulqadir affixed the label "Zalzal"
on some of their ratios; Zalzal's tones were thus reconciled with the theo
rists' Pythagorean predilections. Such is the evolution of the Arabic seven
teen-tone scale (see the next chapter).

Fatal Day in Halbmtadt
Back in western Europe, in the cathedral of the Saxon city of Halber
stadt, on February 23 of the year 1361, an organ-builder by the name of
Nicholas Faber completed the construction of an organ with thrce man"Qemenu,

lruJian M!U�, 53.

Ellil obiervtl 0"","(>.1 if th, Society o
f Arlr,

33:489, 490)

that

Indian trtatilel "oltentatioully e.chew arithmetic," and add. that "I()me muaieianl, like the

Indian, repudiate all measurement and all arithmetic from the

first,

and leave everything to

thcjudgment of the ear." Up to a certain point, ofeourK, arithmetie and an acute ear accompliah
exactly the ..me relu]u.
t'Hclmholtz, S,/U(J/i...... .
f
tM Socitly of Am,

_d.

T,,", 282. Ellis calls the procedure "fourths" upward tJ-rt4J 'f
33:495), which as • lOurce of scale degreel ;1 Iynonymoua with "fifthl" down.
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uals,4 1 the third of which was selected by some inscrutable destiny to send
its descendants over the face of the earth and to make them the procreaton
of virtually all musical thought. This instrument-commonly known as the
Halberstadt Organ-had as its third manual a series of nine front keys

DlACRAW 20.-Tallto MANUAL OF THE HALBERSTAOT OROAI'f
(Reproduced

from Praetorius' $J1Itagma Musicum, 1619)

(the two highest were "octaves") and five raised rear keys in groups of

twos and threes, as shown in Diagram

20. Here is the proto 7-White-

5-Black !

The front keys were three inches wide and were probably played with
the whole hand; the raised rear keys ("blacks") were two and a half inches
above the lower keys ("whites"). Apparently they were not different in
color.n

Th, Keyboard-Apple in &ltn
At the time of its creation the Halbentadt manual of destiny was no

more than a crude physical thing. The tones which were to conceive its
soul had nOl yet appeared, although the seeds of approximation-fated

to be the agent of conception -, which had been blowing about on sterile
soil ever since Aristoxenus, found a niche in the next century, the fifteenth,
and began to germinate.
The Spaniard

Bartolomeus Rami! de Pareja, who published his Musica

Practica in 1482, is widely credited (or discredited) as the lint temperer.

"We have made all our divisions very easy," wrote Ramis of his division
'IC,_', DUtiMtJq, 7;741, 742.
uJ�i4. 'Ihe tc:nn "proto" appliQ to the ph)'lllcal arrangement olthe Ieven 'in 'UCCa$ion with
the five in 1fOUP' orthrtt and two; il doe. not rcreT 10 00101'. The fint instance ofthe u.e or black
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of the monochord. These " easy" divisions were actually certain just ratios-

5/4 and 10/9, (or example-substituted for the accepted Pythagorean
tuning, which was "tiresome for singers and irksome to the mind."u This
hardly constitutes temperament, either in fact or in attitude, but the break
with Pythagoreanism had been made, and by the close of the next century
there is hardly a

musica praclica that does not present theories tooled by the

"practical" hand of adulteration. Theorists were pretty generally aware of
the felicity of just intervals on their monochords but nevertheless were
impelled to remember the

musita practica.

To the blind German organist Arnold SelUiek and the astronomer

Hmrieus G,ammaleus seem to be due whatever honors

are

reserved for the

fint articulation of temperament. Early in the sixteenth century both gave
tuning rules or formulas, Schlick an analysis of a current tuning practice
for organs which was a precursor of Meantone Temperament, and Gram
mateus a proposal for rendering the tones of the black keys into equal aural
parts, by Euclid's "ninth of the sixth."H
Without the help of weighty academic theory musicians were thus
demanding and getting solutions for the already pressing problem of key
boards, which Europe's musicians were determined to have. It was the
European people's love of the simultaneous sounding of the intervals of 3
and 5 that created harmonic music and showed Just Intonation in its most
l"e<luliful application, and i t was harmonic music, through its seemingly
essential keyboards, that relegated these same intervals to the ash-heap as
a conscious practice and a science.
In the sustained tones of the organ the human consciousness heard the
simple consonances as it possibly had never heard them before, at the same
time that it began to realize how tremendous was the problem of applying
them to keyboards with anything like the freedom of intonation which
inheres in the voice. Theorists and builders of organs undoubtedly wanted
and while 10 diuinguish the KY'm from the live �nI$ to have been tbe OfJan ofthe Bare£ooced
Frian' OI.urch at Nuremberg, built in 1475, in which p<'CXnt convention wat: revened-tbe
lower Kven being black and tbe upper five white, a practice that prevailed for tome three hun.
dred yean, to the cnd of the eighteenth «ntury. Ibid., 3:745.
"Jama MUl'Tay Harbour, "Equal Temperament: tu Hutory from Ramu (1482) to R..meau
(1737)" (I'DI. tbc.iI), 28a. A W'OI'd mull be ..id n
i appreciation of thu W'OI'k, �« of much of
the material in thu chapler. '!ne detailed aa:ounu of mutical thewiea in lhe period defined by
the title, and the many deightrul
l
quotationt, are a .ignificant ICr\li« to lCho1anhip. "IlIa1
Harbour'. altitude u Itrongly in Cavor of temperament and 0ppoKd 10 JUlt Intonation iI baidc
the point. It i. highly gratifyi", that a work 10 dc.:r\ling brought iu author the dcgTCC or Ph.O.
uTbid., 32, 41, 42.
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to apply the Just Intonation of the Ptolemaic Sequence (although they
never called it that, and possibly by no name at all), but they were pre
vented from doing so by the limitations of (1) comprehension; (2) the
mechanics of instrument construction;

(3) the hand; and (4) the familiar

notation (which had been in the course of evolution ever since the days of
the Greek-letter symbols).

Salinas-and the Enharmonic (on Paper)
Probably the first theorist of this early period to examine the problem
of keyboards with any profundity was the blind organist, writer, and
professor, Francisco

de So.linas (1513-1590), a Spaniard who spent most of

his life in Italy. It is interesting to note that from this time until the close
of the nineteenth century nearly every important theorist considered tem
perament in keyboards inevitable (with the potentiality of parallel modula
tions as a sop to the ear), whatever his general acoustical attitude. And it is
also interesting to observe how captivated the Renaissance theorists were
with the enharmonic genus of the ancient Greeks, with its "microtonal"
scale degrees-not quite comprehensible, not quite attainable in the every
day musical world, and-thoroughly fascinating.
In his voluminous

De Musica Salinas considered the Greek theoretical

works in the utmost detail, diagrammed the three genera (considered the
enharmonic the most perfectU), described several temperaments, some in
use in organs of his time, and invented at least one temperament of nineteen
tones. U Regarding Meantone Temperament, which Salinas is widely
cr@:dited with devising,H a contemporary wrote : "For in order that the
four consonances {'thirds' and 'sixths'] may be made sweeter, it was neces
sary that one, namely the fifth, should be altered."u The current tem
peraments varied, then (for the most part), according to how much the
"fifths" were altered to make the "thirds" sweeter. To obtain a "sweet"

5/4 two "mean tones" were employed, the mean being computed between
10/9 and 9/8, since 10/9 X9/8=5/4.4I
"Hawkins, HiJIQ(.1 of the 5.',nt:e and PrDClin of Mrui" 1 :414.
"Barbour, "Equal Temperament," 97, 98.
'?'JOe germ of thil tuning idea wu enunciated by Schliek .ome deeadet previously, u wc
haY!: leen, and Barbour telb US that the ')'Item wu adequately repruented few practical musicians
by PieU"O Amn in152). Itn"., 47-48.
"lit;"., 112.
"Thil wlls the prletice in the IOoCoIlled "qulrter comma" tuning; that il, nlOIt ofthe " fifths"
were a "quarter comma" (5.4 cent.) flat. Thil temperament became general for organ tuning
•
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Since, unlike Equal Temperament, Meantone intonation was not a
"closed" system, but one in which the "3/2's" were 5.4 cents flat at best
and the "6/5's" were 5.3 cents flat at best, its triads fel l naturally into two
groups: "good" and "bad" (see Chapter 17). And although the sixteen
"good" triads (eight "major" and eight "minor") were on the whole acous
tically superior to the triads of Equal Temperament, the eight "bad"
triads irked keyboard musicians. And, as is well known, they eventually
threw Meantone's virtues out the window for triads without contrast-all
equally "bad" and equally "good."

Vicentino Gets Beyond Paper
Despite (or because of) Salinas' erudition, and his preoccupation with
the Greek genera, compromise was his only tack. Unlike many theorists,
he had abundant excuse for leaving his enlightening analyses on paper, for
he was blind, but he chose to condemn those who did not. The "Archi
cembalo" of Don .Nicola

Vicentino (c. 1 550), a harpsichord

type of instrument

with thirty-one tones to the 2/1 in six banks of keys, built with the avowed
pU'rpose of reviving the ancient Greek genera, had few or no friends among
the erudite. U Although Vicentino's instrument was said to have been

played with "wonderful skill" by the organist of a duke, and although
two organs after this model were later built, one at Rome under orders

from the Cardinal of Ferrara, 'I Vicentino found the learned musicians of
his time massed in a phalanx against him. Wrote one of them, " I have often
wondered at the confidence of Vicemino, who although he could not but
be sensible that he _had but slender, or rather no learning and knowledge
throughout Europe and penisu:d in England ... late as 18SO. EUiI in Hdmhoilz, Smrali� af
Tan.t:, 549.
oOHawkins, HUlary "l JJu ScUIIU 11114 hadiu af MlUiI:, 1 :)95, 415-416. According to Barbour,
Vicentino'. theory and the tuning or hit inatrumc:nt were IOmewhat at odda. According to his
theory he uxd ratio. with numbcn through 22, excluding 1 7 .nd 19, and including, or c:ourse,
.uch •• tiot .. 11/9, 9f7, 8f7, 1-4/13,.nd 13/12. But the luning waupeeified .. thal or "common
practice," which would indicale . meantOne n
i tonation with "firt�" flailed by ....rying amounu.
The Archicembalo'. digitab were in lix "orders." The fint order h.d seven white keys, the aeeond
order five black keYl, and the third seven "Iharped" or "flatted" keys. To thill point it was no
different rrom the nineteen.tone inatrumenu dcteribed by SaUnas and Zarlino (see below).
However, the fourth and fifth orde., were called "enharmonie," .nd had ICven and five keys
rcapeetively. The .ixth order, of seven keys, was • duplication of the fint. Barbour, "Equal
Temperament," 63, 65, 67.
IIHawki.... , Hulary lll IIw ScUll" rwJ hlKtil:� Ilj Mwil:, 1 :446. Kinkddey tays the inatrument
was relegated "to the Duke of Ferrara'. muxum of curious musical instrumenu." PD./Jt11 I IIw
Mum T,IKMtI' Nlltiana{ Allwiati!lll, 18:24.
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of antiquity, nevertheless did not hesitate to undertake so great a work.
But

I

cease to wonder when I �flect on that Greek sentence: • Ignorance

makes men bold, but learning timid and slow.' ''

Two hundred years

later Hawkins remarks that "it seems hardly yet determined whether his
IVicentino'sJ ingenuity or his absurdity be the �ater."u All of which
inevitably recalls the sharp humor of Rousseau: "Whatever he does, he
is bound to be wrong for two reasons, the one because he is an inventor ;
the other, because he has to do with musicians,"u

Zarlin<>-th< Farthright Monophonist
Another of Vicentino's disparagersH was

GiostJlt <arlino

(1517-1590),

the Venetian monk and canon of Chioggia, Saint Mark's, astronomer and
mathematician. Despite his criticism of Vicentino, Zarlino ranks as the
first forthright Monophonist and the first, moreover, to maintain that the
Harmonical and Arithmetical Proportions
cal schema. U

are

inherent in the same musi

In view of the new feeling of tonality in music some statement of the

Monophonic idea was inevitable; its first formula Wa! Zarlino's "senario,"
the consecutive numbers 1-2-3-4--5-6. These, in successive-number ratios
(2/1-3/2-4/3-5/4--6/5)

were the simplest consonances, said

Zarlino;

"composites" within 6, as, for example, 5/3(4/3 X5/4 = 5/3), were next
simplest; and "composites" involving an even number higher than 6-for
example, 8/5 (4/3 X6/5 =8/5)-were next simplest. He held that the Har·
monical Proportion-expressed as a string and fractional parts thereof
(1-1 /2-1/3-1 /4-1/5-1/6)-is the source of "major," and that the Arith
metical Proportion -expressed as equal parts of a string (1 -2-3--4-5-6)
is the source of "minor" tonality; the "minor" scale, he stated, naturally
descends (the harmony of the "minor>! triad is 6-5-4), whereas the "major"
naturally ascends. He called prime numbers higher than 6 irrational,
comparing the integers 1 to 6 to the six sides of a cube; as there is no
seventh side to the cube there is none in music. 51
l'Hawkbu. 0;. nl., 1 :219, 196.

"PaTnt. Q.utillRS .j Mwlll TIw/ll7,
claimed dilcovery of a new mode.

v.

RoUlleolu Wal

uHawkiru, 0;. nt., 1:41Sn.
"Shirlaw, T/vGr� oJ Har_�, lS, l8.
"Ibid., lS, 19-4I, 46; Meyer. MIlSid.1I's Arillt",lIu, 81.

.peaking or a COffill<*r who had
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Although Zarlino considered the Ptolemaic Sequence the "natura'"

scale, ahhough h e decried Aristoxenean irrationality, n and although his

extensive lhcorelkal works" give diagrams of two keyooards, olle of seven

teen and the other of nineteen tones to the

2/1, n obviously looking toward

greater resources, he himself subscribed to approximation for keyboards
and lutes, and joined the company which is fOrever ready to greet each
new nonplussed theorist. Zarlino's attitude toward temperament was
nevertheless essentially negative. In correcting Galilei's oversimplified
formula for a fretting of the lute in twelve equal tones (sce below) Zarlino
protected his flank (rom Galilei's attack and showed himself a skilled mathe
matician at the same time. He gave, by means o f a diagram, a "tempera
mentally" correct solution to the lute's fretting.

&0

Th, Frets of Galilei
Zarlino's championing of the Ptolemaic Sequence reveals clearly both
a fact and a delusion regarding music theory of the Middle Ages. The fact
is that theoretical intervals were based, not on the Ptolemaic &quence, but
on the Pythagorean Sequence;6t the delusion is that singers of the Middle
Ages ever used such a sequence except when forced to do
so tuned,

so

by instruments

The extensive attachment to Pythagorean theory reveals itself in many
ways, among others in the attack on Zarlino by a former pupil,

Vinu�o

GoWn' (died c. 16(0),on the grounds that another theorist, Lodovico Fogliano
(c_ 1530), not Zarlino, was the first to "introduce" Ptolemy's "Intense"
uHawkins, Hi
lllXJ #/ tJu Sci.JtC� IINI Pr«liu ".I Mw,

nT�I" rolna Ju R. M. Gio/,ff. <-o,li""
in 1589.

do

Ch'#l&ia,

1 :)99.
complete edition, published at Venice

•'1bc iIIumalion 01 a nineteen-lone instrument in u 1" ,,,./i_ flat_i,1u (Venice, t 562),
pp. 140-141, .hOWl a two-2/t range, the "blael<l" being doubled and onc of each pair actually
white, and in addition a lingle railed white key between "8-0" and "E-F." Zarlino duigned
the insltument 10 lhow that "anyone an make in the future an i",ltument limilar to the onc
which I ha'<e demonstrated . . . because I havt: onc .uch n
i strument made in Venice in . . . 1548
in order to Jee in what way the chromatic and enhumanie harmoniel would relult. It wal a
clavichord . . . in which not only the major ,emiton� but abo all the minor onel arc divided
into two parts." Ibid.
'oe.arbour, "Equal Temperament," g9-90; Shirlaw, Tlufn'y of Harmony, B; Miller, AlIltJQlllf
flis/fn'y 0/ SOUtr4, H, )4.
" $chlelingcr attributes the theoretically "high impr imatur" of thillCale in the Middle Age
mind to a "miltaken origin in TIu C"a/i#� �J /M Scul, by the Pythagorean philOlOpher TimaeUl."
I1 &<r#/l.a� Mwual TIuIXJ INltbltd ID IIu Arab,? 4.
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into Italy. at All seemed to overlook the reiteration of the basic intervals of
the Ptolemaic Sequence in the form
1/1

10/9

10/9

9/8

5/4

16/15

./3

centuries before by Hucbald (840-930)." That it required fourteen cen·
tUTies for the Western musical world to discover Ptolemy for its practical
musical purposes, when his scales had never ceased to be part of our direct
heritage, U is comment enough on the dark age!.
But the Ptolemaic Sequence, even when rediscovered, seemed to fit
the construction and playing of the lute no more felicitowly than it did
the keyboard. Galilei, a practical lutenist and the father of Florentine
monody (see Chapter 1), believed that he had solved the puzzle of a con·
stant numerical ratio for his frets. I divide then the whole line AB into
18 parts," he wrote in 1581, "and . . . at the end of the first part, I place
the first fret. I divide anew the remainder of the string into the same
number of parts and at the same band below the first I place the second
fret: and in the same way the entire line remaining below the fret! is to
be divided, even to the 12th fret. This brings me to the midpoint of the
whole string; the first and lower octave thereof I find I have divided into
twelve equal semitones and six tones, as said by Aristoxenus.""
Galilei's statement about his "midpoint" is of course: wrong-the
twelfth fret would be: slightly more than 12 cents below the midJXlint, the
2/t-but considering the degradation of the consonances in the successive
intervals 18/17-18/17-18/17, etc., there seems to be: something of a quibble
in the concern of Galilei's critics over his degradation of the "octave," the
2/1, his "midpoint." At any rate, here is the best successive·number
ratio that can represent the "semitone." or 1/12 of a 2/1; it! exposition
by Galilei is a milestone in the evolution of fretted instruments.
"

"

"

China Wins the 12th Root of2 by a Nose
Meanwhile China, which had hardly anything to compare with
Europe's surge of harmonic music, nevertheless could still pace Europe: on
"Shirlaw, Tlttw.1 -.f H_.1, 208.

1'SchlClingtt, "Greek Foundaliona of Ihe Theory o( Muaic," in MIUi&IIl Slat>4ari, 27:177.
l"SchIesingcr .boWl the extenl of co�ousnal of the Greek heritage. l6i1/., 27:109.
ItBarbolU',"EqualTemperamenl," 106-108i this and other puPgCII from thu di.enalion are
quoted by panliIIKm of the al.ldlOl'.
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the score of theory. In

1596 Prince Chu Tsai.-yii

published a work in which

he gave string lengths for twelve-tone Equal Temperament "with absolute

correctness to nine places." Of the prince's accomplishment a contemporary
modern theorist reminds us that "the computation would have to lx=gin,

for certain tones, with numbers containing

108

zeros, of which the 12th

root would have to be extracted. as Mersenne did, by taking the square
root twice and then the cube root. This lengthy and laborious procedure
was followed without error.""

Prince am was puzzled by the discrepancy between the traditional

just tuning of the kin, the "scholar's lute" (see Chapter

10),

and the

mil

lenniums-old series of twelve lil, of Pythagorean genesis. "I reflected day

and night upon that difficulty," he said, "and one morning I suddenly saw

the light." Deciding that the In were intended by the ancient theorists to

give only approximate sounds, the prince determined to make them less
approximate. The "'ight" -fiItering through no less than
in effect the formula

108

zeros-was

t'l2,"and the ratio 1 :1 .0594631 for the equal semitone.17

Any practical Western musician might wonder what good a formula

is if i t offers no practical help in tuning a piano, but in China such a ques
tion would have been academic, since Chinese scholars solved theoretical
problems by the score at the same time that the Chinese people went right

on playing what they had always played before, and what their emperors
by edict permiued them to play, ea which was not a piano.

Mersenne's Break-through to 7
The Prince Chu of Europe was the French monk, mathematician, and
physicist

Marin MtTStnnt (1588-1648),

who was both less and more. He

discovered the overtone series in the natural sounds of the trumpet, ob

served that these produced the "major" chord but that the series did not
stop there, and saw no reason why tonality and consonance should end at

"lbiJ., 135, 143. The title of Princc Chu's work was Li1 U Chill, I (translated: "a clear
explanation of that which cOl'ICerns the IQ").
"lbiJ., 140-142; Yasaer, nw"'J Dj £wlQing TOMl;!!. 32. The prince intended hill ratios of
Equal Temperament for a Itt of lil, in the ancient manner. He alto determined the size of the
{undamen,al 1(1 in an ancient manner, Aa one that ...Q..\t! huLt! 1200 gralm ot millet. Barbour
pointl out that thill gives the Chinese another priority in musicai llCience, lince each lucceeding
pipe-in theory_wouLd hold 100 fewer grairu, thus anticipating Ems' rnca!ure of cenu. A
European corutructed a Itt of pipel after Chu T!lai·yu'. dir«:tionl (which ineluded computations
for pipe "correction") and found th.em "e)l.l.ctly in tune." &rbour, 0/'. (I"'., 143-145.
"Meyer, Mllsici",,'s A,illtmdic, 113-114.
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Zarlino's arbitrary 6. Thus, to Mersenne, the overtone series explained at
least one part of the dual phenomenon of tonality. Seeing the series go
beyond the "major" triad, he proposed the inclusion of 7 as an integral
musical resource, calling 7/6 consonantU-the first such pronouncement
regarding a ratio of 7-and designed many keyboards'o with greater
resources than the already common 7-White-5-Black.
The contributions Mersenne made to the subject of temperament were
less penetrating and less original, although he is widely known as the first
Westerner to give the correct mathematical solution for Equal Tempera
ment. It appears that he was undertaking little more than a compendium
of information on this subject; he meticulously credits his tables of pro
portional numbers for equal divisions to his contemporaries, the geometer
de Beaugrand and one Galle, neither of whom quite reached the "light"
of Prince Chu Tsai-yu and his 108 zeros.7t But what is more to the point
in a world in which music is something more than an occult contemplation,
in speaking of this division he tells of "certain people" who tune their
instruments by the unumber of tremblings" -beats-made by the "con
sonances." 7t
We are now confronted with the complete change in terminology, from
ancient to modern: the Harmonical Proportion is now the overtone series
(Mersenne) ; the Arithmetical Proportion is now a limited uminor" tonality
(Zarlino); Aristoxenean approximations are now any of various tempera
ments (Ho Tcheng-tien, Schlick, Salinas, Galilei, and Mersenne) , and
Pythagoreanism is now more often one of the "cycles of perfect fifths"
(King Fang and Mercator-see below).

Doni-Europe MatcMs King Fang
The proponents of the Just Intonation of the ancient Greek philosophers
were surely losing ground in the face of expedience and of ZarHno's and
Mersenne's partial capitulation, but there were still voices to protest
against temperament's "incantable" tones. The Florentine student of
Greek culture Giownni Battilta Doni ( 1 593-1642), who coincided with the
monodic resurgence, was one of these, and one who was not content to
"ShirJaw, TItnw.1 .f HtIl'lfIIIfI.1. l2.
"In Hllrmo"j, U"jwrJllf,. publilhed al Paril n
i 1636.

"Barbour writa Ihac Mencnne ,hoWl clearly, u Beaugrand did not, that each tone il ia

be the 121h root ar 1Om<: power af Z. "Equal Temperament," 171, 112, t 7.,
nlbiJl., IS •.
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voic� his dissatisfaction only verbally. 13 He built a "Lyra Barberina," a
double lyre in imitation of ancient models and with a multiplicity of
strings, and a three-manual keyboard instrument with twenty tones on
each manual (but only thirty-eight differcnt pitches). The first manual
gave the Dorian mode, the second the Phrygian, and the third the Lydian,
each apparently capable of all three genera. Doni commends the enhar
monic of Archytas (compare the recommendation on page

170),

,

but used

the Arithmetical Proportion of Didymu5 for "convenience., 74
It is thus evident that so long as no solution for the keyboard problem
had crystallized, there was much serious consideration of multiple-toned
manuals. Appearing frequently in these verbal-mathematical investigations
was the idea of "cyc1es," implying those scales generated from a succession

0(3/2'5 where an nth 3/2 nearly coincides with an

nth

2/1,

and the favorite

"cycle" was the fifty·three, offered to China by King Fang far back

in

the

third century B.C. Its advocacy in the West is generally attributed to

Nicholas Mercator (1640?-1694),

who, according to an eighteenth-century

writer, "deduced an ingenious Invention of finding and applying a least
Common Measure to all Harmonic Intervals."" This would indicate that
an actual scale of fifty· three tones was the farthest thing from Mercator's
mind; at any rate, in

1640

a keyboard in this temperament, or something

very close to it, had already been constructed, by Nicolaus Ramarinw, H

and at least three others designed for the same tuning have been built in

18).
Tht: computation of fifty·three 3/2'5 above 1/1, which would give a
tone 3.615 cents higher than the thirty·fust 2/1 above 1/1, and the subse·

the past hundred years (see Chapter

quent subtraction of one·fifty-third of 3.615 ccnu fTOm each of the ftfty·
three

3/2'5

in order to temper the "cycle," was apparently too much for

nlbit/., 9). Barbour .eeml 10 believe ,hat ihinking n
i equal divilionl of lIOund is "modern,"
and, All an implied corollary, Ihal any Ihinking thal iI not modern ;1 underdeveloped. Regarding
Doni'l keyboard, he writel: "The uluit, like those of General Perronet Thompmn and othen
i n the nineteenth century, w .. foredoomed to failure:, for it ill never poa;ble 10 get enough keYI
in just intonation 10 provide for aU the demands made by oompoaen." lbit/., 134, 196. What
demands? Abo, what compoten? Doel any lin!le Iy"em or music enoomput all poaible de_
mands? Unfortunalely few compotCn give any thought whatever 10 the intonation Ihey have or
would like 10 have, bUI the aaumption lhat IhOK who do concern themsc:lvCl wilh intonation
arc unanimously agreed il dillproved by the pracnt work.
ltlbit/., 190-196.
"Ibit/., 247. Barbour

...� that both Mencnne and Kircher (1602-1660) referud to the
fifty_three "cycle" before Mercator did 10, .nd that before Mcnenne il w.. "in the mind of al.
molt every writer who ...id Ihal the lone ill divided inlo 9 c:orruna.." Ibit/., 2..8.
llHawkins, His"".1 <if IM !kuIlU fINl /'r1J#:/iu ./ MIUU, 1 :l96.
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seventeenth-<:entury musicians; the result would have given them 5/4'5 and
6/5'$ with only 1.4 cents falsity and 3/2', with less than .07 cenl falsity (see
the next chapter) .

Halberstadt Gains Its Soul (via Hamburg)
Forty years after the death of Mersenne, in 1688, the first organ was
tuned in accordance with his formula for Equal Temperament by Art
Schnitgcr at Hamburg,77 thus seuing the clavier stool for three-year-old
Johann S. (for Stmperuirms!) Bach, the Western stage for nearly three hun
dred years of music's "golden age," the classroom for the complete divorce
ment of the science of music from music theory, the concert hall for the
benevolent fraud of equally-tempered modulation, the radios of x million
American homes for a twenty-five-year siege by the indus.trialized harmony
armies of mediocrity. and else we know not what.
It is perhaps inevitable that anything of real cultural significance to the
Western world must somehow be dragged through the house of Hebraic
theology. AndrttU Wtrckmtisttr (1 645-1706), who is popularly regarded as
the first champion of Equal Temperament, mentions his acquaintance with
the idea as follows: "A certain theologian has quoted this [equal tuning by
beats] in a strange treatise, revealing some secrets of the Holy Scriptures, in
which he not only derived all musical consonances from Solomon's temple,
but also in particular has quoted a mathematical description of the molten
sea that stood UIX>n twelve oxen."7! Passing over any "divine" connections
of the consonances, the rest of the theologian'S picture is a pretty good pro
totype for our modern "molten sea" of atonality that has poured over to sub
merge our "twelve [all-too-cqual] oxen."
No one, when he enters the p�cisely restricted profession of "serious"
music, is handed a list of the assets and liabilities of the scale he is obliged to
use. Perhaps he does not expect a mundane appraisal, a warning and a
reminder-music)s so "mysterious." But the really serious student might
wish for some sort of epigrammatic substitute. I suggest the words of Johann

"jeaJU, &i6",. IJIWl MIUW:, 175; Ellia in Helrnholtz, &1U",j�1U Dj To"" 548. Barbour believes
that Equal Temperament WQ tiled in keyboard il'lllrUmenu 10 IOme extent early in the levcn
tcenth century (0/1. fit., 317), and linee pr;1etice generally preceded the mlthemalical rationaliu
tiol'll of it, he ia prnbably correct. Iu the fint well-known application or the idea the occ&Iion
at Hamburg ia neverthele. Iyrnbolical, and may lerve at loch until further raearch proves lhal
an «tually dark day preceded il.
l&arbour, •. tit., 234.
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Niedhardt (1685-1739), chapel-master to the Prussian court at Konigsberg:
"Equal Temperament carries with itself its comfort and its discomfort, like
,
the Holy estate of matrimony., 7Q

Descartes the Retrencher
In following the story of Equal Temperament to its first important con':.
summation we have left twenty-two-year-old JUne DtScartes
behind. Descartes, who wrote his one work on music

(1596-1650) far
theory, Compendium

MusicQe, while soldiering in a garrison, lakes us back once mOf(: (0 the musi
cal philosophy of Zarlino and Mersenne and something more meaty than
music's "Holy estate of matrimony." Descartes agreed with Zarlino on the
whole, abjuring

7,

and finding

(the only intervals within the

5/4 and 3/2 the only "original" intervals
5 limit which create tonality above 1/1).

Ren� was also a Monophonist i n a limited way; he liked the idea of unity,
but he was apparently overawed by the newly perceived overtone series.
Said he, in regard to Zarlino's reverse "senario": "Sound is to sound as
string to string; but each string contains in itself all others which are less
than it, and not those which are greater: consequently, every sound contains
in itself those sounds which are higher but not those which are lower.""

Rameau the Inconstant
This dictum seemed to carry weight with

1784),

Jtan Phj[jppt Ramtau (1683-

who could agree with everyone now about "major" tonality

Zarlino, Mersenne, Descartes-since everyone agreed. "Minor" tonality,
however, was still a puzzle ; later it became a war. Persisting in contention
over the "minor" bone and ignoring the fact that Dcscartes had already
tried to bury it, Rameau decries Zarlino's reversion of "the beautiful order
of harmony which presents itself at once in the division of the string . . . . In
the descending progression

cannot represent
unity, nor serve as the source of the foundation of the harmony." sl

6-5-4-3-2-1

Strangely, Rameau does not wonder why

the number

6

1 cannot represent unity, nor does

he consider the building of harmony upward as simply a custom.
It/bid., 265. Inscribed over the enlrance 10 the "harmony" elaproom, and with the alwaYl
IObering
phrase "M,lIil d.1l11t d� 1<1 fNtrl" appended, this quotation might well rault in a con!lequen.
I
lial republion or mala from the cluaroom and quite poaibly a renucence of mu,ic in the Well.
I OMallhew Shiriaw, T� TMII>'.J Il
f Harmoll.J, S9�2; thi, and other passages from Tit. T,..II>':/
H
a
,monJ are quoted by perml.ion of Novdlo and.Company, Ltd.
�f
·'Ibid., 80.
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A1!. a positive retort he offered at different times two explanations for

1/1 generates 5/4, but 5/4 is generated also by 5/3 (the
3/2); therefore the triad 5/3-1/1-5/4 (ascending) is the unity

"minor" : first,
relationship
of

1/1. It

In this analysis he anticipates Helmholtz (see below) and hands

Hindemith a key on a platter to every door in the equally tempered house

(see page 420). Rameau's second
10:12:15 in the overtone series. SI

explanation: the "minor" triad is

Rameau also was a Monophonist at heart, but he too was intimidated

by the new plaything of theorists, the overtone series, and it taxed his in·
genuity to the utmost to explain Monophony in terms of the new plaything.
His "tonic-dominant-subdominant" all sprang from unity in this manner:

1/1-5/4--3/2 is the "subdominant" of 3/2-15/8-9/8, and 9/8-45/3227/16 is the "dominant" of 3/2-15/8-9/8, making 1 the Numerary Nexus
(Monophonic terminology) throughout. This is of course perfectly true as
regards musical practice, but his

3/2, not 1/1, is unity, which can hardly be

reconciled with simple arithmetic, and Rameau could have obtained ex·
actly the same result bad he ignored his new plaything to the extent of con·
slructing triads downward as well as upward and accepting the inherent
"minor." He also forgot his role as revelator of the natural basis of bar·
mony when he said that

7,

1 1 , and

13

are

"false" or "out of tune.""

Nevertheless, Rameau's ratios show a degree of perception and a very
apparent groping for the truth-the stresSing of the "subdominant" or
"other dominant" gem:sis, for example. This same groping, perceiving yet
not wholly perceiving, also permeates the theories of Giweppe

1770),

Tartini (1692-

violinist and composer.

Tartini and Serrt-w
- ith the Glwst Enharm(mic
Like Descartes, Tartini turned to mU!ic to forget other things. With
Tartini it was not the boredom of garrison duty, but a flight for his life after
marrying the niece of a cardinal against that dignitary's wishes. He ob-
tained refuge at the monastery of Assisi, where he begot "Tartini tones," or
difference tonesU (which in turn have begot a whole race of udifference
tone" theorists), and eventually two works on theory. The crux of these
was an altogether original explanation of "minor," deduced from his newly
Ulb;iI., 233-2l6.
"lb;iI., 83.

'·Ibid., 138, 163.
11(;,_', DKIioMry, 5:268.
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perceived difference tones. and a fundamental truth regarding consonance
and the expansion of musical resources.
The successive-number inttfvais 2/1-3/2-4/3-5/4-6/5, sounded in the
order given, said Tartini, generate difference tones as follows :

Highest 2/ I

4/3

5/4

Fourth 2/1 . . . .
. . . . . . . . . 1/1
Third 2/1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1/1
. . . . . . . 4/3
Second 2/1
Lowest 2/1

1/1

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . . .

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2/1

.

.

.

3/2

.

. . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6/5

.

.

. . .

8/5

thus achieving the "minor" triad (descending and "inverted" - 4/3 1/1
8/5)," Although this has only a superficial resemblance to Zarlino's gene
sis of "minor"-the reverse "senario"-it is nevertheless a conception
downward in nature, and actually creates an "undertone series."
The two-thousand-year-old ghost of the enharmonic walks again in
Tartini, for the passage from diatonic to enharmonic is accomplished, he
declares, in.going beyond the first six terms of the overtone series, that is,
to the seventh. 17 Jean Adarn Strfe, whose Essai! sur le! Principes de rHarmonie
ap�ared in 1753, a year or so before Tartini's TraUalo di Musica, supplies
an example: if"C" is to "E" as 4 to 5, and "C" to "G" as 2 to ·3, and "C"
to "E�" as 4 to 7, then "E" is to "E�" as 5/4 is to 3/2 X 7/4 (21/16), or
21/20. s s The passage from the 5 Odentityof "C" to the 7 Odentity of "C"
is thus an entry into the enharmonic, via the ratio 21/20, according to
Serre.
The advocacy of Equal Temperamwt by his better-known contempo
rary, Rameau, and Rameau's prejudice regarding 7. Serre ties into a single
invidious reference: "It is not surprising that the theol y which, so to s�ak,
drowns the commas and the quartertones in the modern temperament, and
moreover banishes from harmony, without any modification, without a"'l.y
reservation, the sound . . . expressed by the ratio 4:7, as a false and non
harmonic sound-it is not surprising, I say, that this theory gives us no en
lightenment as to the origin and the possibility of the enharmonic of the
Ancients." 1t
-

-

''Shir].aw. TN__7 of Ha,m#ll7. 295. The triad would be eJlprnaed acowtially_"!)_I!I-4!S.
." 62.
"Wilfrid Pe�tI, Som, Q�lIliOftS of Musuol TIu__
"I/tid., 60.
"lbUJ., 61; thit and the lubKquent pa.ss.age from Som. QuJtiffll 'f MlUu.l TN__7 ue quoted
by permiJIion of W. Heifer and SoN, Ltd.
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And Tartini, in further consideration of the number 7. achieves a kind of
final perception, declaring that "this harmonic 7th is not dissonant but con
sonant. . . . it has no need either of p�paration or of resolution : it may
c::qually well ascend or descend, provided that its intonation be true ."IO
"Provided that its intonation be true" is a phrase that is implicit in
every page of this volume, and the whole of Tartini's assertion applies
equally well to every one of the identities of Monophony. including 9 and
1 1 (with the reservations made in Chapter 1 1 ) , and should bring pause to
those who are so willing to tamper with any acoustic interval more complex
than a 2/1.

Euler-Further Supportfor 7
Affirmation of the number 7 by Serre and Tartini was not left to witht':r.
Their insight was emphasized by an impressive line of musical thinkers,
beginning with the contemporary Ltonard Euln ( 1707-1 783), the Swiss
mathematician and physicist whose theories on consonance and dissonance
were cited earlier (Chapter 9). The Belgian music historian F.J. Fetis speaks
of Euler as a "great man" to whom music theory owes "a truth as irrefra·
gable as it is new. He has been the first to see that the character of modern
music resides in the chord of the Dominant Seventh, and that its determin
ing ratio is that of the number 7."1\ This is part of the historic background
for the debate over the immanence of 7 in modern harmony, howevcr
badly portrayed by Equal Temperament, to which the present volume
makes repeated reference.

Recapitulation ofPre-Modern Developments
It may be well, before pursuing the more recent contributions to musi
cal science, to recapitulate briefly and to point out other backgrounds-the
salient historic taproots of Monophony. Pythagoras, or Ling Lun, is signif
icant as the first recorded diviner of musical relationships, Ptolemy as the
one who reduced relationships to the simplest terms compatible with their
esthetic purpose, Zarlino as the forthright exponent of expansion from
unity, above and below; Mersenne and Tartini as the perceivers of the true
nature of "major" tonality and of the value of resources beyond the custom
made limit of their times.
The chief burdens of theoretical controversy from here on are the source
n/ltiJ., 62.

"Shirlaw, TMorY �f H""",,,,,y. 348.
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of "minor" tonality, new suggestions for the employment of purer intervals
on keyboards, various new analyses of temperaments, and the in- or exclu
sion of 7.

Helmholt<.� OUingen, Hen.ogenberg-the Minor" Triad
er

As

a gate to further musical resources 7 was more or less ignored by
Humann Htlmhol� (1 821-1894), surgeon, physiologist, and physicist,1It al
though he declared that it is used-"probably often"-by singers in the
"dominant seventh" chord. n It perhaps has been the tendency in recent
years to overstate Helmholtz's contribution to music theory, or at least to
emphasize the wrong "contributions." His analysis of beats is of course im
portant, since it throws light on the determination of relative consonance
(see Chapter 9), but his impatience with temperament was, in my opinion,
more important-a salutary and long-overdue influence. " I do not know
that it was so necessary to sacrifice correctness of intonation to the conven
ience of musical instruments," he wrote, and called the mixture StopS on the
equally tempered organ a "hellish row" and the difference tones of Equal
Temperament a "horrible bass."H
In other respects Helmholtz was inclined toward musical conserva
tism. H Downward building of chords he rejected. In place of it he enlarged
on Rameau's first explanation of "minor": in the chord 1/1-6/5-3/2, he
said, 3/2 is in the overtone series of both 1 / 1 and 6/5, but neither 1/1 nor
6/5 occurs in the other's series, ergo, 1 /1-6/5-3/2 may be regarded as a
"compound tone" of 1 / 1 with an added 6/5 or as a "compound tone" of
6/5 with an added 1 / 1 . U Such an explanation was far too equivocal for
Arthur J. von Ottingrn (1 836-1920), who declared that a triad so analyzed
was left without any origin at all.u
Dttingen showed that the clash of upper partials was as great in the
"major" as in the "minor" triad (sometimes actually less in the "minor,"
given similar harmonic contents), and he held that unity for the "minor"
triad was found in the first partial common to all three tones. is This is of
course the second 2/1 above the highest tone in the triad: 3/2 in the triad
1/1-6/5-3/2 (ascending), or 1/1 in the triad 4/3-8/5-2/1 (ascending).
However, Dttingen failed to consider difference tones of the "minor,"
which, if they are loud enough to deserve consideration, introduce equivoUS4ns.fioru Gj TOIV, 195 and ,HSJi",.
nIb"4., 347.
"lbi4., 314, 323, 327.
'''Scc, for cll&mplc, Mc�r, Murici4l1's ArilMulk, 83, for anothcr thcorillt', appraisal.
"StIlS"liQrlS "/ TOIV, 294.
nShirlaw, Tluary of HIlT"""':!, 385.
1t1bi4., 386.
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cations or "muddiness" not produced by difference tones in tbe "major"
triad. Otlingen's explanation is certainly more fundamental than that of
Hclmholtz, but it still parried the essential question, namely, where is I ,
or unity. in the "minor" triad-not unity two 2/1's above it?
The composer Heinrich uon Hn.togmbng (1843-1900) also disagreed with
Helmholtz. trying to make "minor" rational through 1/1-7/6-3/2,"
which is certainly not an unpleasant triad on tbe Chromelodeooj it is, in
(act, ooe of the qualities in the variety of tonality outlined previously
(Chapter 10), though it certainly is not as consonant as 1/1-6/5-3/2.

R£emann the l(Reverser"-with Limitations
For a truly Zarlinean conception of "minor" in the nineteenth century
we come to Hugo Riemann (1849-1919), prolific producer of "harmonies,"
dictionaries, and histories, who accepted the concept of reverse order with
out equivocation, though his explanations sometimes become involved.
Riemann was deeply affected by the Arabic Arithmetical Proportion, call
ing it the "Measure-theory of the Arabic-Persian Theorists which demon
strates the theory ofintervals from a string divided into twelveequal parts." I
He saw no need for justifying the descending manifestation of the Arith
metical Proportion beyond this division and declared that the "minor cor
relatives have a subjective existence," that even though the "major propor
tions measured downwards" were not phenomenal (referring to "major's"
overtone series), they were nevertheless a "fact of experience" and formed
"as good a foundation on which to build as acoustical phenomena . t
(Monophony's explanation of unity in Utonality has been given in the
Tonality Diamond and the inherence of ratios; see Chapter 10).
The "fifth of the chord" is unity, said Riemann, and what is ordinarily
considered its "root" is its "dominant"*-which certainly goes the whole
hog in reverse thinking. Riemann's surprising musi-schizophrenia suddenly
comes to the fore, however, in his rejection of the number 7 as a legitimate
musical resource,4 an attitude that for practical purposes is irreconcilable
with acceptance of the principle of Arithmetical Proportion, which involves
the 7 Identity if it implies a division into only seven equal parts (see page
175).
..

"Meycr, Mtuimm', Ari/JJ1ndi&, 87.

IN.., .f H-v, 6. Ric�nn ciatCII the pro«dun: rrom the cnd ofthe thirtccnth century,

but of courtC It loa back to Erato.thcna in the thkd century D.C., if DOt urliu.

1ShiJ-law, T"-7 .j H_y, 172, 389, 390.
'lbi4., l90-391.
tNtJllm of H_y, 17; Shirlaw, T/wwy of HorJ'llfl1ly, 391.
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Visions of Guido and Mersenne"

The next contributors to the science of intonation require a brief intro
duction, in which i t is necessary to backtrack a bit. The ebbing spirit of the
Renaissance in the hundred years between Tartini and Helmholtz was par
aIJeled by the ebbing and cessation of attempts to establish new intonations
and new keyboards or to stem th(: widening and unthinking acceptance of
Equal Temperal11(:nt. For a time after Tartini there were no new imona
tional proposals. Even those more modern theorisu thus far considered

Helmhohz, Ottingen, Riemann-were simply commentators, analyzing
existing or implied materials, neither proposing nor experimenting with

new intonations and new musical instruments.

Quite a different spirit began to manifest itself in a few individuals dur·

ing the last half of the nineteenth century, a spirit which still lives and
which has been growing stronger in recent years. Realizing the absolute
interdependence of keyboards and Equal Temperament, a number of
learned and ingenious men, working independently, set themselves the task
of ameliorating the ills of temperament by foreing keyboards to the will and

desire of the ear, that is, to the end of Just Intonation or som�thing more
nearly approaching Just Intonation.

It has been said that keyboards do not spring to life like Athena from
the head of Zeus, but slowly evolve from those scale·vehicles that happen to

exist at the moment. The present 7.White-S-Black keyboard evolved with

the early development of harmonic music, reaching its present form with
the highest manual of the Halberstadt organ in 1 361 (see above). Since
that time, nearly six hundred years, its "evolution" (it could hardly be

called spectacular) has consisted in such refinements of whatever " happens
to exist at the moment" as pl�stic whites to replace ivory whites.

To our nineteenth-century experimenters the pertinent question was

(as it still is): can the 7·White-S-Black keyboard be adapted to the end of
better intonation? Ptrronet Thompson, British general, editor, and member
of Parliament, gives in his book� the following naively confident dedication

to the blind organist who played his instrument (see photograph facing

page 213): "To Miss E. S. Northcote . , . In commemoration of the talent

by which, after six lessons, she was able to perform in public on the enhar.
monic organ with 40 sounds to the octave ; thereby settling the question of
the practicability of just intonation on keyed instruments, and realising the
'0" tJw P,i�ipfIS IJ"" p,1II;1"� of JIUI 1>,1_1;0", 9th edition, \866.
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visions of Guido and Mersenne, and the harmonists of classical antiquity. .. •
Alas, the "practicability" of Just Intonation on keyed instruments is far
from setded nearly a century after the general's touching dedication!
In the nineteenth century Boston was the scene of two experiments with

departures from twelve-tone temperament and the 7-White-5-Black pat

tern. About 1850 Henry Ward Pool, (1 826-1 890) built a pipe organ in just
intonation, and some years later constructed

a cardboard model of a

keyboard with 100 digital! to the 2/1, with true 1-3-5-7 Identities in
nineteen tonalities (Utonalities built upward). And in the decade 1877-87
James Paul White built four harmoniums, three of which had keyboards
designed for the fifty-three "cycle"} (see Chapter 17).

XaTllt four "Octave" and Take It Away

has answered as well as anyone our question whether the
7-White-5-Black keyboard is capable of expansion is R. H. M. BosantpUt
The man who

(1841-1912), and the instrument he offered as his answer is his Enharmonic
Harmonium (see photograph-opposile page). Bosanquet's organ is based

on the fifty-three "cycle" expressed in fifty-three t=qually tempered degrees

(see Chapter 17; also the diagram in Helmholtz's Smsali(}fl.f of Tone, 429).
That intonational curiosity was running high in the England of those
days is evident from an advertisement at the end of Bosanquet's book :'

T. A. Jennings, builder or
Bosanquc:t Enharmonic Organ
Harmonium with one reed to

each key-compass 4}i octaves:
I. 24 keys
n. 36 keys
Ill. 48 keys
IV. 60 keys

per octave
per octave:
per octave:
per octave

36 £
52 £
£
90 £

70

V.72 keys per octave 108 £
VI. 84 keys per octave 126 £

'Helmbohz, $nu41iolU _/ TON, .231'1. TIlomptOn', OI'pn � a keyboard of the evolved type
with three manuall of varioualy eo�d key. and with a range of five: 2/1',. It wu daigned to
play fifteen "major" and fiIlI:<:n "minor" Kala jUJtly. 'Thrtt ,uch na
i trumenU wen built, one
of which 1 examined n
i the South KeDlington Mweum in London in 1935.
"Tipple ud Frye, /N�ti411 ,. lA. H_. frontispiece, 9-13. Pocle pays lI'ibule tn the
"acutenea of the common ear. From many ellperimenu, J havc been led to believe: that among
• thousand pcrIODI taken at random, not more than one eould be found who, when he had the
opportunity f« eompariloo, would no( perceive: the diffen:nce between pafcel and tempoc:ttd
octava, fifthI, third. « �nttv."
IEJnnmtary TmJiu 0/1 MiUilIi /ItIlrNlJ II1Id Tnn",_ttl.

T�: BOSANQUET'S ENHARMONIC HARMONIUM
Cm'": COLlN BROWN'S VOICE HARMONIUM
Bottom: GENERAL THOMPSON'S ENHARMONIC ORGAN
British Crown CopyTight, Photographs by the Science Museum, London.
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Aside from Bosanquet's Enharmonic Harmonium, I have seen no ref
ercnce to any other experimental instrument built by Name-Your-Octave
Pay-Your-Pounds-and-Take-I t-Away Jennings.

Fu,tlier Evidence of the English Resurgence
Colin Brown, lecturer on music in Andersonian University, Glasgow,
produced an entirely different and non-Pythagorean solution. His Voice
Harmonium (photograph facing page 392), with more than forty tones to
the 2/1 and a range of five 2/1 's, was devised to play fifteen "major"
scales and triads and fifteen "minor" scales and triads in perfect intonation.
Brown's system-designed less as a basis for a future music than as a pure
interval vehicle for existing musical literature-might be called a "poly
phonic" system, since it had no exact "mono" point, or unity. The key
board has few familiar aspects, except that the 2/1 distance is the same as
on the piano.' Three instruments were built, one of which I examined in a
home near London. I found it easy to play and its intervals and triads a
delight to the ear. (For a more detailed discussion of Brown's harmonium
see Chapter 18.)
Brown also felt impelled to show musical genesis in the overtone series,
finding the "major" scale from the 24th to the 48th overtones: 24:27:30;
32:36040:45:48, or the ,atios 24/24-27/24-30/24-32/24-36/24-40/2445/24-48/24,10 which, reduced, are of course the ratios of the Ptolemaic
Sequence : 1/1-9/8-5/4-4/3-3/2-5/3-15/8-2/1. The rub in this is that
24 is not the 1 Identity, but the 3 Identity of the overtone series which
starts on 1 . This puts Brown's scale on the same level with Rameau's
genesis of triads (making the "dominant" unity-see above) , and also on
the level of Schonberg's triad explanation (see Chapter 17). There is a
good deal of natural "scenery" before arriving at the 24th overtone
also, a good many natural "wonders" between 24 and 48, over which Brown
blissfully slides. One of these-one of the "common things" to which the
title of Brown's book alludes-is the Identity 7, of which he pleasantly re
marks that though it is "very pleasant to the ear," it is "foreign to the
scale."1I The one scale of divine sanction, no doubt?
A third new instrument of this period was the Indian Harmonium,
suggested or ordered by one K. B. Deval but planned and built by H.
'Diagram in Hdmholtz,
IOMI<li( in Comm01l
IIlbid., 9, 14, 24n.

S,flJfJlirms o
f Toru,

Thi"II, ] 5.
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Ktatley MOOf't, in London, as an example of what might be done to save

India from complete 7-White-S-Black corruption. ThL! had the usual

white and black keys but in addition eleven IJra.s3 pegs, or studs, on the

black keY' and at the backs of the white keys, giving the twenty-two just

"sTulis" to the 2/1 of the Indian n
i tonational system, and onc alternate
key. The instrument gives at least five tonalities capable of all identities
through 9 (Otonaiity) . u

The result of this effort we already know (see Fox-Strangways' letter,

Chapter l l ), but it need not be too discouraging. Our own potentiality for

exotic music s
i very satisfying, and "";th that knowledge we can gaze with
'
equanimity on the pump organs in the community halls of India (a od on
the pianos in the Buddhist temples of California).
One of the most important British figures of this period was Alexander J.

FJlil (1814-1 890), philologist, mathematician, musician, inventor of the
ratio-navigation instrument of cents, and translator and copious annotator
of Hdmholtz's

On the &ruotioru of TotU. Ellis was also greatly preoccupied

with historic and comparative intonations, made many experiments in

intonation and with contemporary scales from remote parts, and proposed

his "Unequally Just Intonation" as a basis for the attainment of purer
intervllh. This invorved fifty·three tones to the 2/1, derived almost jf not

wholly by Pythagorean processes. E1lis was a strong advocate of 7 in
harmony, calling the numbers 4:5:6:7 the "justification" of the "dominant
seventh."u

Introduction to Current Theories
With Ellis ends our discussion of those who were chiefly preoccupied
with the music of their own time. The following chapters deal in some de
tail with the theories of seven living persons who, wha�ver their attitudes
toward the theories of the immediate past, are intent on evolving a basis
for a future music. Thi s creative attitude is in itself a tremendous forward
step.

Three of the seven theorists are satisfied to apply their intonational
ideas to the instruments now in use. One expounds a just intonation idea
but applies it to tempered instruments, another a nineteen-tone equal
temperament, and the remaining two propose Just Intonations.
'tC!cmcnu, II1bMucti"" ,. [""itut Mw, 8n, 9, 90 (diagram o£lr.cyboard), 93.
liEU;' in Hclmnolt:r;, $.",.,..., .j T_, 3-46, -465.
•
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Arnold SchOnbtTg Cb. 1874)

proposes, in his

Problems of Harmony, a

twelve

tonc basis for musical structure to replace the classical stven-tone basis.

For this purpost he goes as high as the thirteenth partial but tacitly applies

the idea to present instruments.

Craft DJ Musical Composition,

Paul Hindemilh

1895),

author of

(b.

1897),

author of New

TJu

works toward the same end but is partial-shy,

refusing to admit even the seventh.

Musical Resources,

(b.

Henry COWl"

believes in a chordal music that legitimizes "seconds,"

which, he considen, represent partials through the fourteenth.
the trouble, in

The Musi

Max F. Mtyer (b. 1873), psychologist, takes
cian's Arithmetic. to state the case for rati()l; as a

nomenclature (or musical

what Monophony would call identities through

9

materials, these being the only terms "safe from ambiguity."u Meyer uses
(including 7). disavows

both overtones and undertones as constituting the source of tonality, and,
somewhat disappointingly, applies his ideas to a "quartertone" harmonium
(�e Chapter

17).
WiIJrid Pnntt (b. 1873), author of Some Questions of Musical Tluory,
also stops at the 9 Identity, basing his scale on tones related by the number
7 in a "polyphonic" just system-and, like Meyer, rejects the "undertone"
idea as the source of "minor" tonality. He applies his system in a harmo·
nium of perfect tuning in nineteen tones to the

2/1,

the keyboard

deviates slightly from the familiar 7-White-S-Black (see Chapter

Joseph rasser (b. 1893) is an outright advocate of a

new equal tempera·

ment, which he present! with broad historical perspective in

Evolving TONJiity.

uf which
18).

A Theory of

Yasser has made one experiment, on a piano, with nine

teen equal divisions of tone in the

Kathleen Schlesingtr

2/1

(�e Chapter 17).

has deduced from the ancient Arithmetical ProPJr·

tion the plan of the ancient Greek harmoniai, going beyond the
expounded here to

use

ratios of

13

11

limit

in the diatonic genus, and still larger

prime numbers in the chromatic and enharmonic genera. Her concepts
are presented in

The Greek Aulos_

Schlesinger's is a Monophonic system,

since it includes all ratios within the

13

limit; it is presented as a plan for

the future, and has been tested and -examined in detail in aulos relics,

reproductions of ancient kitharae, and in a piano tuned in the ratios

Schlesinger gives (see Chapter

18).

If the reader has found long and tedious this panorama of the men

and women of musical science as �en through Monophony's distinctively
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colored glasses , he may comfort himself with the knowledge that much
material of relative importance was omitted to reduce it even to its pTtSeOl

compass. The world of mUlJical lJCicncc is rich in stimulating ideas, am.l tilt:

individuals who populate it are as human and diverse and idiosyncratic
as the persons in our daily lives. As the ideas clarify, and as the personal

ities emerge-through this and similar works-the review will slip to
the level which it is meant to occupy-an i ntroduction.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Pythagoreanism

The 3-Ilha

Paral)isi.r

By PLUCKING a string of a given tension and then plucking it while it is
sloppt:d at the exact midpoint, we produce the interval

1

2 parts to 1

part, or

2 vibrations, the ratio 2/1. It is clear, then, that stopping the
string at the halfway point creates a tone a 2/1 higher. But it is not easy to
vibration to

say just what this mysterious likeness is. From any standpoint of psycho
logical reaction except pitch it is the same tone, and only by its pitch do we
know that it is not the same tone. But so closely does it simulate the lower
tone that we do not even accord it an identity in music ; we call it by what
ever name we have given its generating

1.

We could go on dividing the

string, the half in half, the quarter in half, the eighth in half, and so on, and
in so doing would produce a series of such likenesses, ascending in pitch.
Obviously such a series of tones serves as little more than a skeleton in
theories and actual tonal struc[ures, and when man discovered the number

2

in music, and this series of likenesses, however intrigued he may have

been, he was not satisfied to stop.
He next discovered the relationship

2

to

3,

and here he found a tone

which was definitely not a likeness of I, but a tone which presented a new
and powerful relationship to

1 . Having found the number 3, by dividing the

string, or pipe, into three parts, he hit upon the idea of dividing the third of
the string into three parts, the ninth into three parts, and so on, just as he
might have divided each half into two parts, each quarter into two parts,
and each eighth into two parts. One of the results of this procedure, he dis
covered, gave him a series of successive

3/2

ratios, ascending in pitch, and

producing, with each new ratio, an entirely new tone, quite unlike the result
of successive divisions by the number

2.

And this process was intellectually

satisfying to him, and it has been intellectually satisfying ever since to both
learned individuals and whole peoples, as evinced in their body of the
oretical knowledge. But strangely, having advanced from the number
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the number 3, they have been quite content to stop, indeed have ag·
gressively resisted all attempts to show how the string can also be divided
into five parts.
The 3 idea, whil.:h has come to be known as Pythagorean intona tion, was
the first intonational pattern in both the early musical cultures which be·
came prototypes, the Chinese and the Creek.' It prevailed in China and
Arabia almost to the exclusion of anything clse, was for many centuries the
only system in ecclesiastical Roman and Byzantine music, and today is still
being presented in American and European classrooms thinly disguised as
the twelve "cycle," or the "circle of fifths."

Chronic 3·ism-the Van·ous l(Cycles"
Ling Lun's formula for the Chinese pentatonic, which was the first re·
corded c::xprc::ssion of the Pythagorean intonation, though not predicated on
string lengths, was nevertheless a 3-panern (see previous chapter), and Ling
Lun continued this pattern to achieve a set of twelve tones of fixed pitch for
the transposition of pentatonic melodies. His 10., or bamboo pipes, are sup·
posed to have been in series of six each, the starting tones of the two series
separated by a Pythagorean "semitone." And each series was a succession
of 9/8's, with one exception, which is noted below. Thus Ling Lun is re·
puted to have achieved the twc::lve"cycle" minus the Pythagorean "comma." 1
In the twelve "cycle"-if "C" is called 1/1, the tone which is twelve
3/2'5 above, or "B�," would be higher than the tone seven 2/1's above 1/1
by the ratio 531441 /524288 (see Diagram 21 -4096 is muhiplied by 2
seven times, that is, transposed up seven 2/1's). which is 23.5 cents or ap·
proximatcly one-eighth of a "tone" or one·quarter of a semitone. The sub·
traction of this comma, distributed over twelve 3/2's of 702 cents each, gives
"fifths" of 700 cents and twelve equal degrees. I n Diagram 23 the spiral
showing deviation of the true from the tempered is overdrawn about sixfold.
In superposing 3/2's above a given tone some approximation of one of
the 2/1 's of this tone is of course reached periodically, which periodic point
,
is considerc::d the cnd of the various "cyc1es. ,3 In the past two millenniums
a JOmewhal diffel'C'nl pieture for Gl'C'ece. See Clapler 18.
K. C. Hltao, in Mtyer, MusiOan'l A,"IJIIndit. 108.
'joseph Sauvcur (l654-17t6), geometer and acoustieian, lisled Iwenty.five "eydie" .ys.
terns, including those of twelve, Kvcnteen, nineteen, Ihirty.ont:, forty-three, fifty, fifty-three,
fifty-five, ,i"ty_sevcn, and two hundTed and fifty_six degree•. He himself favoted the fony_t�e
"cycle" (any raemblance 10 the main subject maUer of the book in hand is entirely aedd!:ntal).
Barbour, "Equal Temperament," 2�1, 247.
'Kathlccn Schlcllnger giyo

ry�r, TIo.",y �
f EI>6l�in, T�lUllil.J, 27;
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DIAGRAM 21.-THE "CIRCLE OF FIFTHS"

the nine "cycles" given below have !xcn seriously analyzed or proposed as a
basis of temperament. They are given in order of tonal multiplicity, along
with the amount of the all-important approximation, or the discrepancy be
tween the beginning and end of each "cycle," in cents:

1. Five "cycle"-90.2 cents below the third 2/t.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Seven "cycle"-113.7 cents above the fourth 2 / 1 .
Twelve "cycle" -23.5 cents above the seventh 2/1.
Nineteen "cycle" - 1 37.1 cents above the eleventh 2/1.
Thirty-one "cyc1c" -160.6 cents above the eighteenth 2/1.
Forly-one "cycle" -19.8 cenlS below the twenty-rourth 2/1.
Firly-thrce "cyc1e"-3.6 cents above the thirty-first 2/1.
306 "cycle"-1.8 cents below the 179th 2/1.
347 "cyc1e"-21.6 cents below the 203rd 2/1.
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No. 9 has been recotruDl':nded by both Paul von Janko and E. M. van
Hombostel as the step that music must take to improve the fifty·three
"cycle."4

Ling Lun's Bamboo Pipes
The tones-expressed by ratios-that appear in the twelve "cycle" also

appear in Ling Luo's lu, except that the Hi show the tones transposed with·
in onc 2/1 rather than in extended position (see the previous page) , Also,
the thirteenth degree, 2/1, is added in the diagram. Were the final interval
shown as 9/8 (instead of 65536/59049). it would reach a tonc higher than
2/1 by the Pythagorean "co mma."
As is seen in the second set of tu, the sequence of 9/8's (203.9 cents) be

tween degrees is interrupted by the much smaller 65536/59049 (180.4
cents), but the Chinese confounded these intervals and actually considered
each of the twelve degrees of the two sets as being an equal "semitone"
apart, that is, 1/12 of 2/1,' even though two widths of Pythagorean semi
tone are involved -2187/2048 (113.7 cents) and 256/243 (90.2 cents). '
The practical theorist may wonder why the ancient Chinese went to the

trouble of so much mathematical computation when the results were
equivocal anyway, and when the same end could have been achieved more
IHornbo.tel, "MuaikaliJchc Tonaysteme," in Hmvlhwlt in Pit;!,;!, S:446; Barbour, "Equal
Temperament," ZSO. Shou.lc:l anyone be tempted to take that Itep, he perhapl ought to be
warned .. to what tradition wiU Cllpcct of him-a IV; ,tflnls WQrk involving a prelude and fugue
in each or 347 "major" and 347 "minor" tonalitica, and atonality for the modcrnilltl, or the use
of a grand total of 120,409 .en.c.1
Oli.na, which invtltiably produca a "Palll BUnyaD" tale to makc the .torytcUer willh he had
kept .till, produced a theorist, Chien Loh-ue by name (r. 430 A.O.), who tried to cttablWl a
c:lcgree of the _k for every dloy n
i the year. along with a mlDdlom.... to (orce the m....ie of a
given dloy to .Iick to its "key." thiao in Meyer, M�itm'l A,itJuneIK, 113.
�lbii.• 108. A IOmewhal more rational procedure_one that would at least involve Imlller
numbcn-would appropriate five 3/Z'. below 1/1 and .ix 3/Z'1 aboY't:, whkh would giY't: the
ratio. of a twelve-tone telle, in one 2/1:
1/1

n6/24)

(729/512)

256/243

256/141

2t11/2G'1

3/2

256/243

9/S

2S6/24)

t28/si

32/27

2t17f2041

2117/2G41

27/16

8t/64

256/20

lS6/2n

16/9

4/3

2117f2048

2117/2041

241/128

729/512

2/1

2S6/24l

C
h
..
",ing tbe e><prelfion ot • ....:caoion oC 3/2'. dcH:o not eh..nfr" ,hr.•• inherent relatiomhipl_
it onJy ehanp their relatiomhipl in what ill implied .. the 2/1. TIle above .elite, with lhe tame
i Ling Lun'l leak l!aning on 243/128, the twelfth
luecadw: n
i tervals between dcgTeea, ill found n
degree. and pt'OI:«dm, thereafter with 1/1.
'A di.tioctiY't: nomenclature haJ deYelopcd with Pythagon::anillm. The ratio 256/243
iI called the "Iimma," the diffen:nce between the compass of tWO 9/S', and 4/3. The ratio
2187/2048 iI called the "apotomc"-what il left after taking the limma from 9/8.
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forthrightly by ear. Apparently Ho Tcheng-Tic:n, three millenniums late.,
did wonder (see previous chapter). Before we adjust our hatbands along
with Ho, however, we should remember that � go through exactly the
same confounding and the same confounded process every time we present
the "circle of fifths."
If the Chinese had practised their Pythagorean theory of the penta
tonic, they would have been obliged to use 81/64 instead of 5/4, 32/27 in
stead of 6/5, 27/t 6 instead of 5/3. and t 28/81 instead of 8/5, as a square of
the Ling Luo pentatonic, produced below, reveals; the interval relation
ships are upward in pitch from the column at the left to the horilOntal 1ine
at the top:
1/1
1/1
9/8
81/64
3/2
27/16

16/9
128/81
4/3
32/27

9/8

81/64

3/2

27/16

9/8

81/64
9/8

3/2
4/3
32/27

27/ 1 6
3/2
4/3
9/8

16/9
3/2
4/3

27/16
3/2

16/9

Actual tests show that the large-number Pythagorean intervals are
impossible to sing without the aid of instrumental accompaniment, and
Helmholtz frequently uses the ratios of 5 in analyzing the pentatonic'; (or
example (ascending) :
1/1

9/8
9/8

10/9

5/4
6/5

3/2
10/9

5/3

2/1

6/5

Pythagoras and His Arab Aco!rtes
In pursuing the story of Pythagoreanism we cross an apocryphal twenty
one centuries (Ling Lun's antiquity is probably exaggerated) and come to
Pythagoras himself, who, rightfully or not, is the Western symbol of 3-de
termined intonations. Pythagoras the individual and his reputed theories
have been amply discussed (Chapters 10 and 15). The Pythagorean hepta
tonic scale (see Chapter 10), beginning on any one of its degrees, was con
sidered the theoretical basis of music throughout the Middle Ages, as we
have seen, and is also, according to Schlesinger, the scale which the Arabs
translated and studied, then bore "along their victorious path through
'SlttSlflioru of TlfM,
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Persia, India, North Africa, Spain and Sicily.'"

Thus the Pythagorean

scale from the Greek source via the Roman ecclesiastical and the Arabic
worlds met in southern Europe, especially in Spain.
The scale is easy to tune, but it does not necessarily follow that it is easy
on the ear, as Archytas and Ptolemy and numerow others discovered. And
as each new degree in a Pythagorean-inspired scale is added, the number of
intervals ungratifying to the ear is disproportionately increased, as a square
of any such scale would show. The Arabic seventeen-tone scale is a case in
point. Both the intonational systems antedating the seventh-century Za1zal
(see previow chapter) involved large-number ratios, but only the "ancient"
was purely Pythagorean.' On a five-stringed lute the ancient fretting, with
its fourteen-degree scale, can be deduced easily from a succession of thirteen

3/2'5 (expressed acoustically in relation to a single 1/1): 512/19683256/6561-128/2187-64/729-32/243-16/81 -8/27 -4 /9-2/3 -1 /13/2-9/4-27/8-81/64.
In the seventh century Zalzal, following the Greek pattern of reform,
moved two of the four frets or ligatures (which had already been moved in
the so-called Persian tuning some time before) onto ratios with much
smaller numbers. But, as we have seen, in the fourteenth century a pair of

3/2 recessionists, Mahmoud and Alxiulqadir, restored the ancient tuning
and added three 3/2's below the first ratio given above, or (ascending):
4096/531441 -2048/177147-1024/59049-(512/19683), which they ap
parently thought would be close enough to Zalzal's ton!':s to preserve their
musical effect and at the same tim!': give them Pythagorean legitimacy.lo
Expressed in cents and transposed into one

2/1 the consecutive scale de

grees are :

Scale degrees. I
Cents . . . . . 0
.

.

2
90.2

3
1S0.4

4
203. 9

5
294 . 1

7
8
6
384.4 407 . S 498.0

9
58S.3

17
16
(1)
10
11
12
13
14
IS
1086
.
3
1176.5
1200
Cents . . . . . . . . . . 67S . 5 702 . 0 792.2 882 .4 905 . 9 996 . 1
Scale Degrees . . .

'''Further Notet on ArillotolloenUl," in ClaSl"al Qllmll,l1, 27:93.
'Ell;", ]mlrruJl �f 111# S«i,'Y of A,Ir, 33:493-<494.
IOEllis n
i Hclmholu:, &II,JaliQII,J 'f TMe, 281n, 4S4-4S6, 516, 520. Zalul'l r�tling, which (:&n
be reconstructed caJily from the tablet of Ellis (who auributet hi. information to the Arabilt
J. P. N. Land), WiU far from . consistent .mall-number Intonation. The tuning of me five open
suing. n
i
lueeeaia ve 4/3'. (1/1-<4/3-16/9-32/21-128/81 CH' 9/8-3/2-I/l�/l-16/9) would alone
have insured IOme large_number relationshi�, and hil Kale was the�rOl'e partially Pythagon:an.
If lalzal'. Jowctt .uing, whieh wC will call 1/1, was r�tled in thc,e rata: 1/1 (open Itring)-
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With knowledge of the cent values of the simpler acoustic intervals it is
obvious that this scale has little virtue.1I To the Monophonist as psycholo
gist it is interesting nnd worth analyzing only as evidence of the extremes to
which a man and a people and an age will carry a single idea. It impresses
upon us the pointlessness from an esthetic standpoint, and the unhappiness
from the standpoint of the simplicity-loving ear, of successions of 3/2'5 as
the basis of a scale. Helmholtz, who, despite his musical conservatism,
generally thought clearly on fundamental issues, saw no hope for intona
tional. catharsis in Pythagoreanism, which he characterized as devoid of
"any right principle. " 12
et

Chaos"-the Heritage of Centuries
Immoderate Pythagorean ism verges on acoustical chaos for the very

simple reason that the ear can bring no judgment to its large-number
ratios. Viewed simply as a basis of modulation, as Brown uses it in his
"polyphonic" just system (see Chapter 18), there can be little or no objec
tion to it, but as a series of relationships to t/l it is irrational; even a ratio as
close as 27/16-jUSl three 3/2'5 higher-is beyond the ear's capacity to de
termine accurately, Many of the intervals found in successions of 3/2's
occur in the Monophonic fabric, but the implication is entirely different.
In the Chinese pentatonic and Greek heptatonic the ratio 32/27, for ex
ample, is implied in the tonality of 1 / 1 . In the Monophonic fabric 32/27 is
not implied in the tonalities of 1 /1 but in the Otonality 32/27 and the Uto
S4/49-9/8-27 /2Z-81/64, the fretting of the four hightt

l!ringl-i
n lucceaive 4f3'l-could be
lour Crell went .uaight acrou the fingttboard. 11'1 praClicallerms, Mahmoud
ly added IWO new (relllO the four Crell of the ancient Pyth.gorean tuning,
and Abdulqadir limp
the l/t lu ing of whieh was fretted III follows: 1/1 (open IUing)-256/20-9/8-l2/27-8 1 /64.

deduced, .inee the

The two new frell eonelponded 10 blul', 110'0 frell 54/49 and 27/22. Aside from the many

ratio. of 3, 9, and

11

in Zalul', scale, and the abtence ofthoae of 5 and 7, the only notable charac.

terillic are the ,mal! intervals 54/49 10 9/8, i.e., 49/48 (l5.7 cent.), and 27/22 to 81/64, i.e.,
ll/l2 (53.2 cent'), which Abdulqadir made e�n .malla (65536/59049 to 9/8 ud 8192/6561

the Pythagorean "comma," 2l.S cenll).
" EII;' proposca a Pyth.gorean JCale of t�nty·teven degree., which, he ")'lI, "this temper._

10 81 /64-both

ment would require for ordinary modulationa" (ibid., 4l) ; and

S. G.

Hllheriey, obviously

undeT the inRuence of Byuntine l-llm, propoae• • Pythagorean ICIlle of thlrty-one tone, to

play

"Oriental" music correctly, fifteen .ueee.lvc l/2', below 1 / 1 and fifteen ,ueee.ive 1/2'. above.
"It will be:l. quellion of plea..nt pastime," he writQ, "Cor the reader to work out for himself •
•erie. of thirty-one .uch proporto
i ns." H.ving indulced himRlf in thia "pllti"",," H.therley
then COTllUUCU 289 heptatonic .-:aIel from the thiny-onc: ratio., and give. many exampica of
Byuntine and Near.Eastern Colk mUllie "demanding" them. Tr�(Jlis, 0" B.1V1l11.w Ml<Slr, 1 , l,
6, 46.

"&lISa/;"", DJ TOM, 122.
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nalities 4/3 and 40/27, with all three of which it necessarily has small
number relationships.

With a 3 limit in music the inclusion of small-number

multi ples, such 3S

9/8 and 1 6/9, is not irrational, and with each raising of the limit-to 5, 7,

or I t -more of the 3-generated ratios can be admitted with logic, that is,
when they involve the smallest multiples that would fill a particular musi
cal requirement. This is not immoderate Pythagoreanism.
Thinking in successions of "dominants" around a "circle," which is im
moderate, is an old and hallowed habit, and in its tempered expression it is
virtually the foundation of our musical theory, and does not repre�nt chaos
to the average musician. To him chaos or order is dependent on the forms
those tones-whatever their genesis-take after a composer discovers them
and transforms them into music. Thus when a person is heard to remark, after
listening to a half hour of serious contemporary music followed by a half
hour of the latest swing on the radio, that music is in a state of chaos, he
completely ignores the basic ingredient, namely, the scale.
We have had the Pythagorean-generated twelve-tone scale for nearly
three hundred years, and with slight deviations for nearly six hundred
years ; the same keyboard for nearly six hundred years, and its application

to lile pianoforte for over two hundred years ; the violin in exactly its pre�nt

form for four hundred years; the same vocal techniques for a thousand years
or more; and the same compositional forms for one hundred to four hundred
years. True. in recent decades we have occasionally heard compositions or a
few phrases of an excessively dissonant nature, but the fact is that they de
pend on the same source scale, the same instruments, the same forms. and
the same manner of presentation that we have had for centuries. Let us
examine the basic ingredient of this "chaos."

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Equal Temperaments

The lntonational Crossroads
JUST ONE interpretation seems

to be clearly deducible from the somewhat

obscure story of intonational crystallization in Europe's sixteenth to eight
eenth century-that our present scale developed as it did through a combi
nation of two antithetical bodies : a body ofintuitive desire and adventurous
searching-spurred by a few perceptive or at least daring individuals-and
an opposite body of inertia. For many centuries ecclesiastical music and
music theory were singularly representative of non-action; the popular
movements, which literally conceived and propagated harmonic music,
were exclusively representative of intuitive desire. In time the charm and
fascination of the popular harmonies forced a re-examination of the theo
cratic teachings of Pythagoreanism, for didactic tradition could not possibly

be reconciled with the acoustic advances unconsciously made in the pop
ular forms. And, having made the break from Pythagoreanism-euchred
into the action, as it were-certain of the clerics went further; indeed, they
did more toward divining acoustical potentialities than at any time in the
history of the Church. So it came about that the new harmonic music was
explained in the only terms that made acoustic-that is, aural-sense ;
namely, the terms of the Ptolemaic Sequence.
From this point on the roles were at least partially reversed. That body
of intuitive desire which had created harmonic music fell into the easiest
method of perpetuating it, whereas the force that had represented reaction
produced interpreters who saw clearly the path that might be taken to pre
sent it in its best and most significant form.
The first temperings, back in the fifteenth century, were not adultera
tions of Ptolemaic, but of Pythagorean intonations. And by the time the
musical rectitude of the Ptolemaic was generally recognized-in the Italy
of the sixteenth century-the form of the keyboard. the chief reason fer

4fJ7
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temperament, was already a habit, and therefore tempering was a habit;
the notation born and bred with that keyboard was a habit, and there
fore the mentaJ reaction of musicians was a habit. In short, inertia had
the day.
Considering the whole situation it is not remarkable that the new in
struments of Vicentino, Doni, Ramarinus, and, in a later day, of Thomp
son, Brown, and Bosanquet, all of whom worked toward better intonations,
ended in museums, untouched except by musicologists come to patronize.
Without comp»ers to insufflate them, and especially without musicians to
operate the complementary bellows, they were actually foredoomed. But
this is hardly synonymous with "failure."

These men lived in a day that required a regimentation of theoretical

knowledge and a standardization of product, simply for the purpose of per·
petuation. The keyboard, king instrument of harmonic music, had become
an essential, and limitations in the building and use of keyboards, both in·
herenl and conditioned, led to a standard solution. Limited comprehension
of acoustical potentialiJies, the five·fingered hand, the mechanics of in·
strument building, and the familiar notation forced the establishment of a
level, the level of the body of musicians on whom devolved the task of
perpetuating music. For most composen and theorists it was a case of de·
termining on or accepting a realizable or realized system, undentandable
and available to all who might be attracted to it.
The means of perpetuating music on some other than this common level
did not exist. It was not a matter of painting a picture-painting it once
and letting it stand as an intrinsic value. It was a matter of repainting, again

and again, and the means of this repainting had to be common practice

among musicians. A man could not be inspired to devise a theory, build in
struments, write music, play it once or twice, and call that the end. He had
to feel that he was bestowing something more enduring than himself; and to

have any assurance that he was doing this, any assurance at all, he was

obliged to articulate his work on the level dictated by the habits and train·
ing of the body which was capable of perpetuating it. That this knowledge
frequently operated as an incubus, and was no small determinant in mold·
ing the work and the anitudes of musical thinken. is certainly not a far·
fetched conclusion.
To the experimenten of the sixteenth century there were obviously only
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(1)

to force key

boards into the pattem of the Ptolemaic Sequence, and carry on a parallel
program of education for the perpetuating body of musicians ; (2) to
adulterate the Ptolemaic Sequence by tempering it in the least harmful or
least obnoxious way, in order to bring it to the level of current patterns and
capacity; (3) to dispense with keyboards altogether-if they proved in
tractable-as an essential element· in music.
The first solution was tried by a numtx:r of men who have already tx:en
named (see Chapter 15), and probably by others ; the second was advo
cated by Salinas, Zarlino, and Mersenne, the most authoritative voices of
their times (that they accepted temperament reluctamly is nevertheless
indicated by the theoretical and practical lengths to which they went to
mitigate it); the third was never considered at so lale a date, though the
introduction of keyboards had met with considerable opposition earlier,
and for a reason other than music itself. Far back in the seventh century,
when organs were brought from Byzantium. their use was actually con
sidered sacrilegious by many; for example, by the Magdeburg commen
tators, who "invidiously insinuate that it was in the year

666

that organs

were first used in churches, from whence they infer the unla"..culness of
this innovation, as commencing from an era that corresponds with the
number of the beast in the Apocalypse."1
By the seventeenth century the beast had become the family pet, too
beloved to relegate to the beast-house, and since the mechanical ingenuity
and/or comprehension of musicians was apparently unequal to the prob
lem of the Ptoiemaic Sequence justly represented in every desired tonality
in keyboards. there remained but one course : temperament, and in the
seventeenth century Meantone Temperament.

The Meanlone-Consequence of Its

Virlues

The name of this temperament reveals what its initial purpose was
namely, to preserve the true character of 5/4 (which is so essential in the
Otonality 1-5-3 triad) by appropriating two "mean tones." Inasmuch as
5/4 is the compass of 9/8 and 10/9 the mean would be 193.2 cents-beIHawk;"" HisIi1t7 of IN &U1lC� tmtl Prat;tiu of Mill;';, 1 :147. Ha",ki", adds that "the wit of
thia &arCillm ia founded on a luppot;t;on that, upon enquiry, will appear to be fabe in fact,"
The introduction of the organ 'W8I even earlier, dating from the time p{ Saint Ambrotc in the
fourth ccntury.
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tween 9/8 (203.9 cents) and 10/9 (182.4 cents). Organs we:re tuned from
"E�" to "G#." with eight true 5/4',,' as indicated below:

I

I
Eb B b F
L

C

11
G

D
11

I I

A

E

I
B

I

The small and large "semitones" in Meantone-76.1 and 117.1 cents
show up clearly in the Table of Comparisons given later in this chapter,
four of the seven large "semitones" appearing in pairs. Obviously not all
triads in such a plan would be "good." Both the "good" and "bad"
triads reveal themselves in the table below, the column under 6/5 con
taining the distinctive ingredient of the "minor" triad, the column under
5/4 containing the distinctive ingredient of the "major" triad, and the
column under 3/2 containing the ingredient required in both triads (note
that the best "3/2" in Meantone-696.6 cents-ill 5.4 cents too flat, or
3.4 cents flauer than the same interval in Equal Temperament):
Key of:
6/5
3/2
5/4
(315.6 cenu)
(702.0 cenu)
(386.3 ccnu)
269 . 2
386.3
696 . 6
E,
310
.
3
386
.
3
696.6
E
696.6
269.2
386.3
F
427.4
696 . 6
F#
310.3
696 . 6
G
310.3
386 . 3
737.6
427.4
310.3
G#
696 . 6
386.3
310.3
A
269.2
696 . 6
386 . 3
B,
696.6
427
.4
310.3
B
696.6
386 . 3
C
310.3
696.6
427 .4
310.3
C#
696 . 6
386
.
3
310.3
D
Those Utonalities involving the approximation to 6/5 of 310.3 cents
and the approximation to 3/2 of 696.6 cents, and those Otonalities involv
'Ellia in Hclmholtz• .snuGticm.r " T_. 434.
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ing the exact 5/4 of 386.3 cents and the approximation to 3/2 of 696.6
cents, are the "good" triads ; these number sixteen.
The "bad" triads? European musicians had great fun modulating a
ring-around-the-rosy from one "key" to another until they had used every
one of the twelve tones of the temperament as a "tonic," and got back
to where they started, but the four "major" triads and the four "minor"
triads that were not "in tune" and were not intended to be-with their
bruited "howling of wolves"-soured the rosy. Thereupon, one or a group
of gentlemen, whose pictures hang above the pianos of nearly every music
studio in America, came along and showed how, by using a new system
of tuning, musicians could have triads without the obnoxious contrast, all
equally bad and equally good. And onc in particular demonstrated, in a
way that has since become known as a classic of success, that with this
tuning the musician could rosy around all day long with completely
satisfying, undeviating monotony-from the standpoint of intonation.

Expansion ofthe Meantone Idea
Before this new tuning had become aJait accompli, however, there were
several attempts to obviate the "bad" triads through expansion of the
Meantone principle. The organ of Georg Friedrich Handel was tuned in
Meantone Temperament from "D�" to "A#." with twelve true 5/4's, thus:'

I

c
11

11
G

o

I
A

I
E
I

I

I

It had sixteen tones to the 2/1, with pairs of keys for "C�D�, G*,-A�,
D*,-E�, Att-B�," and gave Handel twelve "good" triads in "major," each
with its characteristic "3/2" of 696.6 cents and exact 5/4 of 386.3 cents,
and twelve "good" triads in "minor," each with its characteristic "3/2"
of 696.6 cents and "6/5" of 310.3 cents. The "sharp" of one tone and the
"flat" of the next higher-expressions of a concept which grew up with
'lbW.
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temperament and which have no meaning outside temperament-are not
confounded in Handel's organ. The "good" triads or this organ are these4 :

"�AJOR"
C-E-G
DIP-F-AIP

D-Fl:-A
EIP-G-BIP
E-GI*-B
F-A-C

"MINOR"
F;!-AI*-C;!
G-B-O
AIP-C-EIP
A-G,-E
BIP-D-F
8-D;!-Fii

C-EIP-G
q:-E-Gii
O-F-A
I)#-F#-Aii
E-G-B
F-AIP-C

F;!-A-Q
G-BIP-D

Gii-B-Dii

A-C-E

BIP-DIP-F
B-D-F#'

An earlier inslrt. :mCnt, having an even more extensive Meantone appli
cation, was the Clavicymbalum Universale, described by

Praetorius,

writer and composer of the late sixteenth century, who saw it in Prague·
(this instrument was mentioned in Chapter 1 2 in connection with Chro
melodeon

2/t's.

11).

It had nineteen tones to the

2/1

over a compass of four

Each of the ordinary five black keys was doubled, and in addition

there was a black key between "E" and "F" and between "8" and "C."
This would of course incrcase the number of "good" triads.

But even such slight modificatiuns as Handel's organ and the Clavi

cymbalum Universale, looking toward better intonation, were apparently
too complicated for Europe's musicians, who refused to abandon the
7-White-S-Black, dating back to 1361. e And since the bad Wolf Meantone

was annoying them, and they had already plunged into the sea of com
promise, it was the most natural thing in the world to sink.

Another Act-Equal Temperament at the Denouement
By the late nineteenth century, when individuals in England and Ger
many and this country began to work aggressively for better intonation,
·Notc thc imposalbillty of wing lmall-number ralios in cumining tcmperamcnt. Onc must
citnc:r {all bad. on logarithms or cenl5 (which nprcu a value only indireclly and comparatively)
or lurd.. (which arC uactiy what the woz-d impliQ, irrational) or invoke those equivocai lymbot:.
of surd..-"A-B-C," elC., which imply too much and thcrl!forc nothing speCific. The term "A,"
for eumplc, can mean any intonation from the limiu or"G�" 10 Ihe Iimil5 of "B\>." Only thc
student who has becomc ClIaspcrated in endeavoring to katn the true intcntion of thco:rislI using
Ihis nomenclature will really undcntand thc dClCfiption of it al all-meaning and lherdore no
meaning. PcrhaPl lhe faclor which more lhan any other renders pointless and meaningleu much
otherwix conscicntioUl work on Ihc part of aC:COUllicialll and lnc:ori515 s
i tnc:ir adherence to il.
I vemure to luggClt that it is long pall lime for Ihc "A-B-C'." of music 10 be: liquidatcd in faVOl'
ol lhc 1-2-3'. o{ music.
IHdmhohz, &ns",j�ns of TQ�,

l20.

'Uncqual tcmpctamcnu, of which Meantonc is onc, W1:rc proposed in many forml and for
a variely of keyboard.. in the li,w:cnth and I<'venlcc.nth eenluria. Actual applications to imtru-
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a huge literature of significant music based upon the instruments of corn·
promise had come into being. Since music is written for specific vehicles,
with all their faults and virtues woven into its woof, this literature proved
to be too great a handicap to those who were essentially theorists, however
empirical, rather than creative persons with a will to begin the work that
might ant'! day at least counterbalance the handicap.
It is pointless to argue that music would not have reached the pinnacle
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries had earlier Europeans been
more perceptive and morc successfu1 in preserving the Ptolemaic Sequence
in keyboards,' The world is not ending on any predictable date. and there
is still time to show what can be done in another climate, under other
auspices. That other climate is actually with us, and it is an anomaly that
we, a mechanically talented modern people, should insist on accuracy to
the millionth part of an inch in certain precision instruments, while we
nonchalantly accept at least a seventh of an equal "semitone" as an
"inconsequential" error in music and dismiss mathematical computations
as having "nothing to do with music"· because our mechanical and scien
tific talents remain uncorrelated with our musical talents. Were this im
moderate tendency toward artificial divorcement of different branches of
learning to go cvcn slightly into cclipse the ll::nefiu to the music of the
future would be fabulous.
Moreover, with our highly developed reproducing media, there can
be no conceivable objection to the coexistence of different intonational
philosophies, allowing the individual composer the choice of anything
current or anything he can concoct. His work can be preserved i n records,
just

as

the diverse materials and techniques of literature and the visual

menu varied a good deal, but probably not 10 the extent o( the tbeoria. Aside from the Ulual
twt:lve-degrec: Meanlone Temperamenl and tm= nineteen.degn:e Cavicymbalum Univenale,
Ihen:: wt:n:: propcula (CH" twenty (Doni), Iwenty-thn::e (Niedhardt). thiny�ne (Vieenlino). fifty,
and fifly·live dc:grtt$. Barbour, "Equal Temperament," 61, 195, 245, 253, 285, and /J41rim. More
recenlly ElIis propoKd a twentY«:YCn-degrcc Meanlone intonation which "would have been
nothing 10 offend the cars of Handd and Mozart." In Hclmholtz, &"IllIiO�1 of Tp�, 434.
fThc ltatement in the H(mNlrd D�tio",".1 of MIUU that the ".dvantage. of the '}'$tem [Equal
Temperament] far outweigh ita Raw," (page 735) is made with .uch aUlhoritya. almOlI 10 con_
vince me Ihat the D�tio>w.1 got it from Bach, and Ihat Bach got it from God.
ICombarieu, one-lime professor of mUlic hiltory al the Coll�ge de France and a fervent
defender o( Equal Temperament, ne�nbelea Ipcab ol iu "conltitutional viciousnea," and A}'$
that "in triumph is due 10 what . " . the lOCiologist millht call the tyrannic inRuence of collcc_
tiviIY." BUI thoe rauln he Iweepa away bc<:aUlt: "it is mmel\lCly
i
con�nienl-eliminating all
the complex peculia.rilia of thin" . . . and it place! before the eya of the theorist Iymbols which
..¥e him from I... of li
me:" Musu_lu Laws flN1 tAII(�tirnl, 120, 292. If the mUlical theorist can
IIcl thc mathematician 10 eat his breakfl.lt cereal lOr him hc ean ..� even morc time.
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aTts are preserved in print and paint. The u:ndency in music has long been
against diversity, both economically and educationally. That the economic
world should encourage uniformity is at least understandable, for a pattern
that has proved economically successful is atlractive, but that education
should dedicate itself to uniformity and at the same time loudly proclaim
its noble fulfillment of the ideal of education is the compounding of a
felony. Let us examim: some of the erudite reasoning behind the excuse
for branding the entire world with twelve semitones.

Character Witnesses Take the Stand
The claim is frequently made that the musicians playing the tonally
unfettered instruments of the orchestra unconsciously make the necessary
adjustments to correct the falsities of Equal Temperament, and this is
certainly true in some string quartet work. But it is infinitely more difficult
in the complex symphonic body, where the ablest intoners must conform
to the poorest-the winds of fixed pitch, fa. example. I I t is commonly
maintained also that, propedy considered, Equal Temperament is not
a rigid scale in itself but a just scale in any "key," that is, twelve theoretical
starting points, susceptible of an infinite number of adjustments. TheoristS
are by no means agreed as to what these adjustments should be; lhey have
occasionally designed "experiments" conducted with "observers" and have
presented the results in tables which "prove" that the ear accepts devia
tions from true ratios, becomes habituated to them, and sometimes actually
prefers them-all designed to show that the adjustments are not particu
larly important in any case. An example:'o

Interval mistuned
Acceptable orten enough with, say:
3/2
about 3 cents deviation
4/3. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . about 4 cents deviation
5/4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . about 5 cents deviation
5/3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . about 6 cents deviation
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . .

.

.

'Ogdcn'. i. an example ofthat h.ppy delusIon to char.cteristic orour intonation.l .uitucU:•.
He optimistiCillly inforllUl u. that "the musician knows the difference between harmonic .nd
equ.1 intervab, and make. imaginative .lIowancCl for the di.tcrepancia he hean. With lln instru
ment telI_tuned like the voice or, to tome elllent, the violin, the: artist will, of courte, make his
inteTVilb whilt he dairu them to be-h.rl'J>(lnic or equal, .c:oording to his need
•. ThI1l no dif
erep.neie. are felt, .nd both harmonic and equal intervllb mily be woven into a single complex
p.ttern." HtGri"l, 173 (quoted by permission or Harcourt, Brue and Company, Inc.). "Com
piu" is • good word, but I can think of other•.
'�eycr, AtllSiri4I1" A,lIhmtl.r, 142. Merer quotQ mil table, and doe. not concur in the in.
terprelatiQn or results pretented by the original author, whom he does not identify.
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Note that 5/4 and 5/3, given in Equal Tem�rament with respective
falsities of 13.7 and 15.6 cents, are here considered of doubtful acceptability
if they deviate more than 5 and 6 cents, respectively. Except for this inter
esting feature the table is not significant, since, like all attempts to justify
temperament in acoustical psychology, it fails to differentiate between
what the ear will accept and what the ear prefers, if given a choice. The
question is, what does the ear prefer for a particular musical concept?
Even more to the point. can it tell the difference between, say, 5/4 and
503/400? My ear might "prder" both, but it would most certainly resent
the substilution of one for the other.
A more subtle bid for acceptance of Equal Temperament and its
nomenclature is made by Glen Haydon. In summing up his approach,
Haydon says that "the fundamental musical intervals may be mistuned,
but still maintain their identity as fifths, sixths, seconds, and so forth. In
other words, the amount of change in frequency necessary to produce a
noticeable difference in pitch is very much less than that necessary to
produce a change in interval classification."ll
Before someone tartly asks, " Whose interval classification?" let us hear
what W. Van Dyke Bingham has to say of one of his psychological experi
ments. Bingham writes that "with each of twelve observers . . . the char
acteristic feeling of 'relationship' [pure interval} was nearly always still
present when the interval had been increased (or diminished) 32 cents
(a third of an equally tempered semitone)." Citing a specific interval,
Bingham declares: "Since the ratio 3:4 has no monopoly upon the char
acteristic 'relational' qualities of the fourth, but is rather only a modal
ratio about which cluster an immense number of larger and smaller ratios
manifesting in some measure identically the same psychological qualities,
the use, without qualification, of the symbol 3:4 to represent that particular
kind of 'relationShip' is misleading."u
Bingham is considering melody. that is, tones sounded in succession,
not simultaneously. It would be natural enough for an acoustician hearing
497/373, for example, in a succession of tones, to say casually, "It's a 4/3."
His ear knows 4/3 as a precise experience; his ear does not know slight
deviations as precise experiences. I risk the suggestion that no one who has
"J/lbNlIlliMI 10 M.uinl0l', 84, citing Pralt, TIw MoolI'''I o
f M.uic; Ihc puugc from i"'rlt
dllltiMI III M.uinl0l7 it quoled by pcrmiJIion of Pr"nlic;".HaU, Inc.
01. 12, "". 3, p. 22.
u"SludiQ in Mdody," in PI)KMloli&.J !tI"uw M0""l'II/lit S""I,fIIUU, ..
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ever tuned intervals to small-number ratios would maintain that in the
more important matter of a

sjmuUotuous sounding onc of the recognizably
dissonant ratios clustering around 4/3 manifests the identical psychological
quality of 4/3.
It is easy to overestimate the reactions of "observen." They are not
necessarily a revelation of anything but a flippant attitude or a response
conditioned by unconscious absorption of tradition; Bingham himself does
not entirely overlook the "effect of habituation."u But what does the psy
chologist himself hear? Does he not consider himself a competent "observ_
er"? Does he think that his "controlled" group can JX>ssibly be as interested
in results as he is?" UnJike the creator, who is disposed to affect a self-suffi
cient competence, the psychologist is apt to affect an all�iscerning ab
straction, and to appear to base his findings on the reactions of any and
every mind except the

one mind most interested.16

Helmholtz expresses his own opinion when he observes that "it is usual
to say that the thirds [ratios DJ 51 are much less perfect consonances than the
fifth

(ratio DJ J-J/2] and consequently also less sensitive to errors of intona

tion," but he adds: "In a consonant triad every tone is equally sensitive to

false intonation."u Because the ear is less sensitive to erron of intonation in
the ratios of

5 it hardly follows that it is therefore proper to render these

ratios out of tune. So long as the ear is capable of hearing an identity as a
comparative consonance, that identity should certainly be given a fighting
chance as a comparative consonance. At that point where the ear can no
longer make the distinction between the identity and any deviation from it
the importance of both vanishes. Just where this point is has not been deIIlbili., 39.

UBoth "obKrvt:r" RactioN and psychological m....ical tUII boil down to the ..me pur�.
lince thc reaction o( the "obJcrvcr" il evt:ntuaJly tumed into an index of hil "m....ical ability."
h iI difficult 10 eteape the conclUlion that these tUII and analyae. become, actuaUy, meaJUra
of a type of mUlica1 mimicry and memory rcu.U-the ability 10 perceive IO\Ind patterN quickly
and to cxprca reactions to them facilely. This it certainly not valuclca, but whittever agreement
the mUl>C: ptlychologist may auain between teat-rcault and provt:d "ta!e.nl." the queation or
"measuring" the probabilitia with regard to .. polential mUlic acatm" iI entirely different.
I IApropw of lueh detilchmcnt Philip Cuedalla finds the same fault in historiaN, who
"_ite as if (hey took no interat in the [their] subject. Since it is not considered good form for a
'
JTaduate of ICII than li"ly years ltanding to _ile upon any period that il either familiar or
interating, Ihis (eeling is ea.ily acquired . . . a modern historian, when he iI rcaUy detached,
writa like .amcone talking in the nUt room, and few writen have equalled the chilly precision
i half, and
of Coxe'l obIcrvation that the Turu '..wed the Archbilhop and the Commandant n
committed other gravt: violations of international law.'" SII/Jerl & S�,""r�", 14; quoted by per_
miJtion o( G. P. Putnam's Sonl and Hoddcr & Sloughton, Ltd.

uS",
f TOIII, )2{}.
..ali�/U �
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termined. but 1 1 is definitely within it, as is proved in the tuning of the
ChromeJodeon (see Chapter 9).
It is also frequently argued that in music a pentatonic scale is not heard
in only five senses, nor the heptatonic in seveo,17 nor the twelve-tone scale in
twelve ; that the five, seven, or twelve tones can give the impression of, let us
say, ten, or fourteen, or twenty-four tones. I' Also true, because of the amaz
ing versatility of the ear, but this is true of any scale. tempered or otherwise,
and the ear does not budge for an instant from its demand for a modicum of
consonance in harmonic music nor enjoy being bilked by near-consonances
which it is told to hear as consonances. The ear accepts substitutes against
its will.
Fundamentally, equal temperaments are based upon and deduced from
Pythagorean "cycles/, in whole or part. This procedure is followed for just
two reasons: (1) by compressing a "cycle" of 3/2's into a certain number of
2/1 's the system is "closed"; any tone of the scale can be used as a "domi.
nant," with a small degree of falsity, and consequently, (2) any of the scale
intervals SDlaller or larger than 3/2 will also go into 2/1 or an nth power of
2/1 an exact number of times (see page 135 for the acoustical facts).
Thus any degree of the scale is available in "any" sense (for example,
" mediant," " supertonic," etc.), the assumptive capacity of the ear decreas·
ing as the falsity of the sense increases. The falsity of any 5 Identity in Equal
Temperament, for example, is not so great as to lie outside this assumptive
capacity, but i t is possible if not probable that any 7 Identity will lie out·
side, because of its excessive falsity.

How Ill. Modems Explain It-Sch;;nberg
At least three modern composers have predicated geneses, or musical
fabrics, on the assumption of more than the usually accepted senses of Equal
Temperament. One of these is Arnold Schonberg. The "major" scale, he
says, "is to be explained as nothing else than the addition of the tones of the
three main triads" ("tonic, dominant, and subdominant"); he declares that
"we actually to some extent hear and to some extent feel this relationship in
every sounding tone," which is a reflection both of Rameau and Colin
IIMeyer. Musititul'J ,4.';"""" ", <W.
IlCompare Ellu: "'Ibe object of temperament i. to render pouible the expreaion of an in.
definite number of intavala by means of a limited number of IOnQ without dutrqaing the ear
100 mueh by the imperfectiON of the contOnanea." In Helmholtz, &1U.';IIftJ.j TIIff#, 01; quoted
by permillioo of Longmans, Creeo and Company, Ltd.
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Brown (see Chapter 1 5). Continuing, and of course implying the usual
twelve-tone scale, "if we note the more distant overtones (up to the 13th) of
these same fundamental tones, Ft C, G (4/3, 1/1, 3/21 . . . we find the
chromatic scale. Thus there appear
"BI> as the 7th overtone of C
" F� as the 1 1 th overtone of C
"Eb as the 7th overtone of F and the 13th of G
"DIP as the 13th overtone of F and the 1 t th of G
"Ab as the 13th overtone of C." 1t
If this st'atement is analyzed in cents, "C" =0 cents, "F" "",500 cents,
"C" 700 cents; the 7th, 1 1 th, and 13th partials are not expressible in
straight alphabetical symbols, but within a single 2/1 from any unity,
7 =968.8 centS, 1 1 =551.3 cents, 1 3 ... 840.5 cents. Sch6nberg's statement,
analyzed in cents, is as follows :
"'"

Schonberg's
"Overtones"
I.
7th orc (B!lo)
2. 11th of C (F�)
7th or F (£1»
3.
4. 13th of G (El»
5. 13th of F (01))
6. 1 1 th of G (01))
7. 13th of C (AI»

Cents in Sch6nberg's
"Overtones"
1000
600
300
300
100
100
800

Cents in Overtones
968.8
551.3
268.8
340.5
140.5
51.3
840.5

(500+968.8-1200- 268.8)
(700+840.5-1200- 340.5)
(500+840.5-1200-140.5)
(700+ 551.3-1200-51.3)

Schonberg's No. 1 and No. 3 are 31.2 cents false. His No. 2 and No. 6
an- 48.7 cents false, very nearly a "quartertonc" : it would seem almost as
logical to call No. 2 "F' as "F;!;," and No. 6 "e" as "01>," as is obvious
from this analysis:
"C" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . 0 cents
"F" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 . 0 cents
11th overtone . . . . . . . . . 51 . 3 cents
11 th overtone . . . . . 551 .3 cents
"01:>" . . . . . .
. . . . . . . 100.0 cents
"FI*" . . . . . .
. . . 600 . 0 cents
.

. .

.

. .

. . .

.

.

. .

His Nos. 4, 5, and 7 are all 40.5 cents false. As though this were not
enough, 268.8 cents (7th of "F"), and 340.5 cents (13th of "G"), separated
by 71.7 cents, or about seven·tenths of a "semitone," are presumed to be the
same tone, "EI;>." And 140.5 centS (13th of "F") and 51.3 cents (1 hh of
"C"), separated by 99.2 cents, or virtually a whole "semitone," are pre·
sumed to be the same tone, "010."
""Problcma DC Harmony," in MfIIIlr� MIUW-, 11 :170.
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Schonberg observes that "the more perceptible overtones sound more
familiar to the ear than those it hean but faintly; these last therefore remain
strange to it.utO Strange indeed !

Demands beyond Our ins/rumen/s-Cowell
It is refreshing, in view of the above equivocations, to find Henry Cow
ell observing that the 7th, 1 1 th, 13th, and 14th overtones do not "exactly
coincide" with tones on the piano. These overtones, however, are theoreti
cal constituents of the Cowell chords built on "seconds," which he declares
have a "sound acoustical foundation." By "seconds" Cowell means two in
tervals, the ratio 55/49 (approximately; every tempered-scale interval is it
surd, not an exact ratio; see the footnote on page 101) for the "major sec
ond," and the ratio 89/84 (approximately) for the "minor second," the
only "seconds" found in Equal Temperament. What relation the intervals
8/7, 9/8, 10/9, 1 1 /10, 12/11, 13/12, 14/13, etc., etc. (which are found in
the range of the overtone series Cowell refers to), have to the ratios 55/49
and 89/85 is thoroughly obscure until we remember the aforementioned
affable assumption that the ear actually hears 8/7, 9/8, 10/9, 1 1/10, 12/11,
13/12, 14/13 when all it gets is 55/49 and 89/84. However, Cowell goes
some distance to acquit himself when he says:
"Since we have seen the development of the use of chords from the sim
plest ones in ancient times, through somewhat more complex ones later, and
still more complex ones in present-day music, all following the overtone
series on upwards, it seems inevitable that the system of building up chords
must eventually include the next overtones after those related in 3rd! [in
this range the "thirds" art 5/4, 6/5, 7/6], namely, from the seventh over
tone upwards. There seems to be need of such a system to further the under
standing of contemporary material, which has had no adequate theoretical
coordination, in spite of being in everyday use in composition."n
It has long been evident that comJX>sers have been taxing both the sys
tem and its instruments far beyond their capacities, and that the continued
tyranny of Equal Temperament is leading to the degeneration of tonality.
A tone that is a "quartertone" too !lharp is called a true identity of tonality
for no reason except a lack of the proper instrument and rational nomento/bid., 171.

"Ntw M..mtU RmIoum, �pe<:ialIy

Knopr, Inc.

pp. 1 1 , 113, tl4; quoted by permiaion of Alfred A.
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c1ature. It would be healthy for us to realize fully that our instruments are
e xactly as poor as the system and habits of thought with which they evolved.

Explanation by Multi-Gtneru-Hindemith
Paul Hindemith goes to inordinate lengths to justify a twe1ve·tone scale
as an entity, not merely as a vehicle for transposition of essentially hepta
tonic music. The justification is, again, the overtone series, appropriated
through the device of considering a generated tone in two or more senses,
for instance, as the third partial of one series and the fifth of another, the

fundamentals of which are then assumed as degrees in the equal twelve
to.le scaJe. Hindemith gives his partials in frequencies, or cycles, but the

frequencies reduce to exact ratios, and since the ratios are mostly small·

number, and have all been introduced previously, they will be used here.

The boxed. ratios in Diagram 23 are the "generating" (high) tones, the
ratios in the tint or lowest 2/1 (at the bottom) the final scale tones, and

each column of ratios is some part of an overtone series. Diagram 23 is
deduced from the schema appearing between pages
mith's

CrtJjt oj MusictJl Composition,

Volume

48 and 49 of Hinde·

1.

What Hindemith accomplishes in this plan, by a process of partials, plus
partials of partial!, plus partials of partials of partials, is accomplished in
Monophony by the one·act application of the

5 limit. In other words,

Hindemith's elaborately conceived twelve·tone scale (minus 10/9 and 9/5)

5 limit (minus 45/32 and 64/45) given in

is exactly the just scale of the
Chapter ?

Here is the Hindemith scale arranged in the order of pitch (ascending):

1/1

0

0,

C
16/15

16/15

1)5/128

9/8

16/15

F

E

E,
6/5

25/24

5/.

./3

16/15

F!

45/32

135/128

20

64/45

cent.

(6./.5)

135/128

3/2

16/15

8/5

25/24

5/3

16/15

C

B

B,

A

A,

G

16/9

135/128

1 5/8

16/15

2/1

In another part of his book (page 42) Hindemith implies that the rela·
tionships between

C--D.-D--E.-- E
16/15

17/16

18/17

19/18

T�
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L��
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are as shown, whereas, in the multi-partial provenance of his diagram they

16/15-135/128-16/15-25/24

are the exact ratios

(see above) . Again, the

composer-theorist expects the ear to hear something i t fails to get, and even
the composer himself cannot make up his mind what it is he wants it to
hear. But what the ear actually gets between these degrees is exactly what

89/84-89/84-89/84-89/84,

it has always got in Equal Temperament:

the

equally-tempered "semitone," or generally something close to it.

Partials are exact mathematical ratios. Ratios are precise magnitudes.

After going to all the trouble of showing the genesis of his scale in frequen

cies which are exact small-number ratios, Hindemith destroys their integ

'� "

rity, as in the five-degree example on the preceding page, by accepting
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varying amounts of temperament in practical music, and in asserting that

"we can dispense with the decimal points.un It would 1x: a doloriferous

world indeed in which a tuner would fix a tone at 55 cycles, then remark
that in tuning the 2/1 below he could "dispense with the decimal points"
in other words, tune his lower

2/1

to

27 or 28 cycles,

not

27.S!

Hindemith

describes temperament as "a compromise which is presented to us by the
keyboan:.i as an aid in mastering the tonal world, and then pretends to be
that world itself."u Quite
tyranny.

so,

confusing even to those who perceive its

Explanation through tk Occult-Ki,,,,k
Erost Ktenek, who is genuinely sympathetic toward all musical experi.
mentation, provided it does not tamper with tonal materials on an acousti·
cal basis, calls the "diatonic" scales a "marvelous intuition," and declares
that "it was a mistake to suppose that by hearing overtones direcdy they
[the theorists] could range them in the form of a major or a minor scale.
Even if the' theorists had heard them, this kind of disposition would have
been arbitrary . . . in all the history of tonality there is not the slightest in·
dication of acoustical observations or experiments which might have led to
the establishment of tonal scales."

As a positive explanation Kienek finds that most happy, if not most re·

cund, of answers: "Would i t not be simpler to say that the major'minor sys·
tern was produced by creative minds because it was bener suited than any
other to the expression of their thoughts? It would not only be simpler but
also more correct." U

At II.55 by tk Clock-A TransjuJion of Overtones
\¥hat impresses one most in these endeavors within Equal Tempera·
ment is that a strenuous effort is being made to find more and ever more in
the present resources, more than there can really be any hope of getting. It
is indeed wishful thinking to believe that we can give expression to theoreti·

11(;,.", � MllIkrJ. QmlOsiliM, 1:42.
Sllbid., 1:155.
IiMllIk Hm IINi Nom, 197, 198; quoted by pcrmillion of W. W. Nonon & Company, Inc.

(eopyril(ht 1939 by the publishe"). Contrast Krenek'. auilUde with dUlt of the German philot
ophcr Hcrbart; "There arc allelatiORl whote authol'ily ill due to audacity alone; Cor Rl
i tane;c,
it is claimed that numbcn and their ratios (which li� the IOle and unique meaRl of distinguish.
inl CORlOnanee from dillonance ) arc not tlu: true c1emenu of the B'Illllifu./ in mUlic!" Com
baricu, Mu./�_lls LaWI tmtl EHiu.liDII, 285.
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cal complexities in an inflexible and irrational system. Let us first have
instruments which give true 7th, 1 1 th, and 13th overtones, and true ratios

8/7-9/8-10/9-11/10-12/11-13/12-14/13. and 'he
135/128-16/15-25/24, before writing music for them;

of

t<ue ca,ios

16/15-

in other words, let

us relieve our long-suffering ears of some of its burdens.
In this brief examination of contemporaries we are also very conscious
of their repeated use

of the word overtone,

their evident desire to tie our

everyday scale to something a little beyond us, to one of the phenomena of
nature. For centuries, ever since Mer5enne, a procession of exegetes has

been polishing the ritualistic platters with overtones, in dozens of theoreti

cal disquisitions. (K.ienek, too, objects to this, but in getting away he bolts
through the first open door he sees, one labeled "Occult.")
Let us look at the facts: the genesis

of twelve-tone Equal

Temperament

had nothing to do with overtones. It evolved from three prime factors :

(1)

the ecclesiastical modes and the desire, largely unconscious, for small-num

(2)

bourdon and other popular forms, and of
keyboards (which grew together); (3) the tyranny of the five-fingered hand.
Now let us look at the vehicle: it is a "cycle" of twelve 3/2'5 compressed
into seven 2/1 '5, with the result of twelve equal "semitones," in the frame
work of which, fortuitously, the all-important 5/4'5 and 6/5'5 are only so

ber ratios;

the growth offaux

out-of-tune as to be not quite insufferable.
[n drawing this forthright picture I have no intention of belittling the

total result. Even in the light of the long years and great labor that man has

expended in striving for beauty in intonation, we must say, when we con
sider the treasure which has been produced on the tempered basis, that
twelve-tone Equal Temperament was an unfoldment of genius. We also
know that it was attended by an evil genius, but the treasure nevertheless
survives. And now, at

1 1 :55

by the clock, would·be resuscitators are rush

ing to the bedside with trarufusions of overtones, apparently assuming that
a critical illness exists.
For nearly three hundred years Equal Temperament has acquitted well
the creative aspect of its work, and it will probably continue to do so for
some time to come, at least for those who like it, and who come by that lik
ing through honest analytic labor, and not because they found it in their
stockings at Christmas. The popular forms of music especially seem to be
sliding hither and thither among the equal degrees with youthful vitality,

CENESIS OF A MUSIC

without theoretical overtones, and it is quite conceivable that if they do not
beat their heads too dizzily against the !-2-3-4 walls of their duple-rhythm
cubicle, they will one day slide onto the basic relations

of Just Intonation.

Sixty Miles above the Earth-a Afosaic Revelation
Progress toward better intonation could certainly be facilitated by lab
oratory and classroom work with the acoustical actualities (the scale Hinde
mith desires but does not get, for example) . As things now stand the intona

tion which the individual compo$er desires (Schonberg, Cowell, Hinde
.mith, or anyone else) is left to the fingers of the violinist, the lips of the
flautist, and the laps of the gods-all tender mercies, we hope-simply be

cause of the iniquitous determination of musical education to withhold
from students any adequate comprehension of the problems of intonation.
A certain radio class which had been studying the so-called ionosphere,

a layer of ionized air some s ixty miles above the earth's surface, was asked
in an examina tion to define it. The answer of one student was: "It is a
theory which exists sixty miles above the earth."
It would be hard to find any few words tn the English language that
would be more applicable than these- "a theory which exists 'sixty miles
above the earth"-to the musical scheme conceived in Just Intonation,
which goes thro ugh the processes of evolvemc::nt, vegc::ta tion , validation in
the popular mind by publication, and eventual application to the same
familiar tempered-scale instruments. Why are all theories-however Mosaic
in the ionosphere-perennially reduced to these same instruments

on

the

earth?

An acoustician writes in his book that Just Intonation is impossible of

at tainmc::nt

in a practical systc::m of music, a psychologist repeats this in his
book, authors of harmony repeat it in their books, and finally a veritable
army of theorists, composers, and instrumentalists repeats it verbally-of
whom not one in a hundred thousand can speak from personal experi
ence. H Meanwhile, the individual composer goes right on imagining tones
I�e ther OT not he il onc in " hundred tho....nd,
..
a recent eumpJc il Carlot Chavez,
who writel: "If we wCl'e to try 10 achieve purity in the intervals proceeding (rgm the 5th, 7th,
IlIh, 13th, etc., harmonics, the compliaotiona woutd become fanwtic." A Itronc word, that
"fanwtie." But Otavn abo IpeaU o( "permitting progras in the eonqucst of pure intervals,"
and remaru that "the teooeney is unquestionably in that direction." T_d " NfW Music,

151-152.
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he seldom gets, implying his tones in a system that does not encompass
the·m, and knowing that they will be played by musicians who do not corn·
prehend them.
It is the individual composer's privilege to choose his tonal materials,
and the possibility that a composer might actually prefer twelve·tone Equal
Temperament-even if given a choice-is always conceivable. But, I re·
peat, the privilege of choice carries wi th it an obligation-the obligation to
make both acoustic examination and self<xamination. That obligation is
not fulfilled by merely accepting a legacy.

First Result ofExpansion-uQyartertones"
Proposals and instruments looking toward expanded resources within
the framework of some temperament fall naturally into two classes. The
first comprises those which divide the already equal "tone" (1/6 of a 2/1six "tones" to the 2/1) into further equal parts, such as "quartertones"
(twenty·four-tone temperament), or "sixth tones" (thirty·six·tone tempera
ment). These procedures might be called a tempered expression of "Poly·
pythagon::anism," since they are based

on a small·interval juxlaposition of

two or more Pythagorean twelve "cycles." in exactly the manner the Chi

nese created a twelve·tone scale by juxtaposing two sets of six Hi (see previ

ous chapter) , The second class includes those which compress one of the
Pythagorean "cycles" into the 2/1 to obtain such divisions as nineteen
equal degrees and fifty-three equal degrees.
Composers and theorists in the first category assume, for reasons beSt
known to themselves, that the interval compass of the "tone" is Mosaic
law, a fundamental error. The most that can be said for the series of secand
ary errors resulting from division of the "tone" into four, six, eight, and
even sixteen, equal parts is that "musical" resources are thus increased
with a minimum of disturbance to the status quo, but such divisions are al·
ways lazy theory and fallacious aural psychology.
Michael Meshaqah, nineteenth-century Syrian theorist, proposed a
division of the 2/1 into twenty-four equal parts and collected Arabic folk

melodies which, he said, demanded this scale. U Prominent in Zalzal's fret·

ting of the lute were several ratios or 1 1 (see Chapters 15 and 16); his

scale was used for seven centuries bef0re the fourteenth,
tlHclmholu, SmsaliOrll #f Trnu. 264.

and has probably
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also been used since, despite the "reforms" of Mahmoud and Abdulqa
dir.27 In view of the fau that the division into "quartertones" gives two
of the ten ratios of 1 1 with a falsity of only 0.6 cent, two with a falsity of
only 1.3 cents, and two with a falsity of 2.6 cents, the probabilities are
that Meshaqah's claims for Arabic folk melodies are valid,t8 But the fate
of the other ratios of 1 1 , and of the 5 and 7 Identities in "quartertones," is
another story (see below).
A "quartertone" is of course 50 cents. Below are given the number of
cents in each of the six ratios mentioned above and in the corresponding
" quartertone":
Cents i n "quaTtertone" . . . . . .
150
350
650
550
850
1050
12/11
11/9
Ratios . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1/8 16/11 18/11
11/6
Cents in ratios . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 0 . 6 347 . 4 551 . 3 648.7 852.6 1049.4
About 1895 Julian Carillo began to work with scale degrees of 50 cents,
a1so with degrees of 25 cents, and even of 12.5 cents (the latter "eighth"
and "sixteenth tones"), using them in his own compositions and employ
ing instruments ofhis owndevising. 2. At least one record ofthese compositions
was made, which seems to have achieved a wide distribution. SD Carillo's
theories were publicized under the maladroit caption of "Trece Sonido,"
that is, the "thirteenth sound" beyond the twelve we now have on the piano.
A guitarra (a large guitar) was used for "quartertones," an "octavina" (a
type of contrabass guitar) for "eighth tones," and a large harp-zither for
" sixteenth tones. " al
The fact that Carillo a150 appropriated everything from the "thirteenth"
to the "ninety-sixth sound" ("sixteenth tones") is not revealed in his title,
which seems to suggest a monotone achieved somehow on the number 13,
whatever that would be. That the title was a conscious linking of a "tone"
whacked into four and more equal parts with the "spell" of the number 1 3
tlEUu remarlu that Zalz.al'. tona wen: "tvidcndy too deeply fOOled in popular feeling to
be: reaUy klft." JrNrIIiIl -J IIw S«U!? of A,,,,, 33:496.
''Seventeeo!h<eotury theoriU. familiar ....i!h tne Arilloxenean approximatioql oc:c:asionaUy

diJcusted "quartertonCl," and one-Lemme ROIIi (1601-1673)-gave number. for the .tring
lengtlu of equat "quartertones," po.ibly for the fint time. Barbour, "Equal Temperament,"
201, 220.
"Meycr, MIUiaIm'J Aritlurlltu, 70-71, 122.
•� title of the compotition wu P"flUJi
o " CrisloW Col"", for harp-zilher, Ot:uvina, ccllo,
AI
. played by thc "13th Sound Enlc:mblc" of Habana.
trumpet, toprano; it ....
ILQvcrmycr, "Q....tcr.Tones-and
..
LeM," A""rUlI1I MnCllf.1o 12:208.
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can

hardly be doubted. It should also be obvious that this "thirteenth
sound" has not the remotest connection with the 1 3 Identity as used in the
present work (and in Schlesinger's analyses) or with the 1 3th partial.

Meyer's "Oyar/er/ones"
One of the most interesting of contemporary theories, which finally
wound up in twenty-fouT-tone temperament, is that of Max F. Meyer. The
very title of Meyer's book on theory, The MU$/.'cian's Arithmetic, reveals that
its author is cognizant of music's mathematical basis. He has taken the
trouble, for example, to state the case for ratios as common musical terms
with a clarity which is probably unsurpassed. His hydraulic model of the
cochlea and his book on the nature of tonal impact on the inner earn indi
cate that his observations were well considered. Of ratios he says: "No
other terms are safe from ambiguity" ; therefore, "the musician who ab
hors numbers . . . abhors the way leading toward an understanding of
musicianship, an understanding of the psychology of music." In surveying
musical theory, "our whole endeavor is directed toward deriving the his
tory of music from the 'preference,' so to speak, for smaller number sym
bols, other conditions permitting a choice."
The highest identity number Meyer uses is 9, and he criticizes Ptolemy
for his prodigal use of prime numbers such as 31. u "Even 1 1 is probably
already outside our sphere of interest," he writes; he calls this identity an
"intellectual chastisement," though he adds that it "should not be dog
matically excluded." He scoffs at the idea that the ear can like any unusual
interval merely through habituation, and gibes at the "mythology" of
overtonesi"' and the "hallucinations" of undertones as sources of tonality,
calling the ordinarily considered "dominant" in the Utonality 1-5-3
triad the "worst chosen keynote."
And, when all is said but not yet done, Meyer applies his theories on a
harmonium of twenty-four-tone temperament. U He holds that "quarterItM«Nm�I '/ tJu lrtttn Ear.
I� number 31 OCX\II"I in the enharmoni<: tetra<:hord lutributed by PtoJcmy to DidymlU.
Hawkint, Hislllr,Y �/ IN &�lt&1 IIM hlltlit, 11/ Mw, t :32.

"Ao;:knowlcdgcmcnt is here made of the salutary effect of Meyer'l argument on the p�_
tentat;on of material in th� book.
i lly pp. 8, 19-20, 25, 39, 76, 80, 89, 104, "'1-142. Meyer'.
uMItI;e;II1I's AritJurwtK, elpcca
hanPonium (1902) w&lI probably the firM "quartertonc" keyboard and iJ even loday onc of the
few with a novel keyboard (ilIU1tration p. 57). The IOOIC usage of the word "quarterlonel"
Meycr . book abo) to mean any ImaU divilion of the acale is exceedingly un.
i
(encountered n
'
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tones" arc: necessary for such monogenetic intervals as 8/7 and 7/6, yet
8/7 is 18.8 cents below an equal "quartertone," and 7/6 is 16.9 cents
above (see below) ; these are greater deviations from true ratios than any
deviations from the ratiO! of 5 in twelve-tone temperament. Regarding
simultaneity he writes: "Tone relations can be mOTe easily o6ser�d in suc
cession, when the peculiar roughness often resulting from simultaneity
does not distrOLl tJu listener's aittrllion,"" "Roughness" is a characteristic of
intervals out of tune. Except for certain of the ratios of 3, 9, and 1 1 .
"quartertone," are all badly out of tune. The nature of a simultaneity rep
resented by "quartertone" surds could only be rough.

Resources of"Q.uarllrtoTld'
"QuartertonesH are obtained by a simple duplication of the twelve
tone tempen=d scale a "quartertone" higher. The original, since it is the
usual scale, has good 3 Identities and two fairly good 9 Identities, but poor
5 Identities (13.7 and 15.6 cents false). The doubling, a "quartertone"
higher, gives six of the ten 11 Identities almost perfectly, but fails to rep
resent the other four at all; it comes closer to the 7 Identities than the orig
inal, but not close enough, since they show a maximum falsity of

18.8

cents; it improves the 5's not at all.

Table of Comparisons
On page 430 is a table of the number of cents in various systems of in
tonation as compared with most of the small-number ratios which theorists
consciously or unconsciously reach for in proposing solutions to the prob
lems of tuning, the Monophonic ratios in other words. The important his
torical a':ld contemporary propositions are included.
The cents value of each degree is shown on the same line as the Mono
phonic ratio to which it is closest; in both the thirty-six-tone and fifty-three:

tone scaJe two scale degrees are sometimes close to a single Monophonic

degree; for example, on the line of the Monophonic degree 33/32 in the

fifty-three-tone scale are the degrees "45.3 & 67.9" (cents). The rules
under certain jwt ratios indicate their correspondence to the degrees of

fonunate. N for the tt¥'mt tempered "qu.artertonCl" and just "quartcrtoDCI"_both of which
are encountered-the fint h&I JI redundant adjective and the ItCOnd la a contu.ion of CODCtpU.
The word "quanertOnCl" delinea iuell_tM:nty.foW' equal degrees, and the�fote tempered.
"16i6., 55.
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the twelve·tone chromatic scale. In the column under Meantone the four
exrra degrees which gave Handel's organ sixteen degrees to the 2/1 are
indicated by an "H." Here also zero cents equals "C."
In the column under Pythagorean twelve·tone scale thirteen degrees
are shown, since both tritones are given (588.3 and 6 1 1 . 7 cents), betw«:n
which is the Pythagorean "comma" (23.5 cents). This scale is deduced
from the following succession of 3/2's (ascending), each expressed within
its 2/1 , 1 024/729-256/243-128/81-32/27-1 6/9-4/3-1 /1-3/2-9/8-27/1681 /64-243/1 28-729/512. The difference between 1024/729 and 729/512,
in the same 2/1, is 531441 /524288 (the Pythagorean "comma"), and the
total compass of the 3/2 succession, from lowest to highest, is seven 2/1's
and the "comma."
It is obvious from this table that the validity of the twelve-tone scale is
impaired by tempering and that a twenty-four-tone scale has little validity
to impair. As a temporary expedient, as an immediately feasible method of
creating new musical resources, "quartertones" are valuable. That they
are comparatively easy to obtain is evidenced in the many composers and
performers who have used them: Alois Haba, with three piano manuals,
the first and third of which played identical tones and the second a "quar
tertone" higher;" Hans Earth, with two piano manuals, the second tuned
a "quartertone" higher than the other; and Mildred Couper, with two
pianos, the second tuned a "quartertone" above the first. These of course
involve the usual pattern of keyboard. The "quartertone" instrument! of
both Meyer and Moellendorf, however, were deviations from the 7-White5-Black. n
U

Sixth Tones" and Busoni

The division of the "tone" into six equal parts (thirty-six-tone equal
temperament) is, acoustically, another Polypythagoreanism in tempered
expression, being an original twelve-tone equally tempered scale with two
duplicates, each juxtaposed a sixth of a "tone," or 33.3 cents, higher. Fer
ruccio Busoni became enamored of this temperament and incorporated it
in a harmonium with a novel keyboard (before the war in the Berlin Hoch
schule f\ir Musik). The instrument has two manuals, black and white keys
altemating throughout each. Both manuals play "third tones" (eighteen to
the 2/1), with the second tuned a "sixth tone" higher.
"Ovt:fmY"f, Amtr;'"'' M�rnlry, 12;2Q8.

UMcycr, MlJ.li,ilVl's A..it""",,;,, 57-58.

NUMB£R OF CENTS IN DI!CR£U OF VARIOUS SCALU
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Arabic Equal Equal Equal
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81/80
33/32
21 /20
16/15
12/11
1 1 /10
10/9
9/8

0
0
21.5
53.2
84.5
1 1 1 .7 lOO
lSO.6
165.0
182.4
203.9 200

8/7
231.2
7/'
266.9
32/27 294.1
315.6
./S
J47.4
11/9
)86.)

300

0

90.2

0

0

76.1
90.2
1 17.IH

0

0

0

63.2
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lOO
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116.1
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193.6

203.9

193.2
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203.9
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294.1

269.2H
294.1
310.3

252.6
)15.8

.00

05.1
470.8

36-

S3-

To�
Equal

To�
Equal

0
JJ.3
66.7

0
22.6
45.3 & 67.9

lOO
133.3
166.7

1 13.2
135.8
158.5
181.1
203.8

200

90.'

233.3
232.3
226.4
266.7
249.1 & 271.7
250 271.0
300
300
294.3
309.7
)17.0
350 348.4 )3).) & )66.7 3)9.6 & )62.3

442.1

'50

757.9

750

43).3

4lO.2 & 452.8
475.5
498.1

700

792.2

772.6

792.2

769.8
7\12.5
•

1105.9
965.8H
9\16.1 1006.8 996.1

947.4

1000
1010.5
1017.6
'IS
20/1 1 10)5.0
1 1 /6 1049.4
1082.11 1086.3 1073.7
15/8 1088.3 1 1 00
1109.8
40/21 1 1 15.5
I tJ6.8
64/3) 1 1 46.8
1 1 76.5
160/81 1 178.5
2/1 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
16/11

430

900

9211.0
1167.7
1000 1006.5
950

10SO 1045.2
1100 1083.9
1122.6
11SO 1161.3
1200 1200

113).)
966.7
1000
103).3
1066.7
1 1 00
1 l )).3
1 1 66.7
1200

928.3 & 9SO.9
973.6
996.2
1018.9
1041.5
1064.2
1086.8
1 1 09.4
l t J2.1 & 1 154.7
1 1 77.4
1200
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This temperament, in which Busoni strives to draw "a little nearer to
infinitude,"" is included in the table above and forces the same conclu
sions as "quartertones." Most of the 7 ratios are present with very little
falsity, but the 5 ratios are still in the same situation as in twelve-tone
temperament-13.7 and 15.6 cents false, and the II's are not represented
at all. Neither this scale nor the "quartertone" scale can be theorized as an
expanded prime-number limit, growing from the 5 limit generally implied
in twelve-tone temperament, without involving falsities so great as to de
stroy the assumptive ability of the ear. If a temperament is changed to favor
one identity, two or three others will suffer; it is forever a case of robbing
the brothers Peter to pay Paul. In Just Intonation the Peters and Paul and
all their kin would each get his exact due.

Nineteen- Tone Temperament- rasser
The division of the 2/1 into nineteen equal parts has been periodically
suggested as a better intonational vehicle than twelve equal parts-among
others by the builder of the nineteen-tone harmonium now in the Stock
holm Museum (constructed in 1845),40 and much more recently by Joseph
Yasser.
This also is one of the Pythagorean "cycles" (see previous chapter), the
nineteenth 3/2 above a given tone being higher than the eleventh 2/1
above that tone by an interval of 137.145 cents, which, from this stand
point, stamps it immediately as inferior to the twelve "cycle," which has
only an interval of 23.5 cents to be apportioned in the tempering of its
twelve 3/2's.
The "3/2" resulting from nineteen equal divisions is of course 694.7
cents (137.1 45 + 1 9 =7.218-this is then subtracted from the true 3/2,
701.955 cents); virtually the same interval is found in the Monophonic
fabric in several places, for example, from 18/11 upward to 1 1 /9, the in
terva1 121/81, or 694.8 cents, and also on Perrett's Olympion (see the next
chapter). After hearing this interval on the Chromelodeon it somehow
ItSklld of 11 }I�w £SIN/it: Dj MUlit:, lO-31

(quoted by permission or G. Sehirmer, Ine.).
Wrote B....on; (p. 24): "We have divided the O<.:t.a.ve into twelve equidi••
" w"
a n l des",e., beea ....
had 10 manage IOmehow, and have COnttfueted Our inttrumenll in .ueh a way tbat we can never
get in or above or below CM" between [hem. Key�rd inslfumenu, in particular, haV1: 10 thor.
oughly tc:hooled our ean [hat we ate no longer capable of bearing an)'1bing dK_incapable of
hear ing except through this impure medium. Yet nature created an iflji"il� " ,.j�ti"-iflji"ik!"
'�auer, TNI1r:J II
f EN/ui", TII"lllily, 28\ n.
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borders on the absurd to be asked to consider it as the strongest consonance
in music next to 2/1.
On the side of assets, nineteen-tone temperament gives 6/5'5 and 5/3',
almost exactly, and 5/4'$ and 8/S's with a falsity of 7.4 cents, which is cer
tainly an improvement over the falsities of these intervals inherent in
twelve equal divisioru-IS.6 cents for 6/5 and 5/3, and 13.7 cents for 5/4
and 8/5. The ratios of7 are somewhat better also, but still with a maximum
falsity of 21.4 cents (33.1 cents in twelve-tone temperament). The ratios of
1 t are not represented at all.
Yasser is an outright exponent of temperament, his interest being not
the betterment of intonation but the formulation of a theory for the growth
of musical resources. He delves into the relatively primitive contemporary
musical cultures ofJava and Siam to show his evolutionary plan, which ex·
·tends into the future also, and is nothing if not broad. The Javese scale is
explained as consisting of two regular and three auxiliary degrees ("sub·
infra-diatonic"; this scale was listed as one of the "cycles" in the previous
chapter), the Siamese scale as five regular and two auxiliary degrees ("in
fra-diatonic," also listed as a "cycle"), the current Western scale as seven
regular and five auxiliary degrees ("diatonic"). The total of any one scale
thus becomes the number of regular degrees in the next scale. and the
number of auxiliary degrees in the next following scale; for example. the
total of five degre1:s for the "sub-infra-diatonic" becomes the number of
regular degrees of the "infra-diatonic," and in turn the number of auxil·
iary degrees associated with the "diatonic."
Having established this formula, Yasser suggests as the scale for the imp
mediate future twelve regular and seven auxiliary degrees ("supra-dia·
tonic," nineteen equal steps), and for the more distant future 19+12-31,
and 31 + 19 -SO, the "ultra-diatonics." The entire evolution is thus:
2+3 -5; 5+2-7; 7+5 - 1 2; 12+7 -19; 1 9 + 1 2 - 3 1 ; 31 +19 -50 <all the
numbers representing the number of scale degrees). U

Fox-StrangwaJs on rasser
The historic substantiation of this thesis, which must beomitted here, is
quite convincing in Yasser's scholarly presentation, to anyone who is not a
Monophonist. The plan has won the approval of many theorists, especially
Ulbid., apeelally pp.

7, 114, 136, 1.53,
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A. H. Fox-Strangways, who observes: "The point to be clear about is that
our present scale is worn down flat, and that it is a new scale, a new set of
conventions_ that is wanted, for us to explore."u
Those "new conventions" which are not legitimate descendants of the
Holy Trinity of Equal Temperament, John Sebastian Bach, and Seven
White and Five Black Keys are not to be considered by those who agree
with Fox-Strangways. for he believes that "such alterations as may come
wil l come gradually, as it did with clavichord, harpsichord and piano
forte. "
It is regrettable that Fox-Strangways or someone else with equally
strong convictions does not begin the exploration he recommends, Ambi
tious and highly individualistic composers have, in Yasser's book, a plan

that has been widely approved, and it can be had for the asking. From the

standpoint of slow evolution of existing materials, ideas, and thought
habits, Yasser's proposal is much more credible and adaptable than the
one presented in this book. It is no explosive and rebellious counter-action,
and Yasser does not attempt to set up an independent pendulum of his
own.
To a Monophonist, of course, Yasser's proposal is unacceptable, de

spite its breadth, because of the fahe

3/2'8

it involves and because the

Monophonist regards as equivocal the expansion of tonality on any basis

except the small-number identities. These, aside from

r�nted at all in his scheme or are represented badly.

5, are either not rep

Further Expansion-the Fifty- Three "Cycle"
The Pythagorean fifty-three "cycle" gives the closest approximation to
the nth

2/1 of the starting tone of any thus far considered, the flfty-third
successive 3/2 being only 3.615 cents higher than the thirty-first 2/1 above
1 / 1 . In its tempered expression, therefore, each of the flfty-three 3/2'5 is
Halted by 1/53 of 3.615, or .068 of a cent, giving a degree of falsity that
might really be calJed-and for the first time I use the word without quo
tation marks-inconsequential. The effect on the integrity of some of the
tonality identities other than

3,

however, is something else.

As is seen in the table on page 303, this temperament is a nearly perfect

solution for the composer who insists on anY-lone-in-any-sense up 10 Ihe

5

limit, and who is therefore satisfied ",ith the present triad basis ("major"
....

whenccr Whitheri'"· nu Qburwr (Loncicm), March \\, 1934, p. 16.
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and "minor') of tonality. All of the thirteen just degrees within the 5 limit
(see Chapter 7), and in addition the 45/32 and 64/45 of Hindemith's scale
(see above), are given with a falsity of only 0.1 to 1.5 cenu.
But from the standpoint of tonality expansion there are serious defects:
all six of the 7 Identities (based on a 7 limit) are 4.8 to 6.2 cents false; both
the 9 Identities involving 7 are 4.9 cents false; all the 1 1 Identities are from
6.5 to 10.0 cents false. From a general standpoint none of these falsities is
really bad, but remembering the caution regarding careful intonation of
the weaker identities of tonality (see Chapter 11), we must take care that
the integrity of 1 1 is not jeopardized, as it would be by a falsity of 10 cenu,
jU!lt as 7 is jeopardized. in twelve-tone temperament by a falsity of 33.1
cents. Further, the "consonance" of the h,exad basis of tonality most ac
ceptable to the ear-the bexad of the small-number Identitie! 1-3-5-7-9tt -would become equivocal. Tesu of some of these small falsities are dis
cussed below.
If we were to combine the predilection of fifty-three-tone temperament
for the 3'5, 5's, and 9's with the predilection of thirty-six-tone temperament
for the 7's and the predilection of twenty-four-tone temperament for the
11'5, we would have a tonal system capable of all identities within this
limit, numbering 1 1 3 tones to the 2/1 ! Many uf these degree! would of
course be acoustically meaningless, except in modulations seven to fifty
3/2'5 removed, and if wc tossed out the degrees required by distant modu
lations we would have left about forty-three just ratios, the number of de
gree! in the Monophonic fabric.

On till MatllT ofHearing a .-emu Falsity

Given perfect tuning in twelve-tone Equal Temperament, the very least
falsity that is involved in its representation of small-number ratios is the
discrepant 2 cents in "3/2" and "4/3," which is considered even by most
advocates ofjust tuning as "inconsequential." A1so, in fifty-three-tone equal
temperament, the four ratios of 5 involve a discrepant 1.4 cents (see table
above). That mistuning ratios by an interval of somewhat less than 2 cents
does not make an insensible difference in simultaneous soundings is easily
demonstrated on the Chromelodeon-thanks to Helmholtz, who shows how
to find the "skhisma," of 1.954 cents, 41 which is virtually identical with the
difference between 3/2 and the tempered "fifth" (1.955 cents). Eight 3/2's
U�jlticrM '" T_. 280, 316.
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downward from a given tone will produce a tone lower than 5/4 above five
2/1's below the giveR tone by the interval 32805/32768. A convenient ratio
to start from on the ChromeJodeon is 27/16; the first part of the procedure
is expressed: 27/16 X (2/3)8 ",. 16/243, which, transposed up four 2/1's, is
256/243. For convenience we then use the 2/1 below the original 27/16 to
which to add a 5/4: 27/32 X 5/4 ",. 135/128. Then, 135/128 is to 256/243
as 32805 is to 32768-1 .954 cents.
The Chromelodeon already has a succession of six 3/2'5 downward from
27/16 (see page 167), and if we take a 3/2 down to 9/8, a 4/3 up to 3/2, a
3/2 down to 1/1, a 4/3 up to 4/3, a 3/2 down to 8/9 (16/9), a 4/3 up to
32/27, a 3/2 down to 64/81 (128/81), and a 4/3 up to 256/243, the pro
cedure is the same-so far as tonal ingredients are concerned-as eight
3/2's downward, and the necessity of transposing the result up four 2/1'5 is
avoided. The final procedure is to determine the 5/4 above the 27/16 a 2/1
below the starting 27/16. In making the experiment on the Chromelodeon
it is only necessary to tune three extra reeds: 128/81 and 256/243 in the
alternate 3/2-4/3 succession, and 1 35/128, which can of course be done
perfectly by car, since only the ratios 3/2, 4/3, and 5/4 are involved. A
schema of these ratios (reading downward in pitch from right to left) is
shovm in Diagram 24.
If another reed is tuned to the 2/t above 128/81 (first ratio at the left in
the diagram), we will have four of the strongest consonances-3/2, 4/3,
5/4, and 8/5-to test in deliberate small mistunings: (1) the true 3/2 down·
ward from 128/81 to 256/243, and the "3/2" downward from 1 28/81 to
1 35/128, which is diminished by 32805/32768, or 1.954 cents, making it
virtually a tempered "fifth" ; (2) the true 4/3 upward from 128/81 to
256/243, and the "4/3" upward from 128/81 to 135/128, which is aug·
mented by the same 1.954 cents, making it virtually a tempered "fourth" ;
(3) a true 5/4 upward from 27/16 to 135/128 and a "5/4" upward from
27/16 to 256/243, which is diminished by 1.954 cents (the "5/4" in fifty·
thr"ee·tone temperament is diminished 1.4 cents-see table above); (4) the
true 8/5 downward from 27/16 to 135/128 and an "8/5" downward from
27/16 to 256/243, which is augmented by 1.954 cents (the "8/5" in fifty·
three·tone temperament is augmented by 1.4 cents).
The number of beats cn:ated per second by these mistunings depends of
course on the range of pitch chosen, but it can be determined compara·
lively by a simple example. Assuming that two reeds which make 600 and
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801 cycles (about the second "O*!" to the second

"G�" above "middle e")

4/3 (800/600), beats
numbering thref: per second would be produced, the third partial of 801
(2403) beating with the fourth partial of 600 (2400). The amount of mis·
tuning (augmentation, as in Equal Temperament) is the ratio 801 /800, or
2.1 cents. U In the same range of pitch, mistuning by 1.954 cents would of
are sounded together, approximately in the ratio

course produce beats slightly less frequent.

The point of this examination is that a heard 2<ents discrepancy

s
i

a

sensible difference in simultaneous soundings. This immediately brings up
a subject dear to the hearts of those who advocate tempered scales, that this
sensible difference is something very valuable in music, that they like the
continuous beating effect of the "consonances"; the "shimmering tone of
massed violins not quite in unison" is a remark I happen to recall. The
Monophonic fabric has many intervals some

3 or 4 cents removed from

consonance, each of which is valued for its particular dissonance and type
of beating, but the fact still remains that they do create beats and are dis·
sonant, as is perceived once the nearest consonance is offered the ear as a
comparison.
Somewhat the same effect as this dissonance is produced by the Vox
Humana stop on some organs and harmoniums, two pipes or reeds not
quite in unison being sounded for each key depressed. Unfortunately the
Western world pulled out the Vox Hurnana stop on the organ at least three
centuries ago, and the instrument has been Vox Humana·ing ever since.
We have in effect installed a prop on it to insure that it will never be closed.
This "shimmering tone" is no longer a device for contrast, to be used as the
composer wishes, but a ubiquity, in which contrast is lost. I t is something
"Relaling Ihillmall interval 10 avttage pitch ditcrimination, Seashore'l graph shoWl the

line. of "jul! notiee.able difl"e�nee.I" dipping OntO or very close to the abseissa of "1/IOOths of a
lone" (P�hoIQlJI DJ Mllli&, 60)-lhat il, 2 cents. In the limultaneoul lOunding of two tone. Ihe
relulti
ng bUll extend thi, pen:;eplibilily over a far greater range. Ellis corroborate. thil ltalc.
menl, pying that the fabity of 2 eenlJ m3kcs "a distinet d
ifl"erenee in �f\lDnanee."

oJ IM S«i'ly oJ A,u, 3l:487). 1

(Jotmt41

made the. tCSt of a "lkhilma" at a lecture at the Univenity of

WiIco"'llin, playinjt a "3/2" misl.uned by this interval in a median regisler, and opening the
Chromelodeon damper. The. beatl were apparenl to all, about one and a half per Ittond.

AI

for perceplion of lucceuive lOundingl of two tones leparated by about two eenlJ-which would

theoretically imply the ability to hear tome lix hundred lepara.te tones in the 2/1 chosen_I
altaeh no grUt imporlanee to it. Not only have I thu.s far been able to piek the higher and the.

lower of the tWO tOntl without diffieulty when othe.. tested me, but othen tDD, whote ean were
not experieneed, generally diltinguilhed be:twttn lhe lonel correctly. The only point to be:
made i, the one emphasited throughout thil book-Ihat the abililY of the human ear is vanly

underestimated.
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that the composer inevitably gets. And he would continue to �t it in fifty
three-tone temperament-although in slower, more "vibrato-like" pattern
-as anyone who has had experience in tuning reeds knows.

Fifty-Three- Tone Keyboards
At least three keyboard instruments have been constructed for fifty
three-tone equal temperament. In

1640 Nicolaus Ramarinus produced a
keyboard on which the "tone" (9/8) was divided into nine "commas," ac
cording to Hawking. U The fifty-third part of 2/1 is approximately the
width of the "co mma" of Didymus, 81/80 (21.5 cents; see table above),
and since six 9/8'$ are larger than a 2/1 by approximately this interval (the
"comma" of Pythagoras, 23.5 cents), this procedure would result in a fifty
three-tone scale.
R.H.M. Bosanquet's Generalized Fingerboard on his Enharmonic Or

gan (see the illustration facing page

392) is the most interesting of the p�s

ent fifty-three-tone adaptations, because i t seems eminently practicable. U
Here is another theory for the composer of the future to investigate, along

with Yas5er's proposal. ru an added advantage, it already has a practical
instrument as a springboard, which Yasser's scale does not have.

Another harmonium in this temperament bean the name plate, "Har

mon No. 3, Jas. Paul White, Inventor & Maker, 1 883." Still another, with
more than fifty degrees to the 2/1 (probably based on the fifty-th�e

"cycle"), is the Eitz Harmonium, which was in the Hochschule fUr Musik
in Berlin before the wa.r.

White's harmonium is now in the New England Conservatory of Music

in Boston. I examined. it there in 1943 and found the tones of its very im
practical keyboard n to conform fairly well to fifty-three-tone tempera

ment; so far as I could learn, it had not been tuned in many years. Al

though it represents one of the historic intonational ideas actually brought
to life, it stands isolated. in a practi� room, ignored by both faculty and
students. It will one day be "discovered," no doubt, along with King Fang.

A few'decades ago, in this country at least, the history of music began with
Bach. As time went on Purcell, Palestrina, and Monteverdi were "dis-

uHisf«7 .j IN 5rWtf, 11"" Prlldiu .f Mw, 1 :196.
"See the Iteyboilrd diagTam in Hclmholtl. S,OUlllinl.j TIIIW, .29.
us«: ibid., .82, for·ln indication of it. form by n\lmber arrangement. Abn
Frye. IrtlTIdwli.... � IN H_. f{)lt a history and analytil of thit instrument.

sec:

Tipple and
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covered," and today there is even examination of plain-song and the music
of the Gregorian and Ambrosian periods. Farther than that we have not
gone.
But the trend can give us faith that eventually our processes of educa
tion will encompass the earlier divinations-the monochord of Pythagoras
and Euclid, the kithara of Terpander, the auloi of Olympos, and the bam
boo pipes of Ling Lun. True, these are sometimes mentioned in music his
tories, but for all practical purposes are never comprehended by students,
since all questions of musical theory arise from, and are solved on, the piano
keyboard.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Just Intonations

Colin Brown's Polyphonic" Demonstration
(r

ALTHOUCH it gained no usage among mwicians, Colin Brown's Voice

Harmonium (see the illustration facing page

392)

was successful as a

solution of the problem ofjwt tuning on a keyboard instrument, so far as it
went. It was designed to provide perfect intonation for mwic based on a
limit, and since the implication of

7 is difficult to escape,

5

even in mwic of

the classic period, this very elementary limit is the harmonium's weakness
a weakness, however, that is susceptible of correction.
The Voice Harmonium's cleverly devised "polyphonic" Jwt Intonation
is predicated on a series of unities, or fundamentals, in a Pythagorean suc
cession of fourteen

3/2's from 1024/729 below 1/1 to 6561/4096 above 1/1
2/1 here), arranged on the keyboard in diagonal

(each expressed within its

series of degrees, each degree being separated from the succeeding diagonal
degree by a

9/8. I

At this point the Pythagoreanism of the plan ends. The diagonals of
fundamentals are given white keys, which are alternated with diagonal
series of shorter black keys, each three-fourths as long as the white. "The
arrangement of the keyboard is highly ingeniow," writes Ellis. " Observing
that in the major scale there are four notes [tones} in the column of Fiflhs,
and three in the column of Thirds, it became evident that each note [tone}
of the first would last during four successive modulations into the dominant,
whereas each of the latter would last only through three modulations.

Hence the digitaJs containing the former were made four parts long, and
,,
those containing the latter three parts long. 2

In each black key is a red peg, making diagonal series of pegs within the
blacks. The ingenuity of the plan and the JWt Intonation which is possible
'Brown, Mw i/l CM!mQII TAi"IS, l9.
tElliJ ln Hdmholu:,
Company, Lld.

Sl1lS/llillftl of T_. 472; quoted by pcrmlllioD of Longmans, Greeo -.nd
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on th«= basis of «=ach fundamental, or "keynote," lie in the rdation of the
whites to pegs and whites to blacks and pegs to blacks, � which may

duced from Diagrams 27 and

to the

2/1, but since it is

be

de

28. The plan involves more than forty degrees

not conceived as a Monophonic system, there is no

particular point in showing it in its «=ntirety in Monophonic ratios. Brown
does not use ratios in his analyses, but since his hypothesis and his subse
quent procedure are both obvious, his plan is presented in ratios in order to
rdatt; it to previous material.

The Result on BrownJs Harmonium
The result of the keyboard plan is a perfect Ptolemaic Sequence on every
white key, and a series of inherent triads, Otonality and Utonality, in per
fect tune (see Diagram

25). Fingering is exactly th«= same in every Ptolemaic

,

i

DIACRAM 2S.-A SECTION OF THE KEYBOARD OP
CoLIN BROWN'S VOICE HAR�ONIU�
&::quence (each key of a diagonal row is on a separate plane, the planes
ascending as the tones ascend in pitch), the player using onc or two keys in
five series of diagonals.

All t he "minor" tonalities related to the scale above also have scales in

perfect intonation, and in everyone of the three types-" natural," "melod
I&own,

MtuU: in CommM TJ.iftls,l9, 40, 4\.
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DIAGRAM 26.-ANOTHER SECTION Of
THE KEYBOARD Of BROWN'S HARMONIUM
ic," and "harmonic." These types. upward from 5/3 '''relative minor"),
are shown in Diagram 26. The second telrachord in the "natural";
5/4

4/l

16/15

9/8

l/2

10/9

S/l

in the "melodic" :
5/4

10/9

25/18

25/16

4/l

25/16

9/8

S/l

16/15

and in the "harmonic";
5/4

16/15

15/64

16/15

S/l

It is not possible to have the true 6/5 (and consequently a true "minor"
scale) above each white key, which Brown considers as a fundamental for
"major," but it is quite possible to build perfect Ptolemaic Sequences in
"major" starting on twelve of the black keys; this is accomplished by using
the "melodic minor" above. substituting the red peg 25/24 for t/t, for in
stance. Consequently, although only fifta:n Otonalities and the same num
ber of Utonalities were originally stipulated, the harmonium actually has
twenty-seven Otonalities.· All Pythagorean heptatonic scales are possible,
but they are not easy to play and in any case an:: interesting only historically
and comparatively.
A computation of the number of cents in each of Brown's harmonium
tones reveals that several pairs of tones are separated by the skhisma.
'1IIid.,

o.
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1.954 cents (see previous chapter) ; the black key 1 35/128, for example, is
higher than the � peg 256/243 by the skhisma. The deliberate use of
the key 1.954 cents flat in a consonance such as 6/5, which requires the
higher tone, causes an immediate and serious deterioration in the conso
nance, and a very perceptible beating.
The number of keys in the 2/1, on the edge of the harmonium facing the
player, is the same as on the piano; that is, the octave keyboard distance is
the same, and encompasses eight keys, which is an advantage because fa
miliar.· Three of these harmoniums were built by Brown, and I had the
good fortune to examine one of them at the home of a relative of his near
London. It was delightfully easy to play, besides presenting an intriguing
intonational arrangement, altogether a gracious experience in absolute and
relativ� consonance.
Here is a third idea which future composers might profitably investigate
(those previously recommended for study and development being Yasser's
"supra-diatonic" nineteen-tone temperament and Bosanquet's fifty-three
tone Enharmonic Organ). It would be interesting to see how susceptible of
expansion Brown's idea might be-that is, to a "polyphonic" just system
capable of the Identities of 7 also, and perhaps even of the 1 1 's and 1 3's.
Some thirty years before Brown, Henry Ward Poole, working in Boslon,
produced a cardboard model of a keyboard that anticipated Brown's, in
which he provided for the 7 Identities. Neither of these experimenter.! had
knowledge of the other's work. '

Pemtt Finds 7 through O!Jmpos
The intonational system that Wilfrid Perrett uses on his evolved-key
board harmonium, which he calls the Olympion, is a "polyphonic" Just
Intonation with a 9 limit. although Perrett does not explain i t in these
terms. It results from disparate conjectures regarding the famous auloi
player Olympos in ancient Greece, the phenomenon of difference tones,
and the Greek notation; however tenuous this hypothesis may appear in so
brief a summation, when it leads to a just system with identities intact
through 9 its remote inspiration is of small importance.
The designer of the Olympion is a plain-spoken retriever of basic values,
denying the necessity of an unbroken chain of " perfect fifths" and rejecting
5See the plan or thc kcyboard in Brown, 0;. ,il., 38, and Hclmholt>:, o/'. ,il.,
474-479. Sec also Tipple and Fryc, Inl1odJJ&liOfl 10 IN HQrm�n, 9-13.

'Ibid.,

471.
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atonality as a course for the future. As for twelve-tone temperamenl, the
composer has no choice, declares Perrett, but to modulate into "other keys
no better than the first, seeking rest and finding none, all his twelve keys
being equally imperfect . . . and with the natural dissonances and the
natural consonances compromised into the same dead level of uniformity
everywhere." Replying to the oft-heard observation that only the hyper
sensitive ear can take offense at temperament, he retorts: "The art of the
i not a fine art, voila-tou./."
musician who is not hypersensitive s
A twelve-year search, "consisting almost entirely of interruptions," for
the key to the enharmonic, ended in the following conclusion: Olympos
(c, 660-620 S.C.), the fath�r of th� �nharmonic, according to Plutarch, had
perhaps discov�red th� beauty of th� ratios of 7 by sounding th� auloi
(doubl� pipes) in the ratio 7/5; he may thus hav� heard the primary dif
fer�nc� ton� 2 (7-5) and the secondary difference tones 3 (5-2) and 4 (7-3)
and 1 (5-4). Among th�se tones h� found the quadrad 2:3:5:7, or, in Mon
ophonic ratios, 1/1-3/2-5/2-7/2 (th� four identiti�s represemed being
1-3-5-7).
In at I�ast partial substantiation P�rr�tt writes that by holding a tuning
fork of 256 cycles, "C," to his �ar. and Singing a falsetto "F�," he produced
clear differ�nc� tones of 2 (102.4 cycles) and 3 (1 53.6 cycles), showing that
his "FW' was to "C" as 7 is to S.
Olympos, th�n, might have built a n�w Dorian 5calc having exactly tlie
same sequence of intervals as in the old Dorian-the Greek "national
mode"-and "enharmonicaJly" related to the old Dorian by the ratios on.
This is a partial echo of Tartini's thesis that the move into the ratios of7 in
voked the ancient genus enharmonic. But Perren, unlike Tartini, uses the
idea as the germ of an intonational system, being led into the project at
least partly from a desire for a new chromatic scal�, one which would not
only replace the dissonant 45/32 with the consonant 7/5, but includ� other
intervals of 7. This led naturally enough to the conj�cture regarding the
circumstances of the birth of the enharmonic in Olympos' ear.7

Perrett's Systemic Procedure
Perrett proceeds to do just this, getting a fourteen-degre� scale, in the
ratios given below, deduced from his "Tablature." Here, to achieve ratios
of smaller numbers, "C" rath�r than "E" is represented by 1/1. Perreu,
'Perrett, SooN QIltJ,jMU ./ M.uicl21 TIvorJ, especially pp. 2, 25, 29, 90.
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like Brown,

uses

variations of alphabetical nomenclature to represent his

ratios, but since he consistently gives the number of cents in his intervals,
the ratios are easily deducible. The old Dorian (descending):
Pcrrett', symbols E

Old

D

Donan . . . . . 5/4

9/8
10/9

B

C
9/8

A

G

E

F

3/2
4/3
5/4
1/1
15/8
5/3
16/15
9/8
10/9
9/8
16/15

The new Dorian is a duplicate of the old a

21/20 above; thus all but onc

degree of the new scale is in a 7/5 ratio to some degree of the old; for ex·
ample, 5/4 upward to 7/4 is the relationship 7/ 5. The new Dorian
(descending) :
Perrett's

symbols. . .

TF

7E�

701>

le

7BI>

TAl>

7Gb

JF

NewDorian . . 21/16
7/6
21/20
63/32
7/4
63/40
7/5
21/16
10/9
16/15
9/a
10/9
9/8
16/15
9/8

In developing his scale Perrett adds five more degrees to the fourteen

given above, apparently to make maximal use of his keyboard (see below),
and achieves the following nineteen-<iegree sequence:
Perrett's

lDl:>

symbols. . . e

Cents . . . . . . . 0
. 1/1

Degrees .
Perrett's

symbols. . .

lD

D

lEI:>

El:>

266.9
315.6
203 . 9
84.5
155.2
35/32
21/20
6/5
9/8
7/6
21/20
36/35
28/27
25/24
36/35
25/24

E

IF

F

1Gb

'G

G

Cents . . . . . . . 386.3
470 . 8
498 . 0
582.5
653.0
702 . 0
Deg<e" . . . . . 5/4
21/16
4/3
7/5
35/24
3/2
21/20
64/63
21/20
25/24
36/35
21/20

Perrett's

symbols . . . 'AI:>

A,

Cents . . . . . . . 786. 4

A

'B,

B,

B

884 . 4
813.7
968.8
1017 . 6
1088.3
Degrees . . . . . 63/40
5/3
7/4
9/5
8/5
15/8
64/63
25/24
21 /20
36/35
25/24
21 /20

Perrett's
symbols. . .

le

e

Cenu . . . . . . . 1 1 7 2 . 7
1200
Degrees . . . . . 63/32
2/1
64/63

·-
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This sequence is presented by Perrelt not as a Monophonic system but
as a development ofthe ancient Dorian in an enharmonic sense, which sense
he regards as necessarily involving the 7 Identity. For a true appreciation
of Perrett's deductions and for sheer literary enjoyment Sow QUlSlions of
Musical Theory should be examined.
With respect to tonality potential the scale given above shows the
following: three Otonalities complete through the 9 Odentity (on 1/1, 4/3,
8/5); two other Otonalities complete through the 7 Odentity (on 6/5 and
3/2), and four other Otonalities complete through the 5 Odentity, that is,
"major" triads (on 21 /20, 7/6, 7/5, 7/4); two Utonalities complete through
the 9 Udentity (downward from 21/16 and 63/32); two other Utonalities
complete through the 7 Udentity (downward from 35/32 and 7/4), and
five other Utonalities complete through the 5 Udentity, that is, <lminor"
triads (downward from 1/1, 9/8, 5/4, 3/2, 1 5/8). Possible 6:7:8 triads,
for example, 1 / 1 -7/6-4/3, are pointed out by the author, also possible
6:7:9 triads, for example, 1/1-7/6-3/2, both of which he claims to be
consonant. These triads are included in the tables which were given to show
variety in the quality of tonality (Chapter 8) and occur in nearly all of
Monophony's twenty-eight tonalities.
Like Helmholtz (the cracks in whose theoretical armor he delights to
spotlight), Perrett eschews the "downward thinking" concept, yet in tim
idly or tacitly accepting Serre's decision that the ear "finds pleasure" in
hearing the "inverse order" of intervals in the "minor" triad, Perrett, 'like
Rameau and a good many others, has already taken the first fatal step
downward, the path of reversion. Fad/is descensus Al¥Tlli-and the fact of
"Averni" is, in this case, not nearly as "infernal" as the anticipation! Pre
occupation with the upward manifestation of overtones has too long misled
theorists into rigid conceptions of the "natural."

The Olympion
The Olympion keyboard is a plain evolution of the 7-White-5-Black,
having two levels of "black" keys ; the second of these levels, colored brown,
is immediately to the right of, and higher and more recessed than, the first
level of blacks; in addition, there is a black key between "E" and "F" and
between "B" and "C," making the total of nineteen keys. I have also seen
I'bid., 12-13, 86, 9S, 96.
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and played this instrument, at the kind invitation of iu originator; the re
marks made anent Brown's harmonium apply here also, with the added in
terest of a true

7 Identity.

Perrett's ideas offer the fourth stimulus to the adventurous composer, in
positing the 7 and 9 ratios for every tonality (the three previously recom
mended are Yasser's, Bosanquet's, and Brown's) . In a sense he has contin
ued the refining process begun long ago by Archytas-the recognition of
small-number ratios and their substitution for the large-number and dis
sonant ratios of Pythagorean and tempered systems. The Perrett ideas might
be combined with a development of the Brown keyboard, or, as Perrett
himself has desired, with the Bosanquet keyboard.

Kathle,n Schl,singer Hazards 13
In halting at the
number

11,

Identity Perrett calls the next logical step, the
,
"this distressing string. : 9 Kathleen Schlesinger, on the other

9

hand, in long and sedulous work in the field of Just Intonation, has ex
ceeded the

1 1 limit and has appropriated all the ratios of 13 in her deduc

tions concerning the ancient Greek harmoniai, or modes, in the diatonic
genus.
Schlesinger's thesis is Monophonic from every standpoint, even though
each harmonia is based. on a different Arithmetical Proportion, because

Mese,

the tonal pole of a melody to the Greeks, is always one of the ato

1/1, from 1 to 13. For a real appreciation of the breadth
of Schlesinger's deductions The Greek Aulos itself should of course be studied.

nality identities on

For our purpose here, the seven Arithmetical Proportions, to which she

ascribes the genesis of the seven ancient harmoniai,lO will be referred to
the familiar monochord, or harmonic canon, rather than to the more
complex aulos, which she. considers the instrumental agent, or law, of the
Greek musical development.
For the seven harmoniai, seven harmonic canon strings are divided suc
cessively into fourteen, thirteen, twelve, eleven, ten, nine, and eight equal
parts. Since we are interested in determining the scale for one

2/1, only half

'lbiJ., 76. Pcnctt rcrcn to thc "iIolatcd undcdmal interval" of thc "trumpet clcvcnth"_

11/8.
l'Ogdcn .pcalLl cONundy or thc "law or cqual ntcrvab,"
i
a. though thc aun!. ortempera
ment ..tulled a hungcr in thc hun:uo.n animal and wcre not mcrely an upedicnt to overcome the
handicap that thc human aniraal dcveloped no more than tcn fingcn. H�.i"" 1 5 1 , 1 57, 158,
and jldssu... The SchluingCl' thuit, that the cquaUy lpaccd holca on thc auiol ..tisficd a ....u.1
dClire and, providcntiaUy, aOO sat..ficd .n .ural desire in the just ratiot of thc Arithmetical Pro
portioN, puu the mattcr of human dairca on an cntirely diffcrcnt and macc crediblc plane.
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the string will be used in each case, and six of the Arithmetical Proportions

will theoretically be doubled-thirteen, for example, will become twenty

six-to make certain scale degrees available. As the plan emerges this
doubling does not in any case involve prime number! above

13,

at least in

the diatonic genus.
The Mixolydian harmonia, based on the division of the string into four
teen equal parts, requires no doubling; the scale is made up of the first
seven marks from the nut, counting the open string, which is
Monophony's ratio usage,
exacdy the halfway point,

1/1,
2/1,

14/14

or, in

the eighth mark (counting the nut) being
or, as seven parts to fouru:en parts,

7/14.

The Lydian harmonia uses the first seven marks of the division into thirteen

1/1, or 13/13), but the eighth mark calls for
parts, 6t/13, or 13/26, or, in Monophonic

equal partS (counting the nut,
the division into twenty-six
usage,

2/1. The

Phrygian uses the first six marks of the division into twelve

equal parts (counting the nut,

1/1,

the doubling into twenty-four parts,

24/13.

12/12), the seventh mark calling for
or 1 3/24, or, in Monophonic usage,

or

The Arithmetical Proportions of the string by the seven divisions

are shown in Diagram

27,11

with Schlesinger's ratios above and the

Monophonic interpretation below the representation of each string.
There is of course no acoustic difference between the Schlesinger ratios,
which better reveal the Arithmetical Proportion genesis of each scale, and
the Monophonic interpretation, which better reveals the Schlesinger scales
in relation to the scales, tonalities, and concepti presented previously. In
this volume all interval relationships not otherwise qualified are impliedly
expressed in terms of vibrations-the upper number of each ratio repre·
senting the higher tone and the under number the lower tone-rather
than in parts of a sounding body, the Schlesinger usage.

Incidence of Her Ratios in the Monophonic Fabric
By arranging all the ratios given in the diagram above in their order of
pitch we find that they number forty. Nearly every ratio in this scale has
its complement in the corresponding position in the other half of the scale

(7/5-10/7 as the center) . There are three exceptions: 14/9, 7/4, and 16/15,
tbe complements of which are 9/7, 8/7, and 1 5/8. If these ratios are in·
eluded, the result is a forty·three-degree scale (expressed below in Mon·
ophonic ratios) which contains an the ratios of a
the multiple-number ratios

16/15 and 1 5/8.

1 3 limit,

and in addition

The symbols over each scale
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degree signify the harmonia in which it appears
sents; for instance,
gree

(ascending)

and

what degree it repre

"0-2" means that this ratio-l1 / 10-is the second de

in the Dorian harmonia. (M= Mixolydian; L = Lydian;

P - Phrygian; D "'" Dorian; HL = Hypolydian; HP.,. Hypophrygian i

HO

=

Hypodorian)

All harmonia-l

Cents . . . . . . . 0
De8=' . . . . . 1/!
Centa . . . . . . . . .

HD-2

M-2

L-2

P-2

111.7
16/15

128.3
14/13

138.6
13/12

150.6
12/11

16/15
1 1 1 .7

10S/104
16.6

0-2

Cents . . . . . . . 1 6 5 . 0
De8=' . . . . . 1 1/10

P-3
HP-3

Cenu . . . . . . . 315. 6
De8=' . . . . . 6/5

CCnu . . . . . . . . .

SS/54
31.8

Cents . . . . . . .454.2
De8=' . . . . . 13/IO

HP-2

182.4
10/9

293 . 9
9/8

De8=' . . . . . 10/7

Cents . . . . . 782 . 5
.

Degrees . . . . . 1 1 /7

289.2
13/ 11

78/17
22.3

347.4
11/9

l59 . 5
16/13

386 . 3
5/4

417 . 5
14/11

33/32
53.2

65/64
26.B

563.4
18/13

582 . 5
7/5

HL-5

M...

745 . 8
20/13

764.9
14/9

91/90
19.1

L-5

HD-5

636 . 6
13/9

648 . 7
16/11

702 . 0
3/2

840 . 5
13/8
6S/64
26.8

91 /90
19.t

M-5

144/10
12.0

L...

435.1
9/7

HP-4
551.3
11/8

144/143
12.0

66/65
26.4

99/98
11.6

56/55
31.2

P-5
HP-5

813.7
8/5

S6/SS
31.2

266 . 9
7/6

M-4

HO...

D-5

L-3

HL-3

91/90
19.1

CCnu; . . . . . . . . .

49/48
lS . 7

M-3

HD-3

498.0
4/3

Cents . . . . . . . 617.5

231.2
8/7

121/120
14."

0-3

P-4
HL-4
HO-4

HL-4

144/14)
12.0

64/63
27.l

81 /SO
21.5

144/143
12.0

40/39
0.8

CeDU; . . . . . . . . .

.

HL-2

100/99
17.4

Cenll. . . . . , . . .

169/168
10.3

33/32
S3.2

50/4\1
3S.0

91/90
19.1

40/39
0.8

HP...

HL...

852 . 6
18/11

884.4
5/3

144/143
12.0

SS/54
31.8

66/65
26.4

99/98
17.6
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Cents . . . . . . . 910.8
Deg"'" . . . . . 22/13

D-7
Cents . . . . . . . 1049.4
Deg= . . . 11/6
Cents . . . . . . . .

M-7

HD-7

HP-7

933 . 1
12/7

968 . 8
7/4

996 . 1
16/9

1017.6
9/5

78/77
22.3

Cenu. . . . . . . . .

.

P";;

64/63
27.3

P-7
106 1 . 4
24/13

.

.

49/48
35.7

1 ../143
12.0

169/168
10.3

81/80
21 . 5

L-7
1071.7
13/7

HL-7
1035.0
20/11

100/99
1 7 . -4

121/120
14.4

All har

monia-a

1200
2/1

1088 . 3
1 5/8

105/104
16.6

16/15
1 1 1 .7

Two "HL-4" symbol! appear, indicating a choice of ratios for the fourth
degree in the Hypolydian. Although numbe:ring forty-three degrees on a
1 3-limit basis, this scale does not include secondary ratios, aside from 16/15
and 1 5/8. Fourteen of such secondary ratios, with the twenty-nine ratios of
the 1 1 limit, make the forty-three-degree total of the Monophonic fabric
(see Chapter 8). Inclusion of secondary, or multiple-number, ratios on the

1 3 basis would bring the number of degrees to fifty or sixty to the 2/1 , if the

method of Chapters 7 and 8 were followed. However, instruments designed

for the forty-thrtt-tom; I t -limit scale could fairly easily be adapted to the
forty-three-tone 13-limit source scale of Schlesinger's ancient harmoniai;
for instance, the Chrome1odeon would require only twelve extra reeds in
each 2/1 (for the ratios of 13).

Schlesinger on Undertones"
ft

Schlesinger poses an especially interesting question regarding the
alleged reinforcement of

Mue

in one of its higher 2/1'5 when any of the

aforementioned Arithmetical Proportioll! is played on the aulos. If true,
this would redound indirectly to the enhancement of the long-debated

"undertone series" as a legitimate acoustical phenomenon

(see Riemann,

page 264). She gives a diagram of the form of the air space inside the aulos,
with fingerholes spaced at equal distances (the A:ithmetical Proportion),
and observes : "The indentations represent the centers of the covered finger
holes in the interior of the aulos, and denote the position and nature of the
stimulus provided, with the effect that the column of air is induced to vi
brate in segments in response to the breath of the piper propelled through
the mouthpiece and the resonator."u
IlJiii., 99; quoted by perm.iJlioD oC MethUCD and Con:r.paDY, Ltd.
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On a monochord divided into fourteen equal parts (Mixolydian) the
part nearest the bridge would give the tone three 2/1's above Mm, the
unity of the "undertone series" produced by stopping the string at each
successive mark from the bridge down (see Diagram 27).
Considering the ratios at each mark as parts of a slring length from right
to Left they are: onc part to fourteen parts, two to fourteen, three to fourteen,
and so on. Schlesinger is suggesting that, since the fingers of the piper do not
fill each aulas hole like a plug, the air is forced to vibrate in segments by the
edges of the series of holes. The pitch of the subsidiary vibrations-those
of the equal segments-is fixed, then, by the first segment from the bridge
(or mouthpiece), 1/14 in the example above. Consequently, regardless of
w�at tone is played on the aulas, the tone of this first segment (the unity,
three 2/1's above Mm) is continually being reinforced.
In the example, assume that the o�n string makes 100 cyclesj by touch
ing itat the 1/14 node we geta tone of 1400 cycles. Now place the movable
bridge at 13/14, and touch the string at the same point, which is now 1/13
of the string length from bridge to movable bridge, and the tone is still 1400
cycles. This is fairly parallel to what happens in playing the aulas, since un
covering the first hole (13/14) has the effect of shortening the sounding
body 1/14, and the edges of the equally spaced holes are the agent which
cause the nodes to operate-that is, to divide the vibrating air body into
segments. Thus, according to Schlesinger's deductions, whatever the degree
of the "undertone series" played on an aulas of a given number of equal
parts, it is continually �inforcing its unity, or Mut. Those who might assert
that-even if these conclusions are substantiated-this is an artificial situa
tion in the aulas will be reminded that the tensing of a string over two
bridges for the purpose of touching nodes and thereby demonstrating
partials is another artificial situation.

On th, Enharmo.i,; on th, Ethos
The Schlcsinger analysis applied to the chromatic and enharmonic
genera involves increases in the various Arithmetical Proportions by the
factor of 2, and, like Eratosthenes' chromatic and enharmonic (see Chapter
10), produces very large prime numbers. Whether such ratios as 52/51, in
volving the prime number 51, deduced from an equal division into fifty-two
equal parts (or the Lydian enharmonic (2X2XLydian diatonic's 13), and
Eratosthenes' 40/39 (or his enharmonic tetrachord, on a basis of forty equal
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parts, U can possess even a fractional part of the strength of their small·

number fellows in the descending series seems doubtful. Multiple-num
ber ratios of approximately the same magnitudes are more venatile,

since they increase tonality resources, and for the purposes of the enhar
manic genus they are the ratios of smallest numbers compatible with the
musical purpose.
The ethos of each harmonia, so much discussed by the ancients. is de

termined through the identity of the partial in the overtone series which

fixes the particular arithmetical division : the fourteenth partial, for ex

ample, determines the division into fourteen partJ and also the ttlws of the

Mixolydian. according to Schlesinger.14 This would be true regardless of
overtone association; any system based upon equal divisions ofstrings tuned
in unison, of any numbers of parts, would inevitably produce from the
single part nearest the bridge one of the odd�number Odentities of the open
string. If the strings are tIt, the part nearest the bridge in the Mixolydian

is 1/14 of the whole, or the point which represents 7/4 (expressed as a

Monophonic symbol) in the fourth 2/1 above the open string, the 7 Odenti�
ty of

lIt

whole, or

1ft

Otonality; in the Lydian the corresponding part is

1/13 of the

13/8 (in thdourth 2/1 above the open string), the 1 3 Odentity of

Otonality, and so on.

Resources of Schlesingifs Tonalities
Compared with the Monophonic tonality schema Schlesinger's Arith�
metical Proportions are simply the Utonalities through a 13 limit. The com�
plete Otonalities and UtonaJities inherent in her plan, if complements
and

8/7

9/7 are added for the ratios 7/4 and 14/9, would number fourteen,

seven of each, without invoking what Monophony calls the secondary
ratios, and each would be complete through iu

13 Identity, with a septad

1-3-5-7-9-11-13. These are easily seen in a Tonality
Diamond with a 1 3 limit (Diagram 28). & before, Otonalities are shown

basis of tonality:

between solid lines, and Utonalities between dotted lines.

The 7/4 Utonality, used as an example, has the Numerary Nexus 7 over
the Identities

1(4), 9, 5, 1 1 , 3(6), 13, and 7, in the order given, all expressed

within a 2/1. Compare this with the Mixolydian scale shown above, which
is in exactly the same order. The other harmoniai, in the Tonality Diamond
through the

13 limit, all begin on the Mese of the SchJesinger scales (the fint

U/bUl., 214.

"Ibid., 7.
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row of ratios between solid lines on the right), rather than on

1/1,

as

Schlesinger shows them. The ratios 8/7 and 9/7, in the diamond, are absent
from Diagram

27;

consequently the scales of the diamond in which they

occur do not exactly correspond.

One Otonality will be traced: in 8/5 Otonality the upper 8 indicates the

unity, or
and

7

Nexus

1

Odentity, or an Otonality, and the Odentities

follow in that order (expressed within a

5.

2/0,

9, 5, 1 1 , 3(6), 13,

over the Numerary

Schlesinger exploits to the full the Utonalities inherent in her ratios, but
mentions only one Otonality, the source of which she gives as the overtone
series on

"F," each overtone within the determined limit being a Me!e,

thus

ethos (see below) . Compare this idea with the Monophonic
Diamond ; the Odentitic=s on t/l are unities of Utonalities (or

fixing the scale's
Tonality

Arithmetical Proportions), but the Udentities on

1/1

are also unities, of

Otonalities (or Harmonical Proportions), both Otonalities and Utonalities
being implicit in the odd numbers (actual or achieved by the divisor
ratios (see Chapter

S),

In the Greek sense the

2)

of

ethos centered around Mtse,lI and the highness or

lowness of the um'tura (the range in which the music hovers) was consequently
definitely linked to the harmonia-a high

ttSsitura in

the Mixolydian, since

MtS� is high, and a low ttSsitura in the Hypodorian, corresponding to a low
MIse, This is also true to some extent in the Monophonic system, since each

tonality-Otonality or Utonality-has its own distinctive character, arising

always from its ratio to

1/1,

and because each unity is a precise related

pitch,

Schlesinger as Empirical Tluorist
To Schlesinger as a historian the presupposition of her schema as the
actual theoretical system of the ancient harmonists is very important. To a
composer weighing possibilities for the future her historical antecedents,
whether substantiated or not, are of minor importance,

The marked

similarity of the Schlesinger and Monophonic theories, the one born of a
historian's digging in the ancient past for relics. and the other from a com
poser's digging in today's back yard for musical resources at about the same
time, is a striking coincidence. although the manner of pre! :ntation and the
values implied are sometimes about as divergent as could be imagined.
If/bill . 135.
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Schl«=singer is nothing if not an empirical theorist. At my one brief inter

view wi th her in London in 1935 I saw several kitharasl l (Monophony'$
Kithara was inspired by them) built after the lines of kitharas depicted on
ancient vases, a piano tuned modally, and historic or facsimile flutes and
auloi beyond my power to appreciate immediately. Needless to say, all her
theories have been and are being demonstrated.

The Consciousness of Capacity
Schlesinger's, then, is the sixth of the intonational systems recommended
as a possibility for investigation and development, the five previously ex
amined being my own (expounded in Parts

Il

and

Ill),

Yasscr's, Bosan

quet's, Brown'S, and Perrett's. Music is a physi(al art; it is not a mathemati
cal abstraction, and

I

shall risk another repetition of the assertion that

an investigation which is not physical is all but wasted, to the individual

himsdf and to the eulture of which he is a part.

This brief pre�ntation of comparative intonations may suggest that the
world is exceeding rich in tonal plans and resources, and

so

it is. Yet the

ordinary citizen would never know it. In our familiar world the single plan
that is current acquires the force of censorship, nipping the individualistic
approach in the bud long before it can become operative as a creative
force ; it not only envelops us but �eps into and supplants what we call the
exotic (note Fox-Strangway!' jeremiad, Chapter

11).

And, as if this were

not bad enough, it has reached the stage of deterioration that all cultural
forms do when they devote the burden of their practice to the minutiae of
.. interpretation."
With this "censorship" as the fundamentally determining factor to the
builders of musical instruments, the publishers of music, the record com
panies, the bands and symphony orchestras, and the concert system, "in
terpretation" is virtually the only margin of esthetic "value" left, and what

we have in the twelve-tone tempered scale is actually a High Czar for

Musical Economia, protecting all the aforesaid investments. If one of the

s�bstantial instrument or record companies were to follow the example of
electronics, chemistry, and telephony concerns and make an investment in
musical re�arch looking toward the evolution of a system. or systems, and
instruments really capable of utilizing historic materials and of expansion
"A pbotOSTaph of onc of Ihe SchJelingcr kilharas, rcprodueed from Ih'" lin"'l of a va"" of
about 500 B.C., iI shown in Ih<': OxJMd HUU:Jr.1 .j MlUil, Inlroduelory Volume, opposit", page 95.
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in the future, music as an art might Ixcome imbued with the spirit of cu
riosity and investigation which characterizes our scienCe!.
A composer who wants the system that was used to such admirable ad

vantage by Bach, Beethoven, et tU. should most certainly have it-though

the handicap of a vehicle which has become only a fashion-horse for "in
terpretive"

d,cor is even greater

than the economic handicap of the pioneer

-but he should also have freedom of choice. Each expression would then
reach its own niche in the reactions of the human mind, and in that niche
would

find

its own particular appreciation and possible posterity.

If nearly two decades of presenting a work far off the beaten path has
demonstrated nothing else, it has shown me that human responses are un
predictable ; one does not need the testimony of history to realize that they
are perpetually kinetic. But where advance reputation does not operate,
where responses spring from an intrinsic hunger, they are likely to be pretty
dependable, and-obviously-a very real hunger for stimulation and
beauty exists, in isolated individuals everywhere.
One of the eomforting features of life in this world is that whatever a
man has to offer he will somewhere and sometime find a hunger that will
be satisfied by his offering-if he lives long enough. But even if he doesn't,
the means of recording his testimony and demonstration in behalf of a new
liberality

are

still available-manuscripts and record,; he then has the

satisfaction of having endeavored to exert some small influence. Now and

then one meets an individual with so intense a desire for knowledge of the
tonal veri ties and the whole breadth of their philosophic connotations as to
bring one round to the belief that the ills of music are not quite irremedi
able. And whether he is a "representative" individual is not particularly
pertinent-the fact that he is a human animal is enough.
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APPENDIX I

Cents Values ofIntervals
Including the 340 Interval! Narrower than a 2/1
Found in the Monophonic Fabric

Ink,,,,l
1/1
32805/)2768
169/168
144/14)
121/120
105/104
100/99
99/98
91 /90
81 /80
78(77
5)1441 /524288
74(7l
66/65
65/64
64/63
56/55
SS/54
50/49
49/48
45/44
6561 /6400
40/39
)6/35
)3/32
512/495
648/625
28/27
80/17
126/121
25/24
2673/2560
22/21
21/20
81 (77
256/243
tJ5/128
128/121
200/189
18/17
196/185
89/84

"'..

0
1 . 954
10.3
12.0
14.4
16.6
17 . 4
\7 .6
19.1
21 . 5
22. 3
23.5
23.6
26.4
26.8
27.3
31 . 2
ll.8
35.0
)5.7
38.9
43.0
43.8
48.7
5l.2
58.4
62.6
63.0
66.2
70.1
70.7
74.8
80.5
84.5
88.3
90.2
92.2
97.3
97.9
99.0
100.0
100.1

IftlI,uaJ

35/33
297/280
17/16
1701/1600
1089/1024
16/15
2187/2048
77(72
15/14
189/176
14/0
320/297
27/25
121/112
693/640
13/12
243/224
88/8t
160/147
49/45
12/11
35/32
800(729
1t/10
54/49
441/400
24)/220
567/512
256/2l1
655)6/59049
10/9
49/44
891 /800
28/25
121/108
55/49
'/8
640/567
1 1 2/99
163/l2O
25/22
256/225

"'''''

101.9
102.0
105.0
106.0
106.6
111.7
113.7
116.2
119.4
123.4
128.)
129.1
1)).2
13l.8
tJ7.7
tJ8.6
141.0
10.5
146.7
147.4
150.6
155.2
160.9
165.0
168.2
168.9
172.2
176.6
177.9
ISO.4
182.4
186.4
186.5
196.2
196.8
200.0
203.9
209. 7
2tJ.6
218.)
221 . 3
223 . 5

1n4,f/fII

729/61eO
'/ 1
63/55
55/48
147/128
1024/891
280/24)
2)1/200
140/121
81(70
297/256
512/441
64/55
220/189
7/,
9()/17
2560/2187
75/64
88/1'
)3/28
189/160
11/1 I
32/27
44/l7
144/121
25/21
105/88
176/147
'I'
19683/16384
77/64
135/112
880(729
98/81
121/100
40/3)
243/200
128/105
11/9
60/49
49/40
27/22

"'''''

225 .•
2)1.2
235 . 1
235.7
239.6
240.9
245.4
249 . 5
252.5
252.7
257.2
258 . 4
262 . 4
263.0
266 . 9
270 . 1
272.6
274.6
276.7
284.4
288.4
289.2
294 . 1
300.0
301 . 2
301 . 8
305 . 8
311.7
)15.6
317 . 6
320 . 1
)2).)
)25.9
)29 . 8
330.0
)33.0
337 . 2
342.9
l47 . 4
350.6
)51 . 4
354.5
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315/256
16/ll
<448/363
l00/8t
121/98
"/80
56/45
96(77
8192/6561
'I'
1120/891
44/35
"ISO
121/96
512/405
81/M
80/63
14/11
32/25
n""
on
567/440
165/128
128/99
35/r1
100(77
13/10
729/S60
176/135
64/49
72/5S
5S/42
21/16
320/243
33/25
160/121
297/'l24
1701/1280
./,
578/433
147/110
162/121
75/56
121/90
400/297
66/49
V/'"
177147/131072
693/512
256/189
224/165
110/81

c..
359.0
359,5
164.2
364. 8
:)65.0
.... ,
37B.6
381 . 8
38.. . ..
386.3
396.0
396.2
.... 1
... . 7
405.9
407. 8
413.6
417 . 5
421."
431.9
OS. t
09.0
09.6
4«.8
«9.3
452 . 5
454.2
456 . 6
459 . 1
46:1.3
.... ,
... . .
470. 8
476 . 5
... . .
483.7
488.4
492.3
498.0
.....
S02.0
505 . 2
S05.7
512.4
515.4
515.6
519.5
521.5
524.0
525.3
529.2
529.8

//lkrNi
200/147
49/36
15/11
2187/1600
48/35
11/8
....1/320
243/176
112/8t
"Ill
320/231
168/121
25/18
891/640
88/63
7/'
108{77
1024/729
45/32
512/l63
800/567
)040/99
99/70
567/400
363/U6
64/45
729/512
77/S4
10/7
63/"
1280/891
>6/2'
121/84
231/160
"19
81/56
352/243
640/441
16/11
35/24
3200/2187
22/15
72/49
147/100
81/55
165/112
189/128
1024/693
262144/177147
40/27
49/35
297/200

c••

lllitrfla/

533.0
S31.8
537.0
541.0
547.0
551 . 3
555.2
558.5
56t.O
563."
564.2
568 . 1
.... 7
572.8
57B.6
562.5
585.7
588 . 3
590.2
595."
596.0
599.9
"'.1
604.0
604.6
... . .
6 1 1 .7
614.3
617 . 5
621 _4
627.2
631.3
631.9
635 . 8
636.6
6l9.0
641.5
644.8
648.7
653.0
659.0
663.0
666 . 2
667.0
670.2
670 . 8
674.7
676.0
678.5
.... ,
684.4
684.6

180/121
112(15
121/81
220/1<47
")3/289
'/2
2560/1701
�8/297
121/80
SO/33
20/160
32/21
84/55
SS/16
49/32
1)5/88
1 1 20/729
20/13
77/SO
54/35
99/64
256/165
880/567
14/9
120/77
25/16
11/7
63/40
128/81
405/256
192/121
100/63
35/22
891/560
./'
6561/4096
77/48
45/28
160/99
196/121
81/SO
363/224
13/8
512/315
44/27
80/49
49/30
18/11
105/64
400/20
33/20

c••
687.6
694.3
694.8
698.0
700.0
701 .955
(702.0)
707.7
711.6
716.3
719."
723.5
729.2
7)3.2
733.7
737.7
7040 . 9
743 . ..
745.8
747 . 5
750.7
755 . 2
760.4
761 .0
764.9
768. I
772.6
782 . 5
786 . 4
792.2
794.1
799 . 3
799 . 9
603.8
804. 0
813.7
815.6
818.2
821 .4
831 . 1
835.0
835.2
835.8
840.5
841 .0
845. 5
848.6
849. 4
852.6
857 . 1
862.8
867.0
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200/121
81 /"9
729/....0
22"/135
128{71
32768/19683
S/l
1.(7/88
176/105
..2/25
121{72
:n/22
27/16
22/13
320/189
56/33
15/44
128/75
2181/1280
71/45
12(7
189/110
55/32
"41/256
512/297
HO/81
121(70
..00/231
243/140
891/512
2S6/1.(7
96/55
1 1 0/63
7/.
1280/729
225/128
44/25
640/363
99/56
567/320

C.nu

870 . 0
870.2
87".1
816. 1
819.9
882."
88.. . ..
888.3
89".2
893.2
893.3

900 .•
905.9
910.3
911 . 6
915.6
923.3

925."

921 . "
929.9
933. t
937.0
937.6
9"1.6
942 . 8
947 .3
9"' .5
950 . 5
954.6
959. t
960.4
964.3
964.9
968.8
974.6
976 . 5
978.7
981. 7
986."
991 .3

Inl..",,/

16/9
98/55
216/121
25/1"
1600/891
88/..9
'/5
590..9/32768
231/128
102"/567
4�/243
800/441
49/27
20/11
729/400
64/35
11/6
90/49
141/80
81/44
....8/243
2"/13
1230/693
22"/121

C,nll

In/m,,,1

996.1
1000.0
1003.2
1003.8
1013.5
1013.6
1017.6
1019.6
1022 . 1
1023."
1027 . 3
1031 . 1
1031 . 3
1035.0
1039.1
1044.8
1049.4
1052.6
1053.3
1056 . 5
1059.0
1061 . 4
1062.3
1D66.2

189/100
121/6"
256/135
2H/128
15"/81
�/21
21/11
5120/2673
"3/25
121 /63
71/�
27/14
625/324
495/256
64/33
35/13
39/20
12800/6561
88/45
96/49
49/25
103/55
55/28
63/32

50/27

1066.8

128/65

297/160
"(7
352/189
28/15
1"4{77
"096/2187
15/8
2048/1089
3200/1701
32/17
560/297
66/35
168/89
185/93
11/9

1070.9
1071 . 1
1076.6
1080.6
1083.3
1086.3
1088.3
1093.4
1094.0
1095.0
1098.0
1098 . 1
1099.9
1100.0
1101.0

65/33
73/37
1048576/531441
77 /39
160/81
180/91
196/99
99/50
208/105
240/121
143/72
)36/169
655)6/32305
2/1

Ct"'S

1102.1
1 102.7
1101.8
1109.8
1111.7
1115.5
1119.5
1125.2
1129.3
1129.9
1133.3
1137.0
1137.4
1141.6
1146.8
1151.3
1156.2
1 1 51 . 0
1161.1
\164.3
1165.0
\168.2
1168.8
1172.7
Un.2
1173.6
1116.4
1116.5
1177.7
1113.5
1\30.9
1\82.4
1182.6
1183.4
1185.6
1188.0
1\89.7
1198.046
1200

APPENDIX 11

Tonality Relationshi ps and Common Tones

IN TABLE 1 on the next page Otonalities are indicated by the letter 0 and
Utonalities by U. For the benefit of music students it should be explained
that the names of degrees for "minor" are the reverse of "major," and all
relationships for "minor" are downward; that is, the "dominant" of
"minor" is found five scale "steps" below the "tonic," and the "subdomi
nant" is found four scale "steps" below. Also, the "dominants" and "sub
dominants" of Otonalities are Otonalities, and the "mediants" and "rela
tives" of Otonalities are Utonalities; the "dominants" and "subdominant5"
of Utonalities are Utonalities, and the "mediants" and "relatives" of
Utonalities are Otonalities. The relationships given in Table 1 are con
fined to those involving the smallest numbers.
]n Table 2 the Monophonic tonalities are listed according to the place
of their 1-S-3 triads (upward for Otonality and downward for Utonality)
in the 2/1. The lowest tones of these triads are the 1 Odentities of Otonali
ties and the 3 Udentities of Utonalities. The 3 Udentities, ordinarily con
sidered the "tonic" degree in "minor," are shown in parentheses, and the t "
Udentities, which Monophony considers the true unities in Utonality, are
shown on the same lines, without parentheses.
In the chart on pages 338 and 339 the unities of the Monophonic tonali
ties are given at right and left, and the forty-three Monophonic ratios hori
zontally at top and bottom. Converging points show the identity of each
ratio in a tonality, and the number of senses in which a ratio may be taken
is simply the total number of identities in its vertical column.
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TABLE J

Ton..litiu

1 . 1/1-0
2. l/I-V
3. 16/15-0
4. 10/9-U
5, 9/8-U
6. 8(1-0
7. 32/27-0
8. 6/5-0
9. 5/4-U
10. 21/16-U
1 1 . 4/3-0
12. 4/3-V
13. 27/20-0
14. 1 1 /8-U
IS. 7jS-Q
16. 10/7-U
17. 16/11-0
18. 4O/27-U
19. 3/2-0
20. 3/2-U
21. 32/21-0
22. 8/s-G
23. 5/3-U
24. 27/16-U
25. 1/4-U
26. 16/9-0
21. 9/5-0
28. IS/8-V

Their j/2 TonaH- Their 4/l Tonali· Their 5/4 Tonali- Their 15/8 Ton.li
tie. ("Dominant")
tics
tie. ("RclaliYe")
tiel ("MediaDI")
("Subdominant")

'11/2-0
4/l-U
./5-0
4O/27-U
3/2-U

'!Ill-V
27/I6-U
32/21-0

16/9-0
9/5-0
5/3-V
7/4-U
1/1-0

15/8 U
16/!s-<)
1/I-U
32/27-0
6/>-<)

5/4-U
./5-0
"/}-U
16/9-0
9/5-0
10{7-U
4O/27-U
3/2-U
1/1-0

</HJ
3/2-U

'/5-0
IS/8-U

10/9-U
9/8-0
</HJ
7/5-0
5/4-U

5/3-V
16/15-0

16/9-0
1/1-V
9/5-0

21/16-U
32/21-0

7/4-U
'(1-<)

I/I-U
'(1-<)
6/5-0
10/9-U
9/8-U
4/3-0
27/20-0
5/4-U

10/9-U
1/1-0
9/8-U

15/6-U
6/5-0

16/1S-Q
5/-4-U

8/5-0
IOf7-U
3/2-U
16/9-0
9/5-0

1/1-U
</HJ
27/20-0
7/5-0
10/9-U
9/B-U
3/2-0

21/16-U
32/27-0
6/5-0

5/3-U
21/16-U
1/1-0

TABLE '2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1/1-0
(1/1)3/2-U
16/15-0
(10/9)5/l-U
(9/8)27/I6-U
8/1-0
(7/6)7/4-U

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
lJ.
14.

32/27-0
6/S-Q
(5/4)15/8-U
4/3-0
(4/3)1/1-U
27/20-0
7/5-0

15.
16.
17.
lB.
19.
20.
21.

16/11-0
(40/27)10/9-U
J/2-o
(J/2)9/8-U
32/21-0
8/;..0
(5/3)5/4-U

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

(7/4)21/I6-U
16/9-0
(16/9)4/l-U
9/5-0
(11/6)11 /8-U
(40/21 )10/1-U
(16O/81)40/27-U
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Common Tones
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APPENDIX III

Music-Theater Works -Major Performances

Seventeen Lyrics by Li Po' (19110-19115) �

For Adapted Viola and IntoningVoic�
Two Psalms (1951)
The Lord is My Shepherd (No. 25; based on the spoken inflections of a

cantor)
By lhe Rivers 0/ Babylon (No. 137)

Both for Adapted Viola and Intoning Voice; Babylon was rewritten in
1941 with Chromelodean and Kithara added.
The Polion Scene (from Shakes�are's Romeo and }tA/iel) (1951)
Originally Adapted Viola and Voice. Rewritten in 1955 with Chromelo·
dean, Kilhara, Bass Marimba, Marimba Eroica, and tWO high female voices
(heard toward the end) added.

Some 0/ these early worJu were per/armed for the first time for the New
Music Society, San Francisco, on February 9, I9J2. They were also
per/armed for many small groups and clubs in and around San Fran·
cisco, Los Angt:les, and New Yorh betwun 1912 and 1934.
The Wayward (1941-1945)
1 . Barstow-Eigh t Hitchhiher Inscriptions from a Highway Railing at
Barstow, California (1941)
'From ShigeyOlhi Oballl, The lI'orb 01 U Po, lite Chineu Pod (E. P. DUlIon and Corn·
pany, New York, 1922) .
"The dates of competition arc givcn in paremhc$tS.
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Originally Adapted Guitar 1 and Voice. Rewritten several times, last in
1954 with another Voice, Surrogate Kithara, Chromelodeon, Diamond
Marimba, and Boo added.

2. U. S. Highball-A Musical Account of a Transcontinental Hobo Trip
(1943)
See Chapter 14 .

.5. San Francisco-A Selling of the Cries of Two Newsboys
Night in the 'Twenties (1943)

Otl

a Foggy

For twO Baritone Voices, Adapted Viola, Kithara, ChTomeJodeon.

4. The Lelter-A Depression Message from a Hobo Friend (194.5)
For Intoning Voice, Kithara, Harmonic Canon, Surrogate Kithara, Dia
mond Marimba, Bass Marimba. The instrumentation of the record ing
(see Appendix V) is an earlier version , now lost.

Yankee Doodle Fantasy ( 1 944)
For Soprano. Tin Flutes, Tin Oboe, Flex-a-tones, and Chromelodeon.

The five pieces immediately above were performed for the League of
Composers /1J A Program of Compositions on Americana Texts, in
Carnegie Chamber Music Hall on April 22, 19"", and for Columbia
University soon thereafter.
Da,h B'Olh" (1942-1943)
A setting of twO paragraphs from Thomas Wolfe's essay, God's Lonely
Man.' For Intoning Voice, Chromelodeon, Adapted Viola, Kithara (Bass
Marimba added later)_

Two Settings from foyce's Finnegan's Wake' (1944)

1 . [sobel
2. Annah the A llma:r.iful
Both for Soprano, Kithara, and two Flutes.

'04.

"Thorn.. Wolfe, The Hills Beyond (Harper and Brothers. New Y<>rk. • 9'5) . • 96-197.
'Jam" Joytt, Finnrgan', IVde (Viking Pr�, New York. 19'9) ! .. ..obel," 556; "Annah:'
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"I'm very happy to be able to tell you about this . . ," (1945)
A �ttingof a broadcast transcription by glider pilot Warren Ward. Now

lost. For Soprano. Baritone, Kithara, and Indian Drum.
Nearly all of the compositions above (excepting especially the Li Po
settings) were performed in three frrograms at the University of Wis·
consin, February 28, March 7, and May J, 1945.

Two Studies on Ancient Greek Scales (1946)
1 . Olympos' Pentatonic
2. Archytos' Enharmonic
Both originally for Harmonic Canon; Bass Marimba added later.
Eleven Intrwjo� ( 1 949-1950)
Nos. I and 2 are the two Greek studies above.

�. The Rose
4. The Crant'

8.

Lover

9. Soldiers-War-Another War

5. The Waterfall

10. Vanity

6. The Wind

I L Cloud·Chamber Music

7. The Street
Together these studies used all of the instruments of that period (�e
App<ndix VI)

.

Ring Around the Moon (1949-1950)
The middle section of Plectra and Percussion Dances; �e Chapler 14.
Oedipw-Dance-Drama (1951; rewritten 1952-1954)
See Chapter 14.
'NOI, " and 5, and Ihe finl parI of No. 6, are from Ella Young_ Marlililln "nd Dlhu P�ml
(HarbilOO .. Harbiton, (Xeano, California. 1938). 24. 37, 61. The talt half of No. 6 il a quou·
lion from Lao-T�. No. '" i, from ATlhur Waley, Japonele Poelry. the "UtlJ" (Lund HumphriH
I: Co" Lld" i..ondon, 1946) ,98; NO.7 from Willard Motley'. novel Knoclt or! An, Door (Appleton.

CenlU'Y,Crofll, Inc., New York, 194i) , 504. No. 8, by Gtorge l.eite. i. from the mar-nine Cirde
(Beneley. California ) . vol. I , no. ! (n.d.) . p. 57; and NOI. 9 and 10, by Ciusrppr Unpretti
(Iran,laled by William fenle Weaver) , are from Cire/e, vol. 1. no. 1 0 (Summer 1948) , pp. 25-27.
No. II il inltrum�tal and inYolvCl a Zuni melody from New Mellico.
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Performed at MiU.s College, Oahland, Cali/ornia, March H, 15, 16,

19'2, willg the W. B. Yeat.s ver.sion. Conductor: Marjorie Sweauy.

Director: Arch LAuterer. Oedipw: Allan Louw. The rewritten ver
.sion was performed on Shell Beach, Sawalito, September 11 and 12,
19'f, in connection with the Sawalito Art.s Fair. Conductor: Jack

Hohen.see. Oedipu.s: A lIan Louw.
Castor and Pollux ( 1 952)

Even Wild Hones

(1 952)

The first and third seaions of Plectra and PerCll.uion Dance.s; $ee Chap
ter

14.
The complete Plectra and Percussion Dances was fint performed at
the International House, Berheley, on November 19, 19';, under the
au.spices of radio station KPFA. Thru performances in the Sawalito
studio followed soon afterward.

Two Settings from Lewis CaTToll (1954)'

I . The Moch Turtle Song
For Singing.lntoningVoice, Surrogate Kithara, Spoils of War.
2. 0 Frabjow Day! (The Jabberwock)
For IntoningVoice, Harmonic Canon, Bass Marimba.

o Frabjous Day! was written /01' and included in a program of the
Young People'.s Concert Series of the Mill Valley (California) Outdoor

Art Club, February H, 1954.

Uly.sses at the Edge (implicit: of the World) (1955)
Written for Alto Saxophone (E�) or Trumpet (B�) , Baritone Saxo

phone (E �) , Diamond Marimba, Boo, Cloud·Chamber Bowls, and Rhyth
mic Voice at the end: "So you say that your name is Ulysses, that you're
wandering around the world. Tell me, sir, have you ever been arrested
before?" This became the fifth item in the collection entitled The Wayward
(see above) .
'No.

I il from

Lewb Carrotl. A/ice', AdwnllHIJ in Wonder14nd (Modern Library. New

York, 1946) . 119; and No. 2 from
York, 1946) , 18.

Carroll,

Through Ihe Loo.i",

CI4JJ

(Modem Library. New
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The Bewitched-A Dance Satire (1955)

Sce Chapter 14.
Fint pt!T/ormed at the University of Illinois, March 26, } 9,7J and again
the following day for Washington University, St. Louis. Conductor:
John Garvey. The Witch: Freda Pierce. Choreographer: A lwyn Nikol
ais. A Lso performed Jor Columbia UniveT.Sity, New York, April 10 and
11, 19'9, and at the University of Illinois, April 24, 19'9. Conductor:
John Garvey. The Witch: Freda Pierce. Choreographer: Joyce Tris{er.
Windsong (1958)

The soundtrack for a film by Madeline Tourtelot (see Appendix V)
based on the myth of Daphne and Apollo. Scored for most of the instru·
ments in use at that time (see Appendix VI). ReWTiuen in 1967, without
substantial change, as music for dance. relided Daplme of the Dunes, and
performed twice (see below).
Revelation in the Courthouu Park-Afler The Bacchae 0/ Euripides (1960)

See Chapter 14.
Performed at

the University of lllino;$, April 1 1 , 1961 (afternoon and
evening performances). Conductor: John Carve)!. Director: Darnard
Hewilt. Choreographer: Jean Cutler. Set and costume designer:
George Talbol.
Rotate the Bod)! in A 1l 1ls Planes (1961)

Music for an exhibition of gymnasts. Scored for most of the instruments
used in Revelation. A film was made of the exhibition (see Appendix V).
Per/armed at the HuB Gymnasium, University 0/ IllirlOis, during the
NCAA national gymnasts' meet, April 8, 1961.
Bless This Home (1961)

Selling or an unpublished poem by Vincenzo Prockelo. For Intoning
Voice, Oboe, Adapted Viola, Kithara, Harmonic Canon 1 1 , Mazda Ma
rimba.
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Waler! Waler!-An /'llermi.uion with Prologues and Epilogues (1961)
Commissioned by the IIIini Union Student Activitie's, Univenity of
Illinois. This is a Caree (although my preferred title was Lik.e Tean), lmt i t

is not a finished work. The two or many more years really needed to ponder
and develop such an idea were not available, nor was there time to evolve,
through long rehearsals the t ech niques of farcc:, which in some ways are
infinitely morc exacting than straight drama or tragedy. Only ten months
elapsed between the beginning of composi tion and the performance.
,

Performed March 9 and 10, 1962, at the University of Illinois, and
March 17, 1962, at the Studebaker Theater, Chicago.
And on the Seventh Day Petals Fell in Petaluma ( 196g-1966)
See Chapter

14.

Puformed at the University of California at Los Angeles, May 8, /966.
Auo on the program were T wo Studies on Ancient Greek Scales and
Castor and Pollux (with dance, choreogmphed by Slorie Crawford).
Delwion of the Fury-a Rilual of Dream and De/wion (1 965-1966)
See C hapter 14.

Performed at the University of California at Los Angeles, January 9
through 12, /969. Conductor: Danlee Mitchell. Choreographer: Storie
Crawford. Set designer: John Crawford.
The Dreamer That Remains-A Study in Loving (1972)

Part of the soundtrack for the film The Dreamer That Remains: A
Portrait of Harry Partch, commissioned by the produ cer Beuy Freeman.
Directed by Stephen Pouliot. Conducted by J ack Logan . Scored for Nar·
rating/Intoning Voice. Chorus. and fifteen ins truments incl udi ng the four
built since 197 1 (see Appendix VI) .
.

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Four performances of mixed works durin g the

1960's are perhaps notable

for either location or sponsorship. These are the following:
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I. Demonstration program presented in connection with the Eighteenth
National Convention of the American Symphony Orchestra League, Sher
aton-Palace Hotel. San Francisco, June 20. 1963. Short excerpts from many
work.s were performed.
2. August 29, 1965. at the Deepest Valley Theater, in the so-called Ala
bama Hills, near Lone Pine. California. The progrnm included U. S. High

ball and C4$tOT and Pollux.

3. Un iversity of California at San Diego Art Gallery, May 1 1 and 12, 1968.
Included in the program were Two Studies on Ancient ered Scales, ex
cerpts from Petals, Daphne of the Dunes, CastOT and Pallux, and, from
Act II of Delwion, Time of Fun Together Uudith MulleD, soloist), antici·
pating the performance of the complete work in Los Angeles. Conductor:

Thomas Nee. Choreographer: Susan Long.
4. Whitney Museum of American Art. New York, September, 1968; a

program in connection with the International Music Congress, consisting
of excerpts !Tom Petals, the Two Studies on Ancient Gred Scales, Barslow,

Castor and Pollux, Daphne of the Dunes, and the Exordium from Delusion,
again anticipating the Los Angeles performance. Conductor: Danlee
Mitchell.

APPENDIX IV

Bibliography on Harry Partch

A. Writings About Harry Partch's Work

I. Selby Noel Mayfield. New Or/earn Times-Picayune, November 16,
1930. IIIus.
2. Alexander Fried. San Francisco Chronicle, February 10, 1932. Review.
.5.

Marjorie M. Fisher. The San Francisco News, February 10, 1932.
Review.

4. Bertha McCord Knisely. Saturday Night (Los Angeles weekly), May
14, 1930; February 25, 1933; Decem�r 30. 1933.
5. Noel Heath-Taylor. "Artist in the Wilderness," California Art b
Architecture, July. 1939. llIm.
6. Noel Heath-Taylor. "Monophony: Looking into the Future." Pacific
COtut Musician, August 19. 1939.
7. Paul Bowles. New York Herald Tribune, April 2.3, 1944. Review of
Americana program.

8. R. L. The New York
program.

rim,s,

April 23, 1944. Review of Americana

9. Henry Simon. "A Theorist with a Heart." PM (New York), April 24,
1944.
10. "Kitharist." The New YorAer, May 27, 1944. pp. 21-22.
1 1 . Ar.s Longa (Noel Heath·Taylor). "Some Observations on Speech
Song." Frontier (Los Angeles), September I, 1950.
12. R. H. Hagan. "The Mills College Production of 'King Oedipus.' ''
This World (San FTanciJCo Chronicle), March 9, 1952. Illus.
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13. Alfred Frankenstein. San Francisco Chronicle, March 16, 1952. Re
view of Oedipus performance.
14. Clifford Gessler. Oak land

Tribune, March 17. 1952. Review of

Oedipus performance.

15. Marjorie M . Fisher. The San Francisco News, March 17. 1952. Review
of Oedipus performance.

16. Joseph Biskind. "Sophocles, YealS, and Harry Panch." The Argonaut
(San Francisco). March 21. 1952.
17. Jack Foisie. "Atomic-Age 'Oedipus.'" New York Herald Tribune,
March 22. 1952. lIIus.
18. "Goblin Music?" Time, March 24, 1952. II\us.
19. Margaret Schubart. "Bay Area Diary. Panched Sound." Counter
point, April. 1952. p. .30.
20. Wilford Leach. "Music for Words Perhaps." Theatre Arts, vol. 37, no.
I Uanuary. 195.3). p 65. IIIU!.
2 1 . Peter Yates. Arts t'r Architecture, July. 1953. p. 33. Review of Oedipus
tapes.

22. R. H. Hagan. San Francisco Chronicl�, October

4.

1953. Review of

Dances record. IIIus.

23. Clifford Gessler. Oakland Tribune, October 1 1 , 1953. Review of
Dances record. lllus.

24. Harold Rogers. The Christian Science Monitor, Decem�r 1. 1953.
Review of Dances record. IIIus.

25. Good Listening, December. 1953. pp. 7, 30. Review of Dances record.
26. High Fidelity, March. 1 954, p 65. Review of Dances record. IIIus.
27. "Tonal Ingenu ity." Audio Engineering, March, 1954. Review of
Dances record.

28. Etc: A Review of Gen�ral S�mantics, Summer. 1954. Review of Dances
record.

29. Alan Tory. "Unique Play. Unique Instrument." Fortnight (Los
Angeles) October 6, 1954. IUus.
•

30. Harold R�T$. The Christian Science Monitor, October 19. 1954.
Review of O�djpus records. IlIus.
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3 1 . R. H. Hagan. San Francisco ChTonicle, October
Oedipus records.

24, 1954. Review of

32. Peter Yates. Art.s if Architecture, December, 1954, p. 33. Review of
Oedipus records.

33. Jacques Rarzun. Mwic in American Life. Indiana University Press,
Bloomington, 1955.
34. Oliver Daniel. "Harry Panch." Mwic at Home, January·February,
1955. JIIus.
35. "The Music of Harry Partch." The American Record Guide, January,
1955, pp. 149-151. Review of Oedipus records.
36. Thomas B. Sherman. St. Louis Post-Dispatch, January 13, 1955. Re·
view of Oedipus records.

37. Ray E. ElIsworth. " Americans on Microgroove." High Fidelity,
August, 1956, pp. 6H;4.
38. Charles Menees. St. Louis Posl-Dispatch, March 28, 1957. Review of
The Bewitched performance.

39. Francis A. Klein. St. Louis Globe-Democrat, March 28, 1957. Review
of The Bewitched performance.
40. Wilson Krebs. The Daily Illini (University of Illinois), April

3, 1957.

Editorial. under Piano e Forte, regarding the propriety of a chore
ographer changing totally the creator's concept.

4 1 . "Tunes from Tumblers." Newsweelt, April 8, 1957, p. 75. IIlus.
42. hying Sablosky. "Festival at Urbana." The New York Times, April

2 1 , 1957, sec. 2, p. 1 1 .
43. hYing Sablosky.

"43 to the Octave." The New York Times, July 21,
1957. sec. 2, p. 7. IlIw.

44. Scou Goldthwaite. "Urbana, Illinois." Musical Quarterly, July, 1957.
45. Harold Rogers. "Exotically Weird Music from Harry Panch." The
ChTistian Science Monitor, July 6. 1957.
46. "World of Harry Partch." The Dayton (Ohio) Daily News, August 17,
1957. Editorial.
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47. Peter Vates. "Schuhert, Berg. Partch, Tremblay." Arlsa- Architecture,
January, 1958.
48.
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12, 1961. Review of Revelation performance.
64. Lynn Ludlow. Champaign-Urbana Spectator, April 17, 1961. Review
of Revelation performance.
65. Peter Yales. "Revelation in Illinois." Arts 0- Architecture, August,
1961, p. 4. Review of Revelation performance.
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June 22, 1963. Review of program for Symphony League. Illus.
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1 3 1 . Jacques Barzun. "Genesis 0/ a Mwic by Harry Panch," In American

Panorama, Eric Larrabee. ed. New York University Press, New York,
1957, p. 262.
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764-765. lIIu,.
1 33. "Bach and Tem �rament." The Carmd (California) Pine Cone, July
18, 1941.
134. "The Kithara," The CaTmel Pine Cone, September 19. 1941. Illus.
135. "BarSlow." The Carmel Pine Cone, Septem�r 26. 1941. IIlU!.
136. "W. B. YealS," The Carmel Pine Cone, October 17, 1941. IIIus.
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pp. 43-5 1 . IlIus.
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Recordings and Films

Rt!Cordings

Although a num�r of acetate records of my music were made during the
years 1912-1945, and although most of the masters remain in fairly good
condition, these are not listed. The pressed recordings fall into three cate
gories-private, GATE 5, commercial. The private recordings are at 78
rpm, while the others are long-playing records. All except No. 7 are twelve
inch records. Only the last three commercial recordings are stereo.
Private Recordings
I. U.S. Highball (1946).

GME Recording (Warren E. Gilson), Madison.
Wisconsin. Three records, six sides. Out of print.
2. Ten Settings 0/ Lyrics by Li Po ( 1947) . GME Recording (Warren E.
Gilson). Madison. Wisconsin. Two records, four sides. Out of print.
!. Partch Compositions (1951). [ssued by Lauriston C. Marshall, Berke
Icy, California. Includes a discourse and sample passages, The Lelter, Dark
Brother, and eight of the Eleven hllnISion5. Five records. ten sides. Out of
print.
GA TE 5 Recordings

In a sense, these were also private recordings. The first twO were initiated
as subscription records-they were paid for even berore rehearsals had
started, and indeed had to be if the project was to succeed. None of the
GATE 5 records were listed in catalogs, but they were widely reviewed
and continued to sell by mail order for over nineteen years. The back page
of the photo supplement that accompanied the records beginning in 1957
follows:
,.,
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I N EXPLANATION OF "GATE 5"
There has been some misapprehension regarding the source of this term.
GATE 5 was not picked out of a hatful of the most unlikely names.
although there are probably worse ways. During the recent war Sausa·
lilo-on San Francisco Bay-became the site of one of those feverishly
built shipyards and upon termination of the war the properly went into
private hands. The shipyard had five gates. and the sign: GATE 5. was still
to be: seen when Harry Partch moved his instruments into a building pre·
viously used by the Army at the entrance to it. After the war, a number of
people look over converted fen·ies. barges. and houses on stilts i n this area.
which is known locally as GATE 5. There is also a GATE 5 bus stop. Be·
yond the prosaic fact that Partch lived. wrote music, built instruments.
organized and rehearsed ensembles, and manufactured records here, there
is the more intriguing circumstance that GATE 5 carries an occult mean·
ing in sundry ancient mythologies. In ancient pictographs the city. the
center of culture. has four pedestrian gates. These are tangible; they can
be seen; physical entrances can be shown. But the city also has a fifth gale.
which cannot be: shown be:cause i t is not tangible. and can be entered only
in a metaphysical way. This is the gate to illusion.
The last edition of the Gate 5 records was brought out in 1962. with the
six records labeled Issues A·B-C-D-E·F. All are Out of print.
4. Plectra afld PercuJsion Dances (1953). Sausalito ensemble. Reissued
1957, 1962 (lssueC).
5. O�djpllJ ( 1 954) . Sausalito ensemble. Originally a [wo-record set. Ex
cerpted for one record and reissued in 1957 and again in 1962 (Issue D).
6. Th� BewilCh�d (1957) . University of Illinois ensemble. Originally a
two-record set. Excerpted for one record and reissued in 1962 (Issue E).
7. V.S. Highball (1958). Ensemble in Evanston, Illinois. Originally onc
ten·inch record. this recording was reissued in 1962 as a part of The Way
ward (sec below) .
8. R�vdation in the Courthouse Park (1961). University of Illinois
ensemble. Excerpted for one record and issued in 1962 (Issue F).
9. The Wayward (1962; Issue B) Consists of U. S. High ball (recorded
1958), The Letter (recorded 1950). and Vlys!,! at Ih� Edge (recorded
1958).
10. Thirly Years of Lyrical and Dramatic Music (1962; Issue A). Con·
·
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sisu of one (xcerpt and various short pi«es composed bc=tween 1931 and
1961 and recorded at various times and placn.
Commercial Recordings

1 1 . From the Mwic 0/ Harry Partell (1964). Composers Recordings.
Inc. (CRI 195). Compiled from GATE 5 hsuC's A, B, C, and E (see a.bove).
Coruisu of ClUtor and Poll«x, The Let/er, Windsong (excerpted), and
Scene 10 and the Epilogue of The Bewitched.
12. And on the Seven th Day Petals Fell in Petalurna (1967). Composers
Recordings, Inc. (CRI 215 USD). Stereo. Performed by a Los Angeles
ensemhk
13. The World of Harry Partch (1969). Columbia Stereo MS 7207. Con
sists of Daphne 0/ the DWUJ, Barstow, and Ca.HoT and Pollux. This was
recorded following the Whitney Museum program in September of 1968
(see Appendix Ill).
14. Dtlwion of the Fury-A Ritual of Dream and Delusion (1971).
Columbia Stereo M2-�0576 (three records). Two records of the complete
work plus onc discussion-demonstration record. Performed by a Los An
geles ensemble and conducted by Danlee Mitchell.
15. New Music For Trumpet (1972) . Orion Stereo ORS 7294. Included
on this recording is a new performance of UlySJes at the Edge, by a San
Diego ensemble. Jack Logan, Trumpet Soloist.
Films

Six of the eight films listed below were produced. by Madeline Tourtelot
and four are distributed by Grove Press, New York. The exceptions are
the TV film (No. 6) . and the Whitelight-Tantalus film (No. 8) .
1 . The soundtrack for Windsong (1958). the story of Oaphne and Apollo
in the sand dunes on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan. Black and white.
25 minutes.
Brw.seLs International Experimenttll Festival, 19'8
2. Music Studio-Harry Par/ch (1958). Shows the making of the sound
track for Windsong- the instruments. the player (Partch) . with audio
overdubs. Color. 18 minutes.
Contemporary Art.s FeJtival, UnivlT5jty of lllinoiJ, 1959
American Festival,New Yorlt, 19'9
Edinburgh Festival, 19'9
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3. Rotate the Body (196 1 ) . Filming of an exhibition of gymnasts at the
University of Illinois. Script and music by Panch (see footnote 5, Chapter
14, and Appendix

Ill). Color.

14 minutes.

Edinburgh International Fejtiual, 1961
American Festival, New York, 1962
KaTlouy Vary. Czt:chos[ovakia, 1962

4. Revelation in the Courthouse Park ( 1 96 1 ) . Produced by Madeline
Tourtelot for WILL-TV, University of Illinois. A totally inadequate film
representation of my concept of integrated theater. NO[ released. Black
and white. About onc hour.

5. US. Highball ( 1 968). The filming began with shots of the ensemble
in action in Evanslon, lllinois, in 1958, and was completed later along the
route of that trip. Color and black and while. 30 minutes.
Belgium International Experimelltal Festival, 1963
6. The Music of Harry Partch ( 1 968). KPBS·TV (NET), Channel 15,
San Di�. Producer: Peter Kaye. A filming of Daph11e of the Dunes on the
lawn in front of the Art Gallery at the University of California at Sail Diego.
Interview included. Shown by fifteen NET stations in the western states
and Hawaii, July 22, 1969. Color. 28 minutes.
7. DehtJioll of the Fury

(1 9G9) .

Filllu:u arter performances at the Uni·

versity of Ca li fornia at Los Angeles (see Appendix Ill) . Calor. About one
hour.
8. The Dreo.mer Tho.t Remo.in.s: A Portrait 0/ Harry Partch (1972.73).
Produced by Whitel ight:Tan talus Productions; 1040 N. Las Palmas Ave.,
Los Angeles. Directed by Stephen Pouliot. Music written especia lly for
this film-The Dreamer That Remains, A Study in Loving (see Appendix
Ill) . Color. 28 minutes.

APPENDIX VI

Chronology of Instruments

Most of the instruments were built. initiated in some way. or rebuilt,
in Ca1i£ornia, in places from the fairly fat north to the far south. In chrono
logical order, these are:
San Francisco

Sausalito

Santa Rosa

Pelaluma

Pasadena

Del Mar

Santa Barbara

Van Nuys

Los Angeles

Venice

Carmel

San Diego

Gua\illa

Encinitas

Oaldand
The only other places significantly related to this work are, chronologi
cally:
New Orleam

Madison, Wisconsin

London

Yellow Springs, Ohio

Chicago

Evanston. Illinois

lthaca, New York

Champaign-Urbana, Illinois

1925- Ex�riments begun in San Francisco with paper coverings for finger1926 boards of a violin and a viola. Markings for Just Intonation. mathe
matically determined. were on the coverings. A string quartet based
on this idea followed. but was destroyed in 1930.
1928

Adapted Viola.

A new and lengthened fingerboard completed in

Santa Rosa. Attached to my viola by a violin·maker in New Orleans.
1930.
488
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1933

Model of an experimental keyboard made in Pasadena. Later
named The Plolemy (see below).

1934

Adaplt:d Guitar, now called Adapted CI/itar I. Its fingerboard fitted

with frets in Just Intonation. Rebuilt many times, most significantly
at Carmel, 1941.
1934- The Ptoiet1lY. Reed organ with the keyboard designed in 1933 built
193.5 in London and shipped to Santa Barbara, where it was soon aban·
doned in a garage. Fate unknown. (The abandonment was not in·
tended; eight more years of hoboing lay ahead.)
1938

Kit/Mra, later called Kilhara I. Built in an adult education wood·

shop in a Los Angeles high school. Major rebuildings: Carmel
(1941). Ithaca (1943), Madison (1 945), Urbana (1 959). The last,
when the tuning was Changed totally, was the mon important.
1940

A new model of The Ptolemy, with a complete case, built in Los
Angeles. but abandoned a year later in Carmel. Fate unknown.

1941

Chromt:iode01I. The first. adapted and tuned in Chicago, using the
reeds from The Pto/emy. This was the basis for all subsequent

Chromelodeons, and the only practical solution for a composer
without huge financing. It employed the usual 7-White·5-B\ack
keyboard (really quite impractical for the system of music ex·
pounded herein), but with all reeds retuned.
1945

New Chromt:iodeon, now called Chromeiodeon I, adapted and

tuned at Madison. Rebuilt and relUned at Gualala, 1949.
1945

Harmonic Canon, now called Harmonic Canon I. Built at Madison

with 44 strings; totally reconceived and rebuilt at Urbana, 1 959.
1945

Guitar I. Smooth fingerboard and c=lectronic amplification. Used in

several recordings. Tuning of the earlier Guitar (as rebuilt in
Carmel, 1941) employed. Givc=n to somc=onc= in Sausalito in 1956 to
hold for me. Fate unknown.
ll.

Adapted in Madison with tc=n strings. Still callc=d Gui/ay

1945

Gui/ay

1946

Diamond Marimba. Built in Madison. Most of the blocks rc=placed

/I.

with Pernambuco wood, Gualala, 1949-1950.
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Old Chromelodeon J/. A chapel organ adapted and retuned in
Madison. Given an unusual keyboard (see Diagram 15. p. 000). The
solid walnut case was abandoned in Gualala in 1951. The keyboard
was saved but was loaned to someone in Venice in 1966. Fate of

both unknown.

1949- Bew Marimba. Built at Gualala. Rebuilt at Oakland, 1951. and all
1950 Sitka·spruce blocks replaced at Encinitas. 1 9 7 1 .
1950

Cloud·Chamber Bowls. Built at Gualala. Rebuilt at Oakland. 1951.
Bowls replaced many times following breakage.

1950

Spoil.s of War. Built at Gualala. Various sounds added many times
Oakland. Urbana. Petaluma, Van Nuys, 1951-1 965.

1950

New Chromeiodeon 11. Rebuilt and retuned in Sausalito. 1954 with
unsatisfactory resultS. Satisfactory adaptation and tuning accom·
plished at Urbana. 1959.

1951

Marimba Eroica. Built in Oakland, with vertical redwood blocks.
Reconceived in Sausalito,

1954, using horizontal Sitka·spruce

blocks and new resonators. Improved at Champaign·Urbana, 1960.
and again at Petaluma. 1963.
1955

Surrogate Kithara. Built a t Sausalito.

1955

Harmonic Canon J/ (Ctlltor and Pollux). Built at Sausalito. using
the base of HarmO?lic Canon I (which was given a new Plexiglas
base in Champaign·Urbana, 1959).

1954

Kithara J/. Built at Sausalito. Improved at Urbana, 1959.

1955

Boo I. Built at Sausalito. Rebuilt at Yellow Springs. 1957. andmore importantly-at Petaluma, 1965.

1958

Bioboy. Builtat Evanston.

1959- Crychord. Built at Champaign·Urbana. Standard added in 1961.
1960
1965

Zymo·Xyl. Builtal Petaiuma.

1963

Matda Marimba. Built at Petaluma.

1964

Gourd Tree. Built at Del Mar. The first instrument employing
eucalyptus boughs as important structural elements.
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Eucal Blossom. Begun in Del Mar, although not completed until

at San Diego. Another instrument with a structural eucalyptus
bough.

1967
1965

QuadranguJari5 Rever.wm. Built at Van Nuys, using eucalyptus

boughs for the two standards. The original hormigo wood of the
blocks, from Guatemala, was replaced with padouk, from Africa, in
1971 at Encinitas, and gives a much·iocrcaS«! ring-lime.
1965

Cone Gong.1". Added to the Gourd Tru at Venice.

1965

Harmonic Canon III (Blul! Rainbow). Built at Venice.

1966

Surrogate Xitham. Two new canons, with the luning required in
Petals and Delusion, made at Venice.

1966

Koto. Received as a gift at Venice. (An earlier koto. also a gift, was
received at Sausalito in 1956 and used in Tile Bewitched.)

1966-- EktaraJ. Two built at San Diego.
1 967
1967

Small Hand Instruments. Nearly all of tho� not given to me were

made at San Diego.
1971

Boo ll. Built at Encinitas.

1972

New Harmonic Canon I. Built at Encinitas with blue·tinted Plexi.

glas base.
1972

New Kithara I. Built at Encinitas.

1972

Mbim

B(J$s Dyad. Built at Encinitas. An experiment that is far from

complete.
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61
Condition;n! . fail, w txplain ..,actions

10

ConlOnancc, identities in tonality. 74, 1 1 1 , 160,
179: and Uf, 86-87, 4 1 6 ; chronolo,ical

recosnilion 01, 9().
..
..
n : within 7 and bo.yond, 91,

of )

..iadJ, 1 1 1 ,

120, 12); i n common

pn:-modern inle'l'n:talions.

Ll8, 1.6-1.7, )67; in Chromrlodron's lunins,
Ll8_I.2; and phue rnation•. 10; modern

r..planations

of.

1 ••-1.6. 389; ....iom 01. \04.,

145, 146. I Hn. 152; wav<: pc:riod and. 1.7_149,
1 5 1 ; faelon on

""hieh

M�i"al lh«try

of 262;

wClt�r d

depc:ndcnl . 15)_ 1 5•.

1 6 1 - 1 62; in MOr>Ophonie Fabric. 15._157;

01.
S« tlUO

"q uutenon(S" and, .28; deterioration Inu
06-07, .0; wilhin limit 01 9. 446.

SmaLL-number ral loa: Dil$O)nance
Coruonants. ,uSlainins or, 52

P�III". "nd MI{osonde,

36_)7; n:miniSttnl of

Monl....erdi. 47

Ded,,,. of the w�.,. •et Spe nsler. o,wald
Dr/cmon of/he Fury. 3s(}"357
Dncanc., Reno!, on "minor" 10nalilY. )85
Diamond /l.hrim�. and Tanality Diamond. 259,

a music,

60, 61

12.-12S;

of

Debussy, Claooe, in Fn:nc:h mll.ic-clrama, 26. )7;

Complement, defined. 70: in "ui.... 81-82

1 18; of triad 7:9:11,

Co., marimbu

.
•

antecedent

feas ('(H,Intemi, 265

Common Iona, chan 01, 466-467

chords.

villlily during. 370. Set tllso

DUllan. J. C

"Common" chord, Ut "�hjor" chord

120, 1)911-14On, 178: in limit

A I.xander.

261; iden�i�ie. and range 01. 261; length. of
blacks.

262_263;

264-265:

df

len8thl

af

rClona�on.

ttll 01 wralher. 265. notation. 266

Diatonic senus, chanttrrillic ime....al. 169: thr«

venions 01. 17)-17�

"Dialonic" scale. "majOl''' and "minor." 89-90;
in

S

lim it. 118; an "intllilion," 422.

f'lalcmaic Seqoxrott

Didymus, scnc:ra
01, )68
Diffcn:rott

or.

Su alsn

171, In. )68, 427n: comma

10nes, defined,

70;

dTttI on con3Oflarott.

161-162; and IheoriSlS. 386; "minor" lriad

derived fmm, 387: in Permt', conjtt'mfn, 444
"Diminished �nth" chord, ratiOl of, 124n

"Diminished" tri�, and conlOnallCC. 124_125; in
�empcramtnt. 126
Diuon.antt, in la'¥-numbu ralios, 86-87; 'n·
le'l'mllions

cl,

\l8, 1 44_ 146. )67n; in ""all

Constantinople. drflC'l or raLL, 20

upt'rimrnt.

Corpln:al mulk. n:<'OncilinS with lafl!<' I�aler

phonic Fabric, 154_156; and millO' phenom.
ena. 161-162. M• •I'D ConlOnaroce; La'1c.

Con""ntion
• • •« Tndil;onl

wortu. viii: inluilive dnire for. 6. 20. 52.

60;

ddined, 8-9; Jap.nue and Chinuc. 1 4 :
ClIpiralion or Grttk. 18: in folk and popular
'ingins, )). 52: not (o""ul .ble. 36: rej«lion by

compo�rl. 42: 'alCinalion 01. O. 44n; antilhn;,
or Abstract. 49; in unfriendly milieu. 50. 51-52;
h;Jtonc Ulenl. 61. Set "/.0 Abslraet music
Coupc:r. Mildrcd . "q�nenoncl" or. 429
Cowel1. Henry. "duSter'" of, 164; New

R�'OU,.tcl,

396. 419; on "$I:I':(Inds," 419

Musical

Craft 0/ Mu•..:"t CompOSl/ion. Ur Hindemith.
Paul
Crychord. clt:lCription or. 252, 255

IS2; fashi on 01, 15); in Mono

num""r nliOl
Divcrsity. tendency again", 414.
>';dualism
"Domin.ant." 3 in

Olonalily,

S" tll.n

Indi_

I l l ; modulationl

10.

158; hbit af "circle." 406: relationships.
464_465. Srr al.a "Cirde of rifth,"

"Dominant $e>'enth" chord, 7 Idenlily in. 12�.
125, 3B9; mosl used. IBS_186, 388
Doni,

Ciovari ni, new

instrument. of. 382-383;

uncq�l tcmpt'ramcnt of. 413n
Dorian harmonia, in Ptolclmic Sequence. 167: in
Pythagon:an form. 169; in sencra, 170. 17),

383; in Tcrp;a nder'l Kale,

178; "aid"

and
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"new,"

44"_445;

in

Schlninser'.

nol;OS,

<449,

4SG-4SI

Doubl.. Canon, dHO;"ribed, 100
Hand Inllru�nll
Dulac. Edmund, Vu!'. play, Kt by. 39
Dupli�ation oI l n
strunwnl
•• "tailORI for, 224, 226

Drum., lee Small

E.J,r,

and 11N1l-number ratios, 18: and

pan;.i.,
fKUhin 0/, 88-89; VOW11! from, 95; ca
pacity 01, and <.'OflI(I.... IQ, 109; pilch diKrimi
....';on 01, 121, 07n; impowd upon, 125, 392o,
4 1 5 , 4 \7, 4 1 9 , 4'2 1 , 42); and 1'111;0l1li1 numben,
150. 417 __
"8; innIXOtt on 'yltems, l19; and
Iwo Iypn ol -.ndi"ls, 415_416. Sa .ho Inner
87;.

'"

School 01 Music, moduJJ,lion .,. 192
Ecclesiastial cham, AbsltUI, 8-9, 14-15, 17, 49;
modem COllUM' and IlnClurn of, 54; COnK'
vllism 01, 407. &, .Iso Crtlorian (hanl; Milan
Edualion, musical sn MUlic KlIool.
E!)'pt. ancien!, rffOnb of IMoty lacking. )61; and
Pytlurosonl. )63
"Eishth Iona," uxd by Carillo. 426
Eklara, In Small Hand IIQINlMntl
Elrctronia, and Colportal mlUk. 44; ampliri
ntion of sympllony. SS-S6: "qulity" in
tonality tllrouSIl. 89: MW music for, )17-318
..
E....n
.., lll 01 IM chord." not 11 Idcnlily. 126:
.
.
...KI ."'JUQ.. 163_164
illo('n
Ellil, A. J.. anti meuu� 01. 83-85: 7 approved
by, 9)n. )95: Grwk monochord deductions.
98n, 99: Equal Tcmjlf:nmcnt. lOin, "17;
"�ptend«imal harmony" of, 12"n: disillusion
!lWr tealet. l77n-178n: "Un.equally Just In
tOnal;on." 395: two Iwenty__n-dql'ft Kaln,
405n, "12n: on 2�ntl jIf:<uptibilily, 437n
Emperor Chun, m..,.;.cal dinum 01. 9-10
Ea......n
.

EnSlish. open in. 23
Enharmonit scnus. tIJt of 5/4 in, 91n. 169, 36S:
Arthytn' wrsion. 170. In, 2..... 383:
and, 170. 387, .....;

COlIlf"OVersr OO'e',

hannonilllion,

Tanini

Proportion buil, 367;

Rc�iSAI'Ia Fucinated by. 376; iru.tNmcnll For,
377n. 383: in Perrrll', I.'Onj«lurn. "44-4"6;
prime numlxrs in, 452-45)

potenlialiti" 01. l64n
Epic chant, Corporeal. 8. 9: Japancte, 12
Equal Tempo:nment. Iwclw-lol'If. in �ntJ, 69.
83_804: defined, 70, 411n: tOnfuJoeci with just
tuninS, 76-77. 153: tOn.idcrN UCl'OAncI, 96,
433: in nliol, 101, 102, 118-179; "mu.iaol
llide rule." 102n_103n: "'lenSCI" of, 1 1 3 ,
"EnllarmOllY."

fabric, 1)0(. 155: phenomena losl in. 162:
criticilms 01. \91_192, 387, 389. 423. 444: h.bit
and. 192. 194. 408, 414, 416: urly (omputa
tionl 01, )69-370, )81. )82: thftt�ntury d
F«II of, 3804; body of mu.sit based on 4 Il; more
IhJon. lwelvc tOnet in. "14. 417; laxed beyond CII
�Iy. 419, "24--<125 (.u tUSO SchOn�'1' AT_
noId; Hi_milh, Paul); (.'OfIIparN with otMr
teala, 428--<129, 430: laI of lcaM r"lsiIY, 434:
economic entrenchment of, . 56 . S•• allo
Tcmprnmenl: PythaSOrt..nism
"£.qu.al T.mprramenl," IU Barbour
EntO$thenet, in chronolDl!)' 01 n:rosnilion 01 i nlu_
uls, 92; IlCToen 01. 1 7 1 . 173, 367; Arilhmc1ical
Proponion 01, 367, 371. 390n
EucaJ Blossom, charllClcr 01 and dncription, 292,
294; ..
o
ution and playins techniques, 2i}4_29S
Eudid, monochord; on r"lios, 73n, 76n: on tOn
sonal'la, 91 , 92, 367; "ninth of Ihe lixtll."
104, 366n-367n. 37S: AriSIOXel>(
.. nl, dellated
by. 366
Eukr, lAonard, imponal'la of 7 Idem;ty, 93n,
120, 124, 388: on co....nantt-d
..
issonantt. 14..
Euripidet, Su Timotlwus
Ennl, Oliver, qUOlalion from, xii
fun Wild Horu., 327-331
bord.. ""
. , Ilternat;n!! arpeuios of marimNs in,
262. Su also D.lullan 0/ rh. Fury
Exotic music, lupp lanted by induslri"liulion, 456
f.J:prrimental inSl",ments, n.ced For, 95; 197; wind
i",lrumenll as, 100. 3 1 5..: hisuN'ical ratios on.
100-102; Monophonic nlios, 136: "failures" of
pall anturia, 408. Su ..Iso H...monic anon:
Cello; Harmonium; Monophonj(, inscNmentl;
Unu.swol kcybollrdl
Extended potoition, tOruonantt in. 153, 15-4

170-171;

171-172; ArilloxenUl' diQis,

366: ArilhmetiClI

163-164: tOrnlption of ntios in. 124, 147, 148,
185, 4 1 5 ; ,'sumenll for. 12S. 126. 158,
4 1 4 _ 4 1 7 , "23; snphcd wilh M onophon ic

falxr,

Nicholas,lu K�J.,o.,rds, 7.White·S_BI..ck

F..ux boun;lon, Sf' Minslrtb

Fi.lkowslti, P.J., on Marimbas, 262n
"fifth oftM chord." 3 Odenlity, 1 1 2
"fiFths," i n MumollC Temprrament. 376, 410:
mult itonc temperaments. 383-38�, 431_"32.
Su ..Iso "Perfecl Fifth"
fifty·Thrw "cycle." by Kill! fan!!, 368; dis
�ncy ;n,400,.33

fifty_lhrtt.tollC �UJ.l lcmprrllment, measurin!! de
vice, 183; "Fiflhl" in, 383-3804; WSa", in 383,
392, 08: (.'OfIIplrN wilh other tealn, 425,
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i kllt;,;n
428-429, .30; baJed 011 "cyclf," 4ll: .
in, 414; brats in, 418
Fiji Rhythm ao.t. tu Sm.n HII'd Inflru�nl$

mnlcmpo,.,niC$, in.ishl and infh,>t:ntt, )70. S«
.Iso PtoJemy: PytMsor.u; SchlninS"r, Kathl«n
Grqorian chanl, in$1ituled, 18_19. Su tJ/�o &.

Flrtcher, �brvfy, 121n

GresOl"}, Pope, on vocal vanity, 19

FlortniilM'

Gritry, Andrt, in French music-drama, 28

Five "cycle," diKl"tp.lOCy in, 400

music-drama, Corporeal eo�pt, 9;

emc:rge� 01, 2 1-24; in Paris, 24_25
Flute, bo:h.av;or of air in, 100

Folk to!lf!, CMporral an, 9; and an fashion,
16n_17n: prwody in, 50
Fony...,.. " cyc:Ic," di,.....,panty in, 400

ckiiut;cII chant

GucdaUa, Philip, on historians, 416

Guilar, experiment with, 205. Su olJO Adaptrd
Guitar I: Adaptrd Guilar 11
•

HalN., Aloil, "quancnoncs" of, 429
Habituation, and Equal Temperament, 414, 416

Fony-th�-to... SCllle, set Monophonk Scale

Folt.5lunswaYI, A. H . , on jUlt intonation,

Halbe,"*,adt Of"San, uc Kcyboud, 1.Whitc.5_Bluk
Hamburs orpn, 38-4

19()....194; on Yas�r'l plan, 432-03

Fn.1'II'O of Cologl'III', eonlOnanttS 01, )71-372

Hand, inlluelK"CoI, 319, 316, 408
Handel, G.

Frenc:h music..:inanu., 24-30, 36-38

Fmjucnciell, fU Cycles; Pitch

Fund:u""nlal, of p.aniall, n, 89. &e 0110 Unity;
Prime unity

Harmonic
Galilei, Vinc..llJ.o, work of, 21-22, 61: lute fretting
of, 379-380
Gudrn. Mary, as MllUllndt, 37

E.,

ho:lp wilh Di.mond

siven by, 261n

LI",.irt,

••

melody, )1n, S2;

�hrimlN.

Harmonic Canon Ill, dncription, 248-249. \tIninS
in Pelol, .nd iUlusioll, 249

in

PitfTOI

lali�el, 46

GOdhe, Wolf IOns, on ItXIt M, )4
and Co� Gona', dttription, tunins,

and nomion, 296, 298

GramfTlllICIn, Henricus, )15

.
Greek Genera, Ihree typn, 169.110: ilUlruments

10 R"\Ii�t. In, )8). Stc .I�o Chromatic !Cnus;
Diatonic sen....: Enharmonic !Cnus

in Oon" l keyboard, )8);

Arilhmet;cal Propon;on �,;s. 447-448, 449:
ratios or, 450-451.

Su .IJO Dorian

harmonia;

Lydian harmonia; Miltolydian humonia

142: and COnlOnance, 153, 1 6 1 - 1 62

"Harmonic minor" aeale, u, Brown, Colin

Harmonic music, in se""ra, 110-171, 114; and

Harmonical Proponion, ddinnl, 7()"'11: relaled to
Otoruolity, 89; and G,""k inlluence, 36J; con·

10_12, I1n: and

modern compost"n, 12, ISn; relisi (HJl typc, 14n;

rood and drink Wilh, 54n: wOf"d'lnd ratios,

and Arithmetical Proponion,
$c, ol�o Geometric

)18; in modun thcory, lB2.

proponion: Ovcnonc KM: Otonality

Harmo,uCf of PtoicmJ. editions, J68n
Harmonilll, Gnck KhooI 01, )65

Harmonium, upcriment.l , appr.i5C'd, 99_100.

$c, a/IQ Chromclodcon; Unulual keyboards
IU PilrlO; Mum xhool.

"Harmony,"

"Harp .insen," 46n

Greek model, tu Grttk harmoniai
Greek music, character, "

M rich to�,

Harmonic tuO'C, fU Sine tuTVC1

trovcny ","er, )11 :

eTU' Au/os, Ut Schluinscr, Kallll«n

humonia;,

Harmonic conlent, ddinnl, 10; in tonality. 88-89;

melodic lubtictiCl, 190, 193; cffttt on key
board., l1S, 408; .ltered telchinp, 407

"Golden Age," enlrcrocho:d, 119

Gr«k

I, Nc-w, 242
11, dttl:,iption and tuninS for
Cr,d Slt>d�, and Uuto. olld PolIWl, 242-245;

lisnifiun« or bridsCl, 244: a! pcn:uu;on
ilUl....ment, 244

40,45

Tra:

dCKription and tun;ns,

235-240; noll,l;on, 240; playins t«hniqutS, 241

Su

GI""k, ChriJloph von, and It..'ian opera, 27; rm-

C(HJrd

of

Harmonic Conon

GftImdm pros�ion, in Irmpuanwnl, l Oi n
G COIIWUic: proponion, of ;nlc"," , 103-104.
./�o Humonical Proponion

Glidts, vocal,

Canon I,

10",,'

Harmonic: Conon

Galileo, on ronJOMntt..:iiuonantt. 138

Gibon, W.rnn

F., ltt MClnlo� Temperament

Humoni.;' f" Gnck harmonia;
Harmonic CoMn, uperimental, 98_9'1,
appro.i�lionl, 9'1; r.lim on, 1()o"'102

60

C,""k IpttCh, lonal character 0/, 12
Grcck thcol"}, r«Ords of, p�rvaI, )61, Im_

mutable System, )66: Greeks COmmenl� on by

H.rrifOn, Lou, kato siyen by, 2SI .nd 251n
Hatho:rky, S. C., ftt Pylh.as;orcanism
Haupt�nn, on "minor" triad, 90
Hawkins. Sir John, .nd rnharmonic senw. 172:
on Vittntino, )18

Haydon, Glen, on tempered inICO'.I" 41S

Hcimholu, Hennann, beats .nd mruon.an«-diua·

INDEX
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naoc(, 144_14S, a2, 389; sumrnoolion 10""',

by

161n; anlicipatro

Ramc:au, 386, 389; on

\cmp"'ramc:nl and Pylhllgoreani,m, 389, 405;
penralonir .uLe or. .Ol; on triad KnJili�ily,
416; skhisma. �34-436
llendnson, W . J .• origin
drcti"". 25n

of optra, 2 1 ;

I"loltmaic

Ionic SC1Ilc

Flo�nlinc

5(quenct: PythagOrtin lKpta

Huwg, Cro'"KC, on mu,ic and la"S�g<'. 12n
�I (""os(nt..rg. II�nri.ch, ur "Minor" triad
Huadl, in tonaliliu, 1 57-160; on Ki,hara,
220-224, 230-2)]: on Diamond Marimboo. 266
He-atonic KlIIc. of TCrp.1ndu, 178
Identity.

Paul,
90,

420-422;

120; Kale "KnitS" of, 164,
Ramnu, 386:

Cn.!t 0/

Musical C()mpOJllio". 396, 420

Hindu music. ragll in jro�rdy, 191_ 1'12, 395

Hindu tMory, and Pythallor;II, 363; s..",n!,:dev,
312-313. s..e /llso ]ndi.n H.rmonium
Uo Tdleng-liu,

Temperamut

Equa]

)69-)70; tuned by ear, 403

Uomer, interpmed

by

by,

E

�mmends ).47 " qde," 402

Houston. Ebie, Corpor�al linsin8 01, )6
Hu.cb3Id. and Ptolcmai, Seq�n«, 380
Hypodoriin harmon'i, low !'m!�Ta 01, 455. Su

also G�k h",moniai

Idemities, consonance of. ler Consonance; as
INgnen. 181. 183; retOlutions 01, .N RHO
I ...ion; in Adapled G�ilar 1 1 , 206; color
"'ilhara

I. 224;

on

Kilha", 11. 229: on Diamond Marimba, 261:

Identity, defined, 7 1 ;

is odd numbn, 88;

rolllraslro with put'al. 89; smalln"""
and, 126. Su al.(> Idemitift

Identity 01

I.

in

Chromdoodwn

01 numlxr

11. 209-210.

s.., (>/s(> Ratiol 01 1 : Unily

l<kntilY of 3, in Chromeloodron II Uwnali.ics,
209'-210: in muhi.o"" lealn, 428, 434.
Rali", of 3

hknti ty of 5,

s.., also

tCmpered and JUSI, 179, 1 80, 417; in

mul,;tone !lnlcs, 428, 431, H2, H3-H4. s..r

al.o Ratios 01 5

muhi'OIl<:

>O-am,

falsily, 126, 16), 418, 419: ) Idemity

lubme'lC!, 1 84: rrj«lrd by theorist., )86, 427,
4)4. Su ..1,(> Ratios 01 1 1
Idenli.y 01 I), rejwtd by R:"""lu, )86; tIOI

"thineenlh IOUnd," 426-<421; tonalilY stptad
with, 45) S« .110 R�.iO$ of ] 3
lIIinoi•. \.:nivenily 01. Crychord built at. 252 Set
Inciden�.1 mu,ic, and dUIN, 59.
mu,ic

Set <Jls(>

N.adio

Incipiellt Tollali�y Diamond, explained, I 1 a.. I 1 1 ;

dual iden�i,ie. in, 1 1 ). Su (>Ijo Torulily Dia_

�""

Indian Harmonium. Twenly-lwo Hind� ,ru.;, on,
1 9 1 , )94_)9�. s.., /J/'O Hindu Ihrory

IndividtQJi,m, dCfllVClion 01, 55, 51: and ';nS](
'�tem 11nnny, 456. 451. s..� also Tradition.

InSlrumental mu.ic, Abst,an natun: of, 8, 9
In.uuments. and modern thcorirs, 126, 420,
422-42). s.., also Monophonic inllrument.;
Experimental in"rumenu; Unul..al keyboaflh
"lnlcrprCla.ion," in Dark ASes, 55; mars,nal
value 01, 56, 58, 456_457; in mu.ic's perpetua
Inte .......I" ddined, 7 1 ; historical �ariety

Uypophrysian harmonia, .et Grttk harmonii'

luning 01, 41 6-<417

in

tion,408

Hypolydian harmonia, Jer Greek harmoniai

on

185;

!ln1C!. 428. 4)4. s..e ..Is(> Ratios of 9
Idem;ty 01 1 1 . rdative weakness of, 126, 1 8� : and

model 01, 427

M. "On, Pytha8ornni,m 01, )65;

anaJosy. 214-215;

Ratios of 1

in

s.., also

Inner ur, a. musial mitht:lNtici
in, 86: hydraulic

Plato, 1 1

Hoopa Indian song, rhythm 01, 2�8

Hornbostel,

tempered. 417:

muhitone leilft, 428, 431, H2, 4)4.

Glso Crychord

"minor" triad. 90, 1)3; rcjrcu 7

e.:ho of

powrr 01, 185, 186; provided

447; in muhiwne lealC!, 426, 428, 431. 432,

Hcrtwln, IN Kk""k. Ernu

Hir.okmilh,

]q"o"

ror by Poole, 392, 443;

Identity 01 9, lesl power of.

ItqllalOnic Kale, mort than ,..vcn Kn,..s, 417_ See
0110

Idcntily 0 1 7 ,

pernptibilily 01

of, 90, 92:

widlh, 121-122; clauifiUlion

0/, IS5, 156-157. s..,./", Ralios

Inlonalion, Chincx and Crnk. n; lack 01 norm,
251: history 01 men. )61; "crilily afler Tanini,
)91; amithrtinl bodie. 0/, 401; �.iblc courses.
409; ambiSUOU' luminolOlY, 412n; for p.-osn:ss

in, 424; wuhh of, in world. 456. s..r .Is. JUSt
Inlonation; Eqt.al Temperament

Inversion. It, Complemenl

Jani�ek, I..rol, upen 01, 33
jank!>, Paul .on, on )H "cycle," 402:
Japanest drama, su Noh;

Kabuki

Japa� music, ("OnIpaml wilh G�k, 12, I)
Jeans, Sir jamn, and ratios, I52
Jcnninsl, T. A., adveniK....nt 01, )92
Just Inlonalion, ddined, 71; and ICmpe",menl,
16_17; in ;n"rumenll,

IN

Experimenlal iMlru-

INDEX
....111.;

and loprithms, ]02n; on "musial slide
rule," 1020-10)0; application cl, IOS; in ..,vcn
dqrtt ICI]C, 1 1 3 ; uid lillnirlClnl music, 137.
19)_194: in " common chord," 147, 148:
modulation in, 190, 191, 192: ..,act;on or
AnSlO,,",flUI, 365-366: ""BUI hybo.a"b, 37S376, 382-383: in rlt'" 01 7, 9, and 1 1 , 388;
rifonl 10 introdUtt, 391-)95, 440: mUJicians'
ilK of, 4."n: and dettpti..., thtorin. 424. Su
IIls11 ImolUllion: Monophonic coOttpl, inlOna
lional
Kabuki,

D,

17

"Kcy," falsities of,

84. &� /lIra Torulity
Kcybo»rd, 7-Whilc.5-Blark, nplan.l\ion of 69,
JH-J7S: and S limit. 119; Faber'l Halbcntadt
prototype , 373-374; .od J ust Inlonuion,
J7S-J76, )8), )91: tCIIUr1! of, )91, 406; habit
of, 407_408, 412; tyranny of, 422, 43ln, 4)3.
&t olso Unusual kcybo»nb
Kin, KlOle 01, 118, 36S: rclaltd to Iii. )81
King Fanl. ,rc FiftY-lhrtt "eyele"
Kithan., ancient, 51rinS' addt<!, 364; ""produced
by 5chlninger, .56n
Kithlra I, duuiption, 220, 223; Tuning,
22)-224; notiltion ilnd milnner or pllyillg
23(}""23t

Kilhllra I, New, d�srnpcion, 226-227
Kilhll'll 11, notalion and heud colon, 231

KOlO, ptnlalonie kite 01, 171-178; psah�ry UKd
11, 251 : dtxripcion, 251: notalion, 252
K�lWk, ErlUt, Kale upll Nlt ion 01, 422
Kruq:er, Felix E" on c:onsonanu, •• 5-1.6
Largt-lIumber I'lIlios, muhiple_number, 1 1 5 : wU�
ptriod in, '.1_144, '.9, 151; Chromciodron
rumplr, 147, M� also OiJlOnanct
uwnnu, 0. 11., on monoli,y, 16; on Abllt1lctioll,
.9, 54. Su also Absll'lIct mum
Lcuba, J, H" 011 chlll'llClu molding, 62
Li Po, poemJ 01, KI lO mu.ic, 6; nCM:uion wilh u·
I�J from, 202
Limi, oil, conJOnanu within, 118, 367; pl'llcti«
of, 125, 363-364
Limil of 5, in Curnnt lheory, 109, 1 1 9-120,
12.-125: ra,ios wilhin, 109-110, I l l - l i S ; in
"di.lonic" Kale., 118, 167; and rhythm, 258;
upansion of, .31; in Brown'. harmonium, �.o
l.imit of 9, i n COnltmporHY Ihcorin, 427,
44]_4.0
Limit of 1 1 , Monophony uttnd. to, 91, 120;
p.y(hologiul ru.on, 120_1 2 1 : ha rmonic,
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123-126; bistorial, 126-127, 172-17.; I'lItiot
wilhin, 127-132
Limil ol ll, G�k hlInnoniai wilhin, 447--4.8; in
tonalilY diamond, 453--455
Li", Lun, intrrval. rftOSnizrd by, 92: tUln of,
162, )99, .01 , 402; ant«eden, 01 Monopbony,
388

Lipps, 1l>codor. on COllJOnanu, \45
Lloyd, L. S" "mulial .Iide. rule," l 02n-1 03n;
and nlHn, 151-152
Logarithm., and «nl., 71n, 81, 179n: and I'lIlios,
g5: in compulins lfmperamcntl, lOin, lOOn,
.,2. Sa a/Ill c"nlt
Loughborough, William, work on Madmba
Eroiao by, 281 n; advi« on 800 given by, 286n
Lii, pentatonic ralios of, 362, 401: in fifty-Ihrtt
"cycle," 368; of Chu Tllli-yi.i, 181; in twelve
"cycle," 399, .0 1 , .02; and Polypylhago_
rranism, 425: and mu.ic hiJlory, 4]9
Lully,Jcan BaptiJle, and mu.ic-drama, 25, 26
l.ule, (rruina: of Anbic, 170, 171, 4001: Galilci'.
JOtulion, 380
Lydian harmonil, Pythagorean form, 168; in
genera, 170, 173, 381; in Schlnin!w'. n,ios,
448, 449, 450--45 1
Ly�, Pythasorran strings of, 168, )6), M� af,o
Killuln, Incient

Maldebu.rg c:omnwntators, on organs, 409
Magnetism, r...ld. d�enninc:d, 182n, 18-4. Sit ./,0
RnoIution; Id"nlitin; ,s.."m.n
Malllu, GUllav, COntradiClion 01, 3<4; dikiple of
Wagnu, 3<4, 35; Corponalily of, 1« Sonl o/l�
UTI"; and np..tonsion, 4.
Mahmoud, 373, 404, Sit also Anbic: thmry
"Major" chord, in Phonodrik I'r«lrdl, 1.7_14g:
WIlt<! by Odinl'on, )72
"Major" tUlc, in Monophonic nlios, 178_179; in
O'Ienonn, 194, 417, Sit allo Ptolemaic Sr
q��

"Major K'COnd," derivation, 82; in ralst fqtq,ion,
1 35; and lowrr onnollCl, .19, Sit also Ralios:
'I'

"Major Ihird," ,,,mptm:! "consonance," 76; and
"mino.r tllird," 82; in «ml, 83-84; JUII and
Py.luIgonan, 102; in fall<: �ultion, 135; and
Hindemith'. i""bilily, 151, M� allo Ralios: 5/4
"Major" tonalit)" and Harmonial Proponion,
7(}...7. 1 , in """nOrk' seriu, 381_382; in Brown',
harmonium, 44 1 _442 , Set allo Tonality;
Otonality
"Major" triad, lemptn:d and jUJl, 179_180; in
Mnnlonc: Ttmptnmtnt, • 1(}...4. I I

INDEX

';/0

Mann, ThotruII , on m....K and Abtlnction, 18n
Marimboo, and 'ylophonc. 262. Sa .wo Diamond

Marim'"

'�hrimbl. E.roica, lusprnded blocks in firs! VI
ptrimtnt w;lh, 276; dntription, 279; Ulni._
219-281; playil'll ltthniqutl, 282

M.nh.II, L. C., btlp rrorn in COll$lructill! BUI
rotarim"',274n
Malhnni.lic:Qol\I, pn:fu Irmpmamnl. IM
MlItt.rrr.I. i(w;, rtj«!ion 01, )7)n, 4U; u musiaol
lMail,427

dtlCl'ilMion arid nnlt'. 309,
malle... rOf', )12
Mbin, lIS. Su Id.o Sm.U Jbnod InstrutMnlS and
MwIa Mlrimba,
notation .nd

Mbin BUI Orad

Mbin BI..

!)yd, clno:ription and lunins. 290,

292
Munlone
Te mpe ramen t ,
CIly;cymbalum
Univeru k, 412; pl'tt\ll'lOl'l, 375, )16n; "fiflh"
in, )16, 4\0; no! "closed," 377; twc!ve-tone,
409-t 1 1 ; in Handtl', Drpn, 411-412; and
Oilier .eal«, 428-429, 430

Mtchanical uiltnl, raise ICIOIt. and, 4lJ
..Mc<!iant," S Ilkntity, 1 1 1-112, 1 1 )
"Medianl" �lllioMh;PI, lo...lilin, 464-465
�fedicv.l theory. I'Io(IIMnclatllrr 01, 6811; ..tvanca
in notation, l18; Idharp and cwrp. 371_372,
407; Pydu,sort1nillll 01, )79. Sa .1'0 Dart
....

Mri Yn.(I"I. music 01, 1
Mrkerl,Sc\Mtdcr,51

"Mdodic minor" 1(::I.Ir, Ut Brown, Colin
Mrndduohn, CGIltllVIII on fkrtioz, 28
M�tor, Nichob.,)8)

MrnrnM, Marin, as Monophonill, 7 1 , 388;

callfd 7 contOnanl, 90, 91, 92, 93n, 120, 382;
..,tttim �"onn, 162, 381; Ill";"! by bull,
m
Makaqah, Micluorl, su "Quantnonn"
Mcytr, Mu F., on "colUOnaro:," 86n-87n; dTea

ol 25/24, 149-ISO; on modulation, 181n; com
pari.on of obK",,,ionl, 185n; on ....rmonie
.
mulic, 193; M•.,.'a.,,', AritJo_tic, 396, 427;
lheorinol, 427_428 ("'11/.0 "Q!.aartcrtones")
Mibn, practiln Gm:k ..ylt. of cha nl, 18
Miller, [nylon C., on a<:oUJIia and mulk. 95-96;
on "lite tube, 100; Phonodcik l'ftQrdl 0(, 143,
\47-\48
"Minor IleWnlh", in evolutionary theory, H6. Su
Ill,., Ratio. : 16/11
"Minor third," and "major third," 82; in cents,
&4, in f.l., fqualion, 135; and Hioocmith'l
inability, IS). &, tWo Ratio.: 6/5

"Minor" tonalily, and Arithmetic.1 Proportion,
69, )82; idtntitia 01, 7 1 ; in """>I\crtoon," 75
bu .uo "Undcnonc Krin"): two upb......io...
01, JlS-Jl6; in Brvwn'. Normonium, 441_442.
SH.wo TonIIli.y; Uto....lity
"Minor" triad. "root" 01, 89, 1 1 1 _ 1 1 2 . 427; Hin
dan;'h', «planation 01. 90, 153; tcmlXrtd and
j ust, 179-1 80: in ovrnonn, 386: diffrnncr
tona, 387: "unity" in, 389-390, 446; 7 Identity

in, 390;
Minll�I.,

in Munlo"", TrmlXnI"",nt. 410-412
and ",I'Sioul restriction•. 19_20; Iyn
theril of art!, 20; countcrpan to Flol'tllC't. 21;
in musial pros"''', 49: and modern popular
music, S2:jtlUJl bo"rdon .nd theory, 372, 407
Mitcbcll. Oanla:, ISsiltant .nd conductOr 01 Dt

'
/"non, 357
Mixolydi.n harmonia, r.tiot 01, 101. 448. 449,
4SQ-451; in "undenone se riel," 452: il 7/4
Utonality, 4n: hiSh lu,iluTd of, 455
Mockrn music. III Nnw music
Mockm writen.limidi.y of. 56. 369

Modn, Sit Greek harmonia;
Modulation, muhiple KnRI For, 113, 163: tlvory

017 in, 163; dd'ilWd, 181; 00 ruIn For, 185; and
191, 192; in temper."",nt.
194. 319, .,1: PytNosOl't'ani.m For, 405. SIt
.uo RnoIution: TnlllpO$ition
M�lIcndorf. "quancno""," kqboard, 429
Monochord, 01 PythloSOfllJ, 71: division 01, 79_
80: smcralizatio.... 98n, 99n: Arithmetical
Proponion on, 174-176; in mwic hillary.
09. s..� .1'0 Harmonic (.loon, clpe""",nlll
J\lIl lntonation, 190,

Monody, in opera, 46. Su GI,O Rttitativc
Monophonic: COnttpt. "0011• •hroush 0I'It \lOa, 7,
61: and inloNltional Monophony. 60, s..e dl,O
Col'JII>"'al musk: Spokf:n wooh
i
Monophonc ('Oncrp!. intonational, in interv,l.,
87, 9()...94: in OIonality and Utonality , 88-90:
in nrlinl thcorin, 361: in Schlctinscr'l tlvory,
«7. Su Glso Monophony, il'llonalional

Monophonit fabric, fI' Monophonit fOie
..
ll
nCntl, rnu"",notN, 195. SH
Monophonic inlll n
0110 Adapted Viola; Ad'plN Cuit.r I: Adaplai
Guitar 11: Chtomclodeon I: Chromc lodeon 11;
Ptolemy ktyboard: Kil....r•• Monophonic; H..-

monk Canon, Monophonic: Diamond Marimba

Mooophonic .calr. Iymmelry 01, 1 1 5, 129, 135:
forty.thlft«Srtt, lW, 1J3, IJ�: pt;rttplibililY
01, 121; .ne! Il0nalily, 1 5� n; ('Ompartd w ith
other acaln. 428_429, 4)0; and melninslns
desn:o, 04; .d"ptation to harmoni"i, 4S1
Monoptpony, inlonalional, dd'ilWd, 7 1 : proccdun:,
79_8); 11 limit in, 91. 120; the,i. 01, 122: and

5/ 1

INDEX
'n""po'!Iilion, 1 36; tonality in. 158. 455; in
Jnc1cnt theory, 162.
172-174, )88: Jnd
Schlningcr'. theQry, 455_456; .«'Ommcndr<!,
456. Su DlsD Monophonic col1oCepl, inlona.ion,1

Momevcrdi, Claudio, in Floreminc cotuic, 22;

.inge. defeat., 23; and mUlical form, 45_46;
(choed by Dcbuny,

47: und "dominant

KHn(h," \85-186
Moorc, OouSias, C..me AWII, lk.,II, )6
Moo�.
nium

H.

Cowell, Henry

Niedhardl , Johann, and Equal Tcmpt:ramcnt ,
384-385; unrqu�1 tempcnment of, 413n

NiMl«n "cy.:le." diluepancy in, 400
NiMl«n-lo� cqwol lempcnmtnt,

Model!,

word-mUlie

..n d

Wolf, 34
Movie mUlie, Set IACidcn!.1 music

Muhiplc.numbu ratio., usd"ulncu of, 1 1 3 _ 1 1 4 ,
406: upl..n.ation of, 1 1 4_ 1 1 5 , 1 ) I : within
128, 129-\32.

limit,

and

I]

160-161; and huring,

.a!ional numbc:r., 367n. Su "/10

Ratios

425;

YasKr'. ux
"cycle"

of,

0 1 -432.

St.

dill) Nineteen

"Ninth of the chord." i n tempcnmenl, 126;
;rw:reaKS XnKI, 163-164
"Ninth oIlhe li�lh," jU Euclid
Noh,JI�nesc drama ch.ar�cterizrel, 1 2
NOITICrlClaturr, Crtt'k and modern, 68n, 82-83,
1 1 2 ; nt;o symbolism and, 76, 78_79, 80-81 ,
1)0; acoustic, 1 1 1 . I68n

Muhiplc xnsn, and modulation, 1 1 3 , 1 9 ] ; in
M onophonic fabric, 162_163; i n Europc�n
theory, 161-164; common to�., 466-467. Su

..1'0 s.non; "

Enharmony"; Modulation

.1'0 Abstract

mu,ic: Corpor�11 mu.k

Mut.K:. Mtur�

c1assifirel,

compared with other !.(alu, 428_429, 4 3 1 :

Corporulism, 31-)), 47, S I ; comp..red 10

01,

6; indu.trialiution 01, 4S6. See

Music.dnma, and New York, 0: and Iymphony

orchntn, 46; tniton 10, SO: in AbstnCl (!lrm,
.

U.

Newman, Emut, on word-music, On-44n

TralnJ" 23-24

Kradey. )95. Su O/JO Ind�n Harmo

Mou$5orSJky,

SI

197_198
New MUIIt;,J/ Rtfo"'",,

Nietzochc, Frirelrich, music-drama and Blrt}, I)J

Moo�. H. T_. on collJOnarott-diuolUlncc, 146

ISO;

New musk, rej«'!ion of, 55, 6011; coIlabontion for
97: dillonance 01, IS4. 406; Slimula.ion 01.

Su dlso Open: Flo""nt, ",, music.drama;

Frerw:h music"'rama
Music schools. and Spcnsl�r, 17n; in Ca«ini's
lime, 22n; in trai nins v!lkc, S2-51; on quiuin S.
S8: and luchers, 96, 97; "harmony" dass
rooml, 385n; �nd ;ntonalion, 41)_414,424; and
history, 43&-09. &� dlso Piano
Music t�ry, tradition
music's pc�uation,

01,
.08;

57,

1 19-120; and

in (UfTCnt Karch.

.21 ....22; in ionosphel'li:, .2.; and rqual diwi_

.ionl, 425: as ttfUOnhip, 456

Music systems, and notation. 319.

Src d/sl)

.Mu,iea.! fl)'m. in JOngs, On-4.n, 46, SI

Music

"Mulical ltide rule." If'f' Lloyd, L. S.
M us"",r, C. 0., I)n marimbu, 262n

"Natural minor" Ic�le, in ratios, 1 7 8 _ 1 7 9 ,
4 4 1 -442
NCSrocl, in chorus. 46
New En81and Conservatory of Musk, and White'.
harmonium, 4)8

New i nstru"""I1I " ff'f' ElI�rimental inslrumentl;
Monophonic instruments; Unusual keyboards

"Non-pcriod,(curve," 147, 148
Notalion, slides in, 45; and chorus, 46; and back_
ward tllcory, 1 1 9 , 318; dcrivrel from inslru·
men,,! rorms, 197_198; in ralio., 202; ror 'lOi«,
255-256, rhythm, 257-258. For 3I1y particular
inslrumenl I« that instrument
Not(, driil'\Cd, 7 1
Numerary NUUI, defined, 7 2 ; i n lonaliliu,
1 1 0 - 1 1 1 , 1 1 6 . 160; in color �nalosy. 1 1 1 . 215;
in

"diminished

Kvcnth."

124n; ronsonance

with. 160. 1 8 1
"Oclue," fa(IOr of 2 , 77_78; and interval
multiples. 135; in ool uliol1lry I�ry, 146i cou
pler, 209.

Su alsa

Ratios: 2/1

Octave, keyboard distana. 72, 209

Odcnlily, driiMd, 72. St. alsl) identities

OdinSton, Waiter, conJOnances of, 91, 92, 372:
Itatrel "major" chord, )7)
OnJ'fJUI, Music-Dance Drama, )31-))4
Qsden,

R.

M., on small inlervall, 122; on conJO_

nance. 1 39n_14Oo, 146n: rqull inlervals, 414n,
447n

Olympot. scal( 01. 177-178; conj«'!urcs as 10, 44
Onc-Foolrel Bride. and conson,u>ce. 155, 1:56-157

Onslow-Ford, Cordon and
given by, 251n

Jacqucline, i�;

kmo

"Open cnd cqrrCClion," in reJOnalOO'l, 265 ; in Chu
T",i-yii'slii, 381 n

Open, Abstnct , 9, 51; oriSin, 21; and Florcntinc
idca. 22-23, 24_25: italian, 26-27. Su allo
MUlk-drama

INDEX

512

Orpn, introduction of, 409. Su IIlso K(y�rd, 7_

"PLap! ndena," ;n ratios, 188

Ot._lity, ddi�, 72; t'OCJliSlfnl wilh Utonality.

silseical chlnt
P\.aIO, wOrdl Ind music-, 10-11, 11, S6: Ind tt�·
bral �1C'lio.... 54; on "cnharmonic" �a,u�n,

White-S·81xk
Or'kn••1 music:, Berlioz on. 28-29; '!Noli inleNill,
in, 122
118-89, 1 10, 455 ; in TOOllil, Diamonds,
1 1 0 - 1 1 1 ; 159, 160,45)-455, in

5 limit,

1 1 6 ; in

J J limit, 158-161; PlokllUlk Sequt'M: in, 165:

in suitan, 206; in roIor

1...1"111,

2'4-215; in

Kithara-Diamond M.rimba �Qdl, 261, and
"IIQI, 455. &, II/SO To...I,." Uta...1" y
OIlinscn. A.. J. \IOn. 389, 390. Su 11110 "Minor"

l,;"cI
{)vulDnc Klie•• pcfTciv� by Mcrsc:nnc, 7 1 ,
381_J8:l; ",nd H..
moniCII Proponion, 382,

"minor" tonalilY in, 386; Ind cnhumonic

It"UI,

387; "major" IClIilt in,

J�;

applied by

Schi:inbc:'1. Cowcl1, and Hindtmith, 418-421;

Plain'lOns, Greek mUlic in, ISn. Su ptso EecLt.

171

PI,dra ond P,rnm,pn DllflCtI,

324-111

Poctry, for CPrporeilll music, 8, 9; and print, 20.

Su .{so Spoken Wordl

Poliziloo, ""ular mUlic.<frama, 2 1

"Polyphonic" Just Intonation, on Brown', h.armo

n;um, 440-441 ; on PooIC'1 and Permt'. key·
blNnb,40

Polyphony, and opera dcscn'''1l1ion, 25

PoIypythaso�anism, defined, 72, 42S

PooIe,

Ii.

W., and 7 Identit;n, 192, 40

Popular tnO\Icments, intuitive dni� in, 20, 52, 60,
401; and «dcsiaseical cbant, 49

cum:n! theory and, 42], 4240. 427; Seh.

Popular music, often Corpornl, 9, not colloquial,

lonality: Oronalily

Porphyry,

Ininstr'l

UY.St,

453, 455. Su 11110 "Major"

Painter, indcp:nlkntt or, 193

Pani.l., and Ariltllntit al Proponion, 69: defined,
72: and

ear,

87; and identities, 89. Su .Iso

OvtrtOlle kria.

P�III.s.11d MJlislllld" Sn

J)!:bu»y, Claude

Pc:nlatonic ICalc, juse "nd Pythasornn, 103, 362,
403: of Otympot, 177_178, 214; on koto, 178;
�

than fi� kllXt, 417
"hrf«t fiflh," and "�rf«t fourth," 71, 82-83;
ttm�mI, 101, 13S, .Nt .Iso IUtios: 1/2

"Ptrf«t fourth," sn blios: 4/1

ntiOl from, 131-112

Ptri, Jaropo, opera "ptototYP"" by, 22: 'insu
dd'utl, 23; DIIpllflt and Sc:hiill, lSn
Permt, WiLrrid, on 7 Identity, 91n, 120, 153-1 s... ,
163; lummat;on tOI'll:l,l 161 n; harmon;zn tnhar·

monic, 170-171 ,

So"" Qw�" ;"M 0/ Munul

neo,.,. 196, 446; "polyphonk" Jut!

100001ion, 441-447;

Phak,

m:ommcnded,

4S6

In·

like and opposite, 142-10; ane! t'OlUO-

nana, 141; ehans-:of, ISl

Phonod,ik I'ft'Onb, 'U MilLer, Dayton C.
Phry�ln bannonia, ,n Glftk IuIrmonili

Piano, and ratios, 82-84: "olution and, 95; in.

lefYal "equal;ons" on, ])5_116; tuning of,
179n. See 111,0 Keyboard, 7.White.5-Blac:k

PUrrot Lu....,"', 'n Sc:hiinbefJ, Arnold

Piollftr illJlNmcnQ, 137: "mcnana" 01, I'll
Pitch, 1/1-192 inte�cd, 69
Pitch dioo:rimination, tnl of, 121-122, 07n

Plolcmy'. H.rmO"'l', 168n: on
t��hord, 169
"Powerful Coteric," ;tnd FLo�nt;nc, 12
Pra�orius, 1ft Clav>cymbalum Uni�n.alc
PrillUlry nliOl, 127, 155, 157, 158-159

PrillUlry lonalit;n, in TOnillity Diamond, 159: in
color analosy, 21 S

Prime unily, defined, 72: under ,nd ovt!', 81;

knits ai, Ill, 161. Su ,,/to Unity
Primitive mu,ic, Abst� orisin, 8
P"'I!�m mu';c, often Corpo�al, 9

Prosrntl, milCllncq>lHms rqardillfl, S_o,l81n
Proportion, axiom

Perpetual Tonal [XlCcnt and Aletnt, 128,
129-1)1; pllrine;

S8: .nd tcm�n"""nt, 421_�2�

number r.lllios

01, 110, 99. Sn III,P

Small,

Prosody,.nd AbslnCl mmic, SQ-51

Psaltery, UT KOIO
P.ychoIOJistl, testS by, 12 1-122, 4 1 4 , 4IS_416;
ttrml ai, 154n, Su .1'0 CPn.an,na
Ptolcmaic Sequcna, defined, 72-73; in Monop
honic Fabric,

164_167: in

voice

part., 256;

Srop;ns for, 175-176; "natu�I" Klle, 179: and
IUle fl't'ltins, 180; in ovtrtonn, 194; kqboard
problem.

01, 409

Ptolemy, intefYall reoosnizcd by, 92: nt;"" 01 11
used by, 12�127, 369; scntl'a or,

1 67,

169-170, 173-174; Arithmetical Proponion 01,
1 74-1 76; Burney on, 176-177: on Arillo,
RIIe.nl .nd Pythilgo�.nl, 36�167, 168; and
harmonic mUlic, )69 (Sit

"I

so PtoLemaic Se·

qucntt); .ntCftdtm 01 Monophony, 388

Ptolemy keybo.ard, dncriplion 01, 219

Pythl!orn, as Mooophonill, 7 1 , 188; twtlvt
"cycle" 01, 73; "miss.iorurry" work of, 89; inter·

SI3

INDEX
VIIs rtt'OSnilM
362-36);

u

by. 92;

ItScnd and music Ihc-ory.

Gho

symbol, 40). Me

n.anism

Pythago,..,an hcptatonic scale, en inltru�nIS. 101.
102; Middle A,.. theory, 125. 168, )79, 403:
on 3 limit, 167; Lydian and Dorian

__

Pytllago

mod".

168,

usy 10

40J_4()o1;

IUM,

__

68n; in antiem

"cycles," 382: on llring, 195, in cutinl ciwiliu,.

__

93: compared with

8/7, interpnted, 68; ."""bility 01, I SO; in

dia.onic gcnul, 365: in "qluMcrlOflH." 428

-- 7/6. interpmed, 68; and C8nllOl1.lncr, 120.
152, 382; in "q"�Me"oncs." 428
__

lionl, )9'9; no�nclalull' 01, 402: ,..,j«ted, 40S,

<4.). Sn 01.0

Midd le Agn nlO>C,

monium, 440 (JU /llso "Major second")

Pythagorunism, dtfintd.

chord, 372; cl Aubic ",aln. )71, 404: '-.._

6-8;

China,

8/7, 114. ISO; in Equal Tempenmcnt, 126;
in Euclid', ,hro",n" , )66; in Bro...n', har_

Brown', humonium. 442.

I); and Chinru,
(,u ,JlM/ Pentatonic: said;
in twelYr-IOIK scale, 362, 42'_429, HO (ue ,,1.0
"Cydn"l; long dispt.llcd, 371: of Odin!10n's

f"'lting, 380
10/9, imerpreted. 68: in dia,onic genus. 169

-- 9/8. interpre,ed.

404: on

178n-119n, 362, 40)

in sine ClOne,

-- 18/17, and "scmitone." 101 .... 380; in lu,e

169; ongin. 363; break From, )75, 407: earrird
by Arabs,

25/24, interpreted, 69;
149-ISO

6/5, inlrrp�ed.

68;

Middle Agn ulegory.

68n: in Equ<l1 Trmpcumcnt,

Pylllag"",an hqMalonic scale

124, 185;

tunability of, 15-0; in chromatic genus, 169.

17), 367; ChromclodCQn I coupling, 209 (ue

als" "Minor third")

Quadrads aoo quimad., in 1 1 limit, 124
Quadrangulari. Rtversum, mirror reyerse of Dia
mond Marimba in

Rryrn�m,

__

11/9, in experimental guitar, 207

267: nota,ion,

-- 5/4. interp�ed. 68; Middle Aga category.

267-27 1 ; 'o�li'y s'gniFi(3nn of �ho nanks, 271
"Q,,�.,ertones," clarine, for, lOOn; Carillo's

genus. 91n. 169, 365; rompared to 81/64.

68n; and fac.or

01,

R�dil. Ruodolphinc. revel.,ion 01 voi� '.lIen.. by,
m

Radio mUlic. q�l i'y 01, 58-59; relief from,
and EqWlI Temperamen"

music
Ragu, Jtt Hindu

384,

Stt a/so

Tempen ment, )76, 4 1 0
Ihird")

(1«

/llso "Major

-- 4/3, imerp�ed. 68; Middle Ag" �me,
68n. in all sy..crm, 87; and Euclid, 9 1 ,
366-367; ari.hmetica l division, 1 0 3 ;
Py,hagorcan symbol. 363: devi • •ion,
from. 414, 415_416, 436; b.alS in mi..unin!!.

61;

Inci

436-07
--7/5, interpreted. 69; ronsonancc of,

dental

musk

R�marinul, Nicolaul, see Un",...al kcybouds
Ramea", J. P., in Franc:o-hahan dispu.e, 26; on
identities " out 01 tunc," 9)n. )86, )87; and

"minor" to�li,y, )85-)86; rdIfC1ed by Brown
and Schiinbcr'J, )94, 417_411

not First lem�rer, l74_)75
word-mu»c, 60; and typnttting,

rommon interval. in, 68_69; defined, 73;

--45/)2,

100-102. 136; in andent theory, 126-127,
of Mo

nophic, 154-156; fallacy of tempering, 185; ar
gUITI(ms for and agains!, 396, 415, 421-422,

427; ttnU val"", 01, 461_46J

"tri.oo<:,·' 69,

l i S (su als"

in.U Iystems, 87; and Euclid, 9 1 ,

366-)67; arithmtlie<ll division,

10) ;

de-tia.

lion. from, 149, 4U, 436, in thuu..,ndtlll 01
erm. 179n; Pythasorcan Iymbol, )63; as ad,

u

unchanging clemen!, 97: on inllrumcnll.
""lure

80-8 1 , 88;

67,

"down...ard" fonns, 79_81; h�nd ling 01, 81 -82:
musured by cenlS. 8l-85; .onality in, 88-90:

ISO;

n

"Tritonc")
- - 10/7, interpm�. 69: alld 36/25, 147n
-- 3/2, interp�ed, 68; Middlr Ages name,
68n; <lnd factor of 2, 78: doul ",Ia.ionship,

nolTl(ncl�tU�, 76. 1 1 1 (Itt Illsa NomenclalUre);
rnC1ions to, 77; factor 012, 78: "up ...ard" alld

172_174; ...tell',n around,

120,

152, 444; deviat;oru from 149

Ramis de Pareja,
Ra,ios, and

in enha rmonic

deviations from. 149, 414, 06; in Mcanto,,",

428; adapta.ion '0, 429. Su ,,{so Twenty-four-

10""' equ.al ltmperarnent

2. 78:

102, 125; in Equal Trmpcnmen., 124, 18�;

ins,ruments ,n, 426-427; AriS'Q_en", ddi,,",s,
)65_366; classified, 425; Muhaq�h's 425-426;
in Mcycr'l harmonium, 427_428; rnourffS

0(

vance from 2/1. 398 (Ut 01.0 "Perf.-n Fifth")
-- 8/5, interpreted, 68, in miSluning, 436
-- 5/3, inlerpreted, 66; Middle Age, C<llcgory,
(,8n; romparal with 27/16, 125; in Zarli no's
.hrory, 378; deviation from, 4 1 4
_
_

7/4, imerprC1ed. 66; Middle Agn ca,cgory.
68n; mtu of h�rmonia. 103: con50�ncr of,
120, 387

-- [6/9, i nterpreted, 63: in ancien,

China ,

93;
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in Equl.l T(mpH.ment, 1 2 6 (u�
"Minor 1oC�(nth")
--2/1, inlcrpmed, 68:

Middle Agn

..

/S(>

IQrnc,

68n; arwl smaller lmu_als, 78.-79; lihnrp or

IOrM:S, 88, 398; oon�nant to E�lid. 9 1 , 367,

arithmetical di.i,;on,

10); pt:rccptibility

121, 4)7n; dol'lio... from, 149,

within,

380: nn Chrom<lodcon I, 209 (see 11110
Interv.l.; Smal1-numbrr

"OI:UIV("). Su ,11..,

ratios
I , ddinnl, 73; rftOSnition

Ratios of

or, Ill, 92;

indk;aton of pitch 'Ir'llC, 200n

Ratios

7);

:as

tc«ISnilion

R"l;OS of 5, 6d'innl, H: limit 01 roruonan«, 90;
recollnilion

by

",thYIII,

91,

RenailSlntt, in Flon:ntt, 20-22: and ent.armonic
aCnUI, 376: ebblna Ipirit of, 391

ReproduClion, o•

and "interpreter.,"

•ecord•.

.;-Ili', 193; new climale

",ilh,

413

Resurch. need 01 musical, 456-457
Relolulion, in modulation. 1 8 1
Modulation):

fltlGn of,

(.n .',P

182: obsc:....llionl on.

182-183: 10 7, 9, and 1 1 Identi,iCl, 185;
(umples, 186-188: 7 does nQ( require. 388. Su
"If0 ldulli,iCI

of,

91, 92;
E",clid'. 00'
.... "
.. .-.:o, )67, in ...",,,,,,", mu.le,
llS. S.e ..Iso Urni. cl 1: Icknlily of )
of 1, ddi�.

Rehdu, Helmul. on Nieuochc. 24n

" Relative" tclatiOl'llhips, 464-465

92,

172,

178n_179n, 365: JY"'pitoniGi to Grttkl, 367n;
in harmonic mUlic, 375: in p"'ntalonic �alc,

RnoIUoIO�, lenstkti of, 264_265

R..ponK�, d�pc""abil;'y 0(, 4S1

R�wl,,"o" '" Ih� CO" " "O"J� P...., 34()"348

Rt.y,hm, 5, 7. 1 1 , and \3 bUlS, 2�7, 258; pan
li"gi,,! <lnd r(aular, 258; popul�r " beat,"
423-424:

of spc«h, ,u Spttth rhythm

Rich, Gilbert J., pilch and inl�...als, 121-122

of, 416, (2), Set 111.0 Limit of 5;

Richard., Emil, on playing of Crychord. 255n: gift

Ratios 017, defiMd, 7�: affirmed and dcninl, 90,

Ri�man", HuSO, 1 14cnl;'y �jCC\cd by, 93n, 390;
and cnh.armolllc senus, 112; Ari'hmetical Pro.
pon;"'n, 371, 390: unily in "minor." 390
RiQcmann, OslIar won, On Mouuorpky. 33

403; misluning
Identity ol5

91, 93, 120, H8, 38>, 386, 387, 388, 390, 3'1-4,

�nd

414; Greek

ChincK �nilion of, 91. 112,

11 "Irilonn," 1 15; <lncI
120; in common choni.,
3811; IUlUobilily 01, IlII; ,soom!
l 47n: in sournh of Inlml)(!,

172, 178n-179n, 36;;
humonic music, 1 1 9,
124,

125.

}S8,

by s.,uhorc,
381_382; 1(34 10 enh.armonic Snu., 387, 444;
and

moIulion,

388; in Perrell'l conj«lurcs,

444. Su ,11.0 Idcnlil}' 017
Ruios 01 11,

Equal

4efined,

74; �nilion

cM,

92, 9l: in

Temperament, 126: lunability

uKC! by Archylal.

14entity 019
Ratios 01 1 1 ,

4efined.

of.

U9;

172. Su a/.o Limit of 9;
74; rttOKnition 01, 92, 9l;

nQ( on piano, 120; tuninS of, UII, 4 16-41 1,
d4; in Ptolcmy'. IQlcs, 113. 11.(: in Zilnl'l
IUIC, 370; in "qlYncnonn," .(26. Su a/.o
limil oi l 1 : Ick/ll;tyof 1 1

R�liot

of

U, ddined, '4: used by Schltsin!<,r,

93, 396, 447-'148; tcto\lttn a44rd, 123.
abo l.im.t 0113; Ide�lity 01 n
R.:iItios oilS, outsidc I l limil, 9J
R.:iIvrl, Maurice, in

f�nch

92,
��

"'ord.

Recilalive, in mocInn prltlitt, 22-23; ".ingi ns"
in, 26, 21; and lan!\1lISc .ul»lilul;on. Hn.

"I." Spoken "'oni.

RfCOni
• . tU Rqlroduction
Rtoed o"San, IU HanTll)l\ium, upuimcnla'
Rqistu. be<lrins on COrItol'lllntt, 153

Rimbaud, Anhur. 328

RiOV "',o..nd '''� Moon, 326-327

Roman ch.anl. ftr Ecclcsiallical c....nt; Grcgonan
chant

"ROOI,"

fU

Unily

ROItIli, Bill/ad DJ D�ad L..d;�r. 39
Rossi, Lcmmi, and "quartenonel," 426n

RounClu, J. J .. In Franco_halian diJpUle. 26; and
F�nch m:'ll1iv., 27; on Ptol.my's ral,OI, 177;
"",ronSllCu" d ;nvrntor. 316

!ilIinl Ambrosc. and o"Sans, 409n

fnnc;KO 4•. scncrl and tCmpcnmcnll,
'"
!ilInnadcv 01 Kashmir, ocientt n:j«lcd by, 361;
Salinas,

v;na luning, 3i2-37)
!ilItcniles, areu around.

182-183,184

151.

184; "rens,h

01.

!ilI1;e, Eric. in frcnch music..!",,,,, , 2S; KI1;ng of

musi(..!rama, 25, 37:

L 'Ht,,., UptJK"P/, )8
R«il<llion 10 music, J� Spoken

01 ben, by, 29611

��

PlaiD, 31-38

Sauvcr,JOJeph. )99
Scale, buic ;ngr«iicnt, 406.

Su al,o

Monophonic

Kale
Sc:hlclin!cr, KatMe<:n, "'Iios of !3 used by, 92, 93,
441 (ft' "/'0 Gre<:k harmoniai ): harmonia on
inllNments, 101. 10): hualon;c, Klle by, 178;
work 01, 315n, 456; Th� Gtu' "',,/or, 396, 447:
on "undcrtont ocrics:' 451-452
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Schlick, Arnold, JU Mumone T.,mp
Schnilgcr, A".l8�
Schiin�r8. "rnold,

P,nTOI

L,m,,,,,, 40_4 1 ;

KOII" of,

164, .17_419; in·

lII)Illion 01 ,Iidel_ 4Si " 1 1 Identity" in "key of
C," 126, 16), 418;
IrodtKIion.

)%

Music IChools
So:hii.l. lleinneh, Flonminc idut, 25, )'in

Schools,lu

Small Hand InslruIMRls, used only In D�"mon,
312: Ugumbo, Wavins Drum, 312: Boli ..i"n

Double Flu'e, Mbil'1l, Ekul'1I, ROIaling Drum,
Wavins and Belly Drums, 315: Courd Drum,
Bamboo Claves alld Eucalyptus Claves, 316;
Fiji RhYlhm 80.', 317

Small·number I1llios, and

ronsonantt,

86-87, HI;

p...rerml by ear, 115: wave period in, 14l_144,

So::irntt. ",nosilY in, 456-457

148_149; on Chromclodmn, 147, uleJlilr a...�s

Scifn« of mulinl sound, divorcm from Ihtory.

around, 1 5 1 : and I'lolemy, 176: aM lempcra·

r� from ambisuity,

96-97, 384, phenomena of and 1cmIKred scale,

menlS, 412n;

162; dfnicd by Kftnck, 422

Con50nJIIlT; Ralio!

Seashore. Cui

E., on distriminuion of pitch,

121n, 437n; pumiSliblr dCSTttS, 122n; rati... of
7 and, 147n
Secondary raliOl, fou"�n ch.oscn, 131_\32, 155,

156; in rolor .nalogy, 21 S: on 13 limit, 4 5 1 . &f
also Muhiplc·numlxr ratio.

Srcondary mnaliti.,s, within 5
within 11 limit, 160-161
"5«ondl," in "oycnonCI," 4 1 9.
s«and"

limit,

Su

116-117:

01.0 "Major

" £omiTonc," defined, 14: and (cnl', 83: as 18/17,
l O i n , 380; "rit.ounus ddinn, 365-366;
Py.hago...an ra.ios or, 402; ralio aM .heory,
."
&'u"llOn. "I To"�, 83, 8S, 101 n

.xnsn,

in xve"-d�� seal" 1 \3; .hinKn-deg�

scale, 111. Su olso MuhipJe xn1eS

5cpI�ds, in Clttk harmoniai, 4S3....55
.xr�,J. A., on 7 Idemily, 93n, 120, 381: paUilge

10 enharmonic, 187; "minor" u "invel"R," 446
.se.,.en "tycle," discrepancy in, 400
.se.,.en'ttn·.o� IQJt, It, Anbic theory

"Seven.h .... lhe thoro," and 7 Idemil" 126
Sine ,,""es, .... lonn, 140-14l; in Pbonodcik
IftOros, 147-148; nlios in, imagined, 148_149;
.... 25/24, 149-150
Singers, fauhs of,

"

27, 42, 45, 52-53; folk alld

popular, 52; beyond 5 limil, 1()9; (x«ptional

rnulu (rom,

256: undor and criticism of,
256_257 Su "Iso Mooophonic ronttpt, vocal;
Voieo:
SinKing commercial, prep.Hllion of, 59
Silwcll, [di.h, F..cod�, 41

"Si�lttnlh 10nfS," ulC'd by CariJIo, 426
"Si�lhs," Icmpcred falsilY of, 125, Stt also Ra.i05:
8/5,5/3

427.

�r 1I1z"

Socr"lt, by Eric Salie, 37-38
SocraIC" and musical upcrimtm, I 1

Somt QOttsi.om "I MOtlic,,1 Thtory, JU Purell,
Wilfrid

Song o/ lht Eartlt, ronvrmional vehidt 01, 34_36,
44, 5 1 ; and .ymphonies, 36; parlondo inSlruc.
lions,

45n. Su ..Iso

MahJu, CUSI._

Songs, Abllracl, 9. &� "Iso SingefJ

Sound. spttd of, 264n. SIt �/so Science of musical
-""

Soulh Kensing.on MUleum, in'trumen.s in. 190,
plalc fadnS 392. 392n
Specializalion, Icndency loward. 5
Spetth shYlhm in anciem C�, 10, 1 1 , 14; in
China, 13-14; in Middl� Alles, 18, 1 9 , 257; ....
Schlinbers, 40; of MOnlcvudi and Cluck,

45....6; in Monophonic notl.ion, 258 Su "Is"
Spoken words

Speech inlon.tlion, sn Spoken words

Spcnsler, Oswllld, on INlh, 3n_4n; aM inlrimi.
romc"" 4_S; omissions in D,cI,", ollltt W�'I,
"

Spiller, Cccil Charles, Iymhniler 01 P�IG/J, 349n

Spoils

of

Was, various oounds ...., luning and

nota.ion, 302, 304-305
Spoken wonh, basis .... mu.ic, 5 , 6; in previoul
cullu""'. 5, 8; pl'Op(nies
belief in. 32;
SchOnbcl1'l

ur/It,

01,

19; Moull0'1sky's

harmoniulion

I'fInhod

Wilh,

40, in

0(, 39, 4 1 :
Song ol lh'

45n; :aM linllinll, 46; Inn,la.ion inlO

mu.ic, 5 1 ; "",emi.lilies of. 52-53. Su ,,1'0
Glides, vocal; ,spc«h rhYlhm
Slrin, Rich:ard, "quanenoM" clarinCl, lOOn
Stump(. Kad, on eonsonance-diuonaneo:. 144_145
"Subdominant," in Ramuu's Iheory, 386:

...Ia·

I'onships, 464-46S

" Sixth 10nU," Polypy.hagorcanism of, 425:
Rusoni's harmonium in, 429-431 Su ../.0

Succcssive·number ralios, in Monophonic Fabric,

Skhiuna, mi"un;ngs wi.h, 434_4l1; on Brown's

Surrogale Ki.hara, description and luning,

Thiny·si",'one o:<JUal lCmpcramenl
harmonium, 442""41

129; in Zarlino'. ronsonancrs, 378
Summa.ion 10ncs, and tonSOlnance, 161-162
231-234: man�r .... playins, 234
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Symphony orc:hestn., symbol of Abltradion, 8, 9;

"Tonic," aUradion to, 182n; "domin.ant �cnth"

SIc Ma..c:hi'cn, Ur LinS Lun

TrJodilions, Ind C�lIor, ill_lIi, 3-4; in IXnonality

inl1�ra 01, SS_56

to, 185-186. Su GI,o Rnolution

Tan;ni, G;u�. alled 7 (OnlONnl, 9), 120,
lS8; dirrc�...a. lonn,
monic I¥mll,

162, 3Bt.-l87; cnhar

170, )87, 444"; (Ol'llribo.llor 10

Monophony.388

Trehnique. cmphni, on, 4, 57

Tcm�ramenl. defined, 74; computations in, 18,
10�: of inlc�ll. 10}..104; harwl Ind kcyOOanh,
319, 315_376, 407....09; Ari"ouMan theory
and, l82; fiflt fo""" cl, 407; tynnny of, 422.
Su .h., Approllim.uion; Eqo,gl TCll'lpt'flIIl'IUI
T�ndtr. and Wntcm musk, 8: KIlt: cl, 178
TClnchonl, conslant, \77; (OnJlituenl, of, 369
TMoty,

IN

Music IMory

parlly.ll, 62; and individullists. 193; .p.
pu"eNlncH 01, 318; "holy IrinilY" 01, 433
Transposilion, by m«Nonical mum, ])6-137; of
intricate natUI1:, 157
Triads, in Inc:ipicnt Tonalily Diamond, 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 ;
in 1 1 limit, 123; of PtolclMic Scqucnu, 167; in
ton,l ity nUll, 188_\90; Chromclodcon I,
dill.nee, of, 209, 216; in fifty.three.tone
ttmperamtnt,4H-H..
"Trilonc." oqua� toOt 01 2 , 101 n; n.tul1: of, lIS;
till nta as, 132
TroulNdoun, lu Minslrell
Twelve "cyde," oomlM in, 399.

400; 01 Linl
Lun's Iii, 399, 401. 402; sale 01, 406; mulls of,

4\1. $u obo Equal TemlXnmcnt; "Cycles"

TMory ofEw1uinl Tontllill. u, YUWT, JOlCph

Twelve'lone scale,

"11Iird olllM: Choni," ;1 5 Odt:nLily. 1 1 2
"1'1Iird.," lempcmt f.l.ily of, 125; Oflkr ol

Twenty.four.l.,... equal lempcnment, ra.ors 1 I
IdenTity, 426, 4�; com""rcd with ...her scale.,
428_429, "lO. .we GI,o " Qw"e"ollCl"

"Third tonn," defined by Aristollenu., 365_366

identities, 166. Sa .,1I0 "Major third": " Minor
third"

"Thin«l'lIh ollhc chord," \0-164
Thiny-orw: "cyete," diKn:pllno:r in, 400
Thirty·six'lOne equal tcmlXramcnt, comp.rct!
with other Kalel, 428-429, 430; f...orl 7
Idcnti,y, 0 1 , 04. Su ..Is.. "Sillth tOIlCl"

Thomplon,
)91_)92

Perronet ,

Enharmonk

ThomlOn, Virllil, on concert

hall,

Org..n,

17; npcra

writi"ll, 42; Iymphony orchC'Stn, S6; imposed
taste, 58n

n_ 0/ F"n TOldJw�, IIMII

hand lnllrumrnu

for, )12. Su olso /H1"sion 0/ Ill, F,,?

Timolhe\ll, kith.in Ilrings addrd by, 56, 364

Ton.alily, driiMd, H; "majOl"" .nd "minor" in
rlliO$, 88, 89-90, 110; qWllily in, 89, 117,
12)_124; upandod Ihrough ldentitiu, ISS,

0); (OnlOlllnct Ind idcnlilin,

Glftk gcnen, 174; tinglt: identil,

in �lOlution, 183,
188-190;

lensed

lOO, 181;

01,

in

181, 182n;

186-188; interplay of,
by

Odinlt on,

372;

in

lemlXnmenl. 419; in Perl"Clt', 'Yltem, 446; in
Glftk harmoni..i, 453-45S; 11M1I·numbt.r I1:la·
lionlhip. of, 464-46S; common tonu of,
466-467. Su 01,0 Otonalil),; Utonalily; Nu·
�ry Nexus

Ton.alit, Diamond, upl..incd, 74_75, \S7-159; in
Diamond Marimb.. , 2S9; on a

Il

limit,

453-45S. Su 0/'0 IrKipient Ton.ality Dilmond
Tone, ddincd, 7S. Su obo Tonality

Iu Sdlijnbcrg,

tlt:mith, Paul

Arnold; Hin.

Typewriter, inspinlion for keyboard, 219
Udemity, WIned, 7S. Su olJO Identitir,

Ulumbo, 'u Small H�nd Instruments

" Unde"onc seri"," and "minor" tonality, 75, 89,
367; Meyer on. 427; on 11,110., 451-452. Stt
0110 "Minor" lonality: Ulonllily

Unity, ddincd. 75; in "miOOl''' lriad, 89, l89,
390; Ind identiti" ., m.alncll. 182, 184; 3/2

rqlrnentrd

11,

386, 394; and

also Prime unily

tf1l01, 455. Su

"Uni¥rnall.nlua�," noc l1:al;ly, 59-60

Univeuality, throulh intuition, 62-63

Unu.ual ke),boanb: Chromelodeon 11, 216-219;
Cla..;cymblllum Un;vCfllle,

216-219, 4 1 2 ;

Plolcm y , 2 1 9-220; of Vicentino. 377; or
ZlTlino, 379; of Mer.enne, 382; of Doni,
382-31);

of

1nompton,

Rimar;nus,

437; of
40; 01
of Bosanquct, 392, 07; of
38J,
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